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Abstract

Background: Adverse events in health care entail substantial burdens to health care systems, institutions, and patients. Retrospective trigger tools are often manually applied to detect AEs, although automated approaches using electronic health records may offer real-time adverse event detection, allowing timely corrective interventions.

Objective: The aim of this systematic review was to describe current study methods and challenges regarding the use of automatic trigger tool-based adverse event detection methods in electronic health records. In addition, we aimed to appraise the applied studies’ designs and to synthesize estimates of adverse event prevalence and diagnostic test accuracy of automatic detection methods using manual trigger tool as a reference standard.

Methods: PubMed, EMBASE, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Library were queried. We included observational studies, applying trigger tools in acute care settings, and excluded studies using nonhospital and outpatient settings. Eligible articles were divided into diagnostic test accuracy studies and prevalence studies. We derived the study prevalence and estimates for the positive predictive value. We assessed bias risks and applicability concerns using Quality Assessment tool for Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) for diagnostic test accuracy studies and an in-house developed tool for prevalence studies.

Results: A total of 11 studies met all criteria: 2 concerned diagnostic test accuracy and 9 prevalence. We judged several studies to be at high bias risks for their automated detection method, definition of outcomes, and type of statistical analyses. Across all the 11 studies, adverse event prevalence ranged from 0% to 17.9%, with a median of 0.8%. The positive predictive value of all triggers to detect adverse events ranged from 0% to 100% across studies, with a median of 40%. Some triggers had wide ranging positive predictive value values: (1) in 6 studies, hypoglycemia had a positive predictive value ranging from 15.8% to 60%; (2) in 5 studies, naloxone had a positive predictive value ranging from 20% to 91%; (3) in 4 studies, flumazenil had a positive predictive value ranging from 38.9% to 83.3%; and (4) in 4 studies, protamine had a positive predictive value ranging from 0% to 60%. We were unable to determine the adverse event prevalence, positive predictive value, preventability, and severity in 40.4%, 10.5%, 71.1%, and 68.4% of the studies, respectively. These studies did not report the overall number of records analyzed, triggers, or adverse events; or the studies did not conduct the analysis.

Conclusions: We observed broad interstudy variation in reported adverse event prevalence and positive predictive value. The lack of sufficiently described methods led to difficulties regarding interpretation. To improve quality, we see the need for a set of recommendations to endorse optimal use of research designs and adequate reporting of future adverse event detection studies.
Introduction

In recent decades, patient safety and quality of care have become a top priority in health care [1-3]. This has led to significant progress, especially regarding innovative use of electronic health records (EHRs). Adverse events (AEs), injuries attributed to medical care that are independent of the patient’s underlying condition, nevertheless remain a persistent problem. Apart from the impact on patients, they entail large human and financial burdens at every health care system level [4]. Regarding patient health, AEs’ negative consequences include extended hospital stays, higher readmission rates, and higher mortality [5]. Furthermore, AEs may lead to the patients’ and their families’ loss of trust in their health care professionals (HCPs), their health care system, or both [3]. The estimated prevalence of AEs in hospital inpatients ranges from 3% to 40% in acute care settings [2,6-10]. The wide range reflects the challenges involved in detecting and tracking AEs accurately [11].

To improve patient safety, health care organizations need valid and reliable tools to detect and assess AEs [12]. Several tools exist, but their ability to identify AEs is limited, and none of them are broadly accepted [13-15]. Currently, enumerating specific events that endanger patients depends mainly on voluntarily reporting by health care staff [16,17]. Systematic evaluations of this approach showed endemic underreporting, with only 2% to 8% of all harmful events being identified [18-20]. To depict the situation more robustly, the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) published a set of Patient Safety Indicators (PSIs). Using administrative datasets, PSIs identify potential AEs, but are highly susceptible to variations in coding practice and are limited by many outcomes being easily concealed in the medical record [14]. Therefore, they miss a substantial fraction of AEs (low sensitivity), while producing a substantial fraction of false positive results (low specificity) [13,21].

One promising method is the Global Trigger Tool (GTT), developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) [22]. Providing a structured method for identifying AEs from patient records [23,24], the GTT is a retrospective record review instrument that uses a list of triggers (or clues), ie, data elements within the health record, to alert reviewers to the potential presence of AEs [22,25]. By focusing on triggers within patient records, the GTT has demonstrated to identify up to ten times as many AEs as other detection methods [13]. Various studies have used the GTT, where some modified the methods, eg, by modifying the set of triggers, or by modifying the review process (eg, one reviewer instead of two for trigger identification). We refer to these modified versions as trigger tool methodology, reserving the term GTT methodology for the IHI’s original procedures [24].

The trigger tool was developed as a manual approach, ie, for application by HCPs reviewing patient records. Recently, an increasing interest developed for semi or fully automated AE detection methods using EHRs where lesser time and personnel resources are required for the AE identification [25-28]. Prospective AE detection would supply real-time feedback to HCPs, allowing timely interventions. The development of automated surveillance systems using EHR data has greatly facilitated AEs’ identification [28].

Semi or fully automated AEs detection methods show promise to efficiently measure AEs. Nevertheless, evidence need to be summarized based on the current literature to gather information for future development and implementation in a health care organization. As a variety of AEs’ detection methods exist, we decided to focus on trigger tool–based AEs detection methods only, allowing comparisons between studies as suggested in a previous systematic review on automated detection of patient harm [29]. As trigger tool methodology has shown higher sensitivity compared with other detection methods, we considered the manual trigger tool as the gold standard. This systematic review aimed to describe current study methods and challenges regarding the use of automatic trigger tool–based AE detection methods in EHRs in acute care settings. In addition, we aimed to appraise the applied studies’ designs and to synthesize estimates of AE prevalence and diagnostic test accuracy (DTA) of automatic detection methods using manual trigger tool as a reference standard.

Methods

Search Strategy and Study Selection

This systematic review followed the recommendations of the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Diagnostic Test Accuracy [30], the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions [31], and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines for the reporting of systematic reviews [32].

Hausner et al.’s approach was applied to develop a robust search strategy (Multimedia Appendix 1) [33,34]. In PubMed’s basic search mode, we entered the following medical subject headings (MeSH) and free-text terms for title and abstract fields: (trigger OR triggers) AND (chart OR charts OR identif* OR record OR records) AND (adverse OR medical errors). The focus of the search was on “trigger” and not on GTT, as we aimed to include studies using variations of the original GTT. The search strategy was transposed to EMBASE, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Library, and terms were mapped to the appropriate keywords (eg, from MeSH to Emtree). Studies published in English, French, German, Italian, or Spanish were considered without restrictions concerning the years of the publication. In addition to searching the bibliographic databases, the team identified additional relevant literature from most common journals publishing in the field of trigger tool: BMJ Quality & Safety, Journal of Patient Safety, and International Journal for Quality in Health. For pragmatic reasons, the research team decided to
limit the hand search of the most common journals to the years 2014 to 2017. The search was conducted in November 2015 with updates in April 2016 and July 2017.

We included observational studies that applied a trigger-based tool to detect AEs in EHRs in any acute care setting. We defined the target population of interest as patients hospitalized for at least 48 hours for any reason. The evaluated trigger tool approach (index test) had to involve either semi (ie, one part of the process still manual) or fully automatic identification of AEs [29]. Regarding DTA studies, we opted for a reference standard that produced a relatively low rate of missed AEs alongside an acceptable rate of false positive test results (events flagged as AEs that, upon examination, did not qualify as AEs). As shown by Classen et al (2011), manual trigger-based tools met our target criteria [13]. We excluded studies from nonhospital settings (eg, long-term care), outpatient clinics, or that concerned nonprimary research (eg, systematic reviews or editorials).

The eligible articles were divided into two sets: (1) an automated trigger tool in comparison with a manual trigger tool method for AE detection, potentially enabling the evaluation of the trigger tool’s DTA (diagnostic test accuracy studies) and (2) application of an automated trigger tool without cross-verification with a manual trigger tool method, enabling us to synthesize the prevalence of AEs and the applied methods. We refer to the latter group as “prevalence studies” throughout this paper.

Data Extraction

Two main reviewers (SNM and MS) each screened half of the retrieved titles and abstracts for relevance according to the criteria outlined above. The other members of the research team each screened a quarter of the retrieved titles and abstracts, allowing double screening for all citations. Full-text screening was independently assessed by the main two reviewers, where disagreements were resolved by discussion, or by consulting the entire research team, if necessary.

Detailed study information was extracted into tables by SNM and a master student as part of her training. We used standardized piloted extraction sheets to tabulate variables related to design, sample population characteristics, applied trigger tool methodology, type and number of reviewers and triggers, and outcome data expressed as AE prevalence (overall and by AE type). To estimate DTA, we used 2×2 tables. Whenever possible, we derived the positive predictive value (PPV) of the triggers used. PPV is calculated by dividing the number of true positive triggers related to confirm AEs by the total number of positive triggers.

Unresolved disagreements or uncertainties between SNM and the master student were discussed and resolved in the research team, which included experienced systematic review and GTT methodologists, clinicians, and nurses, each with more than 10 years of experience in their specialty.

Quality Assessment

We assessed the risk of bias and the concerns regarding applicability of all included studies. With respect to DTA, we assessed the quality of the included studies with the QUADAS-2 instrument, which we adapted for use as recommended by its authors [35]. The tool consists of four domains: (1) patient selection, (2) index test, (3) reference standard, and (4) flow and timing. Each domain contains signaling questions for risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability except the domain flow and timing. Each signaling question has three answer options: yes, no, and unclear. On the basis of the overall rating of the reviewers, an assessment can be made in each domain concerning bias and applicability. For example, one signaling question in the domain patient selection is, “Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled?” All adaptations of the instrument are explained in Multimedia Appendix 2.

For prevalence studies, the research team generated a new tool based on the structure of the QUADAS-2 instrument to assess the risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability. The new tool consisted of six domains: patient selection, reviewer and algorithm selection, automatic detection method, outcomes, and flow and timing. All but outcomes and flow and timing included a section on risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability, including signaling questions (Multimedia Appendix 3). The goal of this quality assessment was to verify the quality of the semi or fully automated trigger tool studies by focusing specifically on algorithm development and the basis for choosing each trigger.

Quality assessment process was conducted by one reviewer (SNM), and each research team member received at least one study to compare the results with SNM. Members did each task individually; then all results were discussed jointly by the multidisciplinary research team.

Statistical Analyses

As we anticipated a paucity of evidence on DTA data, we deemed formal meta-analyses not feasible. For the total number of AEs and each type of AE, we present percentages with 95% CIs for prevalence, PPV, and rate of false negative test results. For the prevalence studies, we provided percentages for prevalence and PPV with 95% CIs, for AE overall and per type of trigger.

Results

Search Strategy and Study Selection

After removing duplicates, 2658 citations were identified via our search strategy, the core journals, and our personal library. Of these, 11 met all selection criteria: 2 concerned diagnostic test accuracy studies and 9 prevalence studies. A detailed view of the included studies is provided with a flow diagram in Figure 1.
Description of Included Studies

The studies were published from 2005 to 2016. Of these, 9 were conducted in the United States [25,36-43], 1 in Denmark [44], and 1 in the United Kingdom [45]. Concerning the study populations, 7 were conducted among pediatric or neonatal patients [25,36,37,39,40,43,45], 3 among adults [38,41,42], and 1, published in abstract form only, provided no population information [44]. Two studies conducted multisite trigger tool research [25,42]. The bed capacity of the hospitals involved ranged from 26 to 1000 beds, with a median of 306. One study provided no information on bed capacity [36]. Further details concerning the design and the characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

One study explicitly followed the IHI guidelines for GTT [42], whereas the other studies used different trigger tool approaches or did not specify whether they followed the IHI guidelines. Concerning methodology, 6 studies addressed only adverse drug events (ADEs) [36,38,39,42,43,45], and only 1 used a fully automatic AE detection approach [44]. Definitions used to define and reference AEs varied [36,38,40,43,45] or were absent [25,39,44]. Seven studies used decision or agreement of the reviewer(s) to confirm an AE, without reference to the indexing method used [25,39,44]; and 2 studies omitted any explanation of the process [44,45]. Five studies did not consider preventability [38,42,44,45]; in the remainder, definitions varied. Three studies used the definition of a preventable AE as an “event leading to action deviating from the local standard of care” [37,40,43]; one study used a scale from “1—virtually no evidence for management causation” to “6—virtually certain evidence for management causation,” but without describing the applied cutoff [36]. One study used a 6-point confidence scale from “1—virtually no evidence of preventability” to “6—virtually certain evidence of preventability,” with a score >4 denoting preventability [41]; and one study merely described that preventability was determined by the reviewers’ decision [25]. Five studies assessed AEs’ severity using the National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP) categories [25,37,39,40,43]; 4 studies did not state their assessment strategies [38,42,44,45]; one study categorized them according to four levels of severity (life-threatening, serious, clinically significant, or trivial) [41]; and one used NCC MERP categories together with the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.03, ranging from mild (grade 1) to death (grade 5) [36]. Information concerning the data source, the triggers, and the reviewer(s) are detailed in Table 2.

Concerning the methodology, 5 studies came from the “Automated Adverse Event Detection Collaborative,” which is a consortium to facilitate the use of automated triggers in pediatric hospitals [25,36,37,39,40,43]. They all used the same approach, where an EHR-driven surveillance system was used,
yet not providing detailed information on the software. Every night, trigger reports were automatically generated for laboratory results [37,40,43], medications levels in the blood [36,39], or both [25]. A clinical analyst examined every trigger by reviewing the EHR and interviewing care providers. The potential AEs were reviewed by specialists: pharmacists, physicians, endocrinologists, or anesthesiologists. The clinical analyst met with a multidisciplinary team, the “Automated Adverse Event Detection Steering Committee,” monthly to present the results. Two studies used natural language processing (NLP) to extract information from EHRs [41,44]. NLP is defined as a technique extracting information from narrative text and transforming it into structured text [41,46]. NLP is able to deal with synonyms, negations, and abbreviations used in narrative text. To build queries, SAS Text Miner tool [44] was used; however, no further details were provided. Structured Query Language [41] was used to identify AEs in the EHRs. The other studies used (1) Electronic trigger-detection messages that were sent automatically to two pharmacist reviewers [42], (2) Computerized trigger alert system that sent an alert to the project manager within 24 hours when conditions defined by the trigger algorithm were detected [38], and (3) electronic algorithms where triggers were identified automatically [45]. No further details concerning the development, the algorithms, or the tools used were given. Description of the methods are explained in Table 3.

Table 1. Design and characteristics of the sample and population of the included studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Time frame (months)</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic test accuracy studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerdes and Hardahl, 2013 [44]</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Leary et al, 2013 [41]</td>
<td>Adults, exclusion of patients admitted under observation status and cared for by either of the two medical record abstractors</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>General internal medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevalence studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call et al, 2014 [36]</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>Oncology Hematology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickermann et al, 2011 [37]</td>
<td>Children, exclusion weekend days for 5 months because of resource limitations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13,526</td>
<td>General internal medicine Surgical care Emergency department Intensive care unit (ICU) Psychiatric unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim et al, 2016 [42]</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>3x1 month</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al, 2009 [38]</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>General internal medicine Surgical care Obstetrics or gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muething et al, 2010 [39]</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>21 for one trigger and 16 for another one</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nwulu et al, 2013 [45]</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54,244</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patregnani et al, 2015 [43]</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>52 for one trigger; 40 and 60 for the others</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Pediatric ICU Neonatal ICU Cardiac ICU Medical and surgical acute care areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea et al, 2013 [40]</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6,872</td>
<td>Pediatric ICU Cardiac ICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockwell et al, 2013 [25]</td>
<td>Children, exclusion of emergency departments and ambulatory clinics</td>
<td>36 for hospital 1 and 51 for hospital 2</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>General internal medicine Surgical care Psychiatric unit Neonatal Cardiac ICU Pediatric ICU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Data source</td>
<td>Triggers</td>
<td>Reviewer(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerdes and Hardahl, 2013 [44]</td>
<td>Unstructured and semistructured narrative texts in EHRs ( ^a )</td>
<td>“Models,” not defined, identifying the most common triggers and/or AEs ( ^b )</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Leary et al, 2013 [41]</td>
<td>Enterprise Data Warehouse: EHRs or CPOES ( ^c ); hospital and physician billing systems; incident reporting system; and admission or discharge or transfer with nightly updates from activities occurring in the preceding 24 h</td>
<td>Locally developed based on screening criteria from the Harvard Medical Practice Study and the IHI ( ^d ) GTT ( ^e )</td>
<td>Experienced hospitalists and physician-researcher (prior experience with the research method)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Prevalence studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Triggers</th>
<th>Reviewer(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call et al, 2014 [36]</td>
<td>EHR: laboratory, pharmacy, electronic medication administration record, CPOE, and documentation functions</td>
<td>Wide use in similar population and high likelihood to detect adverse drug events</td>
<td>Pharmacist and physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickermann et al, 2011 [37]</td>
<td>EHRs</td>
<td>Increasing use in hospitals’ protocols</td>
<td>CA ( ^f ) trained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim et al, 2016 [42]</td>
<td>EHR supports all inpatient and ambulatory care clinical and documentation activities</td>
<td>Review of literature and detectable in EHRs with reasonable PPV ( ^g )</td>
<td>Pharmacists, medication safety pharmacist, and physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al, 2009 [38]</td>
<td>CPOE with decision support, EHR, clinical event monitors</td>
<td>Most common inpatient adverse drug events</td>
<td>Study investigators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muething et al, 2010 [39]</td>
<td>Clinical information system: computerized clinical order entry, clinical documentation, electronic medication administration record, data storage repository, and advanced decision support</td>
<td>AEs steering committee</td>
<td>Endocrinologist, anesthesiologist, and frontline staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nwulu et al, 2013 [45]</td>
<td>Locally developed electronic health and prescription computer system (laboratory results and prescribing, except some chemotherapy regimens) has built-in checks to identify potential prescribing errors (flagged through warnings and alerts)</td>
<td>Test the usefulness of two medication module triggers from the GTT proposed by IHI</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patregnani et al, 2015 [43]</td>
<td>EHRs</td>
<td>Clinical evidences</td>
<td>CA trained in the AE trigger process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea et al, 2013 [40]</td>
<td>EHRs and Laboratory Information System</td>
<td>Clinical evidences and risks of death</td>
<td>CA trained in the AE trigger process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockwell et al, 2013 [25]</td>
<td>EHRs</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary review process using several review criteria</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) EHRs: electronic health records.  
\( ^b \) AE: adverse event.  
\( ^c \) CPOES: computerized provider order entry system.  
\( ^d \) IHI: Institute for Healthcare Improvement.  
\( ^e \) GTT: Global Trigger Tool.  
\( ^f \) CA: clinical analyst.  
\( ^g \) PPV: positive predictive value.
Two studies compared results from automated trigger tool methodology with those obtained via the manual trigger tool method [41,44]. Six studies compared results with voluntary incident reports but did not cross-verify their results with those obtained via manually operated trigger-based tools; therefore, we considered these prevalence studies [25,36-38,40,42,43]. The remaining 3 studies did not compare their results with those obtained via any other method [38,40,42].

Quality Assessment

Figure 2 shows detailed results of the two quality assessments.

Diagnostic Test Accuracy Studies

In one of the 2 studies, the assessment of all domains was hampered by poor reporting, and we were unable to judge the risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability [44]. In the other, we judged the concern regarding applicability of “patient selection” as low [41]. We judged a high risk of bias in the “flow and timing” domain and low bias risk and applicability concerns for the “index test” and “reference standard” domains [41].

Prevalence Studies

A total of 9 studies were selected as prevalence studies via our self-developed quality assessment tool (Multimedia Appendix 3). For “patient selection,” the bias risk was deemed low in seven studies [25,36-38,40,42,43] and applicability concerns were also low in eight of them [25,36-40,42,43]. We had no concerns regarding applicability of the automatic detection methods. As Figure 2 shows, for the other domain, we judged low bias risk and concerns regarding applicability in a minority of studies. In 5 studies, we judged a high risk of bias in the “outcomes” domain, mainly because their AE definitions did not reference those of the IHI or Food and Drug Administration, and they lacked clearly stated prevalence outcomes.
We judged high bias risks in 3 studies regarding the “automated detection method” domain [25,37,45]. In another, we judged the bias risk as high in the “reviewer or algorithm selection” domain [45] because the triggers were not consistently used or developed, and the reviewer lacked the required profile (eg, experience and training).

Estimates of Diagnostic Test Accuracy, Prevalence, and Reliability

Estimates of DTA can be found in Table 4, with additional information concerning prevalence, preventability, and false negative rates for AE categories. No information concerning 2x2 tables were available for all the triggers; thus, the decision was made to use the AE categories.

Figure 2. Risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability assessments for diagnostic test accuracy studies (upper panel) and prevalence studies (lower panel). Judgments are expressed as “low,” “high,” or “unclear” risk or concern for each of the domains (ie, “patient selection,” “index test”). The percentages refer to the percentage of studies meeting the judgment low, high, or unclear risk of bias or concerns regarding applicability in each of the domains. Quality Assessment tool for Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) was used for the two diagnostic test accuracy studies and an in-house developed tool was used to assess the 9 prevalence studies.
### Table 4.
The table displays the estimates of diagnostic test accuracy in 2 studies comparing automated trigger-based tools with a manual trigger-based tool as reference standard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Type of adverse events</th>
<th>2x2 table for adverse events</th>
<th>Prevalence(^a), % (95% CI)</th>
<th>Positive predictive value(^b), % (95% CI)</th>
<th>False negative rate(^c), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerdes and Hardahl, 2013 [44]</td>
<td>Pressure ulcer</td>
<td>28 / 22 / 12 / 436</td>
<td>5.6 (3.6-7.6)</td>
<td>56 (42.2-69.8)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Leary et al, 2013 [41]</td>
<td>Adverse drug event</td>
<td>24 / 22 / 20 / N/A(^d)</td>
<td>9.6 (5.9-13.3)</td>
<td>52.2 (37.7-66.6)</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital acquired infection</td>
<td>7 / 11 / 4 / N/A</td>
<td>2.8 (0.8-4.9)</td>
<td>38.9 (16.4-61.4)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operative or procedural injury</td>
<td>5 / 4 / 4 / N/A</td>
<td>2 (0.3-3.7)</td>
<td>55.6 (23.1-88)</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manifestation of poor glycemic control</td>
<td>3 / 2 / 5 / N/A</td>
<td>1.2 (0.2-2.6)</td>
<td>60 (17.1-102.9)</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Prevalence is calculated by true positive/total number of patients.

\(^b\)Calculated as triggers corresponding to an adverse event out of all triggers=true positive/(true positive+false positive).

\(^c\)Calculated as false negative/(false negative+true positive).

\(^d\)N/A: not applicable.

Across all the 11 studies, AE prevalence ranged from 0% to 17.9%, with a median of 0.8%. The PPV of all triggers to detect AEs ranged from 0% to 100% across studies, with a median of 40%. Some triggers are used in different studies and have different PPV values: (1) in 6 studies, hypoglycemia [25,37-41] had a PPV ranging from 15.8% to 60%; (2) in 5 studies, naloxone [25,36,41,42,45] had a PPV ranging from 20% to 91%; (3) in 4 studies, flumazenil [25,36,41,42] had a PPV ranging from 38.9% to 83.3%; and (4) in 4 studies, protamine [25,36,42,43] had a PPV ranging from 0% to 60%. We were unable to determine the AE prevalence, PPV, preventability, and severity in 40.4%, 10.5%, 71.1%, and 68.4% of the studies, respectively. These studies did not report the overall number of records analyzed, triggers, or AEs; or the studies did not conduct the analysis concerned. Detailed results for each trigger with prevalence, preventability, severity, and PPV are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Only 1 study supplied information on interrater reliability, reporting a kappa value of .52 to .78 [41].

### Challenges and Author Proposed Solutions

The challenges reported by authors concerned the relative large number of false alarms, the dependence of PPV on AE prevalence, and incomplete patient records leading to missed events. To reduce the fraction of false alarms, several authors suggested to use a threshold value for the triggers used based on patient characteristics [36,38,40,43]. For example, specific disease states of patients must have triggers with different threshold as the consequences might be stronger because of their disease. Authors from one study suggested to measure sensitivity and specificity instead of PPV, as latter is known to be largely affected by AE prevalence [38]. Another author group suggested to either improve completeness of patient information documentation or to combine different data sources to increase the chance to detect AEs as each data source contains different information type [42].
Figure 3. Prevalence, preventability, severity, and positive predictive value (PPV) for all the 11 studies. The figure begins with the results of all the triggers or adverse events (AEs) combined, then for each group of trigger order from the most studied to the least studied (part 1). Severity levels based on the National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention: **D**=an error that reached the patient and required monitoring or intervention to confirm that it resulted in no harm to the patient; **E**=temporary harm to the patient and required intervention; **F**=temporary harm to the patient and required initial or prolonged hospitalization; **G**=permanent patient harm; **H**=intervention required to sustain life; and **I**=patient death. **H1**: hospital 1; **H2**: hospital 2.
Figure 4. Prevalence, preventability, severity, and positive predictive value (PPV) for all the 11 studies. The figure begins with the results of all the triggers or adverse events (AEs) combined, then for each group of trigger order from the most studied to the least studied (part 2). Severity levels based on the National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention: D=an error that reached the patient and required monitoring or intervention to confirm that it resulted in no harm to the patient; E=temporary harm to the patient and required intervention; F= temporary harm to the patient and required initial or prolonged hospitalization; G=permanent patient harm; H=intervention required to sustain life; I=patient death. H1: hospital 1; H2: hospital 2; VT: venous thromboembolism; IR: incident report.

| Authors and year | Pressure ulcer | O’Leary et al. 2013 | O’Leary et al. 2013 (documentation) | O’Leary et al. 2013 (incident report) | Sodium polyglycolate cohort | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion | Sodium polyanion |
|-----------------|----------------|-------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                  | Prevalence (%) | 5.6 (3.8-6.4)    | 2 (0.7-4.6)                    | 0.6 (0.1-2.5)                  | 17.9 (14.3-22.1) | 100 (99.2-100.0) | 9 (0)          | 0.100 (0)      | 0.56 (0)       | 0.44 (0)       | 0.100 (0)      | 0.56 (0)       | 0.44 (0)       | 0.100 (0)      | 0.56 (0)       | 0.44 (0)       | 0.100 (0)      | 0.56 (0)       | 0.44 (0)       |
|                  | Preventability | NA                | NA                             | NA                             | NA              | NA              | 0 (0)          | 0.000 (0)      | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          | 0 (0)          |
|                  | Severity (%)   | D: 0.13 (70.0)   | E: 0.96 (18.7-93.1)            | F: 0.98 (15.8-100.0)           | D: 0.98 (33.1)  | D: 0.98 (33.1)  | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) | D: 0.23 (95.7) |
|                  |                |                  |                                |                                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
|                  | Positive PPV (%) | 56.0 (51.3-70.0) | 53.0 (18.7-93.1)               | 100.0 (15.8-100.0)             | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 100.0 (99.2-100.0) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) | 66.7 (20.3-95.7) |
|                  |                |                  |                                |                                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |                |
Discussion

Aim of This Review and Principal Findings

The goal of this systematic review was to synthesize the evidence concerning the development of a semi or fully automated method of AE detection in EHRs using trigger tools. The results show a broad variation in applied methods, selection of triggers, and estimates of AE prevalence and trigger-based PPVs. Insufficient reporting precluded full appreciation of the risk of bias and concerns regarding applicability.

Our findings are in line with another systematic review focusing on manual GTT [10]. Several interstudy differences can be hypothesized to explain the heterogeneity in the observed study estimates of AE prevalence and PPVs. These include the time frame (range: 1-51 months); the sample size (range: 250-54,244 records); the data sources and EHR system types; the automated approach; the review process; but also the differences in defining AEs, its severity, and preventability.

In addition, the choice and definition of triggers (eg, INR ≥6 [41,45] and INR >4 [25,43]) affect overall and per-trigger PPV. In some studies, only triggers identifying unique AEs are used for analysis, leading to varying results for similar triggers. Furthermore, the PPV is deemed to be strongly affected by the study’s AE prevalence. We could not test for this because of the reviewed studies’ heterogeneous definitions of prevalence. These included AEs per 100 patients admitted, AEs per 1000 patient days, or AEs per month. The missing information concerning the total number of patients included (36.4% of the 11 studies) hindered computation of prevalence estimates for these studies. The PPV of the triggers ranged from 0% to 100%.

Even for the same trigger, high variability was observed.

Similar parallels can be observed regarding AEs’ severity. Even when naloxone was used as a trigger in two hospitals in the same study [25], although one hospital had a severity level of 96.4%, falling into category “temporary harm to the patient and required intervention,” the other had a severity level 100%, falling into the categories “permanent patient harm or patient death.” Several included studies suggested improvement of PPV values by limiting triggers to specific patient subpopulations, or by modifying thresholds based on age or other patient characteristics [36,40]. Moore et al [38] suggested using sensitivity and specificity instead of PPV, as the former is less affected by changes in AE incidence. The studies did not address difficulties or opportunities regarding the implementation of trigger tool–based methods, but we do not exclude that such information can be found in more qualitative types of research that we did not collect for this review.

The decision of several of the reviewed studies’ authors to employ semiautomated approaches or to focus mainly on ADEs reflects the difficulty of detecting AEs fully automatically. The extracted high proportion of false alarms in various studies is likely explained in part by these difficulties. Although several studies showed that automatic tools can detect up to 69% of ADEs found manually, automatic detection of AEs overall remains problematic [47-50]. In our review, the sensitivity to detect AEs ranged from 0% to 100%. General AE detection requires more advanced technology, such as NLP, which can read and process free-text narrative [51,52], addressing complex issues such as negation and lexical variation of terminology.

Previous research has suggested that automated AE detection methods were superior to manual tools [26,53,54]. Automated AE detection methods have the potential to screen large numbers of patients to save valuable time, which would not be possible by doing manually by human reviewers with the same accuracy. Yet, timely intervention is an important factor to avoid complications and patient harm when an AE is detected. Even if PPVs are not high for all AEs, automated AE detection methods provide an excellent alternative to the manual approach by saving time and resources [14]. As shown by the systematic review of Wang et al, the use of NLP with EHRs is still at its infancy, and closer collaboration of NLP experts and clinicians is missing [46]. Nevertheless, automated AE detection methods are a promising approach for patient safety improvement.

Looking deeper into the individual studies via our quality assessment tools, we realized that, for most, their methodology, their results, or both were reported in ways that were unclear, inconsistent, or incomplete, which challenged our risk of bias and applicability assessments. Several studies failed to report the number of records screened or the type of patients sampled. These elements, however, are crucial for interpretation of the various estimates and also for its reproducibility. In other studies, the number of triggers or AEs remained unclear. AE severity and preventability were not always reported, and the variation in use of definitions for AEs, severity, and preventability further hampered interpretation of estimates across studies. Interestingly, the majority of studies lacked to report PPV CIs, which is essential for the swift interpretation of the estimate’s precision.

Although not part of our quality assessment tools, we detected risk of selective outcome reprint in some studies. In these, severity and/or preventability assessments are reported in the Methods sections but not addressed in the Results section. Only one study checked for the presence of triggers at admission [42]. Such triggers or AEs should typically be excluded from the evaluation, as it cannot be targeted with interventions aiming at improving quality of care. Furthermore, although a reviewer’s expertise plays an important role in the detection of AEs, information concerning their professional background, experience, or training was mostly absent. Overall, there is substantial room for improvement of the quality of reporting.

Limitations

Our decision to limit the inclusion criteria to studies concerning semi or fully automated trigger tool–like methodologies disqualified many studies, including those employing recommendations from the Harvard Medical Practice Study [28,55,56], machine learning [57], early warning systems [58-61], or other methods [62,63]. However, it allowed us to show that even within a narrow set of trigger-based tools, methods and outcomes varied considerably. The decision to exclude studies involving outpatients [62,64,65] or mixes of inpatients and outpatients [66] further decreased the number of eligible studies but increased the comparability of the patient population evaluated. Nevertheless, the overall low number of...
eligible studies precluded statistical evaluation of the impact of sources of variation and bias. The evaluation of diagnostic test accuracy is generally hampered by the absence of a widely accepted reference standard.

Conclusions
This systematic review provides an overview about the application and outcomes of (semi) automatic trigger-based AE detection tools. We observed but could not formally explain the high degree of interstudy variation in reported estimates of prevalence and PPV, even in cases where similar triggers were tested. Although the AHRQ recently released common formats for event reporting [67], which supports the implementation of AE detection in the EHR, standards for the reporting of AE detection studies using trigger tools are lacking, yet urgently needed to overcome the methodological heterogeneity in future studies. We need better standards for reporting in this field of research to increase reproducibility, interpretation, and avoidance of research waste. A more standardized use of definitions of the types, severity, and preventability of AEs is desirable. We therefore call for a set of recommendations for the conduct and reporting of future studies and in the meantime, suggest authors, peer reviewers, and editors to pay special attention to complete reporting of study population, AE and trigger definitions, experience, training, and background of reviewers; methods employed to check for triggers and/or AEs at patient admission; and complete reporting of outcome data (numbers of triggers, nominators and denominators of the prevalence, and PPV).
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Abstract

Health disparities associated with chronic illness experiences of black men demonstrate widespread, systematic failures to meet an urgent need. Well-established social and behavioral determinants that have led to health disparities among black men include racism, discrimination, and stress. While advocacy work that includes community-engagement and tailoring health promotion strategies have shown local impact, evidence shows the gaps are increasing. We suspect that failure to reduce current disparities may be due to conventional public health interventions and programs; therefore, we submit that innovative interventions, ones that embrace digital technologies and their ability to harness naturally occurring social networks within groups, like black men, have particular importance and deserve attention. This commentary characterizes the current literature on chronic illness among black men as well as health interventions that use digital technology, to build a case for expanding research in this area to reduce the overwhelming burden of chronic illness among black men.
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Prioritizing Chronic Illness Management Among Black Men

There is no shortage of data on the debilitating effects of health disparities, particularly on the effects of chronic illness among black men. If these data are so compelling, then why hasn’t the story changed? Many have argued this is a moral issue that is centered on the principle that suffering due to race, gender, or genetics is unconscionable. Despite how often these injustices are professed or predicted, these moral commitments and righteous indignations fall short. In this commentary, we take the position that failures to reduce health disparities among black men are the result of more traditional community-engagement approaches that reflect passive education and one-off health promotion activities. We apply the term black men inclusively to refer to any Hispanic or non-Hispanic man who may or may not self-identify as African American. Further, borrowing from the world of health services research, we contend that patient engagement strategies—those promoted by digital technology and where the key ingredient is partnership and collaboration—offer promising advances to mitigate health disparities experienced by black men [1,2]. Simply put, the mounting evidence on the potential of these technologies is too great to ignore. An innovation of this caliber is necessary to refocus attention to enduring gaps in health service delivery systems and to support black men in ways that are the most meaningful to them. In this regard, digital innovation must emerge from foundations of partnership and

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e182/
collaboration, where preferences and needs drive technology that guides self-management of chronic illness.

One of the leading contributors to morbidity among black males is chronic illness, particularly heart disease and high rates of hypertension (about 43% of black men have hypertension compared with about 30% of white men) [3]. The chronic illness burden among black men in the United States is disproportionate compared to other male ethnic and racial groups [4]. Unmanaged chronic illness, where illness symptoms go untreated and advance in severity, also adversely impact the health of black men. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 7 of the top 10 causes of death among black men in 2014 were related to chronic illness, two of which—heart disease and cancer—comprise nearly 46% of all deaths [5]. As unmanaged chronic illness occurs based on several factors, we suspect that black men are more often unsupported to navigate the healthcare system in a way that makes sense for them. We are aware that black men face a wide set of systematic barriers, mostly out of their control, related to accessing and engaging in supportive and beneficial health promotion activities. This suggests that alternative approaches are necessary.

Since the publication of Unequal Treatment in 2003, the causal pathways of health disparities are well known, and yet, insufficient change has occurred. Over the last several years in the United States, while access and quality have improved, health disparities remain consistent across groups [6]. A recent review of black male health examines how the healthcare system affects their lived experiences, making the point that social and behavioral determinants that would positively impact their lives are under-supported and neglected [7]. There is a trend of decreasing life expectancy in black vs whites; and among men, this trend remains persistent. One of the most credible factors is higher rates of uncontrolled hypertension or high-blood pressure, often reflected as an individual with high blood pressure not receiving treatment. While control of hypertension is linked to higher quality care, there are reports that better communication strategies with doctors are vital, especially for developing successful treatment strategies [8]. Knowing that discrimination, racism, and stigma negatively impact black men and their engagement with the healthcare system, building communication strategies that counteract these biases is critical [9]. We take the view here that the goal of overcoming barriers to engagement must be the centerpiece of novel approaches. These approaches may not be practical at the system-level but may be possible at the individual level. Therefore, designing solutions at the individual level so that systems can better support how black men engage in healthcare may have the highest likelihood of success.

Much of the current literature on black men and health reflect outcomes associated with poverty, education, discrimination (racism), and poorly managed stress [7]. It is unreasonable to think that these can be attenuated by health education or one-off health promotion events alone. Understandably, these experiences are highly personal and further complicated by chronic illness management, which requires informed medical support. Scholars and practitioners alike see little benefit to simply identifying these disparities and failing to build platforms aimed toward changing current systems. While community-based participatory methods have emerged as a leading strategy for engaging racial and ethnic groups, fostering empowerment through trust building and transparency remains a major hurdle [10]. Given these gaps and opportunities, might building digital technologies that are designed to meaningfully engage black men, prioritize the contribution of brotherhood and existing social networks among black men [11]? Here we adopt Franklin’s definition of brotherhood as a “community of African American or black men connected through tacit understanding, common experiences, traditions, and identity.” It is this level of connection that has been until recently, mostly unexplored, and offers exciting areas co-designing interventions to reduce disparities [12].

Integrating health interventions within trusted social systems like a brotherhood, built around shared beliefs, attitudes, and authentic relationships may overcome many recognized barriers of current strategies [13]. To this end, we argue that digital technologies present a unique potential for building meaningful solutions to current challenges associated with managing chronic illness among black men.

**Technology as a Means of Engagement**

Mobile digital devices and apps, including websites and social media platforms, offer immediate access to medical and health information on the internet and also offer new ways of monitoring, measuring, and visualizing the human body while sharing personal information and experiences with others [14]. Electronic or digital health encompasses a wide range of technologies that are used for healthcare, health informatics, health education, and health promotion. Mobile health (mHealth)—the application of wireless technology to promote wellness and information provision between healthcare and individuals—is rapidly gaining attention in both preventive medicine and chronic illness management [15]. One of mHealth’s strengths is its ability to leverage the existing mobile technology infrastructure and the ubiquity of the mobile phone across populations and subgroups. Previous research has corroborated the high prevalence of smartphone usage among blacks as well as Hispanics and indicated the value of mHealth in managing chronic illness [14].

Smartphone and tablet apps can educate, assist with decision-making, and promote adherence to lifestyle and medication regimens. Consumer-wearable technology comprises devices equipped with sensors and wireless connectivity that can assist with a wide range of health-related applications such as monitoring blood sugar levels, personalizing treatment, connecting with health-care providers, and even delivering medication into the body [15]. Recent work in diabetes and obesity shows technological advancement in the use of wrist and hip accelerometers, global positioning system (GPS), mobile technology apps for weight loss, apps for dietary self-monitoring, internet weight loss programs, and behavioral intervention technologies. While there is some fear regarding information security and potential Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) concerns, potentially opt-in rather than opt-out features offer individuals needed flexibility to assume or reject risk based on preference [16].
New Opportunities with Digital Technologies

Developments in new technologies go beyond self-monitoring. Some include prevention of illness complications such as diabetic neuropathy, and others, like prototype socks and shoes with thermal and pressure sensors, can identify areas of the feet with insufficient blood supply [17,18]. Potentially, a physician could use this type of technology to routinely inspect minor tissue damage and greatly minimize the risk of amputations. In the more immediate future, technologies like these will offer practical approaches to managing chronic illnesses like diabetes. The OneTouch Reveal mobile app, for example, can test a drop of blood and tell whether sugar levels are within normal range as well as provide a summary of overall health performance [19]. Another app, called Diabetik, provides quick and interactive data entry to monitor diet, blood glucose levels, and medication [20]. The user can set medication or activity reminders according to time or location. Fooducate has an extensive database of food information that uses barcode scanning to search nutritional value and suggest healthier alternatives [21]. Uniquely, this app also creates a community in which users can share progress and healthy recipes.

Although fewer in number, apps that meaningfully connect patients to doctors, like Glooko, that aggregates biometric data-glucose monitoring and fitness information - offer physicians novel ways to engage with vital patient information [22]. These data are critical and often overlooked during face-to-face consultations. By presenting this data in easy-to-manage formats, these types of apps support patient and physician engagement that contribute to robust dialogue and more efficient clinical visits. These apps also provide the opportunity to foster new conversations that both patients and doctors may have been too intimidated or preoccupied to engage.

Weight management apps are available that focus primarily on tracking and require a certain amount of user-input to manage. These act more like calendars and reminders to record the food and drink intake. Apps also let users track your exercise using the GPS or accelerometer in your phone. Compared to using paper diaries, tracking via smartphone may be more convenient because the device does some of the work for you (eg, calories, movement tabulations), but these are only for self-monitoring purposes. These and other wearable devices typically display the information collected and provide feedback via a smartphone app and website, allowing you to track changes over time. Importantly, one trial showed strong evidence for the use of smartphone technology for managing weight, giving us hope for broader interventions in communities where managing chronic illness are a challenge [23].

Tailoring Digital Technology for Black Men

Tailoring interventions for black men makes good sense given existing communication networks within subgroups. Digital technology is uniquely positioned to attend to subgroup differences as they are, by nature, personal and self-managed. Others point to the importance of system-level identification and intervention using structural factors, but these, while necessary, are too general and are less accessible than digital technology [24]. To date, there is good evidence for targeted and tailored interventions in black communities [25]. In this sense, a tailored intervention would be more appropriate than simply modifying language or applying a “one size fits all” approach to effectively meet black men where they are. According to Hawkins and colleagues, this would include personalization, gaining feedback from black men, and matching content to their personal data [26]. As identified elsewhere, community-based participatory research (CBPR) strategies are effective evidence-based methods for engaging, co-designing and tailoring mHealth interventions to meet preference-driven solutions [27].

Despite the limited amount of published mHealth interventions to improve chronic illness among black men, the existing research on computer-tailored and social media interventions offer some insight. Consensus seems to suggest that tailored applications should be: theory-based, contextual, modifiable to individual preferences, able to connect black men to other black men, include a preference-based dashboard, and be supported by popular culture references [28]. Informed by CBPR, mHealth interventions must be developed and optimized for black men. Taken a step further, the perspective supports a more intersectional approach to building more impactful and effective interventions. Research that targets the intersection of social, health, context, and identity overcomes the myopic view of black men’s health. This complex and nuanced viewpoint challenges this view by suggesting that an app that mediates naturally occurring social networks of black men with type 2 diabetes will consider the overlap of both gender and the marginalization of race [29].

Further, we see that tailoring can and should mean developing interventions (in this case mHealth apps) in partnership with black men. For example, if developers choose a deep tailoring approach rather than a surface tailoring one, the mHealth apps will integrate cultural values, norms, and religious or spiritual beliefs of the population of interest (black males) [30]. Examples of these tailoring messages might include age-appropriate material to engage churches, ministry teams, and fellowship groups in the development and integration of popular culture messaging/references. In addition, using content specific (chronic illness) framing along with connectivity platforms, enhances relationship building and help seeking around chronic illness management [31]. Such tailoring would also support the existing social networks and relationships aligned with brotherhood, as described earlier.

There is also thinking that bias and preference play a role in the perpetuation of race-based health disparities, but often these are superseded by communication challenges [32]. The systematic bias in health delivery and its contribution to a perpetuation of fear and apprehension among black men is widely recognized [24]. As shown, attending to individual fears about talking with physicians is necessary for improving confidence and readiness (activation) for engaging in open and honest dialog [33]. And while the bias issue may overstate the role of the clinician in
this relationship, an argument can be made that provided the right support platform, black men offer each other the best strategies.

Health services research has demonstrated that individuals who feel more empowered and confident to make decisions are healthier [34]. These broad approaches have shown efficacy in other areas, but when it comes to tailoring interventions for black men, there is a need to leverage platforms for social support. By providing access to health resources, important health information that relies on and utilizes recognized social support can be more effective particularly with self-management and adherence [35]. This strengthens the argument that innovative technologies designed to leverage social ties have the greatest likelihood of success. The challenge will be determining best practices. What is needed is efficient processes and communication to improve self-efficacy, the confidence to participate meaningfully in one’s health.

**Feasibility of Digital Technology for Advancing Black Men’s Health**

There have been many efforts to mitigate disparities among black men. Given the scope and trends of current disparities, we suggest that technology, and particularly digital technology focused on engagement and activation, can address some of these gaps.

There is currently a wide gap in exploring the use of these technologies among black men to empower and encourage health behaviors and self-management strategies. In 2000, a survey of internet usage among blacks showed they were 38% more likely than whites to seek information about jobs on the web, and 45% of African-Americans vs 35% of whites say that the internet helps them find health care information [36]. A 2018 Pew fact sheet shows that 98% of blacks own a cell phone, and 75% own a smartphone, suggesting that opportunities to download and utilize online content are wide and far-reaching [37]. We also see that young African-Americans have high use of Twitter, and 96% of those aged 18–29 use some social networking platform [38]. The high frequency of socializing using these new technologies supports our efforts to capitalize on social norms in the community.

There are multiple initiatives that support person–centered design, and tailoring of messaging in ways that have been minimally examined among black men. For example, health and medical support and information on websites, apps, and social media sites have proliferated, facilitating the access of lay people to health-related information and providing them with the opportunity to share experiences of their illnesses or health-promoting activities. Health promotion researchers have sought to investigate how websites and social media sites operate in generating and disseminating information about strategies for promoting health among lay people who do this voluntarily as part of social interactions and support systems. Further, social support systems that foster pre-existing social networks, characteristic of the brotherhood as defined earlier have been unexplored and offer exciting areas for mitigating disparities [12].

**Embracing Novel Technologies to Support Engagement and Chronic Illness Management**

The health disparities that describe the population health outcomes for black men in the United States has garnered much attention, and yet the story remains the same. Failure to reduce current disparities may be due to conventional public health interventions; therefore, we submit that innovative interventions, ones that embrace digital technologies and their ability to harness inherent social trends within groups, like black men, have particular importance and deserve attention. Further, we outline alternative interventions to mitigate chronic illness in black men as a way to break the dominance of current deficit-based approaches that frame behaviors as negative or abnormal.

We recognize that medical anthropologists have also weighed in on the debate, suggesting that technologies that seemingly enhance the patient experience may also foster a false sense of hope—what Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good refers to as the “medical imaginary” [39]. The hope of technology seems to be conflated in concepts of innovation and improvement, where hope sits more with consumers than providers. This debate on the benefits of user-centered technologies for patient outcomes seems much less controversial when we reflect on non-hospital based approaches. In other words, the potential of these technologies seems most impactful in communities, where engaging individuals through tailored approaches have the most likely benefit.

According to Forbes one of the top five most important innovations in health care is the use of digital technology for empowering consumers [40]. While many have suggested that black men are members of hard-to-reach populations, with a history of not participating in much research, there is literature debunking these myths. In fact, when researchers make an effort to engage black men in meaningful ways, the evidence is strong that positive behavior change is not only possible but dynamic. What is needed are interventions that show promise across other areas, but when it comes to tailoring interventions for black men, there is a need to leverage platforms for social support. By providing access to health resources, important health information that relies on and utilizes recognized social support can be more effective particularly with self-management and adherence [35]. This strengthens the argument that innovative technologies designed to leverage social ties have the greatest likelihood of success. The challenge will be determining best practices. What is needed is efficient processes and communication to improve self-efficacy, the confidence to participate meaningfully in one’s health.

There are multiple initiatives that support person–centered design, and tailoring of messaging in ways that have been minimally examined among black men. For example, health and medical support and information on websites, apps, and social media sites have proliferated, facilitating the access of lay people to health-related information and providing them with the opportunity to share experiences of their illnesses or health-promoting activities. Health promotion researchers have sought to investigate how websites and social media sites operate in generating and disseminating information about strategies for promoting health among lay people who do this voluntarily as part of social interactions and support systems. Further, social support systems that foster pre-existing social networks, characteristic of the brotherhood as defined earlier have been unexplored and offer exciting areas for mitigating disparities [12].
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Abstract
Digital health is an advancing phenomenon in modern health care systems. Currently, numerous stakeholders in various countries are evaluating the potential benefits of digital health solutions at the individual, population, and/or organizational levels. Additionally, driving factors are being created from the customer-side of the health care systems to push health care providers, policymakers, or researchers to embrace digital health solutions. However, health care providers may differ in their approach to adopt these solutions. Health care providers are not assumed to be appropriately trained to address the requirements of integrating digital health solutions into daily everyday practices and procedures. To adapt to the changing demands of health care systems, it is necessary to expand relevant paradigms and to train human resources as required. In this article, a more comprehensive paradigm will be proposed, based on the ‘biopsychosocial model’ of assessing health and disease, originally introduced by George L. Engel. The ‘biopsychosocial model’ must be leveraged to include a “digital” component, thus suggesting a ‘biopsychosocial-digital’ approach to health and disease. Modifications to the ‘biopsychosocial’ model and transition to the ‘biopsychosocial-digital’ model are explained. Furthermore, the emerging implications of understanding health and disease are clarified pertaining to their relevance in training human resources for health care provision and research.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e189) doi:10.2196/jmir.9732
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Introduction
Digital health is an advancing phenomenon in modern societies, and their health care systems. The US Food and Drug Administration identifies “digital health” as, “a broad scope which includes mobile health (mHealth), health information technology, wearable devices, telehealth and telemedicine, and personalized medicine.” The US Food and Drug Administration perceives benefits of digital health to include expanded access to health care services, reduced health care system inefficiencies and costs, improved quality of care, enhanced self-management, and more personalized approaches towards medicine [1].

Driving Factors of Digital Health and the “Digitally-Engaged Patient”
Currently, numerous stakeholders in developed and developing countries are continuously exploring and evaluating the potential...
benefits of digital health solutions at the individual, population, and/or organizational levels. The advancement of the digital health space has formed important driving factors including a progressive desire for innovation by industry players and developers of digital health solutions. Aspects of consideration is the increasing demand from societies to embrace more individualized, yet engaging, continuous health care services; the empowerment of health care system clients; and the growing diversity, affordability, and efficiency of digital health solutions.

Interestingly, these driving factors are creating “pull” effects from the customer-side, to ‘push’ health care providers, policymakers, or researchers to re-examine the traditional paradigms to ultimately address and embrace digital health solutions. Recent examples are the joint efforts by the US Department of Health and Human Services and the UK’s National Health Service for the adoption of digital health, and the adoption of principles that promote safe and effective mHealth applications by the American Medical Association [2,3]. Another implementation avenue of digital technologies has been in the management of chronic conditions such as pain, which has caused an influx of scientific literature on digital health solutions [4,5]. Additionally, the notion of ‘the digitally-engaged patient’ is emerging across health care policy, service provision, and research domains.

Digitally-engaged patients are demanding more independence in their choices, voices, and shared decision-making. They may demand more—sometimes radical—digital innovations in the delivery modes of health care services, evaluating diseases, psychological conditions and social behaviors, and analyzing generated health care data. However, health care providers may differ in their approaches to adopting digital health solutions. Specifically, health care providers’ knowledge, attitudes, skills, and practices regarding digital health may vary depending on the context or condition [6]. To maximize the benefits of modern digital technologies in improving patient outcomes, England has reported the need for clinicians to use their expertise to improve health care and redesigning care utilizing digital health [7]. Additionally, in the UK, studies have shown that investment in provision of additional training for both professionals and the public would help strengthen the normalization, uptake, and use of digital health and wellness services [8]. The World Health Organization’s mHealth Technical Evidence Review Group, provides another interesting example, by proposing the mHealth Evidence Reporting and Assessment checklist to boost both comprehensiveness and quality in the reporting by health care practitioners, on the effectiveness of digital health programs [9].

**Approaches to Digital Empowerment of Patients**

To address the effectiveness, safety, and security of digital health solutions, it is still logical to expect that most of the information exchange and decision support at the individual level may essentially happen between health care providers and their patients during in-person or virtual visits. Nevertheless, no one can assume that health care providers are equipped or trained appropriately to responsibly react to the new demands for the usage of digital health solutions, and the requirements of their integration into usual daily practices. Due to these technological advances, it is necessary to re-evaluate and expand relevant paradigms used for training human resources for health care systems and service provision.

Scientific literature focused on the effects of digital empowerment paradigms on patients and their effects on health care provision highlights two strong mainstream approaches: “techno-utopian,” and “techno-critical.” “Techno-utopian” idealistically approaches the revolutionary effects of digital health with an optimistic perspective. Contrastingly, the “techno-critical” approach is more pragmatic, emphasizing the inherent complexities, both for patients and for health care providers, in managing health and disease conditions. The latter approach focuses on the possible associations between psychological and sociocultural dimensions of patients’ engagement in their own health care via digital health. The main dimensions may include: provoked emotions and possible resistance, regulatory and disciplinary issues, perceived contribution towards the burden of care, and the requirements for operation of “unseen work” on the part of health care workers, attributed to digital technology [10].

**Need for More Comprehensiveness About Digital Health**

To suggest a more comprehensive approach, the biopsychosocial (BPS) model, introduced by George L. Engel [11] has been adapted to include technology. This individual-level model of assessing health and disease, previously expanded in a heuristic manner by other scientists [12-14], must include a digital component. The proposed, “biopsychosocial-digital” model expands the traditional three-tier domains of understanding health and diseases (ie, biological, psychological, and social), in addition to training future human resources of health care systems. Furthermore, this model may act as a generic, neutral, and extended basis for the assessment of the possible effects and interactions of digital health technologies. Therefore, the hopes are that the “biopsychosocial-digital” model will bridge the techno-utopian and techno-critical approaches.

The BPS model emphasizes that the causes and outcomes of health and disease conditions should be considered in lieu with biological, psychological, and social factors. The model implies that for optimal management of conditions, the health care team should address all three influences on the patient. Subsequently, health care providers must be directly, or indirectly, familiar with applying this heuristic model for optimal care. Health care providers must acknowledge that the patients’ engagement in health and disease management is influenced by their concurrent medical conditions, psychological factors, and sociocultural barriers in the environment [11]. The BPS model has been widely used in different health-related disciplines to understand the nature of various disease conditions and the provision of training to professionals. Even though limitations exist with this model, most have been shown to be unfounded [15]. Limitations include the dichotomization between biology, psychology, and society, as well as the masking of an underlying biomedical approach [16]. Digital health technologies are expected to
address these limitations by the provision of more accessible, scalable, and comprehensive data from various aspects of health and disease. Furthermore, the availability of various technologies which can continue to capture biological, psychological, and social information provide a non-dichotomized understanding of an individual’s medical condition and help in unmasking the biomedical focus of the original model.

Reasons Behind the Call and Methodology for its Justification

In summary, to justify the BPS expansion, the fundamental effects of various digital health technologies on individual components of the original BPS model (ie, biological, psychological, and social) are discussed and supported by the provision of a number of pertinent examples. The potential mechanisms of how digital health may directly or indirectly affect the above-mentioned domains are beyond the scope of this current viewpoint manuscript. Nevertheless, one of the potential mechanisms involves the rapid changes in health care resulting from the adaptation of digital health technologies in various aspects of health and disease. In recent years, there have been increased efforts for the documentation, reflection, and analysis of the changes caused by digital health in the academic, critical psychosocial scientific literature [10].

A summary of the important reasons behind the paradigm expansion, from “biopsychosocial” to “biopsychosocial-digital” is provided below.

Firstly, individual-level digital biological data, both provider-generated and patient-generated, are becoming increasingly available and accessible to people and patients. As a fundamental example, DNA as a digital molecule is becoming the cornerstone of digital genomics services. Interestingly, portable biosensors have proven useful in providing information to support managing health and enabling affordable access to populations in low socioeconomic situations and/or remote geographical environments [17,18]. Additionally, the integration of personal self-tracking data with electronic medical records is already being implemented in some American hospitals [19]. Consequently, the digital “expansion” of one’s “biological self,” has become an expected outcome, as people are able to explore their biology through new methods.

Secondly, evidence shows that digital health solutions may directly or indirectly affect psychosocial processes that are part of the complex interactions of the individuals’ environments [20]. Digital health solutions may be additional sources of both positive and negative psychological reactions at the individual level (eg, personal reassertion from supported decisions by apps, or escalated anxiety induced by lost health data). Overall, digital health solutions have produced greater patient satisfaction [21]. Some authors have highlighted a paradigm shift, through digital technologies, in delivering psychological behavior change interventions [22]. As a result, health care providers should be systematically equipped to address these new psychological aspects of digital health solutions.

Thirdly, socialization around health, both at individual and group levels, has become increasingly popular in the digital space. The popularity of this trend shows both favorable and unfavorable effects as there is improved access to individuals in hard-to-reach sociocultural environments. Also, improving quality-of-care by patients’ social media inputs has been considered a promising area in US hospitals [23]. Conversely, social isolation because of breached privacy and hacked health data has become an increasing concern. Figure 1 compares the conventional biopsychosocial model (panel A) with the proposed biopsychosocial-digital model (panel B).

A three-step methodology provides justification of the biopsychosocial model expansion. The details of the methodology used are beyond the scope of this manuscript. In summary, a systematic review of literature was conducted to determine supporting evidence about the relationship between digital health technologies and independent or interrelated components of the biopsychosocial model. A gap analysis was performed to identify potential domains that could be incorporated to the original model. Lastly, an expert consensus report was conducted on the new model to provide feedback and critique through discussion.

Implications of the Paradigm Expansion

The biopsychosocial-digital paradigm could have emerging implications in understanding health and disease and therefore, in training human resources for health care provision and research. Furthermore, the new biopsychosocial-digital paradigm offers a systematically-expanded means of addressing patients’ experiences of digital health solutions with their respective biological, psychological, and social aspects of health and disease.

Additionally, this expanded paradigm emphasizes why and how the knowledge of new digital health solutions, as they appear, is critical for training health care providers. Training is essential for improving health care providers’ understanding of the possible effects of digital health solutions on the three conventional aspects of health and disease. Subsequently, such effects can be successfully taught to health care providers [24]. Moreover, this paradigm goes beyond assessing acceptability, usability, and satisfaction of digital health solutions, allowing a deeper understanding of their usage. Insights from the biopsychosocial-digital paradigm helps anticipate and interpret the usage and outcomes of digital health solutions towards individualized health solutions. Interestingly, even legal frameworks such as Legal Challenges in Digital Health, support the development and evaluation of digital health services [25] and the proposed model further strengthens those frameworks.

The biopsychosocial-digital model further complements the growing trend of integrating digital health services through joined interdisciplinary teams, to provide better care and to address patients’ needs. Therefore, health care providers will consider the complex interactions among digital solutions and biological, psychological, and social aspects of health and disease, rather than the traditionally overly-simplistic biomedical-espoused causal and associated processes.
Figure 1. Comparison between the conventional biopsychosocial model (panel A) with our proposed paradigm (panel B), along with relevance of the proposed paradigm to six core digital health categories that operate within business to patient/consumer market contexts. B: biological; P: psychological; S: social; D: digital.

Influencing Medical Education and Clinical Practice

The scientific literature is being enriched continuously with the possible implications of digital health technologies for medical education. Two important aspects are worth noticing: educating future health care practitioners about current and foreseeable technological innovations and enabling practitioners to adjust accordingly to future changes in their fields of specialty [26]. Specifically, in some disciplines, education is focused on the impact and advancements of modern digital technologies on patient care [27].

Various case studies discuss the incorporation of digital health technologies such as Blockchain use in health care, digital health device assessment, mobile health apps, pharmacogenomics and personalized medicine, use of electronic health records in practice, virtual reality and augmented reality, and wearable devices in clinical practice [26]. The importance of integrating digital technologies into medical education results in the improvement of interprofessional team dynamics, extended opportunities for inter-professional team education, and increased possibilities for interprofessional team practice. Moreover, health knowledge brokerage as another fundamental example of interprofessional collaboration and teaching health info-mediary activities from a patient-centered perspective are novel aspects of digital health incorporation into medical education [28]. The biopsychosocial-digital approach to health and disease benefits medical education initiatives by providing a more inclusive paradigm.
Summary points from the biopsychosocial-digital model.

- Digitally-engaged patients are demanding more independence, in their choices, voices, and shared decision-making.
- Health care providers' knowledge, attitudes, skills, and practices regarding digital health may vary notably, depending on the context or condition.
- A newer biopsychosocial-digital paradigm offers a systematically-expanded means of addressing patients’ experiences of intended or unintended interactions of digital health solutions with their health and disease conditions.
- The new paradigm also helps in expanding the research and dialogue approaches to the perspectives of the digitally-engaged patients and to address the pros and cons of digital health solutions by health care providers.

The proposed paradigm has implications for the education of patients, as an important part of clinical practice. Recent efforts focused on the development of more comprehensive instruments to assess digital health literacy or eHealth literacy (eg, Digital Health Literacy Instrument) [29] will be better aligned with the biopsychosocial-digital model.

Certain methods might be used to support the integration of digital health concepts into medical education and clinical practice. Methods include systematic and regular revision of the educational curricula by medical universities, updating clinical practice guidelines and/or learning outcomes by professional medical colleges and providing examples, information, advice, and assistance about relevant digital health technologies. Moreover, the expansion of research efforts in different medical disciplines will increase the understanding of digital health utilization across the health and disease spectra whilst benefitting medical education and clinical practice. Textbox 1 summarizes key information from the biopsychosocial-digital model.

Conclusions

Limitations of the New Viewpoint

The original intention for proposing the new biopsychosocial-digital approach to health and disease was to generate further discussion and feedback. However, the ultimate expansion of the paradigm, requires future research beyond the scope of this manuscript to generate empirical data for potential substantiations of the proposed model. The new model provides value to future studies which explore the interrelationships between the different domains of the paradigm.

Conclusion and Call for Action

The proposed biopsychosocial-digital paradigm helps expand the research and dialogue that accommodates the digitally-engaged perspective of patients around their health and disease. This model plausibly helps in the training of health care professionals by providing them a combination of clinical and digital skills. Professionals are able to benefit from the positive aspects of digital health solutions, address their challenges, and ultimately overcome negative aspects.

In the near future, an extension of research efforts to validate and provide feedback on this new biopsychosocial-digital paradigm, using data from real-world settings will be required. Furthermore, designing applied projects which address the integration of biopsychosocial-digital paradigm into the educational curricula across health and medical disciplines will be necessary for health care providers.
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Abstract

Background: With the ever-increasing availability of mobile apps, consumer wearables, and smart medical devices, more and more individuals are self-tracking and managing their personal health data.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the diffusion of the digital self-tracking movement in Canada. It provides a comprehensive, yet detailed account of this phenomenon. It examines the profile of digital self-trackers, traditional self-trackers, and nontrackers, further investigating the primary motivations for self-tracking and reasons for nontracking; barriers to adoption of connected care technologies; users’ appreciation of their self-tracking devices, including what they perceive to be the main benefits; factors that influence people’s intention to continue using connected care technologies in the future; and the reasons for usage discontinuance.

Methods: We conducted an online survey with a sample of 4109 Canadian adults, one of the largest ever. To ensure a representative sample, quota method was used (gender, age), following stratification by region. The maximum margin of error is estimated at 1.6%, 19 times out of 20.

Results: Our findings reveal that 66.20% (2720/4109) of our respondents regularly self-track one or more aspects of their health. About one in 4 respondents (1014/4109, 24.68%) currently owns a wearable or smart medical device, and 57.20% (580/1014) use their devices on a regular basis for self-tracking purposes. Digital self-trackers are typically young or mature adults, healthy, employed, university educated, with an annual family income of over $80,000 CAD. The most popular reported device is the fitness tracker or smartwatch that can capture a range of parameters. Currently, mobile apps and digital self-tracking devices are mainly used to monitor physical activity (856/1669, 51.13%), nutrition (545/1669, 32.65%), sleep patterns (482/1669, 28.88%) and, to a much lesser extent, cardiovascular and pulmonary biomarkers (215/1669, 12.88%), medication intake (126/1669, 7.55%), and glucose level (79/1669, 4.73%). Most users of connected care technologies (481/580, 83.0%) are highly satisfied and 88.2% (511/580) intend to continue using their apps and devices in the future. A majority said smart digital devices have allowed them to maintain or improve their health condition (398/580, 68.5%) and to be better informed about their health in general (387/580, 66.6%). About 33.80% of our sample (1389/4109) is composed of people who do not monitor their health or well-being on a regular basis.

Conclusions: Our study shows an opportunity to advance the health of Canadians through connected care technologies. Our findings can be used to set baseline information for future research on the rise of digital health self-tracking and its impacts. Although the use of mobile apps, consumer wearables, and smart medical devices could potentially benefit the growing population of patients with chronic conditions, the question remains as to whether it will diffuse broadly beyond early adopters and across cost inequities.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e177) doi:10.2196/jmir.9388
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Introduction

In The patient will see you now, Eric Topol describes mobile phones as the Gutenberg of health care [1]. He argues that small mobile devices with wireless connectivity will prove to be the transformative catalyst for advancing toward the future of medicine. Although the mobile phone remains the device of choice for most individuals, technology manufacturers are creating a future of consumer wearables and smart medical devices that promise to help people live healthier lives [2]. Several such devices are currently available, including physical activity trackers that measure fitness-related metrics such as distance walked or ran; smart forks that vibrate when people eat too fast; smart toothbrushes with 3D motion sensors that monitor brushing performance; and smart clothes (eg, biometric shirts) that measure a person’s breathing, pulse, calories, and sleep patterns. Recent estimates predict that 5.2 billion consumer smart devices are in use globally in 2017, setting the stage for an estimated 12.9 billion devices to be deployed by 2020 [3]. Other forecasts indicate that the consumer wearable device market value will reach US $41 billion by 2020 from US $2 billion in 2014 [4].

The need to attach personal numeric data to day-to-day activities such as eating, sleeping, and exercising is called the “quantified-self” movement [5]. Proponents of this movement believe that if they can measure an aspect of their life on a regular basis, they can find a way to improve it [6]. Computers can facilitate self-tracking because of advances in sensor technologies, ubiquity of access to information brought by the Internet, and improvements in user-friendly systems and interfaces [7]. Prior research shows that the measurement of one’s daily activities with the assistance of mobile devices provides an advantage with respect to automatic and aggregated data compilation. People have limited memory and capacity to accurately and consistently track computational data about their behaviors such as counting the number of steps throughout the day [7-9]. Another advantage is that data from wearable sensors and smart medical devices can generate automated analytics over time, aggregating personally relevant feedback, which may, in turn, contribute to the sustainable use of digital devices [10,11].

Many experts say the rise of the Internet of Things will bring the next revolution in digital health [12]. Recent surveys on the adoption and impact of consumer digital health technologies reveal important insight about the current state and the trajectory of the purported potential. For instance, a survey of 2225 US adults reveals that the use of wearable self-tracking devices has doubled from 2014 (9%) to 2016 (21%) [13]. This study also indicates that millennials (aged 18-34 years) are the most prevalent users (36%). Another US-based survey (n=2025) on telemedicine, wearables, and postdischarge care found that 27% of adults own a self-tracking device and that 78% would want their doctor to have access to data from their wearables [14]. In Europe, a national survey of 1005 French citizens (aged 15+ years) reveals that 11% possess a health wearable or smart medical device, and 30% of nonusers have a firm intention to buy one in the next 12 months [15]. Finally, a 2016 online survey of more than 20,000 consumers (aged 15+ years) from 16 countries reported that 33% of respondents tracked their physical activity via a mobile app and a fitness band, chip, or smartwatch [16].

Although the abovementioned surveys set relevant baseline information, they do not provide a comprehensive and detailed account of the digital self-tracking movement. Specifically, no prior empirical research has attempted to investigate the sociodemographic and preference profile of digital self-trackers, traditional self-trackers, and nontrackers; the primary reasons for self-tracking and nontracking; the barriers to adoption of smart and connected health devices; users’ perceived benefits of these devices; the factors that influence people’s intention to continue using connected care technologies in the future; and the reasons for usage discontinuance that remain largely unknown. This study aims to fill this important gap and presents a timely and relevant integration of these issues, which may inform technology manufacturers, health care providers (HCPs), and policy makers’ perceptions and future decisions in this area.

Methods

Study Design and Sample

In this section, we report the online survey that was conducted in accordance with the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys checklist [17]. We first developed a comprehensive questionnaire instrument to administer with the general Canadian population in 2017. The instrument was based on a review of the extant literature on mobile health (mHealth) and digital self-tracking and was originally designed in French and back translated to English. The questionnaire was pretested during face-to-face interviews with 16 adults representative of the Canadian population in terms of age, gender, and language. Some minor adjustments were made to the questionnaire following this initial step.

The online survey was administered by AC Nielsen Company of Canada. The sample used for this research was the company’s proprietary online panel, known as the Harris Panel. This panel is one of the largest, most representative, and best profiled panels in Canada. To begin survey administration, panel members were invited to participate in the study by email. Once participants clicked on the URL provided in the email letter, they were screened for the following eligibility criteria: (1) Canadian resident, (2) aged 18 years or older, and (3) spoke English or French. Those who were eligible receive an informed consent form that emphasized the anonymity and confidentiality of respondents and advised that by completing the questionnaire, they are providing their consent to participate. All study procedures were approved by the HEC Montreal’s research ethics committee. To ensure a representative sample, the quota method was used (gender, age), following stratification by Canadian geographic regions.
Survey respondents were able to enter the survey at any point during the data collection period, that is, from January 11, 2017 to February 2, 2017. Respondents who partially completed the survey were able to exit the questionnaire and return at a later time to enter additional data. This could be done as many times as necessary. In accessing the online survey, respondents were assigned a unique identifier and passcode that allowed them access their data until the survey was finished. Participants were rewarded points for survey completion. Rewards for completing AC Nielsen surveys range in value from $5 CAD to $75 CAD. Standard options include gift cards and merchandise (eg, Amazon, iTunes, magazine subscriptions, Starbucks, Wal-Mart, and a variety of restaurant gift cards).

Survey Items

Gender, age, region, gross family income, education, occupation, and use of mobile phones and digital tablets were assessed by standard survey items administered in other international surveys [13-16]. Overall health status was obtained by asking participants to self-rate their own health on a scale from 1=poor or fair to 5=very good or excellent. This single-item measure has been used extensively worldwide and represents a valid and acceptable measure [18]. We also asked participants if they had one or several of the following chronic conditions: (1) diabetes, (2) high blood pressure, (3) obesity, (4) cardiovascular disease, (5) lung or respiratory airway disease, (6) cancer, (7) bone or muscular disease, (8) disease of nervous system, (9) mental disorder, (10) chronic infectious disease, and (11) addiction to tobacco or drugs.

Familiarity with connected care technologies was measured by asking “How familiar are you with consumer health wearables and smart medical devices?” using a 5-point Likert scale, where 1=not much at all and 5=extremely. We then asked, “Which of the following devices do you own?” using descriptive nonbrand terms for 13 specific devices commonly listed in the extant literature and available in Canada (see Results section). For each device they own, respondents were then asked how often they use it using a 7-point scale, where 1=once a month or less and 7=many times each day.

Motivations for using digital health self-tracking devices were measured with 10 items developed for this study using 5-point Likert scales, where 1=not at all and 5=very strongly. Items were derived from prior surveys on consumer digital health [12-16]. Examples of items include “know myself better,” “give me daily encouragement toward reaching my personal goals,” “better follow the treatment plan prescribed by my physician,” and “break a bad habit related to my health.” Data-sharing behaviors were assessed with a single item asking “Do you ever share with other people the data stored in your device or mobile app?” When answering “yes,” respondents were then asked with whom (eg, family members, friends, family doctor, pharmacist, or personal trainer).

Respondents’ appreciation of wearables and smart devices were captured with five variables. Measures for perceived usefulness (3 items) and ease of use (4 items) were adapted from Davis [19]. For their part, user satisfaction (3 items), confirmation of initial expectations (3 items), and intention to continue using wearables and smart devices (3 items) were adapted from Bhattacherjee [20] and Hong et al [21]. All five variables were assessed using 5-point Likert scales, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree.

Finally, we asked respondents (when applicable) why they did not currently possess health wearables or smart devices. We developed a list of 10 reasons (see Results section), and respondents only checked those that applied to their personal situation. In a similar fashion, we developed a list of 11 items (see next section) that correspond to the reasons why consumers stopped using their wearables and smart devices at some point. Both lists of items were derived from prior surveys on consumer digital health [12-16]. The complete online survey instrument is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Data Analyses

In line with our research objectives, we analyzed the entire sample as well as specific subgroups. General trends regarding ownership and use of connected care technologies are analyzed with descriptive statistics (mean, SD, percentage), comparisons between self-trackers and nontrackers are analyzed with multinomial logistic regression tests, and users’ appreciation of digital self-tracking devices is analyzed using Pearson correlation tests and partial least squares (PLS) multiple regression analyses. Analyses are performed using the SPSS (IBM Corp) version 23 software and the SmartPLS (SmartPLS GmbH) version 3.2.7 software.

Results

Profile of the Sample

Our sample is composed of 4109 adults. The maximum margin of error is estimated at 1.6%, 19 times out of 20. Table 1 presents the profile of the sample according to usual sociodemographic variables, in comparison with the total Canadian population. The sample was composed of 2118 men, representing 51.55%. In terms of age, 27.84% of all respondents (1144/4109) were millennials (18-34 years), whereas 35.17% (1445/4109) consisted of baby boomers (55+ years). As expected, the majority of respondents were from the two largest Canadian provinces, namely, Ontario (1575/4109, 38.33%) and Quebec (986/4109, 24.00%). About 1 out of 5 respondents had a gross family annual income of less than $40,000 CAD, whereas 35.58% (1462/4109) had annual family incomes superior to $80,000 CAD. Our survey participants were more educated than the Canadian population according to data from the 2016 national census. Almost half of the respondents had a university degree compared with 28.70% for the whole population, 6 out of 10 respondents were workers (2386/4109), less than 4% (3.68%, 151/4109) were students, and slightly over 23% (22.8%, 937/4109) were retired. Overall, our data indicate that, except for education, the sociodemographic profile of our respondents is representative of the adult population in Canada.

In terms of health status, less than 10% of all respondents (9.78%, 402/4109) perceived themselves to be in poor or fair condition, whereas 50.38% (2070/4109) said they were in good health, and 39.84% (1637/4109) perceived themselves in very good or excellent health.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Sample (N=4109), n (%)</th>
<th>Canadian population (N=35,151,730), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2118 (51.55)</td>
<td>17,264,200 (49.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1991 (49.45)</td>
<td>17,887,530 (50.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>1144 (27.84)</td>
<td>6,858,075 (25.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>1520 (36.99)</td>
<td>9,581,540 (27.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>1445 (35.17)</td>
<td>10,846,380 (30.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic provinces</td>
<td>293 (7.13)</td>
<td>2,385,779 (6.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>986 (24.00)</td>
<td>8,321,888 (22.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>1575 (38.33)</td>
<td>13,976,320 (38.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba and Saskatchewan</td>
<td>266 (6.47)</td>
<td>2,466,703 (6.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>437 (10.64)</td>
<td>4,236,376 (11.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia and NW Territories</td>
<td>552 (13.43)</td>
<td>4,802,275 (13.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross family income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;$20k</td>
<td>268 (6.52)</td>
<td>8,558,000 (29.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$20k and &lt;$40k</td>
<td>583 (14.19)</td>
<td>7,014,015 (24.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$40k and &lt;$60k</td>
<td>614 (14.94)</td>
<td>5,006,820 (17.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$60k and &lt;$80k</td>
<td>561 (13.65)</td>
<td>2,926,920 (10.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$80k and &lt;$100k</td>
<td>498 (12.12)</td>
<td>1,716,175 (5.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$100k</td>
<td>964 (23.46)</td>
<td>2,266,600 (7.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or college</td>
<td>2051 (51.13)</td>
<td>18,730,750 (65.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>1300 (32.41)</td>
<td>6,659,615 (23.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>660 (16.45)</td>
<td>1,562,555 (5.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>2386 (58.86)</td>
<td>17,230,040 (60.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>151 (3.72)</td>
<td>19,992,283 (6.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirees</td>
<td>937 (23.11)</td>
<td>4,912,278 (17.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>580 (14.31)</td>
<td>4,284,996 (15.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived health status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad or average</td>
<td>402 (9.78)</td>
<td>3,443,000 (12.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>2070 (50.38)</td>
<td>9,561,713 (29.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good or excellent</td>
<td>1637 (39.84)</td>
<td>18,714,100 (59.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic diseases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1281 (31.89)</td>
<td>12,053,150 (38.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2735 (68.11)</td>
<td>19,665,665 (62.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aligned to general population estimates for Canada, the majority of respondents (2735/4109, 68.11%) reported no chronic conditions. The most common self-reported chronic conditions were hypertension, diabetes, and obesity.

**Use of Mobile Devices**

Our findings indicate that 78.10% of all respondents (3209/4109) owned a mobile phone (eg, Apple iPhone, Samsung Galaxy, Google Nexus, Microsoft Lumia, or Sony Xperia) and used it to download mobile apps, among other things. Our results also show that 56.88% of our respondents (2337/4109) owned a digital tablet (eg, Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Google Nexus Tablet, or Sony Xperia Tablet). These statistics are similar to those reported by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, which found that in 2016, 73% of Canadian adults owned a mobile phone, and 52% owned a tablet [22]. Overall, 86.01% of our respondents (3534/4109) used either a mobile phone or a tablet, whereas 48.97% (2012/4109) reported owning both devices. As expected, age is negatively associated with use of a mobile device ($\chi^2 = 389.3$; $P<0.001$); 56.24% of millennials (18-34 years) using both devices compared with 37.11% among baby boomers (55+ years).

**Self-Tracking Behaviors**

We defined three self-tracking profiles for the study. Respondents that regularly track one or more aspect of their health or well-being using connected care technologies, that is, mHealth apps, consumer wearables (eg, fitness trackers), and smart medical devices (eg, blood pressure monitors) were defined as “digital self-trackers.” Respondents who regularly monitor one or more aspect of their health using manual tools (other than a mobile app or smart device) such as simply recording the information in writing (on paper, or in a journal or notebook) or by remembering the information were defined as “traditional self-trackers.” The remaining respondents reporting that they do not regularly monitor any aspect of their personal health or well-being were defined as “nontrackers.”

Table 2 reveals that whether through digital or traditional means, the prevalence of self-trackers in Canada is about two-thirds (2720/4109, 66.20%), a number that is similar to recent estimates from the United States [23]. Our sample is composed of two distinct groups of self-trackers. The first, digital self-trackers comprise 40.61% (1669/4109) of our sample and 61.36% of all self-trackers (1669/2720). This group comprises as many men as women who are, for the most part, active members of the workforce. A majority of digital self-trackers are young or mature adults (18-34 years), highly-educated, and wealthy individuals (average gross family income $80,000 CAD), and people who perceive themselves to be in good or very good health. More than 7 out of 10 respondents in this group report having no chronic diseases.

The second group, traditional self-trackers represents 25.58% (1051/1669) of our sample and 38.64% of all self-trackers (1051/2720). Unlike digital self-trackers, this group comprises slightly more women than men. The majority of traditional trackers are aged 55 years and older, retired, with a gross family income substantially less than digital trackers. Importantly, individuals in this group are more likely to be living with one or several chronic diseases than digital self-trackers (47.07% vs 28.36%, respectively).

The third group, nontrackers, represents 33.80% of our sample (1389/4109). Like traditional trackers, this group comprises slightly less men than women. However, nontrackers are found in all age groups. They are less educated and have lower gross family income on average than the other two groups. One in four nontrackers reported having one or several chronic conditions. The most common reasons given by these respondents for not tracking any aspect of their health were as follows: “the information provided by my physician is sufficient” (335/1389, 24.12%), “no need because I am in excellent health condition” (338/1389, 24.33%), “I am simply not interested” (329/1389, 23.69%), and “I am not disciplined enough” (261/1389, 18.79%). Four out of five nontrackers (1095/1389, 78.83%) possess a mobile phone or a tablet.

A multinomial logistic regression including all sociodemographic and health status variables was performed to calculate odds ratios describing the odds of tracking one’s own health using traditional or digital devices compared with the odds of nontracking (reference category). The traditional 0.05 criterion of statistical significance was employed for all tests. Addition of the predictors to a model that contained only the intercept significantly improved the fit between model and data: $\chi^2_{36} (N=4109)=548.70$, Nagelkerke $R^2=0.32$, $P<0.001$. As indicated in Table 3, our analyses determined no statistically significant differences between groups in terms of gender, region, occupation, and perceived health condition. However, significant differences were observed in terms of age, gross annual income, education level, and chronic condition(s). For instance, millennials (18-34 years) and people in the age range of 35 to 54 years were 3.7 and 1.5 times more likely to be in the digital self-tracking group than baby boomers (55+ years). As another example, compared with people living with no chronic condition, chronic patients were 0.4 times less likely to be in the traditional self-tracking group and 0.6 times less likely to be in the digital self-tracking group.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Nontrackers (N=1389), n (%)</th>
<th>Traditional self-trackers (N=1051), n (%)</th>
<th>Digital self-trackers (N=1669), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>721 (51.91)</td>
<td>566 (53.85)</td>
<td>831 (49.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>668 (48.09)</td>
<td>485 (46.15)</td>
<td>838 (50.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age in years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>314 (22.61)</td>
<td>147 (13.98)</td>
<td>684 (40.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>539 (38.80)</td>
<td>347 (33.02)</td>
<td>633 (37.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>536 (38.59)</td>
<td>557 (53.00)</td>
<td>352 (21.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic provinces</td>
<td>106 (7.63)</td>
<td>78 (7.42)</td>
<td>109 (6.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>368 (26.49)</td>
<td>253 (24.07)</td>
<td>365 (21.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>513 (36.93)</td>
<td>414 (39.39)</td>
<td>648 (38.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba and Saskatchewan</td>
<td>94 (6.77)</td>
<td>65 (6.18)</td>
<td>107 (6.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>124 (8.93)</td>
<td>103 (9.80)</td>
<td>211 (12.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia and Terrace</td>
<td>184 (13.25)</td>
<td>138 (13.13)</td>
<td>229 (13.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gross family income (CAD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;$40k</td>
<td>335 (29.13)</td>
<td>244 (27.23)</td>
<td>272 (19.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$40k and &lt;$60k</td>
<td>244 (21.22)</td>
<td>171 (19.08)</td>
<td>200 (13.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$60k and &lt;$80k</td>
<td>190 (16.52)</td>
<td>154 (17.19)</td>
<td>216 (14.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$80k and &lt;$100k</td>
<td>145 (12.61)</td>
<td>109 (12.16)</td>
<td>244 (16.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$100k and &lt;$200k</td>
<td>195 (16.96)</td>
<td>192 (21.43)</td>
<td>428 (29.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥$200k</td>
<td>41 (3.56)</td>
<td>26 (2.90)</td>
<td>82 (5.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or college</td>
<td>805 (59.59)</td>
<td>529 (51.30)</td>
<td>717 (44.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>376 (27.83)</td>
<td>330 (32.01)</td>
<td>593 (36.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>170 (12.58)</td>
<td>172 (16.68)</td>
<td>318 (19.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>752 (54.85)</td>
<td>476 (45.81)</td>
<td>1158 (70.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>53 (3.87)</td>
<td>23 (2.21)</td>
<td>75 (4.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirees</td>
<td>347 (25.31)</td>
<td>383 (36.86)</td>
<td>207 (12.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>219 (15.97)</td>
<td>157 (15.11)</td>
<td>204 (12.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived health condition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad or average</td>
<td>118 (8.50)</td>
<td>127 (12.08)</td>
<td>157 (9.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>712 (51.26)</td>
<td>524 (49.86)</td>
<td>833 (49.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good or excellent</td>
<td>559 (40.24)</td>
<td>400 (38.06)</td>
<td>679 (40.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic diseases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>1021 (75.29)</td>
<td>542 (52.93)</td>
<td>1172 (71.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>335 (24.71)</td>
<td>482 (47.07)</td>
<td>464 (28.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Multinomial logistic regression model predicting traditional tracking and e-tracking by patient characteristics. Reference category=nontrackers (N=1389).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Traditional self-trackers (N=1051)</th>
<th>Digital self-trackers (N=1669)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odds ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.932 (0.765-1.134)</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>0.612 (0.434-0.863)</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>0.728 (0.555-0.954)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic provinces</td>
<td>1.055 (0.682-1.633)</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>1.022 (0.739-1.414)</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>1.038 (0.764-1.410)</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba-Saskatchewan</td>
<td>0.701 (0.434-1.134)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>1.364 (0.900-2.067)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross family income ($)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤$60K</td>
<td>0.750 (0.552-1.019)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; $60K and ≤ $100K</td>
<td>0.853 (0.673-1.081)</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or college</td>
<td>0.639 (0.477-0.855)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>0.797 (0.590-1.077)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>0.808 (0.608-1.075)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>0.900 (0.442-1.834)</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.704 (0.483-1.027)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived health condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very poor or poor</td>
<td>0.972 (0.669-1.414)</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair or good</td>
<td>0.923 (0.749-1.137)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic disease(s)</td>
<td>0.403 (0.322-0.503)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motivations for Using Digital Self-Tracking Devices

The use of digital self-tracking devices and mobile apps is mainly the result of motivations tied to sustaining individual well-being rather than monitoring or mediating medical problems or illnesses. More precisely, 57.94% of our respondents (967/1669) said they use connected care technologies mainly to know more about their condition and monitor changes in parameters that they consider important for their health. Another common motivation was associated with the day-to-day encouragement that digital health self-tracking technologies provide as people strive to meet their personal goals (883/1669, 52.91%). Importantly, 42.06% (702/1669) said they use digital self-tracking tools to monitor their progress in fitness or athletic training. For their part, motivations such as “follow the treatment plan prescribed by my physician” (447/1669, 26.78%), “improve communication with my physician” (400/1669, 23.97%), and “reduce the number of medical visits” (381/1669, 22.83%) were not the primary drivers of use. Quite conversely, traditional self-trackers tend to monitor specific clinical parameters related to chronic conditions such as weight, heart rate, glucose level, and medication intake (see Table 4).
Adoption and Use of Wearable Connected Care Technologies

At the time of our survey, 74% of respondents (or 86% of those with a mobile phone or tablet) had already heard of consumer health wearables and smart medical devices. However, the level of familiarity with these remains relatively low, as only 16% of respondents who had already heard of such devices also reported being “very or extremely” familiar with them. We found that the level of familiarity with these tools is negatively correlated with age ($r=−.21; P<.001$) and positively correlated with family income ($r=.14; P<.001$). Indeed, millennials ($\chi^2=50.0; P<.001$) and people with annual family income over $80,000 CAD ($\chi^2=28.2; P=.03$) were more likely to be familiar with digital self-tracking devices than the other groups. More importantly, our findings indicate that 1014 out of 1669 digital self-trackers (60.75%) own one or several wearables or smart medical devices, representing 24.68% of the entire sample. This ratio is similar to recent statistics from the United States. Indeed, according to two 2016 market reports, between 21% and 27% of American adults owned at least one such device [13,14]. Among our survey respondents, 70.02% (710/1014) said they had one connected wearable device, 20.71% (210/1014) had two, and 9.07% (92/1014) had three or more. On average, Canadian adults were using 1.5 consumer health wearable or smart medical devices in early 2017. As these products are relatively new on the market, and our field administration shortly followed the 2016 holiday season, it is not surprising to observe that a majority of owners (549/1014, 54.14%) had been using their devices for less than a year at the time of the survey. Although 61.11% of digital self-trackers (1020/1669) said they owned one or several wearable connected devices, 34.75% (580/1669) actually use them to self-track one or several aspects of their health. A multinomial logistic regression was performed to model the relationship between the predictors and membership in the two groups (nonusers and users of smart wearables). Addition of the predictors to a model that contained only the intercept significantly improved the fit between model and data; $\chi^2_{18} (N=4109)=154.82$, Nagelkerke $R^2=0.23$, $P<.05$. As shown in Table 5, our analyses determined no statistically significant differences between users and nonusers of smart wearables in terms of gender, region, occupation, and education level. However, significant differences were observed in terms of age, gross annual income, perceived health status, and chronic condition(s). For one thing, millennials and people in the age range of 35 to 54 years were 2.2 and 1.6 times more likely to use digital devices to self-track their health than baby boomers (55+ years). For their part, people with annual family income inferior to $60,000 CAD were 0.38 times less likely to use smart digital devices than those with annual incomes of $100,000 CAD or more. Finally, our findings indicate that it is people who perceive themselves to be in very good or excellent health condition and those with no chronic condition who are current users of digital self-tracking devices.

In terms of usage, the most popular device is by far the bracelet or smartwatch, which is owned by 87.2% of those who own at least one such device (see Table 6). The main advantage often associated with wrist-wearable trackers is that they can monitor a range of health parameters and align with the common practice of wearing a watch. The bathroom scale and pedometer were the next most common connected devices used by Canadians. Respondents were also asked how often they use connected self-tracking devices. Answers to this question varied across devices and according to the users’ specific needs. For instance, 77.5% of those who have a bracelet or a smartwatch (392/506) use it several times per day. For its part, the bathroom scale is generally used once a day (38/119, 31.9%) or several times per week (41/119, 34.5%), whereas a minority (13/119, 10.9%) use it only a few times per month. As a final example, the blood pressure monitor is used once a month (12/47, 25%), once a day (11/47, 24%), or a few times per day (8/47, 16%) depending on the individual’s condition and needs.

Table 4. Health aspects monitored by digital and traditional self-trackers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension and health aspects</th>
<th>Digital self-trackers (N=1669), n (%)</th>
<th>Traditional self-trackers (N=1051), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well-being</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>856 (51.13)</td>
<td>441 (41.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition and eating habits</td>
<td>545 (32.65)</td>
<td>392 (37.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep patterns</td>
<td>482 (28.88)</td>
<td>320 (30.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance in sports</td>
<td>256 (15.34)</td>
<td>59 (5.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight-related data</td>
<td>483 (28.94)</td>
<td>585 (55.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and respiratory health (eg, heart rate)</td>
<td>215 (12.88)</td>
<td>300 (28.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication intake</td>
<td>126 (7.55)</td>
<td>339 (32.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose level</td>
<td>79 (4.73)</td>
<td>247 (23.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 5. Multinomial logistic regression model predicting usage of health wearables and smart medical devices by patient characteristics. Reference category=nonusers (N=3529).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Users of health wearables and smart medical devices (N=580)</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.041 (0.846-1.282)</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.234 (1.577-3.167)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-54</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.566 (1.128-2.174)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic provinces</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.962 (0.592-1.563)</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.752 (0.522-1.083)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.120 (0.811-1.546)</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba-Saskatchewan</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.993 (0.605-1.629)</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.242 (0.834-1.850)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross family income ($ CAD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤60K</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.381 (0.262-0.554)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60K and ≤100K</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.638 (0.511-0.797)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or college</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.861 (0.644-1.152)</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.071 (0.809-1.419)</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.255 (0.859-1.833)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.377 (0.146-0.975)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.780 (0.471-1.292)</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very poor or poor</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.428 (0.267-0.685)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair or good</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.689 (0.556-0.854)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic disease(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One or more chronic condition(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.784 (0.615-0.998)</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sharing With Health Care Providers

This study indicates that there are relatively few people who regularly share the data captured with their digital self-tracking devices. In fact, only 34.87% of users (582/1669) reported that they share their personal health data. When they do so, it is primarily with family members (352/582, 60.5%), friends (294/582, 50.5%), and to a much lesser extent, an HCP such as a family doctor (195/582, 33.5%) or a pharmacist (50/582, 8.6%). Although no direct comparisons could be made with other surveys, empirical evidence in the United States shows that 78% of adults who use health wearables would like their doctor to have access to their personal data [14]. Another recent survey conducted in Canada reveals that 67% of users of mobile apps would share their data if their doctor requested it [24].

Users’ Appreciation of Connected Care Technologies

As shown in Tables 7 and 8, users of consumer wearables and connected devices claimed to be very satisfied (mean=4.1 on a 5-point Likert scale), perceived their devices to be user-friendly (mean=4.2), and had a firm intention of continuing to use them in the future (mean=4.3). Overall, respondents perceive these devices as highly useful. About 7 out of 10 users (398/580) said that they have maintained or improved their health status by using digital self-tracking connected devices. Importantly, a majority of users report they are more informed or more knowledgeable about their health condition. Close to 6 out of 10 users (435/580) said they feel more confident taking care of their health or more autonomous in the management of their condition. On the other hand, feeling less anxious about one’s own health and having more informed discussions with a doctor were not perceived as major benefits digital self-trackers in our study.
To further investigate users’ appreciation of digital self-tracking devices, we tested a research model derived from the works of Bhattacherjee [20] and Hong et al [21], as well as expectation-confirmation theory [25]. To our knowledge, no prior research has investigated the factors influencing the continued usage of these devices. As shown in Figure 1, our model suggests that an individual’s intention to continue using health wearables and smart devices is mainly influenced by his or her level of satisfaction. In turn, user satisfaction is influenced by the extent to which initial expectations toward these devices are confirmed, as well as by two factors from the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) proposed by Davis [19], namely, ease of use and perceived usefulness. Following Hong et al [21], our model also proposes direct links between the TAM constructs and the dependent variable.

The reliability of the measures included in the model was determined with Cronbach alpha. Findings in Table 6 indicate that all the measures, without exception, surpass the 0.70 threshold of statistical significance [26]. This table also demonstrates the validity of the variables included in our research model. In particular, we see that the square root of the variance shared by each variable and its respective items is greater than the intercorrelations between the variables.

PLS regression analyses were performed to test the links in the model. Our findings in Figure 1 supported all relationships, and the model explains 64% of the variance in the dependent variable. Our results indicate that expectations confirmation is strongly related to TAM factors and user satisfaction. This result shows the importance of properly managing consumers’ initial expectations to ensure greater adherence and continued usage of health wearables and smart medical devices. Future research on this topic may consider other variables such as information quality and personalization of content that have been recognized as facilitators for adherence (eg, [27]).

### Reasons for Abandoning the Use of Digital Self-Tracking Devices

A 2015 study [28] suggested that one-third of consumer wearables end up in a drawer 6 months after purchase or initial use. We observed a slightly reduced observation of this phenomenon, with 25.54% of owners (259/1014) who had stopped using their connected devices at the time of the survey. When asked “Why did you stop using your device(s)?” a majority of respondents (111/259, 42.9%) said they had “lost interest after a while.” Other reasons included malfunctioning of the device (51/259, 19.7%), doubts about the reliability of the data (39/259; 15.1%), and “the device was acquired more out of curiosity” (38/259, 14.7%). Most interestingly, we found that while abandoning use of these devices was not associated with gender, age, region, education, or main occupation, it was more prevalent among those who perceive their current health status as “poor or fair” compared with those who self-report their health status as good or excellent ($\chi^2=6.6; P=.048$).

### Reasons for Not Owning Digital Self-Tracking Devices

Respondents who do not own consumer health wearables or connected devices (n=2035) were asked why. Our results indicate that 46.93% of this segment (955/2035) did not see the interest in owning such tools. Other obstacles to greater diffusion of digital self-tracking devices were related to cost (836/2035, 41.08%), lack of knowledge about the value or benefits associated with the use of these devices (368/2035, 18.08%), and doubts about the reliability of data (341/2035, 16.76%). As many nonowners have limited knowledge of the value proposition for such devices, it is not surprising to observe that intentions to buy and adopt one in the near future were relatively low. Indeed, slightly less than 15% of nonowners (14.99%, 305/2035) reported that they intend to acquire a health wearable or smart medical device in the next 12 months.
Table 7. Users' appreciation of connected care technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and items</th>
<th>Somewhat or strongly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Neutral, n (%)</th>
<th>Somewhat or strongly agree, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived usefulness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have maintained or improved my health condition</td>
<td>31 (5.4)</td>
<td>151 (26.1)</td>
<td>398 (68.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more informed about my health</td>
<td>47 (8.1)</td>
<td>147 (25.1)</td>
<td>387 (66.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My knowledge of my health condition has improved</td>
<td>51 (8.8)</td>
<td>179 (30.9)</td>
<td>350 (60.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel more confident taking care of my health</td>
<td>51 (8.8)</td>
<td>194 (33.5)</td>
<td>435 (57.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am more autonomous in the management of my health</td>
<td>37 (6.4)</td>
<td>215 (37.1)</td>
<td>328 (56.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel less anxious about my health</td>
<td>81 (14.1)</td>
<td>239 (41.2)</td>
<td>259 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have more informed discussions with my doctor</td>
<td>94 (16.1)</td>
<td>249 (42.9)</td>
<td>238 (41.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User friendliness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it easy to use my wearables or smart devices</td>
<td>18 (3.1)</td>
<td>57 (9.8)</td>
<td>506 (87.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find my wearables or smart devices user-friendly</td>
<td>22 (3.9)</td>
<td>58 (9.9)</td>
<td>500 (86.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning how to use my wearables or smart devices was easy</td>
<td>28 (4.9)</td>
<td>65 (11.3)</td>
<td>486 (83.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information provided stored in the mobile apps is easy to understand and interpret</td>
<td>29 (5.0)</td>
<td>57 (9.9)</td>
<td>493 (85.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User satisfaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the use of my wearables or smart devices</td>
<td>28 (4.8)</td>
<td>71 (12.2)</td>
<td>481 (83.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am pleased with the use of my wearables or smart devices</td>
<td>28 (4.8)</td>
<td>71 (12.2)</td>
<td>481 (83.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am delighted with the use of my wearables or smart devices</td>
<td>25 (4.4)</td>
<td>114 (19.6)</td>
<td>441 (76.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confirmation of initial expectations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My initial expectations concerning my use of wearables or smart devices have been confirmed so far</td>
<td>26 (4.6)</td>
<td>109 (18.7)</td>
<td>445 (76.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using my wearables or smart devices turned out to be easier that I first thought</td>
<td>36 (6.2)</td>
<td>141 (24.3)</td>
<td>404 (69.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are more benefits to using my wearables or smart devices than I first thought</td>
<td>42 (7.3)</td>
<td>150 (25.8)</td>
<td>388 (66.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intention to continue using</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have every intention of continuing to use wearables or smart devices in the future</td>
<td>23 (4.0)</td>
<td>45 (7.8)</td>
<td>511 (88.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will continue to use wearables or smart devices to monitor different aspects of my health</td>
<td>19 (3.2)</td>
<td>70 (12.0)</td>
<td>492 (84.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have no intention of stopping my use of wearables or smart devices in the future</td>
<td>22 (3.9)</td>
<td>64 (11.1)</td>
<td>493 (85.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Descriptive statistics and variance shared by the variables (N=580). The ratios in italics on the diagonal represent the square root of the variance shared by each variable and its respective items. The ratios above the diagonal are Pearson correlation coefficients between variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean (SD); Number of items</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness</th>
<th>Ease of use</th>
<th>Confirmation of initial expectations</th>
<th>User satisfaction</th>
<th>Intention to continue usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>3.6 (0.7); 7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>4.2 (0.7); 4</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation of initial expectations</td>
<td>3.9 (0.7); 3</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User satisfaction</td>
<td>4.1 (0.8); 3</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to continue usage</td>
<td>4.3 (0.8); 3</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P* < .001.
Discussion

Strengths and Limitations

This study investigates Canadian adults’ digital health self-tracking behaviors and their use of connected wearables and devices to monitor aspects of their health and well-being. To our knowledge, it is one of the most comprehensive studies on this topic, resulting in highly reliable estimates of findings. Hence, our results set important baseline information that will guide future research on the evolution of the quantified-self phenomenon. Importantly, these findings are relevant to the information and technology industry and mHealth app developers to better understand the current market, segments, and viabilities to achieve behavioral and clinical outcomes. We further contributed to the extant literature by investigating novel, yet important aspects and issues, including the reasons for self-tracking and nontracking, the barriers to adoption of digital devices, consumers’ appreciation of wearables and smart devices, the perceived benefits associated with digital self-tracking, and the reasons for usage discontinuance. Hence, this work may inform future policies and efforts in relation to general incorporation of self-tracking digital devices as supportive tools for patient care or reimbursement for technology-enabled quality outcome models of care.

Notwithstanding these strengths and contributions, our results must be interpreted with caution because of some inherent limitations. First, the responses relied on self-report and included only people who participate in Web panels managed by the survey company. Second, this is a cross-sectional survey, and while helpful for examining self-tracking behaviors and use of connected care technologies at one point in time, it is likely that people vary their use patterns and behaviors over time. Third, we did not collect data about race and ethnicity, although these variables might be related to the use of connected health technologies. Finally, our survey did not include people’s health literacy, which may represent an important moderator.

Implications for Practice and Research

Our survey first reveals that the digital health self-tracking movement in Canada is still in an early stage. About one in 4 respondents currently owns a health wearable or smart medical device. Among them, 57.20% (580/1014) use their smart devices on a regular basis for self-tracking purposes. Digital health self-trackers are mainly young, highly educated, and wealthy individuals whose main motivation for use of connected technologies is to monitor or quantify their fitness behaviors or progress on fitness goals. These results indicate an important presence of a significantly health engaged and activated segment of the Canadian population. Indeed, our findings show that many Canadian adults self-track aspects of their health because of the ubiquitous nature of mobile apps for health and consumer wearables and connected devices.

Although the use of connected care technologies could potentially benefit the growing population of patients with chronic conditions [29,30], the question remains as to whether it will diffuse broadly beyond early adopters and across cost inequities. Although technology manufacturers may assume patients with chronic conditions have unlimited enthusiasm for tracking their own health data using self-tracking devices, reality seems to be otherwise. Indeed, our findings show that 29.3% of those with chronic conditions in our sample had abandoned the use of their devices at some point compared with 13.8% for those with no chronic diseases (P=.04). A plausible explanation may be that chronic patients often consider it work (ie, a consuming and tiring task) to track their own health data [31]. This would suggest that digital self-tracking devices will successfully spread among chronic patients only if they are highly activated as patients and use is not experienced as a burden on the user but a positive and rewarding user experience.
The use of gamification and positive reinforcement techniques [32,33] may represent effective ways of making the experience more enjoyable and useful for chronic patients. Another explanation may be associated with the fact that medical parameters being tracked by chronic patients can be emotionally charged [31]. Indeed, “bad” data values can be extremely upsetting for many patients, especially when they are perceived to have some link to behavior. A third explanation may be that HCPs, especially physicians, do not seem interested in patients’ self-logged data—even data that may be entirely objectively logged [31]. We believe chronic patients, especially those with severe conditions, may need personal coaching and continued support from HCPs to ensure adherence, system continuance, and positive health outcomes. This recommendation is also aligned with the importance of properly managing users’ expectations discussed earlier.

To deepen our understanding of usage discontinuance, a prevalent phenomenon identified in these results, we suggest that future research include an approach that borrows a model proposed by Li et al [7]. This model outlines five psychological stages in the process of engaging in digital self-tracking. The first stage, called preparation, concerns people’s motivation to collect personal information, how they determine what information to collect, and how they will record it. The next step, collection, is when people collect information about themselves. Integration is the stage where the information collected is prepared, combined, or transformed for the use to reflect on (reflection stage). Finally, action is when people choose what they are going to do with their newfound understanding of themselves (eg, people may tailor their behaviors to match their goals). A key finding of Li et al’s study is that individuals have a tendency to focus on a single stage (ie, collecting data on number of steps or hours slept) and to ignore the overall process and intended outcome of self-tracking for health outcomes. This reinforces the importance of providing professional coaching and continued support. Among others, future studies could use this model to identify the barriers that people, especially chronic patients, experience when they self-track using connected care technologies.

Although 70% of digital self-trackers in our sample feel they have maintained or improved their health by using wearables and smart devices, there is little empirical evidence that suggest self-tracking personal health indicators leads to long-term behavioral changes [34]. Among the few studies we found, one trial concludes that the use of pedometers along with nursing consultations increased physical activity among older adults [35]. In another trial, the use of a wearable tracker by overweight and obese adults led to a small increase in moderate-to-vigorous intensity physical activity at follow-up [36]. More research with large samples is definitely needed to determine the effectiveness of wearable connected devices on people’s physical activity. It is also unclear whether such devices can motivate adults of all age groups toward other important health mediating behaviors such as adopting a healthy diet, maintaining a healthy weight, adopting good sleep habits, and not smoking. Because healthy behaviors will lead to significant improvements in population health only if they are sustained [37], it will also be important that future (longitudinal) trials investigate whether and under which conditions (eg, health literacy) digital health self-tracking devices can support the creation and maintenance of enduring new lifestyle habits and improve quality of life.

Finally, prior research shows that connected care technologies may create new opportunities for individuals who desire to participate actively in and take responsibility for their personal health. As discussed in Kitsiou et al [38], mobile apps along with consumer wearables and smart medical devices can provide a platform for home telemonitoring programs for chronic patients. Furthermore, physicians can use wearable sensors to monitor acute patients’ health in real time, which can aid with diagnosis and treatment decisions [34]. For instance, chronic sleep apnea can be diagnosed with a lightweight wearable that measures heart rate, breathing volume, and snoring instead of a heavy polysomnography assessment [39]. In addition, incorporating wearable and smart device sensors into routine care may improve clinician-patient relationships and increase patient empowerment [40]. It also appears that the widespread integration of these devices into medical practice by clinicians is extremely limited [41]. A recent survey of 989 Canadian HCPs shows that only 30% recommend wearable trackers (eg, smartwatch and bracelet) to their patients, and 25% recommend medical smart devices such as blood pressure monitors and sleep trackers [42]. Several barriers related to patient safety, data accuracy and security, reimbursement policy, and government regulation have been discussed in the extant literature (eg, [29,43]). Future research must continue investigating these important issues for practicing clinicians so that we develop a better understanding of how and under which circumstances the use of connected care technologies can best serve medicine, in general, and prevention and management of chronic conditions, in particular.
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Abstract

Background: Practice guidelines advocate combining pharmacotherapy with lifestyle counseling for patients with hypertension. To allow for appropriate tailoring of interventions to meet individual patient needs, a comprehensive understanding of baseline patient characteristics is essential. However, few studies have empirically assessed behavioral profiles of hypertensive patients in Web-based lifestyle counseling programs.

Objective: The objectives of this study were to (1) specify baseline psychobehavioral profiles of patients with hypertension who were enrolled in a Web-based lifestyle counseling trial, and (2) examine mean differences among the identified profile groups in demographics, psychological distress, self-reported self-care behaviors, physiological outcomes, and program engagement to determine prognostic implications.

Methods: Participants (N=264; mean age 57.5 years; 154/264, 58.3% female; 193/264, 73.1% white) were recruited into a longitudinal, double-blind, randomized controlled trial, designed to evaluate an online lifestyle intervention for hypertensive patients. A series of latent profile analyses identified psychobehavioral profiles, indicated by baseline measures of mood, motivation, and health behaviors. Mean differences between profile groups were then explored.

Results: A 2-class solution provided the best model fit (the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is 10,133.11; sample-size adjusted BIC is 10,006.54; Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test is 65.56, P=.001). The 2 profile groups were (1) adaptive adjustment, marked by low distress, high motivation, and somewhat satisfactory engagement in health behaviors and (2) affectively distressed, marked by clinically significant distress. At baseline, on average, affectively distressed patients had lower income, higher body mass index, and endorsed higher stress compared with their adaptive adjustment counterparts. At 12-months post intervention, treatment effects were sustained for systolic blood pressure and Framingham risk index in the adaptive adjustment group, and those in the adaptive adjustment group were 2.4 times more likely to complete the 12-month intervention study, compared with their affectively distressed counterparts.

Conclusions: Interventions for patients who are adaptively adjusted may differ in focus from those designed for the affectively distressed patients. As such, this study underscores the importance of identifying psychobehavioral profiles, as they allow for evidence-based tailoring of lifestyle counseling programs for patients with hypertension.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01541540; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01541540 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6yzZYZcWF)

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e149) doi:10.2196/jmir.8757
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Introduction

Background
Elevated systolic blood pressure (SBP) places individuals at increased risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD), stroke, coronary heart disease, heart failure, and CVD mortality [1]. Nevertheless, blood pressure is treated and controlled in only two-thirds of those diagnosed with hypertension [2,3], leaving a large proportion of this population at significant risk for the development of further cardiac risk. Current guidelines consider the combination of pharmacotherapy with lifestyle counseling as best practice for the management of hypertension [4,5].

As the feasibility and clinical utility of large-scale motivational interviewing and cognitive behavioral therapy-based lifestyle counseling programs continue to be established and further disseminated for patients with hypertension [6-10], it has become increasingly important to develop a systematic, comprehensive, and efficient way to assess the psychological and behavioral characteristics of the growing number of patients enrolling in such programs. A comprehensive understanding of baseline patient characteristics is essential to allow for more appropriate tailoring of interventions to meet individual patient needs. In keeping with this objective, psychometric instruments have been developed to identify adaptive and maladaptive patterns of adjustment among patients with chronic pain, and preliminary work has been reported for patients with cardiovascular conditions [11,12]. Few studies have empirically assessed psychological or behavioral profiles of hypertensive patients enrolled in Web-based lifestyle counseling programs.

Objectives
The goals of this study were to (1) assess and specify baseline psychobehavioral profiles of patients with hypertension who were enrolled in a Web-based lifestyle counseling trial, (2) examine mean baseline differences among the identified profile groups in demographics, psychological distress, and self-reported self-care behaviors, and (3) assess differences in physiological outcomes (SBP; diastolic blood pressure, DBP; pulse pressure, PP; and Framingham risk index, FRI) and program engagement across these profile groups over 12 months to determine prognostic implications.

Methods
Overview
This is a substudy of the Reducing risk with E-based support for Adherence to lifestyle Change in Hypertension (REACH) trial [13], which was a multicenter, longitudinal, double-blind, randomized controlled trial of e-counseling for persons with stage 1 or 2 hypertension (Clinicaltrial.gov: NCT01541540). REACH was designed to evaluate the efficacy of a standardized, evidence-based e-counseling protocol that promoted adherence to recommended guidelines for exercise, diet, prescribed medications, and smoke-free living over 12 months. In the parent study, eligible hypertensive participants were recruited across 5 Canadian sites: Toronto (n=174), Vancouver (n=39), Grey Bruce (n=19), London (n=15), and Prince Edward Island (n=17). All participants were randomly assigned to treatment or control interventions after their eligibility was confirmed at their baseline visit. Primary endpoints of the REACH study included SBP and DBP, PP, non-high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and the FRI of 10-year absolute risk of CVD.

Study Interventions and Assessments
Both the control and e-counseling arms of REACH were organized by sessions that included a URL that linked participants to their session content. For controls, each session included content representative of the e-based support provided by heart health organizations at the inception of the study [13]. In addition to the materials made available to participants assigned to the control condition, the e-counseling intervention used key components from motivational interviewing [14] and cognitive behavioral therapy [15] to promote adherence to self-care behaviors. In keeping with guidelines from motivational interviewing [14], e-counseling sessions in the early phase of the e-counseling intervention were designed to resolve ambivalence about behavior change and to help participants feel connected to a salient personal goal. Subsequent sessions provided videos, online handouts, and monitoring forms to guide and reinforce skills to sustain positive changes in targeted self-care behaviors.

As a part of the parent study, all participants were asked to complete in-person study assessments at baseline, 4-month, and 12-month follow-up. All in-person study assessments were conducted by a trained nurse or research assistant and included the collection of both questionnaire and physiological data.

Participants
This study included 263 participants (mean age 57.5 years; 154/264, 58.3% female; 193/264, 73.1% white), who completed the baseline assessment. Inclusion criteria for the larger longitudinal study included the following: age: 35-74 years, hypertension diagnosis, baseline blood pressure measured at baseline study session: ≥140/90 (if no meds); ≥130/85 (if on meds); if on medications, an unchanged prescription for ≥2 months, and comprehension of written and oral English [13]. Exclusion criteria for the larger study included the following: diagnosis of clinically significant arrhythmia, sleep apnea, kidney disease, major psychiatric illness (eg, psychosis), alcohol or drug dependence in the previous year, institutional residence, or little to no English comprehension [13]. One participant from the larger sample was excluded from this study because of missing data on all indicators used for the analysis of psychobehavioral profiles. See Multimedia Appendix 1 for background characteristics, health behavior, and cardiovascular risk factors for total sample of parents study at baseline.

Measures
Psychological Distress
Four well-established self-reported measures of psychological distress were used in this study. The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [16] is a 9-item diagnostic screening tool that assesses symptoms of depression. The clinical interpretations of scores on this measure are as follows: 0-4= minimal depression; 5-9 = mild depression; 10-14 = moderate depression; 15-19 = moderately severe depression; and
Baseline measures of physical activity and dietary behaviors were used in this study. Physical activity was measured by calculating the 4-day number of steps recorded on a triaxial pedometer (4-day step count, LifeSource/A&D XL-18CN Activity Monitor, China) [13]. In a study of healthy adults, individuals have been classified into various lifestyle groups based on average daily step counts: (1) <5000 steps per day=sedentary lifestyle; (2) 5000-7499 steps per day=low active; (3) 7500-9999 steps per day=somewhat active; (4) ≥10,000 steps per day=active; and (5) >12,500 steps per day=highly active [20]. Moreover, according to the Canadian Hypertension Education Program (CHEP) 2016 guidelines, it is recommended that patients with hypertension engage in 30 to 60 min of moderate-intensity exercise 4 to 7 days/week, including walking, in addition to their activities of daily living [5].

Dietary behaviors were monitored by a 24-hour urinary sodium analysis (mmol/day) and the National Institute of Health/National Cancer Institute Dietary Health Questionnaire, a self-reported measure of fruit and vegetable intake, which has established validity and has been successfully adapted for a Canadian population [21]. According to the CHEP 2016 guidelines, it is recommended that patients with hypertension consume no more than 87 mmol of sodium daily and a diet high in fruits and vegetables [5].

**Motivational Readiness to Change**

Prochaska transtheoretical algorithm [22] was used as a proxy measure to assess baseline motivation to initiate or maintain self-management behaviors, including planned exercise, daily activities for active living, fruit and vegetable intake, and salt use [22]. The stages of change are conventionally defined as follows: 1=precontemplation (not ready to adhere to the target behavior in the next 6 months); 2=contemplation (ready to adhere to the target behavior in the next 6 months); 3=preparation (ready to adhere to the target behavior in the next 4 weeks); 4=action (adherence to the behavior but for less than 6 months); and 5=maintenance (adherence to the behavior for 6 months or more).

**Physiological Measures**

SBP, DBP, and PP, as well as the FRI for 10-year absolute risk of CVD [23], were assessed at baseline and 12-month endpoint. All assessments took place at the participating hospital or clinic, by a trained nurse or research assistant as noted for the REACH trial [13]. Blood pressure was assessed using a validated protocol for automated office blood pressure measurement with the BpTRU device [5]. Blood samples were taken by the hospital or clinic laboratory using conventional procedures to assess the 12-hour fasting lipoprotein cholesterol profile. The FRI was obtained from the previously noted data along with a questionnaire [23]. In addition, baseline body mass index (BMI) was calculated (kg/m²).

**Program Engagement**

Study completion was used as a measure of participant engagement in their assigned treatment programs. Study completion was coded as a binary measure such that 0=Incomplete, assigned to participants who did not complete the in-person 12-month study assessment, and 1=Complete, assigned to participants who completed the in-person 12-month study assessment.

**Data Analyses**

### Latent Profile Analysis

A series of latent profile analyses (LPA) were conducted within a structural equation modeling framework to obtain psychobehavioral profiles of patients with hypertension. Psychobehavioral profiles were indicated by baseline measures of mood (PHQ-9), motivation (readiness to change: exercise and diet), and health behaviors (4-day Step Count and Urinary Sodium, see Figure 1). To determine the appropriate number of profiles, a series of models with sequentially increasing number of classes were tested for overall model fit. Each model was compared with the previous model by examining multiple indices of model fit (eg, the Bayesian Information Criterion, BIC; the sample-size adjusted BIC, ABIC; and the Lo-Mendell-Rubin test, LMR [24]). Improved model fit was indicated by smaller BIC and ABIC and a significant LMR test, and worsened model fit was evidenced by larger BIC and ABIC and nonsignificant LMR test. Patients with hypertension were then categorized into different psychobehavioral profile groups, based on saved profile classifications resulting from the LPA.

**Analysis of Baseline and 12-Month Differences Between Profiles**

Once psychobehavioral profile groups were established, a series of t tests and Pearson chi-square tests were performed to test the differences between psychobehavioral profile groups on baseline demographic, physiological, psychological, and behavioral variables. A series of analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) analyses were also conducted to test mean differences in baseline to 12-month assessment change in SBP, DBP, PP, and FRI between treatment groups within each of the psychobehavioral profile groups. Assessments of mean differences were made controlling for age, sex, BMI, and baseline outcome variable. Logistic regression was then used to determine differences in program engagement between profile groups.
**Results**

**Latent Profile Analysis**

**Model Fit**
A series of models with sequentially increasing number of psychobehavioral profiles of patients with hypertension were tested for overall model fit. First, indicators of psychobehavioral profiles (e.g., baseline measures of mood, motivation, and health behaviors) were assessed in a 1-class LPA (BIC = 10,166.92; ABIC = 10,119.36). Second, a 2-class LPA using indicators of psychobehavioral profiles was tested (BIC = 10,133.11; ABIC = 10,006.54; LMR = 65.56; P < .001). This analysis was followed by a 3-class LPA using these same indicators (BIC = 10,116.72; ABIC = 10,031.11; LMR = 48.59; P = .59). It was determined that the 2-class solution provided the best model fit because the 3-class model of psychobehavioral profiles did not significantly improve overall model fit from the 2-class model, and the 2-class model was found to have significantly improved model fit over the 1-class model (Figure 2).

**Psychobehavioral Profile Groups**

The 2-class solution revealed 2 main psychobehavioral profiles of hypertensive patients. Most patients (228/263, 86.7%) were found to be adaptively adjusting to their hypertension diagnosis. The psychobehavioral profile of the adaptive adjustment group was marked by symptoms of depression in the minimal range of clinical severity (meanPHQ 3.69, SD 0.23), relatively high motivation to adhere to guidelines for both diet and exercise (meanreadinessdiet 3.98, SD 0.05; meanreadinessexercise 3.98, SD 0.07, both approaching action stage), and somewhat active engagement in physical activity (meanaeps 7900.38, SD 222.25). Nevertheless, on average, the adaptive adjustment group showed very poor adherence to a low-sodium diet as indicated by 24-hour urinary sodium (meansodium 130.81, SD 4.47; Figure 2).

A minority of patients (13.3%, 35/263) were classified in the second psychobehavioral profile group, which was marked by moderately elevated levels of depression, indicative of clinically significant distress (meanPHQ 13.39, SD 0.83). This affectively distressed group also demonstrated relatively lower levels of motivation to exercise (meanreadinessexercise 3.34, SD 0.25, preparation stage) and physical activity (meanaeps 7165.43, SD 562.44, low active). Although this group indicated motivation to change dietary behavior indicative of individuals approaching the action stage (meanreadinessdiet 3.85, SD 0.13), adherence to sodium intake guidelines was poor (meansodium 121.44, SD 9.74; Figure 2).

**Baseline Mean Differences Between Profile Groups**

**Demographic Differences**
The t tests revealed a significant difference in mean baseline income between the psychobehavioral profile groups (t237 = −3.73, P < .001), with the adaptive adjustment group having a higher average income compared with the affectively distressed group. No significant baseline differences were found between the 2 profile groups on baseline age, gender, or level of education (Table 1).

**Physiological Differences**
The t tests revealed a significant difference in mean baseline BMI between the psychobehavioral profile groups (t261 = 2.95, P = .003), with the adaptive adjustment group having a lower BMI (meanBMI 30.63, SD 6.10), compared with the affectively distressed group (meanBMI 33.97, SD 7.14). No significant baseline differences were found between the 2 profile groups on SBP, DBP, or PP (Table 1).

**Psychological Differences**
The t tests revealed significant differences between the psychobehavioral profile groups across several measures of psychological distress, including HADS-anxiety (t249 = 8.10, P < .001), HADS-depression (t251 = 11.15, P < .001), and Perceived Stress Scale (t248 = 6.66, P < .001). As expected, across all 3 of these measures, the adaptive adjustment group had a lower mean level of distress compared with the affectively distressed group (Table 1).
Behavioral Differences
The \( t \) tests revealed a difference in fruit and vegetable intake between the psychobehavioral profile groups that was approaching significance (\( t_{241} = -1.87, P = .06 \)) at baseline. The adaptive adjustment group reported, on average, higher levels of fruit and vegetable intake (mean servings 8.36, SD 5.55), compared with their affectively distressed counterparts (mean servings 6.43, SD 4.16; Table 1).

Twelve-Month Treatment Effects Within Profile Groups
Adaptive Adjustment Group
In keeping with the therapeutic changes at 12 months reported for the REACH trial [25], ANCOVA analyses revealed significant differences in change in SBP, PP, and FRI from baseline to 12-month follow-up, (\( F_1 = 5.80, P = .02 \); \( F_1 = 4.27, P = .04 \); \( F_1 = 5.39, P = .02 \), respectively), even when controlling for age, sex, baseline BMI, and baseline values. Adaptively adjusted participants assigned to the treatment group showed, on average, a greater decrease in change in SBP, PP, and FRI compared with their control group counterparts. Nevertheless, for adaptively adjusted participants, mean change in DBP from baseline to 12-month follow-up did not differ significantly between treatment and control groups (\( F_1 = 2.28, P = .13 \); Table 2).

Affectively Distressed Group
ANCOVA analyses were not conducted for the affectively distressed group because of the small number of participants assigned to each group (\( n_{\text{control}} = 16, n_{\text{treatment}} = 4 \)) and the wide variability in change in SBP, PP, and FRI, from baseline to 12-month follow-up (Table 3).

Differences in 12-Month Program Engagement Between Profile Groups
Logistic regression found a significant positive effect of profile group on program engagement, as assessed by completion of the in-person 12-month study assessment (\( \beta = 0.88, SE = 0.386, P = .02 \)), even when controlling for age, sex, baseline SBP, and treatment group. Adaptively adjusted participants were 2.41 times more likely than the affectively distressed participants to complete the in-person study assessments, \( \text{Exp}(\beta) = 2.41 \), regardless of age, gender, baseline SBP, or assigned treatment group.
Table 1. Assessing baseline outcome mean differences between profile groups. BMI: body mass index; BP: blood pressure; HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable</th>
<th>Profiles</th>
<th>t test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptive adjustment (n=228)</td>
<td>Affectively distressed (n=35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females, n</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>57.88 (9.53)</td>
<td>55.51 (9.32)</td>
<td>−1.37 (261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income, mean (SD)</td>
<td>7.46 (2.80)</td>
<td>5.47 (2.86)</td>
<td>−3.73 (237)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, mean (SD)</td>
<td>16.22 (2.62)</td>
<td>15.28 (3.01)</td>
<td>2.03 (250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic BP</td>
<td>141.02 (11.46)</td>
<td>140.17 (11.45)</td>
<td>−0.41 (261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic BP</td>
<td>87.26 (8.67)</td>
<td>87.26 (8.34)</td>
<td>−.001 (261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse pressure</td>
<td>53.76 (12.51)</td>
<td>52.91 (12.53)</td>
<td>−0.37 (261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framingham risk index</td>
<td>16.24 (10.71)</td>
<td>15.11 (12.03)</td>
<td>−.56 (257)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>30.63 (6.10)</td>
<td>33.97 (7.14)</td>
<td>2.95 (261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Health Questionnaire</td>
<td>3.69 (.23)</td>
<td>13.39 (.83)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS: Anxiety</td>
<td>5.40 (3.43)</td>
<td>10.59 (3.74)</td>
<td>8.1 (249)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS: Depression</td>
<td>2.96 (2.64)</td>
<td>8.53 (3.13)</td>
<td>11.15 (251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived stress</td>
<td>14.75 (5.04)</td>
<td>20.97 (4.70)</td>
<td>6.66 (247)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-day step count</td>
<td>7900.38 (222.25)</td>
<td>7165.43 (562.44)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-hour urinary sodium</td>
<td>130.81 (4.47)</td>
<td>121.44 (9.74)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit and vegetable intake</td>
<td>8.36 (5.55)</td>
<td>6.43 (4.16)</td>
<td>−1.89 (241)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise</td>
<td>3.98 (0.05)</td>
<td>3.34 (0.25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>3.98 (0.07)</td>
<td>3.85 (0.13)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN/A: not applicable.
bSelf-reported income per family (Can $), 1=≤$19,000, 10=≥$100,000.
c89.4% (236/264) of all participants completed the baseline 24-hour urinary sodium assessment.

Table 2. Change in main outcomes at 12 months in adaptive adjustment group by treatment allocation. DBP: diastolic blood pressure; FRI: Framingham risk index; PP: pulse pressure; SBP: systolic blood pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptive adjustment</th>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>F test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e-Counseling (n=96), mean (SD)</td>
<td>Control (n=80), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔSBP</td>
<td>−10.51 (1.31)</td>
<td>−5.81 (1.44)</td>
<td>5.80 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔDBP</td>
<td>−5.15 (0.78)</td>
<td>−3.40 (0.86)</td>
<td>2.28 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔPP</td>
<td>−5.40 (0.90)</td>
<td>−2.63 (0.99)</td>
<td>4.27 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔFRI</td>
<td>−2.24 (0.64)</td>
<td>−0.02 (0.70)</td>
<td>5.39 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
counts indicate suboptimal level of activity [20]. Similarly, although motivation to increase motivation for change in dietary behaviors, their urinary sodium program. For instance, although this group reported high for this group to engage in a comprehensive lifestyle counseling well adjusted to their hypertension diagnosis, there is still a need [26]. It is important to recognize that, although this group is with CVD and/or diabetes or who were at high risk of CVD in physical activity in a large sample of individuals diagnosed of both motivation to increase physical activity and engagement adaptive adjustment group was comparable to a previous report and the somewhat active range of physical activity found in the pressure. For example, the mean readiness for change in exercise behaviors. Participants categorized in the adaptive adjustment group but failed to reach statistical significance for DBP. These findings indicate that a large majority of patients with hypertension are likely to benefit greatly from interventions designed to provide practical support regarding adherence to lifestyle recommendations for the management of hypertension. Nevertheless, a minority of patients may also benefit from additional support to help manage psychological symptoms and associated stressors that may interfere with a patient’s ability to adhere to Web-based interventions and suggested lifestyle changes.

Psychobehavioral Profiles
Most participants (86.7%, 228/263) in this study were found to be psychologically well-adjusted to their diagnosis and indicated relatively high motivation to engage in both healthy diet and exercise behaviors. Participants categorized in the adaptive adjustment group reported levels of motivation and physical activity within expected ranges for a cohort of patients seeking help in lifestyle behavior changes to manage their blood pressure. For example, the mean readiness for change in exercise and the somewhat active range of physical activity found in the adaptive adjustment group was comparable to a previous report of both motivation to increase physical activity and engagement in physical activity in a large sample of individuals diagnosed with CVD and/or diabetes or who were at high risk of CVD [26]. It is important to recognize that, although this group is well adjusted to their hypertension diagnosis, there is still a need for this group to engage in a comprehensive lifestyle counseling program. For instance, although this group reported high motivation for change in dietary behaviors, their urinary sodium excretions indicated difficulty in adhering to low-sodium diet recommendations [5]. Similarly, although motivation to increase exercise is relatively high in this group, average 4-day step counts indicate suboptimal level of activity [20].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study identified 2 baseline psychobehavioral profiles for hypertensive patients: adaptive adjustment and affectively distressed. The affectively distressed group had significantly lower income and significantly elevated baseline BMI and levels of distress (eg, anxiety, depression, and perceived stress) and engaged in the Web-based counseling program less than their adaptively adjusted counterparts. Moreover, treatment effects on SBP, PP, and FRI were statistically significant in the adaptive adjustment group but failed to reach statistical significance for DBP. These findings indicate that a large majority of patients with hypertension are likely to benefit greatly from interventions designed to provide practical support regarding adherence to lifestyle recommendations for the management of hypertension. Nevertheless, a minority of patients may also benefit from additional support to help manage psychological symptoms and associated stressors that may interfere with a patient’s ability to adhere to Web-based interventions and suggested lifestyle changes.

A small proportion of the participants in this study (13.3%, 35/263) was identified as being affectively distressed, as their profile was marked by clinically significant elevations in depressive symptoms. The rate of clinically elevated depressive symptoms is comparable to rates of diagnosis of anxiety or depression previously reported in a large sample of hypertensive patients [27]. Although the affectively distressed group reported comparable levels of motivation for change in exercise as their adaptively adjusted counterparts, this group engaged in relatively lower amounts of physical activity. In addition, the affectively distressed group reported lower motivation to engage in dietary changes, and their urinary sodium excretion was somewhat lower than the adaptively adjusted group. Discrepancies between self-reported ratings of motivation to change and more objective health behavior indices may be an important clinical manifestation of the overall distress experienced by individuals in this psychobehavioral profiles group and may be important to address in interventions tailored for this affectively distressed group of patients with hypertension.

Differences Between Adaptive Adjustment and Affectively Distressed Profile Groups

Baseline Characteristics
Examination of baseline differences between the profile groups worked to further validate the 2 psychobehavioral groups identified in this study. As would be expected, the 2 profile groups differed significantly in their baseline endorsement of psychological distress. On average, the affectively distressed group was more anxious, depressed, and stressed compared with their adaptive adjustment counterparts. The affectively distressed group also reported, on average, a lower household income compared with their adaptively adjusted counterparts. These results indicate that patients who are classified in the affectively distressed group may not only experience clinically elevated symptoms of depression but also the elevated symptoms of a wide range of other psychological symptoms and associated stressors that are also important to acknowledge and address when planning interventions for this subgroup of patients with hypertension.

Although there were no significant differences between these groups on baseline measures of SBP, DBP, or PP, the 2 groups did differ in baseline BMI. The affectively distressed group had significantly higher mean BMI than the adaptive adjustment group. The strong reciprocal association between depressive symptoms and obesity has been well established, and it has been

Table 3. Change in main outcomes at 12 months in affectively distressed group. DBP: diastolic blood pressure; FRI: Framingham risk index; PP: pulse pressure; SBP: systolic blood pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Control (n=16), mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e-Counseling (n=4), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔSBP</td>
<td>−12.00 (8.25)</td>
<td>−6.63 (15.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔDBP</td>
<td>−11.00 (8.29)</td>
<td>−4.25 (8.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔPP</td>
<td>−1.00 (15.94)</td>
<td>−2.37 (11.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔFRI</td>
<td>−2.04 (1.34)</td>
<td>−0.93 (6.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ANCOVA analyses were not conducted for the affectively distressed group because of small sample size; however, raw means and standard deviation are reported.

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e149/
hypothesized that multiple biological, psychosocial, and behavioral pathways likely account for this association [28]. For example, from a behavioral perspective, the adaptive adjustment group had a higher mean 4-day step count compared with the affectively distressed group. Similarly, the results of this study indicated that, on average, adaptive adjustment group may consume higher levels of fruit and vegetable compared with their affectively distressed counterparts. Because symptoms of depression often include amotivation and decreased engagement in activities, elevations in depressive symptoms can place patients with hypertension at higher risk for noncompliance to self-care recommendations. These differences in health behaviors, in addition to differences in metabolic processes, may contribute to the higher mean BMI in the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that both the adaptively adjusted and affectively distressed groups had, on average, BMIs in the obese range. Because of the reciprocal relation between obesity and depression, it would be important for interventions designed for adaptively adjusted groups to provide basic psychoeducation regarding stress and coping and their potential impact on healthy lifestyle maintenance.

Twelve-Month Outcomes

Analysis of 12-month outcomes within the adaptive adjustment group indicated that the e-counseling program effectively reduced SBP, PP, and FRI for this profile group. Although there was no treatment effect for DBP overall, these outcomes are similar to those found in the primary outcomes paper for the larger study (unpublished data, 2018, [29]) and indicated that for most hypertensive patients, the current e-counseling program is likely effective in lowering risk for the development of CVD. Due to our limited sample size, we were unable to statistically examine these same 12-month outcomes within the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that there was a pattern of greater improvements in outcome measures (SBP, DBP, PP, and FRI) for distressed patients receiving the e-counseling intervention compared with their control counterparts. This pattern of results indicates that, the current e-counseling program may be effective in reducing risk for these patients. However, because of our lack of power to assess this effect, no such conclusions can be made at this time.

Program Engagement

This study also found that the adaptively adjusted participants were 2.4 times more likely than the affectively distressed participants to complete both baseline and 12-month follow-up assessments. This finding is important, as it highlights a potentially significant difference in program engagement between profile groups. This finding is consistent with other studies that have found that psychological symptom severity is an important predictor of adherence to Web-based interventions [30]. Therefore, early identification of those who are significantly distressed and tailoring of interventions to address potential psychosocial barriers to program engagement is likely an important aspect of designing longitudinally effective person-centered internet-based intervention programs for patients with hypertension.

Clinical Implications

As noted previously, psychobehavioral profiles identified in this study are important to consider from a clinical perspective when looking to implement large-scale Web-based lifestyle intervention programs for hypertensive patients, such as the program tested in the parent REACH study [13]. The psychobehavioral profiles found in this study are promising, as they show that most patients with hypertension who enroll in a Web-based behavioral counseling program are likely to be highly motivated and already on the road to effective engagement in recommended self-care behaviors. Therefore, most patients will likely benefit from programs focused on behavioral adjustments to achieve a heart-healthy lifestyle, basic psychoeducation regarding the association between stress and the maintenance of a healthy lifestyle, and strategies to maintain such changes over time.

Nevertheless, this study also identified a minority of patients who indicated that they experienced clinically significant elevations in low mood. Identification of these distressed patients is likely critical. Previous studies have indicated that patient distress or depression impairs their ability to adhere to self-care behavior and to engage in programs focused on promoting therapeutic change in lifestyle [31-33]. Our findings suggest that among patients who endorse significantly higher levels of distress, programs may prioritize supplementary self-help counseling to reinforce cognitive behavioral skills aimed at reducing psychological symptoms and managing associated stressors, before presenting strategies to maintain or adhere to recommended self-care behaviors. It is also interesting to note that a diagnosis of anxiety or depression has been found to be associated with greater health care utilization and faster blood pressure control in patients diagnosed with hypertension [27]. Such studies highlight the complexities of the pathways by which psychological symptoms ultimately influence blood pressure in patients with hypertension, and they are important to keep in mind when developing content for a wide-reaching program likely to recruit a diverse population of patients.

Limitations and Future Directions

Although this study provides a promising new way to tailor Web-based health behavior counseling interventions for patients with hypertension, there are limitations with regard to these results. First, it is important to consider limits to the generalizability of these findings. This study sample represents a cohort of patients with hypertension who actively sought information regarding a Web-based program for self-care adherence. The relatively high levels of motivation and moderate levels of engagement in physical exercise seen in the sample may be a reflection of sampling bias introduced in the recruitment strategy. Our sample comprised health information seekers who had initially landed on the website of a public heart health organization and responded to our invitation about participating in a research project [13]. The overall population of hypertensive patients may include a wider range of psychobehavioral profiles. For example, there may be a subgroup of patients who are both highly distressed and highly unmotivated to change their lifestyle or a subgroup of patients who are highly motivated and who have been highly effective in health behaviors, in addition to differences in metabolic processes, may contribute to the higher mean BMI in the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that both the adaptively adjusted and affectively distressed groups had, on average, BMIs in the obese range. Because of the reciprocal relation between obesity and depression, it would be important for interventions designed for adaptively adjusted groups to provide basic psychoeducation regarding stress and coping and their potential impact on healthy lifestyle maintenance.

Twelve-Month Outcomes

Analysis of 12-month outcomes within the adaptive adjustment group indicated that the e-counseling program effectively reduced SBP, PP, and FRI for this profile group. Although there was no treatment effect for DBP overall, these outcomes are similar to those found in the primary outcomes paper for the larger study (unpublished data, 2018, [29]) and indicated that for most hypertensive patients, the current e-counseling program is likely effective in lowering risk for the development of CVD. Due to our limited sample size, we were unable to statistically examine these same 12-month outcomes within the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that there was a pattern of greater improvements in outcome measures (SBP, DBP, PP, and FRI) for distressed patients receiving the e-counseling intervention compared with their control counterparts. This pattern of results indicates that, the current e-counseling program may be effective in reducing risk for these patients. However, because of our lack of power to assess this effect, no such conclusions can be made at this time.

Program Engagement

This study also found that the adaptively adjusted participants were 2.4 times more likely than the affectively distressed participants to complete both baseline and 12-month follow-up assessments. This finding is important, as it highlights a potentially significant difference in program engagement between profile groups. This finding is consistent with other studies that have found that psychological symptom severity is an important predictor of adherence to Web-based interventions [30]. Therefore, early identification of those who are significantly distressed and tailoring of interventions to address potential psychosocial barriers to program engagement is likely an important aspect of designing longitudinally effective person-centered internet-based intervention programs for patients with hypertension.

Clinical Implications

As noted previously, psychobehavioral profiles identified in this study are important to consider from a clinical perspective when looking to implement large-scale Web-based lifestyle intervention programs for hypertensive patients, such as the program tested in the parent REACH study [13]. The psychobehavioral profiles found in this study are promising, as they show that most patients with hypertension who enroll in a Web-based behavioral counseling program are likely to be highly motivated and already on the road to effective engagement in recommended self-care behaviors. Therefore, most patients will likely benefit from programs focused on behavioral adjustments to achieve a heart-healthy lifestyle, basic psychoeducation regarding the association between stress and the maintenance of a healthy lifestyle, and strategies to maintain such changes over time.

Nevertheless, this study also identified a minority of patients who indicated that they experienced clinically significant elevations in low mood. Identification of these distressed patients is likely critical. Previous studies have indicated that patient distress or depression impairs their ability to adhere to self-care behavior and to engage in programs focused on promoting therapeutic change in lifestyle [31-33]. Our findings suggest that among patients who endorse significantly higher levels of distress, programs may prioritize supplementary self-help counseling to reinforce cognitive behavioral skills aimed at reducing psychological symptoms and managing associated stressors, before presenting strategies to maintain or adhere to recommended self-care behaviors. It is also interesting to note that a diagnosis of anxiety or depression has been found to be associated with greater health care utilization and faster blood pressure control in patients diagnosed with hypertension [27]. Such studies highlight the complexities of the pathways by which psychological symptoms ultimately influence blood pressure in patients with hypertension, and they are important to keep in mind when developing content for a wide-reaching program likely to recruit a diverse population of patients.

Limitations and Future Directions

Although this study provides a promising new way to tailor Web-based health behavior counseling interventions for patients with hypertension, there are limitations with regard to these results. First, it is important to consider limits to the generalizability of these findings. This study sample represents a cohort of patients with hypertension who actively sought information regarding a Web-based program for self-care adherence. The relatively high levels of motivation and moderate levels of engagement in physical exercise seen in the sample may be a reflection of sampling bias introduced in the recruitment strategy. Our sample comprised health information seekers who had initially landed on the website of a public heart health organization and responded to our invitation about participating in a research project [13]. The overall population of hypertensive patients may include a wider range of psychobehavioral profiles. For example, there may be a subgroup of patients who are both highly distressed and highly unmotivated to change their lifestyle or a subgroup of patients who are highly motivated and who have been highly effective in health behaviors, in addition to differences in metabolic processes, may contribute to the higher mean BMI in the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that both the adaptively adjusted and affectively distressed groups had, on average, BMIs in the obese range. Because of the reciprocal relation between obesity and depression, it would be important for interventions designed for adaptively adjusted groups to provide basic psychoeducation regarding stress and coping and their potential impact on healthy lifestyle maintenance.

Twelve-Month Outcomes

Analysis of 12-month outcomes within the adaptive adjustment group indicated that the e-counseling program effectively reduced SBP, PP, and FRI for this profile group. Although there was no treatment effect for DBP overall, these outcomes are similar to those found in the primary outcomes paper for the larger study (unpublished data, 2018, [29]) and indicated that for most hypertensive patients, the current e-counseling program is likely effective in lowering risk for the development of CVD. Due to our limited sample size, we were unable to statistically examine these same 12-month outcomes within the affectively distressed group. It is important to note, however, that there was a pattern of greater improvements in outcome measures (SBP, DBP, PP, and FRI) for distressed patients receiving the e-counseling intervention compared with their control counterparts. This pattern of results indicates that, the current e-counseling program may be effective in reducing risk for these patients. However, because of our lack of power to assess this effect, no such conclusions can be made at this time.

Program Engagement

This study also found that the adaptively adjusted participants were 2.4 times more likely than the affectively distressed participants to complete both baseline and 12-month follow-up assessments. This finding is important, as it highlights a potentially significant difference in program engagement between profile groups. This finding is consistent with other studies that have found that psychological symptom severity is an important predictor of adherence to Web-based interventions [30]. Therefore, early identification of those who are significantly distressed and tailoring of interventions to address potential psychosocial barriers to program engagement is likely an important aspect of designing longitudinally effective person-centered internet-based intervention programs for patients with hypertension.
in adhering to recommended self-care behaviors. Second, this study was underpowered to detect treatment effects within the affectively distressed group, making it difficult to make any definitive conclusions regarding the effects of the e-counseling program on those participants who are most distressed on entering the program. Similarly, because of the greatly different sample sizes between the 2 profile groups, we were unable to conduct a more comprehensive analysis comparing treatment effects directly across these groups. This study was also limited in its ability to assess program engagement. Completion of the in-person 12-month study assessment was used as a proxy for program engagement, as more detailed information regarding program engagement (eg, number of emails opened or online resources accessed) was not available at the time of this study.

Future studies may aim to identify psychobehavioral profiles across a wider range of patients with hypertension to get a more accurate estimate of whether the 2 profiles reported here are replicable. Furthermore, it would be important to examine whether individuals with varying profiles respond differently to interventions aimed at promoting self-care adherence. Future randomized controlled trials may aim to oversample patients who are particularly distressed at baseline to directly examine how treatment effects may differ across varying psychobehavioral profiles. Moreover, future studies would benefit from working to eliminate in-person assessments and collecting detailed information regarding the degree to which participants engage in online programs to better define and tailor such interventions for a heterogeneous population of patients. Nevertheless, this study underscores the importance of identifying and understanding psychobehavioral profiles, as they allow for efficient evidence-based tailoring of lifestyle counseling programs for patients with hypertension.

Conclusions
This study identified 2 latent psychobehavioral profiles for hypertensive patients based on an analysis of baseline characteristics: adaptive adjustment (86.7%, 228/263) and affectively distressed (13.3%, 35/263). Those in the affectively distressed group had significantly lower self-reported household income, elevated BMI, higher levels of distress (eg, anxiety, depression, and perceived stress) and significantly lower program adherence compared with their adaptively adjusted counterparts. The adaptively adjusted patients enrolled in an e-counseling intervention also showed significant improvements in SBP, PP, and FRI compared with their control counterparts. Accordingly, a large majority of patients with hypertension are likely to respond well to Web-based interventions designed to provide practical support regarding adherence to lifestyle recommendations for the management of hypertension. It also indicates that a minority of patients may require additional support to help manage psychological symptoms and associated stressors that may interfere with their ability to implement and adhere to suggested changes. The establishment of such psychobehavioral profiles provides an evidence-based strategy to understand the variability in patients with hypertension interested in enrolling in a Web-based intervention for lifestyle change. Such information is imperative in the development of effective person-centered Web-based interventions for a broad sample of patients with hypertension.
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Abstract

Background: Numerous Web-based interventions have been implemented to promote health and health-related behaviors in persons with chronic conditions. Using randomized controlled trials to evaluate such interventions creates a range of challenges, which in turn can influence the study outcome. Applying a critical perspective when evaluating Web-based health interventions is important.

Objective: The objective of this study was to critically analyze and discuss the challenges of conducting a Web-based health intervention as a randomized controlled trial.

Method: The MODIAB-Web study was critically examined using an exploratory case study methodology and the framework for analysis offered through the Persuasive Systems Design model. Focus was on technology, study design, and Web-based support usage, with special focus on the forum for peer support. Descriptive statistics and qualitative content analysis were used.

Results: The persuasive content and technological elements in the design of the randomized controlled trial included all four categories of the Persuasive Systems Design model, but not all design principles were implemented. The study duration was extended to a period of four and a half years. Of 81 active participants in the intervention group, a maximum of 36 women were simultaneously active. User adherence varied greatly with a median of 91 individual log-ins. The forum for peer support was used by 63 participants. Although only about one-third of the participants interacted in the forum, there was a fairly rich exchange of experiences and advice between them. Thus, adherence in terms of social interactions was negatively affected by limited active participation due to prolonged recruitment process and randomization effects. Lessons learned from this critical analysis are that technology and study design matter and might mutually influence each other. In Web-based interventions, the use of design theories enables utilization of the full potential of technology and promotes adherence. The randomization element in a randomized controlled trial design can become a barrier to achieving a critical mass of user interactions in Web-based interventions, especially when social support is included. For extended study periods, the technology used may need to be adapted in line with newly available technical options to avoid the risk of becoming outdated in the user realm, which in turn might jeopardize study validity in terms of randomized controlled trial designs.

Conclusions: On the basis of lessons learned in this randomized controlled trial, we give recommendations to consider when designing and evaluating Web-based health interventions.
Introduction

Background

One important component of eHealth research is the evaluation of the use of information and communication technology. This was stated by Eysenbach more than 15 years ago [1] and further critically discussed, focusing on emerging Web-based interventions for patients with chronic illnesses. The issue of using randomized controlled trials (RCTs) as the “gold-standard” research methodology was also highlighted, as was the risk that the control group could become involved with other Web-based applications with similar objectives, thus “contaminating” the design [2]. Since then, the global use of mobile phones, the Internet, and a plethora of related technologies and applications has increased exponentially, and numerous interventions for promoting health and health-related behaviors have been carried out.

Thus, applying a critical perspective to Web-based interventions for persons with long-term and chronic illnesses is of specific importance. However, several methodological challenges exist, for example, issues of recruitment, randomization, fidelity, retention data quality, and degree of adherence [3]. Another matter is how the used technology and its design influence a Web-based intervention. To investigate whether intervention characteristics and persuasive design affect adherence, 83 Web-based health interventions were reviewed by Kelders et al [4]. Through the use of a framework for Persuasive System Design (PSD) [5] and its design principles, they coded persuasive technology elements and analyzed intervention characteristics and adherence. In a multiple regression analysis, they found that users’ adherence to an intervention was predicted by differences in technology and interaction with a counselor. Providing persuasive technology for social support did not affect adherence, although the need to further explore this was stressed [4].

Objectives

In this paper, we further critically analyze and discuss the challenges of conducting an RCT using Web-based technology, including devices for social support, with special focus on adherence. According to Kelders et al, adherence is defined as “the intended usage in line with the therapeutic regime” [4] in which social support is a prominent component. The basis is a recently finalized RCT in which Web-based support was offered to women with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) in pregnancy and early motherhood: the MODIAB-Web (MOtherhood and DIABetes) study.

The following research questions have been elaborated upon in this paper:

- What was the content of the social peer support and how did the peers support each other?
- What were the main challenges in relation to adherence to the RCT?

Methods

Research Design

Using an exploratory case study methodology [6] and the framework for analysis offered through the PSD model [5], we have critically examined the MODIAB-Web study. The analytical focus was on technology and its design, as well as the usage of the different parts of the Web-based support with special focus on the forum for peer support.

The Motherhood and Diabetes (MODIAB)-Web Study

The MODIAB-Web RCT study was directed at women with T1DM registered at 6 hospital-based antenatal care units in Sweden. Complementary Web-based support was offered to the intervention group, with support starting in early pregnancy and persisting up to 6 months after the child was born [7,8]. The rationale for the study was that T1DM women face particular demands in relation to pregnancy, childbirth, and early motherhood. During pregnancy, they struggle to achieve normal blood glucose levels, which optimize the probability of giving birth to a healthy child [9-11]. In the early months after childbirth, the women have to deal with unstable blood glucose levels, whereas at the same time having to meet all the challenges of early motherhood, and especially those related to breastfeeding [9,12,13]. Their need of Web-based support including social peer support has been identified in earlier studies [14-16].

The Web-based support was developed in line with the ideal of participatory design [17] and includes three parts: (1) information based on scientific evidence, (2) a self-care diary, and (3) a forum for peer support divided into three topics: pregnancy, childbirth, and life as a new mother. In addition, the Web-based support comprised a frequently asked question section where participants could ask questions and receive answers from experts in the field, and a collection of links to other recommended resources. The intention was to offer complementary Web-based support as an add-on to regular pregnancy care and use it especially after childbirth to fill the gap of healthcare support between the different healthcare providers, that is, the maternity care professionals and the diabetes care professionals. If they wished, the women could share their self-care diaries with healthcare professionals during their visits, as the diaries were part of the Web-support structure [7]. The hypothesis was that the Web-based support should strengthen the women’s personal capacity and autonomy, thereby leading to improved self-management of diabetes and overall well-being. Ethical approval was attained from the Ethics Committee of Gothenburg, Sweden (No. 659-09), and the trial was registered at clinicaltrials.gov (ID: NCT015665824).
Eligible study participants were successively recruited by an appointed study midwife in early pregnancy. The study was performed over a period of more than 4 years. The first study participant was included on November 22, 2011, and the last participant ended participation on January 25, 2016, that is, 6 months after the last childbirth. Further details about the study design are described elsewhere [7,8].

The findings showed that the Web-based support plus standard care was not superior to standard care alone in terms of general well-being and self-efficacy of diabetes management. Details on this are reported elsewhere [18].

Analysis

Research question 1, “what persuasive content and technological elements were used in the design of the Web-based support?,” has been answered using the PSD model for coding design principles in different categories, each one comprising 7 design principles. The categories are: primary task support, dialogue support, system credibility support, and social support [5]. A deductive analysis consisted of identifying and describing which PSD principles and technological elements were used in the MODIAB-Web intervention. Research question 2, “how was the Web-based support used?”, was answered using descriptive statistics and qualitative content analysis [19]. Research question 3, “the content of the social peer support and how the peers supported each other”, was answered using descriptive statistics and qualitative content analysis [19]. Initially, the forum posts were read as a whole several times to get an overall sense of the data. In the next step, new readings followed in which the data were organized. This process included open coding, in which notes and headings were written in the margins. The headings were transferred to a separate coding sheet and were grouped into categories. The categories were presented under the preset topics of pregnancy, childbirth, and life as a new mother. To some extent, it became apparent that the topics overlapped in each category. The quotations used to illustrate the dialogue in the forum for peer support were professionally translated into English. The analysis was performed by MB in close collaboration with AA. Research question 4, “what were the main challenges in relation to adherence to the RCT?”, was answered through a critical analysis based on the results of the first three research questions and the intervention as a whole.

Results

Persuasive Content and Technological Elements in the Design of the Motherhood and Diabetes -Web Support

The implemented categories with used design principles [5] in the MODIAB-Web study are presented in Table 1. In the category Primary Task Support the focus is on providing technological elements to manage the targeted behavior [5]. The MODIAB-Web study implemented 3 out of 7 design principles: tailoring, reduction, and self-monitoring, whereas tunneling, personalization, simulation, and rehearsal were not used. In Dialogue Support the focus is on providing various kinds of feedback between the human and the system [5]. In the MODIAB-Web study reminders, liking and social role were implemented, whereas praise, rewards, suggestions, and similarity were not. In System Credibility Support, the design principles aim to increase credibility and consequently to be more persuasive [5]. Five design principles were used in the MODIAB-Web study: trustworthiness, expertise, surface credibility, real-world feel, and authority, whereas third-party endorsement and variability were not. The category Social Support motivates usage by leveraging social influence [5]. The MODIAB-Web study implemented the principles social learning and social comparison while the principles normative influence, social facilitation, cooperation, competition, and recognition were not used.

Use of the Motherhood and Diabetes Web-Based Support

In total, 83 women were randomized to the MODIAB Web-based support, and of these, 81 received a log-in. As the women were successively randomized to either control group or intervention, and as the intervention group could use the Web-based support from randomization to 6 months after birth of the child, a maximum of 36 women could be active simultaneously. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Of the 81 women with log-in, 69 women were classified as “active users,” that is, they had logged in at least once after the introduction session. How the participants used the Web-based support is presented in Table 2.

The peer support forum was used by 63 women of whom one was a facilitator appointed by the researchers in the first year of the intervention. This facilitator was an experienced mother with TIDM. After that period, it was presumed that the included women could collectively run their activities. The forum was moderated by a member of the research team to have some kind of control over what was discussed and to make sure it did not include advice that was contrary to current scientific evidence. Almost all forum activity occurred in the first 3 years (2011-2014). Of the 63 forum users, 39 participants were readers and 24 were active writers including the study facilitator.

Forum Content and Type of Peer Support

There were 109 written posts (range: 1-20) divided into 19 threads, of which 84 posts (16 threads) were related to the topic pregnancy, 15 posts (1 thread) to childbirth, and 10 posts (2 threads) to life as a new mother. No inappropriate advice was given during the study period, so the moderator did not have to act. Some women who asked questions in their posts had to wait some time before receiving an answer, while others did not receive an answer at all. This happened after the study facilitator had left the forum.

Forum Content

The design of the forum for peer support was intended to help users sort experiences in relation to the different phases of pregnancy, childbirth, and life as a new mother. To some extent, it became apparent that the topics overlapped in each category.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and design principle&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Implementation in the MODIAB-Web intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary task support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td>The evidence-based information was tailored to three themes [20], adapted to reflect the unique aspects that type 1 diabetes adds: being pregnant; labor and childbirth; and life as a new mother.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>The evidence-based information, presented with headlines and clickable subheadings to scan for quick access, contained simple task helps for the participants such as what a healthy breakfast might consist of and how to adjust insulin doses in the first days after childbirth [20].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>In the self-care diary, the women could use either a smartphone or computer to register daily life information, such as blood glucose levels, insulin and food intake, and overall well-being status. The registered data were presented in tables and diagrams, with the intention of supporting the woman in analyzing and managing her daily life to accomplish optimal blood glucose levels. This information could also be presented to health care professionals if the women consented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialogue support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders</td>
<td>Text messages to inactive users were sent to the participants as reminders every 2 weeks consisting of a greeting and contact information in case of technical difficulties. There was no flagging of new posts in the forum for peer support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liking</td>
<td>The Web-based support was developed in collaboration between the research group and Web designers and evaluated by a group of mothers with type 1 diabetes [21]. Pictures of pregnant women and babies were used to illustrate the content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social role</td>
<td>The system was designed to enable the women to coach each other. During the first year of the intervention when there were very few participants, a &quot;coach,&quot; a woman with type 1 diabetes who had given birth to a child, was used as a social facilitator in the forum. She initiated contact and replied to new users' posts in the forum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System credibility support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>All parts of the Web-based support were developed in a collaborative developmental process by researchers and experts; including experienced mothers with diabetes and Web-designers. The professional experts were: nurse-midwives specializing in diabetes care and human lactation; gynecologist/obstetricians; diabetologists; neonatal nurse; dietician [7,20]. The support’s design was reviewed by experienced mothers with type 1 diabetes [21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthiness</td>
<td>The names and titles of the healthcare professionals who had contributed to the design were clearly stated in the information section of the Web-based support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface credibility</td>
<td>The Web-based support was test-piloted by a focus group consisting of women with diabetes with experience of pregnancy and childbirth. The Web-based support was adapted in line with their comments [21].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Table 1. Categories and design principles in the Motherhood and Diabetes (MODIAB)-Web intervention according to the Persuasive Systems Design (PSD) framework model.
Implementation in the MODIAB-Web intervention

Category and design principle

**Real-world feel**
A system that highlights people or organization behind its content or services will have more credibility [5].

**Authority**
A system that leverages roles of authority will have enhanced powers of persuasion [5].

**Social support**

**Social learning**
A person will be more motivated to perform a target behavior if he can use a system to observe others performing the behavior [5].

**Social comparison**
System users will have a greater motivation to perform the target behavior if they can compare their performance with the performance of others [5].

The frequently asked questions section contained the participants’ questions and the anonymized expert answers, which were published for all to read. There was a delay of up to 2 weeks before answers were received and later published.

The physician-in-chief of the respective antenatal care units supported the intervention. This was clearly stated in the Web-based support. The system did not include health care professionals as users.

In the forum for peer support, the users could start up their own threads as an opportunity for learning from each other’s experiences under the three defined themes: pregnancy, childbirth, and life as a new mother.

The system partly supported social comparison between participants, specifically in the forum for peer support in which experiences were shared.

---

\textsuperscript{a}Cited from the description of the PSD model by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [5].

**Figure 1.** Possible active users during the study period of the MODIAB-Web intervention.

**Table 2.** Web-based support usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total log-ins by active users</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based information</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum for peer support</td>
<td>62\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-care diary</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently asked questions</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}A study facilitator participated in the first year, giving 63 active users.
Pregnancy
This topic had the largest number of posts. Its content related to overly focusing on diabetes as a disease; the first ultrasound; how to handle glycemia and specifically hypoglycemic episodes; insulin dosages, and the estimated weight of the expectant child. Minor discussions concerned managing attendance at the many checkups combined with working and how to plan for parenthood after the birth of the child, including how to get in contact with the Swedish social insurance agency for the parental benefit.

Childbirth
The posts related to inducing labor and labor routines, including how the insulin was administered and if an insulin pump was permitted during labor. Other posts discussed wounds and wound healing. One woman who had given birth 3 times shared her story of all these childbirths, one having been vaginal, one vaginal vacuum extraction, and one elective cesarean section.

Life as a New Mother
Participants shared posts on this topic for a period of only 6 months (December 2011 to July 2012). Content mostly concerned postpartum care at the hospital—that there was insufficient professional support or insufficient knowledge about diabetes. Another main concern was breastfeeding-related issues. One woman expressed her disappointment that the ward ignored her wish to avoid giving her baby cows’ milk-based nutrition supplements. Another woman concluded that in her situation with diabetes, it was best to combine breastfeeding and a milk supplement. One woman asked for experiences of breastfeeding and how to integrate it in daily life as a mother with diabetes. Unfortunately, no one responded. In addition, there were many diverse posts, for example, about a baby who had got an infection, and another baby who had a clavicle fracture. Several questions were asked, for example, did you get preeclampsia? What type of pain relief did you choose? One woman, who was active at the beginning of the intervention period (December 2012), advertised her own blog and its weblink.

Type of Support
The analysis of the peer support in the forum shows that, although there were few participants there was a rich exchange between them. The dialogues comprised sharing of personal experiences, giving concrete advice, affirmations, and words of reassurance. Examples of two dialogues between the participating women are given in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Examples of dialogues in the peer forum between participating women.

Dialogue—Example 1
Woman 1: “As a diabetic, having kids isn’t a walk in the park but I’ve managed twice before with completely perfect kids…this pregnancy has been really tough – with high blood pressure and low sugar but after a lot of messing about, it’s sorted itself out now.”
Woman 2: “I’m so inspired and motivated when I hear people like you – congratulations on pregnancy number three! I’m in my first but we’re almost the same age and I’ve been a diabetic for 22 years. My biggest worry is the hypos. I hate them and I worry the baby can feel them. Once all its organs are ’I’m s’ and I know it can produce insulin and has a liver with a glycogen store, I’ll be calmer. My levels aren’t low all the time – my HBA1C is 7.9 so it has to be lowered. One side effect of my managing to lower it is that I’m more insulin sensitive. But I know that changes in different stages of pregnancy. Was it obvious in your other pregnancies – in which case, when might you have become more insulin resistant?
I’m noticing I’m actually pregnant now, week 10+4, and I’ve done the CUB (Combined Ultrasound and Biochemistry screening) and one ultrasound. So it’s weird and wonderful to see that a fetus is living inside me. Of course, it’s early yet but it feels real now. I won’t tell them at work until after week 12. How do you feel about telling people, when did you do that?
Woman 1: “Yes the hypos suck, I have to say but don’t worry during the first weeks, during this pregnancy I had such low levels an ambulance had to come lots of times but those little ones are tough – nothing happened to him. Now I’m in week 20+. What happens when you have high levels is that the baby has to work harder to produce more insulin but at low levels, not much happens, as long as you don’t go into a coma, that is – don’t push yourself or you’ll go mad. I told work about my first pregnancy straight away but that was because I had heavy lifting and stuff to do. I’ve always felt you should say when you’re ready to say you’re going to become a mum. And it takes time, I promise you – I’ve been a mum for almost eight years now and I still can’t see myself as one. Everything will be alright, you’ll see. Everything’s tough at the start but with time it gets better and calmer.”
Woman 2: “Thanks for such a good answer – it’s calming what you write about having hypos.”

Dialogue—Example 2
Woman 3: “Thanks! I’ll try again tomorrow!!”
Woman 1: “Yes the hypos suck, I have to say but don’t worry during the first weeks, during this pregnancy I had such low levels an ambulance had to come lots of times but those little ones are tough – nothing happened to him. Now I’m in week 29 and had diabetes for 22 years and I also have trouble with my thyroid. My blood sugar and thyroid tests all have great results but still the midwife just keeps talking about the diseases. Have you experienced that? Do you get enough support around pregnancy issues or is the focus only on the diabetes?”
Woman 4: “I think that’s varied a bit with each of my different pregnancies. It’s had a lot to do with the midwife I had. Sure, there’s been a lot of focus on diabetes and blood sugar levels but the midwife I have now makes a point of also talking about the baby and pregnancy-related things. But my last one wasn’t like that…I think you should raise it with your midwife again – say you need her help with some pregnancy issues. After all, she’s there for you and your baby! Good luck!”
Woman 3: “Thanks! I’ll try again tomorrow!!”
Woman 5: “I agree the focus is mostly on the diabetes when you visit the midwife – you almost forget what you’ve been wondering about and want to discuss with the midwife but the only thing they want to talk about is test results. Of course, it’s good to know they’re really on the ball with the diabetes during the pregnancy but you’ve never felt this ill as a diabetic after living with it for so many years.”
What Were the Main Challenges in Relation to Adherence to the Web-Based Randomized Controlled Trial?

This section comprises a critical analysis of both significant and minor issues in relation to adherence (defined as “the intended usage in line with the therapeutic regime” [4]) to the Web-based intervention. It is also based on the fact that the presumed effect of the RCT, in terms of increased well-being and diabetes management, was not achieved [18]. The MODIAB-Web study was typically designed according to the gold standard of an RCT [22]. How did this come about and why?

Adherence in Relation to Study Design

There were few women available to include in this study. In Sweden, around 0.5% of all pregnant women have T1DM, corresponding to 500 per year. At the beginning, two study centers were included based on an estimate of few eligible women. It became apparent that the recruitment rate of study participants was slower than expected. In addition, four study centers were included to avoid a more prolonged data collection period. Furthermore, the contact frequency between the researchers and the healthcare professionals at the study centers was increased. Prolonging clinical trials because of slow recruitment pace and retention of study participants is a common issue. One reason for this might be poor engagement from the healthcare professionals who are inviting the patients to take part in the study [23].

The slow inclusion pace prolonged the study duration, which in turn meant only a few women (about 30) could be active at the same time (Figure 1). Thus, the critical mass of simultaneous active users was not sufficient and undermined the extent of interactions in the Forum. It has been concluded that many of the participants in a Web-based study may be lost to follow-up or end up not adhering to the intervention [2]. This was not taken into account when calculating the sample size. One way to get around this could have been to have started the study at more study centers from the beginning to gain a greater critical mass faster.

The use of a facilitator who was active in the peer support forum the first year was fruitful, as it increased the dialogues in the peer support forum. A shortfall in the study design was that the facilitator was not engaged during the whole study period, which led to the activity level in the forum dropping.

The quality of the support shared between the participants in the MODIAB-Web study was reasonably good, as exemplified in the dialogues (Textbox 1). The active writers in the forum for peer support coached each other and shared their experiences in a generous way. The majority of participants were “readers”; they did not actively participate in the dialogues. However, in line with recent research, these are probably also “passive actors”—meaning only readers can receive social support related to their specific needs [24].

The forum user who advertised the weblink to her blog in the MODIAB-Web study at least potentially created an alternative Web-based support. This makes it hard to truly evaluate the usefulness of the intervention, as meaningful interaction might happen outside the study platform. It also proposes a threat to adherence to the intervention, if participants choose to communicate in alternative ways, such as through social media. It is almost impossible to control for this, and it is a methodological weakness in studies evaluating Web-based social support.

A main problem arising due to the prolonged duration of the MODIAB-Web RCT study was the simultaneous explosion of more advanced general mobile phone technology [24] as well as similar technology in diabetes care contexts. The developed Web-support serving as a platform for self-management consequently became outdated with time as few available alternatives grew.

Adherence in Relation to Technology

With regard to the PSD model [5], four categories were identified in the MODIAB-Web intervention: Primary Task Support, Dialogue Support, System Credibility Support, and Social Support (see Table 1). This shows that several but not all of the design principles were implemented.

To accomplish adherence, Kelder et al argue that it is essential to actually plan for adherence when designing Web-based interventions [4]. The MODIAB-Web intervention was developed using participatory design [17] and grounded on previous empirical and theoretical investigations of the needs of the user groups, as well as ongoing user participation of lay and professional experts [7]. However, there was no theoretical basis for the technological design or the use of design principles of a more general kind, such as the PSD model. A theoretical grounding would have generated several advantages. One prominent advantage is insights into a greater repertoire of design elements than those available through participating lay and professional experts. In this manner, design is based on practical and theoretical knowledge outside of the local project.

Moreover, a theoretical grounding such as the PSD model was launched in 2009, meaning that it existed well before the investigations of general user needs [14] and the design of the MODIAB-Web intervention in particular [7]. However, it must be recognized that the recent increasing importance and subtleties of research processes focusing on design to accomplish behavior change are still treated in specific research fields such as design studies [25]. A theoretical grounding when it comes to behavior change itself would enable a repertoire of more passive and active strategies for influencing people that, in turn, should be brought into the technology design part of the intervention. Such strategies might involve using models of how to accomplish a feeling of social connectedness [26], which is relevant in interventions aiming to increase the social support between peers. A theoretically more conscious design might be an alternative to the recent suggestion of generating predictive models of potential dropouts in online health communities by Big Data analysis to inform design [27].

The use of design theory in the analysis of the MODIAB-Web intervention enabled a discussion of the rationale behind its emphasis on System Credibility Support and its significantly less emphasis on Dialogue Support and Social Support. Quite likely, potential was lost in unutilized design principles. For example, in the Dialogue Support category, the design principle
“Rewards” that aims to give credit for performing the target behavior [5], that is, using the Web-support, could have been implemented to increase adherence. For instance, this could entail rewarding participants once they had used the support 5 times, or when at least 5 other participants had read a person’s posts in the forum.

A further technical element related to Social Support, not used in the MODIAB-Web forum for peer support, was “flagging” of new posts. Such flagging had probably increased the participants’ “adherence,” in terms of active communication. Another issue that probably reduced adherence was that the forum was divided into 3 parts. This division meant, there was a risk, that new posts were not seen by the other participants. Another shortfall was that the participants were not obliged to write a post to introduce themselves upon first entering the peer support forum. Admittedly, certain PSD design principles related to Social Support would have been in positive in relation to adherence, for example, “Recognition,” which would include success stories. Other design principles, such as “Normative influence,” might be less relevant in this context due to the extreme demand for optimal diabetes control for childbearing women.

Discussion

In this paper, we used case study methodology to enable a critical discussion of RCTs involving Web-based support and adherence in general, and social support in particular. In other words, this methodology has been used as a basis for our critical endeavor in line with Baxter and Jack, who state: “it enables the researcher to answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ type questions, while taking into consideration how a phenomenon is influenced by the context within which it is situated” [6].

In this paper adherence is, in line with Kelders et al [4], defined as “use in accordance with identified intentions,” and in which the need for relevant information about the specific condition as well as social support from peers is emphasized. Our analysis supports the conclusion that PSD does matter in general, by positively influencing adherence [4]. We argue that there is a particular value in basing technology design on theoretical design principles, as it increases the repertoire of options, thus enabling adaption to suit the target population for the intervention and creating opportunities to utilize the full design potential of social support. The value of applying theory ties in with recent acknowledgment of theoretical consciousness regarding adaptation and implementation of health information technology innovations [28]. When it comes to health information technology such as Web-based support, we argue that theories related to technology use and design, such as the ones discussed above, are equally important. This notwithstanding, the essential rationale of Web-based health interventions remains the same but becomes significantly better theoretically informed. A systematic review published post completion of our analysis showed that justifications for intended use, and adherence to eHealth technology is often underdeveloped and improperly used. The authors believe that adherence can be standardized, and this will improve comparison of adherence rates to different technologies with the same goals [29]. Our critical analysis thus contributes to ongoing discussion about adherence.

Moreover, we conclude that study design matters and that technology and study design might mutually influence each other. With a limited target group, the comparative element that constitutes an RCT design becomes a barrier to achieving a critical mass of user interactions. Extended project periods mean that the used technology must either be changed or tailored according to new technical options that become available during the process, which in turn might jeopardize study validity. Not doing so implies a risk that the technology will become somewhat outdated in the world of the users. In relation to providing social support, a further conclusion is that using theory enables a multifaceted repertoire in technology design. However, we also note that apparently low user activity might still provide social support for the individual, irrespective of whether they are an active or passive user.

On the basis of critical analysis of how study design and technology interacts, we recommend fellow researchers to consider the following aspects when designing and evaluating Web-based health interventions:

- When designing a Web-based intervention, use existing design theories to utilize the full potential of the technology and increase adherence, especially with regard to social support.
- Be realistic when calculating your sample size. Take the risk of losing participants and poor adherence to the intervention into account.
- Be aware of limited target populations. If the number of possible participants is low, consider starting the intervention in multiple study centers simultaneously to avoid prolonged study periods and thereby outdated technology.
- Bear in mind that the majority of participants will not actively engage in discussions in peer support forums. Therefore, a larger critical mass of participants is needed in interventions based on effects of social support.
- Keep the design of the forum for peer support simple and avoid divisions. Web-design is often costly if the researchers do not possess the skills themselves or team up with researchers from other fields. Consider integrating your intervention into existing social media (but be aware of ethical pitfalls if you cannot guarantee the security and confidentiality of data).
- If your intervention consists of a forum for peer support, consider engaging a study facilitator from the target group for the entire study period to boost activity.
- Health interventions are often complex in their nature. RCT design is one way of evaluating the effects of an intervention but it is in itself inadequate for truly capturing complex interactions. Design your study with multiple methods of analysis and consider the contamination of the control group as technology evolves during the study period.
- Adjust per-protocol criteria after intended usage or conduct a dose-response analysis to properly evaluate the effect of the intervention within the RCT design.
Finally, we want to return to the initial critical questioning of whether the RCT design really is appropriate as the gold standard for Web-based interventions [2]. Our analysis does not fully answer this question, nor does it reveal what could be a better research design, but we would like to encourage further constructive discussion on these issues within the scientific community.
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Abstract

Background: In Internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapies (iCBT), written feedback by therapists is a substantial part of therapy. However, it is not yet known how this feedback should be given best and which specific therapist behaviors and content are most beneficial for patients. General instructions for written feedback are available, but the uptake and effectiveness of these instructions in iCBT have not been studied yet.

Objective: This study aimed to identify therapist behaviors in written online communication with patients in blended CBT for adult depression in routine secondary mental health care, to identify the extent to which the therapists adhere to feedback instructions, and to explore whether therapist behaviors and adherence to feedback instructions are associated with patient outcome.

Methods: Adults receiving blended CBT (10 online sessions in combination with 5 face-to-face sessions) for depression in routine mental health care were recruited in the context of the European implementation project MasterMind. A qualitative content analysis was used to identify therapist behaviors in online written feedback messages, and a checklist for the feedback instruction adherence of the therapists was developed. Correlations were explored between the therapist behaviors, therapist instruction adherence, and patient outcomes (number of completed online sessions and symptom change scores).

Results: A total of 45 patients (73%, 33/45 female, mean age 35.9 years) received 219 feedback messages given by 19 therapists (84%, 16/19 female). The most frequently used therapist behaviors were informing, encouraging, and affirming. However, these were not related to patient outcomes. Although infrequently used, confronting was positively correlated with session completion (ρ=.342, P=.02). Therapists adhered to most of the feedback instructions. Only 2 feedback aspects were correlated with session completion: the more therapists adhere to instructions containing structure (limiting to 2 subjects and sending feedback within 3 working days) and readability (short sentences and short paragraphs), the less online sessions were completed (ρ=−.340, P=.02 and ρ=−.361, P=.02, respectively). No associations were found with depression symptom change scores.

Conclusions: The therapist behaviors found in this study are comparable to previous research. The findings suggest that online feedback instructions for therapists provide sufficient guidance to communicate in a supportive and positive manner with patients. However, the instructions might be improved by adding more therapeutic techniques besides the focus on style and form.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e174) doi:10.2196/jmir.9890
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Introduction

Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

There is considerable evidence that Internet-based interventions are effective for the treatment of mild, moderate, and major depression [1-3]. Therapist-guided, Internet-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy (iCBT) has been found to be more effective than unguided iCBT [1,4] and has also been found to be equally effective compared with face-to-face-delivered CBT [5]. Beyond these findings, a number of studies focused on nonspecific factors that might be effective in iCBT (eg, therapeutic alliance, therapist competence, and placebo-expectancy effects) and especially showed interest in the role of therapist guidance in iCBT [6]. So far, mixed results have been found. In a systematic review, Richards and Richardson, eg, found that the way guidance is given has an impact on treatment adherence in depressed patients [4]. Therapist-guided iCBT had a 72% completion rate, iCBT interventions with administrative support (support by staff to guide patients through the program in a nontherapeutic way) 65%, and interventions with no support at all 26%. For Internet-delivered problem-solving treatment (PST), there also is evidence that the level of support is important in reaching effects for patients with depression [7]. Patients who received PST with weekly support from a coach improved significantly more than the waitlist control group. In the group that received no support, completion rates were lowest (22%), and the completion rates were highest in the group that received nonspecific support (60%). Patients who received weekly support had comparable completion rates with patients who received “support on request” (33% and 31%, respectively). In a study by Titov et al, patients with depression showed significant clinical improvement after receiving iCBT, regardless of whether the support came from a therapist or a technician [8]. Findings of a recent American study indicate that iCBT with 5 hours of therapeutic face-to-face contact was noninferior to CBT that provided over 8 additional hours of therapist contact for patients with depression [9].

Therapist Behaviors

However, there is much more to discover about online guidance. One point of interest is how therapists give online feedback to their patients. This can be done by looking at the communication strategies and content they use in their written support. For example, looking at therapist behaviors such as validating what patients write (eg, “That must be very difficult for you...”) and stimulating patients to come up with their own solution (eg, “When was the last time you felt that way? What did you think and what did you do differently?”). Written feedback is a substantial part of Internet-based treatments and requires specific skills of therapists. It is therefore interesting to further explore such therapeutic microprocesses in online feedback because this part of therapy may be very relevant in the adherence and also the effectiveness of iCBT [10].

Therapist Behaviors in Face-to-Face Therapy

The content of feedback and its impact on treatment results have been studied in face-to-face–delivered psychotherapies, and especially in CBT. Studies have identified different therapist behaviors that are frequently used in CBT sessions with patients. These behaviors range from expressing empathy, making supportive communications (eg, encourage, praise, or guide the patient), asking directive questions, and confronting patients with different points of view [11-13]. Self-disclosures by therapists appear to be infrequently used [11], although these are generally considered helpful by patients in the therapeutic process [14,15]. In addition, research shows that therapist behaviors such as expressing empathy, giving positive regards, and confronting patients can have a positive impact on treatment outcome in CBT for various patients such as people with depression [11].

Therapist Behaviors in Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

Therapist behaviors in iCBT have also been studied. This was done for several psychiatric diseases such as eating disorders [16], insomnia [17], anxiety [18], and depression [19,20]. Comparable to the behaviors in face-to-face therapies, the most frequently used therapist behaviors were encouraging, reinforcing, and supporting patients. When looking at the association between these therapist behaviors, patient treatment outcome, and patient online session completion, mixed results were found. Holländare et al found that encouraging, guiding, and affirming were strongly associated with session completion [19]. Encouraging, affirming, and self-disclosure were weakly to moderately associated with an improvement in depressive symptoms. The most important finding by Paxling et al was the effect of therapists’ task reinforcement (eg, reinforcing completed assignments) on session completion as well as treatment outcome [18]. Interestingly, a negative association was found between deadline flexibility of therapists and treatment outcome. Thus, the more lenient therapists were with homework assignment deadlines, the fewer patients improved. In a replication study of Schneider et al, the same type of therapist behaviors were found with the addition of a few more behavior categories (eg, asking questions) [20]. However, a different distribution of the therapist behavior frequencies was found, and the outcomes were different for patients with depression than for patients with anxiety. Thus, the way online feedback is provided by therapists differs across studies, patients, interventions, and possibly also the instructions used for feedback.

Online Feedback Instructions

In addition to more general communicative behaviors of therapists, the extent to which they follow instructions for online feedback may also influence treatment effectiveness. Research on written feedback predominantly stems from the field of education. Some of the main principles can be applied to online therapeutic feedback as well. Overall, research shows that effective written feedback is timely (provided in time), selective (commenting only on 2 or 3 things that someone can change), balanced (pointing out positive aspects as well as areas in need of improvement), forward-looking (suggesting how to improve), and understandable (written in a language that someone will understand) [21]. Instructions for training therapists in written feedback are adapted to the therapeutic process but also comparable to those used in education (eg, beginning with a compliment, responding within 3 working days, or being careful
with giving solutions). The elements in these instructions are primarily based on expert opinion rather than theory and mainly aim to motivate and support the patients, respond to the content of homework, and structure the feedback.

**Study Objectives**

In this study, written feedback will be studied in blended CBT, in the context of the European implementation project MasterMind [22-24], with a focus on therapist behaviors and on the extent to which feedback instructions are followed. In the Netherlands, iCBT for depression is slowly but increasingly adopted in routine mental health care mostly in a blended format. Blended CBT entails one integrated, standardized CBT treatment protocol that combines face-to-face sessions and digital modules to the best clinical benefit for patients and therapists [25]. The evidence of blended CBT over iCBT is unfortunately still scarce. Some first studies indicate that potential benefits of blended CBT are saving therapist time without reducing therapeutic outcome, lower treatment dropout rates, more emphasis on patient self-management, more face-to-face therapy time for deepening the CBT elements, and targeting another (often more complicated) population than iCBT [6,9,26]. The objectives of this study were to (1) identify therapist behaviors in written online communication from therapists to patients in blended CBT for adult depression in routine secondary mental health care, (2) identify the extent to which therapists adhere to feedback instructions, and (3) investigate whether therapist behaviors and therapist adherence to feedback instructions are associated with patient outcome (symptom change scores and number of completed online sessions).

**Methods**

**Design**

For the purpose of this observational study, the feedback messages of 45 Dutch patients that were offered blended CBT for depression by 19 therapists in routine mental health care were recruited between April 2015 and February 2017 from one outpatient clinic. This clinic was one of the participating MasterMind sites and was selected for this study because it offered a blended treatment protocol to patients within secondary health care, and the online usage information was made available for research. Patients received 219 feedback messages through a secure Web-based platform [27]. A mixed-method design was chosen to explore the content of the feedback messages: a directed qualitative content analysis [28] was used to identify therapist behaviors, and a checklist for the feedback instruction adherence of therapists was developed. To explore correlations between the frequency of therapist behaviors, scores on the checklist, and patients’ outcomes, an explorative quantitative approach was used.

The study was approved by a Medical Ethics Committee. They confirmed that the “Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act” does not apply (registration number 2014.580) because the patients in this study are not required to follow certain procedures on behalf of the research (no randomization) and routine practice was followed. An internal scientific research committee approved the research proposal (CWO 2015-005).

**Participants**

**Patients**

Patients were recruited through their therapists. Eligible patients received study information and an information leaflet from their therapist. After approval for telephone contact with researchers for additional information, patients received an informed consent. Patients were invited for participation in MasterMind if they (1) were aged 18 years or older; (2) had a mild, moderate, or severe depression as a primary diagnosis according to the therapist; and (3) were indicated for cognitive behavioral treatment for depression following routine secondary mental health care procedures. All patients needed to explicitly consent to take part in the study. Patients were excluded from the study if they (1) did not have a valid email address and did not have a computer with Internet access and (2) did not have adequate Dutch language skills (both verbal and written).

**Therapists**

Therapists who were trained in iCBT or who were motivated for iCBT were invited to participate in the MasterMind study. They were recruited through team managers and eHealth attention officers of the different therapist teams. The iCBT training consisted of a 4-hour group training, provided by the outpatient clinic. During the training, the functionalities on the online platform were shown, and therapists got the chance to practice with a fictional patient. The therapists received individual instructions, access to the blended CBT treatment protocol online, and the feedback instructions. In addition, monthly 1-hour group sessions were organized where the therapists could exchange their experiences with each other.

The feedback instructions for therapists comprised general and specific elements that go in to the structure of the messages (eg, correct greeting, limiting to 2 subjects), readability (short sentences and paragraphs), writing style (eg, limiting abbreviations and misspellings, use of emoticons), referring to parts of the treatment (eg, filling in the diary, referring to the next online session), and communication skills (eg summarizing, not providing solutions).

**Intervention**

In the blended CBT treatment for depression of the outpatient clinic, it was agreed upon in advance that patients would receive 10 sessions online and meet with their therapist in 5 face-to-face sessions biweekly. In practice, therapists could deviate from the protocol by repeating online sessions. The online and individual face-to-face sessions were based on evidence-based treatment protocols for face-to-face CBT and are in agreement with multidisciplinary instructions for depression [29]. There were 4 core components: (1) psychoeducation, (2) cognitive restructuring, (3) behavioral activation, and (4) relapse prevention. Besides the online sessions on the treatment platform, patients were given online access to a diary and filled out questionnaires to monitor their symptoms. After each completed online session, the therapist (the same therapist as in the face-to-face sessions) wrote a feedback message to the patient. Patient and therapist could additionally communicate through a message function about practical issues (eg, about
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upcoming appointments and reminders or questions about assignments).

**Measures**
Patient information on selected demographics (eg, age, gender, employment status) and clinical data (eg, use of medication) were obtained by an online self-report questionnaire at baseline. Demographic and background information (eg, treatment and iCBT experience) of the therapists were obtained by an online self-report questionnaire at the end of the study. Usage information (eg, number of online sessions followed and number of feedback messages) was obtained from the online platform.

Session completion was defined as the number of completed online sessions per patient. Symptom improvement was measured with the 16-item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS) [30]. The total score varies from 0 to 27, with higher scores being indicative of a higher severity of depressive symptoms. The QIDS was administered weekly on the online platform during the course of the treatment. The number of QIDS measures can vary, with up to 30 weekly measures. Of each patient, the baseline scores were included, and the last known value was used as a posttreatment score. The change score on the QIDS was calculated by subtracting the baseline measurement from the final measurement.

**Coding of Therapist Behavior and Adherence**
To subtract therapist behaviors from the 219 online feedback messages, a coding matrix was developed, with 9 main categories and 13 subcategories (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The coding categories were based on the directed content analysis; categories from prior research [18,19,31] were used to develop the initial coding scheme before analyzing the data [25]. To score the therapists’ adherence to the feedback instructions, a coding checklist was created based on the instructions that the therapists received. In total, there were 6 main categories and 19 different subcategories with a dichotomous scale (present or not present, see Multimedia Appendix 2).

The coding matrix and checklist were first tested by researcher ED by coding 4 feedback messages from 2 randomly selected patients. Each of the included feedback messages was then anonymously coded and scored by researchers MM and SP. For the coding of therapist behaviors, qualitative data analysis software, ATLAS.ti 7.5.18 (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmBH, Berlin, Germany), was used.

To investigate interrater reliability, both researchers (MM and SP) coded 60 transcripts of therapeutic feedback from 10 randomly selected patients. The intraclass correlation coefficient for the therapist behaviors was .83 (95% CI 0.82-0.85) indicating good interrater reliability, based on 2-way mixed-effects agreement model [32,33]. The interrater reliability for the feedback instruction adherence categories was found to be kappa (κ)=.84 (P<.001, 95% CI 0.80-0.87), indicating a good agreement between the raters as well. After reaching agreement, the remaining messages (n=159) were equally divided between the 2 coders. As analysis proceeded, additional codes were developed, and the initial coding matrix and checklist were revised, discussed, and refined.

The total frequency of therapist behaviors was calculated with a query tool in ATLAS.ti. A frequency score represented the total number of times the therapist displayed a behavior in the feedback messages sent to the patient (eg, total number of informing the patient about the assignments). To correct for the number of received feedback messages (eg, some patients received 4 messages, and the others received 8 messages), relative frequencies were used (frequency of one category divided by the total number of frequencies of all categories per patient). The percentage of therapists’ adherence to the instructions for each patient was calculated by the frequency of the adherence (eg, the total number of times a therapist started with giving a compliment) divided by the total number of messages received by a patient.

**Analyses**
Statistics were conducted using IBM SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago IL), version 22. First, descriptive statistics (means, SDs, percentages) were used to describe the patient and therapist sample, number of online sessions, and symptom improvement. Descriptive statistics were then used to examine the frequencies of therapist behaviors and percentages of therapist instruction adherence in the messages to the patients. Spearman correlation analyses, 2-sided, were conducted to assess the relationship between the therapist behaviors, feedback adherence scores and session completion, and symptom improvement. Spearman rho was used to avoid violation of assumptions of normality. Due to the small sample size, only explorative analysis, no missing values imputation techniques and no post-hoc correction for multiple testing (ie, Bonferroni), were applied.

**Results**

**Patients’ and Therapists’ Characteristics**
A total of 45 patients (73%, 33/45 female, mean age 35.9 years) were given blended CBT in routine care by 19 therapists. Patients’ characteristics can be found in Table 1. Of the 19 therapists (84%, 16/19 female), most were licensed psychologists (53%, 10/19), others were psychologists in training under supervision for health care psychologists (26%, 5/19) or mental health nurses (21%, 4/19). Moreover, 11% (2/19) of the therapists had less than 3 years of professional experience, 26% (5/19) had between 3 and 5 years of experience, 37% (7/19) had between 5 and 10 years of experience, and 21% (4/19) had more than 10 years of experience. The experience with iCBT treatments varied among the therapists: 32% (6/19) had given less than 5 iCBT treatments, 26% (5/19) had given between 5 and 10 treatments, 21% (4/19) had given between 10 and 15 treatments, and 16% (3/19) had given more than 15 treatments.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients’ characteristics</th>
<th>Statistics (n=45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, female, n (%)</td>
<td>33 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (SD; range)</td>
<td>35.9 (12.3; 21-64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education level</td>
<td>15 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education level</td>
<td>25 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment, yes, n (%)</td>
<td>21 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressant use, yes, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of current depression symptoms, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of current depression symptoms less than 3 months</td>
<td>8 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of current depression symptoms between 3 and 12 months</td>
<td>22 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of current depression symptoms more than 1 year</td>
<td>10 (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequencies of Therapist Behaviors and Percentages of Therapist Instruction Adherence

Multimedia Appendix 1 lists the categories, definitions, and examples of the therapist behaviors. In total, 1825 therapist behaviors were coded. The most frequently used therapist behaviors were informing (27.56%, 503/1825; eg, informing the patient about the next session or specific assignments), encouraging (23.56%, 430/1825; eg, praising past behavior), and affirming (22.25%, 406/1825; eg, normalizing behavior, summarizing what the patient has written or said). Making self-disclosures, confronting, and emphasizing the responsibility of the patient were never or rarely used.

An overview of the percentages of the categories, descriptions, and examples of adherence to the feedback instructions can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2. The therapists adhered in most cases to correct greeting and ending of messages (95.9%, 210/219). They also scored high on writing style (93.6%, 205/219; eg, limiting of abbreviations and misspellings) and structure (87.7%, 192/219; eg, limiting to 2 subjects and sending the feedback within 3 working days). Therapists scored the lowest on referring (34%, 74.5/219; eg, referring to monitoring of the symptoms or reflecting on the dairy). Within the category communication skills, therapists were very often careful with giving solutions (95.6%, 209/219) and regularly showed in their writing that they read the patients’ homework (88.6%, 194/219). Formulating sentences as hypotheses is something the therapists did not often apply (10.5%, 23/219).

Session Completion and Symptom Improvement

The 45 patients completed, on average, 6.3 online sessions (Table 2). On average, patients received 4.9 feedback messages (SD 2.7; range 1-10). One feedback message contained an average of 139 words (SD 95.4; range 1-504), 14.2 words in one sentence (SD 4.0; range 1-26), 3.5 sentences in a paragraph (SD 1.9; 1-17), and 2.9 paragraphs (SD 1.6; 1-10).

From 7 patients, all QIDS data were missing because their therapists did not activate the online monitoring, leaving 38 patients for this exploration. Results on depressive symptoms showed that at baseline, the patients scored, on average, 15.8 points (SD 3.8) on the QIDS, and at postmeasurement, the patients scored, on average, 11.0 points (SD 6.0), so there was an average reduction of 4.8 points (SD 6.4). Looking at symptom severity at baseline, 8% (3/38) of the patients had mild symptoms, 34% (13/38) had moderate symptoms, and 58% (22/38) had (very) severe symptoms (Table 3). At posttreatment, 21% (8/38) of the patients had no symptoms, 29% (11/38) had mild symptoms, 24% (9/38) had moderate symptoms, and 26% (10/38) had (very) severe symptoms. In total, 63% (24/38) of the patients improved on one or more categories (Table 4). Moreover, 24% (9/38) of the patients showed no change, and 13% (5/38) deteriorated in a category.

Correlations of Therapist Behaviors With Session Completion and Symptom Improvement

One correlation between therapist behaviors and session completion was found (Table 5): the therapist behavior confronting was positively correlated with online session completion (ρ=.342, P=.02). This indicates that more confrontations were related to completing more online sessions. No significant correlations were found with symptom improvement.

Correlations of Therapist Instruction Adherence With Session Completion and Symptom Improvement

In Table 6, correlations of therapist instruction adherence with session completion and symptom improvement are shown. Statistically significant negative medium correlations were found between therapist instruction adherence and completed online sessions for structure (ρ=−.340, P=.02) and readability (ρ=−.361, P=.02). Meaning that the more therapists adhered to instructions containing structure (limiting to 2 subjects and sending feedback within 3 working days) and readability (short sentences and short paragraphs), the less online sessions were completed. No significant correlations were found with symptom improvement.
Table 2. Treatment completion and duration (n=45).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment completion and duration</th>
<th>Mean (SD; range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completed online sessions,</td>
<td>6.3 (2.6; 2-11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed face-to-face sessions</td>
<td>7.1 (2.7; 2-13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed face-to-face + online sessions</td>
<td>13.4 (4.4; 5-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment duration in weeks</td>
<td>26.2 (11.2; 8-52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period of online activity in weeks</td>
<td>17.8 (10.9; 2-45)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Severity Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology scores at baseline and postmeasurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology</th>
<th>Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (n=38), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>13 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>20 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very severe</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Changes in symptom severity (n=38).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in depressive symptom severity</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in 1 category</td>
<td>11 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in 2 categories</td>
<td>10 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in 3 categories</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterioration</td>
<td>5 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change</td>
<td>9 (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Correlations of therapist behaviors with session completion and symptom improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapist behavior</th>
<th>Session completion (n=45)</th>
<th>Change score Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (n=38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizing responsibility</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirming</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying the framework</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-disclosure</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
<td>−.087</td>
<td>−.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confronting</td>
<td>.342&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urging</td>
<td>.258</td>
<td>.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging</td>
<td>−.054</td>
<td>−.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding</td>
<td>−.055</td>
<td>.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Indicates "not applicable"; self-disclosures did not occur.

<sup>b</sup>P<.05, a positive correlation indicates more session completion.
Table 6. Correlations of therapist instruction adherence with session completion and symptom improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapist instruction adherence</th>
<th>Session completion (n=45)</th>
<th>Change score Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (n=38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greeting and ending</td>
<td>-.277</td>
<td>-.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>-.146</td>
<td>-.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>-.340^a</td>
<td>-.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring</td>
<td>.170</td>
<td>-.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>-.361^a</td>
<td>-.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing style</td>
<td>-.150</td>
<td>-.139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aP<.05, a positive correlation indicates more session completion.

Discussion

Aim of This Study

This observational study has uncovered several important factors in the content of online feedback messages in blended iCBT for depression. We further explored therapist behaviors and the extent to which therapists wrote their feedback according to their instructions. In addition, we wanted to know if therapist behaviors and adherence to the feedback instructions could be linked to patient adherence and treatment outcome. The study was carried out in a Dutch sample of participants of the MasterMind study, in routine practice, in a patient population with mild to (very) severe depressive symptoms and with a diverse group of trained and skilled therapists.

Principal Findings

Results show that therapist behaviors in relation to the online guidance are informing the patient about the functionalities on the platform, encouraging the patient by praising past behavior or inciting future behavior, and affirming by showing interest in the thoughts, emotions, and behaviors of the patient. Making self-disclosures, confronting, and emphasizing the responsibility of the patient are never or infrequently used. This is largely in line with the frequencies of the categories found by Holländare et al and may indicate that therapists use the same CBT principles in their written communication as in their face-to-face communication with the patient [19]. Previous research also found that more supportive therapists’ behaviors are used frequently in iCBT and that behaviors such as confronting and self-disclosures are seldom used [18,28]. However, in contrast to the findings of Holländare et al, we found that one and also a different therapist behavior correlated with module completion, and we also found that none of the therapist behaviors were related to symptom improvement. A possible explanation for this difference can be found in the patient group; in Holländare et al’s study, patients with partially remitted depression were included within the context of a randomized controlled trial.

Although therapists applied confronting in limited cases (<1%), this was positively correlated with online session completion. In face-to-face CBT, the occurrence of confrontations has been found to be somewhat higher (6%-14.3%), but is also significantly correlated with therapy outcomes [11]. Hill et al argued that “confrontation often interrupts the client’s thinking by presenting discrepancies and another point of view […].” Although confrontation feels negative at the time, such disruption may be a necessary foundation for change” [15].

Furthermore, therapists followed the feedback instructions that were used in this study on most of the defined elements, such as beginning with a compliment and being careful about providing solutions too soon. Different than expected, only half of the therapists formulated their sentences as hypotheses, and did so in only 10% of the feedback messages (eg, “It sounds like you are not sure, is that correct?”). Misspellings occurred regularly: in 21.5% of the feedback messages, therapists made more than 3 spelling mistakes. One of the possible explanations for this is that the treatment platform did not contain a spelling corrector, and it may have taken therapists more time to correct their own writing. Emoticons were not used often, as only 3 therapists sometimes used an (positive) emoticon. In the “Supportive Accountability” model by Mohr and Cuijpers, it is argued that therapists may mirror the content, style, tense, and cues (eg, emoticons) in online communication by patients to create mutual trust [31]. In this model, it is also pointed out that people pay attention to the timing and date stamps of the responses. This means responses should be timely because delays may be perceived as expressing lack of affection. In our study, the therapists sent their feedback within the limit of 3 working days in almost 80% of the cases.

Only negative associations were found with therapist instruction adherence and session completion. Providing structure and the readability was significantly negatively associated with session completion. This means that if the therapists adhered more to writing short sentences and paragraphs and the more they limited their feedback to 2 different subjects and sent the feedback back within 3 working days, the less online sessions were completed. These findings might be explained by the adaptive, and also reactive, style of the therapists to the behavior of the patient. When patients are doing well on the online platform, they are more flexible with certain elements of the instructions. On the other hand, when patients display more difficulties or when the therapist gets the feeling that he or she is losing contact with the patient, therapists may be more inclined to adhere more to some parts of the instructions. Schneider et al also found that therapists were responsive in their online feedback and that they increased some behaviors during the course of treatment when patient depressive symptoms worsened. There are similar indications in psychotherapy, where more flexibility of therapists
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was found related to better treatment outcomes than therapists who were less flexible [34].

Strengths and Limitations
The study took place in a naturalistic setting, with routine care patients and therapists and without the restrictions of a randomized controlled trial. Patient demographic characteristics in the study sample are comparable to blended CBT research, also in routine care [9,26]. Previous studies were carried out in small samples of therapists (3-5), often trained students, who delivered treatment in a research setting [16-19]. With the use of a directed approach of the content analysis, the findings of the previous research were supported and extended. We found the same proportions of categories as Holländare et al with the addition of the category “asking questions” [19]. This was also found by Schneider et al when they replicated the study conducted by Paxling et al [18,20].

In addition, there are several limitations to this study. The generalizability of the results is limited because of the small sample size. With a greater sample size, it would have been possible to explore initial symptom severity as a predictor of the use of different therapist behaviors. The exploration of this association would be interesting for further research. Second, although this study was able to capture a group of experienced professionals, the distribution of patients over the therapist was slightly skewed. Half of the therapists treated 3 to 6 patients, and the other half treated 1 or 2 patients. Due to the small sample size, it was not possible to explore potential differences in writing style or skills between the therapists. Furthermore, in face-to-face treatment, therapist characteristics such as age, gender, and ethnicity of the therapist seemed not to be related to patient treatment outcomes [35], but therapist facilitative interpersonal skills were found to be a successful predictor of treatment outcome [1]. To further explore therapist online feedback, it would be interesting to look at therapeutic skills as well. In this study, there was a high variability in the number of words in the feedback messages, and it could also be interesting to further explore this. Third, within this observational study, only prepost data and explorative analyses and, no post-hoc corrections, were used. The found correlations should be interpreted with care. Previous research showed that it is possible that therapist behaviors change over the course of treatment, with more focus on certain categories at the beginning of treatment versus the end of treatment [19,20]. Finally, this study only focused on the online part of the blended treatment and not on the content in the face-to-face sessions.

Conclusions
In sum, this study showed that in blended CBT for depression, therapists primarily used supportive and positive communications like informing, encouraging, and affirming patient behavior. Therapists refrained from using therapeutic techniques, such as making self-disclosures, urging, and confronting. This can be explained by the way the online feedback instructions were constructed. They provided the therapists guidelines that concentrate on style and form instructions, and this is also reflected in the adherence of the therapists to most of these instructions. It can be suggested that the instructions should also focus more on “disruptive” therapeutic techniques that can foster patients to address their symptoms. The blended format can give the therapist more flexibility in writing feedback because of the combination with face-to-face contact, meaning that therapists can check the interpretation of their online feedback with the patients in the face-to-face sessions. The combination with online contact gives the therapist the possibility to incorporate elements and reflect on issues that were discussed in the face-to-face sessions. On the other hand, therapists are aware that online communications can emotionally positively and also negatively affect the patient, without them being there, and are therefore careful in their communications. The therapists may miss nonverbal cues such as facial expressions and are not able to respond immediately. Writing feedback requires the therapist to assess whether the patient can correctly understand it. The extent to which this calls for specific competencies of the “online” therapist is assumed and requires further exploration. Additional research is needed to further explore the content of online feedback. With an experimental design, more causal explanations can, eg, be made about the amount of certain therapist behaviors, the interaction with the written content of the patients, patient expectations or the timing of feedback, and also the interaction with the contact of the face-to-face sessions. With more knowledge, instructions on feedback can be enriched, and therapists can be offered more guidance in giving feedback.
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Abstract

Background: The popularity of internet as an area of research has grown manifold over the years. Given its rapid development and increasing coverage worldwide, internet-based interventions seem to offer a promising option to ameliorate huge burdens brought by type 2 diabetes mellitus. However, studies conducted by different researchers have provided contradictory results on the effect of internet-based interventions in glycemic control.

Objective: This meta-analysis aims to summarize currently available evidence and evaluate the overall impact of internet-based interventions on glycemic management of type 2 diabetic patients.

Methods: A systematic literature search was performed in PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science. Randomized controlled trials that used glycosylated hemoglobin values as the outcome measure of glycemic control were considered. Risk of bias and publication bias were evaluated.

Results: Of the 492 studies, 35 were included in meta-analysis, and results indicated that the weighted mean difference (WMD) between usual care and internet-based interventions at endpoint was –0.426% (95% CI –0.540 to –0.312; P<.001). Subgroup analyses revealed that intervention duration ≤3 months yielded optimal performance (WMD –0.51%; 95% CI –0.71 to –0.31; P<.001). Combined mobile and website interventions were substantially superior to solely Web-based and mobile-based interventions in glycemic control (combined WMD –0.77%, 95% CI –1.07 to –0.47; P<.001; Web only: WMD –0.48%; 95% CI –0.71 to –0.24, P<.001; mobile only WMD –0.31%, 95% CI –0.49 to –0.14; P<.001). Furthermore, the effect of interventions with automated feedbacks was similar to those with manual feedbacks, and studies with internet-based educational contents were more effective in glycemic control. The assessment revealed a low risk of bias.

Conclusions: In conclusion, utilization of internet-based intervention is beneficial for patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, and taking full advantage of this type of intervention may substantially reduce the incidence of complications and improve quality of life.

Trial Registration: International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO): CRD42017058032; https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/display_record.php?RecordID=58032 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6yY7eQNHr)
Introduction

With increasing prevalence and serious chronic and acute complications, diabetes has brought enormous burden to people’s living and production. Glycemic control is vital in disease management as hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia can both lead to serious clinical consequences. However, in some areas, health care providers can only obtain patients’ information on glycemic control and lifestyle during their consultation with a doctor, which is probably infrequent because of various reasons, such as patients’ economic issues, educational levels, health awareness, and remote distance to health care centers. Hence, information obtained by doctors cannot comprehensively reflect patients’ health status and may lead to suboptimal health decisions [1]. Therefore, most of the impetus of disease management is on the patients as diabetes is a life-course chronic condition, and health care providers cannot possibly accompany patients all the time [2]. As a result, to achieve wide-scale promotion of diabetes self-management, it is essential to explore an efficient, easily available, and cost-effective approach to bridge geographical and economic gaps and reach broader populations. Given the rapid development of new technology and penetration of internet in people’s daily life, integrating diabetic inventions into existing technologies may have important implications and accord with clinical guidelines as they have widely referred to the significance of self-management and patients’ education in diabetes control [3-5]. In this aspect, internet-based interventions perfectly meet the requirement, as they can not only easily reach the global population but also serve as a medium of mass information exchange [6].

Currently, many studies have explored the efficacy of using internet-based interventions in diabetes management. However, there is not a universally acknowledged verdict on whether internet-based interventions could make a significant difference in patients’ glycemic level. Some research reported that compared with usual care, internet-based interventions could significantly reduce glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [7-11], whereas others reported otherwise [12-16]. Therefore, to comprehensively evaluate the overall impact of internet-based interventions, a meta-analysis is needed to achieve the pooled result. Furthermore, to our best knowledge, although there were some meta-analyses studying the effect of internet-based interventions on diabetes management, most of them just looked at a single form such as mobile apps and few conducted a comprehensive comparison between different forms of internet-based interventions. As a result, by analyzing relevant randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on this issue, this meta-analysis aims to evaluate the feasibility and efficacy of internet-based interventions on diabetes management and hopes to discover the most effective model of intervention that will benefit as many patients as possible.

This meta-analysis was registered at the international prospective register of systematic reviews (no. CRD42017058032).

Methods

Data Sources and Searches

For this meta-analysis, we have conducted a search in PubMed, Web of Science, and ScienceDirect to identify studies relevant to this topic from their beginning to January 16, 2017. Keywords used in this search were “T2DM,” “type 2 diabetes,” “social media,” “e-learning,” “new media,” “m-health,” “internet-based,” “web-based,” “twitter,” “eHealth,” “e-health,” “Facebook,” “computer-delivered,” “social web,” “social software,” “online case-based learning,” “mobile learning,” “digital game-based learning,” “serious games,” “wearable devices,” “mobile app,” “mobile application,” and “smart phone-based.” To achieve a searching scope that was broad enough, the above-mentioned keywords were not enclosed. In PubMed, we searched in all fields and found 291 papers. In both of Web of Science and ScienceDirect, we searched in title, abstracts and keywords and retrieved 228 and 65 papers, respectively. The language of studies was not limited.

To extend our search scope and include more studies in this field, we also manually searched the reference lists of several systematic reviews and meta-analyses that might be related to our own study [6,17-23]. The number of studies identified in this way was 76. Furthermore, in the process of records screening, we found that 1 study was built on a previously published research conducted by the same research group, which examined the efficacy of improvement made to the previous program and evaluated people’s acceptance. As a result, the study of the previous research was also found through the reference list and was included. Therefore, a total of 77 studies were retrieved from the references lists of other research. After the removal of duplicates, 492 records were identified in total. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows details of search syntax.

Study Selection

Two reviewers, Shen and Wang, independently reviewed abstracts and full-text papers. Study selection was strictly based on uniform inclusion and exclusion criteria. The exclusion reason for each study was recorded, and in the case of disagreement, Sun was consulted, and discussion was held until a consensus was reached. Studies were included if they were RCTs, assessed patients aged older than 18 years with T2DM, compared the effect of internet-based interventions in glycemic management with a control group (CG) of usual care, and reported means and SDs of HbA1c values for intervention group (IG) and CG both at baseline and endpoint or other relevant data from which mean and SD of HbA1c could be calculated. If information on diabetes type was not clear, studies with the mean age of patients older than 30 years were included as there is a high possibility that they have T2DM [24]. Studies were
excluded if they were nonrandomized, reviews, protocols, case reports, or commentaries; did not use HbA1c as the outcome measure or there was an incomplete report of HbA1c; or included patients with type 1 diabetes or gestational diabetes. Furthermore, we also excluded studies that were not predominantly internet-based or the internet was only used as a supporting or additional tool to intensify the effect of other interventions, as it was difficult to tell whether the study effect was attributable to the internet or the other intervention. Interventions that purely used the mobile phone as a tool to send text messages were also excluded, as this was not internet-based. Moreover, to compare the effect of internet-based interventions with usual care, the CG should use usual care rather than internet-based interventions.

On the basis of retrieved abstracts, we excluded 398 records. We further examined the full texts of the remaining 94 studies, and 59 studies were excluded. A total of 25 studies did not provide data on HbA1c or provided incomplete data on HbA1c; 15 studies also studied patients with T1DM; 7 studies used internet-based intervention in CG; interventions in 5 studies were designed for health professionals and still depended on face-to-face interactions; 12 studies reported results of the same 6 interventions, respectively, and thus 6 were excluded; and in 1 study, only 46.1% of patients (n=511) used the internet at least monthly; therefore, the research group decided to send participants paper versions of their medical record and ask them to bring it during the next hospital visit. Therefore, as this research was largely not internet-based, it was also excluded (Figure 1).

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment

The following data in 35 studies were extracted using a standardized spreadsheet: the first author, year of publication, participants included (CG and IG, respectively), patients’ characteristics (including attrition, completion rate, mean age, body mass index [BMI], and gender ratio), study design, intervention duration, study location, intervention method, HbA1c data (including values at baseline and endpoint), and other useful information. Furthermore, studies included were numbered from 1 to 35. One study had 2 IGs that met the eligibility criteria and was numbered 12a and 12b.

Figure 1. Flowchart of study selection. RCT: randomized controlled trials; T2DM: type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Mean values and SD of HbA1c at baseline and endpoint were extracted separately for IGs and CGs. Some studies only presented changes of HbA1c and in this case, HbA1c values at endpoint were calculated correspondingly based on baseline and changes of values [8,16,25-27]. For studies that provided SE rather than SD, SD value was calculated based on the SE value [12,28-30]. Some studies gave 95% CI of mean HbA1c, and SD was derived according to 95% CI [14,25,31]. If neither endpoint SD nor other information that could be used to calculate SD was provided, baseline SD was adopted as endpoint SD [26,32].

Cochrane collaboration’s tool for assessing the risk of bias was adopted to evaluate the quality of studies included. Six domains were assessed, including selection bias, performance bias, detection bias, attrition bias, reporting bias, and other bias.

Data Synthesis and Analysis

Interstudy heterogeneity was evaluated by the $I^2$ test. If $I^2 \leq 50\%$, heterogeneity across studies was acceptable, and fixed effect model could be used to achieve the pooled result. If $I^2 > 50\%$, random effect model would be used, and source of heterogeneity would be explored. Meta-analysis with continuous outcome variables was performed, and weighted mean difference (WMD) was adopted as the effect indicator. If $P < .05$ and 95% CI did not include zero, the point estimate of WMD was considered statistically significant. Publication bias was explored by Begg and Egger tests. Duval and Tweedie’s nonparametric “trim-and-fill” procedure was also performed to further assess the possible effect of publication bias [33,34]. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the stability of studies. Statistical analyses were performed with STATA/SE 14.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas) and risk of bias was evaluated with Review Manager (RevMan 5.3; Cochrane Collaboration).

Results

Characteristics of Studies

This meta-analysis included 35 studies with a pooled dataset of 6475 participants, of which 3338 were allocated to the IG and 3137 to CG [7-12,14,16,25-32,35-53]. The total number of patients in each study ranged from 30 to 1665. The characteristics of eligible studies are presented in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Of the 35 studies included, 11 were conducted in the United States [11,12,26,27,29,32,37,39,40,48,50]; 10 in the Republic of Korea [7,8,28,30,35,36,46,49,52,53]; 2 in Poland [38,45], Italy [16,44], and China [43,47] each; 1 in Japan [42], Finland [25], Turkey [10], Canada [9], Spain [31], Norway [14], England [41], and Congo [51] each. Included studies were published between 2004 and 2016, and the intervention duration ranged from 6 weeks to 5 years. The mean age of the participants ranged from 42.3 to 79.9 years and BMI from 22.8 to 36.9. All studies, except 2, clearly stated that all participants had T2DM. However, in these 2 studies, the mean age of the patients was above 60 years; therefore, it was assumed that the included participants were all patients with T2DM [29,50].

Characteristics of Interventions

A total of 8 studies used Web-based interventions solely [7,9,10,12,28,38,43], 8 used mobile technology [14,25,31,36,42,45,48,52], and 9 used a combination of both [8,35,39,40,46,47,49,51,53]. In addition, 10 studies used other forms of internet-based interventions, including portable digital assistant, tablet computer, and data transmission equipment only [11,16,26,27,29,30,32,37,41,44]. Moreover, 28 studies clearly stated ways of providing feedbacks, among which 5 used automated algorithm [25,36,39,46,52] and 22 provided feedbacks manually via health care providers [7,9-11,14,27-32,35,37,40,41,43,44,48-51,53]. In the automated algorithm, patient-specific messages were automatically generated and sent to patients based on the data entered into the system. Manual feedback was accomplished through telephone, videoconferencing, and short message services by cellular phone and the internet. A total of 14 studies provided internet-based education [8,10,27,29,32,37,39-41,43,47,49,50,53], and only 3 studies did not incorporate transmission function of glucose measurements [8,12,47]. A detailed description of intervention characteristics is presented in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Publication bias was detected by Egger test but not by Begg test. Trim-and-fill method was further conducted to account for publication bias. In trim-and-fill method, although the strength of intervention was slightly attenuated, the pooled analysis incorporating the hypothetical studies continued to show a statistically significant positive effect of internet-based interventions (WMD –0.332, 95% CI –0.456 to –0.209; $P < .001$; Multimedia Appendix 4), which suggested that the mean difference of HbA1c between IG and CG was not an artifact of unpublished negative studies, but the effect of internet-based interventions. However, the possibility was not altogether excluded by this method. Detailed results on risk of bias, publication bias, and sensitivity analysis can be found in Multimedia Appendices 4-6. Multimedia Appendix 7 describes the HbA1c value and related data of IG and CG at baseline and endpoint.

Overall Results of Internet-Based Intervention

All 35 studies provided mean values and SDs of HbA1c as the outcome measure of internet-based interventions. At baseline, there was no significant difference of HbA1c levels between the CG and IG as 95% CI including zero (Figure 2).

Measurements made immediately after interventions were used to achieve the overall pooled effect of the internet-based intervention. In one study, 2 IGs met eligibility criteria, and therefore, information was extracted twice and treated as from 2 distinct studies [39]. They were marked as Quinn, C.C., 2011a and Quinn, C.C., 2011b in the analysis. Figure 3 presented the combined results of the 35 studies in this meta-analysis. The result showed that the WMD between CG and IG was –0.426 (95% CI –0.540 to –0.312; $P < .001$), favoring the IG. Heterogeneity was 60.1% across studies, and random effect model was adopted.
Figure 2. Forest plots of baseline results. WMD: weighted mean difference.
Subgroup Analysis

Subgroup analyses were conducted based on intervention duration, types of internet-based interventions, ways of feedback provision, and whether or not internet-based educational content was provided.

Results of Subgroup Analysis Based on Intervention Duration

As intervention duration in the 35 studies ranged from 12 weeks to 5 years, we divided included research into 3 mutually exclusive groups (x≤3 months: n=10, 3 months<x≤6 months: n=10, and x>6 months: n=16) to perform subgroup analysis. In the group of x≤3 months [11,28,30,36,42,43,45,48,51,52], heterogeneity across studies was 41.8% and the pooled WMD was −0.51% (95% CI −0.71 to −0.31; P<.001). Significant difference between IG and CG was also observed in the group of duration >3 months and ≤6 months [8-10,27,32,35,37,38,46,49], with a pooled WMD of −0.48% (95% CI −0.68 to −0.28; P<.001). The heterogeneity across study was 34.5%. In the group of duration >6 months [7,12,14,16,25,26,29,31,39-41,44,47,50,53], difference in HbA1c outcomes between IG and CG groups decreased with a WMD of −0.35% (95% CI −0.53 to −0.18; P<.001) and heterogeneity increased to 70.5% (Figure 4).
Results of Subgroup Analysis Based on the Type of Internet-Based Interventions

In this analysis, we divided 35 studies into 4 subgroups based on types of internet-based interventions (Web-based solely: n=8, mobile-based solely: n=8, combined website and mobile technology: n=10, and others: n=10). Forms of intervention that did not fall in the above 3 categories were classified as others. In the group of website-only interventions [7,9,10,12,28,38,43,50], there was statistically significant difference in HbA1c outcomes between IG and CG, and WMD was −0.48% (95% CI −0.71 to −0.24; P<.001). However, a moderate heterogeneity of 57% was also observed across studies in this subgroup. In the group of mobile-only interventions [14,25,31,36,42,45,48,52], difference in HbA1c between IG and CG decreased, with a pooled WMD of −0.31% (95% CI −0.49 to −0.14; P<.001) and heterogeneity of 27.2%. In combined mobile and website group [8,35,39,40,46,47,49,51,53], a heterogeneity of 64.6% was observed, and the pooled effect was −0.77% (95% CI −1.07 to −0.47; P<.001). In the group of other intervention types, heterogeneity across studies was 35.5%, with a pooled WMD of −0.23 (95% CI −0.38 to −0.09; P=.001; Figure 5).
Results of Subgroup Analysis Based on Feedback Provision

We divided included studies into 3 groups (manual: n=22, automated: n=6, and unclear: n=8) to perform subgroup analysis based on feedback provision. A total of 8 studies did not specifically mention ways of providing feedback and thus were classified as unclear. In the group of manual feedback \([7,9-11,14,27-32,35,40-41,43,44,48-51,53]\), statistically significant difference in HbA\textsubscript{1c} between CG and IG was observed, and heterogeneity across studies was 67.2\% (WMD \(-0.50\%, \text{ 95\% CI \(-0.65 to \(-0.34\); \(P<.001\)). In studies that provided automated feedbacks \([25,36,39,46,52]\), heterogeneity was reduced to 0.0\%, and difference between groups was \(-0.50\% (95\% CI \(-0.69 to \(-0.32; P<.001\)). In unclear group \([8,12,16,26,38,42,45,47]\), difference in HbA\textsubscript{1c} outcomes was not significant as \(P=.14\), which is greater than .05 (WMD \(-0.17\%, \text{ 95\% CI \(-0.39 to \(-0.06\), and heterogeneity across studies was 46.9\% (Figure 6).
Results of Subgroup Analysis Based on Internet-Based Education Provision

On the basis of internet-based education provision, 35 studies were divided into 2 subgroups (yes: n=15; no: n=21). In the group that provided internet-based diabetes education [8,10,27,29,32,37,39-41,43,47,49,50,53], there was significant difference between CG and IG, with a pooled WMD of –0.51% (95% CI –0.69 to –0.32; P<.001), and heterogeneity across studies was 66.9%. In the group without internet-based education [7,9,11,12,14,16,25,26,28,30,31,35,36,38,42,44-46,48,51,52], heterogeneity decreased to 53.6%, and WMD was –0.36% (95% CI –0.51 to –0.22; P<.001; Figure 7).
Discussion

Principal Findings

This meta-analysis included 35 RCT studies to evaluate the effect of internet-based interventions on patients with T2DM. WMD of HbA1c value was adopted as the effect indicator of glucose control, and results indicated that the mean difference of HbA1c values between the CG and internet-based interventions was 0.43%, favoring the internet-based interventions. It is reported in research that each 1% decrease of mean HbA1c values will lead to 21% reduction of risk for any endpoint related to diabetes, including death, myocardial infarction, and microvascular complications [54]. Therefore, optimizing the utilization of internet-based interventions in the management of T2DM has great importance.

Intervention Duration

Duration has a significant influence on the effect of internet-based interventions. Results of this meta-analysis indicate a downward trend of intervention effect with an increasing duration, which is similar to that in other systematic reviews and meta-analyses [19,23]. There are some possible rationales that may serve to explain such differences over time. First, the decline of efficacy may be attributed to patients’ diminishing enthusiasm or motivation with the passage of intervention, especially when most of the studies included in
this meta-analysis involve a regular or daily transmission of glucose data. Second, a lack of user-friendliness could also result in attenuated effect. As the mean age of recruited participants exceeds 40 years, new forms of technology may not be familiar and friendly for them. However, this result does not encourage the shortening of intervention periods, but rather it indicates that relative measures should be taken to increase patients’ adherence and maintain their motivation, with the aim to prevent attenuated intervention effect over time. Furthermore, it is promising to develop a form of internet-based intervention that is both effective and friendly to use.

Types of Internet-Based Interventions
In terms of the types of internet-based interventions, there is not a consensus in previous meta-analyses on which form is the most effective. In this paper, combined website and mobile interventions have the largest WMD of HbA\textsubscript{1c}, followed by Web-based only interventions. Mobile-based only interventions have the lowest mean difference, which indicates that mobile technologies may not be the optimal options in diabetes management. This result coincides with some findings in Toma’s meta-analysis [23]. Toma discovered that the effect of mobile-only interventions in HbA\textsubscript{1c} outcomes was the poorest and not statistically important (WMD –0.20%, 95% CI –0.43 to 0.03; P =.09), whereas combined mobile and websites interventions yielded the best performance (WMD –0.54%, 95% CI –0.72 to –0.37; P <.001). Results of websites-only interventions were similar to those in this meta-analysis (WMD –0.51%, 95% CI –0.68 to –0.34). However, in another 2 meta-analyses exploring the effect of mobile-based interventions on diabetes management, the WMD in HbA\textsubscript{1c} outcomes was –0.40% (95% CI –0.69 to –0.11; P =.007) and –0.50% (95% CI –0.7 to –0.3) [22,55]. A possible explanation may be that in most studies included (7 out of 8) in this meta-analysis, a new mobile phone with functions related to diabetes management is provided to participants to replace their own cellular phones, rather than installing a diabetic application in their old ones [14,25,31,42,45,48,52]. Therefore, it is likely that such diabetic phones are not user-friendly and require some time to get familiar with. As a result, patients’ satisfaction toward study and frequency of data transmission may be compromised, which further leads to the compromise of HbA\textsubscript{1c} performance ultimately. Furthermore, the fact that Pal’s meta-analysis on mobile interventions only included 3 studies and Cui’s meta-analysis also involved some studies that combined the use of mobile phone and websites may also contribute to the contradictory situation [22,55]. However, this result does not imply that we should altogether abandon mobile-based interventions, as it is drawn from the currently available evidence and therefore may lag in time. Due to the high penetration and convenience offered by mobile phones, they have great potentials in diabetes management, and future studies need to explore the effectiveness of apps that are easy to use and directly installed on patients’ own cellular phones.

Forms of Feedback Provision and Function of Internet-Based Educational Contents
Automated feedbacks generated by algorithms yield similar effect to feedbacks provided manually. As automated algorithms could save manual labor and also provide real-time feedback as soon as patients enter data, it may have great potentials to alleviate the social and economic burden brought by various chronic diseases.

Furthermore, although various clinical guidelines have acknowledged the importance and effectiveness of diabetes education, only 40% of studies included in this meta-analysis embody this feature [4,5]. This result coincides with a previous review where among mobile diabetes apps on the market, only 20% of them had an educational module [3].

Limitations of This Meta-Analysis
This meta-analysis also has some limitations. First of all, because of limited time, we only searched 3 databases. Although we tried to identify studies from the reference lists of other reviews and include those published in other languages, it is possible that some studies in other databases and gray literature are overlooked. Second, although the studies included in this meta-analysis are all RCTs and the quality of evidence is relatively higher, only a few reported blinding of the outcome assessment process. Therefore, it is possible that performance bias is introduced. Third, in some studies, CGs also use some forms of intervention rather than purely usual care, such as paper-based education, note-keeping of glucose levels, and telephone follow-ups. Furthermore, contents of usual care in different locations may also vary. Therefore, this could also bias the genuine effects of internet-based interventions. Fourth, in some subgroup analyses, results are drawn from a small number of studies and heterogeneity is high. Finally, although the trim-and-fill method did not change the general effect of internet-based interventions, suggesting that the effect was not an artifact of unpublished negative studies, the possibility was not fully ruled out.

Implications for Future Studies and Clinical Practices
First of all, although blinding of participants and health care providers seems impossible because of the nature of the intervention, only a few studies explicitly reported that the outcome assessment process was blinded. In future studies, more importance should be attached to the blinding of outcome assessment because this is a process that should be achieved regardless of the type interventions. Only in this way, could performance bias be reduced to a minimum and a reliable effect be revealed.

Second, subgroup analysis indicates that automated feedback provision has a similar effect to manual feedback provision; therefore, it is promising to take full advantage of automated algorithms, as it could not only provide real-time feedbacks but also save manual labors. However, the number of studies in this aspect is limited and few have explored its cost-effectiveness and patients’ satisfaction. As a result, future studies need not only examine the efficacy of automated feedback provision but also evaluate the feasibility of promotion on a large scale.

Third, future studies need to integrate diabetes-related functions to existing technologies, such as developing diabetic apps, which could be directly installed into patients’ own mobile phones, rather than developing new types of phones. Only in this way, the true effect of mobile interventions can be revealed.
Finally, results in this meta-analysis also shed some light on clinical practices. If health care practitioners would like to use the internet as a way to help patients manage their glycemic levels, a combined use of websites and mobile technologies may achieve a better outcome than a standalone method. Furthermore, if there are currently available mobile apps on the market, practitioners may as well recommend patients to download such apps into their own mobile phones, rather than developing a new one for them. Moreover, as internet-based health education for diabetes management is proven to be effective, if due to various reasons health care providers could not provide a systematic and comprehensive intervention for patients, they could recommend some reliable and informative websites or information resources with diabetes-related contents that could be easily understood by patients.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, the WMD of endpoint HbA$_1c$ between internet-based interventions and usual care was -0.426%. Optimal outcomes appear in intervention duration of $\leq$3 months. In terms of the types of internet-based interventions, according to currently available evidence, combined interventions of websites and mobile technologies yield better results, and more studies are needed to explore the potentials of mobile technologies. Results also indicate that automated feedback has similar effects to feedbacks provided manually, and interventions with internet-based educational contents have better performance. As a result, interventions integrating the above elements may achieve more satisfactory results and help patients manage their glycemic levels effectively.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiovascular diseases are a leading cause of premature death worldwide. International guidelines recommend routine delivery of all phases of cardiac rehabilitation. Uptake of traditional cardiac rehabilitation remains suboptimal, as attendance at formal hospital-based cardiac rehabilitation programs is low, with community-based cardiac rehabilitation rates and individual long-term exercise maintenance even lower. Home-based cardiac rehabilitation programs have been shown to be equally effective in clinical and health-related quality of life outcomes and yet are not readily available.

Objective: Given the potential that home-based cardiac rehabilitation programs have, it is important to explore how to appropriately design any such intervention in conjunction with key stakeholders. The aim of this study was to engage with individuals with cardiovascular disease and other professionals within the health ecosystem to (1) understand the personal, social, and physical factors that inhibit or promote their capacity to engage with physical activity and (2) explore their technology competencies, needs, and wants in relation to an eHealth intervention.

Methods: Fifty-four semistructured interviews were conducted across two countries. Interviews were audiotaped, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed using thematic analysis. Barriers to the implementation of PATHway were also explored specifically in relation to physical capability and safety as well as technology readiness and further mapped onto the COM-B model for future intervention design.

Results: Key recommendations included collection of patient data and use of measurements, harnessing hospital based social connections, and advice to utilize a patient-centered approach with personalization and tailoring to facilitate optimal engagement.

Conclusions: In summary, a multifaceted, personalizable intervention with an inclusively designed interface was deemed desirable for use among cardiovascular disease patients both by end users and key stakeholders. In-depth understanding of core needs of the population can aid intervention development and acceptability.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e163) doi:10.2196/jmir.9181

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e163/
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Introduction

Background
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a leading cause of early death and disability within Europe and an economic burden worldwide [1]. Importantly, from a behavioral science perspective, approximately 80% of cases are precipitated by lack of self-management of key modifiable risk factors, including physical activity (PA), smoking, diet, alcohol consumption, stress management, and medication adherence [2]. Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is an essential part of the gold standard management of CVD [3,4] and typically involves risk factor education, supervised exercise training, and psychological support. However, even though CR improves mortality and morbidity rates, uptake of CR remains suboptimal. There are several reasons for the low adherence rates, including travel distance, low self-efficacy, perceived body image, and lack of time [5]. Interestingly, home-based CR programs have been shown to be equally effective in clinical and health-related quality of life outcomes and overcome many of the stakeholder identified barriers to CR participation [6]; however, few CR programs offer a remote solution [7]. This gap in health care provision highlights the need to focus on the needs of individuals living with chronic illness and contemporary CVD self-management.

New Approaches to Self-Manage Cardiovascular Disease
As current CR delivery approaches do not suit everyone, new innovative ways are needed to match patient preferences and needs to improve uptake and completion of CR. PATHway (Physical Activity Towards Health way) aims to be such an innovative approach. PATHway proposes an Internet-enabled, sensor-based home exercise platform that allows remote participation in CR exercise programs at any time, either by oneself or by a small number of patients, from the comfort of their own living room. The home-based PATHway system will provide an individualized exercise prescription and program leveraging existing technology to facilitate participants to better self-manage their CVD. The proposed technology at this current development phase includes a portable personal computer, including PATHway software complimented by wearable sensors (eg, Microsoft Band 2 heart rate monitor to tailor the PATHway experience.) These sensors will facilitate the participant to engage in tailored exercise classes and games led by an avatar instructor who demonstrates each exercise to be conducted through the exercise session.

Saner highlighted how there are many obstacles to implementation, including how development of electronic health (eHealth) interventions is skewed toward technology development rather than user needs and expectations [8]. Therefore, it is important that qualitative development work be recognized as an integral aspect of creating a context specific, fit-for-purpose, user-centered intervention.

It has been identified that incremental stepped approaches to developing and evaluating behavior change interventions are most appropriate as per the Medical Research Council and Behavior Change Wheel frameworks [9,10]. A key tenet of both frameworks is to identify patients’ key personal, social, and physical factors that inhibit or promote their capacity to engage in PA and also to identify their experience, needs, and wants from a technology-based intervention.

Furthermore, to ensure successful implementation of an eHealth behavioral change intervention to self-manage CVD, it is necessary to ascertain the views of key stakeholders from the health care ecosystem and across Europe. It is important to include stakeholders from across the spectrum (as captured by the Social Ecological Model, SEM; [11]), eg, from cardiologists to health policy makers. The SEM incorporates a wide range of individuals involved at various points of the CVD illness journey through its various levels (eg, individual, interpersonal, organizational, community, and policy). This includes those who refer patients to existing CR services and those who deliver those services. Interestingly, this study also seeks to explore the context of the implementation of the PATHway intervention, taking into account the potentially differing health care systems involved in the two sites (ie, Ireland and Belgium). These sites were selected as part of a consortium from European Union’s Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation Action under Grant Agreement no. 643491.

In an Irish context, CR services have been in development since the 1970’s. CR services in Ireland grew at a fast pace following the implementation of the Building Healthier Hearts program [12]. Both health care systems aim to operate within a multidisciplinary context supported by cardiologists, physiotherapists, nurses, occupational therapists, dietitians, pharmacists, psychologists, and social workers.

In Belgium, patients receive reimbursement for involvement in CR (ie, maximum of 30 in-hospital sessions, 45 outpatient sessions), provided the patient meets certain criteria [13]. In Ireland, free standard CR services are generally offered (without reimbursement) to individuals. Unfortunately, particularly in Ireland, some CR units have suffered cutbacks in recent years.

The purpose of this study was to explore opinions and preferences to optimize PATHway intervention development before piloting the intervention (Trial registration number NCT02717806). This includes exploring the most appropriate content and viable approaches for PATHway patients and stakeholders using the capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) model framework in two health care systems: Ireland and Belgium.
**Methods**

**Interview Script Development**

In-depth, semistructured, individual interviews were conducted in two trial locations (Dublin, Ireland and Leuven, Belgium). Interview scripts for both patient and stakeholders (see Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2) were developed using the COM-B model of health behavior change [10]. By adopting the COM-B framework, different aspects of behavior were investigated to design and implement the PATHway intervention appropriately. Author DW conducted all interviews in Ireland, whereas authors NC, VC, and RB conducted interviews in Belgium. All Irish interviews were transcribed by a selected transcription service, whereas in Belgium, all interviews were transcribed by the PATHway research team.

**Patient Recruitment**

To target individual and interpersonal levels, 33 CVD patients were interviewed in a combined total across both sites (Dublin, Ireland n=20; Leuven, Belgium n=13). These two sites were selected as they were the locations of the PATHway study team clinical partners, and importantly, these were the locations of the phase 2 and phase 3 CR programs with access to patient and health professional cohorts. These specific locations facilitated an in-depth view of the varied CR practice across different European countries. No other sites participated in this discrete phase of development with patients.

Patients were recruited by the PATHway study team in conjunction with hospital and community partners. Participants from phase 2 (hospital-based) and phase 3 (community-based) CR programs with different levels of engagement in CR were approached. That is, four groups were identified: (1) those attending phase 2 (hospital-based CR), (2) those who enrolled but did not complete phase 2, (3) those who were engaged with phase 3 (community-based CR), and (4) those who dropped out of phase 3. For patients still engaged with CR programs in the hospital or in the community, announcements and information sheets were made available at the beginning and end of CR classes to explain the study, and contact details were given. However, for patients who were no longer attending CR programs, CR staff contacted them, and if interested in participating, potential participants were given contact details of the PATHway study team. Before participating in an interview, all patients were asked to complete the technology usage questionnaire [14] to obtain further information on the scope of the current project to recruit further participants. Author DW conducted all interviews in Ireland, whereas authors NC, VC, and RB conducted interviews in Belgium. All Irish interviews were transcribed by a selected transcription service, whereas in Belgium, all interviews were transcribed by the PATHway research team.

Audit trails were used throughout to ensure transparency from raw interview transcripts to themes to use case formulations in the study and invited to participate. As such, interviews were conducted with a total of 21 stakeholders from each of the public policy, the community, and the organizational levels in Dublin (Ireland) and Leuven (Belgium): representatives from public policy, specifically individuals from the Department of Health (n=2) and from the Health Services Executive (n=1); representatives from the community, specifically general practitioners who refer patients to CR (n=3); public health nurses (n=1); local patient organization (n=1); national patient organization (n=1); representatives from the hospital, specifically the CR cardiologists (n=2); hypertension specialist (n=1); specialized cardiology nurses (n=3); physiotherapists or exercise physiologists involved in CR phase 2 and 3 (n=4); psychologist involved in CR (n=1); and technologists with experience of health care devices in CR (n=1). This sample endeavored to reflect the various levels and multidisciplinary nature of CR services insofar as possible at different specified levels of the SEM. This study aimed to capture the breadth of experience of multiple stakeholders across the CVD journey; however, it is acknowledged that potentially sufficient depth of these experiences may not be fully captured within this sample. Further sampling of each of the allied health professionals would be beneficial for future research as it was not possible within the scope of the current project to recruit further participants.

**Patient and Stakeholder Interview Analysis**

All interviews were transcribed verbatim by the PATHway team. Data were subject to a thematic analysis, guided by Braun and Clarke’s [16] five-step framework and mapped to the COM-B framework. The five-step framework is listed as follows:

1. **Step one includes familiarizing yourself with data through multiple readings.**
2. **Step two generates an initial list of ideas about what is in the data and what is interesting about them and involves the production of initial codes from the data.**
3. **Step three, themes begin to emerge, and this refocuses the analysis at the broader level of themes.**
4. **Step four involves reviewing themes whereby a set of candidate themes are explored and refined, including similarities and differences between interviews. This is an important step given the multisite approach in PATHway, which may offer conflicting findings.**
5. **Step five involves defining and naming themes.**

Audit trails were used throughout to ensure transparency from raw interview transcripts to themes to use case formulations in both trial sites. Each site coded all site-specific data separately. Preliminary coding was shared at each step of analysis as listed above, and group discussions were held. Authors from the Belgian site translated all emerging codes, and numerous representative quotes were translated from Dutch to English for the full team to discuss. All data were then combined to facilitate data synthesis and integration of qualitative data from both sites. This synthesis process was done in English and findings corroborated by authors from the Belgian site to ensure that codes and representative quotes were integrated appropriately. This synthesis of data was especially important given the need to reflect both the similarities but also the differences between
the two health systems represented within this data. This analysis was done inductively and then mapped across to the COM-B framework to allow transparent translation to PATHway intervention requirements. Analysis was done separately for patients and stakeholders.

Results

Results of Cardiovascular Disease Patient Interviews

A total of 33 patients took part in individual interviews across the two sites. Thirteen patients (39%, 13/33) were from Leuven and 60% (20/33) from Ireland (mean age=60 years; female=21%, 7/33) and various levels of education (eg, second level education or lower=36%, 12/33; third level education [including undergraduate and postgraduate programs]= 64%, 21/33). There were 55% (18/33) from phase 2 and 45% (15/33) from phase 3 with various reasons for attending CR listed. There were varying levels of technology use with 58% (19/33) reporting high, 24% (8/33) moderate, and 18% (6/33) low technology use. An overview of the patient sample is shown in Table 1.

Textbox 1 represents the main themes and subthemes that emerged from the individual patient interviews.

Theme 1: Capability

Physical Capability

Capability was first explored with CVD patients to establish whether individuals felt they were “physically capable” of engaging with PA. Patients were unsure of their physical fitness levels to engage fully with a home-based program. This lack of confidence in their own physical ability highlights the need to introduce exercises at a suitable level and carefully monitor participant satisfaction following each session.

Some patients raised the issue of how they were concerned whether the exercises would be “age-appropriate,” including any potential negative impact on comorbidities that some patients felt was an issue in their capability of initiating and maintaining PATHway use:

That circuit in the gym, I do have difficulties when I run...My hip starts to ache. [Participant 11, male, 65 years, low technology use, Leuven]

Psychological Capability

Psychological Readiness

Apprehensions were raised about potentially not having the “psychological capability” or knowledge of CVD to know what physiological reactions are acceptable to experience during remote exercise participation. Patients suggested that information should be provided on what to expect while exercising, especially in relation to any symptoms that may suggest an adverse event. This was suggested to help understand their “new normal.” One patient stated:

I didn’t really know anything about physical activity. Now thanks to this program, I learned that it takes a lot more than you would think at first. [Participant 10, male, 42 years, high technology use, Leuven]

Patients were interested to understand the different readings from devices and knowing safe and optimal ranges for exercise:

I’ll be anxious maybe initially to make sure that I’d be doing it within the confines that I’m supposed to. [Participant 1, male, 62 years, moderate technology use, Dublin]

Further educational training (ie, information on optimal target heart rate zones, recommended daily step counts, and recommended weekly minutes of PA) was suggested as something to enhance capability so that patients could understand different physical measurements and what they mean for their CVD risk profile. Interestingly, although many patients had attended and engaged with both phase 2 and phase 3, many felt a lack of knowledge and capability surrounding the type of exercises to be conducted at home. Exercise examples and information regarding specific exercises, muscle groups, training types, and their respective benefits were listed as areas of interest that PATHway could provide. One patient stated:

I’m not sure, we’re piecing it together what we do myself and my wife. I wouldn’t be totally confident now that it’s a perfect training programme. [Participant 26, male, 60 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Technology Readiness

Although capability for using technology to self-manage CVD among the target population was quite high, users were less confident in their ability to “set up” the PATHway system for the first time. This suggests that there may be an important role of mentoring within PATHway. One patient stated the following:

I wouldn’t have a clue but my son or daughter would. I wouldn’t have a clue how to set it up. [Participant 17, female, 36 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Familiarization with the system was seen as crucial as patients wanted a face-to-face demo with the PATHway team initially. Information technology support and phone support were suggested as the most acceptable, with further suggestions of email support and YouTube videos for technically capable users. Some patients suggested a manual with diagrams and pictures with a quick guide to enable ease of use:

I think once you’ve had one session with people and they show you how to use it, it would probably be ok and maybe then if there was a place that you could go...if you weren’t able to manage it. [Participant 14, female, 74 years, moderate technology use, Dublin]

Theme 2: Opportunity

Physical Opportunity

Overall, patients expressed three common obstacles to physical opportunity. This was with particular reference to resources such as time, equipment (including high speed Wi-Fi), and space in the home. Patients showed various preferences in relation to having a set space for PATHway use at home vs a moveable system to facilitate varying family and home life needs. Flexibility of class start times within PATHway was seen as a positive feature for those who were still working; however,
many felt that with flexibility came the trade-off of procrastination and no set time therefore leading to less accountability:

We all have the best intentions. So I think to have facilities at home...you want to be motivated, unless there was something you had signed up to. [Participant 16, male, 67 years, high technology use, Dublin]
Table 1. Demographics of patients in qualitative interviews (Leuven and Dublin sites).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Technology use</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Reason for attending CR (^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Adult congenital heart disease (phase 3)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>PhD-student</td>
<td>Congenital heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>PCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>PCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>PCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>PhD (professor emeritus)</td>
<td>CABG, ICD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>CABG, ICD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>CABG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 2 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>CABG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Leuven</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>PCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3 (dropout)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Intermediate or junior or group certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Intermediate or junior or group certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Intermediate or junior or group certificate</td>
<td>Stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Primary level</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Diploma or certificate</td>
<td>Stenting or pacemaker implantable cardioverter defibrillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Intermediate or junior or group certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Diploma or certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3 (dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Intermediate or junior or group certificate</td>
<td>Prediabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3(dropout)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Postgraduate or higher degree</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>Bypass grafting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Diploma or certificate</td>
<td>Stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P29</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Leaving certificate</td>
<td>Heart attack or stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P31</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P32</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Pilot phase 3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Valve surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P33</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Diploma or certificate</td>
<td>Stenting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)CR: cardiac rehabilitation.
### Social Opportunity

Patients felt a high level of support from their social environments, including family and friend contexts. However, a number of patients felt that exercise had to be self-motivated to ensure long-term maintenance. Several patients suggested that PATHway could be introduced as a family-wide intervention. Leveraging family connections to promote intergenerational lifestyle could enable PA, while not necessarily prioritizing it above other family commitments, as illustrated in the following statement:

> I don’t want to become obsessed and say “no kids I’m not talking to you tonight, forget about the homework I’ve got my run.” I did that for long enough you know and now I’m trying to match everything up, not to be too greedy with my own time. [Participant 26, male, 60 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Patients felt that they would like a bridge between hospital-based CR and community-based CR to maintain social connections forged within the hospital-based CR program:

> We’re with people we all know, we know how each other feel. We’re with each other three times a week...If we could stay together, we continue together. [Participant 17, female, 36 years, high technology use, Dublin]

This included connections with health care professionals (HCPs). PATHway was seen as a potential way of on-going professional support; however, an agreed structured approach to monitoring was seen as desirable:

> Would I use it? YES! At least, if I’m still allowed to come on a consultation from time to time. [Participant 9, male, 48 years, low technology use, Leuven]

Home exercise was seen as a positive alternative to gym use for long term maintenance. Patients shared concerns regarding dislike of gyms, embarrassment, and feeling out of place in the gym context:

> You go to a gym, you’re looking at the person next to you, you’re wondering are they looking at you. For somebody who is overweight they don’t want to go to a gym and have anybody look at them. They feel insecure. If you’re at home you don’t have that. [Participant 23, female, 46 years, high technology use, Dublin]

### Theme 3: Motivation for Cardiovascular Disease

**Patients**

Various factors were explored in relation to motivation. Central subthemes were as follows: (1) goal setting, (2) social interaction, (3) perceptions, (4) structured approach to exercise, (5) monitoring, (6) personalization, and (7) present and future health and well-being.

#### Goal Setting

Goal setting was a key motivator for most of the patients; most identified that they felt less obligated to exercise at home. Patients felt that tracking PA and creating concrete action plans were key to success. Some patients wanted to set these goals with HCPs or face-to-face to create a sense of accountability, such as a contract agreement. Patients highlighted the need for personal fitness goals and functional improvement:

> I’d be checking to make sure I’d be getting near my goal and if I wasn’t getting near then I’d make the extra effort to do it. [Participant 21, female, 56 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Patients wanted progress and indicators of performance to be tracked to enable visual feedback, as well as physical testing at intermittent periods. Risk profiles were deemed important information by patients as many expressed not fully understanding the underlying cause of their CVD. Prompts were also seen as an important and acceptable part of engaging in maintenance of lifestyle change.
Social Interaction
Social interaction was the motivating factor for individuals currently partaking in CR and general PA. Many patients were interested in PATHway, allowing them access to a further social network or an avenue to augment their existing network:

You meet the other people who are in the same boat you’ll all have similar stories. So that alone means that you’re not alone. [Participant 32, male, 62 years, high technology use, Dublin]

I like to talk, I like to have people around me and I have always been together with people. Being on my own is nothing for me. [Participant 3, male, 59 years, high technology use, Leuven]

The group was also cited as creating a positive social pressure; however, some patients were concerned about unwise comparisons with fellow patients:

There’s no sense in comparing me with a 20 stone man. It’s inaccurate you know. [Participant 15, male, 62 years, moderate technology use, Dublin]

Illness Perceptions
Participant’s personal illness perceptions (ie, their current health or CVD status and its subsequent impact) largely influenced participant views of their personal exercise ability and subsequent participation. Many patients did not consider CVD to be a chronic condition that needed to be managed and had difficulty understanding their personal risk profiles, with a majority of patients assigning their CVD risk factor to family history.

Certain exercises and sports were associated with specific age groups. Many patients were not active before the CVD incident and felt that fitness was purely functional, with many experiencing low self-efficacy in relation to exercise. This had an interesting impact on how different potential components of PATHway were received by participants. The gaming module of PATHway was often not considered as a viable option for rigorous targeted exercise as it did not fit with many of the participant’s traditional perception of what exercise “should be.” Some felt that implementing a “game” as a health care self-management solution was not appropriate:

It wasn’t used as an exercise thing; it was just something to do. [Participant 19, male, 70 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Conversely, many users were interested in a low-technology solution such as engaging with PATHway through the Active Lifestyle component. Key motivators were enjoyment of the outdoors, engaging in exercise with a purpose, and getting out of the house.

Structured Approach to Exercise
A key point that certain individuals felt was necessary was a structured option to create a sense of obligation to engage:

Rather than going off and doing something which would not be of any benefit for me but would nearly be detrimental I think having a kind of a laid down programme, you’d use different bits of it but it’s the programme that suits your physical state, would be a very good idea. [Participant 32, male, 62 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Monitoring
Monitoring, feedback, and HCP’s recommendation were key aspects of motivation to engage in PA. Patients’ felt that feedback could be delivered in a variety of ways including motivational messages, recordings, videos, immediate audio and visual feedback from the avatar and wrist-worn sensors, summaries, and graphs. However, patients noted that they did not want to become obsessive with the monitoring:

I think I’d become obsessed. I’d like to be able to go and say check my own when I need to but not to be in my face all the time. [Participant 23, female, 46 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Patients valued health information and feedback could be utilized by an HCP but wanted their information to be private. Interestingly, patients referred to the PATHway system and remote monitoring as a “big brother” type of device:

It’s a bit like big brother as well...I personally think it would work. [Participant 21, female, 56 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Personalization
Many patients felt that this individualization and monitoring would give them a greater insight into their personal health. Personal data was seen as a way to further their own awareness and self-reflection and aid the management of CVD. A further aspect for patients was the ability to control the exercise intensity, as illustrated in the following statement:

So long as it’s encouraging and it recognises people not as a number as such, as an individual...that to me now would be a big; I feel everybody kind of is inclined to be a number nowadays. That would motivate me as well. [Participant 23, female, 46 years, high technology use, Dublin]

Present and Future Health and Well-Being
Prevention of further CVD incidences was a core motivator for many patients. Patients noted that there was an immense sense of achievement following exercise:

I know people who have had similar problems to me and they just haven’t bothered but for me it was the right thing. I still think it’s a great idea; it’s one way of making sure that I’m staying fitter and I’m doing the right things for the heart muscle to keep me going. [Participant 32, male, 62 years, high technology use, Dublin]

PA was seen as a core component of stress management by patients who exercised regularly:

If you’re really focused on something...all the normal day to day stresses and everything are gone...and I like that. [Participant 31, Female, age not given, high technology use, Dublin]
Results of Stakeholder Interviews

Stakeholder interviews provided information from the stakeholders’ perspective of the key barriers preventing and the motivators increasing the likelihood of stakeholders in general to use PATHway as a tool to facilitate long-term maintenance of health behavior change among community-based CR patients. Stakeholders also reflected on elements that would act as barriers and motivators to engage. Stakeholders reflected on both professional and patient elements within this model.

Stakeholders considered aspects of patient engagement within community-based CR programs (eg, the psychological capability of some of the cohort to engage with new technology). However, there is also professional reflection in terms of barriers (eg, whole team buy-in). These themes are presented in Textbox 2 using the COM-B model framework.

Theme 1: Capability

Capability was discussed in light of both psychological and physical capability for both patients and stakeholders.

Textbox 2. Stakeholder themes mapped to capability, opportunity, motivation, and behavior (COM-B) model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Opportunity</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psychological</td>
<td>social opportunity</td>
<td>potential for real-time assessment and feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capability</td>
<td></td>
<td>technology augmented care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mismatch between</td>
<td>peer-to-peer social</td>
<td>positive patient reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current CVD</td>
<td>connections</td>
<td>personalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patients and future</td>
<td>health care</td>
<td>feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD patients</td>
<td>connections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ease of use</td>
<td>whole team buy-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical capability</td>
<td>general social</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alarm and emergency</td>
<td>support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protocols</td>
<td>patient-led</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>finite resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Psychological Capability

Mismatch Between Current Cardiovascular Disease Patients and Future Cardiovascular Disease Patients

Many stakeholders suggested that future CVD patients in the coming years will become increasingly knowledgeable of health care technology and its use in self-management; however, some were unsure whether current typical profile CVD patients would be familiar enough with technology and willing to use it as part of their long-term CR:

There’s going to be new generation of patients going into the future that are more tech savvy than my generation. [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

Other stakeholders recommended that data protection was an important issue, and all information recorded and retained by the system would need to be explained in full to the patient with details of why such information is necessary or beneficial:

This is like Big Brother...they would need to be reassured...it is people watching what’s going on but for a very good reason...there’s an extra element there with people who haven’t grown up with this as part of normal experience. [Stakeholder 15, health service executive, Dublin]
Ease of Use
Stakeholders emphasized that the system above all else needed to be easy-to-use for both clinicians and patients. Overly complicated systems were seen as a barrier to use. Stakeholders also suggested that the avatar should be able to issue teaching points as well as visual cues to the patient to aid interaction with the system, including an explanation of how to wear and use the sensors within PATHway. One stakeholder stated:

"We’re dealing with patients putting on monitors every day and it can be very difficult for some of them, technically very difficult." [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

Stakeholders felt that information technology support should be made available for patients:

“I think people don’t mind being talked through something over the phone but certainly if you’ve to go online and try and chat to someone I think there’s a barrier.” [Stakeholder 13, local patient organization, Dublin]

This ease of use theme also included a clinical and patient interface. Stakeholders suggested that summary information would have to be presented in a simple easy-to-use way, including graphics of patient progress and the information and progress in relation to important risk factors. These summaries were recommended to be no longer than 1 page long and easily read during a consultation with information that did not just provide a duplicate of what is already available:

[People are] terribly impatient with stuff, you know? It has to be the cat sat on the mat [Stakeholder 1, cardiac rehabilitation cardiologist, Dublin]

Physical Capability
Alarm and Emergency Protocol
Stakeholder emphasized how clearly the system needed to alert the patients to adverse events. Stakeholders also highlighted the need to explain the potential for false alarms to patients before interaction with the system:

“You need a big red stop...Stop what you’re doing, sit down, have a glass of water, in big writing and it has to be red, because that’s alarm.” [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

Theme 2: Opportunity
In terms of opportunity, stakeholders reflected on aspects of both social and physical opportunity. This included how patients engage but also how HCPs may also engage (see subthemes “whole team buy-in” and “patient-led participation”).

Social Opportunity
New Social Peer-to-Peer and Health Care Connections
To ensure patient engagement with PATHway, stakeholders suggested that PATHway should aim to harness initial hospital-based social connections for optimal results in facilitating recruitment and retention among current CVD patients within the hospital. By using hospital-based CR as a platform to launch and familiarize PATHway with patients, preexisting groups and social interactions can be augmented, whereby patients have the option to motivate one another, provide peer mentorship, and strengthen habit-forming and routine created during attendance at the hospital-based CR. One stakeholder stated:

“There’s also the sense of belonging to a group, which is very attractive for some patients.” [Stakeholder 2, public policy, Dublin]

Stakeholders felt that PATHway could be seen as a type of remote follow-up for patients to provide additional support and as a way to further educate and inform patients of best practice and current guidelines. This was deemed, by the stakeholders, to be integral to on-going patient self-management:

“There is that instant ready assessment of how they’re doing with a straight access to whoever the key players are including the patient and their health professional.” [Stakeholder 13, local patient organization, Dublin]

A “patient-centered approach” was deemed very important, particularly in terms of engagement and long-term use of the system:

“It is not only about what you think is important but also what the patient thinks is important, it always the combination.” [Stakeholder 1, cardiac rehabilitation cardiologist, Dublin]

General Social Support
Some stakeholders suggested the participation of family and peers is a practical way to provide implement a “patient-centered approach.” Peer mentors who have experienced CVD are in a unique position to guide, advise, and motivate fellow CVD recoverees to engage with CR and PATHway in particular. Family members can be active within the intervention as support in PA maintenance, potentially playing a monitoring role to create accountability for the CVD patient, as illustrated in the following statement:

“The participation of other members of the family, I think that’s really positive and I think children, younger people love to take on and support a parent particularly in getting better you know. So I think there’s huge potential there…we know it from other settings, the peer and the group initiative.” [Stakeholder 13, local patient organization, Dublin]

Whole Team “Buy-In”
“Buy-in” from the cardiology unit was seen as crucial to the implementation of such an intervention, including consultants and senior staff members. The “buy-in” of the HCP was seen as an advantage with regards to patient recruitment and retention, and whole team “buy-in” was ideally envisaged as a multidisciplinary effort to optimize patient experience.

Stakeholders within the Belgian system felt that further information on past patients would be valuable and rewarding, whereas within the Irish system, this extra information and follow-up seemed to create a sense of further responsibility, as illustrated in the following statements:
I would feel satisfied to objectively see that the patients keep exercising. I consider it very important and I've been missing this aspect throughout my years at the cardiac rehab. What is the long-term results of all our investments, ie, time and effort we put in the patients to clarify to him what is important the long term. [Stakeholder 2, public policy, Dublin]

That’s a whole new role though...I wouldn’t feel comfortable doing that in my daily work because I have my own work to do and that’s a responsible job you know? You’ve people’s lives at risk at home...they put a lot of onus on their own health, their responsibility on to your shoulders and that can be difficult. [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

Patient-Led Participation

Several stakeholders identified that engagement with PATHway needs to be patient-led. Stakeholders identified that if a patient requests information from the PATHway system to be a part of their consultation then it “forces” them—the stakeholders—into action and engagement with the system and can generate a good foundation for further focused follow-up appointments, as illustrated in the following quote:

Basically, they’re patient held, they’re patient produced and it’s part of the consultation. If you’re going to start to ask primary health care to provide it at another time access a portal of some sort to view patient data I think there’s challenges around the uptake of that. [Stakeholder 21, GP, Dublin]

Physical Opportunity

Stakeholders discussed barriers to PATHway implementation that were mainly focused around resource issues.

Finite Resources

Time and money were seen as finite resources within the clinical setting. A key concern regarding implementation of PATHway within a clinical setting is whether PATHway would deliver better patient care and useful clinical information while maintaining or minimizing current workload:

These are serious time investments...If you really want to do an intensive follow up it surely would be a serious time-investment compared to just receiving a weekly summary where you can see how frequent and at what intensities the patient has been training. [Stakeholder 2, public policy, Dublin]

Further concerns were raised regarding the follow-up of patients and whether this task fit into existing CR roles and whether the obtained information would be used in existing practices. This highlighted the need for an examination of intended financial and staffing resources:

We’re giving them information to go on to do [community-based CR] but we don’t bring them back. [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

Theme 3: Motivation

Age of Measurement

Stakeholders identified that technology as an integral part of future health care, calling it the “age of measurement” where patients and HCPs alike expect to have health status measurements and feedback. Giving feedback and providing various health measurements was identified as increasing the acceptability and adding value to the use of PATHway among patients:

I think it can or could offer added value for certain topics, especially in terms of objectivizing a number of parameters and general items that we are often still evaluating in an approximate or very subjective way. [Stakeholder 2, public policy, Dublin]

HCPs felt that these measurements could increase efficacy within patient consultations and act a good starting point for follow-up appointments.

Mode of Feedback

Feedback was suggested in a variety of forms particularly in relation to information available through PATHway and also push notifications and prompts:

Technology can sometimes be a reminder, a stimulus in order to motivate your patients to practice, so that they can rehabilitate and make some progress. [Stakeholder 2, public policy, Dublin]

It was advised that patients should give feedback to aid tailoring and program improvement. This was suggested to be easily captured via brief feedback from the participant on their satisfaction and enjoyment levels following their exercise class.

Many stakeholders mentioned the issue of patients becoming too dependent and obsessed with measurement and numbers (ie, with wrist worn sensors, etc). This was a cause for concern, as ideally patients should feel safe to exercise limits using the Rate of Perceived Exertion scale, and this would be a better gauge of progress, as illustrated in the following statement:

They become obsessed with the numbers and if there’s any fluctuation they start panicking so that’s why I don’t think it’s, personally, it’s a good method. And we have always used the RPE scale here and I find it works very well if you explain it properly to the patient. [Stakeholder 14, specialized cardiac nurse, Dublin]

In terms of feedback for stakeholders, key outcomes of interest were as follows: body mass index, height, weight, cholesterol, alcohol consumption, smoking cessation, medication adherence, blood pressure, steps, PA (Frequency, Intensity, Type, and Time), nutrition, well-being, general mental health, quality of life, satisfaction using PATHway, self-efficacy, engagement with pathway, social support, and social interaction.

Technology Augmented Care

Some stakeholders expressed that patients should be educated in a holistic way, including exercise confidence and psychological well-being. This was seen as important outcome
to facilitate a positive view of health and self-management, potentially having an impact on illness and exercise perceptions:

I think it is also important to validate the psychological well-being of the patients...does the patient feel better, are patients more confident while exercising and is he more motivated to exercise. [Stakeholder 12, psychologist involved in CR, Dublin]

Stakeholders clearly identified that although technology could augment care and many were very supportive of the role of technology in health care whereby a system such as PATHway would be able to complement existing care practices and lead to a more efficient and satisfactory follow-on service:

It would make it possible to interact with the patients on a regular basis besides the more formal contacts we have during the follow-up consults. [Stakeholder 6, exercise physiologist, Leuven]

However, several stakeholders clearly raised the issue that the therapeutic relationship should not be replaced totally:

You...would be very wary of programmes...taking over...the irreplaceable role of the therapeutic relationship...I only think of it as augmentative. [Stakeholder 12, psychologist involved in CR]

Technology was seen something that could provide comfort and safety to CVD patients who lacked confidence while exercising:

The greatest challenge for me is to translate the feeling of safety to the patient, that they really get the feeling “I can exercise here safely.” I think that’s the most important. [Stakeholder 10, exercise physiologist, Leuven]

**Positive Patient Reinforcement**

Positive reinforcement in the absence of negative reinforcement was seen as important in terms of motivation and engagement. Many stakeholders suggested a multidisciplinary approach whereby patients set goals in tandem with key health professionals:

You should do it in cooperation with all healthcare providers involved and set up certain goals together with your patients on beforehand. [Stakeholder 4, exercise physiologist, Leuven]

Positive reinforcement was a key point that was mentioned in terms of feedback to the user. Nonconfrontational gradual approaches were seen as a productive way to move forward with health and lifestyle information and intervention in a primary care setting:

Setting goals together with the patients and evaluating with which means you’ll try to achieve those goals. If you impose a certain technology to your patients, in whom they don’t fully believe themselves, you’ll fail. It must be integrated within some kind of motivational strategy. [Stakeholder 4, exercise physiologist, Leuven]

**Personalization**

Personalization was cited to be key for both users and clinicians. Provision of personalized exercise programs was deemed important in terms of patient capability and enjoyment:

There has to be provided something whereby the patient himself could personalize his therapy and be personally responsible together with the health care provider and also helps shaping his own programme. [Stakeholder 4, exercise physiologist, Leuven]

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study addresses both patient and stakeholder requirements for a CVD eHealth intervention. This development work highlights the need for certain aspects of capability, opportunity, and motivation to be addressed for the implementation of an eHealth self-management system among CVD patients and stakeholders. This study highlights the core combined requirements of such a system for both patients and other key stakeholders. In summary, Textbox 3 broadly highlights high-level needs such as (1) personalized feedback delivered through easy-to-use technology, (2) facilitating social connection and support (both peer and professional), (3) the importance of the availability of resources, and (4) augmentation of existing relationships through technology.

Initially, before patients began PATHway use, physical and psychological capabilities were felt to be important considerations in terms of use of the system. Participants felt that the PATHway system should be as integrated into daily living as possible. Passive data collection or “sensed data,” including heart rate, steps, calories, and minutes of PA will allow a wide range of information to be available for the users to get up-to-date feedback facilitating engagement with behavioral change components of PATHway. It has been shown that personalized interventions have superior efficacy over time compared with those that base their tailoring on single or infrequent assessments (eg, baseline) [17,18]. This also creates a balance of user engagement but also allows flexibility around potential participant difficulties or reluctance to enter information manually.

Once issues of capability had been discussed, it was apparent that patients valued information and measurement of their health status. However, despite the desire for improved measurement of core outcomes and increased reporting, stakeholder and patient enthusiasm for “the age of measurement” must be tempered with caution, as both patient and stakeholders had reservations in relation to patient technology competencies. This concern was reflected in the patient theme “psychological capability” and subthemes “psychological readiness” and “technological readiness,” whereas stakeholders flagged a “mismatch between current CVD patients and future CVD patients” technology competencies. Digital health literacy is an important consideration within eHealth interventions, and participants need to be supported appropriately within intervention standard operating procedures [19]. Potential solutions for PATHway include a user manual, a familiarization...
phase within CR classes, how-to videos, and a support line. These options will be further explored within the PATHway trial and further qualitative work in PATHway debrief interviews. These will be guided by the Health information technology Usability Evaluation Model [20] and will be used to evaluate the experience with selected SEM stakeholders.

Despite these concerns regarding digital health literacy, findings from previous studies [14] suggest that the current target CVD population are familiar with technology and, importantly, have regular access to smartphones and the Internet, with the majority of patients reporting the concept of PATHway as appealing. These findings support previous formative work from a mobile health (mHealth) CR exercise intervention in New Zealand [21]. However, it is important to embed this formative work within the context of recent evidence synthesis highlighting key behavior change techniques to be used in eHealth interventions with CVD patients [22,23]. eHealth offers a tangible opportunity to provide pervasive connections between CVD patients and HCPs, thus “harnessing phase 2 connections” (as recommended by key stakeholders) for optimal phase 3 CR adherence and engagement.

Findings revealed that “the instructor” was an essential component of the theme “motivation” for patient CR adherence. Previous research has cited the use of an avatar within mHealth interventions as a potentially “nonthreatening conversational agent” [24]. Previous research has shown that often patients perceive avatars positively, assigning high levels of empathy and alliance to the avatar [25]. Significantly, this also has implications for patients with low levels of health literacy. From the qualitative interviews, it was clear that many patients did not engage with the health information and guidance provided for them by traditional HCPs and stakeholders in phase 2.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Opportunity</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psychological capability</td>
<td>social opportunity</td>
<td>patient-led participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mismatch between current cardiovascular disease (CVD) patients and future CVD patients</td>
<td>new social peer-to-peer and health care connections</td>
<td>mode of feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ease of use</td>
<td>whole team buy-in</td>
<td>potential for real-time assessment and feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psychological readiness</td>
<td>general social support</td>
<td>positive patient reinforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technological readiness</td>
<td>clinical and patient interface</td>
<td>personalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical capability</td>
<td></td>
<td>goal setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alarm and emergency protocols</td>
<td></td>
<td>social interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structured approach to exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>present and future health and well-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perhaps the use of an avatar or “conversational agent” within PATHway can initiate engagement with certain at-risk individuals who would otherwise not engage with regular CR routes of care.

The theme “opportunity” relates to both “physical opportunity” and “social opportunity.” Within the subtheme “social opportunity,” a “community-of-practice” was called for with the implementation of a family-wide intervention and workplace intervention to enable greater adoption of CR guidelines. This suggestion from patients and stakeholders to use the CVD incident as an opportunity or “intervention window” whereby patients and their families use the incident of CVD to promote healthy behavior change within their home. This finding is important for future CR interventions to optimize engagement initially within the intervention but also within eHealth trials for the purposes of recruitment and retention. This use of a “teachable moment” has been used in previous PA interventions to leverage a greater impact than stand-alone individual intervention components [26].

Finite resources were an issue for stakeholders. A key goal for eHealth interventions is to provide an effective, evidence-based, low-cost alternative to traditional health care routes. eHealth can reduce the burden of patient management through enabling remote participation in a phase 3 CR program. However, key stakeholders have identified issues with role delineation and remain concerned regarding the burden of remote patient monitoring in conjunction with their existing duties. This highlights the importance of the stakeholder identified theme “whole team buy-in” and consideration of the health ecosystem. This is particularly relevant given the different contexts in which the PATHway system may be implemented within. The Irish Association of Cardiac Rehabilitation has stated that CR services in Ireland have received cutbacks during a time of economic recession in Ireland. It is therefore noteworthy that Irish stakeholders found the prospect of further patient information and potential related duties and responsibilities difficult to envisage within their current context, whereas the Belgian stakeholders found these proposals predominantly positive and feasible to implement.

Goal setting and monitoring were integral elements of the patient theme “motivation.” Implementing goal setting is a key behavior change technique to be used within PATHway and one that was the most cited by patients as desirable. Previous research has examined implementing different levels of goal options to promote participant self-efficacy in relation to exercise [27]. This is very important for remote eHealth interventions given participant concerns regarding “physical capability” and “exercise perceptions.” Goal feedback is important to buffer against patient disengagement and integral to participant retention with the PATHway system. This relates back to the stakeholder recommendation of using mainly positive reinforcement. King and colleagues [27] employed positive reinforcement statements that were delivered when participants either met their weekly goal or exceeded their weekly goal. Future PATHway development phases will be able to explore how best to present such goal-setting and monitoring functions to foster motivation for participants. This finding is particularly relevant for studies that will implement exercise prescriptions for participants and adapt goals based on monitored progress.

Personalization was also expected in PATHway feedback, prompts, and notifications. This expectation is interesting as it has been previously demonstrated that tailored health messages are more engaging and effective in terms of health behavior change than untailed, generic messages [28]. As participant engagement and retention are critical factors in successful behavior change research, it is important for further exploration as considerable resources are needed to deliver tailored content.

Social interaction with others is a core driver of motivation and is closely linked to the “social opportunity” subtheme within the opportunity category of the COM-B model. Social opportunity can be defined as an opportunity created by cultural context that shapes how we think about things [10]. In essence, it can be seen that the social context (ie, social opportunity) facilitates initial engagement with an eHealth system such as PATHway (eg, your CR coordinator recommending its use). It has been previously evidenced that people are inclined to expose themselves to innovations that not only provide a solution to their needs but that also appear to be consistent with and reinforce their attitudes or value systems [29]. Further to this “social opportunity,” social interaction as a motivation focuses on the social connection that PATHway could potentially facilitate. This subtheme highlighted again the importance of the stakeholder call for harnessing phase 2 connections both in relation to the peer-to-peer social connections made but also the important health care connections. The importance of social interaction as a motivation for engagement with the PATHway system tied in with the stakeholder recommendation of a “patient-centered approach,” employing key strategies such as that of structured social support and peer mentoring for patients. Augmenting existing social connections can be effective in increasing PA, along with other healthy lifestyle behaviors. The harnessing of these existing connections may be more effective for patient engagement and satisfaction than trying to create a whole new online community.

**Strengths and Limitations**

The use of qualitative interviews in this study allows in-depth understandings of PATHway patients and stakeholder views that may not be reached using quantitative methods alone, while the use of COM-B driven interview scripts facilitates evidence-based intervention development and highlights areas to address for future intervention implementation across different European health care systems.

The recruitment of a broad spectrum of users was an important task for PATHway and a key strength given the multisite nature of the project. Recruitment was balanced for age, gender, and socioeconomic status insofar as possible. However, in terms of limitations, “dropouts” from phase 2 and phase 3 were difficult to recruit because of their disengagement with services.

**Future Research and Conclusions**

This is the first phase of development for the PATHway system. Further extensive user testing will be conducted, and a process evaluation in terms of the feasibility, acceptability, satisfaction, and usability of the PATHway system from the participants’
perspective will be assessed before a randomized trial. This future trial will also involve a health economics evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of PATHway. Furthermore, following this trial, debrief interviews will be conducted with participants and stakeholders (ie, as defined by the SEM used previously). This is crucial for future feasible implementation of the PATHway system within other European health care systems.

In conclusion, several broad learnings emerged from the in-depth qualitative work with individuals with CVD and HCPs. It is clear that a multifaceted, personalizable intervention is desirable. Key learnings include the need for maximal patient tailoring, simplicity within the platform, technology-augmented care, enabling or increasing individual self-management through eHealth, and capitalizing on an appropriate time to intervene in the CR journey.
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Abstract

Background: Digital interventions show promise in reducing problematic cannabis use. However, little is known about the effect of moderators in such interventions. The therapist-guided internet intervention Quit the Shit provides 50 days of chat-based (synchronous) and time-lagged (asynchronous) counseling.

Objective: In the study, we examined whether the effectiveness of Quit the Shit is reduced by shortening the program or by removing the chat-based counseling option.

Methods: We conducted a purely Web-based randomized experimental trial using a two-factorial design (factor 1: real-time-counseling via text-chat: yes vs no; factor 2: intervention duration: 50 days vs 28 days). Participants were recruited on the Quit the Shit website. Follow-ups were conducted 3, 6, and 12 months after randomization. Primary outcome was cannabis-use days during the past 30 days using a Timeline Followback procedure. Secondary outcomes were cannabis quantity, cannabis-use events, cannabis dependency (Severity of Dependence Scale), treatment satisfaction (Client Satisfaction Questionnaire), and working alliance (Working Alliance Inventory-short revised).

Results: In total, 534 participants were included in the trial. Follow-up rates were 47.2% (252/534) after 3 months, 38.2% (204/534) after 6 months, and 25.3% (135/534) after 12 months. Provision of real-time counseling (factor 1) was not significantly associated with any cannabis-related outcome but with higher treatment satisfaction (P=.001, d=0.34) and stronger working alliance (P=.008, d=0.22). In factor 2, no significant differences were found in any outcome. The reduction of cannabis use among all study participants was strong (P<.001, d≥1.13).

Conclusions: The reduction of program length and the waiver of synchronous communication have no meaningful impact on the effectiveness of Quit the Shit. It therefore seems tenable to abbreviate the program and to offer a self-guided start into Quit the Shit. Due to its positive impact on treatment satisfaction and working alliance, chat-based counseling nevertheless should be provided in Quit the Shit.

Trial Registration: International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number ISRCTN99818059; http://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN99818059 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6uVDeJjfD)

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e166) doi:10.2196/jmir.9579
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**Introduction**

Cannabis is the most widely used illegal drug in Europe with a last-year prevalence of 14% among young adults and around 1% daily or almost daily users [1]. In 2015, cannabis use of 550,000 adults in Germany was clinically relevant [2].

In the past years, several online interventions targeting individuals with cannabis use disorder (CUD) were made available to the public in Europe [3]. The guided program “Quit the Shit” (QTS) is the only intervention that has been tested in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) [4-7]. Besides the Australian intervention “Reduce your use,” QTS is currently the only evidence-based internet intervention targeting cannabis users that is freely available for the public [8].

As part of the drug prevention website drugcom, QTS is operated by the German Federal Centre for Health Education (BZgA) since 2004 and is one of the components of the prevention strategy for CUD of the BZgA [4,9]. With 50 days of individual counseling by trained therapists, QTS offers more intense support than most other evaluated interventions related to cannabis use [5,6]. Free and anonymous QTS provides direct (synchronous) and time-lagged (asynchronous) counseling. Synchronous counseling via live chat is mainly offered during admission and termination of the intervention. Asynchronous support is delivered by weekly feedbacks on participants’ input in the cannabis use diary and exercises of QTS. The intervention is described in detail in the Methods section.

To account for the increasing demand of QTS and to make the program less dependent on prescheduled chat counseling, our interest was to test whether shortening the intervention and whether eliminating chat-based counseling has negative impact on the effectiveness of QTS. A shorter version of QTS would presumably reduce the counselor’s effort per client and thereby allow increasing the number of participants. Moreover, a program without synchronous communication would be more flexible because participants would not be dependent on prescheduled chats to start the intervention. However, those changes should not significantly reduce the effectiveness of QTS or decrease the user satisfaction or working relation between the counselor and client.

Although internet interventions targeting substance-related disorders have shown to be effective, little is known about moderators of their effectiveness [6,10]. Despite some indication in favor of longer alcohol-related treatments, evidence is still mixed [10]. For internet interventions targeting CUD, there is no such evidence in either direction [6]. Although internet interventions based on synchronous interaction have shown to be generally effective [11], their effects compared with asynchronous-only counseling were not investigated systematically, pointing to a need of further research in this area [12]. Evidence from an earlier meta-analysis indicated no better performance of either synchronous or asynchronous mode of interaction [13].

To secure the planned changes to QTS with empirical evidence, we therefore examined whether shortening the intervention or eliminating chat-based counseling has negative impact on the program. The main outcome was cannabis use frequency during the past 30 days. Secondary outcomes were cannabis quantity, cannabis use events, cannabis dependency, treatment satisfaction, and working alliance.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

We conducted a purely Web-based pragmatic randomized experimental trial using a two-factorial design. In the study, participants were allocated to 1 of the 4 versions of QTS (Table 1). In the first experimental factor, we compared intervention versions containing chat-based counseling with versions which only consisted of counseling via asynchronous communication channels. In the second factor, program versions with the regular length of 50 days were compared with versions with the reduced duration of 28 days.

The study was conducted on the website of the intervention. Trial participants were directly recruited from all individuals who were interested in signing up for QTS. At the beginning of the program registration, potential participants were informed about the study. A PDF file containing all relevant study details was offered for download and in the confirmation email for study participants. The PDF file is included in the Multimedia Appendix 1. Individuals who were willing to participate were asked to register and provide their informed consent by checking an “I agree to participate” checkbox. The study outcomes were included in the regular registration questionnaire of QTS. Users of the intervention who opted not to participate in the study or who did not meet the eligibility criteria had full access to the regular version of the intervention and were not included in any follow-up surveys.

After registration, study participants were to choose an appointment from a schedule provided by QTS. By logging into the program at this appointment, participants were randomized automatically to 1 of the 4 intervention versions and directly forwarded into the program. Neither the researchers nor the counselors could influence or predict the randomization result. Participants were blind to the results of the randomization because they only received detailed information about the program version they were allocated to. None of the intervention versions underwent any changes during the evaluation process.

Follow-up surveys were conducted in online questionnaires 3, 6, and 12 months after randomization. Each follow up participation was compensated for with a gift voucher for a major internet-based retailer worth 10 euros.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Applied Human Sciences at the University of Magdeburg-Stendal (Ref 4973-35) and was registered with ISRCTN (ISRCTN99918059). Note: In the registry, the study design was erroneously declared as RCT. The right indication, however, should have been randomized factorial trial.
Measures
Cannabis use was measured using the Timeline Followback method (TLFB) [14]. In the TLFB form, participants had to indicate the number of joints, bongs, and other cannabis use for each day in the past 30 days in a calendar. They were encouraged to use anchor events such as birthdays, appointments, or holidays to get a better orientation. The number of cannabis use days and the number of use events (ie, the sum of joints, bongs, and other cannabis use) were derived from the input from the TLFB form. To measure the cannabis quantity in grams, participants were asked to estimate this sum over the past 30 days.

Cannabis dependence was measured by the German version of the Severity of Dependence Scale (SDS) [15,16], changing the reference period from 12 to 3 months. Participants with a SDS score of at least 4 points were categorized as cannabis dependent [17]. Effects on treatment satisfaction were measured using the German version of the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8) [18,19]. Data on the working alliance between counselor and participant were collected using the German version of the Working Alliance Inventory-short revised (WAI-sr) [20,21]. The CSQ-8 and WAI-sr were not listed in the study registry, as they were introduced after registering the study.

Table 1. Experimental design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1: Chat-based counseling</th>
<th>Factor 2: Intervention length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Version 1 (Regular Quit the Shit)
The first intervention version of the trial was identical to the regular QTS program and therefore was 50 days long. QTS in general is based on the principles of self-regulation and self-control [24]. The weekly feedbacks are based on the solution-focused approach [25] and motivational interviewing [26]. Therefore, the participants’ responsibility to achieve personal change is accentuated, current personal developments and achievements are reviewed, and clear recommendations for further steps concerning the solution of problems are given. After the registration, the intervention comprises 3 consecutive phases:

First, admission takes place during a prescheduled appointment in a one-to-one chat with a counselor of QTS. The chat takes 50 min and is mandatory to enter QTS. It aims at clarifying the situation of the client and helps determine individual consumption goals and coping strategies. Usually, each user stays with the same counselor throughout the whole program.

Second, after the admission chat, the login area of QTS is activated. It contains a diary where participants are required to write down all relevant aspects of their cannabis use over the whole duration of 50 days. Moreover, the login area includes coping exercises, for example, aiming to develop control strategies, enhancing quality of life, or balancing the pros and cons of using cannabis. Once a week, participants receive detailed feedback by their counselor on their entries in diary and exercises. Depending on the involvement of each participant, up to 7 feedbacks are given. They discuss the current cannabis use, the psychosocial situation, and the counseling process as such.

Third, at the end of the program, clients are invited to a concluding chat, where the initial consumption goals and the applied control strategies are reflected. If necessary, participants are referred to local addiction counseling or therapy.

Version 2
Version 2 is an abbreviated variant of the original intervention and thus is only usable for 28 days. As the counselor feedback is timed weekly, version 2 therefore includes only 4 feedbacks as opposed to 7 in version 1. Apart from that, there are no differences.

Version 3
In contrast to versions 1 and 2, this variant of QTS does not offer synchronous communication between the counselor and client. Instead of starting the intervention via live chat, users of version 3 are to describe their current situation and their program goals in a self-guided tour. In open text boxes, participants are requested to outline their cannabis use, their personal pros and cons for using cannabis, and their ideas of what or who might help them to reduce their use. After concluding the self-guided tour, the login area, as described above, is activated automatically. The first counselor feedback 1 week later refers to the first-week entries in diary and to the input in the self-guided tour.
Like version 1, this variant of QTS is 50 days long and therefore provides up to 7 weekly feedbacks. Instead of a live chat at the end of the program, the last feedback is used to summarize the progress made during participation, to reconsider the working strategies, and to determine whether further professional help is required.

**Version 4**

Identical to version 3, version 4 does not include chat-based interaction and instead consists of the same self-guided admission procedure as described above. The only difference in comparison with version 3 is the shortened duration of 28 days. For a comparison of the intervention versions, see Table 2. A screenshot of the QTS home page is shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, a screenshot of the program diary is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

**Statistical Analysis**

Generalized estimating equations were used to examine the effects of the experimental factors on all cannabis-related study outcomes (ie, cannabis use and cannabis dependence). Treatment-related satisfaction and working alliance only were collected at the first follow-up. To measure the effects on these outcomes, we therefore used generalized linear models. In a first step of data analysis, we included both factors (Table 1) as main effects, the interaction of each factor with time, the interaction of both factors with each other, and the 3-way interaction of both factors and time in each model. Moreover, we tested whether group differences at baseline and group differences in follow-up participation moderated the factorial effects on each study outcome. If statistically significant, the respective term and its interaction with each factor were included in the models. Otherwise, it was not considered in the effectiveness testing. We assumed factorial effects on each outcome if the interaction between the respective factor and the time variable was statistically significant. To measure the overall development for each outcome, the main effect of time was examined.

The study was powered to detect a difference between factor levels in the reduction of cannabis use frequency (ie, consumption days in the past 30 days) of at least 20%. We utilized means and SDs of an earlier trial [4] to compute the associated effect size [27]. In that trial, participants of the regular QTS intervention reduced their cannabis use by approximately 14 days (SD=12.0). We, therefore, aimed to detect a difference between 14 days and 11.2 days [14 days × (1−0.2)] reduction. To detect the corresponding effect size of f=0.12, a total sample of n=552 is required (n=138 for each cell of the factorial design; two-sided alpha=.05; power=0.80).

We conducted intention-to-treat analyses, including all randomized participants according to their group allocation. Missing data were estimated by multiple imputations. We performed 50 imputations. The effectiveness results of the imputed datasets were compared with the results of the nonimputed dataset (completer-only analyses).

Logistic regression analyses were conducted to compare study participants with study nonparticipants (ie, regular users of QTS) at baseline, to compare factor levels at baseline, and to determine whether baseline measures were predicting follow-up participation.

All analyses were conducted with R 3.4.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) [28], utilizing the following commands: glm [28], geeglm [29], and des [30]. Multiple imputations were estimated with R’s mice package [31].

**Table 2.** Comparison of the interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Version 1 (^a)</th>
<th>Version 2</th>
<th>Version 3</th>
<th>Version 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>50 days</td>
<td>28 days</td>
<td>50 days</td>
<td>28 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat-based counseling</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration (baseline)</td>
<td>Registration questionnaire</td>
<td>Registration questionnaire</td>
<td>Registration questionnaire</td>
<td>Registration questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission to intervention</td>
<td>Live chat (~50 min)</td>
<td>Live chat (~50 min)</td>
<td>Self-guided</td>
<td>Self-guided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis use diary and exercises</td>
<td>Up to 50 days</td>
<td>Up to 28 days</td>
<td>Up to 50 days</td>
<td>Up to 28 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly feedback</td>
<td>Up to 7</td>
<td>Up to 4</td>
<td>Up to 7</td>
<td>Up to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion of intervention</td>
<td>Live chat (~30 min)</td>
<td>Live chat (~30 min)</td>
<td>The last weekly feedback</td>
<td>The last weekly feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Version 1 is identical to the original Quit the Shit intervention.
Results

Flow of Participants

During the study, 876 individuals accessed the baseline questionnaire of QTS and therefore were assessed for eligibility (Figure 2). In total, 339 individuals did not take part in the study, mainly because they refused to participate (n=239). In total, 100 persons did not meet all study criteria, primarily due to problematic alcohol use (n=46), suicidal thoughts (n=34), or because they had used QTS before (n=21). The randomization of the 534 participants resulted in similar-sized study groups. In total, 252 individuals provided data at the first follow-up, 204 at the second, and 135 participants filled out the last follow-up survey 12 months after randomization, resulting in follow-up rates of 47.2%, 38.2%, and 25.3%, respectively.

Follow-up participation was significantly predicted by a higher age (OR 1.03, 95% CI 1.00-1.06, P=0.02, d=0.19), lower cannabis quantity (OR 0.99, 95%CI: 0.98-1.00, P=0.004, d=0.25), higher school education (OR 1.76, 95% CI 1.35-2.30, P<0.001), and higher number of logins during program participation (OR 1.05, 95% CI 1.04-1.06, P<0.001, d=0.88). The allocation to either factor level, however, was no significant predictor for follow-up participation (Factor 1: OR 0.43, 95% CI 0.18-0.99, P=0.05; Factor 2: OR 1.05, 95% CI 0.71-1.54, P=0.82).

Sample Description

Baseline characteristics and program usage of the study participants are shown in Table 3. The majority of participants were male (65.7%) and had a high educational level with 64.7% attending or having successfully finished the highest German secondary school type (“Gymnasium”) [32]. As expected, cannabis use was high with only few abstinent days during the last month.

Individuals who used the regular QTS intervention without taking part in the study (n=339, see Figure 2) had comparable values in most baseline variables. The only exception was found in the cannabis use days, which was slightly higher among individuals who were excluded from the study (OR 1.02, 95% CI 1.01-1.04, P=0.19).
Except for a small age-related difference in factor 2 (OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.95-0.996, \(P=0.03, \ d=0.20\)), randomization resulted in similar groups. As expected, the duration of chat-based counseling differs within factor 1 (OR 1.08, 95% CI 1.07-1.09, \(P<0.001, \ d=2.72\)) with 105.3 min of counseling chats among participants who were in the chat-based versions of QTS. In factor 2, individuals who used the longer versions logged in significantly more often than participants allocated to the shorter versions (OR 1.01, 95% CI 1.01-1.02, \(P=0.001, \ d=0.32\)). However, with 31.6 as opposed to 23.2 logins, that number is disproportionally low regarding the difference of 50 versus 28 days program length.

**Comparison of Effectiveness**

The effectiveness results reveal no significant differences between factor levels in any of the cannabis-related outcomes both in the imputed and in the nonimputed dataset (Tables 4 and 5; Multimedia Appendix 3). In working alliance and treatment satisfaction, however, significant differences with small effect sizes were found favoring chat-based communication.

None of the 3-way interactions (factor 1×factor 2×time) on the cannabis-related outcomes were significant, suggesting no relevant effectiveness differences between particular program versions (eg, versions 1 and 4). In the imputed dataset, this also applies to the two-way interactions (factor 1×factor 2) on working alliance and treatment satisfaction, which were only measured during the first follow-up (see Table 5). However, in the nonimputed dataset, we found significant two-way interactions on working alliance and treatment satisfaction (WAI: beta=−.55, CI −1.00 to −0.10, \(P=0.02\); CSQ: beta=−.41, CI −0.72 to −0.10, \(P=0.01\); Multimedia Appendix 3). The highest WAI and CSQ ratings were identified in the short version including chat-based counseling and the lowest ratings were found in the short version without chat-based counseling (see Multimedia Appendix 3).

Significant and strong time effects indicate a great overall reduction of cannabis use and use-related symptoms. The strongest reduction in the imputed dataset is found in the cannabis use days (beta=−.34, CI −0.45 to −0.23, \(P<0.001, \ d=2.05\)) followed by the number of use events (beta=−.51, CI −0.68 to −0.34, \(P<0.001, \ d=1.21\); see Multimedia Appendix 3). The proportion of participants with cannabis dependence dropped from 98.5% during baseline to 78.4% (3 months), 67.0% (6 months), and 62.6% (12 months).

**Figure 2.** CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow diagram of participants.
Table 3. Participant characteristics at baseline and usage of the intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Factor 1: Chat-based communication</th>
<th>Factor 2: Length</th>
<th>All participants (n=534)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No (n=263)</td>
<td>28 days (n=266)</td>
<td>50 days (n=268)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention versions</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>85 (32.3)</td>
<td>98 (36.2)</td>
<td>91 (34.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
<td>178 (67.7)</td>
<td>173 (63.8)</td>
<td>175 (65.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>27.5 (7.3)</td>
<td>27.6 (6.7)</td>
<td>28.2 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic school (Hauptschule)</td>
<td>25 (9.5)</td>
<td>29 (10.7)</td>
<td>30 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school (Realschule)</td>
<td>64 (24.3)</td>
<td>57 (21.0)</td>
<td>61 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school (Gymnasium)</td>
<td>165 (62.7)</td>
<td>181 (66.8)</td>
<td>167 (62.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other school</td>
<td>9 (3.4)</td>
<td>4 (1.5)</td>
<td>8 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use days&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.7 (7.3)</td>
<td>25.1 (6.5)</td>
<td>24.9 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use events&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>122.5 (111.6)</td>
<td>120.1 (104.1)</td>
<td>123.7 (108.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity (grams)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>23.2 (18.8)</td>
<td>21.3 (18.6)</td>
<td>23.2 (19.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>9.9 (2.8)</td>
<td>10.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>10.1 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt; cannabis dependence, n (%)</td>
<td>260 (98.9)</td>
<td>266 (98.2)</td>
<td>265 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently no professional help, n (%)</td>
<td>196 (74.4)</td>
<td>217 (80.1)</td>
<td>206 (77.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of the intervention, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of logins</td>
<td>25.1 (26.4)</td>
<td>29.7 (27.2)</td>
<td>23.2 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat-based counseling (min)</td>
<td>3.2 (30.1)</td>
<td>105.3 (43.8)</td>
<td>53.8 (59.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>During the past 30 days.

<sup>b</sup>SDS: Severity of Dependence Scale.

<sup>c</sup>Cutoff of ≥4 for cannabis dependence [17].
Table 4. Outcome scores at all 4 study points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Factor 1: Chat-based communication&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Factor 2: Length&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No (n=263)</td>
<td>28 days (n=266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannabis use&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (days), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>24.7 (7.3)</td>
<td>24.9 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>8.1 (9.4)</td>
<td>8.6 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>8.5 (9.7)</td>
<td>9.4 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>9.6 (10.3)</td>
<td>10.3 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannabis use&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (number of events), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>122.5 (111.6)</td>
<td>123.7 (108.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>25.2 (43.5)</td>
<td>25.3 (44.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>29.1 (48.9)</td>
<td>30.4 (49.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>33.9 (55.2)</td>
<td>35.2 (56.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannabis use&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (grams), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>23.2 (18.8)</td>
<td>23.2 (19.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>6.4 (9.8)</td>
<td>6.3 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>6.5 (9.5)</td>
<td>6.9 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>7.3 (10.6)</td>
<td>7.6 (10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cannabis dependence (SDS&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>9.9 (2.8)</td>
<td>10.1 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>7.2 (3.5)</td>
<td>7.0 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>5.4 (3.5)</td>
<td>5.4 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>5.5 (3.6)</td>
<td>5.7 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Working alliance (WAI-sr&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>3.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>3.5 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment satisfaction (CSQ-8&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>1.8 (0.7)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Intention-to-treat analyses following multiple imputation. Results of the nonimputed datasets can be found in Multimedia Appendix 3.

<sup>b</sup> During the past 30 days.

<sup>c</sup> SDS: Severity of Dependence Scale.

<sup>d</sup> WAI-sr: Working Alliance Inventory-short revised.

<sup>e</sup> CSQ: Client Satisfaction Questionnaire.
Table 5. Group comparisons and interactions between both factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Group difference: chat no versus yes&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Group difference: 28 versus 50 days&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Interaction factor 1×factor 2×time&lt;sup&gt;a,c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
<td>Beta (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effect size d (95% CI)</td>
<td>Effect size d (95% CI)</td>
<td>Effect size d (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Cannabis use<sup>d</sup> (days), mean (SD) | Baseline | −.02 (−0.14 to 0.10) | .74 | N/A | −.09 (−0.23 to 0.05) | .20 | N/A | −.01 (−0.18 to 0.16) | .91 |
|                                             | 3 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.10 (−0.07 to 0.27) | N/A | 0.15 (−0.02 to 0.32) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 6 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.07 (−0.10 to 0.24) | N/A | 0.18 (0.01 to 0.35)  | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 12 months| N/A                  | N/A | 0.10 (−0.07 to 0.27) | N/A | 0.17 (0.00 to 0.35)  | N/A | N/A |
| Cannabis use<sup>d</sup> (number of events), mean (SD) | Baseline | −.05 (−0.25 to 0.16) | .64 | N/A | −.09 (−0.31 to 0.13) | .43 | N/A | −.03 (−0.30 to 0.24) | .82 |
|                                             | 3 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.10 (−0.07 to 0.27) | N/A | 0.09 (−0.08 to 0.26) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 6 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.05 (−0.12 to 0.22) | N/A | 0.09 (−0.08 to 0.26) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 12 months| N/A                  | N/A | 0.10 (−0.07 to 0.27) | N/A | 0.17 (0.00 to 0.35)  | N/A | N/A |
| Cannabis use<sup>d</sup> (grams), mean (SD) | Baseline | .01 (−0.17 to 0.19)  | .88 | N/A | −.04 (−0.23 to 0.15) | .70 | N/A | −.05 (−0.27 to 0.18) | .69 |
|                                             | 3 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.06 (−0.11 to 0.23) | N/A | 0.02 (−0.15 to 0.19) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 6 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.00 (−0.17 to 0.17) | N/A | 0.09 (−0.08 to 0.26) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 12 months| N/A                  | N/A | −.06 (−0.23 to 0.11) | N/A | 0.01 (−0.16 to 0.18) | N/A | N/A |
| Cannabis dependence (SDS<sup>f</sup>), mean (SD) | Baseline | −.02 (−0.09 to 0.05) | .63 | N/A | −.02 (−0.0 to 0.05)  | .57 | N/A | −.05 (−0.09 to 0.10) | .91 |
|                                             | 3 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.14 (−0.03 to 0.31) | N/A | −0.10 (−0.27 to 0.07) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 6 months | N/A                  | N/A | 0.11 (−0.06 to 0.28) | N/A | −0.04 (−0.21 to 0.13) | N/A | N/A |
|                                             | 12 months| N/A                  | N/A | 0.06 (−0.11 to 0.23) | N/A | 0.00 (−0.17 to 0.17) | N/A | N/A |
| Working alliance (WAI-sr<sup<g</sup>), mean (SD) | 3 months | .36 (0.09 to 0.63)   | .008 | 0.22 (0.05 to 0.39)  | .05 (−0.32 to 0.22) | .71 | −0.21 (−0.38 to 0.04) | −.27 (−0.64 to 0.09) | .15 |
| Treatment satisfaction (CSQ-8<sup>h</sup>), mean (SD) | 3 months | .33 (0.14 to 0.52)   | .001 | 0.34 (0.17 to 0.51)  | −.03 (−0.21 to 0.16) | .76 | −0.17 (−0.34 to 0.00) | −.16 (−0.42 to 0.10) | .22 |

<sup>a</sup>Intention-to-treat analyses following multiple imputation. Results of the nonimputed datasets can be found in Multimedia Appendix 3.

<sup>b</sup>Between-group comparisons were conducted with the interaction of each factor with time, except for the effects on WAI-sr and CSQ-8 which were analyzed with the main effect of each factor.
Discussion

Principal Findings

This study examined whether the effectiveness of the internet intervention QTS is reduced by removing chat-based counseling or by shortening the program. To our knowledge, it is the first trial designed to systematically analyze these key characteristics of guided internet interventions. According to the results, neither of these changes has meaningful impact on the effectiveness of QTS. As study participants were comparable to nonparticipants, we assume results can be generalized to regular users of QTS.

The results correspond to outcomes of meta-analyses, which also found no effects of changes in program duration on the outcomes of internet interventions for substance users [6,33,34]. In QTS, similar results of the shorter and longer program versions might be explained by a relatively fast onset of effects in the first weeks of participation and by a stabilization of these effects afterwards. Similar developments of use-related outcomes were found in another trial about an internet intervention for cannabis users [35].

The similar effects of the longer versions might also be related to a disproportionally low user engagement in these versions, a pervasive phenomenon coined as the law of attrition [36]. Therefore, the increment of received support was probably too small to significantly enhance the effects as compared with the shorter program versions.

The similar performance of the nonchat-based program versions corresponds with results of an earlier meta-analysis, which found no effectiveness difference between synchronous and asynchronous communication [13]. Our results suggest that the removal of chat-based counseling can be compensated by other elements of QTS, like the self-guided tour at the beginning or by enriching the weekly feedbacks with more information. However, extended feedbacks might not be sufficient to compensate a lack of an effective intervention element, as results from another study in this field of research suggest [37]. In contrast to our results, Schaub et al [35] found additional effects of chat counseling in a Web-based intervention for cannabis users. One key reason for the differences between their and our findings may be due to the reference conditions: the nonchat-group (active control) in the Swiss study received an automated self-help program, whereas the nonchat-conditions in our study included therapist guidance. Therefore, in our study, the chat and nonchat groups were probably more similar in terms of received support than the corresponding group in the study of Schaub and colleagues.

In contrast to the nonsignificant cannabis-related outcomes, we found a stronger working alliance and higher satisfaction ratings among users of the chat-based versions. These results are in line with outcomes of an earlier comparison study [38], supporting the assumption that direct interaction leads to a closer cooperation between the client and counselor and thus to better satisfaction ratings. These findings, therefore, should be taken into account in future modifications of QTS.

With a within-group effect size of $d=2.05$ between study baseline and the 3-month follow-up, study participants strongly reduced the frequency of their cannabis use. This effect surpasses the reductions found among QTS participants in our earlier trial (within-group $d=1.47$ for use frequency) [4,39] and also goes beyond the effects found among users of the Web-based intervention with chat counseling studied by Schaub et al (within-group $d=0.75$ for use frequency) [35] and the reductions found in the self-guided treatment examined by Rooke and colleagues (within-group $d=1.08$ for use frequency) [40]. Although within-group changes should always be interpreted carefully, the strong overall reductions in this study presumably reflect the high level of support provided by QTS.

Strengths and Limitations

We took several measures to ensure validity of the study results. We strictly adhered to the CONSORT rules, implemented a randomized factorial study design, tested and controlled potential confounders in the analyses, and compared results from the main analyses with those of completer-only analyses. Furthermore, the original intervention was already successfully tested in a randomized study [4] and is conducted by qualified staff with several years’ experiences in online counseling.

As in other studies in this field of research [4,35,40,41], a major weakness is the low follow-up rate. Although we applied multiple imputations on the dataset, validity of the longer-term results is probably reduced. However, results are coherent across follow-ups and, except for the significant interaction on the WAI and CSQ score, across datasets. Nevertheless, future studies in this field of research should look for ways of decreasing participant attrition. Compared with our earlier trial on the effectiveness of QTS [4], we were able to increase follow-up rates significantly. We suppose this mainly goes back to improvements in the follow-up recruitment, like offering shopping vouchers for each follow-up, emphasizing the short duration of each questionnaire, repeatedly inviting every participant for each follow-up, and addressing each nonresponder personally.

As all purely Web-based RCTs, we relied on self-reported data. This poses a threat to validity, especially for the cannabis-related outcomes, as cannabis use still is illegal in Germany and therefore might be underestimated by the participants. However, we deemed a biological validation of these outcomes unfeasible, as the collection of biological markers is associated with high costs, a low measurement precision, and a narrow selection of participants to those who are willing to provide these data. It...
must also be noted that the outcomes “quantity of cannabis” and “number of use events” did not account for the type of cannabis product (e.g., hashish, marijuana), its administration (e.g., joint, bong), or its THC content. Therefore, the measurement precision of these outcomes is probably reduced. Other studies aim to improve the estimation by a standardization formula [37,40] or by gaining more detailed information on the cannabis product typically used [35]. Despite their apparent advantages, we chose not to use either of these procedures as they are not validated for application in the German setting.

Conclusions

The reduction of program length and the waiver of synchronous communication have no meaningful impact on the effectiveness of QTS. It therefore seems tenable to abbreviate the program and to offer a self-guided start into QTS. As chat-based counseling shows higher user ratings, it should be provided for those users who prefer to be supported that way.
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Abstract

Background: Physical activity is markedly low in Latina adolescents, yet few physical activity interventions have been attempted in this population. Web-based interventions can incorporate theory-based components, be appealing to adolescents, and have potential for low-cost dissemination.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the feasibility, acceptability, and potential efficacy of a Web-based physical activity intervention for Latina adolescents in a single-arm pilot trial.

Methods: A total of 21 Latina adolescents (aged 12-18 years) who could read and write in English and were underactive (<90 min/week) participated in a 12-week, theory-informed Web-based physical activity intervention. The intervention website was modified from a previous Web-based intervention for Latina adults. Web content was individually tailored based on the responses to monthly questionnaires. Feasibility was measured by recruitment, retention, and adherence/engagement, and acceptability was measured by satisfaction surveys. Physical activity was measured at baseline and follow-up (12 weeks) using the 7-day physical activity recall (PAR) interview and accelerometers.

Results: Baseline activity as measured by the 7-day PAR and accelerometers was 24.7 (SD 26.11) and 24.8 (SD 38.3) min/week, respectively. At 12 weeks, 19 participants (90%, 19/21) returned. Adherence and engagement with materials were low, but 72% (15/21) of the participants indicated that they were satisfied with the intervention. Activity at 12 weeks increased by 58.8 (SD 11.33) min/week measured by the 7-day PAR (P<.001). Accelerometer-measured activity did not increase. Activities reported at follow-up were more varied than at baseline, including some activities measured poorly by accelerometers (eg, biking and swimming). Participants suggested simplifying the website and incorporating other technologies.

Conclusions: Good retention and increases in self-reported activity suggest a promising approach to delivering a physical activity intervention to Latina adolescents. Incorporating other technologies, such as smartphone apps, could make the intervention more engaging, acceptable, and effective.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e170) doi:10.2196/jmir.9206
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Introduction

The health benefits of physical activity for children and adolescents are extensive and include improved cardiovascular and metabolic health, decreased rates of obesity, and improved mental health [1]. To realize these health benefits, physical activity guidelines recommend that school-aged children engage in at least 60 min of moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) on at least 5 days per week [2]. Rates of meeting guidelines in children in the United States, however, are quite low, particularly among adolescents. Although 42% of children aged 6 to 11 years meet guidelines based on objective measures, this drops sharply to only 8% in adolescents [2]. As health habits developed during adolescence predict health behavior and status later in adulthood [3-5], low rates of MVPA during this period could translate to insufficient MVPA for many years.

Although participation in MVPA is low during adolescence, it is especially low for girls, particularly racial/ethnic minority females. Compared with 17.9% of Mexican American boys, only 2.9% of adolescent Mexican American girls meet activity guidelines [6]. Paralleling this, Latina adults report less MVPA than non-Latino white and non-Latino black women [7] and are at higher risk of chronic diseases related to inactivity including overweight/obesity [8] and diabetes [9]. Developing effective interventions to increase MVPA in Latina adolescents is thus essential to promote health throughout the life course and reduce growing disparities.

Despite the low rates of activity and high risk of chronic disease in young Latinas, few MVPA interventions have targeted this group. Evaluations of past interventions showed that simply providing more information or more opportunities to be active was not effective in changing MVPA habits in Latino children [10,11], emphasizing a need for new theory-based and tailored interventions. Interventions grounded in psychosocial theories may be especially appropriate for increasing MVPA in youth, as self-efficacy and social support consistently emerge as the strongest correlates of MVPA in adolescents [12,13], and are consistently lower in adolescent girls than in boys [14,15]. Translating theory-based interventions into a Web-based format could be both appealing to adolescents and have potential for broad dissemination. Recent data showed that 92% of adolescents reported accessing the Internet daily, and 82% of Latino adolescents had access to a computer in their home [16].

We previously developed and tested a Web-based MVPA intervention for Latina adults (Pasos Hacia La Salud), which effectively increased MVPA over 6 months [17] and maintained increases 6 months later [18]. This intervention was adapted for Latinas and grounded in Social Cognitive Theory and the Transtheoretical Model, and could thus be an appropriate intervention approach for Latina adolescents. In this study, we modified this Web-based intervention based on formative research to ensure appropriateness for Latina adolescents and then tested the modified intervention in a 12-week single-arm demonstration trial. The aim of this study was to report the feasibility, acceptability, and potential efficacy of this theory-based, Web-delivered intervention for Latina adolescents.

Methods

Participants

The study sample comprised 21 Latina girls aged 12-18 years. Participants were eligible to enroll in the study if they (1) identified as Latina; (2) could read, write, and speak English fluently; (3) were physically inactive (<90 min/week MVPA); and (4) had regular access to the Internet. Participants were ineligible for the study if they reported a health condition that would make unsupervised physical activity unsafe (according to the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [19]). The study received human subjects approval from the University of California, San Diego’s Institutional Review Board. All participants gave written informed assent, and parents/guardians provided consent.

Recruitment

The primary mode of recruiting participants was through health-focused community events, including health fairs, onsite school presentations, and church youth group meetings in San Diego. We also contacted adult Latinas who participated in the Pasos Hacia La Salud study to inquire if they had family or friends who could be eligible for the study. Other methods of recruitment included participant referrals and advertisements posted in churches, gyms, grocery stores, high schools, and parks.

Protocol Overview

After a screening interview in person or via telephone to determine eligibility, participants came to an orientation session with their mother (or other primary caregiver) to learn about the study and complete the informed consent process. Participants were given an ActiGraph GT3X+ accelerometer (ActiGraph, Pensacola, FL), with instructions to wear it the following week. One week after the orientation visit, participants returned with the accelerometer and a completed packet of psychosocial questionnaires. Certified staff then administered the 7-day physical activity recall (PAR) interview to assess self-reported physical activity. Participants then received the individually tailored intervention, including a goal setting session and access to the personalized intervention website for 12 weeks. Check-in calls were made at 1 week and 1 month. Follow-up visits were completed approximately 12 weeks after study initiation.

Tailored Intervention

The Niñas Saludables Web-based intervention was adapted from the Pasos Hacia la Salud intervention for adult Latinas. Semistructured interviews with 11 Latina girls, aged 12-19 years, were conducted to modify the content of the website. Similar to adult Latinas, the main theme across all age groups was finding time to exercise, followed by wanting support and not feeling motivated. As girls emphasized the importance of support, we included information on support throughout the website and challenged them to identify sources of support for that week’s goals. Girls also interacted with and commented on the Pasos Hacia la Salud website to guide intervention modification and make it more appealing for this age group. Main themes in the website feedback included needing more
pictures throughout the website, particularly pictures that featured girls their age. Participants also reported wanting a more colorful template and reducing the amount of writing to provide a less cluttered look. The website was then modified to include more pictures of girls being active and a simplified homepage with highlighted shortcuts to goal setting and activity reporting. All tip sheets were redesigned to be more visual and reduce the amount of writing. We also included links to exercise videos for activities they expressed interest in, including Zumba and hip-hop dance. The website was then formatted to be mobile phone friendly, as many of the girls reported that they would only be accessing the website on their cell phones.

The first part of the intervention was a one-on-one goal setting session based on principles of motivational interviewing. A trained interventionist taught participants to set specific physical activity goals and performed guided problem-solving. Participants were given a pedometer to wear daily and were encouraged to track their steps and minutes of activity on a logging calendar on the website. All participants then received access to the Niñas Saludables study website for 12 weeks. The intervention was based on Social Cognitive Theory and the Transtheoretical Model and emphasized behavioral strategies for increasing activity levels (eg, goal setting, self-monitoring, and increasing social support). Intervention components included Internet-delivered activity manuals that were matched to participants’ current level of motivational readiness, computer-expert system tailored reports, activity tip sheets, and a guide of local activity resources. The tailored reports and activity tip sheets were both updated to reflect activities and common barriers that girls had reported in the formative interviews, such as dancing and how to resolve time conflicts.

Participants completed monthly questionnaires on the website (see the section Measures) that generated individually tailored content: (1) stage-matched webpages provided information about MVPA that was matched to the participant’s level of readiness, or stage of change, for becoming more physically active, according to the Transtheoretical Model and Social Cognitive Theory (see Figure 1), and (2) personalized computer expert system reports. The expert system draws from a bank of 330 messages addressing psychosocial and environmental factors influencing MVPA and automatically generates personalized reports on (1) their current stage of motivational readiness for physical activity; (2) increasing self-efficacy for physical activity; (3) cognitive and behavioral strategies associated with physical activity behavior change (processes of change); (4) how the participant’s answers compared with their prior responses (progress feedback); (5) how the participant’s responses compared with other adolescents who are physically active (normative feedback); and (6) self-monitoring of physical activity behavior (using online activity logging calendars). This expert system has been used in multiple intervention studies, and targeted theoretical constructs were shown to mediate changes in physical activity [20,21].

Figure 1. Screenshot of stage-matched moderate to vigorous physical activity information page.
In addition, participants received tip sheets addressing barriers identified by Latina adolescents, such as support from family and friends, beating boredom, and finding time to exercise. New tip sheets were made available on a weekly basis during the first month, then biweekly during months 2 and 3. Per feedback from the formative interviews, participants were also sent email reminders when a new tip sheet was available. The local activity resource guide on the website included information and links to free and low-cost activity resources in the area, such as recreation center fitness schedules and mapped walking and hiking routes.

We also developed intervention materials for mothers to help them support their daughters. On a monthly basis, mothers were sent tip sheets on topics identified in formative interviews and literature to be important for supporting MVPA behavior change in their daughters, including positive support strategies, helping daughters choose activities, and tips for getting the whole family active. Tip sheets were available in English and Spanish.

**Measures**

Adolescent’s weight, height, and resting blood pressure were collected at baseline. Parents provided basic demographic information (income, marital status, and family size) and filled out the Brief Acculturation Scale, which assesses language use across 4 life contexts [22]. All adolescent participants were fluent in English and were all relatively highly acculturated; thus, we did not assess acculturation in adolescents. Psychosocial and environmental access variables were used for both evaluation and intervention-tailoring purposes, and all were assessed at baseline and post-test. The PACE+Adolescent Psychosocial measure assessed motivational stage for MVPA change (3 items), MVPA change strategies (15), self-efficacy (6), decisional balance (10), family influence and support (4), peer influence and support (6), enjoyment for activity (2), and environmental access (4). Items in each domain included questions that participants rated 1-5, with options differing by domain. For example, for self-efficacy, participants responded to questions such as, “do you feel you can do physical activity even when you feel sad or stressed?” (1: I’m sure I can’t, 5: I’m sure I can), or for family support, “during a typical week, how often has a member of your household done a physical activity or played sports with you?” (1: never, 5: every day). This measure has been shown to be reliable in an ethnically diverse sample of children as young as 11 years [23]. The Stages of Change for Physical Activity, Processes of Change, and Self-efficacy for Physical Activity were administered monthly on the website to generate stage-matched manuals and expert system reports. These 3 measures have been used extensively in physical activity research [24,25].

A consumer satisfaction questionnaire used in our past trials [18,26] was adapted specifically to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the current intervention.

**Physical Activity Measurement**

Physical activity was measured at baseline and 12 weeks using the 7-day PAR, a semistructured interview to assess the frequency, duration, and intensity of MVPA, which has been validated against objective measures and shown to be sensitive to change over time [27-29]. At baseline and follow-up, this was preceded by a 10-min treadmill walk or walk outdoors to demonstrate what MVPA should feel like. Activity was also measured objectively using ActiGraph GT3X+ accelerometers. Accelerometer wear was considered sufficient if participants wore it for ≥10 hours/day on ≥5 days. After processing accelerometer files using the Choi 2008 wear time validation algorithm [30], wear time was further visually examined to determine whether the accelerometer was in fact worn during short (<3 hours) and long (≥16 hours) periods of continuous wear. Once examined and unnecessary data categorized as nonwear, the data were scored using procedures identified by Treuth et al [31], which have been validated specifically for adolescent females.

**Data Analysis**

Feasibility was determined by considering recruitment, retention, and adherence to the intervention at 12 weeks. For recruitment, we considered the number of people who needed to be contacted and screened to enroll 20 participants and the proportion of interested individuals who were deemed ineligible. The study was considered feasible if at least 80% of participants were retained, defined as attending the 12-week assessment. Adherence was determined by the percentage of monthly questionnaires that were completed and the percentage of materials participants reported reading. Acceptability was assessed by the satisfaction with the intervention at 12 weeks. The intervention was considered acceptable if at least 75% of participants indicated they were satisfied/very satisfied with the program.

The primary aim was to assess feasibility and acceptability; thus, we did not calculate power to detect efficacy. However, we examined changes in MVPA to explore potential efficacy. Unadjusted within-subject changes in MVPA were examined using t tests, and generalized linear models were used to assess changes in MVPA from baseline to 12 weeks (for both reported and objectively measured MVPA). Models use a likelihood-based approach to estimation and thus make use of all available data without directly imputing missing outcomes. All accelerometer data were adjusted for wear time. We tested the sensitivity of the findings to completers only and found no significant differences (P>.05 for sensitivity parameter). Our results present the intent-to-treat analyses with alpha level set at .05.

**Results**

**Recruitment**

A total of 50 individuals expressed interest in the study. The majority of these (n=39) came from community events, such as health fairs or school presentations. The next most successful recruitment strategy was contacting women who had recently completed the Pasos Hacia la Salud study (n=8). Passive recruitment, through advertisements posted in community locations, yielded only 2 calls. Another participant referred the final individual.

Of the 50 individuals who expressed interest, 30 were screened, 26 were deemed eligible, and 21 were enrolled in the study (see
Participant yield was lowest from health fairs, where parents often signed up on behalf of their daughters, and we were unable to contact daughters to complete screenings. Enrollment was highest from presentations at schools and other sites where adolescents were directly targeted. Reasons for ineligibility included too much activity (n=2) and medical conditions (n=2).

Baseline

Baseline characteristics are displayed in Table 1. The sample comprised 21 adolescent Latinas, aged 12-18 years (mean age=14.7, SD=2.1). Body mass index (BMI) varied greatly, ranging from underweight (BMI=17.4) to obese (BMI=33.5), with a mean BMI of 25.3. Families were generally low income, with 38% (8/21) reporting an annual family income below US $20,000. Overall, mothers had low acculturation levels, with over two-thirds reporting being the first generation in the United States, and the majority (76%, 16/21) speaking only Spanish or more Spanish than English.

Physical activity at baseline was relatively low, with a mean of 24.7 min/week of MVPA measured by the 7-day PAR (Table 1), and 24% (5/21) of girls reporting no activity at all. One outlier (4+ SDs above mean) was excluded from analysis. A large percentage of participants (28%, 6/21) had insufficient accelerometer wear time at baseline. Mean objectively measured MVPA at baseline was 24.8 (SD 38.3) in the entire sample and 21.1 (30.1) min/week among the subsample with sufficient wear time. Baseline stage of change was evenly split between contemplation (those thinking about becoming physically active) and preparation (those doing some activity, but not regularly). Of those reporting any activity at baseline, the majority (71%, 10/14) reported walking as their primary activity.

Girls reported relatively high levels of enjoyment for physical activity (mean=3.47; range 1-5), but low levels of family and friend support (2.06 and 1.84, respectively). Psychosocial variables were modestly correlated with baseline physical activity (see Table 2). The strongest correlates of baseline activity were self-efficacy ($r=.34$) and number of physically active friends ($r=.32$).

After 1 month, 81% (17/21) completed a check-in call, of which 59% (10/17) reported meeting their initial goals. The most commonly cited barrier for MVPA by far was time (70%, 12/17), followed by low motivation/energy (18%, 3/17), finding activities to do (6%, 1/17), and weather (6%, 1/17). None mentioned environmental barriers to activity. The most common source of support identified was their mothers (43% 6/14), followed by friends (29%, 4/14), other family members (21%, 3/14), and teachers (7%, 1/14).

Twelve-Week Follow-Up

Feasibility

Of the 21 participants who began the study, 19 (90%) returned for the 12-week assessment. One was placed on an indefinite medical hold due to serious illness, and one could not be contacted again (Figure 2). This exceeded the predefined threshold of 80%, suggesting good feasibility. Adherence to the intervention, however, was moderate. Participants logged on to the website on a mean of 4.29 days (SD=3.24) and visited a mean of 32.2 different pages on the website (SD=15.9). Approximately two-thirds (63%, 40/63) of monthly questionnaires were completed. Only 42% (8/19) reported reading most/all of the individually tailored reports, and 42% (8/19) reported reading at least half of the additional emailed tip sheets.

Figure 2. Recruitment and retention of participants.
### Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline characteristic</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study sample, N</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>14.7 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.3 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual family income, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;US $20,000</td>
<td>8 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $20,000-$40,000</td>
<td>8 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;US $40,000</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parent’s marital status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/living with partner</td>
<td>10 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated/divorced</td>
<td>7 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parent’s acculturation level</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First generation</td>
<td>14 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second or third</td>
<td>7 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly/only Spanish</td>
<td>16 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish and English</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly English</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of other children living in the home, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>8 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minutes/week of MVPA</strong>, mean (SD)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-day physical activity recall</td>
<td>24.7 (26.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActiGraph GT3X+ accelerometer</td>
<td>24.8 (38.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline stage of change, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemplation</td>
<td>10 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>11 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (1-5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.82 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity enjoyment (1-5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.47 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental access (1-5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.39 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family support (1-5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.06 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend support (1-5), mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.84 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of physically active friends, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>9 (44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MVPA: moderate to vigorous physical activity.*
Table 2. Predictors of baseline weekly minutes of activity (7-day physical activity recall).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline psychosocial measures</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family support</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend support</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of active friends</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental access</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity enjoyment</td>
<td>−.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptability

A total of 18 participants completed final consumer satisfaction surveys. Overall satisfaction was moderate, with 72% (13/18) of participants saying they were satisfied/very satisfied with the program, 28% (5/18) indicating they were dissatisfied, and none saying they were very dissatisfied. Similarly, 72% (13/18) said they were likely/very likely to recommend the program to family or friends. This was just below the predefined threshold of 75%. Participants rated the most useful features of the website (in order) to be (1) the goal setting calendar, (2) the activity logging calendar, and (3) the information on local activity resources. The message board and Ask the Expert forum were rated the least helpful.

The most common complaint about the program was having to log in to use the website, particularly when accessing the website through a smartphone. Participants expressed enthusiasm for expanding to other media channels, particularly a smartphone app and/or texting, and making the website more “youthful” and decreasing the amount of writing. Another common theme was to make the program more social; suggestions included enrolling friends together, incorporating teams or clubs, offering it at a school, and expanding the program to all girls, not just Latinas.

Physical Activity

Measured by the 7-day PAR, participants increased weekly minutes of MVPA from a mean 24.7 (SD 26.1) at baseline (range: 0-85) to 79.4 (SD 46.8) at follow-up (range: 14-177), with a mean increase of 58.8 (SD 46.3) min/person (P<.001; range: 4-155). Likelihood-based estimates showed significant increases baseline to 12 weeks (P<.001). All participants who completed follow-up visits reported doing some physical activity, ranging from 14 to 177 min/week. Activity types reported were more varied than at baseline and included running, walking, soccer, Zumba, swimming, and cycling. Accelerometer-measured MVPA decreased from 24.8 min/week at baseline to 10.4 (SD 30.2) at 12 weeks. Some girls who reported high activity at follow-up participated in activities in which the accelerometer could not be worn (eg, swimming or contact sports) or that were not well measured by the accelerometer (eg, cycling). Figure 3 shows total weekly minutes reported across the sample for different types of activities at baseline and 12-week follow-up.

Figure 3. Total weekly minutes reported in different activities at baseline and follow-up. PE: physical education.
Discussion

Principal Findings

These data suggest good feasibility of the MVPA intervention for Latina adolescents, as demonstrated by the study recruitment and retention rates. Moreover, self-reported MVPA results suggest the potential efficacy of the Niñas Saludables intervention in increasing MVPA among Latina adolescents. These results are consistent with previous studies that have successfully used adaptations of this intervention to promote MVPA among other populations, including adult Latina women [32-34].

Although the theory-based intervention was modified based on feedback from the target population, qualitative interviews and consumer satisfaction questionnaires conducted on intervention completion showed that Niñas Saludables was only somewhat acceptable for Latina adolescents, and additional modifications may be necessary to increase acceptability. A recurring theme from postintervention interviews was the need to further tailor the reports and stage-matched manuals to be more age-specific and concise. Girls expressed a preference for shorter reports more often, as opposed to longer reports once per month. This was also captured by the low adherence rates, with participants reading a relatively small amount of the information provided in response to their monthly assessments. These findings are consistent with the literature: overall, Internet-based interventions for the promotion of physical activity have been found to be effective [35], yet adherence remains an obstacle that may account for small effect sizes [36]. Previous research has found that harnessing the persuasive capability of technology (using tools such as tailoring, rewards, and competition) improves adherence to Web-based interventions.

Web-based interventions will need to further capitalize on the use of technological tools, which have become increasingly popular with the rise of mobile health (mHealth) [37]. For example, use of multimedia elements like videos and images has been shown to increase understanding and improve performance in a variety of behaviors and populations [38-40], and could address the common complaint in this study of having too much writing on the website. Niñas Saludables participants endorsed the possibility of using newer technologies, including smartphone apps and texting, which could circumvent the need to log in to a website. Interactive features such as goal setting and activity logging were identified as the most useful features, along with the personalized reports and goal-setting session. Given our increasing capability to incorporate technology and interactive features in promoting physical activity, future research should aim to include more of these features in interventions to appeal to this specific population, while maintaining theory-based strategies to promote behavior change. Future qualitative research may be necessary to understand how to incorporate these elements and how to develop effective physical activity interventions that address the needs of Latina adolescents, and to further investigate the role of environmental access and enjoyment, which were surprisingly unrelated to MVPA in this study. To gain greater insight into the feasibility of technology-based MVPA interventions among young Latinas, consumer satisfaction measures in future studies can also include an evaluation of social acceptability as described in the study by Poder et al [41].

Results from the 7-day PAR showed that changes in activity at 12 weeks were seen not just in quantity but also in type. Increases in self-reported MVPA in our study were comparable to those found in Pasos Hacia la Salud at 6 months (ie, mean increases in min/week MVPA 58.8 vs 50, respectively); however, changes in accelerometer-measured MVPA differed substantially between the 2 studies. A potential explanation for the decrease in objectively measured MVPA in Niñas Saludables is that the broad range of activity types that participants reported engaging in at 12 weeks may not be accurately measured using accelerometers (eg, swimming, cycling). Although activity at baseline was mostly restricted to walking, activities reported at follow-up were more varied. This could be in response to intervention materials that specifically encouraged trying new activities, including tip sheets for keeping activity interesting, tip sheets for mothers to help daughters find new activities, and the activity resource guide, which provided information on sports and activity classes in the community. This could be an important feature of interventions, as previous literature suggests individuals who enjoy activity are more likely to increase and maintain their MVPA. These findings are contrary to the results from previous studies among adult Latina women, who have mostly increased walking as a result of similar interventions [33,42], although walking was still a popular activity in our study. Our findings are thus encouraging and merit further research to understand the different results obtained among adolescent Latinas compared with adult Latinas, and whether engagement in activities other than walking may result in increased enjoyment and maintenance of MVPA. Our findings also differ from previous studies in that Latina adolescents did not endorse incorporation of Latino culture into intervention components and expressed preference for a program their non-Latina friends could also participate in. An intervention targeted to all adolescent girls could be more generalizable and prevent Latinas from feeling singled out.

Our findings also revealed challenges associated with the measurement of physical activity among Latina adolescents. Compliance with accelerometer wear was low compared with our previous studies [17]. Accelerometers may also have underestimated activity, as participants could not wear accelerometers during certain activities such as swimming or contact sports, and activities such as biking may have been inadequately captured by accelerometers. Given the high proportion of participants who reported engaging in these types of activities, accelerometry provided an incomplete measure of MVPA. Moreover, there are a wide range of suggested MVPA accelerometer cut points for adolescents, and there is no consensus on which is most appropriate [43-45]. Although the cut points used here were validated specifically for adolescent girls, the validation study found that cycling and step aerobics had poor calibration with accelerometers and found a wide range of metabolic equivalents in individuals for each level of accelerometer counts. These difficulties emphasize the importance of continuing to use validated self-report measures, both to measure quantity and type of activity, and to improve

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e170/
tools of objective measurement of MVPA among this and similar populations. Girls in our study also reported a good amount of activity in 10-min bouts, which, if it were slightly less than 10 min, would not have been counted by accelerometers. Few girls participated in the treadmill walk at follow-up, which may have also increased reporting of activities that were not moderate intensity. Social desirability could have also influenced self-reported physical activity. Options for objective assessment of physical activity are expanding and include integration of geographic positioning system, accelerometer, and geographic information system data to reveal where people are active; use of heart rate monitors along with accelerometers; and devices such as ActiPAL to collect complementary data on sedentary behavior [46]. However, all these options require wearing additional devices, which increases participant burden.

Strengths and Limitations

Limitations of this study included the small sample size and single-arm design, which were appropriate for the current feasibility study but prevented formal efficacy analyses or more detailed explorations of data, including potential mediators and moderators. Given the preliminary nature and small sample size of this pilot study, results cannot be generalized to a broader population of Latina adolescents or to locations outside the research setting. Results need to be replicated among larger samples in a randomized trial with a control group to determine whether this intervention is efficacious in helping Latina adolescents increase their MVPA. Strengths of this study included the novel, high-risk population; Web-based intervention channel; formative research; and individually tailored, theory-based intervention content.

Conclusions

The findings detailed here are promising, particularly given the paucity of research regarding the promotion of MVPA among Latina girls and adolescents and the importance of MVPA to lifelong health. These data suggest that delivering an individually tailored Web-based physical activity intervention to Latina adolescents is feasible and has potential to be efficacious, particularly when the intervention is made more acceptable by incorporating more mHealth strategies and technologies that are becoming increasingly available on a broad scale in this and other populations.
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Abstract

Background: Internet-delivered exercise, education, and pain coping skills training is effective for people with knee osteoarthritis, yet it is not clear whether this treatment is better suited to particular subgroups of patients.

Objective: The aim was to explore demographic and clinical moderators of the effect of an internet-delivered intervention on changes in pain and physical function in people with knee osteoarthritis.

Methods: Exploratory analysis of data from 148 people with knee osteoarthritis who participated in a randomized controlled trial comparing internet-delivered exercise, education, and pain coping skills training to internet-delivered education alone. Primary outcomes were changes in knee pain while walking (11-point Numerical Rating Scale) and physical function (Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index function subscale) at 3 and 9 months. Separate regression models were fit with moderator variables (age, gender, expectations of outcomes, self-efficacy [pain], education, employment status, pain catastrophizing, body mass index) and study group as covariates, including an interaction between the two.

Results: Participants in the intervention group who were currently employed had significantly greater reductions in pain at 3 months than similar participants in the control group (between-group difference: mean 2.38, 95% CI 1.52-3.23 Numerical Rating Scale units; interaction P=.02). Additionally, within the intervention group, pain at 3 months reduced by mean 0.53 (95% CI 0.28-0.78) Numerical Rating Scale units per unit increase in baseline self-efficacy for managing pain compared to mean 0.11 Numerical Rating Scale units (95% CI –0.13 to 0.35; interaction P=.02) for the control group.

Conclusions: People who were employed and had higher self-efficacy at baseline were more likely to experience greater improvements in pain at 3 months after an internet-delivered exercise, education, and pain coping skills training program. There was no evidence of a difference in the effect across gender, educational level, expectation of treatment outcome, or across age, body mass index, or tendency to catastrophize pain. Findings support the effectiveness of internet-delivered care for a wide range of people with knee osteoarthritis, but future confirmatory research is needed.

Trial Registration: Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry ACTRN12614000243617; https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=365812&isReview=true (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6z466oTPs)
Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is prevalent, affecting approximately one-quarter of adults [1]. People with knee OA often experience persistent pain, impaired function, reduced quality of life, and psychological disability [2]. Education and exercise are key nonsurgical, nondrug strategies recommended by all clinical guidelines for the management of knee OA [3]. In addition, because low self-efficacy, increased pain catastrophizing, and maladaptive pain coping strategies are common among people with OA [4-6], interventions that target these psychological factors may also provide benefits. Growing evidence supports the use of pain coping skills training (PCST) to improve pain and physical and psychological functioning in chronic pain conditions [7-9]. However, many people with OA may have difficulties accessing health professionals skilled in the prescription of exercise or psychological interventions [10,11]. As such, more accessible models of health service delivery are needed.

Providing care remotely via the internet is one way to potentially improve access to treatments for people with OA. For example, programs such as Skype or FaceTime are freely available, offering potentially accessible ways in which people can consult with health professionals such as physical therapists. Our recent randomized controlled trial (RCT) found that an internet-delivered intervention combining online educational material, an automated PCST program, and physical therapist-prescribed exercise via Skype led to greater improvements in pain and function in people with knee OA compared to online educational material alone [12]. These improvements were also maintained at long-term follow-up (9 months). These findings are consistent with evidence in other populations, where care delivered via videoconferencing for people who have undergone knee joint replacement surgery led to improvements in physical activity and function that were similar to those after face-to-face consultations [13]. Collectively, these studies provide support for the effectiveness of telerehabilitation as an alternative model of service delivery.

When evaluating novel models of service delivery, it is important to consider whether there are subgroups of patients that respond more or less favorably. Moderation analysis of RCT data can be used to determine if the effect of a treatment relative to the control differs for distinct subgroups of patients. In these analyses, baseline characteristics that interact with the treatment to influence clinical outcomes are identified as moderators [14]. As such, the aim of moderation analysis is to determine whether groups of people with different characteristics respond differently to the treatment. Identifying moderators of the effect of a treatment on an outcome can help match patients to the most effective and appropriate treatment thereby improving outcomes, in turn helping to control treatment costs and promoting efficient use of resources. In addition, moderation analyses can help guide future refinements to an intervention so that it may be more effective for subgroups who do not respond as well.

To our knowledge, few previous studies have conducted moderator analyses on outcomes following an intervention involving exercise or PCST for people with OA. There is some evidence that pain coping style, expectation of treatment response, radiographic disease severity, age, and educational level may moderate the effects of a face-to-face PCST intervention on treatment outcomes among people with hip and knee OA [15]. Another study found that body mass index (BMI) moderated the effects of a supervised aquatic exercise intervention on changes in quality of life among people with OA [16]. Although a number of studies have identified predictors of outcomes following exercise for people with OA (eg, self-efficacy for managing pain [17], gender [18], and age [19]), outcome predictors are not necessarily the same as moderators of the effect of a treatment. For example, participants with a particular characteristic may improve over time no matter what treatment they receive and, although that characteristic might predict improvement, it may not necessarily moderate the effect of a treatment. Thus, predictors of outcome do not allow identification of subgroups that respond, or do not respond, to a given intervention. Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore potential demographic and clinical moderators of the effect of a combined internet-delivered exercise, education, and PCST program on changes in pain and physical function for people with knee OA. This will provide future directions for confirmatory studies.

Methods

This study involved exploratory moderation analyses using data from a parallel, two-group pragmatic RCT (Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry: ACTRN12614000243617) aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of internet-delivered physical therapist-prescribed home exercise, education, and PCST compared to internet-delivered education alone (IMPACT trial). Study procedures were approved from the University of Melbourne Human Research Ethics Committee and all participants provided written informed consent. The trial protocol [20] and outcomes [12] have been published.

Study Population

A total of 148 people with chronic knee pain were recruited Australia-wide to participate in the RCT. Briefly, inclusion criteria included age 50 years or older, knee pain for more than 3 months and on most days of the previous month, knee pain during walking in the previous week (≥4 on an 11-point Numerical Rating Scale [NRS]), mild to moderate physical dysfunction (≥20 out of 68 on the physical function subscale of the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index [WOMAC]), and having an active email account and computer with internet access.
Intervention

Participants in the intervention arm of the trial received three internet-delivered treatments: (1) educational material about exercise and physical activity, pain management, emotions, healthy eating, complementary therapies, and medications (freely available on the Arthritis Australia website [21]); (2) an online interactive automated PCST program [9,22], involving completion of one 35 to 45 minute training module per week for 8 weeks; and (3) seven physical therapist consultations via Skype over 12 weeks, with each consultation lasting 30 to 45 minutes. Participants were randomly allocated to one of eight different physical therapists, who delivered all subsequent Skype sessions. Physical therapists performed a brief assessment and prescribed a lower-limb strengthening home exercise program to be completed by the participant three times per week. Participants were also encouraged to increase their physical activity levels and were given the opportunity to use a pedometer for motivation if desired, and were also encouraged to practice pain coping skills daily.

The control group received access to the same educational material as the intervention group (ie, material about exercise and physical activity, pain management, emotions, healthy eating, complementary therapies, and medications through the Arthritis Australia website), but did not have access to the PCST program.

Dependent Variables

Participants completed questionnaires online at baseline, 3 months, and 9 months. Primary outcomes were valid and reliable measures of pain and function [23]. Pain during walking over the last week was measured using an 11-point NRS ranging from 0 (“no pain”) to 10 (“worst pain possible”). Function was measured using the WOMAC physical function subscale [24] with scores ranging from 0 (no dysfunction) to 68 (maximum dysfunction). Thus, we calculated the 3-month change in pain and function as baseline minus 3-month values, and 9-month change in pain and function as baseline minus 9-month values.

Selected Moderators

Based on previous research [15-19] and/or theoretical plausibility (Multimedia Appendix 1), we investigated whether the effect of the internet-delivered treatment relative to the control treatment was moderated by each of the following baseline variables: gender, age, level of education (dichotomized as no tertiary training or some tertiary training), employment situation (dichotomized as employed or not employed), pain self-efficacy using the pain subscale of the Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale [25] (scores ranging from 1 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater self-efficacy), pain catastrophizing using the Pain Catastrophizing Scale [26] (scores ranging from 0 to 52, with higher scores indicating greater catastrophizing), expectation of treatment effects using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “no effect” to “complete recovery” (dichotomized into “no effect to moderate improvement” or “large improvement to complete recovery”), and BMI based on self-reported height and weight.

Analysis

To determine whether the effect of the treatment relative to the control on change in each of the primary outcomes was moderated by the selected baseline variables, separate linear regression models were fit with the potential moderator variable and study group as covariates, and an interaction between the two. This analysis provides an answer to the question of whether the effect of the treatment, relative to the control condition, differs for different subgroups of participants. For binary moderators, the estimated effect of treatment and a 95% confidence interval was determined for each of the moderator levels. For continuous moderators, results were calculated as the effect of a one-unit increase of that moderator in each of the control and intervention groups. The linear regression assumptions of linearity, heteroscedasticity, and normality were assessed using standard diagnostic plots. Scatterplots of the outcome against each continuous moderator by treatment group were examined to determine if more complex models (including nonlinear terms for moderators) were warranted. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 14.1 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX, USA).

Results

A total of 148 people with knee OA were enrolled in the study, with just over half female (56.1%, 83/148) and currently employed either full-time or part-time (57.4%, 85/148; Table 1). At baseline, participants in the intervention group had higher educational levels than those in the control group. At 9 months, nine people in the intervention group and seven people in the control group had been lost to follow-up (unable to contact, family issues/illness, deceased).

Moderators of the Effect of the Intervention on Change in Walking Pain

There was no evidence for moderation of the effect of the intervention on change in walking pain at 3 or 9 months by most binary variables, including gender, level of education, and treatment expectations (Table 2). There was some evidence for moderation of the treatment effect by employment status for change in walking pain at 3 months (interaction P=0.02). Among those who were currently employed, participants assigned to the intervention group had greater reductions in pain than those in the control group, with an estimated difference between groups of mean 2.38 (95% CI 1.52-3.23) NRS units. Among unemployed participants, the estimated difference in reduction in pain at 3 months between the intervention and control groups was mean 0.86 (–0.13 to 1.85) NRS units.
Table 1. Baseline descriptive characteristics (N=148).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Intervention (n=74)</th>
<th>Control (n=74)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>60.8 (6.5)</td>
<td>61.5 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²), mean (SD)</td>
<td>32.0 (13.9)</td>
<td>30.1 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female), n (%)</td>
<td>43 (58)</td>
<td>40 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tertiary training</td>
<td>16 (22)</td>
<td>24 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some tertiary training</td>
<td>58 (78)</td>
<td>50 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>40 (54)</td>
<td>45 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>34 (46)</td>
<td>29 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectation of treatment outcomes, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No effect to moderate improvement</td>
<td>11 (15)</td>
<td>21 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large improvement to complete recovery</td>
<td>63 (85)</td>
<td>52 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (pain)ª</td>
<td>6.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>5.9 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain catastrophizingª</td>
<td>8.8 (9.2)</td>
<td>10.1 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ªASES: Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale (range 1-10; higher scores indicate greater self-efficacy).

Scatterplots of changes in pain against each continuous moderator (Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3) indicated that exploration of linear terms for each moderator was sufficient, and more complex models were not warranted. Results of linear models for each of the continuous moderators are presented in Figures 1 and 2. There was no evidence that age, pain catastrophizing, and BMI interacted with treatment group in the model for changes in walking pain at 3 or 9 months (Table 3). However, there was evidence that self-efficacy for managing pain interacted with treatment group at 3 months (P=.02). Within the intervention group, for each additional unit of self-efficacy (pain) at baseline, pain at 3 months reduced by an additional mean 0.53 (95% CI 0.28-0.78) NRS units, whereas in the control group, the association between self-efficacy (pain) and change in pain was estimated as mean 0.11 (95% CI –0.13 to 0.35) NRS units. That is, people with higher self-efficacy for managing pain at baseline demonstrated greater reductions in walking pain with the intervention compared to control.

Moderators of the Effect of the Intervention on Change in Physical Function

Scatterplots of changes in function against each continuous moderator (Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3) indicated that exploration of linear terms for each moderator was sufficient. Results of linear models are presented in Figures 1 and 2. None of the selected binary (Table 2) or continuous (Table 3) moderators had a significant interaction with the treatment in the model for changes in physical function at 3 or 9 months.
Table 2. Results of the moderation analysis for binary moderators for change in walking pain and physical function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator</th>
<th>3 months Intervention-control difference</th>
<th>Interaction (P value)</th>
<th>9 months Intervention-control difference</th>
<th>Interaction (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in walking pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1.88 (0.85, 2.90)</td>
<td>0.74 (–0.47, 1.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.56 (0.69, 2.42)</td>
<td>1.33 (0.31, 2.36)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tertiary training</td>
<td>0.96 (–0.29, 2.21)</td>
<td>0.57 (–0.97, 2.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some tertiary training</td>
<td>1.87 (1.10, 2.64)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.18, 1.97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment expectation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No effect-moderate improvement</td>
<td>1.76 (1.01, 2.51)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.22, 1.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large improvement/complete recovery</td>
<td>1.45 (0.06, 2.85)</td>
<td>1.26 (–0.41, 2.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed</td>
<td>0.86 (–0.13, 1.85)</td>
<td>1.06 (–0.13, 2.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>2.38 (1.52, 3.23)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.17, 2.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in physical function</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7.80 (2.46, 13.14)</td>
<td>6.87 (1.63, 12.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10.63 (6.11, 15.15)</td>
<td>7.42 (2.94, 11.90)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tertiary training</td>
<td>5.66 (–0.88, 12.20)</td>
<td>3.25 (–3.46, 9.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some tertiary training</td>
<td>10.44 (6.41, 14.48)</td>
<td>7.75 (3.86, 11.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment expectation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No effect-moderate improvement</td>
<td>9.77 (5.87, 13.69)</td>
<td>7.25 (3.46, 11.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large improvement/complete recovery</td>
<td>8.35 (1.05, 15.65)</td>
<td>7.27 (–0.12, 14.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed</td>
<td>6.88 (1.74, 12.01)</td>
<td>6.72 (1.50, 11.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>11.94 (7.48, 16.41)</td>
<td>7.57 (3.05, 12.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aBaseline-3 months.

*bBaseline-9 months.
Figure 1. Difference in change in NRS walking pain and WOMAC function (baseline–3 months) between treatment groups for each potential continuous moderator. Negative values favor the intervention group. Solid line indicates the difference between the control and intervention arms. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. ASES: Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale (range 1-10; higher scores indicate greater self-efficacy); NRS: Numerical Rating Scale (range 0-10; lower scores indicate less pain); PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale (range 0 to 52; higher scores indicate greater catastrophizing); WOMAC: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index; ranges from 0 to 68, where lower scores indicate better function.
Figure 2. Difference in change in NRS walking pain and WOMAC function (baseline–9 months) between treatment groups for each potential continuous moderator. Negative values favor the intervention group. Solid line indicates the difference between the control and intervention arms. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence intervals. ASES: Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale (range 1-10; higher scores indicate greater self-efficacy); PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale (range 0-52; higher scores indicate greater catastrophizing); WOMAC: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (range 0-68, lower scores indicate better function).
Table 3. Results of the moderation analysis for continuous moderators for change in walking pain and physical function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderator</th>
<th>3 months</th>
<th>9 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>Intervention group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated moderator coefficient (95% CI)</td>
<td>Interaction (P value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in walking pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>0.02 (–0.04, 0.08)</td>
<td>–0.06 (–0.13, 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (pain)</td>
<td>0.11 (–0.13, 0.35)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.28, 0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain catastrophizing</td>
<td>–0.04 (–0.09, 0.01)</td>
<td>–0.04 (–0.09, 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>–0.02 (–0.09, 0.04)</td>
<td>–0.02 (–0.09, 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in physical function</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>–0.08 (–0.40, 0.23)</td>
<td>–0.21 (–0.58, 0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (pain)</td>
<td>0.96 (–0.35, 2.26)</td>
<td>1.67 (0.32, 3.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain catastrophizing</td>
<td>–0.14 (–0.39, 0.11)</td>
<td>–0.39 (–0.64, –0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>–0.08 (–0.44, 0.28)</td>
<td>–0.19 (–0.52, 0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) ASES: Arthritis Self-Efficacy Scale (range 1-10; higher scores indicate greater self-efficacy).

\( ^b \) PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale (range 0-52; higher scores indicate greater catastrophizing).

Discussion

Principal Findings

The aim of this study was to explore potential demographic and clinical moderators of the effect of an internet-delivered exercise, education, and PCST program for people with knee OA on changes in pain and physical function. We found that the effect of the intervention at 3 months differed by employment status and self-efficacy, such that the effect of the intervention on reductions in pain was greater among those who were employed and had higher self-efficacy for managing their pain at baseline. There was no evidence that any of the selected baseline variables moderated the effect of the intervention on changes in physical function at 3 months, and no evidence that any moderated the effect of the intervention on changes in pain or function at 9 months.

We found some evidence that employment status moderated the effect of the intervention on changes in walking pain at 3 months. Those who were currently employed had greater improvements in walking pain with the treatment compared to the control, whereas among those who were not employed there was no difference in changes on walking pain at 3 months between the intervention and control groups. Wright and colleagues [19] found that employment status did not significantly predict changes in pain or function after an exercise and/or manual therapy intervention for people with hip OA. However, they looked at predictors, rather than moderators, and used seven different categories to define employment status (ranging from “homemaker” to “full-time or part-time employment”) with a small number of participants in each group, which may have limited the study’s power. Being employed exposes people to a range of psychosocial environments and experiences (e.g., structured and meaningful use of time, opportunities to use new and existing skills, variety in tasks, and social contact outside of the home) that have been linked to decreases in emotional distress within chronic pain populations, independent of pain severity [27-29]. People who are employed may also be more motivated to improve so that they can continue working; furthermore, being employed has been associated with higher self-efficacy among people with chronic musculoskeletal pain [30,31], which may have contributed to greater reduction in pain with treatment at 3 months. However, there was no evidence that employment status moderated treatment effects on changes in pain at 9 months. The reasons for this are not clear, but support the longer-term effectiveness of this intervention for people who are employed or unemployed.

To our knowledge, no previous research has investigated self-efficacy as a potential moderator of an exercise or PCST intervention on outcomes in people with chronic pain conditions. Skou and colleagues [17] found that self-efficacy for managing pain at 3 months predicted pain and quality-of-life outcomes at 1 year among people with knee or hip OA who received an education and exercise intervention. However, they did not investigate whether baseline self-efficacy also predicted outcomes and only looked at predictors of outcomes, rather than moderators of the effect of treatment. According to Social Cognitive Theory [32], self-efficacy influences a person’s choice of effort and persistence in the face of adversity (eg, knee pain) [33]. As such, our findings make intuitive sense in that people who are more confident in their ability to succeed despite the presence of pain are more likely to experience greater improvements with a treatment program that emphasizes pain coping skills. However, there was no evidence that self-efficacy for managing pain moderated intervention effects on changes in pain at 9 months. Although the reasons for this are not clear, the results support the longer-term effectiveness of the intervention for people with either high or low self-efficacy at baseline.
In contrast to previous studies exploring moderators of PCST [15] and exercise [16], we found no evidence that age, BMI, expectation of treatment outcome, pain coping style, and education moderated the effect of the intervention relative to the control on changes in pain and function. In the literature, there appears to be some heterogeneity in moderators of treatment effects following exercise or PCST interventions for people with chronic pain conditions [34], which might be because of differences in intervention design or delivery across studies. Our intervention was unique in that it was remotely delivered and combined both physical and psychological interventions. Other studies involved face-to-face supervised exercise programs [16,35] or 10 sessions of PCST delivered face-to-face by nurse practitioners [15]. The exercise interventions of other studies also differed to ours, in which they investigated moderators of aquatic exercise for people with OA [16] or a combined intervention of dietary weight loss and exercise (combining aerobic and resistance training) [35]. In addition, our sample comprised fewer females who were also, on average, younger than those of previous studies [15,16,35]. These differences in delivery mode and frequency/type of exercise/PCST, as well as heterogeneity in sample characteristics and measures of outcomes or moderator variables, might explain the differences between our findings and the limited existing literature.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore moderators of the effect of internet-delivered care on outcomes for people with a chronic musculoskeletal condition. We found no evidence that age or level of education moderated the effect of internet-delivered care on changes in pain or function at 3 or 9 months. Similarly, previous studies found that age had no association with outcomes following an intervention involving behavioral treatment delivered via Skype for veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder [36,37]. Our recent survey also found that, among people with knee and/or hip OA, there was no evidence that age and level of education influenced interest in receiving exercise from a physical therapist via video [38]. These findings counter commonly held misconceptions of telehealth, namely that it may be most suitable for people who are younger and/or highly educated, and are therefore “technology savvy” [39,40]. Our findings suggest that people of varying ages, and those with high or low levels of education, benefited just as much with internet-delivered care. This study thus provides further support for an increased use of telehabilitation as an alternative model of service delivery for people with OA.

Our findings have a number of practical implications. Internet-delivered education, exercise, and PCST appears to be effective for a range of people with OA, including both men and women with varying educational backgrounds, of different ages, as well as those who are obese or normal weight. This suggests that the intervention does not need to be targeted at specific subgroups of patients. For greater improvements in pain at 3 months, or if services or resources are limited, service providers or physical therapists could consider using measures to screen for people with low self-efficacy for managing pain as a means of identifying potentially vulnerable patients who might need some additional support before receiving this kind of intervention or an alternative such as face-to-face care.

### Strengths and Limitations

This study has a number of strengths, including the robust study design (moderation/subgroup analysis using RCT data), the range of potential moderators included, the use of meaningful patient-reported clinical outcomes of pain and physical function, and the fact that we recruited participants from regional/remote and metropolitan areas across Australia. This study also has some limitations. Because the analyses in our study were exploratory in nature, our results should be interpreted with caution. For example, it is possible that some of the interactions in our analysis were nonsignificant due to lack of power rather than the absence of a significant effect. As such, further research is required to confirm our findings. Our intervention included multiple components (ie, Skype-delivered exercise in addition to PCST and online educational materials), so it is not possible to determine which treatment component interacts with each of the moderator variables. In addition, more than 75% of the people in the intervention arm of the study had completed some tertiary education and, therefore, our results may not be generalizable to people who are less educated.

### Conclusions

In summary, people who were employed and had higher self-efficacy at baseline were more likely to experience greater improvements in pain at 3 months after an internet-delivered exercise, education, and PCST program. This may be because people who are more confident in their ability to succeed despite the presence of pain are more likely to experience greater improvements with a treatment program that emphasizes self-management. There was no evidence of a difference in the effect across gender, educational level, expectation of treatment outcome, or across age, BMI, or tendency to catastrophize pain. This study provides further support for telerehabilitation as an alternative model of service delivery that is suitable for a broad range of people with OA. Further research is required to confirm our findings and identify moderators of the effect of exercise and PCST on long-term changes in pain and function, and also identify moderators of the effects of other modes of service delivery (eg, telephone-delivered care).
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Abstract

Background: Women significantly decrease their activity levels in the transition to motherhood. Digital health technologies are low cost, scalable, and can provide an effective delivery mechanism for behavior change. This is the first study that examines the use of videoconferencing and mobile apps to create exercise groups for mothers.

Objective: The aim of the study was to test the feasibility, acceptability, and effectiveness of an individually adaptive and socially supportive physical activity intervention incorporating videoconferencing and mobile apps for mothers.

Methods: The Moms Online Video Exercise Study was an 8-week, 2-armed, Web-based randomized trial comparing the effectiveness of a group exercise intervention with a waitlist control. Healthy mothers with at least 1 child under the age of 12 years were recruited through Facebook and email listservs. Intervention participants joined exercise groups using videoconferencing (Google Hangouts) every morning on weekdays and exercised together in real time, guided by exercise mobile apps (eg, Nike+, Sworkit) of their choice. Waitlist control participants had access to recommended mobile apps and an invitation to join an exercise group after the 8-week study period. Main outcomes assessed included changes in self-reported moderate, vigorous, and moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) minutes per week in aggregate and stratified by whether women met Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines for sufficient aerobic activity at baseline. Outcomes were measured through self-assessed Web-based questionnaires at baseline and 8 weeks.

Results: The intervention was effective at increasing exercise for inactive women and proved to be feasible and acceptable to all participants. A total of 64 women were randomized, 30 to intervention and 34 to control. Women attended 2.8 sessions per week. There was a strong, but not statistically significant, trend toward increasing moderate, vigorous, and MVPA minutes for all women. As hypothesized, in the prespecified stratum of women who were inactive at baseline (n=51), intervention participants significantly increased their activity by an average of 50 (95% CI 4.0-95.9, P=.03) MVPA minutes per week more than control participants. They had a corresponding statistically significant net increase of 19 (95% CI 3.2-34.8, P=.02) minutes of vigorous activity. Inactive women in the intervention arm also experienced promising reductions in depression, reporting a statistically significant net decrease in their depression score (−3.8, 95% CI −7.0 to −0.6; P=.02).

Conclusions: We found that a group exercise intervention using videoconferencing and mobile apps was a feasible and acceptable way to deliver a physical activity intervention to mothers. The intervention increased physical activity in inactive mothers. Further studies are needed to better establish how long these changes in physical activity can be maintained and whether these findings can be reproduced in a more diverse population.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02805140; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02805140 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6yYZwRveg)
mobile applications; videoconferencing; Internet; health promotion; exercise; social support; mothers; randomized controlled trial

Introduction

Background

Despite strong evidence of the health benefits of physical activity and decades of efforts to increase activity levels, almost half of the United States adult population fails to meet Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) exercise guidelines of 150 minutes of moderate or 75 minutes of vigorous exercise per week, and 70% of the population fails to meet the biweekly muscle strengthening guidelines [1-6]. One group with unique challenges to being sufficiently active is women with young children. Women significantly reduce their activity levels in the transition to motherhood [7-9]. Mothers are less likely to be active than fathers, women of the same age who do not have children, and compared with their own activity levels before having children [7]. The proportion of hours per week that mothers with young children are physically active has decreased by 14 hours per week in the past 45 years, whereas sedentary activities such as watching television and driving have increased by 6 hours per week [10]. This decrease in physical activity is not only a concern for the health of mothers but also for their potential impact on their children. Active mothers have a positive influence on the activity levels of their children [11-13]. In addition, when mothers exercise, they report being able to better manage the demands of raising children [14-17]. Due to mothers’ unique needs and risks, it is important that we design appropriate interventions to help mothers be more physically active.

Mothers experience a wide range of barriers to exercising including isolation, a lack of leisure time, lack of social support, lack of child care, lack of spousal support, and the need to put family obligations ahead of themselves [16-19]. Reviews suggest that 2 elements of effective physical activity interventions that can help overcome such barriers include (1) adapting to individual needs and (2) incorporating community-based social support [20,21]. Individually adaptive interventions are able to tailor to individuals’ needs, preferences, and contexts. Social support interventions often draw upon support and accountability that individuals within a network can provide one another. These elements have each been tested successfully in physical activity interventions with mothers, but their combined impact is not known [7]. Unfortunately, individually adaptive and group physical activity interventions can be costly and complicated to deliver, and in-person groups can be particularly inconvenient for mothers.

Digital technology interventions represent a convenient, cost-effective, and scalable delivery mechanism for providing socially supportive and individually adaptive interventions [22]. In the United States, 77% of the adult population owns a mobile phone, and this proportion continues to increase rapidly [23]. More than half of downloaded apps are in the health and fitness domain, yet few exercise apps incorporate evidence-based content [24-28]. Mothers, in particular, are heavy users of technology, and thus represent an important group to test evidence-based technology interventions [29]. Technology interventions have a growing evidence base for being effective at increasing activity, though this research is in its early stages [30-33]. Additionally, videoconferencing tools such as Google Hangouts and Skype have been tested for exercise video coaching but not as a way to bring participants, and mothers specifically, together for real-time exercise video groups [34].

Objectives

In this study, we assessed the feasibility and acceptability and estimated the effectiveness of a group physical activity intervention that incorporated videoconferencing and exercise mobile apps. This intervention relied on providing evidence-based elements of social support and individualization to increase physical activity in mothers.

Methods

Study Design

The Moms Online Video Exercise (MOVE) Study was an 8-week, 2-armed, parallel, Web-based randomized trial comparing the effectiveness of an intervention arm consisting of exercise groups that used videoconferencing and mobile apps with a waitlist control arm. We detailed our methods below and in an eHealth checklist (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Recruitment

We recruited participants using advertisements that included a link to our study website in parent-specific Facebook groups and email listservs. Participants were recruited from all over the country, though the recruiting efforts and time zones available were targeted to the West Coast. In addition to email and Facebook advertisements, all recruited participants were asked to share the advertisement with any relevant email listservs or Facebook groups and any individuals they thought might be interested. Once on the study website, women were able to sign up for an introductory phone call in which study staff reviewed study procedures and consent forms using DocuSign (DocuSign, California, USA) before enrollment began. Recruitment efforts took place between July 2016 and November 2016. Before recruitment, we received approval from the University of California, San Francisco Institutional Review Board (14-15344), and registered our trial with the Clinical Trials Registry (NCT02805140).

Participants

Our eligibility criteria stipulated that women needed to be between the ages of 18 and 60 years, speak and understand English, be able to give consent, and have at least 1 child under the age of 12 years. Enrolled women could not be pregnant or plan on being pregnant during the study period. Participants
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were also required to have access and understand how to operate 2 devices, one with vide conferencing capacity and one with mobile app capacity. These devices could include cell phones, computers, and smart tablets. Participants had to be capable of exercising safely, which was assessed using the validated Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [35]. We targeted women who were inactive (did not meet CDC physical activity guidelines), but hypothesized that even physically active women with young children might benefit from the intervention, and hence included them, but planned a priori to analyze them separately.

Protocol

Women who were eligible for the study were asked to complete one introductory phone call, a baseline survey, and a practice group exercise video session to be randomized. Informed consent was obtained by study staff in the introductory phone call, and consent forms were electronically signed during or after the call. In practice group video sessions, participants signed into Google hangouts, introduced themselves, and then opened up a mobile app to complete a short workout using the Johnson & Johnson mobile app 7-minute workout routine [36]. Participants who confirmed their continued interest in participating in the study and who completed a baseline survey were randomized to the intervention or waitlist control. All participants were provided with access to a list of recommended mobile exercise apps. Women randomized to the intervention were additionally assigned to a video exercise group at a time of their preference and provided an exercise prescription. The exercise prescription over 8 weeks for intervention participants consisted of 5 weekday video exercise sessions lasting between 5 and 30 minutes and varying in type (interval training, dance, yoga, etc) and intensity (low to high) depending on the participant’s choice of mobile app and associated routine for each session. Adherence to this prescription was monitored via self-report, and staff support was provided if needed via email. After the 8-week study period, all participants were asked to fill out end of study surveys. Women in the intervention arm were then given the option of continuing for an additional 8 weeks, whereas those in the waitlist control were invited to join an exercise group for 8 weeks. The main analysis included only data from the 8-week study period, during which the waitlist control participants were not participating in video sessions.

Before randomization, women were asked to pick a morning time slot that they could attend every weekday for 8 weeks. We offered exercise group time slots on the half hour from 6:00 AM to 9:30 AM Pacific Standard Time Zone (PST). Exercise group sizes ranged from 2 to 5 participants. We enrolled participants over a period of 5 months. Groups grew over time as new participants enrolled and those from the waitlist arm joined groups after their 8-week waiting period. Group sessions lasted no more than a total of 30 minutes, beginning with a check-in lasting up to 5 minutes. Participants had an individualized website that contained a link to their respective Google Hangouts video conferencing group calls and a tracking form that they filled out before each session (Multimedia Appendix 2). Women usually did their workouts while remaining on video to provide accountability (passive monitoring) and support (solidarity from working out simultaneously), much like having a “gym buddy.” We recommended freely available mobile apps and YouTube exercise videos routines that were updated on our study website as the study progressed (Multimedia Appendix 3). Participants were also encouraged to find exercise mobile apps and videos that were not on the list. Women were encouraged to individualize their choice of workout during a session, so participants in groups were often performing a wide range of workouts simultaneously. One of the study goals was to assess whether the hypothesized benefits in accountability and support would still be obtained while providing individual choice of workout routines. In addition to group exercise sessions, participants were connected to their group members via email primarily so they could communicate about planned or unplanned absences. Study staff monitored attendance via tracking forms that were filled out at each session and reached out to participants who had missed more than a week of workout sessions to check in over email.

Randomization

Participants were randomized using parallel arms, equal allocation (1:1), and block randomization (random block sizes of 2 and 4 participants). The randomization was stratified on the participant’s morning time slot of choice and the participant’s baseline activity status, a binary variable of whether they met CDC guidelines of 150+ moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) minutes per week. We stratified on these 2 factors to address potential confounding by baseline activity status and to ensure evenly sized intervention and control arms within time strata. Our statistician generated a stratified block random sequence using Stata 14 (StataCorp, Texas, USA) and stored it in Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap), a secure, Web-based database application hosted at the University of California, San Francisco [37]. The sequence was concealed from the primary investigator who used REDCap to reveal the computer-assigned randomization once participants were enrolled. The assignment was not blinded to investigators or participants.

Measures

Study Measurement Procedure

During the recruitment phase, participants filled out a screening survey to establish eligibility. Once eligibility was confirmed by study staff, participants were asked to complete a self-assessed baseline survey that included primary and secondary outcomes. At 8 weeks, all trial participants were asked to fill out self-assessed questionnaires with the same outcomes. Mothers who were randomized to the intervention arm were asked additional evaluation questions. All surveys were Web-based and completed online using Qualtrics (Qualtrics, Utah, USA) software.

Physical Activity

We assessed our primary outcome of physical activity using a self-assessed validated questionnaire, the Active Australia Survey [38,39]. Participants reported the frequency and duration of the past 7 days of activity in the following categories: walking (for at least half a mile), moderate activity (makes you breathe harder than normal), and vigorous activity (makes you sweat, etc).
out of breath). MVPA minutes per week were calculated by the sum of vigorous minutes multiplied by a factor of 2 plus the number of moderate minutes. The Active Australia Survey has good reliability and good validity compared with accelerometry and was found to be responsive to change in clinical trials [40,41]. Furthermore, it has been used in a number of physical activity trials with mothers [42,43].

Secondary Measures and Study Evaluation

We collected a self-report of weight. We assessed psychosocial measures specific to physical activity, which included social support for physical activity and physical activity self-efficacy [42,44,45]. We used Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS) short form measures for anxiety, sleep disturbance, depression, and fatigue, and converted summary scores into standardized T-scores [46]. PROMIS T-scores are a standardized score based on a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 using the reference population of a sample of the 2000 General Census [47-50]. We assessed participant adherence by monitoring their session attendance per week throughout their 8-week participation. Adherence took into account holiday weeks; the rate for the week excluding the holiday was applied to the whole holiday week. Acceptability was assessed through survey evaluation questions administered to participants in the intervention arm at the end of the study.

Statistical Analysis

We used an intention-to-treat analysis. We analyzed all women who completed baseline and 8-week surveys (complete cases) according to their randomization status. On the basis of our a priori hypothesis that inactive women would benefit most from the study, we analyzed results for all women who completed 8-week surveys, followed by an analysis stratified by whether women met CDC aerobic guidelines (150+ minutes of MVPA per week) at baseline. We used linear regression to compare changes in minutes per week of physical activity from baseline to 8 weeks across randomized arms for the following categories: MVPA, moderate, and vigorous minutes per week. We included the following additional covariates in our model: baseline value of the outcome and the timeslot at which women chose to join their sessions. Time was included as an 8-part variable (time slots from 6:00 AM to 9:30 AM PST) and included in the model using dummy variables. We did not include time as a covariate in models for women who met activity guidelines due to inadequate sample size. We used these same linear regression models and covariates to analyze secondary outcomes of changes in weight and psychosocial measures. We assessed recruitment and retention rates, adherence (measured by attendance of video sessions in the intervention arm), and acceptability (through questionnaire feedback from intervention participants). We carried out 4 sensitivity analyses for inactive and all mothers for the physical activity outcome measures of MVPA, moderate, and vigorous minutes per week. They included omitting time from the model, adjusting for total number of children which was imbalanced at baseline, replacing missing values assuming no change from baseline, and finally a “worst case scenario” where we replaced missing values with the respective randomization arm mean plus a standard deviation for control participants and minus a standard deviation for intervention participants. Our sample size was estimated based on informal pilot data where we found an average increase of 30 minutes per week (standard deviation of 15 minutes per week) in 5 adherent participants over 8 weeks using a single intervention arm. We calculated that we needed at least 32 participants to have 80% power (with alpha=0.05) to detect a 20-minute difference in MVPA minutes per week between randomization arms if attrition was less than 10%, and we assumed an increase of 10 minutes per week in the control arm. As we found that it was feasible to recruit more participants during the planned recruitment period, we exceeded the minimum number of participants we aimed to enroll based on these sample size calculations.

Results

Participant Characteristics

We randomized 64 participants who were recruited over 5 months (July 2016-November 2016), 30 were allocated to the intervention and 34 to the control arm (Figure 1). All participants completed baseline surveys in which the majority reported not meeting CDC activity guidelines (54/64, 84%). At the 8-week follow-up time (October 2016-January 2017), 3 out of 64 participants were unable to be contacted, 2 from the control arm and 1 from the intervention arm, resulting in an overall loss of 5% for all participants (in analyses stratified by baseline activity, this equated to a 6% (3/54) loss for the inactive group, to which all 3 missing participants belonged). Participants with complete data (n=61) were included in analyses of primary, secondary, adherence, and feasibility outcomes.

The mean age of all women enrolled in the trial (n=64) was 37 years, and on average, they had less than 2 children (Table 1). Participants were predominately married, white, and had a high level of education, the majority with a post-graduate degree. Most women worked full-time or part-time jobs.

Physical Activity

Mothers in the intervention arm (n=29) increased their mean number of MVPA minutes per week by 42.2 (95% CI −11.3 to 95.7, P=12) more minutes than mothers in the control arm (n=32), adjusted for baseline MVPA minutes per week and group time slot (Table 2). The intervention arm mothers increased moderate activity by 13.8 (95% CI −4.8 to 32.4, P=0.14) more minutes per week and vigorous activity by 13.2 (95% CI −7.3 to 33.8, P=0.20) more minutes per week.

Mothers who were inactive at baseline (n=51) increased their MVPA minutes per week by 50 (95% CI 4.0-95.9, P=0.03) more minutes in the intervention arm (n=23) compared with the control arm (n=28; see Table 2 and Figure 2). Inactive mothers at baseline assigned to the intervention arm increased their vigorous minutes per week by a net 19 (95% CI 3.2-34.8, P=0.02) minutes compared with the controls and increased their moderate activity minutes by 9.7 (95% CI −11.3 to 30.7, P=.36) min. In contrast, we found no statistically significant differences in physical activity outcomes across arms in mothers who were active at baseline (n=10).
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Post Hoc Sensitivity Analysis

Our sensitivity analyses indicated that our physical activity models for all and inactive mothers were neither sensitive to omitting exercise time slot as a covariate in the model nor to various strategies for imputing the values of missing data (n=3, see Methods for a description of the imputation approaches). However, the estimated effect of treatment on MVPA in inactive women was attenuated and no longer statistically significant after adjustment for how many children women had, a baseline variable which was imbalanced across randomization arms. Women had more children in the control arm, and having additional children was independently associated with lower activity levels. However, the significant treatment effect on vigorous activity in inactive women was not sensitive to adjustment for this imbalance in number of children across arms (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Secondary Outcomes

We examined changes in several secondary outcomes: weight, social support for physical activity, physical activity self-efficacy, and 4 health-related quality of life measures (Table 3). Among women who were inactive at baseline, the intervention arm lost 2 (95% CI −4.2 to 0.2) more kilograms than the control arm ($P=0.07$). Social support for physical activity increased more for women in the intervention arm than in the control arm ($P=0.04$). The difference in physical activity self-efficacy changes across trial arms was not statistically significant ($P=0.80$).

Women in the intervention arm compared with the control arm did not experience statistically significant changes in the health-related quality of life measures of sleep, anxiety, fatigue, or depression across the 8 weeks. In stratified analyses, inactive women had a greater decrease in their depression score, a statistically significant difference of $-3.8$ (95% CI $-7.0$ to $-0.6$, $P=0.02$).

Adherence and Acceptability

Women in the intervention arm (n=30) attended 2.8 group video sessions per week on average for over 8 weeks. The attendance had a standard deviation of 1.17 and a skewed distribution with a median of 3.5. Participants attended 3.3 sessions per week in the first half of the study and 2.4 sessions per week in the second half. Moreover, 5 participants from the intervention arm did not complete the entire 8 weeks, though all, except 1, completed end-of-study assessments. Women reported multiple reasons for noncompletion, including work, ill health, and lack of sleep.

**Figure 1.** Participant flow diagram. One participant declined to participate after randomization to the intervention arm, and that same participant did not complete end-of-study assessments. For our main analysis, we included complete cases (n=61); we also completed 2 sensitivity analyses to assess the possible effects of missing data that included all randomized participants (n=64).
Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control (n=34)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Intervention (n=30)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s age in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>36.8 (6.5)</td>
<td>37.3 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s age in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.9 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.8)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married or living as married</td>
<td>29 (88)</td>
<td>28 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>1 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated or divorced</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latina</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more races&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5 (15)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>22 (65)</td>
<td>21 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>17 (50)</td>
<td>18 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed</td>
<td>9 (27)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time</td>
<td>7 (21)</td>
<td>6 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
<td>9 (27)</td>
<td>10 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post college degree</td>
<td>24 (71)</td>
<td>19 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently breastfeeding, n (%)</td>
<td>15 (44)</td>
<td>12 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity in minutes per week, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to vigorous</td>
<td>59.1 (80.1)</td>
<td>89.5 (112.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigorous</td>
<td>13.5 (29.6)</td>
<td>24 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>32.1 (38.2)</td>
<td>41.5 (50.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; (kg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;), mean SD</td>
<td>24.1 (3.3)</td>
<td>25.6 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity measures in score, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity self-efficacy</td>
<td>3.5 (0.7)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity social support</td>
<td>2.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>2.1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMIS&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; measures in T-score&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>48.2 (6.8)</td>
<td>48.7 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>57.7 (7.6)</td>
<td>57 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>60.0 (8.7)</td>
<td>59.4 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>50.4 (9.2)</td>
<td>51.9 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> We used stratified randomization (time and baseline activity status), which resulted in intervention and control arms of unequal sizes.

<sup>b</sup> One person (from control arm) chose not to answer.

<sup>c</sup> Race/ethnicity—Two or more races category includes the following (n): Latina/white (1), Latina/Middle Eastern (1), Middle Eastern/white (3), Asian/white (2), American Indian/white (1), Mixed race-not specified (1).

<sup>d</sup> BMI: body mass index.
Table 2. Changes in minutes of physical activity over 8 weeks by randomization arm and differences in changes across randomization arms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>8-week change in physical activity minutes per week (95% CI)</th>
<th>Difference across arms in 8-week changes (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control arm</td>
<td>Intervention arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All mothers (n=61)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−7.3 (−43.7 to 29.2)</td>
<td>34.9 (−3.4 to 73.2)</td>
<td>42.2 (−11.3 to 95.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigorous</td>
<td>0.9 (−13.0 to 14.9)</td>
<td>14.2 (−0.5 to 28.8)</td>
<td>13.2 (−7.3 to 33.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>−8.2 (−21.0 to 4.5)</td>
<td>5.6 (−7.8 to 19)</td>
<td>13.8 (−4.8 to 32.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive mothers (n=51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.5 (−29.3 to 32.2)</td>
<td>51.4 (17.5-85.4)</td>
<td>50.0 (4.0-95.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigorous</td>
<td>−0.1 (−10.7 to 10.4)</td>
<td>18.9 (7.2-30.5)</td>
<td>19.0 (3.2-34.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>2.8 (−11.2 to 16.8)</td>
<td>12.5 (−3 to 27.9)</td>
<td>9.7 (−11.3 to 30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active mothers (n=10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>−9.1 (−204 to 185.8)</td>
<td>−68.1 (−225.5 to 89.3)</td>
<td>−59.0 (−315.9 to 197.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigorous</td>
<td>10.8 (−81.8 to 103.3)</td>
<td>−5.5 (−81.0 to 70.0)</td>
<td>−16.3 (−135.9 to 103.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>−65.3 (−110.6 to −20.0)</td>
<td>−34.0 (−70.5 to 2.5)</td>
<td>31.3 (−28.7 to 91.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Adjusted for baseline value of outcome and exercise time slot of choice for all mothers and inactive mothers. Adjusted for baseline value of outcome for active mothers.

<sup>b</sup>Difference of the within-group change for intervention versus control arm.

<sup>c</sup>MVPA: moderate to vigorous physical activity.

Figure 2. Moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) minutes per week at baseline and 8 weeks for inactive (n=51) and active (n=10) women. MVPA minutes are calculated as follows: moderate minutes+(2×vigorous minutes). Unadjusted minutes of MVPA per week at baseline are in dark gray and at 8 weeks in light gray.
Table 3. Differences across randomization arms in changes in secondary outcomes over 8 weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>All mothers (n=61)</th>
<th>Inactive mothers (n=51)</th>
<th>Active mothers (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment effect</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Treatment effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss (kg)</td>
<td>-1.6 (-3.7 to 0.6)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-2.0 (-4.2 to 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity social support</td>
<td>0.3 (0.0-0.6)</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>0.2 (-0.1 to 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity self efficacy</td>
<td>0.0 (-0.3 to 0.2)</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>-0.1 (-0.3 to 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMIS\textsuperscript{d} measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression\textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>-3.0 (-5.9 to 0.0)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-3.8 (-7.0 to -0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbance\textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>-1.3 (-3.8 to 1.2)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>-1.2 (-4.0 to 1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue\textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>-1.1 (-5.1 to 2.8)</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>-1.6 (-5.6 to 2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety\textsuperscript{e}</td>
<td>-1.1 (-4.5 to 2.2)</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>-1.3 (-5.2 to 2.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Adjusted for baseline value of outcome and exercise time slot of choice.  
\textsuperscript{b}Adjusted for baseline value of outcome for active mothers. 
\textsuperscript{c}Higher scores indicate a more optimal outcome. 
\textsuperscript{d}PROMIS: Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System. 
\textsuperscript{e}Lower scores indicate a more optimal outcome.

Textbox 1. Satisfaction with the Moms Online Video Exercise (MOVE) intervention—participants’ qualitative survey assessments.

**Things we liked best**
- “That it got me doing SOMETHING physical which I really, really needed.”
- “I liked having the time set out for me to do the workout and having other people ‘keeping me company.’ That was a HUGE motivator.”
- “Creating a structured time for myself and following through.”
- “Loved the group motivation.”
- “Working out from home, having accountability, the “come as you are” mentality, the other gals were great!”
- “I discovered that 15 minutes of morning exercise made my body feel better immediately and often for the rest of the day.”
- “The workouts. You really can notice results with 15 minutes per day.”
- “The ‘live’ nature of the sessions.”
- “Knowing that there were other moms in the same boat as me.”
- “Having a program to participate in created more support from [my] partner around exercise.”

**Things we would change**
- “Some way to help push yourself to increasingly challenging programs in a measured way.”
- “More workout options.”
- “Offer more flexibility in the time.”
- “Better introductions when a new person starts.”
- “It would be nice to be able to join a later group if we can’t make our regularly scheduled group.”

The majority of mothers (86%) expressed satisfaction (extremely or somewhat satisfied) with the intervention. All mothers said they would recommend it to a friend, either certainly (96%) or maybe (4%). Mothers reported that the most significant impact from their participation was increasing their fitness levels (36%), being a good role model for their kids (14%), improving mood (11%), and feeling better about their body (7%). The most frequently (sometimes and often) used apps and YouTube videos included Sworkit, Yoga YouTube videos, Johnson and Johnson, and Nike+. All women reported feeling a benefit after sessions, for example, “energized,” “great!,” and “proud.” A little less than half of the women in the intervention arm (42.9%) reported increasing their activity levels outside of the study and described these increases as: “The kids wanted to start doing more yoga (Cosmic Kids on YouTube) and dance parties as a family” and “I had more energy to do other activities throughout the day.” Most women reported that their biggest barriers to attendance were lack of sleep, family commitments, and work.
commitments. Most women (78%) reported in the survey that their commitment to the group and the expectation that others would be there and rely on them being present were the main motivators to attending sessions. In open survey responses to why participants liked the study, most listed social support, accountability, and convenience as their favorite features, as well as ones they would like further strengthened in future iterations of the program (Textbox 1).

Discussion

Summary of Results

The MOVE trial assessed an exercise group intervention using videoconferencing and mobile apps for mothers over an 8-week period through a randomized controlled design. The intervention was feasible and acceptable to participants. There was a trend toward increasing MVPA, moderate, and vigorous minutes of physical activity per week for all women, although this did not reach statistical significance. As hypothesized, women in the prespecified stratum who were inactive at baseline statistically significantly increased their MVPA minutes by an average of 50 minutes per week more in the intervention arm. A corresponding statistically significant increase of 19 minutes of vigorous activity drove the increase in total MVPA minutes per week for inactive women.

Feasibility and Acceptability

Digital tools were the driving force behind the feasibility and acceptability of this intervention. Recruitment, enrollment, data collection, and intervention delivery were all conducted remotely using technology, which was convenient for participants and study staff. Programs that can adapt to the individual context of their participants and ones that provide strong social support have proved effective at increasing physical activity [20,21]. The digital tools we used helped us address individual needs of participants while creating a socially supportive exercise space. Mobile apps allowed participants to choose short, and often, vigorous workouts, which could be customized to individual abilities and interests. Using mobile exercise apps provided participants with a way of efficiently exercising without having to make major changes to their existing routines. Women exercised from the convenience of their home at the time of their choosing, usually alongside their children. The videoconferencing tools helped create a supportive social group, which enabled women to check in face-to-face regularly, and facilitated accountability. Simultaneous exercise sessions also provided a sense of solidarity, even when the individual exercise routines were not coordinated within groups.

The participants’ enthusiasm for the program was important in the early recruitment efforts, where participants shared study advertisements with multiple types of mother support group networks, and in the retention of participants who almost uniformly filled out end of study surveys, even if they no longer were able to participate in sessions. Many physical activity trials for mothers require fairly high time commitments from participants, primarily through coaching and education in person [43,51,52], remotely via telephone and texts [53,54] or both [55]. Participants’ time in this study went almost entirely toward exercising. Participants reported a strong appreciation for the convenience and flexibility of the intervention, which are particularly important features for mothers of young children who report feeling overwhelmed and unable to prioritize their own self-care [15,17-19,56]. Accordingly, our retention rates of 94% to 95% were higher than rates for 2 comparable technology trials on physical activity with mothers at equivalent time points of 86% at 1 month [53], 87% at 13 weeks [55], and among the highest of physical activity trials with mothers [43,51,52,54]. The high feasibility and acceptability of this trial has implications for future Internet physical activity trials targeting mothers.

Effectiveness

Randomized trials of physical activity with mothers have mixed results. Some trials have found statistically significant increases in physical activity [43,51-53,55], whereas others report nonstatistically significant changes [54]. There is great heterogeneity in the types of interventions delivered and even inconsistency in the definition of MVPA. Some studies use a simple equation [moderate + vigorous = MVPA], whereas others use a vigorous enhanced equation [moderate + vigorous × 2 = MVPA] as used in these analyses. Moreover, 2 comparable randomized technology trials of physical activity with mothers that incorporated technology found statistically significant increases in MVPA minutes in the range of the increases we found in inactive women [53,55]. One trial that utilized a physical activity website with resources, pedometers, and telephone counselors to provide motivational interviewing to help mothers incrementally work up to a goal of 150 MVPA found an increase of 92 MVPA minutes per week for mothers of babies 3+ months comparable with our difference of 50 MVPA minutes per week using the vigorous enhanced equation; a second trial that had mothers set their own exercise goals and provided support in meeting these goals over 13 weeks via individually tailored text messages found an increase of 49 MVPA minutes per week comparable with our difference of 30 MVPA minutes per week using the simple equation. These 2 studies were larger and longer and they differed from this study in that they had a large coaching component, did not include any group social support, and did not use apps or videoconferencing tools. Changes in vigorous minutes were not disaggregated from MVPA minutes per week in either of these studies.

Secondary Findings

In addition to the increases in physical activity, we observed improvements in several secondary measures. Social support specific to physical activity increased for mothers in this trial. Mothers have a uniquely challenging set of barriers to physical activity. Our participants reported that they were motivated to show up for one another (social support), and the presence of other mothers re-enforced their own capacity to exercise consistently (self-efficacy). We observed a statistically significant decrease in depression among inactive women in the intervention arm across the trial period. The increases in physical activity and social support that we observed could both contribute to decreased depression [4,57]. These are mechanisms that could be tested individually and synergistically in future trials.
Limitations

Our digital tools helped create an efficient recruiting process; however, our recruitment and enrollment strategies and inclusion criteria resulted in a sample that was not representative of the United States population. Our requirements of completing a phone call, survey, and a practice video session before randomization could have produced a sample that was more adherent than the general population. Furthermore, recruitment strategies that targeted mothers’ groups through Facebook and email as well as the inclusion criteria that required an ability to own and use 2 devices while potentially caring for a child could have contributed to our sample consisting primarily of women who were highly educated, married, white, of an older age at first child, and typically lived in large cities on the West Coast. Future trials are needed to test whether this type of intervention could be replicated in a more diverse population.

We relied on a self-report measure of physical activity, which though validated and widely used, could have introduced bias. Participants and investigators were not blinded to their randomization status, which could have also introduced bias. Our sample size limited our ability to fully explore the differences in outcomes by baseline activity status. In particular, the group of mothers who were physically active at baseline was quite small (n=10). Although our results clearly suggest that this type of intervention is most likely to benefit mothers who are inactive, it would be premature to conclude, based on our data, that this approach does not benefit all mothers.

In post hoc sensitivity analyses, we found that our model was neither sensitive to the removal of exercise time slot nor to 2 imputation strategies to address missing data. However, we did find that our results for MVPA among inactive women were sensitive to adjustment for number of children, which was imbalanced at baseline. In contrast, results for vigorous activity retained statistical significance, suggesting that our intervention may be most effective at increasing higher intensity activity. Although the imbalance resulted by chance in this small sample, stratification of the randomization by number of children could be worth exploring in future studies in this population.

We were unable to test a longer intervention due to limited resources, and we could not assess whether the intervention effect could be maintained over a longer time due to our waitlist design. In addition, we were unable to fully disentangle the impact of videoconferencing separate from the impact of mobile apps. The waitlist group participated in a required initial videoconferencing session using a mobile app and was given access to the recommended list of apps, which suggests that the videoconferencing drove the difference between randomization arms; however, the intervention arm additionally had a specific prescription of exercise as well as support and monitoring by study staff to meet the prescription, which limits our ability to attribute any differences solely to videoconferencing.

Conclusions

This study suggests that technology can be used to create an individualized physical activity intervention with social support using a scalable and cost-effective delivery mechanism for mothers. There is great excitement in the use of new technology to solve old problems; however, often new technology alone cannot overcome the barriers to behavior change. We utilized technology to deliver evidence-based components of individualization and social support in a physical activity program that was convenient and compelling for our busy participants. To our knowledge, this is the first study that examines the use of videoconferencing paired with exercise mobile apps to create exercise groups. We found that using videoconferencing and mobile apps was a feasible and acceptable way to deliver a physical activity group intervention for mothers. Furthermore, we showed our intervention increased physical activity in inactive mothers. Further studies are needed to better establish how long these changes in physical activity can be maintained and whether these findings can be reproduced in a more diverse population.
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Abstract

Background: Noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) account for 70% of all deaths in a year globally. The four main NCDs are cardiovascular diseases, cancers, chronic pulmonary diseases, and diabetes mellitus. Fifty percent of persons with NCD do not adhere to prescribed treatment; in fact, adherence to lifestyle interventions is especially considered as a major challenge. Smartphone apps permit structured monitoring of health parameters, as well as the opportunity to receive feedback.

Objective: The aim of this study was to review and assess the effectiveness of app-based interventions, lasting at least 3 months, to promote lifestyle changes in patients with NCDs.

Methods: In February 2017, a literature search in five databases (EMBASE, MEDLINE, CINAHL, Academic Research Premier, and Cochrane Reviews and Trials) was conducted. Inclusion criteria was quantitative study designs including randomized and nonrandomized controlled trials that included patients aged 18 years and older diagnosed with any of the four main NCDs. Lifestyle outcomes were physical activity, physical fitness, modification of dietary habits, and quality of life. All included studies were assessed for risk of bias using the Cochrane Collaboration’s risk of bias tool. Meta-analyses were conducted for one of the outcomes (glycated hemoglobin, HbA¹c) by using the estimate of effect of mean post treatment with SD or CI. Heterogeneity was tested using the I² test. All studies included in the meta-analyses were graded.

Results: Of the 1588 records examined, 9 met the predefined criteria. Seven studies included diabetes patients only, one study included heart patients only, and another study included both diabetes and heart patients. Statistical significant effect was shown in HbA¹c in 5 of 8 studies, as well in body weight in one of 5 studies and in waist circumference in one of 3 studies evaluating these outcomes. Seven of the included studies were included in the meta-analyses and demonstrated significantly overall effect on HbA¹c on a short term (3-6 months; P=.02) with low heterogeneity (I²=41%). In the long term (10-12 months), the overall effect on HbA¹c was statistical significant (P=.009) and without heterogeneity (I²=0%). The quality of evidence according to Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation was low for short term and moderate for long term.
Conclusions: Our review demonstrated limited research of the use of smartphone apps for NCDs other than diabetes with a follow-up of at least 3 months. For diabetes, the use of apps seems to improve lifestyle factors, especially to decrease HbA1c. More research with long-term follow-up should be performed to assess the effect of smartphone apps for NCDs other than diabetes.

**KEYWORDS**
smartphone; telemedicine; noncommunicable diseases; lifestyle; diet; exercise

### Introduction

Noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) account for as much as 70% of all deaths globally [1]. The four main NCDs are cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), cancers, chronic pulmonary diseases, and diabetes mellitus (DM), which all share the same behavioral risk factors: physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, tobacco use, and harmful use of alcohol [1]. Lifestyle changes toward a more healthy behavior are of great importance in both prevention and treatment of these NCDs [2-5].

Adherence to treatment is the most important modifiable factor that compromises treatment outcome. Traditionally, adherence has focused on medication, which also is reflected in the World Health Organization’s (WHO) definition of adherence; “the extent to which the patient follows medical instructions” [6]. However, adherence also encompasses numerous health-related behaviors such as smoking cessation and changes in physical activity (PA), exercise, or diet, which are considered as a major challenge in treatment of NCDs [6]. Usually the interventions designed to promote healthy behavior are conducted as face-to-face modes of delivery, and their mainly short-term effectiveness has been extensively documented in a number of systematic reviews [7-10]. One reason of the inconclusive long-term results are probably lack of systematic follow-up and monitoring, which are crucial elements of all effective health behavior change [11].

Feedback seems to be essential for success in behavioral change [12]. Modern technology such as electronic devices permits structured monitoring of important health parameters and follow-up of patients with NCD [13]. A meta-analyses (n=43,200) documented that mixed mode of delivery interventions where traditional behavioral change techniques (BCTs) were used together with dedicated digital tools were more effective than traditional techniques for behavioral change alone [12]. Another meta-analyses (n=20,000) supports this and concludes that tailored Web-based interventions was significantly more effective in improving health outcomes compared with nontailored Web-based interventions [14]. Although several interventions such as Web portals, SMS text messaging (short message service, SMS), and phone calls to improve health for patients with NCDs are promising [15-19], smartphone technology has been emphasized because of its possibility to monitor and follow-up patients’ health from anywhere at any time [20].

Thus, the purpose of this systematic review was to examine the effectiveness of interventions with smartphone apps, lasting at least 3 months, to promote lifestyle changes such as PA, physical fitness, modification of dietary habits, and quality of life (QoL) in patients with NCDs.

### Methods

#### Reporting Standards

This systematic review and its procedures were planned, conducted, and reported in accordance to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidance. The review protocol was registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews, registration number CRD42017057796.

#### Inclusion Criteria

Randomized and nonrandomized clinical trials with a minimum of 3-months follow-up that evaluated the effect of interventions with apps aiming to monitor PA and/or dietary habits were considered for inclusion. Patients had to be aged 18 years or above and diagnosed with CVD, cancer, chronic pulmonary disease, or DM. Case series with 10 or less participants were not included. If change of lifestyle was not the main goal of the intervention, studies were excluded. Due to limited resources for translation, the review was restricted to publications in Norwegian and English.

#### Outcome Measures

Primary outcomes of interest were PA, physical fitness, modification of dietary habits, and/or QoL. Regarding PA and physical fitness, the following measures were considered relevant: steps, self-reported minutes in activity, self-reported minutes of exercise, maximal oxygen consumption, 6-min walk test, shuttle walk tests, and submaximal physical fitness tests. Regarding effect on modification of dietary habits, measures included body weight, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c). Both generic and disease-specific QoL questionnaires were evaluated.

#### Search Strategy

Five databases (EMBASE, MEDLINE, CINAHL, Academic Research Premier, and Cochrane Reviews and Trials) were systematically searched for relevant studies with help from a research librarian. Boolean operators were used to expand, exclude, or join keywords in the search using the terms “AND” and “OR.” Articles published before February 23, 2017 in English were included in this systematic review. The search strategy of each database is listed in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Selection of Studies

Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flowchart of reviewed and included studies.

The first author conducted the database search assisted by a research librarian. After conducting the search, duplicates were removed, and 2 authors independently reviewed title and abstract of all studies. We kept relevant reviews to hand screen the reference lists in case some articles got lost in the initial search. Disagreements between the two authors conducting the title and abstract review were discussed until a consensus was reached. All the studies that met the inclusion criteria went through a full-text screening process by two reading pairs. The first author reviewed all the studies. In the full-text screening phase, we hand screened the reference lists of all reviews, and we also screened the study characteristics of the included studies in the reviews. Additional studies were identified for inclusion to full-text screening. In case of disagreement in this phase, the other reading pair contributes to achieve consensus. In case of uncertainty related to the intervention used in some of the studies, we contacted authors. In addition, phone developers’ own description was used if there was any uncertainty whether the phones were smartphones or not.

The first author extracted data from the studies. In studies with more than one intervention arm, data from the most intervening arm were extracted [21,22]. This was done to make the interventions in the different studies as homogeneous as possible. Data extracted from the studies included authors, year, country, study design, patient group (sample size and disease), inclusion criteria, details of the interventions, outcomes, and results.

Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram of reviewed and included studies.
**Quality Assessment**

In total, five reviewers (two reading pairs and first author reading all papers) independently assessed each included study for risk of bias (high, low, or unclear) using the Cochrane Collaboration’s risk of bias tool [23]. Again, the other reading pair assisted to reach consensus if necessary. Regarding scoring the different studies with respect to “selective reporting,” we followed the judging criteria given by Cochrane Collaboration and read all protocols available in clinical trials or in journals.
if published. The results of the risk of bias assessment were then exported to the software RevMan, version 5.3 [24] to create visual representation of the publication (Figure 2). Difficulty in scoring some of the studies was handled by reading the protocol if published, either in paper or in Clinical Trials and/or by contacting study authors.

Data Synthesis and Statistical Analyses
After the first author had extracted data from the studies, all authors evaluated the preliminary results of the review. Meta-analyses were performed based on sufficient homogeneity across most of the included studies with regard to disease (DM) and primary outcome (HbA1c). One meta-analysis for short-term effect (3-6 months) and one for long-term effect (10-12 months) were performed. In the end, all studies included in the meta-analyses were evaluated using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) [25].

Meta-analyses were conducted by using estimate of effect of mean posttreatment HbA1c values for both intervention and control group with SD. In studies where mean change were the only presented result [26,27], we used this in addition to SD for both groups. If only CIs were presented, we calculated SD. In one study [27], both adjusted and nonadjusted estimate of effect were presented. We chose to use the adjusted estimate as authors reported this as results. To carry out the meta-analyses, we pooled studies based on length of the interventions. Heterogeneity was tested using the I² test. Forest plot were constructed to visualize the results. All analyses were performed with RevMan version 5.3 software, with double entry of the estimate of effect.

Results
Study Selection
Our search results are summarized in the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1). A total of 1588 studies were identified. Duplicates were removed, leaving 1228 studies to screen. After screening title and abstracts, 1181 papers were excluded for not meeting the inclusion criteria, leaving 47 studies for full-text review. On the basis of the full-text review, 6 studies were included in this review. From a hand search of review paper references and study characteristics in the reviews, an additional 5 studies were identified as potentially eligible, of which 3 studies were included. In total, 9 studies were included in the systematic review and 8 were eligible for meta-analysis [21,22,26-31]. One study [28] was not included in the meta-analysis because of poor outcome reporting and lack of response on email.

Study Characteristics
The characteristics of the included studies are presented in Table 1. Six of the included studies included patients with DM type 2 only [21,22,27,30]. One study included both type 1 and type 2 DM [31], 1 study included patients with DM type 2 or CVD (ischemic heart disease and/or heart failure) [26], and 1 study included patients with myocardial infarction [32]. Four studies were carried out in Europe [21,26,27,32], 3 in North- and East America [22,28,30], and 2 in Asia [29,31]. Study duration ranged from 3 months to 1 year of follow up; 3 months (n=3) [28,29,31], 6 months (n=2) [30,32], 10 months (n=1) [27], and 1 year (n=3) [21,22,26]. All the included studies had a control group, where 6 studies involved “usual care” or “standard medical care” as control. Two of the included studies gave the control group part of the intervention, whereas one of them received a simplified smartphone app with drug adherence e-diary [32], and the other received health coaching [30]. One study did not describe what the control group received [28].

Intervention Characteristics
An overview of the characteristics of the interventions used in included studies is presented in Table 2. All the included studies [21,22,26-32] used apps where it was possible to register blood glucose data. All studies had registration of lifestyle factors, whereas 6 studies registered exercise and/or PA in the app [21,26,27,29,30,32] and/or registration of dietary habits [21,22,28-31]. Patients in all studies monitored themselves on lifestyle factors and clinical measurements. In 7 of the studies [22,26-31], health personal and/or researchers monitored them as well. Patients received feedback based on what they had registered in the app, whereas 4 of the studies had automatic feedback [21,22,28,32], 3 studies had individualized feedback [26,30,31], 1 study had automatic feedback and individualized if warranted [27], and 1 study had both automatic and individualized [29]. In 6 of the included studies, they had additional support to the app [21,22,26-28,30]; however, the app was the main part of the intervention.

Risk of Bias Within Studies
There was high risk of bias in all the included studies (Figure 2). Six of the studies were registered in clinical trials [21,22,26,30-32]. All of them reported on more outcomes than registered. The additional outcomes were not exclusively positive. The reason might be not updating the study protocol rather than selective outcome reporting. Therefore, they got “low risk of bias” on “selective reporting” score. The three other studies were neither registered in clinical trials nor published elsewhere [27-29]. However, the published reports included all expected outcomes, and therefore, they were all given “low risk of bias.”

Effects of Smartphone App
An overview of effects of apps on lifestyle factors including physical fitness, PA, modification of dietary habits, and QoL is presented Table 1. Five of 8 studies evaluating HbA1c reported statistical significant differences between groups in favor of the intervention groups [22,27-29,31]. One of 3 studies evaluating waist circumference reported a statistical significant effect between groups in favor of the intervention group [26]. Additionally, 1 study reported a statistical significant within group change for the intervention group [30]. One of 5 studies evaluating body weight reported statistical significant differences between groups in favor of the intervention group [27], and 2 studies reported a statistical significant change in body weight within the intervention groups [26,30].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design and study duration</th>
<th>Reference (year), country</th>
<th>Sample size; disease</th>
<th>Intervention group (IG) or control group (CG)</th>
<th>Outcomes of interest</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-arm randomized controlled trial (RCT), multicenter, 12 months</td>
<td>Holmen et al (2014), Norway [21]</td>
<td>N=151; Diabetes mellitus (DM) type 2</td>
<td>IG 1: app to increase self-management; IG 2: IG 1 + five health counseling sessions by a diabetes nurse; CG: usual care</td>
<td>Glycated hemoglobin (HbA₁c), Weight, Health-related quality of life (HRQoL; 36-item short form survey, SF-36), Lifestyle change (dietary and physical activity)</td>
<td>No statistical differences between groups (NS) in outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-arm RCT, multicenter, 6 months</td>
<td>Johnston et al (2016), Sweden [32]</td>
<td>N=174; Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>IG: app to register information about drug adherence, exercise, weight, smoking, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and blood glucose; CG: simplified app with drug adherence e-diary</td>
<td>HRQoL (SF-36), Body weight, Waist circumference</td>
<td>NS in outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-arm RCT, 12 months</td>
<td>Karhula et al (2015), Finland [26]</td>
<td>N=519; Heart disease patients (ischemic and/or heart failure) or DM type 2</td>
<td>IG: app with health coaching and self-monitoring of health parameters; CG: usual care</td>
<td>HbA₁c, Body weight, Waist circumference</td>
<td>Diabetics: Change in waist circumference, ( P=0.01 ); IG: −2.03, 95% CI (−2.76 to −1.29), CG: −0.29, 95% CI (−1.47 to 0.9); NS in other outcomes of interest; Heart patients: NS in all outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-arm RCT, 10 months</td>
<td>Orsama et al (2013), Finland [27]</td>
<td>N=53; DM type 2</td>
<td>IG: app for monitoring and remote reporting of diabetes health-related parameters; CG: usual care</td>
<td>HbA₁c, Body weight</td>
<td>Change in HbA₁c, ( P=0.02 ); IG: −0.4, 95% CI (−0.67 to −0.14), CG: 0.004, 95% CI (−0.35 to 0.36); Change in body weight, ( P=0.02 ); IG: −2.1 kg, 95% CI (−3.6 to −0.6), CG: 0.4 kg, 95% CI (−1.1 to 1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-arm RCT, multicenter, 3 months</td>
<td>Quinn et al (2008), Maryland, United States [28]</td>
<td>N=30; DM type 2</td>
<td>IG: app with monitoring of health parameters; CG: not mentioned</td>
<td>HbA₁c</td>
<td>Change in HbA₁c, ( P=0.04 ); IG: −2.03%, CG: −0.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-arm cluster RCT, 12 months</td>
<td>Quinn et al (2011), Maryland, United States [22]</td>
<td>N=163; DM type 2</td>
<td>IG 1: app allowing patients to enter diabetes self-care data. Web portal that augmented the app. Health providers had access to analyzed patient data; IG 2: as IG 1, but in the Web portal, health providers had access to unanalyzed patient data; IG 3: as IG 2, but the health providers had only access to patient data if the patients chose to share it; CG: usual care</td>
<td>HbA₁c, Body mass index (BMI)</td>
<td>Change in HbA₁c, ( P=0.001 ); 95% CI change in IG: −2.3 to −1.5, CG: −1.1 to −0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-arm RCT, 3 months</td>
<td>Waki et al (2014), Japan [29]</td>
<td>N=54; DM type 2</td>
<td>IG: app aiming to increase self-management; CG: usual care, continue their self-care regimen</td>
<td>HbA₁c, Body mass index (BMI)</td>
<td>Change in HbA₁c, ( P=0.015 ); IG: −0.4%, CG: 0.1%; NS in other outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results of interest

Intervention group (IG) or control group (CG)

Sample size; disease
Study design and study duration
Reference (year), country

IG: app monitoring health parameters; CG: usual care

HbA1c, Body weight, BMI, Waist circumference

Change in HbA1c, P<.01, IG: −1.95%, CG: −0.79%; NS in other outcomes of interest.

aOutcome in italics indicate primary outcome in the study.

bResults are reported as difference between groups (P value) and as mean change in each group in accordance what is used by the authors.

Table 2. Intervention characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone app</th>
<th>Logging lifestyle factors</th>
<th>Clinical measurements logging</th>
<th>Monitoring personnel</th>
<th>Education or information</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th>Additional supporta</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karhula et al (2015) [26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BP, Weight, BG (diabetics)</td>
<td>Patient, Health-coach</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Individualized via telephone every 4-6 weeks</td>
<td>✓ (2,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orsama et al (2013) [27]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BP, Weight, BG</td>
<td>Patient, Study nurses</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Automatic, Individualized if warranted</td>
<td>✓ (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn et al (2011) [22]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Patient, Health care provider</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>✓ (2,3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waki et al (2014) [29]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BG, BP, Weight</td>
<td>Patient, Research team, Dietitian</td>
<td>Automatic, Individualized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al (2016) [31]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>BG, BP</td>
<td>Patient, Research team</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Individualized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a1: Exercise advice; 2: Patient Web portal; 3: Telephone contact or coaching; 4: Email.
bCheck mark denotes characteristic is present.

Effect of Smartphone App for Patients With Diabetes With Regard to Glycated Hemoglobin

Seven studies were included in the quantitative synthesis; 3 studies evaluated the effect of apps on short term [29-31], and 4 studies on long term [21,22,26,27]. The overall effect on short term was statistically significant (P=0.02; Figure 3). The heterogeneity was acceptable with I² at 41%. The overall effect on long term was statistically significant (P=0.009) with no heterogeneity (I²=0%; Figure 4).

The quality of evidence (GRADE) is presented in Table 3. The quality of evidence in the included studies in short- and long-term effect analysis was scored as low and moderate, respectively. In the short-term effect analysis, the quality was downgraded because of risk of bias and imprecision [29-31]. In the long-term effect analysis, the quality was downgraded to moderate because of imprecision in the estimate of effect [21,22,26,27].
Figure 3. Forest plot: short-term effect on glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c).

Figure 4. Forest plot: long-term effect on glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c).

Table 3. Quality of evidence of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c).

Discussion

This is, to our knowledge, the first systematic review that examines the effectiveness, for at least 3 months, of apps to promote lifestyle changes for patients with NCD. Eight of 9 studies in this review were performed in persons with DM. In this group, the app showed better effectiveness to improve lifestyle factors than traditional ways to intervene and/or no intervention, especially regarding decrease of HbA1c. Only 2 studies had included persons with CVD, and no differences were found in variables reflecting lifestyle.

A major strength of this review are the authors’ attempt to identify all relevant studies by using a comprehensive search strategy in multiple databases led by a research Liberian, as well as well documented methodological strictness performing the systematic review and meta-analyses. In total, five authors participated in this process, which also included hand searching of review paper references to identify additional studies that may have been lost in the initial search. All authors also independently screened the studies for risk of bias. As the search results turned out to be relatively homogeneous, it was possible to pool the results of one common outcome into two meta-analyses and grade them. However, despite the existence of hundreds of studies involving apps used by CVD, cancer, chronic pulmonary, and/or DM patients, there is a lack of rigorous trials regarding specific lifestyle outcomes such as PA, physical fitness, modification of dietary habits, and QoL.

Statistical significant improvements between groups on lifestyle factors were reported in 6 of 9 studies (67%). To our knowledge, only one systematic review has previously evaluated the impact of mobile health (mHealth), which WHO has defined as medical and public health practice supported by mobile devices such as mobile phones patient monitoring devices and other wireless devices [33], in more than one chronic disease. They reported significant improvements between groups on disease-specific outcomes in 39% of the 41 included studies [34]. The different results may be explained by different study aims. Although the aim of this review was to study the effectiveness of apps to promote lifestyle changes, the former review aimed to assess the usability, feasibility, and acceptability of mHealth interventions. It is therefore likely that the included studies [34] also were designed to assess usability, feasibility, and acceptability and not necessarily to improve lifestyle and disease-specific outcomes.

To our knowledge, only one systematic review and meta-analyses on the effect of apps to improve HbA1c has previously been conducted [35]. This review included several studies also included in this review [21,22,27-29], but they did not have any exclusion criteria based on follow-up, and the results were pooled into meta-analyses based on methodological
They reported a mean reduction in HbA1c in participants using an app compared with control of 0.49% (95% CI 0.3-0.68; $I^2=10\%$). Studies with fair or good quality showed lower effect compared with studies with poor quality [35]. In the current meta-analyses, the mean reduction in HbA1c in participants using an app compared with controls were 0.50% (95% CI 0.08-0.91; $I^2=41\%$) and 0.24% (95% CI 0.06-0.43; $I^2=0\%$) for short term and long term, respectively.

Despite the fact that the majority of the included studies showed significant efficacy, 3 of the included studies [21,30,32] did not show any effect on outcomes of interest, and significant effect were not found in health-related QoL [21,26,30,32]. One explanation for this might be the fact that the studies did not have enough power to detect such differences, as HbA1c was the primary outcome, and statistical power and the intervention design were based on this. In addition, we should not ignore the fact that it might be with apps similar to other lifestyle interventions, it is hard to actually get a change that lasts over time [6]. This may be what we see as a tendency in our meta-analyses regarding HbA1c as well, where short-term effect is superior to long-term effect.

A recent systematic meta-review evaluated telehealth interventions, which are also regarded as mHealth, to support self-management of long-term conditions [36]. It revealed that most of the research in the field of technology-based interventions is currently conducted in patients with DM, and their results support our findings. Monitoring of blood glucose and feedback improved glycemic control in patients with DM [36]. Meta-analysis on the effects of mHealth in patients with DM have reported a significant reduction in HbA1c of 0.33% [37]. Such interventions may also have a potential to improve well-being in patients with DM type 2, although the results did not reach statistical significance in favor of the intervention [38], which is in line with our results.

The use of mobile technologies and their innovative apps to address lifestyle change in patients with NCD seems to be in its early days, which can explain our limited findings in other NCDs than DM. However, mHealth interventions have been demonstrated as effective to reduce CVD outcomes, body weight, and BMI and to increase adherence to medical therapy, as well as adherence to nonpharmacologic therapy for patients with CVD [18,39]. Telehealth interventions have been demonstrated as potentially effective interventions to improve outcomes in cancer patients [40]. Apps to support self-management in patients with asthma have been pointed as potential effective [41]. Although apps for lifestyle improvement in patients with DM seems to be ahead compared with the other NCDs, we believe that in a few years more studies will exist for CVD, cancer, and chronic pulmonary diseases as well. We screened many studies evaluating apps for CVD, cancer, and chronic pulmonary diseases in the screening phase of this systematic review; however, most of them were excluded because of follow-up time and outcomes. The reason why apps for DM is major and ahead compared with the other NCDs may be because of difficulties in developing apps that are feasible and with high utility for the more complex NCDs.

App as an intervention can be defined as a complex intervention defined as interventions containing several interacting components [42]. All studies included in his review used apps with several and different components as the main part of the intervention. Most of the studies also had additional support (see Table 2). It can be difficult to understand the cause of any effects of a complex intervention, and therefore, it is crucial to have an idea of the underlying theory of the intervention [42]. In this review, 5 studies [21,22,26,27,30] showed some underlying theory of their intervention. However, it was just one of the included studies that explicitly mentioned their predefined theoretical framework for the intervention [21]. For Internet interventions, it is shown that if a theoretical framework based on several BCTs is incorporated, the interventions are more effective [12]. This may be because different techniques target different stages of a behavioral change process [43]. All studies included in this review used different kinds of feedback and monitoring as BCTs in the app (Table 2). BCTs that have been reported as effective and feasible, especially individualized feedback, have been pointed as being essential to behavioral change and improvement of lifestyle factors [12,44].

Self-management is an important part of the treatment in NCDs. PA, exercise, and a health-promoting diet are the keys to enable a good life while coping with the disease, as well as a possibility to reduce morbidity and mortality [45]. As these are all such important aspects, it is interesting that none of the studies included in this review objectively measured PA or physical fitness.

In conclusion, the results of this study demonstrate that there is limited research of the use of apps for other NCDs than DM with a follow-up of at least 3 months. For DM, the use of apps seems promising to improve lifestyle factors, especially to decrease HbA1c. As self-management, including PA and healthy diet, is the key in treatment for all NCDs, it is plausible to believe that such an intervention may also be promising for other NCDs than DM. However, this systematic review clearly indicates a need of further research to evaluate the effect of apps for follow-up for NCDs before implications for practice can be concluded. Especially, there is a need of powered long-term (at least a year) studies for NCDs to be able to evaluate the real effect as NCD patients need to handle their diseases for the rest of their lives. Furthermore, this review reaffirms that future studies must ensure that complex interventions, such as apps, are based on a theoretical framework to bring out the desired behavior change and to understand the impact of the intervention. Finally, appropriate measurements based on the aim of the intervention are always warranted.
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Abstract

Background: Although health care organizations such as hospitals and clinics have widely embraced social media as a means to educate the community on health topics and increase patient loyalty and satisfaction, little is known about the content these organizations actually share when using social media channels.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the types of content US hospitals post on their Facebook pages and how hospitals’ Facebook activities differ with regard to content types.

Methods: We collected and thematically analyzed more than 1700 Facebook posts made over a 3-month period by 17 US hospitals. During the first phase, the 2 researchers coded a set of 159 posts and created an initial thematic web of content. During the second phase, the researchers coded the remaining posts and then revised, refined, and validated the initial web of content accordingly. Coding consensus was achieved on 1184 of the 1548 analyzable sampled posts (76.49%).

Results: We identified a list of 13 unique health social media post themes and classified those themes into 3 thematic groups that included announcing, sharing, and recognizing activities. The most frequently used theme was sharing health information, which appeared in 35.81% (424/1184) of the posts analyzed. Such posts sought to provide health tips and advice to community members. Recognizing special days and recognizing employees were the second and third most frequently used themes, respectively, with 14.95% (177/1184) and 11.82% (140/1184) of the posts containing those themes. The frequency of these themes was surprising as the content was geared more toward stakeholders internal to the organization, although most previous literature has focused on social media as a tool to connect with external stakeholders. In addition, we found many of the posts involved more than one theme, and selected sets of themes co-occurred frequently. For example, 25.4% (45/177) of the posts recognizing special days also included content to share health information, and approximately 38% (32/85) of the posts announcing research activities also included content to share health information. Finally, we found similarities and differences between the sampled hospitals in terms of the types of content they posted more frequently on their Facebook pages.

Conclusions: Hospitals use Facebook as an inexpensive way to educate people on health and wellness topics and to communicate different types of information and news to the public audience. Hospitals and clinics that are expanding their social media activities or are starting to embark on social media strategies can use the results of this study to better formulate their activities on Facebook.
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Introduction

Over the past decade, social media has infiltrated the health care industry [1]. Hospitals, clinics, and other health care providers use social media channels such as Facebook and Twitter to communicate with their patients and the surrounding community. The main goals of using social media platforms by health care providers such as hospitals and clinics include disseminating
health information, tips, and advice; promoting health care services and products; managing brand recognition and reputation; and strengthening ties with their audience [2-5]. Some of these goals such as brand management and recognition are common with organizations in other sectors such as travel and tourism, fashion, and restaurants [6,7]. Other goals such as educating the community about health issues, promoting monetary and organ donation, and sharing patient success stories are specific to the health care domain.

As of April 2018, over 1600 US-based hospitals maintained officially sponsored social media accounts [8]. For example, Johns Hopkins Hospital, a world-class institution based in Baltimore, Maryland, has more than 580,000 Facebook followers [9], whereas the organization’s YouTube channel and Twitter page have more than 47,000 subscribers [10] and 500,000 followers [11], respectively. Use of social media by European-based health care organizations has also increased drastically. A mere 10% of 873 European hospitals sampled in 2010 reported having an institutionally sponsored Facebook account [12], although the following year, over 67% of those institutions had such accounts.

Health care institutions use social media platforms for different purposes. In a survey of 36 US hospitals and health systems conducted by Computer Sciences Corporation’s (CSC) Global Institute for Emerging Healthcare Practices in 2012 [5], respondents were asked for what purpose does your organization use social media and what are your organization’s primary objectives in using social media? The top responses to the first question were to promote wellness and healthy behaviors as well as marketing services or products. The top responses to the second question included to engage patients or consumers, build greater brand recognition, and attract new customers.

Despite the number of studies concerning how health care organizations use social media, little is known about the content of the posts hospitals make on their social media pages. Among the very few studies that have addressed these questions, Richter et al [13] analyzed hospitals’ Facebook fan page posts to determine which of those institutions had postings related to patient education, staff discussion, staff awards, hospital awards, and consumer engagement. The results showed Facebook was primarily used for educational purposes (91%), followed by staff discussion (76%) and staff awards (63%). These categories used did not emerge from the data but were considered a priori knowledge. In addition, Richter et al [13] employed a binary coding schema to show whether or not there was at least one post related to each of the aforementioned categories. Therefore, their findings did not show what proportion of posts was related to each of the categories. For instance, having one post related to hospital awards was treated the same as having 100 posts related to the category. To fill those gaps and to provide more insights into the actual use of social media platforms in the health care domain, we conducted this study. Our main objectives are as follows: (1) understanding the main content themes of the posts made by major US hospitals on Facebook and (2) examining the differences between hospitals in terms of the types of content they post on their Facebook pages.

**Methods**

**Overview**

We employed a two-phased thematic analysis to identify the types of content health care institutions post on their institutionally sponsored Facebook pages. Thematic analysis is a qualitative method used to identify, analyze, and report on patterns found in text data [14-16]. Use of the method requires “careful reading and rereading of the data” [17] to identify explicit and implicit meaning embedded within the text [18]. Thematic analysis has been widely employed in health care and medical informatics research. Kneafsey et al [19] used the method to analyze health care professionals’ compassion perceptions to reveal 4 overarching components of the concept. Holm and Severinsson [20] used thematic analysis to identify key patterns found in geriatric patients’ narratives regarding their experiences of surviving with depression. Hickey et al [21] employed thematic analysis in their mixed-method, longitudinal study of factors that influence nurses’ career choices and aspirations. Finally, Amann and Rubinelli [22] used thematic analysis to understand the views of community managers on knowledge co-creation in Web-based health communities for people with disabilities.

The thematic analysis process involves 6 steps with iteration allowed between steps [14,23-24]. The process begins with the research team becoming familiar with the data to generate an initial set of themes to code the data. Next, the researchers read and reread the text data to tag individual elements with theme codes. When using the method inductively, tagging can be a highly iterative activity with the researchers actively updating and revising the list of theme codes and data elements throughout the search process [18]. Once all data elements have been tagged, the final list of themes are reviewed and corresponding names and definitions developed. Finally, a graphical thematic web of content is developed to visually depict the relationship between the data and the final list of identified themes. In this study, we performed 2 phases of thematic analysis. In the first phase, we developed an initial thematic web of content using a small sample of Facebook posts. In the second phase, we used a larger sample to validate the thematic web developed in the first phase of the study.

**Sampling and Data Collection**

To identify the types of content shared by health care institutions, we first collected the Facebook posts made during a 3-month period (March 2014 to May 2014) by a set of highly ranked, US-based hospitals, selected from the US News Best Hospitals 2013-2014 list. We chose the 3-month time window because a shorter window could raise the possibility of month-specific patterns in the data, which would decrease the generalizability of the results. Conversely, a longer window would result in a much larger dataset, making the content analysis process significantly harder and more complex. It would also potentially increase the likelihood of errors and time to publication of the results.

From the US News Best Hospitals 2013-2014 list, we selected the top 10 institutions from each category. We then eliminated duplicate institutions and removed all institutions offering
services in a limited health care domain such as psychiatry. We felt this last step was necessary as we were most interested in how general care hospitals use social media and believed specialty institutions would be more specialty topic focused. This resulted in a final list of 54 general medicine hospitals.

Next, we searched Facebook to determine which of those institutions offered an institutionally sponsored Facebook page. A total of 28 hospitals met that criteria; however, there was wide diversity in the popularity of the institutions’ Facebook main pages. Three institutions, including Cleveland Clinic, Mayo Clinic, and Johns Hopkins Hospital, had very popular main pages with 1,008,069; 517,519; and 205,115 main page likes, respectively. Seventeen institutions had between 5000 and 65,000 main page likes, and the remaining 8 institutions had fewer than 5000 main page likes.

To ensure we compared data from similar organizations, we chose to ignore the 3 institutions with highly popular main pages and the institutions with fewer than 5000 main page likes. We included, instead, the 17 organizations with between 5000 and 65,000 main page likes in our sample frame. We chose these thresholds because fewer than 5000 likes may indicate the organization is not following a systematic social media strategy and hence may not be used as a reliable benchmark for other medical institutions. Moreover, Mount Sinai Medical Center with nearly 65,000 page likes was the most popular page after Mayo Clinic’s main page with over 500,000 likes. Thus, we felt the difference between those two represented a natural cut-off point in the data. Table 1 presents information about the sampled hospitals and the data collected from each hospital’s Facebook page.

### Data Analysis

#### Phase 1

For the first phase of the study, our goal was to identify an initial list of themes that represented the intent or purpose of the posts made by hospitals on their institutionally sponsored Facebook pages. To do so, we randomly selected 5 of the 17 organizations included in our sample frame. The selected institutions included Mount Sinai Medical Center, Rush University Medical Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, Yale-New Haven Hospital, and National Jewish Health. These 5 hospitals made a total of 159 posts between March 1, 2014, and April 30, 2014, on their Facebook pages. Following the thematic analysis steps proposed by Braun and Clarke [14] and widely adopted in the extant literature (eg, [22-24]), we analyzed the 159 posts.

### Table 1. Sample characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital’s name a</th>
<th>Number of page likes as of the data collection date</th>
<th>Number of posts March 2014</th>
<th>April 2014</th>
<th>May 2014</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mount Sinai Medical Center</td>
<td>64,932</td>
<td>21 b</td>
<td>22 b</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes-Jewish Hospital Washington University</td>
<td>62,936</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York-Presbyterian University Hospital of Columbia and Cornell</td>
<td>42,159</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush University Medical Center</td>
<td>30,254</td>
<td>16 b</td>
<td>17 b</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh Medical Center</td>
<td>27,337</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Hospital and Clinics</td>
<td>26,316</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham and Women's Hospital</td>
<td>20,109</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Jewish Health, Denver-University of Colorado Hospital</td>
<td>19,074</td>
<td>5 b</td>
<td>18 b</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd Center</td>
<td>15,153</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedars-Sinai Medical Center</td>
<td>12,300</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale-New Haven Hospital</td>
<td>10,540</td>
<td>11 b</td>
<td>16 b</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>9452</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Jefferson University Hospital</td>
<td>8326</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
<td>7574</td>
<td>8 b</td>
<td>25 b</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU Langone Medical Center</td>
<td>7185</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Hospital</td>
<td>6977</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magee-Women’s Hospital of UPMC</td>
<td>5622</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>376,246</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>1722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThe hospitals are ordered in the table based on the number of their followers (ie, page likes) on Facebook.
bThe numbers are associated with the posts analyzed during the first phase of the study.
We first familiarized ourselves with the sample data and independently generated initial lists of theme codes. We then met, compared our lists, discussed differences, and settled upon an initial set of codes to use when tagging the sampled data elements. In addition, we agreed each researcher could add codes to the list, and we would discuss those additions later. Next, we each independently reviewed each of the sample data elements and inspected any photos or videos included in the post to discern meaning. We then tagged it with up to 3 theme codes believed to be relevant to the post. We met on 2 separate occasions during the coding process to compare our updated lists of theme codes, resolve differences, and discuss the processes we each employed. During the early course of those discussions, we agreed to shift away from applying a strictly semantic lens (word meaning) when analyzing the data elements and toward a more interpretive lens (statement intent) [25]. This was necessary, as intent was not always clearly conveyed in just the post text. For example, the text of one post announced the date and time of an upcoming social event; however, the attached image contained a graphic indicating the event was sponsored by an organization concerned with organ donation. An interpretive lens was necessary to induce meaning from the photo, which ultimately resulted in coding the post as both announcing a social event and promoting organ donation.

We made several iterations through the entire sample. Once we reached consensus on the final set of codes and coding of all data elements, we developed names and definitions for each theme code. We then spent time analyzing the individual theme codes to identify similarities in purpose and intent to group the codes into theme content categories and subcategories. Finally, we used that information to develop our thematic web of content (Figure 1).

**Phase 2**

According to Lincoln and Guba [26], the validity and soundness of qualitative research is determined based on the credibility, transferability, and confirmability of the results. In the context of thematic analysis, these criteria can be achieved by conducting a thematic content analysis on a second dataset to confirm the findings of the first round of analysis [26]. Thus, to enhance the overall robustness of the phase 1 thematic web of content and to validate the list of content themes identified, we conducted a second thematic analysis on the remaining posts made by the 17 hospitals between March 1, 2014, and May 30, 2014. As such, for the 12 institutions not included in the first phase, we analyzed all posts made during the 3-month sample period. For the 5 institutions included in the first phase of the study, we only analyzed the posts made in May 2014. As such, in the second phase, we analyzed 1563 Facebook posts.

Over the course of several months and using the theme categories and subcategories identified during the first phase of the study, we each independently reviewed and tagged each data element in the new sample with up to 3 theme codes deemed to be most relevant to the post intent. Again, an
An interpretive approach was applied with each of us reading every post multiple times to induce the underlying purpose before assigning codes. In cases where URL links, photos, or videos were included, we accessed those links and reviewed the multimedia content to ensure any meaning included in those items was considered. As potential new codes were identified during the coding process, we tagged the corresponding elements with the Other code and a note specifying a possible code addition.

At 3 points during the phase 2 coding process, we met to discuss our progress, issues we had encountered, and any elements tagged with the Other code. During those discussions, we found that no elements were consistently tagged with the Other code by both researchers. Accordingly, no additional codes were added to the agreed-upon list. Again, we applied a highly iterative process in which individual data elements were reviewed multiple times by each researcher.

**Results**

**Phase 1**

At the end of the first phase, we had identified 33 unique theme codes. Of the 159 posts, we did not code 6 posts as they were cover photo changes and did not contain any textual content. We tagged most posts (122) with a single theme code, whereas 29 posts were tagged with 2 theme codes and 2 posts were tagged with 3 theme codes. Review, comparison, and grouping of the individual theme codes resulted in a list of 11 theme categories: donation information, events, research activities, organizational news, recognizing special days, recognizing employees, recruiting employees, recruiting volunteers, sharing patient success stories, sharing health career information, and sharing health information. Moreover, 3 of the 11 categories could be further broken into multiple subcategories. We identified 2 subcategories within the donation information category, 5 subcategories within the event category, and 3 subcategories within the organizational news category. We further organized the 11 theme categories into 4 theme purpose groups, which included announcing and reporting, sharing, recognizing, and recruiting activities.

We found that 2 of the individual theme codes (issue debate and nonmedical product promotion) did not fit within any of the identified theme categories. A single post was coded as issue debate and 2 posts were coded as nonmedical product promotions. The issue debate post was related to the pediatric immunization issue. The nonmedical product promotion posts concerned t-shirt sales at a single hospital. As we did not believe either of those codes were of significant importance for our study, we did not include them in the thematic web of content but did retain the codes for use in phase 2 of the study. The announcing and reporting theme purpose group involved posts communicating information concerning donations, upcoming or past events, institution research activities, and organizational news. A total of 94 of the collected posts (59%) involved announcing or reporting activities. Table 2 lists the category and subcategory themes identified within the announcing and reporting purpose group and provides sample posts for each of the subcategories and categories identified within that group.

The sharing purpose group involved posts disseminating information concerning health information, health careers information, and patient success stories. A total of 44 posts (28%) involved sharing information. The recognizing purpose group involved posts acknowledging employees and special days. Furthermore, 42 posts (26%) involved recognition activities. Finally, the recruiting purpose group involved posts soliciting new employees and volunteers. Only 3 posts (2%) involved recruiting activities. Table 3 lists the theme categories identified within the sharing, recognizing, and recruiting purpose groups and provides sample posts for each category.

**Phase 2**

We began phase 2 with the 20 theme codes identified during the first phases of the study plus the Other code for a total of 21 theme codes. These theme codes represented all subcategories and single-dimensional categories included in the phase 1 thematic web, as well as the nonmedical product promotion, and the issue debate theme codes that were not included because of low representativeness. During the coding process, we found we were consistently assigning the organizational news-achievements and the organizational news-new facilities concurrently. This was because new facilities announcements were made in conjunction with new services that were promoted as institutional achievements. Accordingly, we decided to combine the 2 codes into a single theme code midway through the coding process.

Of the 1563 posts analyzed, 15 posts were not assigned any theme code, as they were cover photo changes and did not contain analyzable content. The first researcher tagged 988 posts with a single theme code, 487 posts with 2 theme codes, and 73 posts with 3 theme codes. The second researcher tagged 1063 posts with a single theme code, 415 posts with 2 theme codes, and 70 posts with 3 theme codes. We achieved coding consensus on 1184 of the sampled posts (76.49%). We calculated intrarater reliability based on Cohen kappa statistic using a weighted average of each theme code’s kappa value [27]. The resulting reliability was measured at 73.44%, (κ=0.7344), which is considered a very good level of interrater reliability [28].

As our goal was to generate a validated set of content theme codes, the 2 researchers achieved a consensus upon, we felt it was important to proceed with only the data elements where we both agree on their themes. Accordingly, we eliminated the 337 data elements to which we assigned different codes. This reduced the analyzable sample size to 1184 data elements. Next, we conducted frequency analysis on this reduced sample to determine how representative each of the 20 theme codes was. In line with our phase 1 results, the sharing-health information code was assigned most frequently, with 35.81% of the data elements representing this theme code. Recognizing-special days and recognizing-employees were the second and third most frequently assigned codes, representing 14.95% and 11.82% of the data elements, respectively. This too was in line with our phase 1 results where recognizing-special days was also the
second most frequently assigned code and recognizing-employees was the fifth most frequently assigned code. Figure 2 shows the percent frequency of each of the content theme codes assigned during the phase 2 analysis.

Table 2. Announcing and reporting theme categories, subcategories, and example post excerpts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Example post excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Thank you New York Rangers’ Brad Richards for your generous gift of US $25,000 to support our Pediatric #Palliative Care Program!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>What does it feel like to save a life? At our #OrganDonor Appreciation Ceremony, donors shared personal stories of why they gave the #GiftOfLife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Are you a Tough Mudder? Learn how you can participate in and support the Student Veteran Society from Columbia College’s Paved in Mud campaign to benefit the Center for Veterans and Their Families at Rush.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health information</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Arthritis in your knee can make even simple daily tasks hard to complete. Join an orthopedic surgeon and rheumatologist at Rush on April 9 to learn about nonsurgical and surgical treatment options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health screening</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Join our #HealthFair this Saturday from 10 AM - 3 PM for FREE health screenings including #HepC, #Diabetes, #BloodPressure, and #Cholesterol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>National Jewish Health and the LA Professional Services Black and White Ball presented by Debbie &amp; Stu Steinberg and Paul Zaffaroni.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CPAP Support Group May 10 at 10 AM in MDT National Jewish Health in Denver, Colorado.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research activities</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A research team is investigating whether the body’s own immune system can be encouraged to mount a defense against #cancer before healthy tissue is damaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational news</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New facilities</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Thank you to everyone who celebrated the opening of our new #Maternal#Fetal Medicine Center and #Pediatric Specialty Center expansion at One Long Wharf in New Haven last night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Here is the Department of Maternal-Fetal Medicine's Photo of the Month! Our MFM specialists and registered sonographers use state-of-the-art 3D or 4D ultrasounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievements</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mass General is proud to again be listed on DiversityInc’s list of Top 10 Hospital Systems. DiversityInc, a publication about diversity and business, ranked Mass General 7th on its annual list of top employers, noting the hospital’s commitment to mentoring minority physicians and nurses. For more information on the DiversityInc list, visit link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Sharing, recognizing, and recruiting theme categories and example post excerpts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme purpose and category</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Example post excerpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health information</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>How much fiber is on your plate? You need 25-35 g/day. Rethink your #salad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient success and feel good stories</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Amazing story about a 3-year old who beat the odds following a failed kidney transplant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health career information</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>What is a Child Life specialist? Learn more: link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special days</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Everyone loves to get a thank you note, including your doctor. You can express your gratitude by sending your doctor at Rush a thank you eCard and making a gift in his or her honor in celebration of National Doctor’s Day, which is Sunday, March 30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>National Jewish Health is currently seeking volunteers who are looking for a challenging opportunity to use their retail and/or professional skills in Nan and Dollie's Gift Shop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you want to become a part of Mount Sinai and help transform the #healthcare landscape? Register for our #Research #OpenHouse in May</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As 6 of the identified theme codes each represented less than 1% of the posts in the sample, we decided those codes were not representative of the entire sample and should not be included in our validated thematic web of content. Accordingly, we dropped the announcing and reporting events-support groups, sharing-health career information, recruiting employees, issue debate, nonmedical product promotion, and recruiting volunteers theme codes. In addition, we agreed to drop the Other theme code.
code as no distinct themes arose from the items tagged with that code. Finally, we updated the thematic web of content to reflect this validated set of theme code categories and subcategories. Figure 3 presents the revised model.

Next, we examined the frequency distribution of the post themes for each hospital and compared the top 3 themes (in terms of frequency of use) that each of the 17 hospitals included in their Facebook posts. The results (Table 4) demonstrated sharing-health information was consistently among the top 3 most frequently used themes by the hospitals. The only exception was New York-Presbyterian Hospital that had used the theme in only 6 of the 55 posts; thus, it was not among that hospital’s top 3 themes.

Table 4. Most frequently used themes by each hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospitala</th>
<th>Total number of posts analyzed in phase 2</th>
<th>Theme and n (%) of posts containing the theme</th>
<th>Hospitalb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First most frequent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Second most frequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Sinai Medical Center</td>
<td>38b</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 9 (24)</td>
<td>Recognizing employees, 9 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes-Jewish Hospital Washington University</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 22 (32)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 19 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York-Presbyterian University Hospital of Columbia and Cornell</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting events-health information, 10 (18)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 9 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush University Medical Center</td>
<td>10b</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 5 (50)</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh Medical Center</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 52 (46.9)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 20 (18.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Hospital and Clinics</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 12 (34)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 10 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham and Women’s Hospital</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 38 (41)</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting events-charity, 11 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Jewish Health, Denver-University of Colorado Hospital</td>
<td>54b</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 22 (41)</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting research activities, 9 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd Center</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Sharing patient success stories, 23 (27)</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 17 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedars-Sinai Medical Center</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 37 (54)</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting research activities, 8 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale-New Haven Hospital</td>
<td>27b</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 10 (37)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 6 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 42 (30.2)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 21 (15.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Jefferson University Hospital</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 68 (51.1)</td>
<td>Recognizing employees, 38 (21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts General Hospital</td>
<td>12b</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 6 (50)</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting events-charity, 2 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU Langone Medical Center</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 21 (30)</td>
<td>Recognizing employees, 11 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Hospital</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 24 (34)</td>
<td>Announcing or reporting events-health information, 18 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magee-Women’s Hospital of UPMC</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Sharing health information, 34 (44)</td>
<td>Recognizing special days, 22 (28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThe hospitals are ordered in the table based on the number of their followers (ie, page likes) on Facebook.
bThe numbers are associated with the posts made only in May 2014 because the March and April posts of those hospitals were analyzed during the first phase of the study.
The other most commonly used themes were recognizing-special days, recognizing-employees, and sharing-patient success and feel good stories. Those themes existed in the top 3 themes of 11, 8, and 5 hospitals, respectively. Moreover, in 8 cases, event-related themes were among the commonly used themes by the hospitals. The most frequently used event-related theme was announcing and reporting events-health information, which appeared in the top themes of 4 hospitals. Announcing and reporting events-charity was the other event-related theme used commonly by 3 of the sampled hospitals.

Announcing and reporting research activities was also one of the top 3 themes for 4 hospitals including Brigham and Women’s Hospital, National Jewish Health, Denver-University of Colorado Hospital, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, and NYU Langone Medical Center. This is consistent with what we expected from hospitals such as Brigham and Women’s Hospital, which is an academic medical center affiliated with Harvard Medical School. Finally, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center included announcing and reporting-organ donation information in 9 of its 111 posts, which was unique among the sampled hospitals. Overall, the results showed differences in the ways hospitals used their Facebook pages to communicate with their audience, although some themes were commonly used by several hospitals.

Finally, we examined co-occurrence patterns between themes by calculating the rate at which pairs of themes co-occurred in the sample. Table 5 and Multimedia Appendix 1 present the short and full versions of the co-occurrence analysis results, respectively. Each cell in Table 5 and Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the percentage of the posts tagged with the theme in the corresponding row that was also tagged with the theme in the corresponding column. For example, 85 posts in the sample were classified as announcing and reporting-research activities. Of those posts, approximately 38% (32/85) were also classified as sharing-health information. This means hospitals and clinics frequently use social media to make followers aware of the institutions’ research activities and to inform the audience of the health-related outcomes and issues related to that research. Similarly, 25.4% (45/177) of the posts classified as recognizing-special days were at the same time used for sharing-health information. It is worth mentioning that, to improve clarity and readability of Table 5, we only included the rows and columns with at least one co-occurrence percentage greater than or equal to 10%. The full table containing the co-occurrence percentages associated with all the ordered pairs of themes is available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

The results of this study showed most posts in the sample could be classified as serving 3 purpose groups: announcing and reporting, recognizing, and sharing activities. Within the announcing and reporting purpose group, we found the sampled institutions used Facebook to broadcast information relating to donations opportunities, upcoming events, research activities, and organizational news. We further found that recognizing posts were used to acknowledge employees and special days, whereas sharing posts were used to disseminate health information as well as patient success and feel good stories.

Over one-quarter of the content posted by the sampled institutions focused on sharing-health-related information. Accordingly, we believe health care organizations perceive social media as a tool for disseminating health-related information. This is most likely because of information being disseminated very quickly at no cost and remaining persistent on the institution’s Facebook page. This finding is in line with the results of the extant literature (eg, [4,13]) that indicates educating health consumers such as patients and caregivers is among the main reasons health care institutions adopt social media. Furthermore, our findings substantiate CSC’s Global Institute for Emerging Healthcare Practices’ conclusion [5] that health professionals perceive the primary reason for institutional social media use is to promote community wellness and healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Health Information (N=424)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing Special Days (N=177)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing Employees (N=140)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational News New Facilities and Services (N=90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Activities (N=85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Charity (N=86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Social (N=53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational News Achievements (N=43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation Organ (N=35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Health Screening (N=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing Health Information, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To improve clarity and readability of the table, rows and columns with no percentages > 10% have been removed from the table. The full table including all the themes on the columns and rows is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.
behaviors. Accordingly, health care institutions strive to raise awareness about diseases, medications, nutrition, physical activities, and other health and wellness-related topics to benefit their patients and improve the health of the surrounding community.

The second and third most frequently occurring themes in our sample were recognizing special days and recognizing employees. These themes were quite interesting, as most previous research has focused on how health care institutions use social media to interact with external stakeholders such as patients, family members, and the surrounding community (eg, [4,13]). The recognizing posts we examined were primarily geared toward stakeholders who were internal to the organization. For example, Nurses Recognition Week fall within our sample timeframe and all of the included institutions made several posts recognizing the nurses in their organizations. In addition, many of the sampled institutions used posts to recognize the contributions and accomplishments of specific individuals and departments within the organization. We believe these acknowledgments increase employees’ satisfaction with the organization and may indirectly promote the quality of health care services provided to the public.

In addition to Nurses Recognition Week, the sampled posts recognized a range of other special days. By acknowledging these days, the organizations may aim to promote health in the society (eg, through promoting National Walking Day), raise awareness about diseases and medical conditions (eg, World No Tobacco Day), or acknowledge the role of people who play major roles in providing health care services to the community (eg, National Doctor’s Day). We believe this finding is an important contribution to the literature as recognizing employees and recognizing special days were not adequately emphasized in previous studies as main purposes of using social media by health care organizations.

Another difference between our findings and the results of the related studies is although recruiting employee and recruiting volunteers emerged as 2 themes in our study, only 3 of the 1184 posts the researchers achieved consensus on (<0.3%) were related to recruiting employees or volunteers. This finding is in contrast to the survey of 36 US hospitals and health systems conducted by CSC’s Global Institute for Emerging Healthcare Practices in 2012 [5], which revealed 47% of the respondents indicated they used social media for workforce recruitment. This deviation may imply health care institutions have realized the importance of Facebook for recognizing employees, sharing research activities, and announcing organizational news and achievements may be for the purpose of brand recognition. This is in line with previous research in the health care context [5] and other domains such as travel and fashion [6,7] that have found brand recognition to be one of the major reasons organizations use Facebook and other social media platforms. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this is among the first studies that empirically and inductively developed a hierarchical thematic web of content of general care health care institutions’ postings on social media websites. This novel research method can further be adopted in different research areas within the medical informatics and health care information systems domains.

Limitations and Future Research

This study has limitations. For example, we collected data from the Facebook posts made by a sample of 17 hospitals during a 3-month period. Those hospitals and their posts may not represent the activities of all the health care institutions and all social media websites. Future studies can fill this gap by expanding the scope of the sampled hospitals and social media platforms. Collecting post data associated with a longer period will also enable future researchers to perform time series analysis and examine trends of the content generated by clinics and hospitals on their Facebook pages. Another limitation of our study is that the data were collected in 2014. Considering health care institutions may change their social media strategies and activities over time, future studies can collect more recent data to compare and contrast the results with our findings. This will enhance understanding of the evolution of health social media activities by medical institutions.

Building on our results, researchers of future studies can examine the efficacy of different themes by investigating questions such as the following:

1. Does announcing events on Facebook increase attendance?
2. Does acknowledging employees increase their organizational commitment, morale, and satisfaction?
3. Is sharing health information via Facebook an effective approach in raising awareness about diseases and medical issues in the community?

Furthermore, future research can examine user engagement in different types of posts to understand the extent to which each
content type can draw users’ attentions and trigger their reactions in terms of liking a post, leaving a comment on it, or sharing it with others on Facebook. Understanding user engagement is important because it can transform one-way, provider-to-consumer information dissemination activities into two-way or many-to-many communication processes. In this way, the “social” aspect of such platforms as Facebook can be realized more meaningfully, adding value to the health care organizations’ activities in virtual environments.

Another limitation of this study is that our sample only included US-based organizations. To enhance the generalizability of results, future studies should include data from a larger sample of international-based health care institutions on different websites such as Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, and Yelp during a wider range of time. In addition, health care organization types other than hospitals and clinics could be included in future samples.

Furthermore, we used the thematic network developed in the first phase as a foundation for coding the posts in the second phase of the study. At the same time, we were open to adding new themes that might emerge in the second phase and to removing the themes represented in an infrequent number of posts analyzed. Nevertheless, the coders’ judgments in the coding process during the second phase might still be subject to a level of bias toward the themes identified during the first phase. This limitation could be mitigated in future studies by using automatic, computer-based coding algorithms and tools to objectively validate the hierarchical thematic model developed in this study. Another avenue for future research is to examine the content generation process in terms of who is responsible for posting contents on health care organizations’ Facebook pages, and whether their expertise is in health care (eg, physicians, dentists, and nurse practitioners) or in social media marketing. Such research should investigate how the content provider impacts the type of content shared, the manner in which it is shared, and the resulting level of audience engagement. This can ultimately influence the overall effectiveness of health care organizations’ activities on Facebook and other social media platforms.

Conclusions

Previous studies in the health care social media domain have predominantly focused on staff members’ perceptions regarding the purpose of social media use for the institution. In this study, we took an alternative approach and focused on thematically analyzing the actual content shared by 17 major health care institutions to understand the different types of content shared by those organizations. Our results provide a robustly validated set of standard content themes as well as information concerning the content themes most frequently shared by the various institutions. Frequency analysis of those themes revealed 2 interesting and unexpected findings. First, a large number of the sampled posts contained information targeted toward stakeholders internal to the organization (nurses, staff, and physicians). This was unexpected as previous studies have focused on how health care institutions use social media to connect with patients, caregivers, and the larger community. Second, very few of the analyzed posts (<0.3%) were geared toward employee recruitment, which previous studies have noted as a key reason staff members believe the institution uses social media.

Finally, we identified several co-occurrence patterns within the identified themes, indicating health care institutions often leverage the information in a post to serve more than one objective. We believe these findings can provide a framework that other health care institutions can use to assess their own social media activities to benchmark their activities against a set of nationally recognized institutions.
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Abstract

Background: Crowdsourcing involves obtaining ideas, needed services, or content by soliciting Web-based contributions from a crowd. The 4 types of crowdsourced tasks (problem solving, data processing, surveillance or monitoring, and surveying) can be applied in the 3 categories of health (promotion, research, and care).

Objective: This study aimed to map the different applications of crowdsourcing in health to assess the fields of health that are using crowdsourcing and the crowdsourced tasks used. We also describe the logistics of crowdsourcing and the characteristics of crowd workers.

Methods: MEDLINE, EMBASE, and ClinicalTrials.gov were searched for available reports from inception to March 30, 2016, with no restriction on language or publication status.

Results: We identified 202 relevant studies that used crowdsourcing, including 9 randomized controlled trials, of which only one had posted results at ClinicalTrials.gov. Crowdsourcing was used in health promotion (91/202, 45.0%), research (73/202, 36.1%), and care (38/202, 18.8%). The 4 most frequent areas of application were public health (67/202, 33.2%), psychiatry (32/202, 15.8%), surgery (22/202, 10.9%), and oncology (14/202, 6.9%). Half of the reports (99/202, 49.0%) referred to data processing, 34.6% (70/202) referred to surveying, 10.4% (21/202) referred to surveillance or monitoring, and 5.9% (12/202) referred to problem-solving. Labor market platforms (eg, Amazon Mechanical Turk) were used in most studies (190/202, 94%). The crowd workers’ characteristics were poorly reported, and crowdsourcing logistics were missing from two-thirds of the reports. When reported, the median size of the crowd was 424 (first and third quartiles: 167-802); crowd workers’ median age was 34 years (32-36). Crowd workers were mainly recruited nationally, particularly in the United States. For many studies (58.9%, 119/202), previous experience in crowdsourcing was required, and passing a qualification test or training was seldom needed (11.9% of studies; 24/202). For half of the studies, monetary incentives were mentioned, with mainly less than US $1 to perform the task. The time needed to perform the task was mostly less than 10 min (58.9% of studies; 119/202). Data quality validation was used in 54/202 studies (26.7%), mainly by attention check questions or by replicating the task with several crowd workers.

Conclusions: The use of crowdsourcing, which allows access to a large pool of participants as well as saving time in data collection, lowering costs, and speeding up innovations, is increasing in health promotion, research, and care. However, the description of crowdsourcing logistics and crowd workers’ characteristics is frequently missing in study reports and needs to be precisely reported to better interpret the study findings and replicate them.
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Crowdsourcing represents a great opportunity in health and medical research. As mentioned by Swan [10], crowdsourced health research studies are the nexus of 3 contemporary trends: “citizen science,” crowdsourcing, and Medicine 2.0. Medicine 2.0 or Health 2.0 refers to the active participation of individuals in their health care, particularly using Web 2.0 technologies.

Crowdsourcing is not limited to health research but can also be used in health promotion or health care. Crowdsourcing could be a great way to solve a specific scientific mission that cannot be entirely automated and requires human intelligence in these 3 health categories. However, mapping of crowdsourcing use in health is needed to describe all its applications and to detail specificities, so that health researchers can assess whether they can use this approach in their research.

The aim of the study was to map the different applications of crowdsourcing used in health to outline the fields of health that are using crowdsourcing and the type of crowdsourced tasks involved. We also describe the logistics of crowdsourcing and the characteristics of crowd workers.

Methods

Design

We conducted a systematic review to identify studies using crowdsourcing in health. We uploaded a prespecified protocol to a publicly accessible institutional Website (Multimedia Appendix 1) and followed standard procedures for systematic reviews and reported processes and results according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines [11].

Criteria for Considering Studies for This Review

The inclusion criteria were as follows:

1. Studies reporting on health, considering the definition proposed by Prpic [12], with the activities of the 3 categories of health:
   - Health promotion: disease detection and surveillance, behavioral interventions, health literacy, and health education
   - Health research: pharmaceutical research, clinical trials and health experiment methodology, and improving health care research knowledge
   - Health maintenance (here “health care”): patient- or physician-related, diagnostics, medical practice, and treatment support.

2. Studies conducted with a crowdsourced population: workers are recruited by crowdsourcing (ie, recruited via a website [labor markets such as Amazon MTurk or Crowdflower] or an open call to a large audience using internet-related technologies [eg, scientific games or community challenges with dedicated platforms]) [13]. Studies can refer either to a feasibility study (can crowdsourcing be used for a specific task?) or to the use of crowdsourcing to supply data that support a finding in some research activity.
We excluded studies considering structural and molecular biology (eg, studies reporting Web-based games to manipulate the 3D structures of proteins or moving colored blocks representing different nucleotide sequences).

**Search Method for Identification of Studies**

We performed an electronic search of MEDLINE via PubMed and EMBASE to identify all reports published from inception to March 30, 2016, with no restriction on date, language, study design, or publication status (published papers or conference abstracts). All databases were searched using both controlled vocabulary (namely, MeSH terms in MEDLINE and Emtree terms in EMBASE) and a wide range of free-text terms. Indeed, crowdsourced health studies may be a blend of crowdsourcing and citizen science (ie, nonprofessionally trained individuals conducting science-related activities); these terms can be used interchangeably and so were included in our search equation. We used different terms referring to crowdsourcing, citizen science, and Web platforms. The search strategy used to search MEDLINE and EMBASE is in Multimedia Appendix 2. We also screened ClinicalTrials.gov (search strategy in Multimedia Appendix 3) and the reference lists of previous systematic reviews [5,10] and selected papers to identify additional studies.

**Selection of Studies**

Two reviewers (PC and GM) independently examined each title and abstract identified to exclude irrelevant reports. The 2 reviewers then independently examined full-text articles to determine eligibility. Disagreements were discussed to reach consensus. We documented the primary reason for exclusion of full-text articles. For ClinicalTrials.gov, only studies with posted results were included.

**Definition of the Crowdsourcing Tasks**

We used the classification described by Ranard [5] with 4 tasks of crowdsourcing: (1) problem-solving: to propose empirical solutions to scientific problems; (2) data processing: to perform several human intelligence microtasks to provide in total an analysis of a large amount of data; (3) surveillance or monitoring: to find and collect information into a common location and format such as the creation of collective resources; and (4) surveying: to answer a Web-based survey. Surveillance or monitoring and surveying belong to mining crowd data and are defined as data collected and analyzed by crowd workers for the knowledge discovery process. Problem-solving and data processing belong to active crowdsourcing, which refers to crowd workers recruited to solve scientific problems.

**Data Extraction and Management**

The data were extracted from reports by the two reviewers (PC and GM) who used a standardized data extraction form (provided with the protocol as Multimedia Appendix 1). Disagreements were discussed to reach consensus. From each study, we extracted the following characteristics.

**Publication Characteristics of the Study**

Publication characteristics of the study were as follows: Journal Citation Reports categories (ie, general medicine and health care science, biomedical informatics and technology, or medical specialty journals); impact factor (Clarivate Analytics); average journal impact factor percentile from Journal Citation Reports (classified in four categories: >90th percentile, 70th-90th percentile, <70th percentile, and not indexed); and year of publication.

**Characteristics of Crowdsourcing Applications in Health**

The following characteristics of crowdsourcing applications were extracted:

1. We determined the category of health of the study referred to (health promotion, research, or care [12]) and health field (eg, public health, surgery, oncology [details in Multimedia Appendix 4]).
2. We classified the tasks into 1 of the 4 categories of crowdsourcing tasks defined: problem-solving, data processing, surveillance or monitoring, and surveying.
3. We determined whether the study was led by researchers (ie, a traditional study led by institutionally trained researchers) or by participants (ie, studies designed and operated by patients or citizen scientists) [10].

**Logistics of Crowdsourcing and Characteristics of Crowd Workers**

Considering the logistics of crowdsourcing and characteristics of crowd workers, the following points were extracted:

1. We defined how the crowdsourcing was applied: whether a large task was divided into microtasks and distributed to workers [13] or whether the same task—a high-difficulty task called a megatask, such as a challenge—was given to several groups of workers [14].
2. We extracted the type of platform used (lab market, scientific games, mobile phone apps, social media, or community challenges with dedicated platforms) [13]; whether monetary incentives were offered and their amount; the time to perform the task; whether a data quality validation was performed; whether the task performed by the crowd workers was compared with that performed by experts (which corresponds to a feasibility study).
3. We extracted the number of crowd workers, the median age, the proportion of women, their status (eg, researchers, physicians, and students), their geographic location, their motivations, whether a skill set was required to perform the task, and whether they had to undergo training and pass a qualification test to be recruited.
4. We also assessed the proportion of studies not reporting all these data.

**Analysis**

The analysis was descriptive. Data are summarized as number (%) for qualitative variables and median (Q1-Q3) for continuous variables. All analyses involved the use of R v3.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) [15].

**Results**

**Systematic Literature Search**

The flow of study selection is in Multimedia Appendix 5. Briefly, the electronic search yielded 2354 references; 326 were
selected for further evaluation, and 202 studies were included (182 published papers and 20 conference abstracts [3,16-216]).

More than half of the included studies (108/202, 53.5%) were published during the last 2 years. The median impact factor of the journals of publication was 3.2 (Q1-Q3: 2.1-3.5); for 42/202 studies (20.8%), reports were published in a journal with very high relative impact factor (>90th percentile of journal impact factors averaged across journal categories). Reports for two-thirds of studies (129/202) were published in medical specialty journals and for one-fourth (50/202) in biomedical informatics and technology journals. All these publication characteristics are in Figure 1. A total of 9 studies corresponded to randomized controlled trials, only 1 with results posted on ClinicalTrials.gov.

Figure 1. Publication characteristics of included studies. Two-thirds of the studies have been published in one of the 18 medical specialty journals, covering almost all medical fields showing the widespread use of crowdsourcing, and sometimes in a journal with very high relative impact factor.

Mapping of Crowdsourcing Applications in Health
Crowdsourcing applications were more frequent in studies of health promotion (91/202, 45.0%) and health research (72/202, 35.7%) than health care (39/202, 19.3%). More than half of the studies concerned active crowdsourcing (data processing (99/202, 49.0%) and problem-solving (12/202, 5.9%)) and 45% of the studies were about mining crowd data (surveying (70/202, 34.6%) and surveillance or monitoring (21/202, 10.4%)). Examples of crowdsourced tasks by health category are provided in Figure 2.

Almost 50% of the studies related to health promotion used surveys to conduct their research compared with studies related to health care, which used mainly data processing activity. All included studies were led by researchers.
Figure 2. Examples of crowdsourced tasks according to health category. EEG: electroencephalography.
Figure 3. Mapping of crowdsourcing applications in health. Sankey diagram representing the distribution of medical fields applying crowdsourcing for each of the 4 types of task. Width of links is proportional to the number of studies. Medical specialties: anatomopathology (n=3), cardiology (n=5), dermatology (n=5), endocrinology (n=1), gynecology (n=2), infectiology (n=6), nephrology (n=1), neurology (n=7), pediatrics (n=2), pneumology (n=3), radiology (n=2), and rheumatology (n=2).

In Figure 3, we provide a mapping of crowdsourcing applications in health, detailing the medical fields applied to each type of task.

Data Processing
One-fourth of studies (27/99) involved public health, one-fifth (21/99) involved surgery, and one-fifth involved medical specialties (20/99). For example, in the Ghani et al study, published in 2016, crowd workers used the Global Evaluative Assessment of Robotic Skills tool to assess surgical skill in a video recording of a nerve-sparing robot-assisted radical prostatectomy [77].

Surveying
A total of 43% of studies (30/70) involved public health, and 37% (26/70) involved psychiatry. In the Stroh et al study, published in 2015, crowd workers completed a questionnaire related to public views on organ donation for people who need transplantation because of alcohol abuse [192]. The survey measured attitudes on liver transplantation in general and early transplantation for this patient population.

Surveillance or Monitoring
A total of 43% of studies (9/21) concerned public health and 24% (5/21) concerned dermatology. In the Merchant et al study, published in 2012, during 2 months, crowd workers had to locate, photograph, and submit the most eligible automated external defibrillator in Philadelphia [168].

Problem-Solving
One-third of studies (4/12) concerned oncology and one-fourth (3/12) concerned medical education. In the Margolin et al study, published in 2013, crowd workers were challenged during 6 months to develop computational models that predict overall survival of breast cancer patients based on clinical information [131].

Reporting of the Logistics of Crowdsourcing and Crowd Workers’ Characteristics
For data processing and surveillance or monitoring, a large task was divided into microtasks and distributed to crowd workers. For problem-solving, a megatask was given to several groups of crowd workers. We identified 7 challenges in our sample. A Web platform was used in 190/202 studies (94.1%), of which 133/190 (70.0%) were labor markets (eg, Amazon MTurk; Table 1).

Crowd workers’ characteristics and crowdsourcing logistics were poorly reported. Reports for almost one-fourth of studies (47/202) did not mention monetary incentives, and for two-thirds of studies (130/202), the time to perform the task was not mentioned. Crowd workers’ characteristics were frequently missing: age and gender were not reported for about 60% of the studies (128/202 and 105/202, respectively), and crowd workers’ location was not reported for one-fourth of the studies (50/202).

For 109/202 studies (53.9%), reports mentioned monetary incentives, mainly less than US $1 to perform a task. When reported, the time needed to perform the task was mostly less than 10 min (42/72, 58% of studies). For one-fourth of studies (54/202), reports mentioned using data quality validation, mainly by attention check questions (19/54, 35%) or by replicating the task by several crowd workers (16/54, 30%). About one-fifth of studies (36/202) compared crowd workers’ performance with that of experts (corresponding in these cases to a feasibility study), mainly for evaluating surgical skills (15/36, 42%).

The number of crowd workers was reported for 176 studies (87.1%), and the size of the crowd varied from 5 to about 2 million, with median 424 (first and third quartiles Q1-Q3: 167-802; Table 2). When specified, crowd workers’ median age was 34 years (Q1-Q3: 32-36) and 55% were men. Crowd workers were recruited nationally in 93/152 studies (61.2%), mainly the United States (83/93, 89%).
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Table 1. Logistics of crowdsourcing in systematic review studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Statistics (N=202)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of platform used, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web platform</td>
<td>190 (94.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor markets&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>133 (70.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor markets and social media</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community challenge</td>
<td>7 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific games</td>
<td>6 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other websites</td>
<td>32 (16.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile apps</td>
<td>12 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monetary incentives to perform a task, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>47 (23.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>109 (54.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤US $0.1</td>
<td>15 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $0.2 to 0.5</td>
<td>30 (27.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $0.6 to 1</td>
<td>23 (21.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;US $1</td>
<td>23 (21.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount not specified</td>
<td>18 (16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>46 (22.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time to perform a task, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>130 (64.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported</td>
<td>72 (35.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤1 min</td>
<td>17 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 10 min</td>
<td>25 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 30 min</td>
<td>21 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min to 1 hr</td>
<td>9 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data quality validation, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>148 (73.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>54 (26.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task replication by several CWs&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>16 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention check questions</td>
<td>19 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discriminative questions</td>
<td>12 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited timing for the task</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CW performance compared with experts, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>36 (17.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Amazon MTurk, Crowdflower.<br/>
<sup>b</sup>Mainly Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Curetogether.<br/>
<sup>c</sup>CW: crowd worker.
Table 2. Characteristics of crowd workers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Statistics (N=202)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of the crowd</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (Q1-Q3)</td>
<td>424 (167-802)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported, n (%)</td>
<td>26 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reported, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>20 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-499</td>
<td>78 (44.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-999</td>
<td>41 (23.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-4999</td>
<td>25 (14.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000-10,000</td>
<td>7 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10,000</td>
<td>5 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic location, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>50 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported</td>
<td>152 (75.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>59 (38.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>83 (89.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>3 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Othera</td>
<td>5 (5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (Q1-Q3)</td>
<td>34 (32-36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported, n (%)</td>
<td>128 (63.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported, n (%)</td>
<td>74 (36.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported, n (%)</td>
<td>105 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean proportion of men (%)</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>61 (30.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported</td>
<td>141 (69.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyone</td>
<td>51 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People graduated from college</td>
<td>35 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People with specificities</td>
<td>19 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>14 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical or health care providers</td>
<td>9 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>8 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>5 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skill set required, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>128 (63.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master qualificationb</td>
<td>44 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak English</td>
<td>14 (19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The motivations of crowd workers were recorded for 5/202 studies (2.5%) and included fun, curiosity, altruism, compensation, contribution to an important cause, personal reasons, research education, and advancing science [82,139,168,183,193]. A skill set was required in 74/202 studies (36.7%); for 60%, this involved previous experience in crowdsourcing. For two-thirds of studies (128/202), a specific skill set required was not specified. For only 12.8% of studies, the Web-based tasks (26/202) required passing a qualification test, and for 10.9%, (22/202), they required training.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this systematic review of the use of crowdsourcing in studies of health promotion, research, and care, we included 202 studies, mainly published in the last 2 years with for one-fifth of a publication in a journal with very high relative IF. Data processing was the most frequent type of task used (mainly in public health and surgery), followed by surveying (public health and psychiatry), then surveillance or monitoring (public health and dermatology), and finally problem-solving (oncology). Labor market platforms (Amazon MTurk) were mainly used. The description of crowdsourcing logistics and crowd workers’ characteristics were frequently missing from reports. When reported, the median size of the crowd was less than 500; crowd workers’ median age was around 34 years and 55% were men. Crowd workers were mainly recruited in the United States. A previous experience in crowdsourcing was required in about 60% of the studies, whereas passing a qualification test or training was only needed in about 12%. The time needed to perform the task was mostly less than 10 min for monetary incentives less than US $1. Data quality validation was used in less than one-third of studies.

Our systematic review has advantages over previous ones on the same topic [5,10]. The systematic review conducted by Ranard et al in March 2013 described the scope of crowdsourcing in health and medical research but included only 21 articles [5]. The narrative review conducted by Swan described the use of crowdsourcing in health research studies up to 2011 [10]. Our mapping is more exhaustive—focused on health research but also health promotion and health care—and up-to-date. Many of our studies (80%) were published after the last search date of the Ranard et al’s systematic review [5]. This point highlights the increasing use of crowdsourcing in health during the last few years. Indeed, many health fields have since used crowdsourcing, with 20 medical fields identified in our systematic review compared with 8 fields in the Ranard et al’s study [5]. Moreover, crowdsourcing use is still growing, as shown by the 11 articles published in Journal of Medical Internet Research since our last search date, mainly involving a survey task (9/11, 82%) [217-227]. Our study has some limitations. First, we did not search the gray literature to identify some unpublished studies. However, the EMBASE search allowed us to identify 20 studies (10%) corresponding to conference abstracts. Second, we did not search Google Scholar because of the number of records found (about 30,000). Screening all these references would be extremely time-consuming for only 2 reviewers without using a crowdsourcing process. Third, we did not include studies related to biology, such as studies using the “Fold it” platform to solve protein-folding problems [228]. We did not consider this topic in our definition of health. Finally, we included only crowdsourcing performed via the internet. For example, we did not include studies in which the crowdsourced tasks were performed in a particular workshop without individual data collected online. Therefore, we may have underestimated the number of studies using crowdsourcing in health.

Every health category (promotion, research, and care) has a potential need for human computing power that crowdsourcing could fulfill to accelerate the process. Our systematic review, focusing on peer-reviewed papers, may have not captured some kinds of crowdsourcing. Studies recruiting crowd workers with social media platforms were few in our selection (12/202 studies [5.9%]). This type of recruitment seems less attractive than labor markets, although it is free and easier to use, perhaps because it is considered less reliable or used for purposes other than publication. Another way of exploiting social media data is under development, whereby tweets referring to a specific disease are analyzed as part of a health maintenance approach.

---

**Table 1:** Characteristics and Statistics (N=202)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific background</td>
<td>8 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical background</td>
<td>8 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification test, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>34 (16.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>26 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>142 (70.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of workers, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>31 (15.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>149 (73.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*aIndia, Australia, Israel, China, and South Korea.

*bDefined as “consistently completing human intelligence tasks of a certain type with a high degree of accuracy across a variety of requesters.”

---

**a**India, Australia, Israel, China, and South Korea.

**b**Defined as “consistently completing human intelligence tasks of a certain type with a high degree of accuracy across a variety of requesters.”
Considering health research, a fundamental aspect of this crowdsourcing is that it allows research to be performed with patients and not only to them or on them. However, studies with patients as crowd workers represented only 10% of our included studies, perhaps because the primary aim of collecting these data was not to conduct research with the data. Nevertheless, in 2013, the PatientsLikeMe platform [230] had more than 220,000 members sharing health data on more than 2000 diseases and conditions [231]. Using these data and conducting research with the data represent a great future challenge of mining crowd data and a real opportunity to collect large amounts of data on symptoms of diseases, drug efficacy, or adverse events to solve a wide range of health issues with a more real-life approach. Crowdsourcing also has potential in health promotion, especially preventive medicine, by taking it one step further. For example, specific tips in the form of slides or films could be added to the end of a Web-based survey about addiction to conduct a behavioral intervention, in addition to a simple survey. In some cases, data processing tasks may require thinking about a healthier lifestyle, for example, by suggesting healthier alternatives in addition to gathering information on the nutritional characteristics of packaged foods. Such crowdsourced tasks could be expanded to change dietary behaviors, exercise, or adherence to treatment. Finally, the combination of crowdsourcing and mobile health technologies could be the ultimate step in providing an ideal vehicle for behavioral interventions that can reach users in real time, in real life, without being resource-intensive.

Crowdsourcing allows for a large number of crowd workers to be mobilized in record time and at low cost. For instance, in Peabody et al’s study [158], experts completed 318 video ratings in 15 days, but crowd workers completed 2531 ratings in 21 hours. These crowdsourced resources might be further harnessed in a world of high health costs. Crowdsourcing also allows for speeding up innovations, when used in the form of collaborative scientific competitions—challenges—to solve diverse and important biomedical problems. Problem-solving was the fourth task we identified in terms of frequency, and only 7 challenges were individualized, perhaps because challenges are an emerging form of crowdsourcing, which should be more prominent in the next few years and lead to more publications [232]. In future, it will be necessary to facilitate and promote the use of this type of crowdsourced tasks in health research, given the amount of data to be considered (big data) and the complexity of medical issues that will require increasingly skilled and qualified individuals to resolve them.

As previously mentioned, crowdsourcing has many advantages: improved cost, speed, quality, flexibility, scalability, and diversity. However, some points that remain controversial include the impact of crowdsourcing on product quality or its unethical aspect. The first remaining potential concern of crowdsourced studies in health is the validity of their results. Some studies have assessed whether we should trust Web-based studies, and it appears that the data provided by internet methods have at least as good quality as those provided by traditional paper-and-pencil methods [233]. In our review, for data processing tasks, 36/202 feasibility studies (17.8%) compared crowd workers’ performance with that of an expert group considered as reference. These studies mainly considered surgical skills evaluation (15/36, 42%) and parasite identification in infectious diseases (4/36, 11%). At each time, the performance of crowd workers was similar to that of the reference group. However, because the participation is anonymous and compensated, participants may provide unsatisfactory quality data. In our review, 54/202 studies (26.7%) reported using data quality validation. Several types of validation techniques were found, from inserting random questions with known answers into the task, to screening for crowd workers who were incorrectly marking answers (31/54, 57%) and to comparing responses among multiple crowd workers to discard outliers (16/54, 30%). The second concern is its unethical aspect: Amazon MTurk is a bargain for researchers but not for crowd workers [234]. Indeed, many MTurk tasks are completed by a small set of workers who spend long hours on the website, many with low income.

A detailed description of the crowdsourcing logistics in the Methods section and all the characteristics of the crowd workers (population of the study) should be provided in high-quality research, even if its importance depends on the type of study. In cases of surveying and surveillance or monitoring studies related to illness, crowd workers’ characteristics need to be precisely described to better interpret the study findings and to judge the external validity. In cases of data processing and problem-solving, crowd workers’ characteristics also need to be reported to allow reproducibility of studies and to select more quickly and more easily the best population of crowd workers for a future similar study. In our review, the lack of details of crowd workers’ characteristics in one-third of the included studies impedes the interpretation of results of these studies. Rather than being a virtually infinite subject pool, crowd workers are far less diverse than was previously thought. As we found, although crowd workers should be recruited from all over the world, 61% were actually recruited nationally, mainly the United States (89%). Previously, crowd workers were mainly young, urban, and single and more often had postsecondary education [6]. In our review, the median age of crowd workers was 34 years, 55% were men, and half reported a high level of education. Therefore, logistics of crowdsourcing and crowd workers’ characteristics must be reported, and standardized guidelines on crowdsourcing metrics that needed to be collected and reported could be useful to improve the quality of such studies.

Conclusions
Crowdsourcing appears to be a trendy, efficient, competitive, and useful tool to improve health actions, whether in preventive medicine, research, or care. Its use in health is increasing, particularly in public health, psychiatry, surgery, and oncology. Crowdsourcing allows for access to a large pool of participants, saves time to collect data, lowers costs, and speeds up innovations. Each health field could benefit from some tasks that could be crowdsourced to facilitate advances in research. To optimize the use of crowdsourcing in health, the logistics of crowdsourcing and crowd workers’ characteristics must be reported.
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Abstract

Background: The insertion of a chest tube should be as quick and accurate as possible to maximize the benefit and minimize possible complications for the patient. Therefore, comprehensive training and assessment before an emergency situation are essential for proficiency in chest tube insertion. Serious games have become more prevalent in surgical training because they enable students to study and train a procedure independently, and errors made have no effect on patients. However, up-to-date evidence regarding the effect of serious games on performance in procedures in emergency medicine remains scarce.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the serious gaming approach in teaching medical students an emergency procedure (chest tube insertion) using the app Touch Surgery and a modified objective structural assessment of technical skills (OSATS).

Methods: In a prospective, rater-blinded, randomized controlled trial, medical students were randomized into two groups: intervention group or control group. Touch Surgery has been established as an innovative and cost-free app for mobile devices. The fully automatic software enables users to train medical procedures and afterwards self-assess their training effort. The module chest tube insertion teaches each key step in the insertion of a chest tube and enables users the meticulous application of a chest tube. In contrast, the module “Thoracocentesis” discusses a basic thoracocentesis. All students attended a lecture regarding chest tube insertion (regular curriculum) and afterwards received a Touch Surgery training lesson: intervention group used the module chest tube insertion and the control group used Thoracocentesis as control training. Participants’ performance in chest tube insertion on a porcine model was rated on-site via blinded face-to-face rating and via video recordings using a modified OSATS tool. Afterwards, every participant received an individual questionnaire for self-evaluation. Here, trainees gave information about their individual training level, as well as previous experiences, gender, and hobbies. Primary end point was operative performance during chest tube insertion by direct observance.

Results: A total of 183 students enrolled, 116 students participated (63.4%), and 21 were excluded because of previous experiences in chest tube insertion. Students were randomized to the intervention group (49/95, 52%) and control group (46/95, 48%). The intervention group performed significantly better than the control group (Intervention group: 38.0 [I_q=7.0] points; control group: ...
30.5 [I_{50}=8.0] points; \( P<.001 \). The intervention group showed significantly improved economy of time and motion (\( P=.004 \)), needed significantly less help (\( P<.001 \)), and was more confident in handling of instruments (\( P<.001 \)) than the control group.

Conclusions: The results from this study show that serious games are a valid and effective tool in education of operative performance in chest tube insertion. We believe that serious games should be implemented in the surgical curriculum, as well as residency programs, in addition to traditional learning methods.

Trial Registration: German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) DRKS00009994; https://www.drks.de/drks_web/navigate.do?navigationId=trial.HTML&Trial_ID=DRKS00009994 (Archived by Website at http://www.webcitation.org/6ytWF1CWg)
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Introduction

Clinical Background

No matter what the underlying cause, to increase the benefit for the patient, the insertion of a chest tube should be as quick and accurate as possible [1]. Therefore, profound anatomical knowledge, meticulous positioning, and standardized execution are crucial for the success of this therapy [1]. Due to the proximity of thoracic and abdominal organs, incorrect insertion of a chest tube might lead to potentially lethal complications [2]. Therefore, comprehensive training and assessment before an emergency situation are essential in acquiring proficiency in chest tube insertion (CTI) [1]. Over the last years, the education of junior doctors and medical students has become more diverse, voluminous, and challenging. Therefore, there is an increasing need for comprehensive, objective, and resource-sparing educational concepts that ensure a high-quality education of standardized procedures without impairing patient safety [3]. In particular, early and decisive training using an educational tool might standardize execution of CTI and ultimately improve emergency care of traumatized patients and patients’ outcome [1].

Current Training Methods

Training methods for CTI cover theoretical instructions, the use of animal models, and teaching with real patients supervised by an experienced surgeon. However, these established training methods have significant limitations. First, this type of education is limited by an increasing shortage of manpower in hospitals [4,5], and second, teaching students and inexperienced doctors with the help of real patients is not always possible with regards to patient safety. Third, not all facilities have the capability of employing animal models. Additionally, these methods show limited objectiveness in the assessment of learning success, resulting in an inaccurate educational quality [6,7]. Therefore, novel training methods are needed that enable students and inexperienced doctors to study a procedure realistically and furthermore, self-assess their performance without the need of a supervising surgeon. Additionally, future training methods should aim at providing highest levels of education without endangering patient safety.

Serious Games for Teaching Medical Students

Serious games have become more prevalent in surgical training of physicians and medical students because of their ability to increase intrinsic motivation [8,9]. They enable students to study and train a procedure without need for a supervising surgeon. In addition, errors that are made during training with serious games have no effect on patients, and patient safety might be improved. Thus, because of the omnipresence of computer games in student’s lives, the focus in educational research has shifted towards serious games in context with medical training [9-12].

In a systematic review by Graafland et al published in 2012 [13], the authors stated that simulation and serious gaming represent ideal teaching methods for optimization of residents’ knowledge and skill before they are entrusted with procedures performed on real patients [13]. They also concluded that serious games may be used to train everyday clinical abilities such as surgical procedures [13]. In a consecutive study by Graafland et al [14], the authors examined the rate of acceptance among surgical educators and trainees regarding serious games as a training method. They found that serious games were viewed as positive by 78% of the participants, and 66% of the participants would play the game in their leisure time [14].

Defining serious games remains challenging as several classifications exist [15]. The first formal definition of the concept was provided by Abt in 1970, where he presented simulations and games to improve education. Since then, multiple classifications, both market- and purpose-based, have been postulated, and in 2002, Sawyer redefined the definition of serious games based on his idea of connecting a serious purpose to knowledge and technology from the video game industry [15]. In 2011, Djouini et al [15] established a novel and comprehensive classification that combined the analysis of both “serious” and “game” dimensions: the gameplay/purpose/scope model [15]. Applying the classification onto the training app Touch Surgery (TS; G: type: game-based; Goals: match; Means: move, select / P: educative message broadcasting, mental training / S: market: health care; Target audience: medical students, physicians) identifies it as a serious game [15].

Validation of TS has been performed before for various specialist fields. Sugand et al (2015) published results regarding...
the use of TS in intramedullary femoral nailing [16]. They demonstrated construct, content, and face validity of the intramedullary nailing module. Additionally, the authors stated that TS could be used to allow orthopedic trainees to learn operative steps and be subsequently tested before and after surgery [16]. TS was also evaluated positively by a study of Paro et al [17], who used TS in the context of open carpal tunnel release. In their study, they were also able to show positive results regarding construct, face, content, and acceptability validity of TS [17]. Moreover, TS has been validated for cognitive training and assessment of laparoscopic cholecystectomy [8,9], as well as for orbital floor reconstruction [18].

**Objective**

Up-to-date evidence regarding the effect of serious games on performance in procedures in trauma surgery and emergency medicine remains scarce. In this study, we sought to determine the influence of serious gaming on surgical training in CTI.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

The study was conducted from April 2017 to July 2017 at the Center for Orthopedics, Trauma Surgery and Spinal Cord Injury, Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery at the University of Heidelberg. We implemented the validated surgical training app TS (Kinois Ltd, London, United Kingdom) [14] in a standardized and structured setting into medical student education to complement existing training methods and reduce necessary training staff and resources. In addition, we used an objective structural assessment of technical skills (OSATS) to advance and standardize training. The current OSATS tool for CTI was developed based on key steps of correct CTI that were modified and revised by a team of trauma and general surgeons [1]. This study was designed as a prospective, single-center, rater-blinded, two-arm, parallel group randomized controlled trial (RCT), and the study protocol was published in 2017 [1]. The trial is reported in accordance with Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health Applications and onLine TeleHealth. The study was executed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the enrollment of participating students, approval was received from the local ethics committee of the University of Heidelberg (S-174/2016). In addition, the study was registered at the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) before commencement of the study (DRKS0009994). No changes to the trial design were performed after the commencement of the trial.

**Randomization**

To minimize selection bias, a blocked randomization, stratified by gender, was utilized to randomly assign (1:1 ratio) participants into either an intervention group or a control group. Randomization was performed at the beginning of day 1 before the lecture and theoretical introduction. An independent employee using sealed opaque envelopes performed randomization [1]. The same employee assessed whether students complied with the study instructions before assessment—otherwise this employee was not involved in any other aspects of the study.

**Primary End Points**

The primary end point of this study was the operative performance during CTI based on the standardized and evaluated OSATS scoring tool as measured by direct observation of a blinded rater during the course [1].

**Secondary End Points**

Secondary end points of this study were the operative performance during CTI based on the standardized and evaluated OSATS scoring tool as measured by indirect video observation of two independent and blinded raters, as well as combined ratings of indirect and direct raters. Additionally, differences between on-site and video ratings were evaluated. Furthermore, analysis of the correlation of extracurricular activities and hobbies with operative performance was performed, as well as a time-dependent performance analysis. Another secondary end point was the subgroup analysis regarding gender-dependent differences in the operative performance [1]. There were no changes to the primary and secondary trial outcomes after commencement of the study.

**Sample Size Determination**

To detect differences with a significance level Cronbach alpha=.05 and a power of 1-β=0.8, a group size of N=45 was determined in a sample size determination performed before this study [1].

**Statistical Analysis**

Before the statistical analysis, all data were completely anonymized. Statistical analyses were carried out by SPSS statistics version 24.0 (IBM Corp). For analysis of nonparametric, nonrelated data, the Mann-Whitney U test was carried out. Correlation analysis for gender influences, as well as influence of leisure activities on operative performance, was calculated via Spearman correlation coefficient. Intraclass correlation coefficient for interrater reliability (IRR) between the “indirect” raters was measured via two-way random absolute agreement intraclass correlation analysis. For all tests, a P value less than .05 was considered statistically significant. Data is expressed as median values (xMed) and interquartile ranges (IQR).

**Participants**

According to our inclusion criteria, only medical students enrolled at the medical faculty of the University of Heidelberg during their clinical years (3rd-6th year) who reached the age of 18 years were included in the study. Participants having previous clinical experience and practice regarding CTI were excluded from this study. Participation in the study was offered as a voluntary training opportunity for CTI in context with the regular surgical curriculum. All participants had access to the app during the study because of provision of iPads with preloaded app and module. Each participating student received information about the study before participation. Furthermore, informed consent for anonymous data collection, as well as
anonymous recording of videos during the training sessions, was obtained for each participant.

**Materials**

**The Utilized Serious Games**

TS [19] has been established as an innovative and cost-free app for mobile devices [8,16] and can be downloaded from Google Play and iPhone operating system (iOS, Apple Inc) stores. The software enables users to train medical procedures in a rendered three-dimensional environment and then guides users through every stage of each procedure using touchscreen motion gestures. Hereafter, users can self-assess their training effort via active rehearsal of the steps of the procedure [20]. All participants used version 4.14.6, and there were no changes in content of the modules used during the course of the study. Currently, procedures in TS are divided into modules (over 100 procedures can be trained), and users learn procedure-specific steps such as patient positioning and access to the operating field [8]. Hereafter, in training mode, the app leads the user through each relevant step of the operation, instrument selection, and application in the specific operative procedure. Afterwards, users can switch to the self-assessment part of the software, and each step is assessed by multiple-choice questions training “cognitive decision making” [8]. The module “Chest tube insertion” was developed by Rafael J. Grossmann, an attending surgeon at Eastern Maine Medical Center, and consists of visualization of the safe zone for insertion, correct handling, and right sequence of instruments used, as well as positioning of the chest tube (Figure 1).

Therefore, the module teaches each key step in the insertion of a chest tube and enables users the meticulous application of a chest tube. In contrast, the module “Thoracocentesis” was developed by Shannon Toohey, a clinical instructor in the Emergency Department at UC Irvine, and discusses a basic thoracocentesis. The key steps: confirmation of pleural effusion using chest X-ray, anesthesia with local anesthetic, and pleural effusion aspiration are taught, and the handling of the used instruments is visualized (Figure 2).

This module was chosen because of its similarities in presentation, while allowing enough differentiation of the key aspects of OSATS score without risk of obfuscation. In addition, because of both a different approach and a different set of instruments, as well as a profoundly different procedure, both modules differ considerably, and thoracocentesis can be used as a control procedure without confounding the results of the study.

**The Training**

Training was conducted in context with the regular surgical curriculum. Participation in the study was voluntary. Subsequent to randomization, all participants received structured instructions regarding their respective training curriculum. In particular, participants of the control group were encouraged to further self-study using literature and available books, whereas participants of the intervention group were advised not to do so. Hereafter, all participants received the standardized theoretical training regarding CTI as part of a theoretical lecture by an experienced surgeon [1]. Participants were given access to the script of the lecture and information on where to find further material for self-studying CTI (eg, books and e-learning material). At the end of the lecture, the teaching surgeon instructed participants to further self-study the topic of the lecture as per initially delivered instructions. Thereby, participants of the control group were instructed to self-study CTI (topic of lecture), whereas participants of the intervention group received initial information not to do so regardless of instructions given at the lecture. Therefore, training in the control group was equivalent to the standard surgical education regarding CTI in our institution. Hereafter, students were introduced into the app-based serious games and the handling of TS [1]. On the afternoon of day 1, training with the app-based serious games was conducted in a training lesson lasting 120 min, supervised by experienced surgeons not involved in the randomization or analysis of study results. While participants of the intervention group used the module “Chest Drain Insertion” (Figure 1) for training of CTI, the participants of the control group used the module “Thoracocentesis” (Figure 2).

Training, regardless of group, was conducted until participants reached an overall app-based score of 95% on performance of the assigned module. This was intended to assure trainees had performed the module while leaving enough margin for differentiation of scores during OSATS rating. Otherwise, participants in the control group attended every introduction and assessment included in the training sequence. A supervising experienced surgeon monitored performance of the assigned training modules to ensure adherence to each group-specific protocol [1]. Therefore, the intervention period was short, reducing the attrition bias [21]. Hereafter, participants had the rest of the day free for self-study, if applicable, as per initial instructions. Thereby, enough time was given to the participants to work through the provided material and further self-study CTI (Figure 3).

**The Assessment**

The OSATS for CTI was developed based on the CTI Scoring System by Hutton et al [22]. In particular, the OSATS was based on key steps of correct CTI that were modified and revised by a team of trauma and general surgeons [1,22]. As shown in Figure 4, the score consists of 10 key steps. Each key step is scored from 1 (worst) to 5 (best), based on a 5-point Likert scale [1]. The maximum possible score was 50 points in total, the minimal score was 10 points (Figure 4).
Figure 1. Screenshots of the Touch Surgery “Chest Tube Insertion” module. Panels A to D visualize the different key steps of the module. A: anatomical location of the safe surgical approach; B: illustration of the correct subcutaneous preparation; C: handling of instruments and tube; D: radiological control using a chest X-ray.
Figure 2. Screenshots of the Touch Surgery “Thoracocentesis” module. Panels A to D visualize the different key steps of the module. A: anatomical location of approach; B: correct administration of local anesthetics; C: aspiration of fluid; D: radiological control using a chest X-ray.
Figure 3. Visualization of the time schedule of the training and assessment part of this study. Randomization was performed before the first study-related interventions, and group-related instructions were given to individual participants. Introduction of both groups via a lecture occurred on the first day between 09:00 and 11:00 AM. In the afternoon (2:00-4:00 PM) of the same day, training using the app Touch Surgery was conducted under supervision of an experienced trauma surgeon. Afterwards, the rest of the day was free to provide enough time to self-study as instructed. At the beginning of day 2, the unblinded employee in charge of randomization assessed whether participants complied with the given instructions. Afterwards, operative performance was assessed utilizing the porcine model via a blinded on-site rater. CTI: chest tube insertion.

Before assessment, the intervention of interest was purposely not clarified, and participants were solemnly instructed to comply with their initially delivered instructions. At the beginning of the second day, participants were asked if they complied with their respective instructions (Figure 3). In particular, participants of the control group were asked if they had adequately studied CTI, and participants of the intervention group were asked whether they had not conducted further self-study. Participants that failed to comply with the instructions would have been excluded from the study (all participants complied with the instructions in our study). During assessment session, participants performed a CTI on a previously prepared porcine model [1]. A blinded on-site rater evaluated the performance of participants face-to-face using the modified OSATS tool (Figure 4) for CTI. Performance was videorecorded, showing only the porcine model and the hands of the participants. Furthermore, the on-site rater supervised the use of instruments and use of personal safety equipment, thereby guaranteeing participants’ safety during the course of the study. Afterwards, two independent blinded video raters performed a blinded, video-based evaluation using the same scoring tool [1]. All raters were experts from the Center for Orthopedics, Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery and Spinal Cord Injury, Heidelberg University. Afterwards, every participant received a personal questionnaire for self-evaluation. Herein, trainees gave information about their individual training level, as well as previous experiences, gender, and hobbies (see Multimedia Appendices 1 and 2) [1].
**Figure 4.** Visualization of the modified objective structural assessment of technical skills (OSATS) score for chest tube insertion (CTI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>1 poor</th>
<th>2 sufficient</th>
<th>3 sufficient</th>
<th>4 excellent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct identification of incision location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct plane of dissection subcutaneously</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blunt dissection on top side of rib</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scissors or Clamp guarded with other hand during dissection and pulled out without closing the instrument</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital exploration of pleural cavity on chest wall to rule out adhesions</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain guarded with hand while being inserted</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drain inserted into pleural cavity</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate made of drain length</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy of time and motion</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of help and assistance needed from tutor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1 poor
- 2 sufficient
- 3 sufficient
- 4 excellent

The chosen dissection plane deviates tremendously from the suggested site.

Both distance or execution of tunneling lack accuracy.

Flawed dissection; not carried out on top side of rib.

Hazardous handling that might affect the patient.

No digital exploration.

Hazardous handling that might affect the patient.

Tube advancement is carried out poorly.

Estimate deviates tremendously from rater’s opinion.

Many unnecessary or disorganized movements.

Task couldn’t be carried out without extensive assistance.

Trainee only raises important questions in order to maximize performance.

4th or 5th intercostal space; mid axillary line.

Confident cut through the subcutaneous layers and intercostal muscles.

Solid dissection carried out with minor errors.

Improvable handling.

Finger inserted in pleural cavity.

Confident handling of the used instruments.

Digital exploration in 360° with turning of the wrist rules out adhesions.

Confident handling of the used instruments.

Forceps unclamped in time and tube manually advanced.

Optimal estimate stated.

Maximum economy of movement and efficiency.

Almost no assistance needed; task is carried out confidently.
Results

Participants
From April 2017 to July 2017, 183 students enrolled in the emergency medicine course of our hospital, of which 116 students participated (63.4%) in this study; 21 participants had to be excluded from the analysis because of previous experiences in CTI (Figure 5).

Students were randomly assigned to the intervention group (49/95, 52%) and control group (46/95, 48%). All students participated in the clinical part of the medical curriculum (Table 1), and most students (84%, 80/95) were in their 6th semester. For the intervention group, the median age of participants was 22.0 years (IQR=1.0), and 33 participants were female (67%, 33/49). In the control group, the median age of participants was also 22.0 years (IQR=3.0), and 27 participants were female (59%, 27/46). Further data regarding the demographics of participants are depicted in Table 1.

Figure 5. Study flowchart based on Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines.

Table 1. Participants’ demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Intervention group (N=49)</th>
<th>Control group (N=46)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>16 (33)</td>
<td>19 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33 (64)</td>
<td>27 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>22.0 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>22.0 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leisure activity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing video games (total)</td>
<td>38 (78)</td>
<td>38 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing an instrument (total)</td>
<td>31 (63)</td>
<td>34 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular sportive activity (total)</td>
<td>43 (88)</td>
<td>39 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous experience in handicraft work (total)</td>
<td>24 (49)</td>
<td>31 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of education (semester), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41 (84)</td>
<td>39 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7 (14)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary End Point

Operative Performance in Direct Observation

The primary end point of this study was the influence of serious games (TS) on the operative performance in CTI evaluated by the OSATS scoring tool measured via direct observation of a blinded rater during the course. Analysis of the data revealed that participants of the intervention group performed significantly better than participants of the control group in general (intervention group: 38.0 [IQR=7.0] points; control group: 30.5 [IQR=8.0] points; P<.001; Figure 6), as well as in each key step besides the “Correct plane of dissection subcutaneously.” Participants of the intervention group showed a significantly improved economy of time and motion (intervention group: 4.0 [IQR=1.0] vs control group: 3.0 [IQR=1.0]; P=.004) and needed significantly less help from the supervising surgeon (intervention group: 4.0 [IQR=1.0] vs control group: 2.0 [IQR=1.0]; P<.001). Furthermore, participants of the intervention group were more confident in the handling of the required instruments (intervention group: 3.0 [IQR=2.0] vs control group: 3.0 [IQR=2.0]; P<.001) than participants of the control group, and the digital exploration of the pleural cavity was performed significantly better (intervention group: 4.0 [IQR=2.0] vs control group: 2.0 [IQR=2.0]; P<.001; Table 2). Median time of performing a CTI was 4:15 min in the intervention group. Participants of the control group needed a median of 4:17 min.

Figure 6. Outcome of operative performance. A: box plot showing points reached in direct objective structural assessment of technical skills (OSATS) by intervention and control group. B: box plot showing points reached in “indirect” rating by intervention and control group. C: box plot showing points reached in average of all three ratings by intervention and control group. ConGr=control group and IntGr=intervention group.
Secondary End Points

Operative Performance in Indirect Observation

Operative performance based on indirect video observation revealed significant differences between groups. In particular, participants of the intervention group performed significantly better than participants of the control group regardless of the video rater (rater 1: intervention group: 42.0 [I50=7.0] vs control group: 34.0 [I50=14.0]; $P<.001$; rater 2: intervention group: 40.0 [I50=9.0] vs control group: 33.5 [I50=10.0]; $P<.001$; Figure 6). Interestingly, participants of the intervention group were significantly better in the handling of scissors and clamps during direct observation compared with the control group (intervention group: 3.0 [I50=2.0] vs control group: 2.0 [I50=1.0]; $P=.03$), whereas indirect observation revealed better tendencies without statistical significance (intervention group: rater 1: 4.0 [I50=1.0], rater 2: 4.0 [I50=1.0] vs control group: rater 1: 3.0 [I50=2.0], rater 2: 3.0 [I50=1.0]; rater 1: $P=.098$, rater 2: $P=.38$). Overall, indirect ratings revealed smaller differences between groups than the direct rating. The analysis of the IRR revealed an excellent correlation between the results from both indirect raters (correlation index: 0.929 [95% CI 0.894-0.953]) [23]. Furthermore, analysis between direct and indirect rating revealed a good correlation as well (correlation index: 0.723 [95% CI 0.623-0.858]). In addition, combined ratings of direct and indirect observation confirmed statistically significant differences (intervention group: 40.0 [I50=7.2] vs control group: 32.3 [I50=10.1]; $P<.001$; Figure 6).

Influence of Gender and Hobbies on Operative Performance

Gender of participants did not correlate with operative performance during CTI in the total study collective. Regular sportive activity had a significant positive correlation with the operative performance during CTI regardless of prior training (Spearman index: .214; $P=.04$). However, positive correlation of regular sportive activity was higher in the control group compared with the intervention group (Table 3). Furthermore, previous experience in handicraft work had no correlation with operative performance in the intervention group (Pearson index: $-.071$; $P=.63$), whereas within the control group, participants that had previous experience in handicraft work performed significantly better than participants that did not (Pearson index: .353; $P=.02$; Table 3). Somewhat surprisingly, the data from this study showed that playing video games had no correlation with operative performance during CTI in the total study collective (Spearman index: $-.007$; $P>.95$; Table 3).

Evaluation of Touch Surgery as a Serious Gaming Device by Participants

Participants were asked to evaluate TS as a serious gaming device after performing CTI. Participants rated TS as an efficient training device, and when asked if they would continue to train with TS, the majority responded positively. In addition, participants were asked to evaluate both serious gaming and traditional learning methods (lecture) regarding the training benefit, level of simulation regarding the reality, and benefit regarding the handling of operative situations. Analysis of our data revealed that participants scored serious games better than traditional learning methods in all aspects regardless of the module that was trained (Table 4).
Table 3. Correlation regarding the influence of leisure activities on the operative performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of leisure activity</th>
<th>Total study collective Spearman index</th>
<th>Intervention group Spearman index</th>
<th>Control group Spearman index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular sportive activity</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous experience in handicraft work</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>−0.071</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing video games</td>
<td>−0.073</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>−0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A P value less than .05 is considered as statistically significant.

Table 4. Participants’ evaluation of training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors of evaluation</th>
<th>Lecture, xMed (I50)</th>
<th>Training with Touch Surgery, xMed (I50)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training benefit</td>
<td>3.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of simulation regarding the reality</td>
<td>4.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit regarding the handling of operative situations</td>
<td>4.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A P value less than .05 is considered as statistically significant.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we sought to determine the influence of serious games on surgical training of CTI. We utilized the validated surgical training app TS in addition to a modified OSATS in an RCT. The results from this study indicated that serious gaming using a relevant content might be superior to traditional teaching methods including training with serious games with an irrelevant content regarding the operative performance in CTI. Participants from this study evaluated TS as an efficient and motivating training device. Furthermore, most participants wanted to continue the training with TS.

The results from this study support previous findings [24-26]. Participants that trained with TS showed an improved operative performance when placing a chest tube both in direct and indirect evaluation by blinded raters using the OSATS scoring tool. Participants of the intervention group performed significantly better in key steps regarding patient safety. In particular, participants of the intervention group were more accurate in the digital exploration of the pleural cavity and needed significantly less help from the supervising surgeon. Therefore, training with TS might help in enabling students to perform surgical procedures with a higher degree of independence.

Participants of the intervention group performed significantly better in the handling of the scissors and clamps. This is noteworthy because of the fact that TS offers merely gesture-based controls of the instruments used in the respective module of the app and only visualization of their correct use. Differences in the handling of instruments might be caused by differences in mental practice. Mental practice utilizes the systemic use of mental imagery to rehearse an action before the actual performance without the need for physical movement [27,28]. Mental practice has been validated as an efficient training method in teaching laparoscopic surgery [27], as well as in learning basic surgical skills [29]. In training mode, TS instructs and visualizes the correct use of instruments regarding the necessary action, whereas in test mode, the user needs to utilize gesture-based controls to initiate the use of instruments. Therefore, the user needs to visualize the necessary action using the required instrument before each respective task of the procedure. This visualization process might induce mental practice [8]. Participants of the control group trained with a different set of instruments, and therefore, visualization of the correct use of the required instruments for CTI was missing. Thus, better performance in the use of the actual instruments might be because of stimulation of mental practice by use of TS.

In addition, mental practice has been successfully implemented in teaching and rehearsing complex psychomotor tasks in several domains such as sports or music [28]. Our data indicated that sports activity positively correlates with operative performance. However, this correlation was more distinct in the control group. Participants that exercise often might show better performance in mental practice and therefore benefit more from a theoretical lecture, whereas use of TS with relevant content might induce mental practice regardless of previous experiences in sports activities. Therefore, positive effects of sports activity regarding mental practice might be reduced in the intervention group because of induction of mental practice through the use of TS with relevant content and might explain the higher correlation of sports activity and operative performance in the control group.

The influence of gender on surgical skill acquisition is not clear yet [30]. Although studies of Schueneman et al. [31] and Madan et al. [32] found some differences between males and females in surgical skill acquisition [33], the findings of Kolozsvari et al. [34], Grantcharov et al. [35], Nickell et al. [36], and Kowaleski et al. [37] support the results of our study that no correlation between operative performance and gender of participants could be found.

In our literature review, we found no evidence for the influence of handicraft on surgical performance. According to our data, there was no correlation between trainees’ performance and...
experience in handicraft work for the intervention group, but we interestingly found a significant correlation for participants of the control group. On the basis of these results, the influence of experience in handicraft work on trainees’ performance is not clear yet. Further investigation of this question to prove or disprove the hypothesis that experience in handicraft work could influence surgical performance is therefore needed.

Finally, we examined the correlation between the operative performance of the trainees and playing video games. Influence of video gaming on surgical skills has been described in various studies [38-40]. Rosser et al [41] for instance reported better performance of participants with experience in playing video games when training laparoscopic interventions. It should be noticed that in most cases, the influence of video gaming was proven for training laparoscopic interventions. In contrast to these findings, the study of Khatri et al [42] found no correlation between video gaming and surgical performance for orthopedic skill acquisition when examining dynamic hip screw simulation. Those findings support our study results. We found no correlation for both groups between playing video games and surgical performance in CTI. Regarding these results, we suppose that the influence of video gaming on the surgical performance depends on the type of surgical intervention. It might be assumable that, in contrast to laparoscopic interventions, video gaming has much lower influence on surgical performance on interventions in trauma surgery.

Participants from this study evaluated TS as an efficient and motivating training device. Furthermore, most participants wanted to continue the training with TS. According to Hutchinson et al, motivation to learn can be intrinsic (from the trainee) and extrinsic (from external influences). Intrinsic factors can be improvement of personal achievement, preparation for new situations, fun, and competition [43]. Serious gaming with TS might increase the intrinsic motivation of students by offering educational modules while providing a fun experience and because of the self-assessment, instant feedback regarding improvement. Therefore, implementation of TS in surgical education might increase students’ motivation to self-educate.

Limitations
Despite relevant findings of this study regarding the training benefit of serious games with a relevant content in the context of CTI, our study has limitations. Participants of the control group received the initial lecture, as well as a related but irrelevant game-based study exercise. This might have led to confusion among participants of the control group leading to a poorer performance in the exercise and therefore limiting the results of the study. However, participants were instructed regarding their specific training program before the study. In addition, all students participated in the introductory lecture normally held on CTI, and students were given access to the script of the lecture and information on where to find further material for self-study (eg, books and e-learning material). Furthermore, participants of the control group were specifically interviewed before the assessment if they complied with the instructions and had adequately studied CTI. Therefore, because of the design of the study, we believe the influence of confusion derived by the control procedure and the influence of the control procedure as a distractor to be minimal. Nonetheless, the results of this study might be limited by this possibility. Before assessment, the character of the tests and the intervention of interest were purposively not clarified. However, participants of the control group were given the instruction to further study CTI, and participants of intervention group were given a single intervention. Thereby, it can be assumed that students suspected CTI to be the intervention of interest. This might limit the results of our study as participants may have performed disproportionately well by preparing especially for CTI. However, the specific type of assessment and the parameters of interest remained unknown. In addition, participants were only assessed if they complied with the instructions given at the beginning of the study. Compliance was analyzed based on subjective statements of participants before the assessment. The subjective nature of the analysis might bias the results of this study by leaving the risk of an over- or underreporting of compliance. Evaluation of motivation and satisfaction regarding serious gaming as an educational method was based on the subjective self-evaluation of the participants. It is possible that there were inaccuracies between the different groups because of incorrect answers in the participants’ self-assessment. Another limitation lies in the fact that TS is only offered in English. Some participants struggled with the language barrier and needed help in translating the different instruments. However, supervising surgeons helped students regarding difficulties in translating specific terms. Therefore, we believe that the language barrier does not influence the results of the study.

Conclusions
The results from this study indicate that utilizing serious games with relevant content might provide a higher level of education in preparing medical students to perform CTI than traditional learning methods, including serious games with irrelevant content. Furthermore, training with serious games using a relevant content seems to improve the independency of students in performing a CTI. In addition, serious gaming might increase the intrinsic motivation of students by offering educational modules while providing a fun experience and because of the self-assessment, instant feedback regarding improvement. Thereby, implementation of TS in surgical education might increase student’s motivation to self-educate. In conclusion, the results from this study led us to believe that serious games are a valid and effective tool in the education of medical students regarding the operative performance in CTI. We believe that serious games should be implemented in surgical training curricula of medical students in addition to traditional learning methods and might add benefit to the training curriculum of residency programs. However, further studies are needed to clarify the training benefit of TS during the education of residents to confirm this assumption.
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Abstract

Background: The demand for an eHealth-ready and adaptable workforce is placing increasing pressure on universities to deliver eHealth education. At present, eHealth education is largely focused on components of eHealth rather than considering a curriculum-wide approach.

Objective: This study aimed to develop a framework that could be used to guide health curriculum design based on current evidence, and stakeholder perceptions of eHealth capabilities expected of tertiary health graduates.

Methods: A 3-phase, mixed-methods approach incorporated the results of a literature review, focus groups, and a Delphi process to develop a framework of eHealth capability statements.

Results: Participants (N=39) with expertise or experience in eHealth education, practice, or policy provided feedback on the proposed framework, and following the fourth iteration of this process, consensus was achieved. The final framework consisted of 4 higher-level capability statements that describe the learning outcomes expected of university graduates across the domains of (1) digital health technologies, systems, and policies; (2) clinical practice; (3) data analysis and knowledge creation; and (4) technology implementation and codesign. Across the capability statements are 40 performance cues that provide examples of how these capabilities might be demonstrated.

Conclusions: The results of this study inform a cross-faculty eHealth curriculum that aligns with workforce expectations. There is a need for educational curriculum to reinforce existing eHealth capabilities, adapt existing capabilities to make them transferable to novel eHealth contexts, and introduce new learning opportunities for interactions with technologies within education and practice encounters. As such, the capability framework developed may assist in the application of eHealth by emerging and existing health care professionals. Future research needs to explore the potential for integration of findings into workforce development programs.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10229) doi:10.2196/10229
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Introduction

Background

Developing an eHealth-ready workforce [1,2] is becoming a key priority for addressing the complex challenges in health care globally [3,4]. Modern health care now incorporates a multitude of eHealth technologies that can be used for (1) monitoring, tracking, and informing health; (2) interacting for health such as using digital technologies to enable health communication among practitioners and between health professionals and clients or patients; and (3) data that enable health via collecting, managing, and using health data to improve outcomes [5]. eHealth has been recognized as pivotal in recent health reforms, with the potential to provide more efficient, cost-effective care with better outcomes [4,6,7]. As such, health services increasingly expect health professionals, new graduates, and experienced workforce alike, to be eHealth ready within practice across diverse digital health environments [4,8]. In turn, this is directing efforts to integrate eHealth education into clinical health degrees, specifically allied health, nursing, pharmacy, dentistry, and medical programs [1,2,9].

Significant work has been conducted by Gray et al (2014) to identify the educational needs of health professionals necessary for an eHealth-capable workforce [9]. A key factor limiting the eHealth readiness of current and future health professionals is the lack of coordinated, formal education in the use of digital technologies in health [9]. The health practice context has become vastly more complex, mirroring changes in patients, the health system, and medical science, making it increasingly challenging for clinicians to safely and efficiently navigate health care [10]. As digital health becomes more widespread, so does the requirement for health professionals to be well versed in navigating and using such technologies [3]. eHealth education, therefore, needs to be coordinated to explain and explore eHealth in both current and future health care contexts, and to incorporate clear specifications as to the eHealth capabilities expected of the current and future health care workforce [9]. Research into, and the development of, coordinated approaches to eHealth curriculum design and implementation are necessary to effectively integrate eHealth capabilities among health graduates and to support the health care workforce in using eHealth technologies [3]. Consequently, specific eHealth education is required, even if students report to be competent and confident in using technology [11]. Such skills must not to be equated with technology proficiency, and most certainly not with information fluency [12]. Information literacy is defined in essence as “the ability to access, evaluate, and use information from a variety of sources” [13] and has become a critical skill for the present generation of students, and indeed for the 21st-century citizen [14,15]. For this to be achieved, a systematic approach to curriculum design and collaborative efforts from stakeholders are needed [9,16].

Multiple issues need to be addressed when designing strategies for embedding eHealth into undergraduate curricula [4,9,16]. Drawing from research into teaching evidence-based medicine [17], eHealth would be more effectively taught (ie, demonstrate improved knowledge, skills, and attitudes) when it is integrated into clinical subjects rather than as an adjunct [16]. Education needs to improve awareness and understanding of the purpose of eHealth in practice contexts, as well as training in the use of technologies [4,9]. Competency frameworks in health informatics [18,19] provide valuable reference points in technical and informatics literacy for workforce development. eHealth-enabled health care, however, extends beyond informatics and requires professionals to integrate digital technologies into the health care and management processes [5]. As such, although health informatics competencies provide a strong foundation for the technical requirements of eHealth, the current and future health workforce must also receive education in the use of eHealth in practice to perform a range of professional functions, such as clinical decision making, patient empowerment, promotion of health and wellness, critical reflection and ethical decision making, and enabling new models of care [3,20]. Although such workforce eHealth competency frameworks are emerging for specific professions [21], limited understanding and agreement remain regarding the core eHealth competencies expected of tertiary graduates.

Although the tertiary education of health professionals is traditionally framed around a set of specific competency standards decreed by professional associations that allow measurable behaviors to be observed and assessed [22], competency frameworks are most beneficial when the skills and practice are consistent across contexts, eg, in the assessment of a specific injury or illness [23]. eHealth practice, on the other hand, might look different in different contexts. For example, effective integration of mobile technologies in one context might involve using mobile devices to enhance the measurement and assessment of injury. In another context, clinicians could be using apps to remotely prescribe exercises and monitor patients’ physical activity. The fluidity in how eHealth skills are demonstrated across different contexts and the speed with which eHealth technologies evolve both clash with the rigidity and speed at which competencies and educational frameworks can be developed. As such, this suggests that competency standards may not be the most appropriate framing of eHealth skills and education [5,22,23].

In contrast to competency, capability has been defined as “a holistic concept that describes how an individual or organization applies their ability in a confident manner to problems in new and unfamiliar circumstances as well as in familiar situations” [24]. As such, a capable workforce includes lifelong learners who are able to identify the need for change, adapt to familiar and novel situations and environments, and work collaboratively with other stakeholders to provide and potentially transform care [22,23]. Although capability has been described as being similar to competence, it in fact encompasses competence and extends beyond the technical skills implied by competence to emphasize the components of adaptability to change, lifelong learning, and self-efficacy [23-25]. As such, capability-informed
frameworks address wider aspects of professionalism, focusing on supporting continuous development rather than assessment of a skill at a specific point in time [25].

**Objectives**

A capabilities approach is, therefore, able to inform and modify competency-based frameworks that better reflect the complexity of real-life environments as is found in the field of using eHealth for health care and wellness [22,25]. With this in mind, this study aimed to develop an eHealth capabilities framework based on current evidence and stakeholder perceptions of eHealth capabilities that are expected of workforce-ready tertiary health graduates. This study formed one component of a larger project, eHealthMap, which aimed to align the University’s approach to eHealth education with the best evidence and national expectations of workforce-ready graduates. A key focus of the study was to ensure alignment between the required capabilities of new graduates with workforce capability requirements. This led to a collaborative design approach between the University and the New South Wales Ministry of Health.

**Methods**

**Triphasic Approach**

A 3-phase approach was used. This consisted of a literature review in the first phase, followed by qualitative studies to identify relevant themes, gain expert opinions, and raise consensus with key stakeholders in the second stage. In the third phase, data from the 2 previous stages were reviewed using a Delphi process to develop a framework of capability statements for guiding health curricula and measurement of workforce readiness in the use of eHealth technologies for health care. The project occurred between October 2016 and November 2017.

**Literature Review**

A systematic search for literature was undertaken during October 2016 to December 2016 to identify papers related to workforce readiness in the use of eHealth technologies. The databases and search engines used included CINAHL, Medline, ERIC, PsychINFO, Google Scholar, and Google. Databases and search engines were systematically searched for literature on eHealth competencies using combinations and variations of the following key search terms: eHealth, digital health, health professional, workforce readiness, graduate, student, higher education, capability statement, and competency. The fields of health, medicine, nursing, public health, allied health, pharmacy, psychology, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech language pathology, dentistry, paramedicine, social work, dietetics, nutrition, radiography, audiology, exercise and sports science, optometry, orthoptics, ophthalmology, and podiatry were included. Researchers also reached out to health and academic communities and reviewed Web pages from a number of professional societies and health organizations to identify the existence of other eHealth readiness competencies and capabilities.

The search was limited to papers published after 2000 to maximize relevance to current clinical contexts and papers written in English. Research studies and reports were included if they (1) referred to readiness competencies or capabilities for students, graduates, or workforce; (2) referred to the use of digital technologies in health care; and (3) provided empirical support for the capability statements or framework. Included peer-reviewed and gray literature were then reviewed to identify existing core competencies or capability statements relating to eHealth readiness. Data were extracted by 1 author (author 2), analysis and synthesis [26] conducted independently by 2 authors (authors 1 and 2), with consensus provided by a third author as required (author 3).

**Focus Groups**

Focus groups with key informants from the health workforce and higher education were used to ascertain the perceived eHealth capabilities requirements of new graduates [27]. Purposeful sampling recruited 23 participants with significant expertise or vested interests in eHealth education, practice, or policy. Focus groups were conducted during a workshop held in February 2017 at the University of Sydney. Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (Protocol No. 2016/811) before participant recruitment.

The workshop included 2 focus group sessions: (1) a large focus group (n=23, 1 hour and 14 min) and (2) 4 small breakout focus groups (n=23, with 5-6 participants per group, 45 min). A semi-structured script encouraged topic exploration and included the following questions: (1) What eHealth competencies do you expect health graduates to be able to demonstrate? and (2) Could you provide some examples of how these competencies are taught or applied in your organization? Focus group discussions were facilitated by the researcher team experienced in qualitative research methods. To stimulate discussions, participants were presented with evidence of core eHealth readiness competencies identified via the literature review. Of the focus group participants, 65% (15/23) were female, and 48% (11/23) were University of Sydney faculty representatives. Faculty representatives encompassed the fields of physiotherapy, speech pathology, psychology, nursing, dentistry, pharmacy, medicine, information technology and engineering, and mathematics and statistics. The balance of the participants (12/23, 52%) included broad representation from health services (9/23, 39%) and state and national government health agencies (3/23, 13%), including senior executives, clinicians, and senior health administrators. Participants also included recent health professional graduates (2/23, 9%) and 1 enrolled student from the University of Sydney. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and thematically analyzed [26] independently by 2 authors (authors 1 and 2). Codes were applied to the text of the transcripts, with themes systematically refined until saturation was achieved.

**Development of an eHealth Capability Framework**

The third phase involved identifying core capability statements by using the Delphi method [28] to refine and establish core eHealth capability statements. This was conducted over 4 iterations [29] during 2017, which allowed participants recruited from the focus groups (n=23) and via invitation to a wider group of key stakeholders (n=16) to systematically consider the capability statements as they evolved. Each round consisted of a meeting and follow-up email correspondence, promoting discussion and consensus between participants. A predetermined
quorum of participants (n=12, ie, participation quorum of 50% based on the total number of participants recruited during the focus group phase, where N=23) was present for each round required to reach consensus, and each participant provided feedback throughout the process during meetings or via email. At the end of each round, feedback was incorporated into the capability framework and the revised statements presented for deliberation at the next meeting. Incorporation of feedback resulted in improved clarity and limited redundancy where similar capabilities were collapsed or condensed. Iterations continued until such time as consensus among the participants was achieved [29]. Following consensus agreement, endorsement from key academic and industry organizations was sought.

Results

Literature Review

After duplicates were removed, the search revealed 92 relevant papers. Papers were excluded if they were opinion pieces, provided no empirical support, or reported no specific details regarding eHealth capabilities. This left a total of 30 papers included in this review. Emergent themes from the literature were identified (by authors 1 and 2) and refined through research team discussion at regular meetings.

The health, activity, and participation issues identified within the literature were initially arranged into the following 6 categories: (1) health information management (n=24); (2) communication (n=19); (3) professionalism (n=24); (4) information systems and technologies (n=25); (5) patient focus (n=13); and (6) health analytics (n=14). Categorization of the 6 core domains as identified in the literature is presented in Table 1.

Focus Groups

Three overarching themes, each with multiple subthemes, emerged from the thematic analyses: (1) reinforce fundamental clinical capabilities, (2) acknowledge and adapt existing capabilities, and (3) introduce and provide opportunities for new learning. Themes and subthemes are presented in Table 2 and have been reported previously [20].

Development of the eHealth Capability Framework

At the completion of the fourth round, consensus was achieved. The final capability framework consisted of 4 overarching domains and 40 performance cues (Multimedia Appendix 1). The 4 upper-level eHealth capability statements describe what an eHealth-ready health graduate should be able to demonstrate (Table 3). The nature of these statements is such that more specific examples of what they might look like in different contexts are needed. These specific examples are provided in the form of performance cues in the framework. As these statements reflect expected capabilities among entry-level clinical positions, levels of mastery are not specified. This would be more appropriate at the curriculum level where educators consider how these capabilities might be developed and assessed in their specific disciplinary and educational context. Feedback from the focus groups indicated that, ideally, the eHealth capability framework would be integrated with relevant professional competency-based occupational standards. Throughout the development process, key stakeholders consistently recommended that the framework needed to incorporate the essential components of both safety and effective communication across all the 4 high-level capability statements.

Table 1. Categorization of core domains of eHealth capability as identified in the literature review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Summary of capabilities included in the domain</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health information management</td>
<td>Recording and storing health information in electronic systems, data quality, and information governance</td>
<td>[2,9,30-46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Using digital technologies to support interprofessional relationships, consumer-provider relationships, and multiprofessional care coordination</td>
<td>[2,9,30-46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionalism</td>
<td>Critical appraisal, evidence-based practice, eHealth literacy, continued professional development, ethical use of information, and management and leadership</td>
<td>[2,9,30-42,44-50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information systems and technologies</td>
<td>Using information systems and technologies to support routine clinical care, business processes, and patient-centered service provision</td>
<td>[2,9,30-35,37-39,41-48,50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient focus</td>
<td>Patient empowerment, use of technology for self-management and wellness, patient eHealth literacy, and education</td>
<td>[2,9,31-33,35,37-39-43,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health analytics</td>
<td>Use of data analytics in practice for informed decision making, quality improvement, service planning, and delivery</td>
<td>[2,9,31-33,37-39-44,46-47]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given the inherent nature of eHealth as being innovative and adapted to specific contexts. eHealth capabilities should be integrated with clinical practice in health care [25]. Furthermore, this research identified but also incorporates the aspects of critical analysis and ethical capability not only addresses complexity and evolving contexts through a competency approach by recognizing the complexity and dynamic nature of eHealth practice. This approach is supported by a capability statement that articulates what learners need to be able to know and do to demonstrate achievement of this capability. Examples of these knowledge and behaviors are provided in the form of performance cues. The key components of the eHealth capability framework are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

The systematic process for developing the framework was necessary for the successful integration of eHealth and continuous quality improvement at all levels in the health system [9]. Critical to long-term implementation and adoption of the framework is the capability approach, which contrasts with a competency approach by recognizing the complexity and ever-changing nature of eHealth in practice. The idea of capability not only addresses complexity and evolving contexts but also incorporates the aspects of critical analysis and ethical practice in health care [25]. Furthermore, this research identified that eHealth capabilities should be integrated with clinical competencies and be sufficiently flexible so that they can be adapted to specific contexts.

Given the inherent nature of eHealth as being innovative and transformative, it is critical that we enable our health workforce to be suitably prepared and adaptable. Tertiary education of future health graduates needs to move from a focus on technical skills to encompass broader eHealth capabilities, such as professional competencies and attributes of an adaptable, improvement-minded, and innovative workforce. The eHealth capabilities framework extends beyond this technical proficiency to include the integration of technology into current practice and demonstrating a strong ethos around lifelong learning and transforming care. By re-evaluating traditional resources used in education and incorporating knowledge around eHealth capabilities, educational curriculum will provide greater opportunities to build capability in working with systems undergoing digital transformation [3]. Consistent with previous research [4,9], we identified the need for educational curriculum to reinforce existing eHealth capabilities, adapt existing capabilities to make them transferable to novel eHealth contexts, and introduce new learning opportunities for interactions with technologies within education and practice encounters. In essence, the capability framework developed assists in bridging the gap between academia and the application of digital health by emerging and existing health care professionals.

This framework is not a curriculum; it is a starting point to guide curriculum development and redesign. Furthermore, the framework is intended to stimulate discussion with industry stakeholders regarding workforce capability with regard to eHealth in practice. As a guide, it will enable further development of both curriculum and competency evaluation [48]. The eHealth capabilities framework is not intended to set a rigid curriculum for eHealth education, but rather to provide a key resource and common standards for the review, development, and alignment of profession-specific curricula to ensure high-quality and consistent student learning experiences. Attaining capability will ideally involve embedding eHealth within problem-based, case-based, and practice-based learning environments.

Table 2. Fundamental themes of eHealth capability identified from focus groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fundamental themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinforce fundamental capabilities</td>
<td>Quality and safety, Communication, problem solving, critical analysis, patient-centeredness, professionalism, lifelong learning skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge and adapt existing capabilities</td>
<td>Understand purpose of systems, advanced digital literacy, adaptive behavior, active participation in codesign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce and provide opportunities for new learning</td>
<td>Working with health data, integration of health information sources, eHealth-enabled new models of care, data analytics, data governance, data privacy, data security, shifting role of the health care professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Overarching domains of eHealth capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and domain</th>
<th>Capability statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Understand the purpose and function of digital health technologies and systems implemented at a local, state, or national level, including consideration of legal, policy, and ethical implications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Integrate digital health into clinical practice to deliver safe and quality care, including provision of best practice models of care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use data and data analysis to inform, deliver, and improve health and health care practice at an individual, team, or systems level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Participate in digital health implementation, evaluation, and codesign processes to drive improvement and stimulate change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study aimed to develop a framework of eHealth capabilities that could be used to inform development of higher education curricula for health students and professional development opportunities for the current health workforce. The framework resulting from our literature review, focus groups, and Delphi process describes 4 overarching domains of eHealth capabilities: (1) digital technologies, systems, and policies; (2) clinical practice and applications; (3) data analysis and knowledge creation; and (4) system and technology implementation. Each domain is supported by a capability statement that articulates what learners need to be able to know and do to demonstrate achievement of this capability. Examples of these knowledge and behaviors are provided in the form of performance cues. The key components of the eHealth capability framework are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

The systematic process for developing the framework was necessary for the successful integration of eHealth and continuous quality improvement at all levels in the health system [9]. Critical to long-term implementation and adoption of the framework is the capability approach, which contrasts with a competency approach by recognizing the complexity and ever-changing nature of eHealth in practice. The idea of capability not only addresses complexity and evolving contexts but also incorporates the aspects of critical analysis and ethical practice in health care [25]. Furthermore, this research identified that eHealth capabilities should be integrated with clinical competencies and be sufficiently flexible so that they can be adapted to specific contexts.

Given the inherent nature of eHealth as being innovative and transformative, it is critical that we enable our health workforce to be suitably prepared and adaptable. Tertiary education of future health graduates needs to move from a focus on technical skills to encompass broader eHealth capabilities, such as professional competencies and attributes of an adaptable, improvement-minded, and innovative workforce. The eHealth capabilities framework extends beyond this technical proficiency to include the integration of technology into current practice and demonstrating a strong ethos around lifelong learning and transforming care. By re-evaluating traditional resources used in education and incorporating knowledge around eHealth capabilities, educational curriculum will provide greater opportunities to build capability in working with systems undergoing digital transformation [3]. Consistent with previous research [4,9], we identified the need for educational curriculum to reinforce existing eHealth capabilities, adapt existing capabilities to make them transferable to novel eHealth contexts, and introduce new learning opportunities for interactions with technologies within education and practice encounters. In essence, the capability framework developed assists in bridging the gap between academia and the application of digital health by emerging and existing health care professionals.

This framework is not a curriculum; it is a starting point to guide curriculum development and redesign. Furthermore, the framework is intended to stimulate discussion with industry stakeholders regarding workforce capability with regard to eHealth in practice. As a guide, it will enable further development of both curriculum and competency evaluation [48]. The eHealth capabilities framework is not intended to set a rigid curriculum for eHealth education, but rather to provide a key resource and common standards for the review, development, and alignment of profession-specific curricula to ensure high-quality and consistent student learning experiences. Attaining capability will ideally involve embedding eHealth within problem-based, case-based, and practice-based learning environments.
experiences and incorporate digital simulations and codesign projects. This work emphasizes core professional practice principles that underpin all activities involving eHealth, including quality and safety, consumer-centeredness, critical thinking, and evidence-based practice. As technologies evolve and practices involving eHealth grow, it is critical to maintain attention to these core principles. The inclusion of performance cues within the framework provides a starting point to describe how successful learning might be demonstrated. These are intended to guide the development of assessments that support the achievement of specific learning outcomes and activities of the discipline-specific curriculum.

It was clear that there is a need to create an eHealth capability framework that accurately reflected the roles and work contexts in the digital age. In addition to moving beyond a focus on the technical skills, this included offering theoretical and practical opportunities for health graduates to integrate eHealth into practice, eg, using technologies to provide new models of care and facilitate consumer empowerment, or to use routinely collected digital health data to inform practice. One of the key challenges for education in this space is the ability for curriculum to adequately address the divide between digitally capable individuals and their capacity to apply digital skills to clinical situations that often use archaic systems [49]. Although current students may now use digital technologies in their everyday lives, they might have limited knowledge of the opportunities and issues that technology can bring to the health care landscape [49]. As a result, students require tailored opportunities to ensure that they develop or translate skills and knowledge to effectively practice in evolving digital workplaces.

Limitations
In this study, we did not aim to achieve data saturation as this was beyond the scope of this initial work. The participants in this study brought with them a breadth of experience and representation of multiple health professions, but the lack of consumer representation was a study limitation. It is likely that future research incorporating additional participants working across a wider range of contexts, and is inclusive of diverse health care consumers, may provide additional insights into eHealth-enabled interdisciplinary practice. Further research exploring the implications for the existing health care workforce is also warranted, with a focus on identifying the potential relevance and impact of the capability statements on policy and practice, including recruitment, professional development, performance management, and systems improvement activities. Building on the results of this study, the University is undertaking a curriculum mapping process with a commitment to the development of high-quality teaching and learning activities and resources. This will include an analysis of clinical placement experiences, work-based training, and workplace orientation programs to further identify and address gaps in the preparation of our health graduates and workforce for eHealth contexts. We further excluded from the discussion implications of automation and computerization on the actual workforce and their predicted displacement [50]. Thus, the impact artificial intelligence might have on the health care delivery system was not in the scope of this research.

Practical Implications
This framework has direct implications for curriculum redevelopment in health education and professional development opportunities for the current health workforce. The framework could be used to assess which eHealth capabilities are currently being taught in health profession degrees, and how. Exemplars of effective eHealth education could be collated to form resources and professional development for health educators across the sector. Importantly, in using the framework to map current curricular, educators and course coordinators can identify the capabilities not addressed in their programs at present. This provides opportunity for revising the curriculum to better prepare graduates.

For the current health workforce, the framework requires further development. At present, the capabilities reflect the knowledge and skills required of a graduate. Further research and development are required to articulate intermediate and advanced levels of capability across the 4 domains of the framework. Once established, this more comprehensive framework could guide professional development opportunities and self-reflection or self-assessment for practicing health professionals.

Conclusions
This paper describes the foundational level of eHealth capability expected of tertiary health students at graduation and as they enter the health workforce. Ideally, the eHealth capability framework will inform how tertiary health programs deliver and assess essential eHealth education. The results of this study will inform a cross-faculty eHealth curriculum that aligns with workforce expectations and will be of interest to professional associations, health services, and organizations. Future research needs to explore the potential for integration of findings into workforce development programs, particularly with consideration of intermediate and advanced levels of capability in collaboration with workforce and industry stakeholders.
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Abstract

Background: Improving practice nurses’ (PN) adherence to smoking cessation counseling guidelines will benefit the quality of smoking cessation care and will potentially lead to higher smoking abstinence rates. However, support programs to aid PNs in improving their guideline uptake and adherence do not exist yet.

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the effects of a novel computer-tailored electronic learning (e-learning) program on PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence.

Methods: A Web-based randomized controlled trial (RCT) was conducted in which an intervention group (N=147) with full access to the e-learning program for 6 months was compared with a control group (N=122) without access. Data collection was fully automated at baseline and 6-month follow-up via online questionnaires, assessing PNs’ demographics, work-related factors, potential behavioral predictors based on the I-Change model, and guideline adherence. PNs also completed counseling checklists to retrieve self-reported counseling activities for each consultation with a smoker (N=1175). To assess the program’s effectiveness in improving PNs’ guideline adherence (ie, overall adherence and adherence to individual counseling guideline steps), mixed linear and logistic regression analyses were conducted, thus accommodating for the smokers being nested within PNs. Potential effect moderation by work-related factors and behavioral predictors was also examined.

Results: After 6 months, 121 PNs in the intervention group (82.3%, 121/147) and 103 in the control group (84.4%, 103/122) completed the follow-up questionnaire. Mixed linear regression analysis revealed that counseling experience moderated the program’s effect on PNs’ overall guideline adherence (beta=.589; 95% CI 0.111-1.068; \( P_{\text{Holm-Bonferroni}} = .048 \)), indicating a positive program effect on adherence for PNs with a more than average level of counseling experience. Mixed logistic regression analyses regarding adherence to individual guideline steps revealed a trend toward moderating effects of baseline levels of behavioral predictors and counseling experience. More specifically, for PNs with less favorable scores on behavioral predictors (eg, low baseline self-efficacy) and high levels of counseling experience, the program significantly increased adherence.

Conclusions: Results from our RCT showed that among PNs with more than average counseling experience, the e-learning program resulted in significantly better smoking cessation guideline adherence. Experienced PNs might have been better able to translate the content of our e-learning program into practically applicable counseling strategies compared with less experienced colleagues. Less favorable baseline levels of behavioral predictors among PNs possibly contributed to this effect, as there was more room for improvement by consulting the tailored content of the e-learning program. To further substantiate the effectiveness of e-learning programs on guideline adherence by health care professionals (HCPs), it is important to assess how to support a wider range of HCPs.
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Introduction

Smoking is the most preventable cause of illness and premature death worldwide [1,2]. In the Netherlands, 24.1% of adults still smoked in 2016 [3], illustrating the persistent need for effective smoking cessation strategies. For example, the general practice setting has great potential for cessation support, as over 75% of Dutch smokers visit their general practice at least once a year [4]. General practice health care professionals (HCPs) such as practice nurses (PN) and general practitioners (GPs) are trained to use evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines (ie, the STIMEDIC guideline [5] being the most recent one) to counsel their smoking patients. Applying such guidelines in structured cessation treatment, which combines behavioral and pharmacological support [5], is known to have beneficial effects on smokers’ abstinence rates [6]. However, only in 25% to 33% of consultations do smokers receive a quit smoking advice in their general practice [4]. Moreover, once a quit advice has been given, more extensive smoking cessation support should be provided, which is most often the responsibility of PNs [7]. Yet, also concerning subsequent steps of evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines, PNs’ adherence is suboptimal [8]. Consequently, improving PNs’ guideline adherence would benefit the quality of the smoking cessation care in the general practice and could therefore lead to higher smoking abstinence rates [9,10].

An earlier study investigating PNs’ needs for guideline adherence support found that they were interested in an individually relevant, easy-to-use, and practically applicable program or intervention [11]. Moreover, research showed that PNs’ guideline adherence is positively related to their level of self-efficacy for using a guideline and perceiving advantages of using a guideline [8,12-14]. Such behavioral predictors could be targeted through intervention programs aimed to improve PNs’ guideline adherence. More specifically, providing PNs with content tailored to behavioral predictors fulfills their need for an individually relevant program, and therefore, tailored content is more likely to be read and remembered, compared with nontailored program content [15]. For instance, tailored content can be matched with PNs’ individual level of self-efficacy and their perceived advantages of guideline usage: information can be provided regarding potentially difficult counseling situations (eg, when limited time is available) or regarding specific benefits of using a smoking cessation guideline during consultations (eg, increasing counseling quality), as identified by each individual PN in an earlier evaluation [16].

Additionally, providing PNs with online access to tailored content (ie, computer-tailored, CT) enables them to consult it time-efficiently and whenever and wherever they desire [17,18].

Previously tested CT programs proved to be effective in changing various (determinants of) health behaviors, including smoking cessation [19,20]. Therefore, by targeting PNs’ behavioral predictors via a Web-based CT support program, positive behavior change can be achieved among PNs, meaning that they improve their smoking cessation guideline adherence. Moreover, despite PNs’ interest in tailored adherence support [11], such (Web-based) CT programs do not yet exist with the aim to increase PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence. Therefore, we developed and tested a novel Web-based CT electronic learning (e-learning) program for PNs to support them to improve their smoking cessation counseling guideline adherence [21].

The aim of the study described here was to assess the effects of the CT e-learning program on PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence in a randomized controlled trial (RCT). We hypothesized that PNs’ guideline adherence would significantly improve as a result of exposure to the CT e-learning program.

Methods

Study Design

We conducted an RCT to investigate the effectiveness of the CT e-learning program on PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence, compared with no intervention. A full description of the design of the RCT can be found elsewhere [21]. Evaluation by the Medical Ethics Committee Atrium-Orbis-Zuyd (14-N-17) revealed that no medical ethical clearance for this study was needed according to the rules of the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO). The study is registered with the Dutch Trial Register (NTR4436).

The Computer-Tailored E-Learning Program

The CT e-learning program was structurally based on previously developed CT programs [22,23] and consisted of (1) Several e-learning modules in which PNs had access to individually tailored advice, a forum, and smoking cessation counseling materials (both to inform themselves and to provide to smokers) and (2) Three general modules with project information, frequently asked questions about the RCT, and a counseling checklist to monitor self-reported counseling activities during the trial [21]. The content of advice modules was tailored to several respondent characteristics theoretically grounded in the I-Change Model (ICM [24]), which were previously demonstrated to be effective in achieving behavior change [25-28]: demographics (eg gender), premotivational factors (eg, knowledge), motivational factors (eg, self-efficacy), postmotivational factors (eg, coping planning), intention (to use a smoking cessation guideline), and behavior (ie, self-reported application of smoking cessation guideline steps).
Participants and Procedure

PNs across the Netherlands were contacted through email, newsletters, and website messages via national organizations for PNs or primary care professionals in general, as well as via a project website [29] and social media platforms (ie, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook). Additionally, individual PNs were contacted by the research team via telephone through their general practice. Eligible PNs were actively engaged in smoking cessation counseling in a Dutch general practice, had Internet access and an active email account, and were sufficiently proficient in Dutch. Upon interest and obtaining important project information via telephone and email, PNs were prompted to visit the CT e-learning program to complete an online informed consent form, were randomized (ie, allocation by a computer software randomization device), and were asked to fill out the Web-based baseline questionnaire. As PN enrollment in the trial was spread over a period of 6 months, randomization was conducted at respondent level at the time of enrollment of an individual PN.

Individual PNs who were randomly allocated to the intervention group of the trial had access to all e-learning and general modules described above and received a tailored feedback letter based on their answers to the baseline questionnaire; this letter provided individual PNs with a summary of various pieces of tailored advice (ie, on different motivational factors and behavior) and instructions on where to find more elaborate advice in the e-learning modules. PNs in the control group only had access to the general modules. During a 6-month time period (ie, upon completion of the baseline questionnaire), PNs in the intervention and control group were free to visit the modules of the CT e-learning program that were available to them based on their group allocation as many times as they wanted. PNs could directly print content from the modules and save this content on their computer.

During the trial, PNs in both the intervention and control group were asked to engage in smoking cessation counseling with their smoking patients when the opportunity arose. All PNs were asked to recruit these smokers to partake in the trial (Figure 1). When smokers agreed, PNs were instructed to record smokers’ date of birth and email address. Smokers then directly received an email invitation to participate in the trial and to fill out an online questionnaire.

Data Collection Among Practice Nurses

Baseline and 6-month follow-up questionnaires for PNs were informed by the ICM [24] and were based on questionnaires previously used among HCPs to assess smoking cessation activities [13,23,30]. Questionnaires were identical for intervention and control group PNs and administered in a Web-based format. The baseline questionnaire for PNs consisted of questions concerning demographic characteristics, potential behavioral predictors of adherence, and their guideline adherence. The follow-up questionnaire included the same questions about potential behavioral predictors and PNs’ guideline adherence. Additional data on PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence were collected via the counseling checklist that PNs filled out after each consultation with a smoker throughout the 6-month intervention period and during a 6-month follow-up period.

Demographics

After providing online informed consent, every PN was requested to fill out their first and last name, gender, date of birth, and smoking status (smoker, ex-smoker, nonsmoker). Subsequently, they filled out in how many general practices they worked, how many hours they worked per week, and whether or not they were listed in the Dutch Stop Smoking Quality Register (ie, a register with qualified smoking cessation professionals). The final questions concerned the practice in which a PN worked most hours per week; they filled out practice name, experience in smoking cessation counseling in years, the presence of designated smoking cessation consulting hours (yes or no), and whether patients’ smoking status was systematically registered in their patient files (yes or no).

Behavioral Predictors

Several socio-cognitive factors were assessed as potential predictors of guideline adherence, informed by the ICM [24]: intention, knowledge, attitude, self-efficacy, social influence, action planning, and coping planning. Items were based on previously used questionnaires about behavioral predictors related to nurses’ smoking cessation counseling [13,19,30].

PNs’ intention to use a smoking cessation guideline was assessed by two questions addressing the intention to use (1) Any evidence-based smoking cessation guideline and (2) The most recent Dutch counseling protocol, specifically (ie, STIMEDIC guideline [5]: Do you intend to use the STIMEDIC quit smoking guideline?), using the same answering scale (1=definitely not, 4=do not know, 7=definitely).

PNs’ knowledge of evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines was assessed by 18 true-false items concerning the content of the STIMEDIC guideline (eg, the first consultation of a smoking cessation trajectory starts with providing a quit advice). As such, PNs scored points for every statement they appropriately identified to correctly reflect the content of the counseling protocol (range 0-18).

PNs’ attitude was assessed by seven items about perceived advantages (eg, using an evidence-based guideline improves the quality of my smoking cessation counseling) and seven items about perceived disadvantages (eg, using an evidence-based guideline is time-consuming for me) of using an evidence-based smoking cessation guideline (1=definitely disagree, 5=definitely agree). These items were subsequently combined into separate scales for perceived advantages (Cronbach alpha=0.82; Ω=0.82) and perceived disadvantages (Cronbach alpha=0.74; Ω=0.74).

PNs’ level of self-efficacy was assessed by ten items describing potentially difficult situations when trying to adhere to an evidence-based smoking cessation guideline (eg, when it is very busy at the general practice) and asking PNs how difficult they would find it to follow a guideline in each of these situations (1=very difficult, 5=very easy). All items were combined into a self-efficacy scale (Cronbach alpha=0.84; Ω=0.84).
PNs’ perceived social influence was assessed by three items about social modeling (e.g., the GP works with an evidence-based smoking cessation guideline), five items about social support (e.g., colleagues in other practices support the use of an evidence-based smoking cessation guideline), and five items about social norms (e.g., the practice manager thinks using an evidence-based smoking cessation guideline is important). All items assessed the potential influence of important others within and outside the general practice (1=completely disagree, 3=neutral, 5=completely agree) and were subsequently combined into separate scales for social modeling (Cronbach alpha=0.62; Ω=0.63), social support (Cronbach alpha=0.73; Ω=0.74), and social norms (Cronbach alpha=0.71; Ω=0.72). Scores that represented a not applicable answering category were assigned a neutral score.

PNs’ intention to make action plans and coping plans was assessed by eight and ten items, respectively (yes or no). Action plans addressed specific activities for preparing a smoking cessation consultation with a patient (e.g., discussing a patient’s smoking status with the GP), whereas coping plans addressed their aspiration to develop a concrete plan for dealing with potentially difficult situations (i.e., plans for dealing with the same potentially difficult situations as assessed in the self-efficacy questions). Subsequently, sum scores for both action plans (range 0-8) and coping plans (range 0-10) were computed.

**Guideline Adherence**

Questions on guideline adherence concerned the nine evidence-based counseling steps, as described in the STIMEDIC guideline [5]: (1) advising to quit smoking, (2) assessing smoking profile and smoking history, (3) assessing motivation to quit, (4) increasing motivation, (5) assessing barriers to quitting, (6) discussing barriers, (7) informing about cessation aids, (8) making a quit plan and setting a quit date, and (9) arranging follow-up after the quit date. PNs’ adherence at baseline was assessed by asking PNs to self-report their adherence to each guideline step (e.g., I advised my patient to quit smoking; step 1) during complete smoking cessation trajectories (i.e., intake and follow-up consultations) of their last ten patients (range 0-10). These data on PNs’ adherence were used to create CT advice for PNs in the intervention group regarding their behavior. In the effect analyses, PNs’ baseline guideline adherence score was used as a covariate. Additionally, during the trial period, guideline adherence was assessed by asking PNs to self-report their adherence to each guideline step (i.e., Please select which subjects were addressed during the consultation with your smoking patient) after every consultation with a smoking patient (yes or no) using the counseling checklist (i.e., one of the general modules in the CT e-learning program available for PNs in both the intervention and control group). This resulted in a score from 0 (none of the steps were adhered to) to 9 (all steps were adhered to) for each individual consultation with a smoker. Checklists of consultations with the same smoker were combined into a single score for guideline adherence, reflecting a PN’s adherence during a complete counseling trajectory of a smoking patient, which was the primary outcome measure in the effect analyses.

**Sample Size Calculation**

We calculated the required sample size based on the possibility to detect a difference of medium effect size (i.e., adherence to two additional guideline steps) between intervention and control group PNs (alpha=5%; beta=10%). As a result, at least 95 PNs per condition at the end of the trial would be sufficient [21]. However, to detect a medium effect size for an interaction with the intervention factor when assuming an intraclass correlation of .25, at least 105 PNs per condition are needed to ensure a statistical power of 80%. Considering 30% attrition, we aimed to include 300 PNs at baseline.
Statistical Analyses

Reliability analyses (ie, Cronbach alpha and \( \Omega \)) were conducted using R version 3.4.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing), and other statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version 23.0 (IBM Corp). Descriptive analyses were conducted to summarize PNs’ characteristics, whereas independent-samples \( t \) tests and chi-square tests determined significant (\( P<.05 \)) baseline differences between intervention and control group PNs. Logistic regression was used to determine selective dropout of PNs after baseline, including variables potentially related to PNs’ guideline adherence (ie, specific work-related variables, behavioral predictors, and baseline guideline adherence). On the basis of analyses for baseline differences and selective dropout, statistically significant variables were identified and included as covariates in further analyses.

As smokers were nested within PNs participating in the trial, mixed regression analyses were conducted to assess the effects of exposure to the CT e-learning program on PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence. Both PNs’ overall adherence score (range 0-9) was used as outcome measure and their adherence score for each guideline step separately (ie, step-based adherence; 0=nonadherent, 1=adherent). Therefore, both linear and logistic mixed models were run, including the same covariates. Effect moderators were tested by including interaction effects with PNs’ group allocation (ie, intervention or control) to the regression models tested. On the basis of literature, several work-related factors (ie, counseling experience and presence of consulting hours [31,32]) and behavioral predictors (ie, intention, attitude, self-efficacy, and social influence [8,33,34]), potentially moderating the program’s effect on PNs’ adherence, were tested. First, nonsignificant interaction effects were stepwise deleted using a backward deletion procedure, meaning that at each step the least significant interaction effect was removed. Second, nonsignificant covariates were deleted from the model following the same procedure, with the restriction that these covariates remained in the model if they were also part of a significant interaction term. Upon finding a significant interaction effect, subsequent subgroup analyses were conducted to determine the nature of the moderation using adjusted alpha levels (Holm-Bonferroni method) to correct for multiple testing. For subgroup analyses, the final mixed regression model was repeated, while replacing the original moderator with three centered versions of the moderator, centered by subtracting the mean – 1 SD, the mean, and the mean + 1 SD from the original scores on the moderating variable. This allows for testing the effects of the e-learning program for three subgroups: one group corresponding to a score of the mean – 1 SD on the moderating variable, a second group with a score at the average on the moderating variable, and a third group with a score at mean + 1 SD on the moderating variable.

As 211 PNs (78.4%, 211/269) completed at least one checklist (which was needed to calculate the primary outcome measure), it meant that 58 PNs were excluded from effect analyses. For this reason, sensitivity analyses were conducted by replacing missing values on the primary outcome measure (guideline adherence) with scores assuming some dependency between the score being missing and the adherence score itself, either following an optimistic or a pessimistic scenario. In both scenarios, missing data were imputed for these 58 PNs based on the average number of patients counseled during the trial per PN. Furthermore, PNs’ dropout status was taken into account, as some PNs, who did not complete any checklists, also did not fill out the follow-up questionnaire (ie, PN dropouts). One might expect PNs who did complete the follow-up questionnaire (ie, retained PNs) to be more motivated and to be more adherent if they would have completed the checklists during the intervention period. This was taken into account when imputing data. In the optimistic imputation scenario, retained PNs were assumed to be adherent in 90% of the consultations with smokers, whereas PN dropouts were assumed to be adherent in only 80% of their consultations. In the pessimistic scenario, a 50% probability of adherence was assumed for retained PNs and a 20% probability of adherence for PN dropouts. The datasets obtained under these two imputation scenarios were analyzed with the mixed regression models, as obtained after backward deletion of nonsignificant (interaction) effects in the analysis of only the complete cases.

Results

Sample Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the flow of PNs included in the trial from initial assessment of eligibility to randomization and completion of baseline and follow-up questionnaires. Of the 346 PNs assessed for eligibility, 49 (14.2%) did not meet inclusion criteria, and 18 (5.2%) refrained from participation. After randomization, 147 (49.5%, 147/297) and 122 (41.1%, 122/297) PNs were allocated to the intervention and control group, respectively, and completed the baseline questionnaire. Unequal group sizes are the result of chance, as randomization took place at respondent level, and each PN had a 50% probability of being allocated to either group.

The baseline sample of PNs (Table 1) had a mean age of 47.3 years (range 23-66), the vast majority was female (97.8%, 263/269), and very few PNs (1.1%, 3/269) were current smokers. Nearly half (47.2%, 127/269) worked in more than one general practice, and PNs worked on average almost 26 hours a week (range 3-42). Many PNs (66.9%, 180/269) were listed in the Dutch Stop Smoking Quality Register, and the mean-reported PN counseling experience was 5.6 years (range 0-20). Finally, almost half of the PNs (47.6%, 128/269) worked in a general practice with designated smoking cessation consulting hours, and nearly all (92.6%, 249/269) reported to systematically register their patients’ smoking status in their patient files. During the trial, PNs engaged in smoking cessation counseling with 5.6 different patients on average (range 1-26).

Baseline characteristics of PNs were comparable between intervention and control group, except for the presence of designated smoking cessation consulting hours, which was significantly more often reported by PNs in the control group (\( \chi^2=10.1; P=.001 \)). Therefore, the presence of designated consulting-hours was included as a covariate in all effect analyses.
Attrition Analyses

After 6 months, 254 PNs remained in the trial and were invited for the follow-up measurement, which was completed by 88.9% (121/136) of intervention group and 87.3% (103/118) of control group PNs, respectively (Figure 2). Attrition analyses revealed that PNs who completed the follow-up measurement had a higher baseline intention to use the STIMEDIC guideline (odds ratio, OR 1.41, 95% CI 1.00-1.98) and had more baseline knowledge about the STIMEDIC guideline content (OR 1.39, 95% CI 1.07-1.82) compared with PNs who dropped out before the follow-up measurement (Table 2). Therefore, these two variables were also included as covariates in all effect analyses.

Effect Analyses

Overall Adherence

Table 3 shows the mixed regression results on PNs’ overall guideline adherence; mean-centered values are reported for variables included in interaction effects to enable meaningful interpretation of the effect of group (eg, in Table 3, the effect of group allocation illustrates the effect of the intervention for PNs that score average on counseling experience). The results reveal a significant interaction effect of group allocation with counseling experience ($P=.045$) and a main effect of perceived advantages of guideline use ($P=.03$). Subgroup analyses showed that for PNs with more than average counseling experience (ie, mean + 1 SD = 9.4 years of experience), allocation to the intervention group (ie, access to the CT e-learning program) resulted in a significantly higher overall adherence compared with the control group (beta=.589; 95% CI 0.111-1.068; $P_{\text{Holm-Bonferroni}}=.048$). The subgroup analysis for less experienced PNs (ie, mean 5.6 years of experience and mean − 1SD = 1.9 years of experience) revealed no significant intervention effect.

Figure 2. Flow and randomization of practice nurses that were recruited from January 2016 to June 2016.
Table 1. Characteristics of practice nurses and comparison of characteristics between intervention and control groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Overall sample (N=269)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=147)</th>
<th>Control group (n=122)</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>T (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>47.3 (9.5)</td>
<td>48.0 (9.6)</td>
<td>46.5 (9.4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-1.345 (267)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>263 (97.8)</td>
<td>143 (97.3)</td>
<td>120 (98.4)</td>
<td>X^2=0.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsmoker</td>
<td>151 (56.1)</td>
<td>84 (57.1)</td>
<td>67 (54.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-smoker</td>
<td>115 (42.8)</td>
<td>61 (41.5)</td>
<td>54 (44.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>3 (1.1)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed in &gt;1 practice, n (%)</td>
<td>127 (47.2)</td>
<td>70 (47.6)</td>
<td>57 (46.7)</td>
<td>X^2=1.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working hours, mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.7 (7.4)</td>
<td>25.7 (7.5)</td>
<td>25.7 (7.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.007 (267)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration in Stop Smoking Quality Register, n (%)</td>
<td>180 (66.9)</td>
<td>95 (64.6)</td>
<td>85 (69.7)</td>
<td>X^2=0.8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling experience in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>5.5 (3.6)</td>
<td>5.8 (3.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting hours present, n (%)</td>
<td>128 (47.6)</td>
<td>57 (38.8)</td>
<td>71 (58.2)</td>
<td>X^2=1.01</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration of smoking status in patient files, n (%)</td>
<td>249 (92.6)</td>
<td>135 (91.8)</td>
<td>114 (93.4)</td>
<td>X^2=1.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of counseled patients during the trial, mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.6 (4.4)</td>
<td>5.8 (4.1)</td>
<td>5.3 (4.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-0.700 (209)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A: not applicable.

Table 2. Baseline characteristics of practice nurses (PN) and their odds to predict PN retention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working hours</td>
<td>25.7 (7.4)</td>
<td>3-42</td>
<td>0.95 (0.91-1.00)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling experience in years</td>
<td>5.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>0.96 (0.88-1.06)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use any evidence-based guideline (1-7)</td>
<td>6.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>0.86 (0.51-1.45)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use STIMEDIC (1-7)</td>
<td>5.5 (1.1)</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>1.41 (1.00-1.98)</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIMEDIC knowledge (0-18)</td>
<td>14.6 (1.3)</td>
<td>11-18</td>
<td>1.39 (1.07-1.82)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived advantages (1-5)</td>
<td>4.2 (0.6)</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>0.80 (0.41-1.56)</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived disadvantages (1-5)</td>
<td>1.9 (0.6)</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>0.56 (0.28-1.13)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (1-5)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.6)</td>
<td>1.3-5</td>
<td>0.62 (0.34-1.13)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social modeling (1-5)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>0.70 (0.38-1.29)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support (1-5)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1.61 (0.60-4.28)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social norms (1-5)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.7)</td>
<td>1.4-5</td>
<td>1.34 (0.47-3.83)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action planning (0-8)</td>
<td>6.4 (1.7)</td>
<td>0-8</td>
<td>0.97 (0.78-1.22)</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping planning (0-10)</td>
<td>6.7 (2.7)</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>1.01 (0.89-1.16)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline guideline adherence (0-9)</td>
<td>8.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>1.06 (0.86-1.31)</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of backward linear mixed regression analysis on practical nurses’ overall guideline adherence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final model</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group (control=0; intervention=1)</td>
<td>.245</td>
<td>−0.087 to 0.577</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling experience</td>
<td>−.046</td>
<td>−0.113 to 0.021</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived advantages</td>
<td>.319</td>
<td>0.031-0.608</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group*counseling experience</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>0.002-0.183</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step-Based Adherence

Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the results on PNs’ step-based adherence for each step separately; again mean-centered values are reported to enable meaningful interpretation of the effect of group in the presence of a significant interaction. Regarding adherence to step 1 (ie, advising to quit smoking), a significant main effect was found of PNs’ baseline adherence to step 1 ($P=.002$). Regarding adherence to step 2 (ie, assessing smoking profile and smoking history), a significant interaction effect of group allocation with perceived advantages of guideline use ($P=.001$) was identified. Regarding adherence to step 3 (ie, assessing motivation to quit), an interaction effect with self-efficacy ($P=.02$) was found. Regarding adherence to step 4 (ie, increasing motivation), a borderline significant interaction effect of group allocation with counseling experience ($P=.06$) was found, as well as main effects of baseline adherence to step 4 ($P=.01$) and of perceived advantages of guideline use ($P=.03$). Regarding adherence to step 5 (ie, assessing barriers to quitting), significant interaction effects of group allocation with social modeling ($P=.009$) and with social support were found ($P=.046$). Regarding adherence to step 6 (ie, discussing barriers), a significant main effect was found of perceived advantages of guideline use ($P=.045$). Regarding adherence to step 7 (ie, informing about cessation aids), significant interaction effects of group allocation with perceived disadvantages ($P=.01$) and with self-efficacy ($P=.001$) and a borderline significant interaction effect with counseling experience ($P=.05$) were found. Furthermore, a significant main effect of social modeling ($P=.01$) was found. Regarding adherence to step 8 (ie, making a quit plan and setting a quit date), significant interaction effects of group allocation with counseling experience ($P=.01$), with social support ($P=.001$), and with social norms ($P=.005$) were found. Concerning adherence to step 9 (ie, arranging follow-up after the quit date), an interaction with social support ($P=.04$) was found.

Detailed results on subgroup analyses for each significant interaction effect are presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. Overall, the results show that higher adherence scores on individual guideline steps of intervention group PNs, compared with control group PNs, occur for (1) High levels of counseling experience and perceived social support and (2) Low levels of perceived advantages, perceived disadvantages, self-efficacy and social modeling, and little social norms.

Sensitivity Analyses

After replicating the final mixed regression models following a pessimistic imputation scenario, main and interaction effects for overall adherence were no longer or only marginally significant. Regarding step-based adherence, similar results were found for adherence to guideline steps 1, 6, 8, and 9, whereas regarding step 4, only main effects of baseline adherence to step 4 and perceived advantages remained significant. Main and interaction effects concerning guideline steps 2, 3, 5, and 7 were no longer or only marginally significant after conducting these pessimistic sensitivity analyses.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The present RCT tested the effectiveness of a novel CT e-learning program for PNs to improve their adherence to evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines in Dutch general practice. Our results suggest that among PNs with more than average smoking cessation counseling experience, access to the CT e-learning program resulted in significantly better guideline adherence. A more detailed inspection of PNs’ guideline adherence revealed comparable results for several specific guideline steps (ie, increasing motivation, discussing cessation aids, and making a quit plan). Additionally, a trend was observed that for PNs reporting less favorable baseline levels for behavioral predictors such as self-efficacy and favorable levels of perceived social support, the e-learning program was effective in improving guideline adherence.

Regarding PNs’ counseling experience, subgroup analyses illustrated that more experienced PNs in the intervention group adhered significantly better to the guideline (ie, difference of adherence to 0.6 steps) at follow-up compared with equally experienced PNs in the control group. This finding means that the CT e-learning program successfully promoted guideline adherence among PNs with more counseling experience, which is in line with the fact that a significant positive association between counseling experience and PNs’ baseline guideline adherence was found (Multimedia Appendix 3). Experienced PNs might have been better able to practically apply the content of the e-learning program during their counseling, as they have likely dealt with many different types of smokers and difficult counseling situations in the past. Due to these past coping experiences, it could have been easier for them, compared with less experienced PNs, to translate the theoretically grounded e-learning content to counseling situations encountered in practice, leading to improved guideline adherence. Yet, evidence about the influence of HCPs’ counseling experience on their application of evidence-based guidelines is scarce. One study among physicians investigated the association between work experience and guideline adherence after taking an e-learning course but could not establish such an association [35]. Another study focused on the relation between work experience and knowledge and found that more experienced professionals scored higher on knowledge after using a nontailored interactive video intervention [36]. However, an association of experience with knowledge was not established among PNs in the present trial (Multimedia Appendix 3), and neither was it found in a study about the effects of an e-learning course on the knowledge...
level of nursing staff [37]. Hence, an alternative explanation could be considered; perhaps experienced PNs were able to spend their counseling time more efficiently, giving them opportunity to visit the CT e-learning program more often (eg, in between consultations) and—as a consequence—benefit more from its content. However, although more frequent users were more adherent in the present trial, program usage (mean number of module visits 3.2, SD 6.2, range 0-48) was not significantly associated with PNs’ guideline adherence, nor did we identify that more experienced PNs were more frequent users (data not shown). This is comparable with a study among GPs, in which factors such as working experience were not predictive of usage of an e-learning program to promote dementia guideline adherence [38]. It is important to further investigate if and why HCPs, including PNs, with more counseling experience benefit more from CT e-learning programs. For example, process evaluation of users’ interaction with a program can aid our understanding of the working mechanisms (eg, targeted behavioral predictors) of exposure to tailored program content [39]. Such insights could subsequently be used to improve a program’s effectiveness for individuals with varying levels of counseling experience (eg, by additionally tailoring program content on an individual’s level of experience).

Results regarding PNs’ step-based guideline adherence illustrated that, besides counseling experience, several behavioral predictors could explain better adherence scores of PNs in the intervention group compared with the control group. PNs’ perceived advantages and disadvantages of guideline application, level of self-efficacy, social modeling, social norms, and social support at baseline all moderated the e-learning program’s effect on PNs’ step-based adherence. Although moderation effects could not be replicated precisely for each separate guideline step, a trend was observed that especially a high level of baseline social support and lower baseline levels of the other predictors were related to better effects of the program on adherence. As the content of the e-learning program was designed to especially target such behavioral predictors of guideline adherence [21], it is likely that intervention group PNs, initially scoring less favorable on these predictors, were more able to significantly improve their adherence through progress made on these behavioral predictors. An analysis of PNs’ change scores concerning these behavioral predictors, indeed found that intervention group PNs had more favorable scores compared with control group PNs, indicating more progress in terms of their levels of perceived advantages, disadvantages, self-efficacy, social modeling, social norms, and social support (data not shown). Although these change scores were not statistically significant, it is likely that the small improvements on all these predictors together contributed to better step-based adherence scores among intervention group PNs [24].

Strengths and Limitations

A strength of the present trial is that we enrolled a substantial number of PNs and managed to retain 83.3% (224/269) of them at 6-month follow-up. In comparison, in other studies among nurses, retention rates were considerably lower, eg, studies among hospital nurses that reported 3-month and 6-month follow-up retention rates of 68% and 58% [40], or 56% and 48%, respectively [41]. A high retention rate is essential to obtain adequate power for conducting statistical analyses. Moreover, the PNs in the present trial were able to counsel many smokers during the intervention period, resulting in a large amount of data collected on individual smoking cessation trajectories (N=1175). As each individual PN used the counseling checklist to self-report their application of guideline steps during each consultation with these smokers, we obtained data on PNs’ guideline adherence from at least one consultation per smoker and from on average six different smokers’ counseling trajectories per PN. Our primary outcome measure therefore reflects PNs’ guideline adherence during the entire 12-month trial period instead of at a single time point only (eg, at the end of the intervention period). Outcome measures composed of multiple measurement points are expected to provide a more reliable insight in the target behavior compared with a single measurement point [42]. A final strength is the fact that PNs’ guideline adherence was assessed and analyzed from a step-based perspective, yielding more detailed insights than only taking overall guideline adherence into account.

Nevertheless, we also experienced some challenges during the trial. Our intention was to triangulate data on PNs’ guideline adherence from both smokers’ and PNs’ perspectives to compute the primary outcome measure [21]. Unfortunately, only 33.3% of smokers counseled by PNs (391/1175) also participated in the trial themselves, ie, completed the baseline smoker questionnaire. Qualitative posttrial interviews with PNs (N=17) revealed issues such as time constraints of both smokers and PNs (ie, trial participation was not addressed during the consultation) and smokers’ privacy concerns as reasons for the low participation rate among smokers (data not shown). As a result, conducting effect analyses with these data would be unreliable because of substantial loss of power and selective inclusion of smokers. Moreover, a comparison of smoker-reported data from baseline questionnaires with PN-reported data from counseling checklists revealed significantly higher adherence scores reported by smokers ($t_{390}=-6.73$, $P<.001$). As we observed possible ceiling effects in these adherence scores, smoker-reported data were deemed to be unreliable for being used as outcome measure. An explanation could be that smokers overestimated their PNs’ guideline adherence, as they were recruited for participation in the trial by their PN, who also supported them with smoking cessation. Perhaps they were afraid that providing critical answers to questions about their PNs’ performance could influence the relationship with their PN. Although smokers were informed that data were treated anonymously and were not reported back to PNs, the phenomenon of social desirability is often observed when collecting data from patients in a health care setting [43]. It, hence, seems that collecting patient data might not always be reliable and that more objective data collection methods are required. A second limitation was that 58 PNs (21.6%, 58/269) did not manage to recruit and counsel smokers during the intervention period, resulting in lacking data on these PNs’ guideline adherence during consultations. As a result, these PNs could not be included in the effect analyses. Nevertheless, inclusion of data from the remaining PNs (N=211) still ensured adequate power (alpha=5%; beta=10%) to conduct mixed regression analyses concerning their guideline adherence.
To examine the sensitivity of these results, the final regression models were repeated following an optimistic and pessimistic imputation scenario. This sensitivity analysis showed that results could have been sensitive to informative dropout (ie, missingness related to unobserved variables), as some main and interaction effects disappeared in both scenarios [44]. Yet, most results were similar to the results of the complete-case analyses, indicating their robustness.

**Implications**

In light of the issues described, it would be worthwhile to investigate additional methods to gather data on PNs’ guideline adherence. One such method could be qualitative data collection, by conducting content analyses of audio or video recordings of smoker-PN consultations [45-47]. In the present trial, however, PNs were very reluctant in agreeing to make an audio recording of a smoking cessation consultation, resulting in one or more successful recordings for only 11.5% of PNs (31/269) and 42 recordings in total. During posttrial interviews, PNs reported barriers such as privacy concerns (of both PN and smoker) and the perception that making a recording would influence the interaction with the smoker during a consultation. As a consequence, PNs believed that the recordings would not provide reliable insight into their counseling approach; a phenomenon also described in other recent studies [48,49].

Another potential method to collect data on PNs’ guideline adherence could be to ask PNs to respond to simulated practice situations or clinical vignettes (ie, case studies of smokers visiting their practice for cessation support) to assess their application of evidence-based guideline steps. Earlier studies applied this method, for instance, in written format concerning physiotherapists’ guideline adherence [50] or video-based format concerning suicide guideline implementation [51]. Similarly, PNs could be provided with clinical vignettes that describe different types of smokers in terms of (1) Motivation status (eg, unmotivated, contemplating, and motivated to quit); (2) Perceived barriers toward quitting (eg, smoking partner, weight gain, and stress); and (3) Requests for pharmacotherapy (eg, desire for particular medicine, refusing any pharmacotherapy, and favoring alternative medicine), to assess their guideline adherence in various situations that they could encounter in practice. Research with such clinical vignettes among PNs is needed to determine the potential value of using vignettes to reliably measure PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence.

Furthermore, the results of the present trial illustrated that the CT e-learning program successfully improved smoking cessation guideline adherence of experienced PNs. Unfortunately, it was also established that usage of the program by PNs in the trial was quite limited (ie, three module visits on average). This means that the program’s effectiveness could potentially be increased when implementation of the program by PNs (ie, number of modules visits) improves. During posttrial interviews, PNs mentioned that receiving a reminder to visit the program more often could be a potential strategy to stimulate program usage. Furthermore, a process evaluation could inform improving alterations to the program’s tailored content to extend the program’s effectiveness beyond experienced PNs. When such strategies would be combined with program implementation among a larger population of PNs, this could further substantiate the impact of the CT e-learning program on the quality of smoking cessation care in the Netherlands.

**Conclusions**

Providing PNs access to a novel CT e-learning program resulted in significantly better adherence to evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines among Dutch PNs experienced in smoking cessation counseling, compared with similar PNs without access to this program. More favorable improvements on behavioral predictors of guideline adherence among intervention group PNs may explain better adherence scores. To further substantiate the effectiveness of e-learning programs on guideline adherence by HCPs, alternative methods of collecting data on guideline adherence should be explored, and strategies are needed to promote program usage and to also support less experienced PNs to adhere to evidence-based smoking cessation guidelines. This could subsequently inform widespread implementation of the e-learning program among PNs.
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Abstract

Background: Enormous amounts of data are recorded routinely in health care as part of the care process, primarily for managing individual patient care. There are significant opportunities to use these data for other purposes, many of which would contribute to establishing a learning health system. This is particularly true for data recorded in primary care settings, as in many countries, these are the first place patients turn to for most health problems.

Objective: In this paper, we discuss whether data that are recorded routinely as part of the health care process in primary care are actually fit to use for other purposes such as research and quality of health care indicators, how the original purpose may affect the extent to which the data are fit for another purpose, and the mechanisms behind these effects. In doing so, we want to identify possible sources of bias that are relevant for the use and reuse of these type of data.

Methods: This paper is based on the authors’ experience as users of electronic health records data, as general practitioners, health informatics experts, and health services researchers. It is a product of the discussions they had during the Translational Research and Patient Safety in Europe (TRANSFoRm) project, which was funded by the European Commission and sought to develop, pilot, and evaluate a core information architecture for the learning health system in Europe, based on primary care electronic health records.

Results: We first describe the different stages in the processing of electronic health record data, as well as the different purposes for which these data are used. Given the different data processing steps and purposes, we then discuss the possible mechanisms for each individual data processing step that can generate biased outcomes. We identified 13 possible sources of bias. Four of them are related to the organization of a health care system, whereas some are of a more technical nature.

Conclusions: There are a substantial number of possible sources of bias; very little is known about the size and direction of their impact. However, anyone that uses or reuses data that were recorded as part of the health care process (such as researchers and clinicians) should be aware of the associated data collection process and environmental influences that can affect the quality of the data. Our stepwise, actor- and purpose-oriented approach may help to identify these possible sources of bias. Unless data quality issues are better understood and unless adequate controls are embedded throughout the data lifecycle, data-driven health care will not live up to its expectations. We need a data quality research agenda to devise the appropriate instruments needed to assess the magnitude of each of the possible sources of bias, and then start measuring their impact. The possible sources of bias described in this paper serve as a starting point for this research agenda.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e185) doi:10.2196/jmir.9134
INTRODUCTION

Electronic Health Records: A Potential Goldmine

Researchers have long seen the reuse of large-scale, routine health care data as a means of efficiently addressing many research questions of interest. In the United Kingdom, there has been almost 25 years of research using routine primary care data, anonymized at source, through the General Practice Research Database (now CPRD, Clinical Practice Research Datalink [1]), and other data sources, also pooling data from multiple practices and tied to specific electronic health record (EHR) systems (QResearch [2], ResearchOne [3]). A similar development has taken place in the Netherlands, where, in the early 1990s, the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research (NIVEL) developed its Netherlands Information Network of General Practice [4], now named NIVEL Primary Care Database (NIVEL-PCD) [5,6]. Belgium also has its Intego Network [6,7] and France, until recently, had its l’Observatoire de la médecine générale société [8]. These databases provide valuable information about the use of health services and developments in population health. In the United States, there has not been a tradition of using routine anonymized data, largely because the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations place restrictions on the linkage of health data from different sources without consent [9-11] and because small office practices have not been widely computerized. Instead, the focus has been mainly on secondary care (hospital) data, facilitated by the National Institute of Health’s (NIH) Clinical Translational Science Awards (CTSA) [12]. Use or reuse of administrative data for research purposes is becoming more restricted in Europe as well, partly as a consequence of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that was established in 2016 [13,14]. In addition, data owners increasingly want control over the use of their data, making it more difficult to construct large centralized databases.

In recent years, new institutions, networks, and informatics tools have appeared, most of them focusing on secondary care and the development of new treatments. For example, the 2b2 platform has proven popular as a means of structuring clinical data, with tools for distributed querying [15]. Networking between the CTSA sites and additional access to primary care health record data have been promoted by the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) and its PCORnet distributed data network [11,16] and the US Food and Drug Administration’s sentinel database [17].

As more data have become available, so has the funding for research projects to utilize it, such as the Big Data to Knowledge initiative in the United States [18], and the IMI European Medical Informatics Framework [19]. The recently established European institute for Innovation through Health Data (i-HD [20]) also promotes extensive use or reuse of health care data. Increasingly, EHR data are staying where they are, queries are being run across multiple datasets, and large-scale analytics techniques such as data mining or machine learning are being used.

Learning Health Systems and Data Quality

These developments provide a foundation for using routine EHRs in support of a “learning health system” (LHS) [21,22]. An LHS is a system in which knowledge generation and reapplication is a natural product of the health care delivery process and leads to continuous improvement in outcomes and institutional performance [23]. In such a system, routine health data are analyzed and fed back to the health care providers and patients that provided the data, using reports, decision support systems (DSSs), or any other type of feedback method. These data are also used or reused for research that is relevant for clinical practice and/or health policy.

However, it is widely recognized that data collected for one purpose may not be suitable for another and that there are serious issues to be considered in the use or reuse of EHR data [24-28]. There are some strong opinions that data shall be used only for the purpose for which they were collected and that data should not be used if a purpose was not defined before the collection of data [29]. An alternative view, formulated by Juran [30] in 1954 (and reformulated in 2006 by De Lusignan et al [31]), is that: “data are of high quality if they are fit for their intended uses in operations, decision making and planning.”

It is this latter definition of data quality that enables the possibility of data use or reuse. Juran’s statement is also a warning against the view that sufficiently large and diverse amounts of data will allow us to disregard the quality and provenance of data. More data do not substitute for fit data and fit cannot be judged without knowing the purpose for which the data are to be used. Even inaccurate data can be useful data if the purpose is, for example, to study the quality of data being used by health professionals. Understanding the mechanisms behind variations in data quality is particularly important in the “Big Data” era and for further pursuing the principles of an LHS. The principal aim of this paper was to create awareness among potential and current users of primary care EHR data of the factors that influence the quality of these data and to open the discussion regarding what can be done to deal with these factors. In doing so, we address the following questions:

1. How do EHR data flow from their original source to any form of use or reuse?
2. What are the purposes for which EHR data are used or reused?
3. To what extent may different purposes and the nature of the data flow constitute possible sources of bias?

In this discussion paper, we first describe the steps or stages involved in collecting and processing EHR data. This is followed by a description of the purposes for which the data are and can be used. And finally—given the purposes and the data collection...
steps—we identify a number of possible sources of bias involved in the use or reuse of EHR data.

**Methods**

First, this study is based on the author’s discussions during the Translational Research and Patient Safety in Europe (TRANSFoRm) project [32]. The European Commission FP7 sponsored project TRANSFoRm 2010-15 sought to develop, pilot, and evaluate a core information architecture for the LHS in Europe. Second, it is based on the authors’ extensive experience in using and reusing EHR data for research (all authors), as co-founder of one of the largest primary care databases in Europe, NIVEL Primary Care Database (RV), as health informatics experts (MM and VC), as well as on their experience as a practicing general practitioner (BD).

One of the objectives of the TRANSFoRm project was to develop tools to assess the quality of EHR data for secondary use. We first assessed the flow of data involved in basically any use or reuse of EHR data, using the privacy and confidentiality framework developed in the project [33], involving the flow of data from a care zone to a database zone, to a research zone, then assessed the different purposes for which these data are and can be used, and finally, we mapped possible sources of bias associated with each of the purposes onto the stages involved in data collection and processing.

**Results**

**Data Flow**

In general, data flow from their initial point of generation through one or more systems for processing, ultimately generating information for a desired purpose and creating opportunities for reuse. At any stage in the flow, the data can be wholly characterized in terms of completeness, correctness, and precision relative to purpose.

In terms of the TRANSFoRm Zone Model described by Kuchinke et al [33,34], data move from the care zone to the research zone. The care zone is where health care professionals provide care to their patients, “the area of patient diagnosis and treatment.” It is where “personal data are stored and used within the care context by the treating physician.” The noncare zone contains “research databases and secondary use databases that have been derived from primary medical care data.” In the research zone, “the researcher receives data suitable for processing and analysis in specific research projects, addressing specific research questions […].” [34].

The TRANSFoRm Zone Model was extended with a number of substeps or stages within each of the zones and by naming the different actors involved in each step: health care providers, EHR vendors, data stewards, and researcher/analyst. These stages and the principal actors involved in each of them are depicted in Figure 1.

To avoid redundancy, the distinct stages will be discussed in more detail in the “sources of bias” section.

**Purposes**

EHRs data can be used and reused for many purposes. An extensive overview is provided by Safran et al [35]. Here, we distinguish 3 broad categories: managing individual patient’s care (including also DSSs), management of organizations (including performance indicators), and various types of medical and health services research.

---

**Figure 1.** Steps and actors involved in the data flow between the delivery of care and applications reusing the data. EHR: electronic health record.
Care for Patients

Electronic health data are primarily recorded to document and facilitate the care for an individual patient. However, many patients receive health care from a variety of health care providers, and sharing relevant information among these health care providers on patients’ health problems and treatments is becoming increasingly important. There is an increasing exchange of information between primary care physicians and their nurses within a practice, between primary care and hospital care, pharmacies, out-of-hours services, etc. In the Netherlands, this gave rise to the “national switchboard” initiative that allows health care professionals to see “professional summaries” of a patient’s medical history. This project was subsequently voted down in Parliament, but restarted in 2015 [36]. In the United Kingdom, the NHS National Programme for IT that was to provide a centrally held summery case record (termed “care.data” more recently) was also terminated [37]. In the United Kingdom, summary data for major diagnoses, allergies, test results, and medications are shared nationally, and locality schemes exist for sharing “views” of records between primary care and hospital sites. However, patient access is regarded as a means to empower patients and enhance self-management, and remains high on the political agenda, at least in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

To enable useful sharing of EHR data between professionals and patients, the data should be complete, correct, and precise, relative to health care needs. As more use is made of health data, the more serious the consequences of incomplete, incorrect, or imprecise data, particularly in relation to comorbidity, comedication, allergies, and other intolerances.

EHR data are also increasingly used to enable DSSs [38-41]. For example, almost all Dutch general practitioners (GPs) use an evidence-based electronic prescribing system [42]. EHR data can be used to generate algorithms for DSS and also as a source of data in clinical practice. In either case, a DSS requires stringent data quality to function correctly, especially with respect to diagnosis and prescribing medication.

Management Information

EHR data are also increasingly used to calculate quality-of-care indicators for managers within the health care facility itself, or as a source of information for third-party organizations such as health insurers or governmental bodies. This can be problematic [43]. For example, in the Netherlands, Stirbu-Wagner et al found, in 2008, that it was difficult to retrieve the necessary data from EHR systems. Technically, the data elements could be extracted from the EHR systems, but the quality of the data, in relation to the required purpose, was poor. Similar results were found in more recent Dutch studies [44,45]. However, the situation regarding EHR data quality within primary care in the Netherlands is likely to have changed in recent years. Substantial numbers of practitioners (>90% of the Dutch GPs in 2013 [46]) receive feedback on the quality of their recording, based on the data quality feedback tool developed by NIVEL, as well as the fact that a portion of the reimbursement of GPs was based on the quality of recording [46,47]. Similarly, in the United Kingdom, the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) promoted completeness of recording for agreed data elements within the EHR. These examples suggest that higher-quality data become more available if reimbursement is dependent on it [10]. It also illustrates how the reimbursement system can affect data quality, particularly in regard to systematic distortion of disease prevalence on the basis of the codes entered (e.g., coding depression as “low mood” rather than “depression”) [48].

Research

Increasingly, EHR data are also used in observational studies, recruitment and follow-up in clinical trials, and health services research. Although there are also distinct disadvantages (one of which is uncertainty about the quality of data; the subject of this paper), in comparison with surveys, EHR data for scientific research have several important advantages, suffering less from systematic errors such as selective nonresponse, response bias (systematic error caused by social desirability or leading questions), and recall bias (systematic error caused by differences in the precision or completeness of the recollections of events or experiences from the past). Moreover, EHR data are generally recorded continuously and routinely rather than periodically.

EHR systems serve as a source of data for monitoring the health of populations, allowing researchers to evaluate, among others, the effects of environmental hazards [49]; the impact of health system reforms [50,51]; how health care systems function; and developments in public health, all at comparatively low cost. In addition, linking these EHR data to other distinct data sources increases the research possibilities enormously. For example, data from NIVEL’s Primary Care Database [5] have been linked to many other data sources providing environmental characteristics [52,53], migration background [54], income, school dropout rates [55], insurance claims [56], and pharmacy data [57]. EHR data are also increasingly used for public health forecasts and surveillance [58,35,59,60]. The research potential of EHR data is also increasingly recognized outside the Western world [61].

EHR data have a distinct advantage over claims data as they are generated as part of the health care process and can potentially be extracted in real time, whereas claims data usually only become available after the treatment and claims processes have been completed. Depending on the health care system, this can take months or even years. The added value of hospital EHR data over claims data was clearly illustrated by Amarasingham [56]. In addition, primary care data have the advantage of containing data from before (and after) hospitalization.

More recently, routine EHRs are increasingly seen as a viable source of data for clinical trials [24,62]. EHR data constitutes a large part of what is called real-world data. By most definitions, real-world data are data that are collected in a usual clinical setting, as opposed to a research clinic [63]. EHR data are increasingly used alongside registry data and patient-recorded data (see for example [64]), all of which can provide contextual information that enriches the data collected directly in controlled trials. Such use of routinely recorded data in the so-called real-world studies aims to address the efficacy-effectiveness gap in drug trials, where a drug performs significantly worse in real-world data than in clinical trials.
worse in a real-life context when compared with a trial. Furthermore, EHR data can be used to assess the feasibility of trial criteria and to target sites for recruitment that have relatively high numbers of eligible patients.

**Sources of Bias in the Electronic Health Records Data Chain**

There are a number of reasons why data may not be fit for a given purpose. To review these reasons, we describe the series of steps that lead from a clinically relevant event that takes place in a health care setting to an application reusing the data. These steps can be regarded as a data food chain. Analogous to a real food chain, any contamination, or “bias” in any of the steps will have consequences for the remaining steps. For each of the steps or stages, the factors that may affect data quality are described below.

**Step 1: Delivery of Care (There Must Be an Event That Can Be Recorded)**

This step may seem trivial, but (eg) for a blood pressure (BP) reading to be recorded, the measurement must first take place. The actors involved in this step are a health care professional interacting with a patient. The likelihood of such a measurement to take place is partly dependent on factors related to the health care system. Obviously, whether a BP measurement takes place is of course primarily dependent on the GPs professional judgment in relation to this individual patient. BP may be clinically relevant or necessary to reassure the patient. However, this judgment is dependent on a number of other factors, most of which are strictly medical and related to that individual patient, but there are a number of other factors that may systematically affect the decision to measure a patient’s BP as well. For example, as explained below, there are different incentives in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands to record BP. This difference will result in almost complete recordings for the whole population in the United Kingdom, whereas in the Netherlands, there will only be complete recordings for people known to have a chronic disease such as diabetes for which BP readings are relevant. These factors need to be known to anyone using the data in any of the subsequent steps.

First, organizational aspects of the health care system will affect actual medical practice and thereby the opportunity for an event to be recorded. For example, the difference between gatekeeping systems and nongatekeeping systems determines the population, and thereby the denominator, in epidemiological studies. In gate-keeping systems, patients need a referral from a GP before being able to make an appointment with a medical specialist, and usually GPs have a more or less stable patient list [65]. In terms of data quality, such gate-keeping systems have one very important advantage, because they allow for the calculation of an epidemiological denominator. Ideally, prevalence and incidence are expressed per 1000 in the population. This population must therefore be known. Nongatekeeping systems have only the consulting population to report on, whereas in gatekeeping systems, GPs have a more fixed list of patients that can be followed through time [7].

Gatekeeping affects the numerators as well. For example, in a nongatekeeping system, a BP reading may take place outside primary care, resulting in fewer BP readings in primary care settings. Similarly, the existence of a list system, where people are listed as members of the practice population, may not affect the number of BP readings in primary care as a whole, but it will affect the number of BP readings by a particular doctor. Health care system differences such as these have been found to be responsible for international differences in prevalence and incidence of chronic diseases [66,67].

Second, the reimbursement system in one country may stimulate BP readings under certain circumstances, whereas in other countries, it will not. In the Netherlands, prevailing quality of care indicators require BP readings to be scheduled to take place every year for patients with chronic diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular problems. This is incorporated in the pay for performance part of the GP reimbursement system for these patients in the Netherlands but only for these patient groups. In the United Kingdom on the other hand, the QOF promotes BP readings for the whole population each year [31]. It should be noted that incentives within the health care system may seem to affect completeness of the data, but in this example, it merely reflects differences in medical practice that create data-recording opportunities.

Third, professional guidelines vary across health care systems. If a professional guideline says a BP reading should be done every year in a certain population, it will be more likely that such a measurement takes place (and get recorded).

Fourth, high practice workload may have a negative effect on taking regular BP measurements. These 4 factors determine whether any intervention takes place in clinical practice, thereby creating a data-recording opportunity. Analysts using data from different health care systems should be aware of these factors. In any of the subsequent steps, differences in data-recording opportunities may be perceived as differences in data quality, but they are not, as they reflect real differences in medical practice. Averaging BP recordings in the United Kingdom and in the Netherlands, using the whole population as the denominator, will render invalid results because the health care system promotes readings in a much larger patient population in the United Kingdom as compared with the Netherlands, where distinct populations of chronically ill patients are targeted.

**Step 2: Recording in Electronic Health Record (An Event That Is Not Recorded Will Not Be Present in Any Dataset)**

There are 2 actors involved in this step: the health care professional that does the recording and the EHR vendor’s software. Whether an event gets recorded is dependent on several factors.

First, there must be a software system actively used by the health care professional. About 99% of practices in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands are today using an EHR system, but this is not the case in the United States and many other countries. In general, functionalities available within the EHR systems may affect the completeness, correctness, and precision of recorded data. Although all software packages in the
Netherlands and in the United Kingdom are certified by their respective authorities, considerable differences between packages have been reported in terms of what is actually recorded. For example, considerable differences between primary care EHR software brands were found in the recording of contraindications, episodes of care [68,69], as well as in the quality of prescribing [70]. The most probable factor here is the design and user interface of the software packages involved, but little is known about the actual mechanisms behind these differences. Perhaps, the holistic framework proposed by Van Gemert-Peijnen et al may prove to be useful here [71].

Second, health care professionals may display strategic recording behavior, for example, as a result of monetary incentives. Enhanced reimbursement schemes for chronically ill patients will encourage GPs to diagnose patients with chronic disease. Upcoding has been found to be a risk in relation to diagnosis-related groups used as a basis for reimbursement [72]. In addition, monetary incentives may lead to selective recording habits. For example, Mukherjee et al found that the QOF affected the recording of allergies [73]. This type of strategic behavior may lead to incomplete and incorrect data or both, as incorrectness usually implies incompleteness as well. Moreover, the fact that there are companies providing services to health care facilities to “optimize” their cash flows suggests that there are incentives for strategic recording behavior. As we know that part of the cash flow is dependent on EHR data, it is likely that strategic recording behavior can have an effect on the quality of the data, especially in systems where billing codes and reimbursement fees are related to recorded diagnoses (as is the case in many countries).

In the United States more than in the EU, health care facilities can get involved in lawsuits with high financial risks. This can result in another form of strategic behavior related to the health care system and lead to differences in quality of the data being recorded either in a positive or negative way.

In addition, awareness of sharing data with other health professionals or patients may have an effect on whether an event gets recorded, and on the way it gets recorded. For example, health care professionals may be more reluctant to record an uncertain diagnosis in situations where this information is shared with colleagues. The size of this effect will be dependent on characteristics of the event involved, on the health professional concerned, and on whether he/she is of the same profession and/or in the same health service organization. A health professional may, for example, be more hesitant to record depression as a diagnosis than diabetes, and this may vary substantially between health professionals. Similarly, GPs may be more hesitant to record a patient’s excessive alcohol intake if this information is shared with other professionals. GPs may be less hesitant to share information with GPs than with medical specialists or mental health services.

By facilitating patients’ access to EHRs, patient empowerment is part of health policy in many countries [74]. Although very few patients have used this capability thus far, there may be serious consequences in terms of selective or biased recording of information. Quite paradoxically “enforced” sharing of data may lead to incomplete, incorrect, or imprecise data. Recording behavior will also be dependent on the existence of recording guidelines. In some health care systems, there may be guidelines describing what should be recorded in an EHR system and when [75-77]. In other countries, such guidelines may not exist. Absence of recording guidelines may lead to less precise, less complete, and less correct data.

The available coding systems and thesauruses built into EHR systems determine what will and can be recorded. For example, in the International Classification of Primary Care [78], there are only about 600 codes for diagnoses and symptoms, whereas coding and classification systems such as Read, the Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine, or the various versions of the International Classification of Diseases have many more codes of greater semantic complexity and may prove more difficult to use in primary care settings, resulting in inconsistent recording.

Two other factors at the level of health care professionals will affect adequate use of EHR systems: knowledge and time. Software packages and coding systems may enable health care professionals to do all that is required and recording guidelines may tell them what to do, but if health care professionals are not familiar with these systems and guidelines, there will still be sub-optimal use of the EHR system, leading to incomplete or incorrect data and use of free text where it is not necessary. Parsons et al [79] report a “profound” data quality improvement after providing training and documentation to primary care services in New York. The effect of feedback on data quality is reported by Van der Bij et al [80]. This feedback makes practitioners aware of the importance of high-quality recording and of the differences among them.

Moreover, the health care professional’s workload may play a role. Shortage of time in a consultation will not stimulate proper recording behavior.

Lack of knowledge and time will inhibit appropriate use of the EHR systems and lead to extensive use of free text or no recording at all. The use of free text is generally regarded as problematic and only useful for small-scale studies, unless this free text can be turned into data that can be processed automatically [81]. Within the international context, this difficulty is magnified by the presence of many languages and target coding systems with national variations and varying accuracy. DSSs have an important secondary role in supporting data quality in the EHR if their operation results in more codes being placed in the EHR [82].

**Step 3: Extraction From Electronic Health Record (Data Must Be Extracted for Further Analysis or Reporting)**

Unless data are only used within the recording practice (the care zone, in terms of the TRANSFoRm Zone Model [34]), it needs to be extracted and transported to another site.

The actors involved in this step include the health care professional in a governance role, the software vendors who are responsible for the necessary software components (receiver as well as sender), and patients.

The database experts together with the software vendors are responsible for the extraction process from a technical point of
view. It is the extraction software and associated queries that determine what data elements are extracted and how this is achieved. Different extraction tools, working in combination with different EHR systems, may render different results [83]. This may lead to incomplete and/or incorrect data. Moreover, extraction tools need to be maintained and adapted to changes in the structure and content of the EHR software. Usually—because detailed knowledge of the structure of the EHR software is needed—it is the software vendor/manufacturer that is responsible for the extraction software. How this extraction software actually works is often not explained as the process is protected by intellectual property rights. Those involved in the subsequent steps can only judge the quality of the extraction tools on the basis of the outcomes, if at all.

The third actor involved in the extraction process is the patient. Privacy regulations may allow patients to object to sharing of “their” data with other health care professionals or for research through an opt-out system, or by not giving consent. Similarly, some practices will allow the use of “their” data and others will not. Data governance options may lead to more or less incomplete or incorrect data for some patients.

**Step 4: Translation Into Database (Extracted Data Must Be Redatabased as Preparation for Further Analysis or Reporting)**

Actors involved in this step include database experts, database staff and domain specialists in the database zone, as the database will be engineered for particular purposes.

First, whether extracted data are actually imported into a database is dependent on the capacity of that database to capture the data that are extracted. This is particularly important in cases where data arrive in multiple formats and coding schemes. These may vary over time, being dependent on, for example, changes in the reimbursement system. The term semantic integration encompasses these issues. When data from different sources are involved, it will almost certainly be necessary to deal with different coding schemes and classifications.

**Step 5: Prepare Dataset for Researcher (Generating a Research Data File)**

Normally, researchers do not do their analyses on the data within the database, but on a dataset that is derived thereof. Not all variables in a database may be relevant or appropriate for a particular study and may be excluded from the research data file. In fact, the “need to know” principle demands that data that are not needed for a particular research question are not transferred to a researcher.

Determining what data are actually needed for a research question is primarily a responsibility of the researcher together with the database manager. These actors have great impact on the content of the dataset that will be analyzed. For example, quality checks or filters may be employed after data are read into the database (step 4). This means that not all data that are in a repository will go into a data file that is used by a researcher for an agreed purpose.

Furthermore, where data are linked, the resulting database may hold only data on the population common to both sources. This will affect completeness of the data. Complete data will only be available from the population that the 2 (or more) linked datasets have in common.

And finally, a repository may not be able to facilitate all types of research. There may be regulations and steering committees that will or will not grant the possibility to use a certain repository for a certain purpose. This will affect the completeness of the extracted data.

**Step 6: Analysis, Outcomes, and Interpretation**

These steps are in the research domain in terms of the TRANSFoRm zone Model. Here, we find the end users of exported EHR data. Different researchers will make different choices with respect to the method of analysis and what they report. Different methods may render different results, even with the same data, as was demonstrated by De Vries et al using data from the General Practice Research Database [84]. Moreover, Reeves and coworkers [50] found that different methods for computing quality-of-care scores can lead to different conclusions. This illustrates that research methods have to be based on knowledge about all previous steps and awareness of each of the possible sources of bias in each step mentioned above.

**Discussion**

In the previous sections, we identified 13 possible sources of bias, associated with different steps in the data chain. **Textbox 1** summarizes these possible sources of bias that emerge from the combination of purposes and steps in the data chain.

**Awareness and Scope**

Awareness of these sources of bias is not self-evident for many that use or reuse EHR data. Where routine electronic health data are readily available, there is a risk of misinterpretation if users are unaware of the different systemic sources of bias and how they interact. It must be emphasized that large volumes of data do not reduce systematic errors, but we do contend that using these data for multiple, distinct purposes is possible, on the condition that users are aware of the risks involved and have strategies for managing them.

This is particularly important when data from different sources and from different countries are being combined in research projects such as the TRANSFoRm [32] project already mentioned, the Electronic Health Record for Clinical Research (EHR4CR) project [85], and the electronic Health Indicator Data (eHID) project [66]. Researchers should be aware of possible sources of bias and take adequate measures to ensure that their research results are not undermined.

This is all the more important because access to data is no longer a privilege of the research community, where individuals are educated and trained to deal with large amounts of data. Academically trained researchers were often the ones that were responsible for the collection of the required data as well as the analyses. Today, this too is no longer the case. Large amounts of data are open and available to the general public, and researchers using the data are very often not the ones who have collected them.
Textbox 1. Possible sources of bias in the use or reuse of electronic health record data that have to be incorporated in the choice of research methods and interpretation of results.

1. Health care system bias, emanating from:
   - Reimbursement system, pay for performance parameters
   - Role of general practitioner in the health care system; gatekeeping/nongatekeeping
   - Professional clinical guidelines
   - Ease of access by patients to their records
   - Data sharing between health care providers

2. Practice workload

3. Variations between electronic health record (EHR) system functionalities and lay-out

4. Coding systems and thesauruses

5. Knowledge and education regarding the use of EHR systems

6. Data extraction tools

7. Data processing—redatabasing

8. Research dataset preparation

9. Research methodologies

The question then arises: is it possible to provide sufficient metadata to prevent mistakes in using these data? Will the users of these data be able to understand and use this information? Will they be able to allocate enough time for that? Is it possible to set requirements for users of a dataset?

The variation in quality found within any body of data when directed at different purposes may slow down the adoption of an LHS by further hindering the formal, large-scale evaluations that have been slow to materialize [86].

The fact that the data are used for so many purposes is not just an issue for researchers, but for anyone using EHRs data not recorded by themselves [87]. Clinicians too must be aware that the patient information they share may not be complete, precise, or current. The same is true for health insurers, who rely on quality-of-care indicators derived from EHRs [44]. The LHS concept allows for greater attention to be paid to the context in which data are recorded in the EHR system, to develop mechanisms for decision support to prospectively address known “information gaps” and to track the provenance of data more thoroughly.

Toward a Data Quality Research Agenda

In this paper, we have considered potential sources of bias in routinely available health data and mapped them onto the steps generally taken in the production and analysis of such data. For each step, we presented an overview of possible sources of bias that might lead to incomparable or invalid analysis results. We proposed a stepwise, purpose- and actor-oriented approach to understanding these factors and assessing their consequences. The size and direction of the effects from differences in health systems, of access to data by patients, of strategic recording behavior by health care professionals, of the absence or presence of recording guidelines and data quality interventions, and of different EHR systems are all largely unknown and present a huge risk to, potentially inflated, expectations of real-world data.

Unless data quality issues are better understood and unless adequate controls are embedded throughout the data lifecycle, data-driven health care will not live up to its expectations. Understanding these mechanisms is a multidisciplinary task, where medicine, health systems research, health services research, legal experts, and medical informatics have to reach out to each other and understand each other’s language.

For now, the factors mentioned summarized inTextbox 1 can be used as a checklist for anyone using or reusing EHR data. However, more targeted research is needed into the actual size of the possible sources of bias described in this paper. In the meantime, it is important for researchers, EHR vendors, and health policy makers to be aware that anything they do may have an effect on the quality of EHR data and the validity of outcomes from these data. We hope this paper will help to establish this awareness and provides input for a data quality research agenda. The possible sources of bias described in this paper can be used as hypotheses for this research agenda.
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Abstract

Background: eHealth has an enormous potential to improve healthcare cost, effectiveness, and quality of care. However, there seems to be a gap between the foreseen benefits of research and clinical reality.

Objective: Our objective was to systematically review the factors influencing the outcome of eHealth interventions in terms of success and failure.

Methods: We searched the PubMed database for original peer-reviewed studies on implemented eHealth tools that reported on the factors for the success or failure, or both, of the intervention. We conducted the systematic review by following the patient, intervention, comparison, and outcome framework, with 2 of the authors independently reviewing the abstract and full text of the articles. We collected data using standardized forms that reflected the categorization model used in the qualitative analysis of the outcomes reported in the included articles.

Results: Among the 903 identified articles, a total of 221 studies complied with the inclusion criteria. The studies were heterogeneous by country, type of eHealth intervention, method of implementation, and reporting perspectives. The article frequency analysis did not show a significant discrepancy between the number of reports on failure (392/844, 46.5%) and on success (452/844, 53.6%). The qualitative analysis identified 27 categories that represented the factors for success or failure of eHealth interventions. A quantitative analysis of the results revealed the category quality of healthcare (n=55) as the most mentioned as contributing to the success of eHealth interventions, and the category costs (n=42) as the most mentioned as contributing to failure. For the category with the highest unique article frequency, workflow (n=51), we conducted a full-text review. The analysis of the 23 articles that met the inclusion criteria identified 6 barriers related to workflow: workload (n=12), role definition (n=7), undermining of face-to-face communication (n=6), workflow disruption (n=6), alignment with clinical processes (n=2), and staff turnover (n=1).

Conclusions: The reviewed literature suggested that, to increase the likelihood of success of eHealth interventions, future research must ensure a positive impact in the quality of care, with particular attention given to improved diagnosis, clinical management, and patient-centered care. There is a critical need to perform in-depth studies of the workflow(s) that the intervention will support and to perceive the clinical processes involved.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10235) doi:10.2196/10235
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Introduction

In the last decades, it has been a challenge for policy makers to ensure access to healthcare to populations living in rural and remote areas [1]. Additionally, global demographic trends, such as the increasing number of elderly people, have been changing healthcare delivery due to a growing demand for long-term care and increasing costs [2-5]. Against this background, eHealth has been presented as a solution [6-8]. In the context of this study, we define eHealth as the use of information and communication technology in healthcare.

A vast amount of eHealth interventions have been reported to fail during clinical implementation [9,10]. Tanriverdi and Iacono [8] demonstrated that a considerable amount of research with promising results did not contribute to clinical practice. Berg [11] stated more specifically that 75% of implemented eHealth should be considered a failure.

According to Bashshur et al [12], the assessment of eHealth interventions rests on three pillars of care: (1) access, (2) quality, and (3) cost containment. They describe these three pillars as the promises that eHealth interventions are required to fulfill to attain a successful outcome and, indeed, that each of these promises must be met. Considering the aforementioned reports on the failure of eHealth interventions [8-11], it appears reasonable to assume that the promises represented by these three pillars are not often accomplished.

To improve the success of eHealth, it is important to identify the factors that can influence, positively or negatively, the outcome of the intervention. Such factors can vary from project-specific to recurring issues, with the three pillars proposed by Bashshur et al [12] expected to have an important role in the success or failure of eHealth interventions. However, as the field of medical informatics is positioned between the fast-changing field of informatics and the rather conservative field of healthcare, organizational and operational aspects can be expected to play an important part in the outcome of eHealth interventions.

The overall aim of this study was to seek, through a systematic review, patterns in the assessment of eHealth intervention outcomes, and through these patterns to identify factors that can help explain why eHealth interventions fail or succeed in clinical practice. Therefore, we systematically searched for original studies that provide data to address the following key questions:

Key question 1: According to reports in abstracts, why are eHealth interventions failing to achieve the expected results and foreseen benefits? Specifically, (1) What are the major facilitators and barriers contributing to the implementation of eHealth? (2) How are these facilitators and barriers contributing to the adoption of eHealth? (3) Are the perceived facilitators and barriers to eHealth adoption similar among the study participants?

Key question 2: According to the literature, what is the most relevant factor regarding the possible outcome in terms of success or failure, or both? Specifically, in what manner is this factor affecting the adoption of eHealth?

Methods

This systematic review was guided by the Cochrane Handbook [13], and the reporting is based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [14]. We established the review methods before conducting the review, and the reports did not justify any deviations from the protocol.

Search Strategy

We searched the PubMed database in October 2016 for original articles published in English up to this date. The main reason for using only the PubMed search engine was the availability of a vast amount of articles in eHealth research from both a medical and a sociological standpoint. In this way, we expected that we would find most of the relevant clinical outcomes for this study. Since the review focused on implemented eHealth tools, we did not consider the inclusion of articles from a technology perspective to be necessary. As this strategy proved to be useful, we searched no other academic databases.

We performed an initial search using the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) telemedicine AND challenges, based on prior knowledge obtained from articles that referenced eHealth success or failure, which identified 658 articles. We evaluated the title and abstract of these articles and identified possible search terms. We determined the term “lessons” to be important and used it together with the previous search, identifying 63,299 articles. We analyzed the resulting articles to further specify the search terms and define the search string following the patient, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) framework [15].

We based the search string on three classes of the PICO framework, since the class comparison did not apply to this study. We defined these classes as (P): healthcare; (I): eHealth; and (O): change, failure, or success. We combined all terms in each class with the logical operator OR and linked the classes using the logical operator AND. Over the course of refining the search results, we tried 2 search strings. In the first, we used the search terms extracted from the previous search to create a PICO scheme, constrained to the last 10 years, which identified 11,950 articles. In the second, we removed the time constraint and refined the search terms to focus on eHealth interventions that were used in actual clinical practice. This last search string (Textbox 1) was the one we used to retrieve the articles used in the review process.
The search string developed according to the patient, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) framework. Comparison (C) was not applicable to this study.

**Textbox 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthcare (P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eHealth (I)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change, failure, or success (O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Textbox 2.** Reading interpretation guidelines for the abstract review.

- Funding from government or tax money equals influence on society.
- Policies have an effect on both organizations and availability of tools for patients.
- Coordination and interoperability problems have consequences for patients, professionals, and systems.
- Extra (or changes in) work is seen as workflow.
- Safety is a relative term, interpreted as compared with traditional ways.
- Workforce problems are interpreted as change of workflow.
- (Un)familiarity with tools is seen as information technology training.
- Paternalism and empowerment is seen as empowerment or engagement.
- Medical (studies) students are seen as health professionals.
- Time is seen as either workflow or costs, depending on the context.

We included no articles based on hand searches of reference lists for the reasons outlined under Section 10.2.2.3 of the *Cochrane Handbook* [13]: “positive studies are more likely to be cited” and “retrieving literature by scanning reference lists may thus produce a biased sample of studies.”

**Study Selection**

We analyzed the titles and abstracts of the articles that resulted from the final search string for inclusion according to the following predefined exclusion criteria: not an original work; unclear or no results; not research; not in English. We defined the exclusion criteria based on the key questions to include original studies in healthcare-related fields, with a focus on success and failure, that reported on a form of eHealth or medical informatics, but which did not have to be the main goal or result but should have been a key component. Textbox 2 lists the reading interpretation guidelines for the abstract review.

**Data Collection and Synthesis**

A qualitative analysis [16,17] was carried out by 2 of the authors (CG and WJ) to classify the outcomes reported in the articles’ abstract according to the following 3 levels.

**Category**

The category level was evidence that the factor described in the abstract contributed to the success or failure of the eHealth intervention. We defined categories based on the information found in the abstracts (presented in the Results section below). We chose this strategy to minimize the risk of bias, since predetermined categories could have led to a model that merely reflected our opinion.

**Success and Failure**

This level indicated whether the identified category was described as a success or failure factor reported in the intervention outcome narrative. As success and failure are important concepts of this study, we explain our considerations on the terms here.

We classified the factors in the categories as *success* if they were considered to facilitate the achievement of the study goals. The same category may have been described as success and failure in the same study by different participants. If specific features of an intervention were mentioned to be a success, we attributed these to success, even when the overall project was classified as failure.
Key Question 1 (Barriers and Facilitators)

In addition to categorizing abstracts for success and failure factors of eHealth interventions, we analyzed the full text for the category with the highest frequency of unique articles according to the categorization results. Such analysis was aimed at gathering the data that provide knowledge related to key question 2.

Articles in which the category with the highest unique article frequency was reported to contribute to the success or failure of the eHealth intervention were eligible for a full-text review. However, in the course of the full-text assessment, we refined the selection according to the exclusion criteria presented in Textbox 3.

In summary, abstract and full-text reviews were conducted independently by 2 authors (CG and WJ), who extracted data based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria into a structured Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The 2 authors analyzed all abstracts a second time to confirm the categorization, identified all relevant factors reported to contribute to the success or failure of eHealth interventions, and noted them in the categorization model. In this manner, every time a new factor was identified, a new category was created. The full-text review was conducted with special attention to the descriptions of how the category with the highest unique article frequency was affecting the success of the eHealth intervention. All disagreements were resolved by consensus discussions.

Results

The search string identified 903 articles, 7 of which we excluded, as they were duplicates or incomplete. The titles and abstracts of the remaining 896 articles were read by 2 of the authors (CG and WJ) for compliance with the exclusion criteria described in the Methods section, and 221 were included in the study.

Figure 1 presents the literature search and selection process based on the PRISMA guidelines [14].

Textbox 3. Further exclusion criteria of articles.

- The category is mentioned only in the text.
- No extensive analysis of the category or reporting on the effects on eHealth outcomes is present.
- The category is only identified as relevant to the success or failure of eHealth, and no further considerations are taken.
- The article is not in English.

We classified the factors in the categories as failure if they were considered to be barriers to achieving the study goals. Different participants may have described the same category as success and failure in the same study. If specific features of an intervention were mentioned to be a failure factor, we attributed these to failure, even when the overall project was classified as success.

Entity

This level referred to the role of the study participant who reported the identified factor in the categories. The entities could assume the following values.

In this review, patients were people who received care. Therefore, we also included clients (ie, people with less-urgent problems) and customers (ie, people who were interested in monitoring their own health). This entity also included people who gave care to patients in a nonprofessional context (ie, parents, family, and friends).

Healthcare professionals comprised all people who provided care services in a professional context. This included physicians, nurses, therapists, mental health workers, and other professional groups trained in providing care. It did not necessarily have to be direct care, but they had to have been providing care to patients.

The health system included management and supporting staff, infrastructure, the technological health systems (both software and hardware), and ideological systems such as national health plans and systems.

The society value included participants who were described as potential users and were not identified as belonging to the entities described above.

All involved all the above entities, and we classified the category identified in the reports as success and failure.

Full-Text Analysis

In addition to categorizing abstracts for success and failure factors of eHealth interventions, we analyzed the full text for the category with the highest frequency of unique articles according to the categorization results. Such analysis was aimed at gathering the data that provide knowledge related to key question 2.

The narratives on the category (quality of healthcare) most mentioned as contributing to the success of eHealth interventions reported on improved diagnosis [28,72], better communication with the patient [48,84], and supported patient-centered care [19,48]. Factors less clinically related were also mentioned, such as the diminishment of the care provision gap for patients [22], and the improvement of patients’ clinical management [25].
On the other hand, a few articles in the category (costs) most mentioned as contributing to the failure of eHealth interventions established a relationship between the costs and quality of care. As an example, Chan et al. [46] pointed out as the main benefit of the eHealth intervention focus of the study that patients in a rural area could be examined by physicians from central hospitals without needing a physical consultation, while at the same time resulting in financial savings. However, the main focus of the articles in this category was on eHealth adoption. Villalba et al. [102] identified national investments and funding programs as facilitators in the adoption of 11 eHealth interventions in 8 European countries. O’Toole et al. [140], Devriendt et al. [45], and Foldy [108] also identified the shortage of financial resources as a common barrier to the adoption and implementation of eHealth. In a similar manner, Ford et al. [114] stressed the importance of finding financial mechanisms to support the organizational changes required to adopt eHealth. While acknowledging that a national policy for investment in eHealth interventions is crucial to its adoption, Rozenblum et al. [132] argued that financial incentives should be based on patient outcomes that might ensue from the eHealth intervention. DeWorsop et al. [129] and Lee and Billings [133] reported on the importance of cost effectiveness to promoting the adoption of eHealth interventions.

To better understand what were, for each entity, the most relevant categories reported to contribute to the success and failure of eHealth interventions, Table 2 summarizes the results from the article frequency analysis. We excluded the society entity from this analysis, as we did not consider the number of articles to be representative.

**Key Question 2 (Success/Failure Factors)**

The article frequency analysis, presented in Multimedia Appendix 2, revealed that the most representative category was workflow, with 51 unique articles. We assessed all the unique articles according to the exclusion criteria presented in Textbox 2, which resulted in 23 articles remaining for full-text review (Figure 1).

The full-text analysis of the 23 articles, with special attention to the descriptions of how the workflow category affected the success of the eHealth intervention, identified the following 6 barriers.

- **Workload** increased the amount of work and tasks (or time required to perform them) needed to complete a clinical process, when compared with the workflow established before the eHealth intervention [19,22,36,69,73,85,87,93,95,98,99,107].

- **Workflow disruption** resulted in the inability to complete the work process in a linear and smooth manner [19,69,73,84,92,106].
Table 1. Categories and their definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Ease of use, learnability (ie, easy for users to learn how to perform basic tasks), and interface intuitiveness are present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption</td>
<td>Users acknowledge the use of the eHealth tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Workflow is defined by the way people interact with their work, communication pathways, and other people. It should be noted that different professional groups might have different understanding of workflow. As most of the selected abstracts were based on sociological research, this definition excludes the logistics of information flows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>This category includes all articles that reported on money, finances, and value in financial contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System architecture</td>
<td>This refers to the fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution [18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>The policies category is essentially related to governmental policies and rules. It often involves legal and financial aspects based on subsidies to promote the use of eHealth tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>This refers to the ability of a system to exchange and make use of information from another system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient empowerment and self-management</td>
<td>These are tools or techniques that give patients control over their own health and access to their health data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>In the context of this study, infrastructure refers to the communication structures required for the operation of the eHealth tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>This refers to all managerial levels and the decisions made by them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>This category covers considerations of feasibility, efficiency, effectiveness, operational results or other associated outcomes, and the effects of the implementation of eHealth tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformity with other healthcare entities</td>
<td>Conformity refers to the usability of information between healthcare providers in regard to clinical processes and the ability to replicate the eHealth tool implementation in different sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT⁴ training</td>
<td>This covers user-focused training and support in the use of the eHealth tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holistic approach</td>
<td>When the focus is on patient care, this approach implies perceiving the subject of study as a whole person, considering mental and social factors, as opposed to just someone who contracted a disease or disability. When the holistic approach focuses on the organization, this is seen as whole rather than separate entities (ie, departments, wards, and different forms of special care).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability of connection and technology</td>
<td>This refers to the stability of communications structures during use. The stability and reliability of eHealth tools, both software and hardware related, are also included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization</td>
<td>Software and hardware conform to standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>This comprises the culture of an organization, country, region, or population group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT vs traditional methods</td>
<td>This category considers the comparability between the use of eHealth tools (ICT), and preestablished methods (traditional) (eg, videoconferencing vs face-to-face consultations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy and security</td>
<td>Privacy refers to the confidentiality of personal information, usually relating to personal data stored on computer systems. Security refers to the protection of computer systems against information, communications, and physical damage. In the course of classifying the abstracts, reports on security issues were often related to privacy problems in healthcare settings. Therefore, these 2 categories were combined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Legal problems relate to legislation issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Safety is considered from a clinical perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to healthcare</td>
<td>Access refers to the right of or opportunity for patients to receive, or come in contact with, healthcare organizations or providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education enlightens people about their health (eg, providing information on their disease or disability).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of healthcare</td>
<td>A good quality of healthcare improves the healthcare delivery process and its outcomes, in both an organizational and a clinical context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-provider relationship</td>
<td>healthcare professionals and patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User involvement</td>
<td>This is considered from the human-centered design perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to treatment</td>
<td>This refers to the patient’s compliance with the treatment plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴ICT: information and communication technology.
Alignment with clinical processes was a barrier when the eHealth tool did not integrate with or support the existing clinical process [38,85].

Undefined and changed roles resulted when the responsibility for a workflow task was not the same after the eHealth intervention, or new tasks were included in the workflow and no responsibilities were assigned [22,36,87,95,97,105,106].

Undermined face-to-face communication refers to the impact on personal contact with the patient and other healthcare professionals [56,72,86,87,91,106].

Staff turnover refers to the rotation of healthcare professionals between departments, or short-term contracts, that require new learning or training on the eHealth tool [103].

Workload can be classified as the biggest workflow-related concern, since it was overrepresented in the results, being addressed in 12 of the 23 studies. In these studies, healthcare personnel stressed the increase in the amount of work after the implementation of the eHealth tool. eHealth was described as being both time and resource intensive [19,22,36,69,73,85,98,99,107] and [19,87,93,95] indicated discontent about the amount of self-reported and self-recorded health data provided by the tool for assessment.

The second most mentioned barrier, addressed in 7 studies, was the undefined roles and change of work practice of the parties involved in the workflow. Narratives reported, for instance, that the new role was tangential to their role as healthcare professionals [22,36,87]—for example, coaching patients in the use of the technology, analyzing the self-reported data and subsequently answering the patient’s questions [87,95], the need for new competences [97], and unresolved attribution of responsibilities [105,106].

Workflow disruption was significantly present in the studies, reflected in narratives describing eHealth as not being fitted to the existing workflow due to time (eg, data provided to the system a priori, and work tasks having to be performed by others) [19,73,84,106] or space [92] constraints, and breaking of traditions [69].

According to Kapadia et al [83], healthcare personnel report a preference for face-to-face communication over digital long-distance systems. Nielsen and Mathiassen [38] mentioned the loss of contact between personnel as a trigger to the reduction of knowledge sharing and collegial relationships. Less mentioned, but still significant, were statements that eHealth is impersonal and, therefore, undermines face-to-face communication [56,72,86,87,91,106], substantiated by the claim that the foundation of good nursing is physical presence, human touch, and the use of all senses.

Less addressed in the studies, but still significant barriers, were the alignment of the eHealth intervention with the clinical workflow [38,85] and staff turnover [103]. These are related to how supportive and well integrated the tool is in the workflow and the need for constant training of staff, respectively.

In the literature, two general workflows were mentioned. The first was the preestablished workflow, defined as the workflow in an organization, or at a specific organizational level (eg, the cardiology ward in a hospital), before the eHealth intervention. The second was the new workflow, which describes the workflow after the eHealth intervention. Different authors have various ideas about this change.

Some [38,84,85,92] argued that eHealth interventions should be adapted into the preestablished workflow in order to succeed. Others [19,72,73 93,97] advocated that the workflow will change, or is necessary to change, in order for the intervention to be successful.

eHealth interventions in healthcare organizations triggered changes in the workflow [73,97]. Such changes were not limited to the directly involved staff, but also had an impact on others within the organization [73]. Therefore, changes in the workflow had the potential to alter the organization both in a negative and in a positive way [36,38,86,88,103]. Additionally, a change that was initially a positive development could lead to a rather negative outcome. Such circumstances are reported by Das et al [86], Davis et al [87], and Chung et al [95], where the overabundance of data led to an inability to use the data due to time constraints.

Professional values and personal feelings should also be considered to be barriers to eHealth interventions, as they may come into conflict with the use of technology [36,38]. In these works, feelings of healthcare staff about the technology resulted in negative thoughts and skepticism, resulting in the technology never fully being integrated into the workflow.

### Discussion

#### General Findings

There is a reasonable amount of original research exploring the effects of eHealth interventions. However, among the 903 articles we identified, only 221 met the inclusion criteria for this systematic review. The studies were heterogeneous by country, type of eHealth intervention, method of implementation, and reporting perspectives (ie, patient, healthcare professionals, health system, and society). The article frequency analysis presented in Multimedia Appendix 2 did not find a significant discrepancy between the number of reports on failure (392/844, 46.5%) and success (452/844, 53.6%), which encourages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Healthcare professionals</th>
<th>Health system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>Quality of healthcare</td>
<td>Costs Policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>Patient empowerment and self-management</td>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy and security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Categories contributing to the success or failure of eHealth interventions by entity.
definitive conclusions on the key questions that prompted the review.

While evaluating the 903 articles, we realized that the studies could be grouped into three chronological eras, according to their research focus: (1) up to 1999: in this first era, most of the articles addressed the technology with a focus on aspects such as functionality and infrastructure; (2) 2000-2009: in the second era, the focus shifted from the technology to the organization; in this setting, an organization could be a healthcare organization or a community (local, regional, national, or international); (3) 2010 to the present: the third era focused on individuals, where researchers investigated how people work, often from a bottom-up perspective, compared with a top-down scope on the complete organization.

The first two eras defined in this chronological pattern are supported by Nielsen and Mathiassen [38].

When we applied the three chronological eras to the 221 articles selected for abstract classification, it became clear that the search strategy achieved the desired results in identifying studies with relevant clinical outcomes. This is demonstrated by the fact that most of the articles (168 articles) fell into the third era, and only 3 articles were included in the first era, which had a technological focus.

**Key Question 1 (Barriers and Facilitators)**

The category most mentioned as contributing to the success of eHealth interventions was quality of healthcare. This category was also one of the three pillars of care described by Bashshur et al [12] as being the support of successful eHealth interventions. The authors related quality of care to professional performance standards, related the role and contribution of the intervention to clinical practice, and described how this contribution is achieved [12]. This is in line with the narratives found in the articles assigned to this category.

Most of the unique articles in the category quality of healthcare belonged in the third era, with only 9 being in the second era, and none in the first. Belonging in the third era, the focus was on the individual, which could explain the increase in focus on quality of care.

The articles in the quality of healthcare category were evenly distributed among the entities, showing a significant difference between the article frequency as success (n=55) and failure (n=12), and revealing a positive view among the users, thus positioning this category as an evident facilitator of eHealth interventions.

On the other hand, costs is the category most mentioned as contributing to the failure of eHealth interventions. Similar to quality of healthcare, this category is also one of the three pillars of the promises of eHealth proposed by Bashshur et al [12]. In their work, the cost containments pillar focused on cost reductions for patients and providers in a broad sense, supporting a clear definition of how the eHealth intervention would facilitate the provision of care services at a lower cost without loss of quality of care [12]. However, the main focus of the articles in the costs category was on eHealth adoption, and only a few articles established a relation between the costs and quality of care in the manner of Bashshur et al.

The classification of unique articles in the costs category according to the aforementioned eras revealed that most, 80% (40 articles), fell in the third era. In line with the focus on the individual that characterized this era, we noted that only 13 of the 50 unique articles included results after the eHealth intervention, and that as many as 37 report on expectations, potentials, and other future possibilities. Most of these articles arose from the social sciences and addressed the actors’ expectations of eHealth, revealing the general idea that eHealth interventions bring cost reductions along with the implementation. An important aspect of expectations is that they are based on the actors’ opinions or wishes, often before the results are clear. However, the actual costs and financial benefits can be measured only after implementation. Since most research was done during the implementation, often at an early stage, this means that data were being collected at a stage when funding was still available and the full impact of the eHealth intervention on the organization was not yet evident. This being said, the costs category certainly presents as a barrier to eHealth interventions.

Looking at the category’s article frequency distribution among the entities, costs was mostly mentioned by the health system entity, being, in fact, considered as the most important to both the success and the failure of eHealth interventions. Such lack of a relevant difference between the contribution of costs to success (18 articles) and failure (19 articles) leads to the conclusion that this category is a major concern for the health system. Thus, and since this entity includes organizations and governmental bodies, we conclude that certain financial conditions are required to distribute eHealth services. Hence, we inferred that, to adopt eHealth in their services, it is not important for the health system to attain financial profit, but rather to not have a loss. It is not surprising to see that, along with costs, the category most cited as contributing to that success of eHealth interventions for the health system entity was policies, as the importance of national policy investments and reimbursement rules was so often mentioned in the articles.

However, such perspective on what is most relevant for the success and failure of eHealth interventions is not shared by the other entities. Considering the narratives related to quality of healthcare, described in the Results section, it is not surprising that this category appeared as the most important for the success of eHealth interventions for healthcare professionals. Following the same line of thought, workflow appeared as the most relevant for the failure of eHealth. We discuss the ways in which each of these issues affected the outcome of eHealth interventions below under Key Question 2. However, we can already assert that what these issues have in common is the deprivation of time to provide care services. Conversely, patients considered of most importance that the eHealth interventions support them in managing their own health independently. This is demonstrated in that the most cited category by the patient entity as contributing to the success of eHealth interventions was patient empowerment and self-management. It seems almost too obvious to state that, as patients want to be provided with the means to manage their own health, their most mentioned...
category as leading to the failure of eHealth was privacy and security. This reveals that, even though patients want to be independent and manage their own health remotely, they are aware of the sensitivity of the data that are being shared.

Key Question 2 (Success/Failure Factors)

Krusse et al [240] examined barriers in eHealth research on a quantitative basis for several consecutive years. In their work, they stated that workflow was one of the most mentioned barriers in literature, which is confirmed by the article frequency analysis presented in Multimedia Appendix 2, where workflow is the category with the most unique articles. This positions this category as being of major concern for the entities.

The claim that eHealth interventions should be fitted to the preestablished workflow in order to succeed [38,84,85,92] was also upheld by Gardner [241] and in the systematic review by Kawamoto et al [242]. In opposition, others [19,72,73,93,97] supported that changes in the workflow are inevitable and necessary for the eHealth intervention to be successful, stressing that the adoption of new eHealth tools within the preestablished workflow creates problems during the implementation process [19]. This is corroborated by the findings in the systematic review by Davis et al [243] and by Bowens et al [244], who also point out that the need to reengineer the workflow to integrate eHealth can be a trigger to improve efficiency, distribution of tasks, patient safety, and the quality of the data collected from the patient. Such disparity of opinions leads to 2 questions. (1) What is the importance of eHealth to workflow? (2) How are the design and the outcomes of eHealth related?

What is the Importance of eHealth to Workflow?

Healthcare organizations’ resistance to change has identified barriers to eHealth interventions [245,246]. Most organizations were not created to accommodate eHealth and, as noted by Appelbaum and Wohl [247], the inability of healthcare organizations to adapt to changes is a barrier to their own sustainability. The resistance to change is also present at the staff level. Pardo del Val and Martinez Fuentes [248] proposed a framework for the sources to resistance to change, among which are the “relation between change values and organizational values,” denoting the difference between what is important for the individual and for the organization, and “cynicism,” denoting the negative feelings toward the success of the change [249]. This is in line with the narratives on how professional values and personal feelings hinder the use of eHealth [36,38], found in the articles selected for review.

To maximize the likelihood of a successful eHealth intervention, healthcare professionals must acquaint themselves with the tool [250]. Furthermore, there should not be a possibility to fall back on the old workflow [39,250].

How Are the Design and the Outcomes of eHealth Related?

If eHealth does not meet the expectations or requirements of healthcare personnel, it is possible that the eHealth tool will not be used as anticipated [38]. This is caused by a difference between the prospects, which are often made by management personnel, and the reality of healthcare personnel. In the literature, the technical perspective during the design phase is identified as a significant contributor to the gap between prospect and reality [94,251]. Declerck and Aime [251] used the term technocentrism to classify the importance of technology in the design phase, where other actors, such as healthcare professionals, appear as secondary concerns. In addition, it should be taken into consideration that different professions within healthcare have different needs from eHealth [83], and these needs have to be addressed to make eHealth applications operate successfully in healthcare organizations.

In a veiled manner of recognizing that the technical focus during the design phase was a barrier to eHealth adoption, the technology design mentality shifted to one with a holistic and human focus. There is a widespread perception in human-computer interaction that recognizes that users should be involved in the design in order to create technology that is more relevant, resulting in the wide acceptance of user-centered design and participatory design approaches [252]. Thus, it is legitimate to conclude that the design and the outcomes of eHealth are clearly related, and that user involvement during the design phase is of the most importance for the success eHealth interventions within the domain of workflow.

Conclusions to Key Question 1

With this systematic review, we identified quality of healthcare as the major facilitator of eHealth interventions and costs as the major barrier.

Within the quality of healthcare category, a positive impact in clinical care appears to be relevant to the adoption of eHealth. The impact is assessed with varied metrics, such as improved diagnosis, clinical management, and patient-centered care. The role of the costs category in the adoption of eHealth seems to be more consensual. Most of the studies included in this category identify the shortage of financial resources as a common barrier to the adoption and implementation of eHealth.

The importance of quality of healthcare in the success of eHealth interventions is shared only by the healthcare professionals entity. The concern of healthcare professionals with care services is also reflected by the workflow category being the most mentioned contributor to the failure of eHealth interventions.

The patient entity revealed their wish of controlling their own health by placing the patient empowerment and self-management character of the intervention as the major contributor to success. However, this wish for control does not come without apprehension, as demonstrated by mentioning the privacy and security category as the major contributor to the failure of eHealth.

The health system entity attributed to 1 category, costs, the same relevance to both success and failure of eHealth interventions. This does not appear as a surprise, as this category mostly relates to financial resources. As these financial resources often originate from governmental sources, it is reasonable that the health system entity mentioned the policies category, along with costs, as a major contributor to the success of eHealth interventions.
Conclusions to Key Question 2

According to the reviewed literature, workflow was the most relevant factor to the outcome of eHealth interventions across all entities. A full-text review identified 6 barriers to the adoption of eHealth related to this category. Most of these barriers were reported by the healthcare professionals entity, and are as follows: (1) workload, (2) workflow disruption, (3) alignment with clinical processes, (4) undefined and changed roles, (5) undermined face-to-face communication, and (6) staff turnover.

Limitations

Some limitations in this review must be acknowledged. Despite having searched the PubMed database using standard systematic review protocols, we could have searched further databases. This might have limited the results, as the search process may not have captured relevant studies that were not indexed in the PubMed database. However, we considered that the PubMed search alone yielded a representative overview of the field.

Additionally, many studies were based on data that were gathered either before or during the implementation process when the eHealth intervention was not well established in the workplace. As the reports were collected at such an early stage, they might be overshadowed by emotional resistance and fear of change.

Future Research

In spite of the limitations, this systematic review remains a useful source of information, as it synthesized common challenges in the development of eHealth interventions and in the planning of their implementation. In this regard, considerations for future research include the following:

- Identify potential facilitators and barriers at the earliest possible stage to ensure that full account is taken when defining the development and implementation strategy;
- Determine the impact of eHealth interventions on the quality of care, with particular attention given to improved diagnosis, clinical management, and patient-centered care;
- Evaluate the financial needs and consequences in the short, medium, and long term, to avoid nonadoption due to lack of funding;
- Perform in-depth studies of the workflow(s) that the intervention will support and perceive the clinical processes involved;
- Improve the privacy and security features of eHealth interventions targeted at patients.
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Abstract

Background: There has been an exponential increase in the general population’s usage of the internet and of information accessibility; the current demand for online consumer health information (OCHI) is unprecedented. There are multiple studies on internet access and usage, quality of information, and information needs. However, few studies explored negative outcomes of OCHI in detail or from different perspectives, and none examined how these negative outcomes could be reduced.

Objective: The aim of this study was to describe negative outcomes associated with OCHI use in primary care and identify potential preventive strategies from consumers’, health practitioners’, and health librarians’ perspectives.

Methods: This included a two-stage interpretive qualitative study. In the first stage, we recruited through a social media survey, a purposeful sample of 19 OCHI users who had experienced negative outcomes associated with OCHI. We conducted semistructured interviews and performed a deductive-inductive thematic analysis. The results also informed the creation of vignettes that were used in the next stage. In the second stage, we interviewed a convenient sample of 10 key informants: 7 health practitioners (3 family physicians, 2 nurses, and 2 pharmacists) and 3 health librarians. With the support of the vignettes, we asked participants to elaborate on (1) their experience with patients who have used OCHI and experienced negative outcomes and (2) what strategies they suggest to reduce these outcomes. We performed a deductive-inductive thematic analysis.

Results: We found that negative outcomes of OCHI may occur at three levels: internal (such as increased worrying), interpersonal (such as a tension in the patient-clinician relationship), and service-related (such as postponing a clinical encounter). Participants also proposed three types of strategies to reduce the occurrence of these negative outcomes, namely, providing consumers with reliable OCHI, educating consumers on how to assess OCHI websites, and helping consumers present and discuss the OCHI they find with a health professional in their social network or a librarian for instance.

Conclusions: We examined negative outcomes associated with using OCHI from five complementary perspectives (consumers, family physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and health librarians). We identified a construct of OCHI use-related tension that included and framed all negative outcomes. This construct has three dimensions (three interdependent levels): internal, interpersonal, and service-related tensions. Future research can focus on the implementation and effectiveness of the proposed strategies, which might contribute to reducing these tensions.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e169) doi:10.2196/jmir.9326
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Introduction

Online Consumer Health Information

Online consumer health information (OCHI) is defined as information on health and diseases that is created for and directed to the general public [1]. General health information is available in written, audio, and video formats and freely accessible on government sites, professional organizations’ websites, health journals, online forums, and blogs, among other sources. Moreover, consumers actively use social media to facilitate self-care, as well as being passively exposed to OCHI posts being shared by their social network through social media platforms such as Facebook [2,3].

American surveys of representative samples of the population have shown that the use of OCHI has increased dramatically over the last decade, and the internet is now the most popular source of consumer health information, whereas the use of other sources has decreased [4,5]. Reasons for this are the sheer volume of readily accessible health information available online, the increased engagement of people in their own health and self-care, and decreased access to health care services [6-8].

Increased access to OCHI is generally associated with increased consumer engagement in their own health care, increased empowerment of themselves and their families, and improved health outcomes [9-11]. Indeed, one of the most common ways consumers use OCHI is for consultation with health practitioners, for engagement in their own health care, compliance with or modification of management plan, or support of relatives or friends with health conditions [12]. There may, however, be some unintended negative consequences that are poorly understood and perhaps under reported [13,14]. With the increasing amount of OCHI available and the exponential increase in OCHI use, these negative consequences may also increase. The aim of this study was to identify and understand these negative outcomes from the viewpoint of primary care consumers and practitioners and try to find ways to reduce them.

Literature Review

Although there is evidence available on OCHI use and its outcomes in primary care, few studies have focused on the possible negative outcomes. In 2015, we conducted a systematic mixed studies review that examined outcomes associated with OCHI in primary care [15]. This review included 65 studies [15]. Although most of these studies reported positive outcomes (eg, reduced worries, increased satisfaction with health care services, increased involvement in decision making, and improvement of health), 23 studies described negative outcomes associated with using OCHI from either a physician or a patient perspective. One of the most well-known negative outcomes mentioned by both parties is increased anxiety, sometimes referred to as cyberchondria by researchers. Although physicians perceive this anxiety as excessive or overestimated, it is a reported consequence of looking for and using OCHI [16,17]. Another commonly reported outcome found in our review is deterioration in the patient-clinician relationship, especially after the patient shares the retrieved OCHI with a clinician [14]. A third outcome is the effect of using OCHI on the health care system resources, for example, leading to longer, unnecessary encounters with the family physician [18].

Most of the studies in our review were set in an oncology or public health setting and focused on specialized information (as opposed to general) or specific patient populations (eg, pregnant women) [19]. This is problematic as not all results from a specialist setting or tertiary health care population are transferrable to a primary care setting.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework.
Objectives
The research question that guided this study was as follows: what are the negative outcomes of OCHI, and how can they be reduced? More specifically, we aimed to reach the following two objectives: (1) to identify and understand the meaning of the negative outcomes associated with OCHI use from consumers’, health practitioners’, and librarians’ viewpoints in primary care and (2) to report means to reduce these negative outcomes proposed by consumers, health practitioners, and librarians.

Conceptual Framework
Our conceptual framework (Figure 1) includes four levels of outcomes of information delivery and retrieval [12,21]: situational relevance, cognitive impact and use, and health or well-being outcomes of information. These levels are defined in relation to a specific information-seeking context: eg, a Web page used in a patient-clinician encounter. This framework was used to develop the interview guides and guided the deductive data analysis.

Methods
Study Design
We conducted a two-stage exploratory interpretive qualitative study that allows researchers “to obtain straight and largely unadorned answers to questions of special relevance to health care providers (HCPs) or policy makers” [22]. Methods and results are reported using the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative studies [23]. We received ethical approval from the McGill University Faculty of Medicine’s Research Ethics Office (institutional review board) before we started recruitment.

Stage 1—Consumers
Sampling
We used a purposive sampling strategy to find participants who had experienced negative outcomes after using OCHI for themselves. Using a short online survey on SurveyMonkey (Multimedia Appendix 1) as a recruitment tool on social media platforms (Facebook and LinkedIn), we found a broad range of potential cases [24]. Some of the reported benefits of using Facebook to recruit participants include “reduced costs, shorter recruitment periods, better representation, and improved participant selection in young and hard to reach demographics” [25].

We received 148 completed surveys; 75 respondents indicated that they had experienced both positive and negative consequences of using OCHI and agreed to be contacted. These respondents were emailed a consent form by order of response (five per day) until data saturation was reached.

Data Collection
To accommodate the participants’ time constraints and geographic dispersion, we used semistructured telephone interviews. Telephone interviews encourage a more explicit description of the participant’s emotional experiences because of the absence of visual cues [26]. We developed an interview guide based on our conceptual framework, pilot-tested it for clarity, and modified it accordingly (Multimedia Appendix 2). Participants were asked to elaborate on their negative experience with OCHI use by telling their story and what factors they believe may have led to these outcomes. They were also asked what they think could have been done to prevent these outcomes. The 10-20 min interviews were recorded and conducted from November 2015 to February 2016. Interviews were transcribed verbatim (using pseudonyms to protect identities), and the transcripts were imported into the NVivo 11 software package (QSR International Pty Ltd, Victoria, Australia) for qualitative data analysis. Interviewing continued until data saturation was reached after 19 participants [27].

Data Analysis
A deductive-inductive analytical approach was adopted for coding [28]. We created a coding manual of the types of use and types of outcomes, both positive and negative, and the codes were discussed with the team until a consensus was reached. The codes were then progressively clustered into major themes. We also performed a secondary analysis of the interview transcripts using a story telling technique [29]. This involved viewing the interview transcript through multiple lenses and developing interpretive stories based on those lenses [30]. These stories, or vignettes, were created to represent each of the different types of negative outcomes identified in the literature review and the interviews. In stage 2 of this study, these stories were used to introduce the topic to the health practitioners and health librarians.

Stage 2—Health Professionals
Sampling
In stage 2, we selected seven health practitioners (three family physicians, two registered nurses, and two community pharmacists) and three health librarians because they are considered a primary source of health information for their patients [31]. These participants are considered key informants on the measures that could be taken to prevent negative consumer outcomes [27].

We used a purposeful sample of these key informants in Montreal and Ottawa. Using personal contacts in the Department of Family Medicine and the School of Information Studies at McGill, the Herzl Family Medicine Clinic, the Jewish General Hospital, and the Canadian Pharmacists Association of Canada, we invited primary care practitioners and health librarians to participate by email.

Data Collection
We conducted in-person semistructured interviews, 45 and 60 min in length, from March 2016 to April 2016. All the interviews were conducted at the participant’s office (either in a clinic or hospital). We developed the interview guide based on our conceptual framework, pilot-tested it for clarity, and modified it accordingly (Multimedia Appendix 2). At the beginning of the interview, three vignettes created from the stage 1 interviews were presented to the stage 2 participants (Textbox 1).
Overview of the Results

A description of the participants of both stages is presented in Tables 1 and 2. In both stages, many positive outcomes of OCHI were found: OCHI allows consumers to be informed and involved in their health care. According to participants, consumers have different strategies for finding and assessing OCHI and that factors such as health literacy and access to an HCP influence the type of outcome that occurs. Participants of both stages described similar negative outcomes such as increased worrying and postponing a health care visit. Preventive strategies mentioned in both stages included providing reliable sources of OCHI, teaching consumers to properly assess OCHI found, and discussing OCHI with someone else.

How Consumers Find, Understand, and Use Online Consumer Health Information

Consumers described their motivations and strategies for searching for OCHI, their understanding of the information they found, and how they used it. The identified themes and subthemes are described in Table 3. In summary, participants would most commonly search for information for themselves or for someone else by entering their symptoms into a search engine (“Googling their symptoms”). They had different ways of deciding the credibility of a website, and for the most part, just wanted more information on an issue, though some participants used OCHI to decide whether or not to book an appointment with a HCP or stop a medication, as illustrated in the following quote:

“I've looked up stuff like side effects of birth control pills if I'm worried or more emotional, I'll see if that is one. I've actually gone off [pills] because of that.”

[Jenny]
### Table 1. Participants in stage 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age group (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alan</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25-34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Participants in stage 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Work environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist #1</td>
<td>Clinical pharmacist</td>
<td>A family medicine clinic attached to a teaching hospital in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist #2</td>
<td>Community pharmacist</td>
<td>A community pharmacy and a family medicine clinic in Ottawa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor #1</td>
<td>Family physician</td>
<td>An academic hospital and a walk-in clinic in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor #2</td>
<td>Family physician</td>
<td>An academic hospital and a walk-in clinic in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor #3</td>
<td>Family physician</td>
<td>A family medicine clinic in Ottawa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian #1</td>
<td>Health librarian</td>
<td>A hospital health sciences library in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian #2</td>
<td>Health librarian</td>
<td>A hospital health sciences library in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian #3</td>
<td>Health librarian</td>
<td>A children’s hospital health sciences library in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse #1</td>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>An academic hospital in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse #2</td>
<td>Nurse practitioner</td>
<td>A family medicine clinic affiliated with an academic hospital in Montreal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Finding, understanding, and using online consumer health information (OCHI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme and subtheme</th>
<th>Example quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Motivation for searching for health information online</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Searching for information for themselves</td>
<td>“When it is something that I cannot explain, like I have multiple symptoms and I don’t know if all these symptoms are related, unrelated…” [Alan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Hypochondria</td>
<td>“I’m a little hypochondriac, I mean literally last night I was feeling nauseous, so I started to Google, so anytime I’m feeling an odd symptom…anytime I feel something is abnormal and I’ll look up those symptoms to see if I have anything, from nausea and headaches to weird circulatory feelings.” [Rita]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Searching for information for someone else</td>
<td>“Last time I looked up stuff online was for my grandfather. He suffered from Parkinson’s…and we were looking for alternatives.” [Nathan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Strategies for searching for information online</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Using a search engine (Google)</td>
<td>“I usually Google either my symptoms if I don’t know what it is, or if I have an idea of what it might be then I’ll Google that.” [Betty]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Using a renowned medical website</td>
<td>“I just Google but the ones I usually end up in are WebMD or mayo clinic, I think if you Google something those are the first ones that show up anyway.” [Rita]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Using websites or forums with patient experiences</td>
<td>“…there are a lot of useful forums where experienced marathoners have training advice, stuff like that. When to do icing or heat, which one is better than the other.” [Ella]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Making sense of the information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Understanding the information found</td>
<td>“I understand it, I might have to do further research for specific terms, but overall I understand what they’re saying.” [Alan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Gaining general knowledge without answering a specific question</td>
<td>“Sometimes you don’t know what is wrong or right and each case is different as well, so you have an idea globally, but you don’t really have the answer I guess.” [Mariah]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Not finding the answer to a specific health question</td>
<td>“No. I would have a symptom and it would usually end with me convincing myself that I had some sort of terminal illness.” [Cara]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 How health literacy influences understanding</td>
<td>“No, I can usually understand it. I feel like I may be more science and health literate than a lot of people since I have a Bachelor’s degree in Science.” [Betty]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Decision making after finding relevant OCHI</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1. Deciding whether or not to book a medical appointment</td>
<td>“I wouldn’t say immediately but when I have a recurring kind of problem, so I’ll look at it probably before calling the doctor and making an appointment.” [Isabel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Postponing a medical appointment because of limited access</td>
<td>“It’s not even that, it’s that you have to wait so long now to get an appointment that if I can home remedy it that’s how I sort of look at it.” [Isabel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Making a health care decision</td>
<td>“Usually if it’s something like I can change what I’m eating, I follow if it doesn’t seem to extreme or too hard to do. If it’s something that seems a bit ridiculous then…” [Tamara]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4 Stopping a medication</td>
<td>“I’ve looked up stuff like side effects of birth control pills if I’m worried or more emotional, I’ll see if that is one. I’ve actually gone off [pills] because of that.” [Jenny]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5 Discussion in a physician encounter</td>
<td>“Some things I’ll bring up when seeing my physician and get their advice on it.” [Dina]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6 To confirm a physician’s diagnosis</td>
<td>“Yes, I have symptoms and look them up and if I find what I think it is I go to the doctor and I’ll let the doctor suggest on their own but I’ll kind of suggest that this what I think it could be, could you confirm that for me or not?” [Sarah]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health Care Practitioners’ and Health Librarians’ Experience With Online Consumer Health Information

Stage 2 participants described their general opinion of OCHI, the types of OCHI they had encountered, and factors they believed influenced the outcomes of OCHI use. The identified themes and subthemes are described in Table 4.

All the participants had seen their patients, their clients, and their friends and family use OCHI and had used OCHI themselves in their own health care. They believed it was a permanent fixture and an inevitable presence in the health care system, as illustrated in the following quote:

For patients, “I saw this online” is the new “my friend told me,” which I still see a lot with the elderly, although even the elderly are going online.

[Pharmacist #2]

Participants had experiences with different formats and topics of OCHI depending on their profession, the location of their practice, and the types of patients or consumers they saw. Physicians reported dealing with diverse topics (eg, medications and their side effects, medical conditions, and diagnostic tests) from various sources (reviewed online medical resources, patient forums, blogs, etc). Nurses, on the other hand, are traditionally more involved in patient education, and therefore tend to be more exposed to OCHI on general health information rather than specific health conditions. Pharmacists were more exposed to OCHI covering medications and their side effects and herbal products or supplements. Health librarians are traditionally health information providers, so are not necessarily exposed to patients presenting them with OCHI. They were, however, very familiar with the different sources of OCHI available, specifically patient forums, and were aware of its pros and cons.

A recurrent theme during the interviews was the OCHI related to alternative and complementary medical treatments and therapies. Participants mentioned some specific examples where patients had read of an unconventional treatment for their condition online and wanted to find out if it was a viable alternative. Another theme that was brought up during the interviews was the antivaccine movement, and participants mentioned interactions with people about vaccinations for which there is conflicting OCHI.

Negative Outcomes of Online Consumer Health Information

We identified three negative outcomes of OCHI based on participants’ use of it (Table 5). First, increased worrying as a result of finding “scary” or worse-case-scenario information that might or might not be relevant to their symptoms. Second, tension in the relationship with a family member because the latter’s use of potentially harmful OCHI. Finally, postponing seeking medical help for a health problem, or to ignore their health problem altogether.

Table 4. Health care practitioners’ and health librarians’ experience with online consumer health information (OCHI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme and subtheme</th>
<th>Example quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. General opinion of participants on OCHI</td>
<td>“And for patients, ‘I saw this online’ is the new ‘my friend told me,’ which I still see a lot with the elderly, although even the elderly are going online.” [Pharmacist #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Types of OCHI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 General health information</td>
<td>“I once saw a patient who had a dry cough and nothing else and came into an appointment because her friend had posted on Facebook that she had pneumonia.” [Doctor #3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Forums and patient-sourced information</td>
<td>“There are a ton of forums online people talking about their personal experiences...you don’t get that from your health professional, they don’t know what it’s like to live with a condition. So, it can be very helpful to see other people’s experiences and it may give your ideas for alternative treatments.” [Librarian #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Alternative medicine information</td>
<td>“I had a patient who was relatively healthy but had high blood pressure that he treated with valerian root he had read about online...and so I looked it up and there was no real evidence for its effect on blood pressure.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Antivaccination information</td>
<td>“It’s extremely frustrating because a lot of this antivaccine stuff is focused on really small risks and you have to acknowledge there might be risks and people tend to fixate on them, like there is mercury in vaccines, yes but there’s mercury in food. So, it can be extremely time consuming to combat that. I think that topic is the biggest and most harmful.” [Pharmacist #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Factors influencing outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Individual characteristics</td>
<td>“Definitely low health literacy but there also really well-educated people who don’t have a health background and can be quite susceptible to the alternative medicine stuff. In another clinic where I work we see a lot of new immigrants, a lot of them Arabic speaking, I can’t work with them as much.” [Pharmacist #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Information avoidant personalities</td>
<td>“I think if you know your patient and kind of know they’re the type who would basically somaticize every side effect you’re not going to go over them in as much detail, you will sort of down play them.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Access to health care services</td>
<td>“Just that in Montreal, I don’t know exact numbers, but around 30-40% of people don’t have a family doctor, and the more vulnerable you are the more your access to good medical care decreases so I think that yes there are flaws to internet usage to access health care, but in a system where person-to-person health care is not good or easy to access, it may be the only resource that many people have available to them.” [Doctor #2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Negative outcomes of online consumer health information (OCHI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage and subtheme</th>
<th>Example quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 1: consumers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased worrying</td>
<td>“Sometimes it is anxiety inducing. If you can’t find something that’s a good match for what symptoms you’re having or if you find something that is a good match that isn’t so pleasant.” [Betty]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension with family members</td>
<td>“One of my aunts takes online health info way too far, and everything online, she follows, it doesn’t matter where it’s from which is horrible because the internet has all sort of things...for 5 years my cousin’s life had all the random health natural remedies online, never doctors, it was so bad. It was disturbing when we found that when he would have an infection she wouldn’t take him to a doctor but make him drink honey...This situation caused stress between family members worried about the information she used.” [Vanessa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postponing (not seeking help for) a health problem</td>
<td>“All my symptoms match a virus going around I read about it and I thought it will, blow over in a week, I don’t need to miss class to go to a doctor’s appointment and then I ended up going to the doctor and it ended up being an ear infection and a sinus infection and it turned into 2 months of being miserable...” [Ella]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 2: practitioners and librarians</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased worrying</td>
<td>“Yeah, I think so, she was worried, she took time off work to come in to see me, and she waited in the waiting room for a while. So, I have to take her worry seriously. This applies to many patients I see, where there are no actually worrisome symptoms, if they had waited a few days whatever they had would have gone away on its own. But they had read something online either after Googling their symptoms or after accidentally stumbling on a piece of online information through social media for example, and they worry they might have that.” [Doctor #3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spending money on nonbeneficial products</td>
<td>“A lot of the herbal and complementary and alternative therapy stuff, the biggest harm to a lot of people is that it costs money and might not work... BP: I think the main consequence is that they can’t afford, it’s common for people who are poor to have poor literacy so will believe all this stuff they read online or Dr. Oz, so they end up spending money that they shouldn’t be spending.” [Pharmacist #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension in the provider-patient relationship</td>
<td>“I want them to know that I’m aware of it, that I’m not ignorant, because a lot of time this OCHI can undermine their trust in your ability and your competence and they will say why didn’t you tell me about this? And sometimes the reason we haven’t told is because we think that it will just scare them which is true, and we do.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonadherence to management plan</td>
<td>“I think one of the biggest ones, the area I’ve had most problems with is mental health, it’s a huge issue and affects a particular anxiety, a patient who is going through a lot of problems unfortunately the internet and their ability to get information is a major block to being treated. They would look up the side effects of the medications because they are more understandable, experience every side effect of the medication and eventually stop it.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postponing seeking medical help</td>
<td>“We had a gentleman come in here [health library] and he was looking for information, and he started discussing what was wrong with him and saying he felt numbness in his leg and I said immediately let me get you a wheelchair and transport you to the emergency room. He was asking me for info about something that I clearly couldn’t solve, and part of my job is identifying when someone comes to me and saying you should go see a doctor or go to the emergency room.” [Librarian #2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the first stage, increased worrying was a negative outcome found in stage 2 (Table 5). This could stem from reading reliable but nonrelevant information, from reading too much information, or from finding incorrect information from unreliable websites. It was advice on these latter websites that led to the second negative outcome: the purchase of useless or potentially harmful medications online. A third negative outcome is the breakdown of trust in the patient-clinician relationship from, for example, clinicians not validating patients’ information-seeking efforts. Moreover, finding information that contradicted that provided by the health practitioner also led to a breakdown in trust and lowered adherence to the management plan.

### Tension: A Comprehensive and Meaningful Construct

On further examination of these outcomes, they appeared to fall under one main theme of tensions, with three dimensions, depending on who or what was being affected by OCHI use: internal, interpersonal, and service-related (summarized in Table 6).

### Strategies for Reducing Online Consumer Health Information Negative Outcomes

Stage 1 participants identified strategies that they used or believed would be helpful, such as managing expectations when searching for health information online, using reliable OCHI sources provided or reviewed by health practitioners, and discussing the information found with a health practitioner to validate its reliability and relevance to their health question. These strategies are presented in Table 7.
Table 6. Online consumer health information (OCHI) tensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Stage 1: consumers</th>
<th>Stage 2: practitioners and librarians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal tensions</td>
<td>Increased worrying</td>
<td>Increased worrying; Spending money on nonbeneficial products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal tensions</td>
<td>Tension with family members</td>
<td>Tension in the provider-patient relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service-related tensions</td>
<td>Ignoring (not seeking help) for a health problem</td>
<td>Nonadherence to management plan; Postponing seeking medical help</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Strategies for reducing negative outcomes of online consumer health information (OCHI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage and subthemes</th>
<th>Example quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 1: consumers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be aware of limitations of OCHI</td>
<td>“You have to be careful, when you do a Google search you get a lot of stuff, there and sometimes rewording your search you get different things, so you want to be reading the same thing and not doing something that could do more damage than good.” [Isabel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable and relevant sources of OCHI</td>
<td>“I think there are already doctors online, but I don’t know maybe something more precise because Web MD can be precise but it’s not that precise, like you can have just normal back pain and it will direct you to kidney failure.” [Lara]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow physician-provided OCHI or search parameters</td>
<td>“...but also, if there is a 2-week delay between getting a scan and seeing the professional about something that is serious, you should be provided with, you know, here are search parameters that you should look up that are neutral and that might give you content to reflect on so that you have an informed discussion with your doctor…” [Harry]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss OCHI with physician, telehealth, or members of social network</td>
<td>“I keep in mind that it’s on the internet, so if I was really stressed I would go talk to a real person. I am skeptical of the information so if I was worried I would go talk to a doctor.” [Jenny]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 2: practitioners and librarians</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide reliable sources of OCHI</td>
<td>“Look it’s there, so instead of resisting it, let’s provide high quality alternatives so we have a little more control.” [Librarian #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach people how to evaluate OCHI</td>
<td>“I think that if more health care providers used the approach of showing people where they look for info and pointing out potential issues with their sources and that is very effective, but it is time consuming.” [Pharmacist #2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss OCHI during a clinical encounter</td>
<td>“I’ve mostly had a more positive experience just by being open and discussing it.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonadherence to management plan</td>
<td>“I think one of the biggest ones, the area I’ve had most problems with is mental health, it’s a huge issue and affects a particular anxiety, a patient who is going through a lot of problems unfortunately the internet and their ability to get information is a major block to being treated. They would look up the side effects of the medications because they are more suggestive, experience every side effect of the medication and eventually stop it.” [Nurse #1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling OCHI on alternative treatments or nonconventional therapies</td>
<td>“For the third vignette, we certainly don’t discourage exploration into complementary and alternative treatments, we have an excellent evidence based database we can search that have knowledge synthesis of the research that shows whether a given alternative treatment is actually effective, so we could have looked at maybe different remedies to show if there is any solid evidence and if it actually works and maybe there’s definitely bias.” [Librarian #1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Preventive strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Stage 1: consumers</th>
<th>Stage 2: practitioners and librarians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before OCHI search: providing reliable sources</td>
<td>Be aware of limitations of OCHI; Reliable and relevant sources of OCHI; Follow physician-provided OCHI or search parameters</td>
<td>Provide reliable sources of OCHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the search: teaching consumers how to evaluate OCHI sources</td>
<td>Using OCHI sources that are of good quality</td>
<td>Teach people how to evaluate OCHI sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After finding relevant OCHI: discussing the information found</td>
<td>Discuss OCHI with physician, telehealth, or members of social network</td>
<td>Discuss OCHI during a clinical encounter; Handling OCHI on alternative treatments or nonconventional therapies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OCHI: online consumer health information.

Similar strategies were also proposed by stage 2 participants to reduce the occurrence of negative outcomes. First, they recommended providing reliable OCHI sources. Second, teach consumers how to assess websites, either during an appointment or by referring them to online resources. Third, encourage consumers to discuss the OCHI with an HCP during a clinical encounter.
encounter to validate its reliability and relevance. Our findings suggest this may be important for OCHI about alternative and complementary therapies, where it is important to explain to consumers the difference between regulated and unregulated therapies, as well as how to assess the reliability of the information found. Finally, our results suggest that because of the frequency of OCHI use, HCPs should be trained to deal with patients who bring OCHI to a clinical visit. These strategies are presented in Table 7.

Participants also suggested discussing OCHI with health librarians as they are well situated to provide reliable OCHI sources, teach consumers how to evaluate websites, help consumers prepare the information to discuss during a clinical encounter, and find reviewed evidence on complementary and alternative therapies.

In summary, many preventive strategies were proposed by participants to reduce the occurrence of negative outcomes, as shown in Table 8. These include providing reliable OCHI sources before consumers start the search, teaching consumers to evaluate websites, and encouraging consumers to validate the information’s reliability and relevance with an HCP.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our findings confirm that OCHI is a part of daily routines in today’s health care processes. It is a common, if not the most frequent, source of health information for consumers and is an integral part of the health care decision-making process. Congruent with existing evidence on OCHI, the outcomes of using OCHI are generally positive, especially when information sources are reliable. However, negative outcomes were reported consistently in terms of tensions across this study: the literature review, consumers in stage 1, and health practitioners and librarians in stage 2.

Online Consumer Health Information Use–Related Tensions

Elaborating on the Merriam-Webster dictionary definition of tension, the term OCHI tension refers to the feeling of uneasiness people who actively search for online health information experience with themselves, with other people, as well as vis-à-vis the health care services. Therefore, we argue that tension is a comprehensive and meaningful construct that represents a variety of negative outcomes along three dimensions. [33].

Level 1: Internal Tensions

These are outcomes that affect the consumer alone because of seeking and using OCHI and are associated with an emotional state. Internal outcomes uncovered in this study include increased worrying and anxiety. It has been suggested that “challenge and confusion, and dealing with the familiar and with the contradictory, are sources or triggers of emotional behavior in information situations” [33]. Moreover, with some consumers’ lack of theoretical knowledge and ability to critically evaluate the information, this will inevitably lead to misinterpretation and unnecessary fear and anxiety [34]. Consumers who have even moderate levels of health anxiety are more likely to seek higher amounts of OCHI and spend more time online for health purposes overall [35,36]. One influencing factor is the individual’s proneness to worry; one study examining the relationship between anxiety sensitivity and OCHI use reported that there was a relationship between exposure to OCHI and the etiology and maintenance of anxiety sensitivity [37].

Level 2: Interpersonal Tensions

Interpersonal tensions include any strain in the relationship between the OCHI consumer and other individuals, such as their HCP or a family member. An example of how this strain in the patient-clinician relationship occurs is when the practitioner does not acknowledge or validate the information brought in by their patient. A lack of trust developed when patients found information online that their HCP had not mentioned during the clinical encounter. This has also frequently been reported in the literature: patients who have read health information online may give less credence to their doctor’s opinion and may use the information to test their doctor’s knowledge, causing damage to the patient-clinician relationship [34,38]. On the other hand, some doctors lack the communication skills or are not up to date on all the information available and thus, report difficulties in dealing with OCHI.

Level 3: Service-Related Tensions

These tensions refer to any strain in the relationship between an OCHI consumer or patient and the health care system, leading to a change in the individual’s use of health care services or adherence to management plans. This is in line with results reported in other studies. In one study, over 11% of the respondents reported that finding health information online led to them refusing or discontinuing treatment recommended by a physician or dentist [39]. Other studies also reported that participants (35% and 29.9%) would use the internet as a health information source instead of getting a professional opinion [40,41]. On the other hand, it was also reported that OCHI could lead to more frequent encounters with their HCP based on the information found [41].

On the basis of this construct of tension, we conceive the OCHI use–related tensions as presented in Figure 2. This enriches our original conceptual framework and adds to the scientific knowledge on the outcomes of OCHI use [15]. In the literature, there is an established link between health anxiety (internal tension) and the patient-clinician relationship (interpersonal tension). Health anxious people are more prone to wrong self-diagnosis and unnecessary worries, which is likely to increase the risk of misunderstanding and frustration with their doctor [35]. They may also feel that the duration of the clinical encounter was not enough to discuss all their worries and be less satisfied with the consultation [32]. Moreover, there are studies that report a link between low trust in the physician (interpersonal tension) and nonadherence or mal-adherence to a management plan (service-related tension) [42]. Our results suggest there is a relationship between the three dimensions of tension.
Potential Preventive Strategies

Several strategies targeting different periods of the iterative information-seeking process have been identified: before seeking the information online, while searching for information online, and after finding the information online. They can be summarized into three main preventive strategies as shown in Figure 3. During data analysis, it became clear that the health librarian participants in the second stage provided a distinct separate viewpoint and played a very different role from health practitioners.

Before Online Consumer Health Information Search: Providing Reliable Sources

Health practitioners preemptively provide patients with the names of reliable, reviewed websites during the clinical encounter rather than wait for patients to navigate on their own. This is in line with other studies that recommend that HCPs, specifically doctors, guide patients to reliable sources of OCHI [34,43-45]. Inevitably, people will try to search for health information online; however, they may not be adequately equipped to deal with the vast number of OCHI resources. In one study, even physicians expressed a need for training on how to navigate OCHI resources so that they are better able to recommend websites to their patients [46].

During the Search: Teaching Consumers How to Evaluate Online Consumer Health Information Sources

In the literature, it has been reported that evaluation interventions led to a more critical evaluation of online information [47]. This education process, however, is time-consuming and may not be a priority during the clinical encounter. Although practitioners could provide their patients with a list of criteria for reliable websites, there are also online resources available in the form of guidelines and checklists to follow while evaluating a website. However, many consumers, especially those in a lower socioeconomic strata, may not be aware of these resources or the fact that they are not correctly evaluating resources [48]. As suggested by participants in this study, an organizational effort is needed, for example, through mass media, in school curriculums, or in public libraries.

After Finding Relevant Online Consumer Health Information: Discussing the Information Found

The final strategy is discussing the information found with a health professional (eg, someone in their social network or a nurse phone line). This is supported by the literature; it was reported that patients simply need to have the information they found explained, contextualized, or validated by a health practitioner [34,40]. Studies report that discussing the information they had found with their physicians had a positive effect on the patient-clinician relationship, led to more involvement in decision making, and led to reduction of worries [32].

For health practitioners, there are ongoing initiatives to add OCHI into their continuing education (eg, workshops on dealing with their informed patients). For consumers, there are initiatives to encourage them to discuss information with their providers either through the help of a health librarian who can help organize the information and questions, or applications and websites that aid in that role (eg, the webpage Discussons Sante). There are, however, limitations to discussing OCHI; time limitations during the clinical encounter, and there may be a barrier related to practitioner attitudes. There may also be a barrier in understanding the health information (because of low health literacy or low education) or a limited social network.
The Key Role of Librarians

Librarians are responsible for providing reliable health information and advocating the advantages of using OCHI for informed decision making. Working with consumers and health practitioners, they are well positioned to implement the preventive strategies described in this study. The integration of health librarians into the consumer's health information-seeking process may help ensure the reliability of the OCHI they find and use, as well as the appropriateness of its level of health literacy, leading to fewer internal tensions. Librarians’ involvement may facilitate the discussion with health practitioners, leading to fewer interpersonal tensions. Finally, they can help consumers find situationally relevant OCHI, helping them to make more appropriate health care decisions and potentially leading to fewer service-related tensions.

Two barriers to the integration of health librarians into this information-seeking process should be noted: the lack of awareness of available health librarian services and the lack of access to health librarians by the public (because of their location inside hospitals). One potential solution would be to train community librarians working in public libraries on how to provide health information services and instruction, or at least train them to refer consumers to the local hospital-based health librarian.

Strengths and Limitations

Most respondents in stage 1 were females in the age range of 18 to 24 years. Although the lack of heterogeneity of our sample may present a limitation, studies report that the majority of individuals who search for and used OCHI are young women, which is reflected in our sample [40,49]. A recent systematic review on the use of Facebook in recruiting participants for health research purposes suggests that using social media to recruit participants may have led to this young female population sample [25]. A future study could use other recruitment tools to focus on an older population and to explore differences. One strength of our study is that our participants were all key informants, purposefully sampled for their experience and knowledge on the topic, as well as their willingness to incorporate OCHI in their practice [27,50]. No new ideas emerged in the final few interviews, and there was corroboration after triangulation of results of the review and all interviews.

Conclusions

The purpose of this investigation was to describe the negative outcomes associated with using online consumer health information, as well as to identify and reflect on any potentially preventive strategies.

This work makes two major contributions to the advancement of knowledge on OCHI. The first concerns a fine-grained identification of OCHI negative outcomes, which results from the construct OCHI use–related tension with three different and noninclusive levels of tensions (dimensions): individual, interpersonal, and service-related. This original construct enriches the original conceptual framework on outcomes of OCHI use and can serve as a foundation for future research. The second contribution, which involves clear practical implications, refers to the strategies primary care consumers, community, and health librarians and all types of primary care practitioners could adopt to prevent the risks associated with OCHI use. Exploration of these strategies and their implementation will be part of our future research.
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Differences in Online Consumer Ratings of Health Care Providers Across Medical, Surgical, and Allied Health Specialties: Observational Study of 212,933 Providers

Abstract

Background: Health care consumers are increasingly using online ratings to select providers, but differences in the distribution of scores across specialties and skew of the data have the potential to mislead consumers about the interpretation of ratings.

Objective: The objective of our study was to determine whether distributions of consumer ratings differ across specialties and to provide specialty-specific data to assist consumers and clinicians in interpreting ratings.

Methods: We sampled 212,933 health care providers rated on the Healthgrades consumer ratings website, representing 29 medical specialties (n=128,678), 15 surgical specialties (n=72,531), and 6 allied health (nonmedical, nonnursing) professions (n=11,724) in the United States. We created boxplots depicting distributions and tested the normality of overall patient satisfaction scores. We then determined the specialty-specific percentile rank for scores across groupings of specialties and individual specialties.

Results: Allied health providers had higher median overall satisfaction scores (4.5, interquartile range [IQR] 4.0-5.0) than physicians in medical specialties (4.0, IQR 3.3-4.5) and surgical specialties (4.2, IQR 3.6-4.6, P<.001). Overall satisfaction scores were highly left skewed (normal between –0.5 and 0.5) for all specialties, but skewness was greatest among allied health providers (–1.23, 95% CI –1.280 to –1.181), followed by surgical (–0.77, 95% CI –0.787 to –0.755) and medical specialties (–0.64, 95% CI –0.648 to –0.628). As a result of the skewness, the percentages of overall satisfaction scores less than 4 were only 23% for allied health, 37% for surgical specialties, and 50% for medical specialties. Percentile ranks for overall satisfaction scores varied across specialties; percentile ranks for scores of 2 (0.7%, 2.9%, 0.8%), 3 (5.8%, 16.6%, 8.1%), 4 (23.0%, 50.3%, 37.3%), and 5 (63.9%, 89.5%, 86.8%) differed for allied health, medical specialties, and surgical specialties, respectively.

Conclusions: Online consumer ratings of health care providers are highly left skewed, fall within narrow ranges, and differ by specialty, which precludes meaningful interpretation by health care consumers. Specialty-specific percentile ranks may help consumers to more meaningfully assess online physician ratings.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e176) doi:10.2196/jmir.9160
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Introduction

Health care consumers are increasingly using commercial online consumer ratings websites to rate and select medical providers. A recent study of 600 randomly selected physicians from 3 metropolitan areas in the United States revealed that 66% of physicians had at least one rating across several popular online ratings websites, with a median of 7 reviews per physician [1]. Patients also appear to strongly trust these data. Even as early as 2012, a survey found that 59% of US adults believed that online ratings websites were “somewhat important” or “very important” in selecting a physician [2]. And perhaps more strikingly, a survey of 1000 surgical outpatients from the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN, USA, found that 75% of patients would choose a physician and 88% would avoid seeing a physician based on ratings data alone [3]. Payers and health systems are also now including consumer ratings in their online tools for patients, which provides tacit endorsement for the ratings’ validity in comparing doctors [4,5]. The extent of consumers’ use of online ratings suggests that these data have important implications for the use of health services and may even have downstream effects on health.

Yet, despite the public’s strong interest and trust in online physician ratings, interpretation of numeric physician ratings is difficult due to the lack of established benchmarks for scoring and the normalization of results for meaningful interpretation [6]. The most popular online consumer ratings websites use a 5-star Likert-type scale to rate providers, often reported as an overall score and sometimes across domains of performance categories. While consumers may assume that higher scores (i.e., scores of 4 and 5) indicate above-average performance, this may not be so if ratings are not normally distributed [7]. In fact, the percentile rank for a given star rating may differ drastically based on how scores are distributed, such that a seemingly high score may indicate average or even below-average performance [8]. Furthermore, it is possible that distributions of scores may differ by specialty due to the varying perceptions of performance associated with patients’ specific needs and the services provided by different specialties.

In this study, we sought to determine how online provider consumer ratings are distributed across medical, surgical, and allied health professions and whether score distributions differ across individual specialties in the United States. To address this question, we created a novel dataset consisting of over 2.7 million reviews of approximately 830,000 providers reviewed in both the US Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Physician Compare [9] and the Healthgrades online consumer rating websites [10]. Our objectives were to (1) describe the distribution of quantitative overall satisfaction scores in aggregate and across provider specialties, (2) assess whether these distributions were normal, (3) quantify how overall satisfaction scores related to percentile rank across provider specialties, and (4) provide specialty-specific lookup tables showing percentile rank by overall satisfaction score. We hypothesized that overall satisfaction scores would be strongly left skewed toward higher scores across all specialties, such that seemingly high scores would be associated with a relatively low percentile rank. Lookup tables translating overall satisfaction scores into specialty-specific percentile ranks would allow for consumer ratings data to be communicated to patients in a more meaningful and accurate manner.

Methods

Data Source and Participants

We sampled online consumer reviews for providers in the United States from the Healthgrades website. Our dataset consisted of all reviews up to March 31, 2017, of 830,308 health care providers. We aggregated data at the provider level to calculate an average rating for each provider across a variety of metrics: overall satisfaction, level of trust in provider’s decisions, how well the provider explains medical conditions, how well the provider listens and answers questions, and spending the appropriate amount of time with patients. We collected data on the following office metrics: ease of scheduling urgent appointments, the office environment, staff friendliness and courteousness, and total wait time. We also captured data on the number of reviews per provider. We linked these data to demographic information publicly available on the CMS Physician Compare website [9] using national provider identification numbers to capture medical specialty, region, sex, and year of graduation from medical school. Allied health specialties were defined as health professions distinct from medicine and nursing. We excluded providers with no data on overall patient satisfaction (n=345,862); no data on primary specialty (n=11,762); fewer than 4 reviews (the median number of reviews per provider in the overall dataset; n=255,202); and providers in nursing specialties (n=4549). Our final analytic sample consisted of 212,933 providers.

Variables

Consumer Ratings

The Healthgrades website asks consumers to rate providers on a 5-star Likert-type scale across the domains of patient experience listed above. Individual ratings are quantized at the ordinal level, though average ratings are reported to the 10th decimal place. Average ratings for each domain were aggregated at the provider level.

Covariates

We collected information on US geographical region (New England, Mid-Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central, South Atlantic, East South Atlantic, West South Central, Mountain, and Pacific), sex (male, female), and graduation year (in deciles of graduation year) using linked data from the CMS Physician Compare website.

Statistical Analysis

We first compared our sample characteristics across medical, surgical, and allied health specialties using chi-square analysis for categorical variables and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for continuous variables. To assess whether consumer ratings scores followed a normal distribution, we created histograms showing the distribution of overall patient satisfaction scores across the medical, surgical, and allied health specialties, along with individual specialties.
We then assessed the divergence from normality by determining skewness and kurtosis. Skewness is a measure of symmetry of the distribution of scores, with a negative skew indicating a preponderance of higher scores and a positive skew indicating a preponderance of lower scores; normal distributions generally have skewness values between –0.5 and 0.5. Kurtosis is a measure of the tailedness of the distribution compared with the standard normal distribution; positive kurtosis values indicate a heavier tail and a higher propensity for outliers, while negative values indicate a lighter tail. Normal distributions generally have kurtosis values around 0. We performed bootstrap resampling with 100 replicates to obtain bootstrap confidence intervals for skewness and kurtosis across groupings of specialties using the basic bootstrap method.

We then calculated the percentile rank for overall patient satisfaction scores within individual specialties and visualized them in a scatterplot figure. We used a locally weighted scatterplot smoother to visualize percentile rank by overall patient satisfaction scores across groupings of specialties.

We used $P<.05$ to denote the statistical significance of 2-sided tests. All statistical analyses were performed in R version 3.4.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing). The Cedars-Sinai Institutional Review Board approved this study.

**Results**

Our analytic sample comprised 212,933 providers across 29 medical specialties ($n=128,678$), 15 surgical specialties ($n=72,531$), and 6 allied health professions ($n=11,724$; Table 1). Most providers in our sample were male (156,556/212,933, 73.52%), were from the South region (80,751/212,933, 37.92%), and graduated from medical school after 1985 (146,246/212,933, 68.68%). More of the providers in medical specialties than in surgical specialties or allied health providers were women ($P<.001$). Allied health providers graduated later than those in the medical or surgical specialties ($P<.001$).

Median overall satisfaction scores differed significantly by provider specialty (Figure 1). Allied health providers had higher median overall satisfaction scores (4.5, interquartile range [IQR] 4.0-5.0) than physicians in medical (4.0, IQR 3.3-4.5) and surgical specialties (4.2, IQR 3.6-4.6; $P<.001$). There were also significant differences in median scores across subdomains of physician metrics and office and staff performance metrics by specialty ($P<.001$; Table 1).

Measures of normality also differed by provider specialty. Overall satisfaction scores were highly left skewed for all provider groups, but skewness differed by specialty (Figure 2). Allied health providers had the largest negative skewness (ie, preponderance of higher scores; –1.23, 95% CI –1.280 to –1.181), compared with physicians in the surgical specialties (–0.77, 95% CI –0.787 to –0.755) and medical specialties (–0.64, 95% CI –0.648 to –0.628). Distributions of overall satisfaction scores had variable kurtosis across specialties; allied health providers had the largest positive kurtosis (ie, heavy-tailed with more outliers; 1.30, 95% CI 1.109-1.531), compared with physicians in the surgical specialties (0.26, 95% CI 0.206-0.315) and medical specialties (–0.07, 95% CI –0.101 to –0.041).

To communicate consumer ratings data in a way that accounts for differences in distribution of overall satisfaction scores across specialties, we calculated the percentile rank for overall satisfaction scores by provider specialty. This information allows for translation of a provider’s overall satisfaction rating into a percentile ranking compared with others in their specialty. Consistent with the left skew of the data, percentile ranks were low for seemingly high overall satisfaction scores across all specialties. Percentile rank for overall satisfaction varied across allied health, medical specialties, and surgical specialties for scores of 2 (0.7%, 2.9%, 0.8%, respectively), 3 (5.8%, 16.6%, 8.1%), 4 (23.0%, 50.3%, 37.3%), and 5 (63.9%, 89.5%, 86.8%; Figure 3). As a point of reference, if overall satisfaction scores were normally distributed, the 50th percentile would occur at a score of 3. Percentile rank for overall satisfaction scores also differed substantially by individual specialties, reflecting their variable deviation from normality (Figure 4). A Web-based tool for translating overall satisfaction ratings to specialty-specific percentile rankings is available [11].
## Table 1. Sample characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Overall (n=212,933)</th>
<th>Medical specialties (n=128,678)</th>
<th>Allied health providers (n=11,724)</th>
<th>Surgical specialties (n=72,531)</th>
<th>$P$-value $^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>45,616 (21.42)</td>
<td>27,385 (21.28)</td>
<td>2654 (22.64)</td>
<td>15,577 (21.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>44,069 (20.70)</td>
<td>26,629 (20.69)</td>
<td>2389 (20.38)</td>
<td>15,051 (20.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>80,751 (37.92)</td>
<td>48,779 (37.91)</td>
<td>4380 (37.36)</td>
<td>27,592 (38.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>41,197 (19.35)</td>
<td>25,121 (19.52)</td>
<td>2234 (19.05)</td>
<td>13,842 (19.08)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>1300 (0.61)</td>
<td>764 (0.59)</td>
<td>67 (0.57)</td>
<td>469 (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Division, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>12,345 (5.80)</td>
<td>7517 (5.84)</td>
<td>615 (5.25)</td>
<td>4213 (5.81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Atlantic</td>
<td>33,271 (15.63)</td>
<td>19,868 (15.40)</td>
<td>2039 (17.39)</td>
<td>11,364 (15.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East North Central</td>
<td>32,797 (15.40)</td>
<td>20,058 (15.59)</td>
<td>1728 (14.74)</td>
<td>11,011 (15.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West North Central</td>
<td>11,272 (5.29)</td>
<td>6571 (5.11)</td>
<td>661 (5.64)</td>
<td>4040 (5.57)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Atlantic</td>
<td>45,537 (21.39)</td>
<td>27,829 (21.63)</td>
<td>2570 (21.92)</td>
<td>15,138 (20.87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East South Atlantic</td>
<td>11,840 (5.56)</td>
<td>7008 (5.45)</td>
<td>575 (4.90)</td>
<td>4257 (5.87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West South Central</td>
<td>23,374 (10.98)</td>
<td>13,942 (10.83)</td>
<td>1235 (10.53)</td>
<td>8197 (11.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>15,012 (7.05)</td>
<td>8816 (6.85)</td>
<td>1043 (8.90)</td>
<td>5153 (7.10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>26,185 (12.30)</td>
<td>16,305 (12.67)</td>
<td>1191 (10.16)</td>
<td>8689 (11.98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>1300 (0.61)</td>
<td>764 (0.59)</td>
<td>67 (0.57)</td>
<td>469 (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56,577 (26.48)</td>
<td>38,293 (29.76)</td>
<td>2592 (22.11)</td>
<td>15,492 (21.36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>156,556 (73.52)</td>
<td>90,385 (70.24)</td>
<td>9132 (77.89)</td>
<td>57,063 (78.64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graduation year, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-1954</td>
<td>57 (0.02)</td>
<td>47 (0.04)</td>
<td>2 (0.02)</td>
<td>8 (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955-1964</td>
<td>1579 (0.74)</td>
<td>1025 (0.80)</td>
<td>18 (0.15)</td>
<td>536 (0.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1974</td>
<td>13,475 (6.33)</td>
<td>8360 (6.50)</td>
<td>314 (2.68)</td>
<td>4801 (6.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-1984</td>
<td>47,738 (22.42)</td>
<td>29,744 (23.12)</td>
<td>2124 (18.12)</td>
<td>15,870 (21.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985-1994</td>
<td>64,498 (30.29)</td>
<td>39,094 (30.38)</td>
<td>3128 (26.68)</td>
<td>22,276 (30.71)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-2004</td>
<td>61,338 (28.81)</td>
<td>36,279 (28.19)</td>
<td>3855 (32.88)</td>
<td>21,204 (29.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2014</td>
<td>20,349 (9.56)</td>
<td>11,665 (9.07)</td>
<td>2215 (18.89)</td>
<td>6469 (8.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>61 (0.03)</td>
<td>11 (0.01)</td>
<td>40 (0.34)</td>
<td>10 (0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>3838 (1.80)</td>
<td>2453 (1.91)</td>
<td>28 (0.24)</td>
<td>1357 (1.87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Physician performance metrics, median (IQR$^b$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Overall (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>Level of trust in provider’s decisions (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>How well provider explains medical condition(s) (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>How well provider listens and answers questions (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>Spends appropriate amount of time with patients (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>$P$-value $^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall patient satisfaction</td>
<td>4.10 (3.40-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of trust in provider’s decisions</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well provider explains medical condition(s)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well provider listens and answers questions</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spends appropriate amount of time with patients</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Office and staff performance metrics, median (IQR$^b$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Overall (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>Level of trust in provider’s decisions (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>How well provider explains medical condition(s) (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>How well provider listens and answers questions (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>Spends appropriate amount of time with patients (3.40-4.60)</th>
<th>$P$-value $^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of scheduling urgent appointments</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>4.20 (3.60-4.60)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$^a$$P$-values are adjusted by Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

$^b$IQR = interquartile range.

$^c$Significant at $P < .05$.
### Characteristics

**Overall (n=212,933)**  
**Medical specialties (n=128,678)**  
**Allied health providers (n=11,724)**  
**Surgical specialties (n=72,531)**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Overall (n=212,933)</th>
<th>Medical specialties (n=128,678)</th>
<th>Allied health providers (n=11,724)</th>
<th>Surgical specialties (n=72,531)</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Office environment, cleanliness, comfort</td>
<td>4.30 (3.90-4.70)</td>
<td>4.30 (3.80-4.60)</td>
<td>4.60 (4.20-4.90)</td>
<td>4.40 (4.00-4.70)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff friendliness and courteousness</td>
<td>4.20 (3.70-4.60)</td>
<td>4.10 (3.60-4.50)</td>
<td>4.60 (4.20-4.90)</td>
<td>4.30 (3.90-4.70)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total wait time (waiting and exam rooms; minutes), n (%)**

- **<10**  
  - Overall: 31,177 (14.64)  
  - Medical specialties: 17,412 (13.53)  
  - Allied health providers: 5826 (49.69)  
  - Surgical specialties: 7939 (10.95)

- **10-15**  
  - Overall: 113,517 (53.31)  
  - Medical specialties: 69,132 (53.72)  
  - Allied health providers: 4676 (39.88)  
  - Surgical specialties: 39,709 (54.75)

- **16-30**  
  - Overall: 54,412 (25.55)  
  - Medical specialties: 32,548 (25.29)  
  - Allied health providers: 1057 (9.02)  
  - Surgical specialties: 20,807 (28.69)

- **31-45**  
  - Overall: 12,907 (6.06)  
  - Medical specialties: 8836 (6.87)  
  - Allied health providers: 156 (1.33)  
  - Surgical specialties: 3915 (5.40)

- **>45**  
  - Overall: 908 (0.43)  
  - Medical specialties: 740 (0.58)  
  - Allied health providers: 8 (0.07)  
  - Surgical specialties: 160 (0.22)

<sup>a</sup>P value calculated by Pearson chi-square test.  
<sup>b</sup>IQR: interquartile range.

**Figure 1.** Boxplots depicting the distribution of mean overall satisfaction ratings by provider specialty. OB/GYN: obstetrics and gynecology.
Figure 2. Frequency of mean overall patient satisfaction scores across medical, surgical, and allied health providers.

Figure 3. Percentile rank versus mean overall patient satisfaction for allied health, medical specialties, and surgical specialties. Percentile rank associated with overall patient satisfaction was first calculated within individual specialties (e.g., internal medicine, podiatry, urology) as represented by scatter dots. Lines represent the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing line smoother best fit for percentile rank among specialty groupings (i.e., medical, surgical, allied health). Gray bars around lines represent 95% confidence intervals for percentile rank estimates among specialty groupings.
Figure 4. Percentile rank versus mean overall patient satisfaction across individual specialties. Emerg: emergency; Gen: general; Hem/Onc: hematology and oncology; Int: interventional; OB/GYN: obstetrics and gynecology; Occ: occupational; PM&R: physical medicine and rehabilitation; Prev: preventative; Recon: reconstructive.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Online consumer ratings of health care providers are playing an increasing role in how consumers perceive and select providers. However, since online ratings lack standardized benchmarks for assessment and because ratings are not normalized, it is unclear how consumers should interpret scores. Our study showed that overall satisfaction scores are consistently left skewed, fall within narrow ranges, and have different distributions across specialties; as a result, scores that appear high might actually be in the lowest quartile of scores, effectively misleading patients about perceived quality or experience of care. Allied health specialties tend to be the least normally distributed (6/6, 100% of specialties, either moderately or highly skewed—ie, skewness greater than –0.5), followed by surgical specialties (14/15, 93% of specialties), and medical specialties (16/29, 55% of specialties). Overall satisfaction scores also fall within narrow ranges; the average IQR spanned only 1.2 stars for medical specialties and 1.0 for allied health and surgical specialties. Median overall satisfaction scores also varied across specialties, with median values ranging from 3.4
to 4.6 for medical specialties, 3.9 to 4.6 for surgical specialties, and 4.2 to 4.9 for allied health professions.

Deviations from normality and differences in score distributions (ie, median, IQR) across specialties have a substantial impact on how scores should be interpreted by consumers. First, since scores across all specialties were drastically left skewed, consumers should be aware that most scores are high, which falsely implies that most doctors are above average. We found that median values for overall satisfaction scores were 4.0, 4.2 and 4.5, and the 25th percentiles for overall satisfaction scores were 3.4, 3.5, and 4.0 for medical, surgical, and allied health professions, respectively. Given this information, a score of 3—which would be considered average if scores were normally distributed—would be exceedingly low in terms of percentile rank across all medical professions. Second, due to the narrow ranges of scores within professions, consumers should be aware that small differences in scores may represent large differences in percentile rank; for example, a difference of 0.5 stars among a surgical provider may indicate a quartile difference in percentile rank. Third, given the significant differences in median overall satisfaction score distributions across specialties, there may be even more granular differences in how scores should be interpreted for individual specialties. For example, a urologist with 4.6 stars would be at the 80th percentile among his or her peers, whereas a cardiothoracic surgeon with the same star rating would be only at the 50th percentile.

In response to these findings, there are several feasible measures that could improve the interpretability of online physician consumer ratings data. First, data should be reported in a way that accounts for its consistent left skewness and nonnormality. One option would be to report the median star rating for each physician as a specialty-specific percentile rank, which would reflect the nonparametric nature of the data, would reduce the impact of outliers, and would be easily interpretable [8]. Another option would be to report the frequency of ratings falling within specialty-specific quartiles of performance, which would accomplish similar goals. Second, data should be reported in a way that accounts for varying distributions across specialties and subspecialties, since our data showed that patients have different benchmarks for scoring for different health care services and types of providers. We believe that our rubric for calculating percentile rank by average overall satisfaction score for individual specialties (available in a user-friendly, Web-based format [11]) may be a useful tool for describing these data to patients in a meaningful way.

While consumer ratings data may seem trivial to health care providers who are often focused on hard end points related to health [12], it is important to note that health care consumers strongly trust these data and choose providers based on them [2,3]. Although studies have shown that numeric online consumer ratings are not related to quality or value of care [13,14], this has not dampened the public’s enthusiasm about their use. In fact, numerous surveys have shown that patients use online consumer ratings as the sole determinant of whether or not to see a physician in consultation over three-quarters of the time [3,15]. This underscores the need for physicians to be focused not only on technical execution of their practice but also on providing excellent customer service. If patients believe that customer service (vis-à-vis consumer ratings) is important, we as health care providers should respond by measuring it accurately, describing it meaningfully, and making it a priority in the way we practice, not by ignoring it in favor of what we feel to be more important [12,16,17]. Ultimately, measurements of quality of care and consumer ratings should be provided in tandem to help consumers understand these separate components of the patient experience [5].

Study Limitations
Our study has some limitations. First, it is unclear whether results from the Healthgrades website are generalizable to other consumer ratings platforms, since distributions of scores may differ from platform to platform. Second, our findings may underestimate the degree of nonnormality of physician ratings due to our exclusion of providers with few ratings, since the vast majority of physicians with 1 rating had scores of 5. We decided to exclude physicians with fewer than 4 reviews (the median number of reviews in our overall sample) to ensure that average scores were representative of multiple ratings; sensitivity analyses showed little difference between distributions when we increased the threshold for the number of reviews beyond 4. Third, we cannot account for self-rating of physicians or other practices that may be used to artificially inflate consumer ratings scores; our reported scores represent distributions that would be observed in the real-life setting. Fourth, because we did not weight individual physician ratings scores by number of reviews, our reported results describe the distribution of average scores at the physician level.

Conclusions
Online consumer ratings of physicians are an increasingly important factor in how patients perceive and select physicians. We found that scores were highly left skewed, fell within narrow ranges, and differed by specialty; this may mislead consumers into overestimating providers with seemingly high scores who are actually mediocre or poor when compared with peers in their specialty. We herein provide a Web-based tool for translating an overall satisfaction star rating into a percentile rank comparing the provider across others in his or her specialty, an approach that accounts for the skewness and specialty-specific differences in satisfaction scores. As online consumer ratings grow in popularity, consumers will no doubt demand more detailed forms of information regarding provider service, including comparisons within specialties such as we present here. We hope our work stimulates more research on how to convey consumer ratings data in a clear, fair way, given the degree to which this information affects health care consumers’ decisions.
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Abstract

Background: Launched in 2006 for patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, PatientsLikeMe is an online community offering patient-reported outcomes, symptom tracking, and social features. Every member of the site can see all the data reported by every other member, view aggregated reports, identify “patients like them,” and learn about treatment options in order to live better with their condition. In previous studies, members reported benefits such as improved condition knowledge, increased medication adherence, and better management of side effects. However, the site evolved in 2011 from condition-specific “vertical” communities consisting only of people with the same disease to a “generalized platform,” in which every patient could connect with every other patient regardless of condition and with generic, rather than condition-specific, data tools. Some, but not all, communities received further custom tracking tools.

Objective: We aimed to understand (1) whether members of PatientsLikeMe using the generalized platform still reported similar benefits and (2) assess factors associated with benefits, such as community customization, site use, and patient activation.

Methods: A cross-sectional retrospective custom survey was fielded to 377,625 members between 2016 and 2017 including the Patient Activation Measure (PAM). A benefit index was developed for comparability across conditions.

Results: The invitation was viewed by 26,048 members of whom 11,915 did not respond, 5091 opted out, 1591 provided partial data, and 17 were screened out. Complete responses were received from 7434 participants. Users perceived greatest benefit in understanding how their condition may affect them (4530/6770, 66.91% participants, excluding “does not apply” answers), understanding what might help them live better with their condition (4247/6750, 62.92%), which treatments were available (4143/6898, 60.06%), understanding treatment side effects (4182/6902, 60.59%), and important factors in making treatment decisions (3919/6813, 57.52%). The benefit index was 29% higher for the “most activated” patients (PAM level 4 vs PAM level 1; relative risk [RR]=1.29, P<.001), 21% higher for conditions with some community customization versus none (RR=1.21, P<.001), and 11% higher in those using the site most often versus least (RR=1.11, P<.001).

Conclusions: Members of the generalized platform reported a range of benefits related to improved knowledge and understanding of their condition and treatment management. Condition-specific customization may improve their experience still further. Future studies will explore longitudinal changes to patient activation.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e175) doi:10.2196/jmir.9909
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Introduction

History of Online Communities for Chronic Illness

Online communities for chronic illnesses have existed since the early 1980s through email list-servs, USENET, and online bulletin boards such as “The WELL” [1], Association of Online Cancer Resources [2], Yahoo! Groups [3], and Braintalk [4]. These emphasized lengthy and anonymous text discussions, making it hard to extract useful information as the communities grew. Later “Web 2.0” technologies and mainstream social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter grew in popularity [5], meeting patients and caregivers where they were already engaging. However, the public nature of these newer sites may have made users more cautious about sharing health information [6,7].

PatientsLikeMe is an online community that allows members to find other patients like them, share and track their health data over time, and contribute to scientific research [8]. As a for-profit company, PatientsLikeMe works with pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to share aggregated outcomes data, patient treatment evaluations, and to field surveys to help improve partner services and support patient-centric efforts [9]. Some question whether there is equipoise in the benefits accrued to participant members and the revenue collected by the company [10-12].

Many studies have documented the effect of online health community participation on feelings of empowerment and perceived social support [3,13]. However, systematically studying the effects of such communities on their members has been challenging [14]. The member populations are highly self-selecting, research funding is minimal [3], many users are “lurkers” [15], the most salient experiences are often quantitative, defining scope can be challenging [16], and sample sizes are small and time-limited [17]. By the time a peer-reviewed scientific study has been published, the community itself may have evolved, emptied, or shut down [18].

Early History of PatientsLikeMe

PatientsLikeMe launched in 2006 for patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Over the next 5 years, the site created distinct “vertical” communities. Members could only belong to one at a time, they could not see data from other communities, and there was no ability to add comorbid conditions. Between 2006 and 2011, nine vertical communities were developed for people with multiple sclerosis (MS), Parkinson’s disease, HIV, a range of mood disorders, progressive supranuclear palsy, multiple system atrophy, fibromyalgia, myalgic encephalomyelitis / chronic fatigue syndrome, and organ transplants.

A retrospective survey among members of the first six vertical communities reported a number of benefits including: learning about symptoms they had experienced (952/1323, 71.96% rated “very helpful” or “moderately helpful”), understanding side effects of treatment (757/1323, 57.21%), and finding another patient like them on the same treatment (559/1323, 42.25%) [19]. Members reported other changes, such as deciding to start a new medication (496/1323, 37.49%), change their medication dosage (336/1323, 25.39%), or stopping a medication (290/1323, 21.92%). A subset (151/1320, 11.44%) reported changing their physician as a result of using the site. A subsequent survey in epilepsy had similar results, with the additional finding of a dose-effect curve between the number of benefits experienced and the number of social ties made on the site [20].

However, these studies shared limitations of self-selecting populations, being conducted internally, a lack of validated instruments, and a lack of preplanned analyses. A subsequent academic collaboration with the University of California, San Francisco, and the US Department of Veterans Affairs found significant benefits for veterans with epilepsy after 6 weeks of site use. This latter study used validated measures of self-management and self-efficacy in a pre-post design with prespecified analyses [21].

The Generalized Platform

Historically, patients in the “vertical” communities each completed custom patient-reported outcome measures tailored to their condition such as the ALS Functional Rating Scale (Revised) [22] in ALS, the MS Rating Scale in MS [23], or a detailed “seizure meter” in epilepsy [20]. Additional condition-specific features included customized visualizations, symptoms, medical history, patient search features, forums, and laboratory tests. Developing and launching these tools was time-consuming, ranging from 3 to 12 months of development for each community. Given the large unmet need (and a waiting list of some 30,000 individuals requesting we build new communities), PatientsLikeMe made major changes to the platform in April 2011, described previously [24,25]

To allow any patient to join the site and to track multiple conditions, we developed a more scalable “generalized platform.” This allowed any patient to use a generic quality-of-life outcome measure [26], symptom tracking, treatment tracking, and social networking tools. Members of the generalized platform would not benefit from customized visualizations or a dedicated forum; for instance, and we did not hand-curate condition-specific symptoms or treatments (see Figure 1). However, members could still opt to track their own self-selected symptoms and treatments.

Resulting in part from the generalization of the platform, the site has more than 600,000 registered members across more than 2900 conditions (as of February 2018). However, to date no research has investigated the extent to which members engaging in the general platform experience benefits.

In the years following 2011, a small number of communities benefited from additional “community upgrades” supported by pharmaceutical partnerships. These added site features that would once have only been available to “vertical” communities, such as custom questions, symptoms, laboratory tests, and patient-reported outcomes to communities that would otherwise only have had the generic site functionality. These upgraded communities included psoriasis, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, multiple myeloma, and lung cancer.
Goals of This Study

As a prespecified primary hypothesis, we sought to test whether members of the legacy vertical communities and members with community upgrades would report more benefits than generalized platform members who only had generic tools.

As a secondary prespecified hypothesis, we sought to test whether members who engaged more with the site would experience more benefits [20].

Methods

Recruitment

The invitation to participate was fielded to all registered members aged 18 years and older, except those who had opted out of research. Eligible members were invited via email or private message. Users who took no action within 3 days or who started but did not complete the survey were sent a reminder message. Patients were not compensated for participation.

Presentation of response rate information including view rate, participation rate, and completion rate, are provided based on Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES) [27]. This study was reviewed by the New England Institutional Review Board (NEIRB# 16-117) and, as a minimal risk survey, was exempted from further review.

Due to a technical error, some individuals were sent more than one invitation; these were only counted once. If they accidentally completed the survey twice, the latter was excluded. All profile data submissions were optional, so some demographic data are missing.

Patient-Perceived Benefits of PatientsLikeMe Participation

A custom cross-sectional, retrospective survey was developed to update and build on previous work [19,20]. Level of patient activation was assessed using a validated instrument, the Patient Activation Measure (PAM) [28]. The 13-item validated PAM assesses a consumer’s knowledge, skills, and confidence for self-management. It groups people into one of four levels of activation (1: disengaged and overwhelmed; 2: becoming aware but struggling; 3: taking action; 4: maintaining behaviors and pushing further). Participants were also asked about their recent health utilization (eg, emergency department visits in the past year), general health perception (SF-1), and physician satisfaction. Respondents were asked to estimate how many peers were in their network before and after joining PatientsLikeMe. All survey questions are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. Demographic data for survey responders and nonresponders were obtained from existing member profile data.

Statistical Analysis

Data Exclusion and Disease Categories

Analysis was limited to patients reporting a physician’s diagnosis of a given condition. Patients were asked to designate a primary condition on their PatientsLikeMe profile; however, they were not required to do so. The median number of comorbidities is reported along with a frequency distribution of those conditions patients considered to be primary. For descriptive and summary purposes, conditions were characterized into therapeutic areas (see Multimedia Appendix 2).
A binary “community customization” variable indicated whether a community had been upgraded with additional functionality and features beyond the general platform experience, regardless of whether it had been a legacy vertical community or benefited from a community upgrade.

**Reported Benefits in Relation to Site Use**

Length of time patients had been registered at the time of survey (“tenure”) was used as a covariate. Three site engagement metrics were generated: (1) number of days spent on the PatientsLikeMe platform (“sessions”), (2) number of days patients conducted social activity on the site (“social”), and (3) whether they had donated any structured data to the platform (“data donation”). Each metric was collapsed into highest and lowest quartiles.

**Descriptive Statistics**

Descriptive statistics were calculated across all survey questions and PAM scores. Summary statistics for continuous variables included n, mean, standard deviation, and range. Median and range were generated for nonnormally distributed variables. Categorical variables were summarized as frequencies and percentages. Patient-perceived benefit questions included a “does not apply” response option because some questions were not relevant to patients (eg, changing treatment if they were not receiving treatment), which were reviewed and removed from percent calculations.

The PAM scores were calculated according to recommended scoring guidelines from the scale developers, including the four levels of activation [25]. The frequency distributions of 15 custom benefit questions were reviewed among the total survey population. A “benefits score” was generated by summing each of the 15 benefits coded as 1 (present) versus 0 (absent).

Chi-square test of independence tested for associations between categorical variables, two-sample t tests compared groups on normally distributed continuous variables, with Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests for nonparametric comparisons. One-sample equivalents were performed to compare benefits observed for select conditions to the overall sample. Number of benefits within the overall survey population was stratified based on the presence or absence of community customization, and P values adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction.

**Statistical Models**

Separate univariate models assessed the relationship between the dependent variable (number of benefits reported or benefits score) and each independent variable including age, gender, site engagement metrics, patient activation, tenure, and community customization. A review of the sessions and social site metric variables indicated a high correlation and the sessions variable was retained for the final model. All independent variables shown to be significant in the univariate analyses were included in the final multivariable model.

Each model run (univariate and multivariable) was specified as a log-binomial model to estimate the “benefits score” accounting for the independent variables described previously. The response variable “benefits score” was specified as the ratio of events per trials; that is, the number of benefits reported out of the total number of benefits (out of 15). For interpretation purposes, results multiplied by the inverse of this ratio (15) can be provided as the estimate (least square means) of the count of benefits. Relative risks (RRs) were estimated and presented in this model using estimate statements for the appropriate contrasts. An RR greater than 1 is interpreted as a greater chance (“risk”) of an additional benefit compared to the reference category for a given independent variable. The alpha level was set to .05 and all analyses were run in SAS 9.4 by authors ET and CC.

**Results**

**Recruitment**

A total of 377,625 invitations were sent to PatientsLikeMe members between April 11, 2016 and June 20, 2017. By study close, 26,048 of the 377,625 (6.90%) sent an invitation opened the email or private message. Of 26,048 potential respondents who viewed the invitation, 9025 (34.65%) began the survey and 7434 (82.37%) of these completed the survey (Figure 2). Respondents (N=7434) were most frequently white (6106/7052, 86.59%), female (5290/7349, 71.98%), and educated (5062/6026, 84.00% at least some college). Nonresponders were younger, less likely to be white, less educated, and less likely to be on Medicare (see Table 1). Due to a technical error, some individuals were sent more than one invitation; these were only counted once. If they accidentally completed the survey twice, the latter was excluded. All profile data submission was optional, so some demographic data may be missing.

Most patients characterized themselves as being in “fair” or “good” health (5163/7434, 69.45%) and were seeing a specialist (4456/7434, 59.94%; Table 2). Most respondents had at least some level of difficulty with medication adherence (4628/7434, 62.25%). Patient activation was distributed bimodally with the largest percentage at level 3 (2639/7434, 35.50%), and a second peak at level 1 (1858/7434, 24.99%; Table 3).

**Patient-Perceived Benefits of PatientsLikeMe Participation**

Most respondents agreed PatientsLikeMe has furthered their understanding of how their condition could affect them (4530/6770, 66.91%) and how to live better with their condition (4247/6750, 62.92%; Table 4). A greater proportion of patients with community customization reported benefits relating to knowledge and understanding of their condition and this was consistently higher than those in communities without customization (all P<.001; Table 4.). Benefits related to positive changes in their condition management and treatment were endorsed at lower rates and showed more variability (Table 4). However, the only benefits for which the enhanced communities did not achieve a significantly greater benefit than the generic communities were better conversations with a health provider, managing symptoms better, stopping a treatment, and changing doctors.
The mean number of benefits reported overall was 6.20 (SD 4.25) out of a possible total of 15 benefits, with a median of 7 (IQR 2-10). A total of 447 primary conditions were represented among survey respondents, with the top 20 conditions shown in Table 5 and across all conditions in Multimedia Appendix 3. The mean count of comorbid conditions in this survey population was 3.65 (SD 4.87) conditions, with a median of 2 (IQR 1-4). Additional analysis of the mean and median benefits for each condition (irrespective of primary condition) is presented in Multimedia Appendix 4 (n=1657 conditions represented in the Impact Survey, with 189 conditions having ≥30 patients reporting).

**Reported Benefits in Relation to Site Use**

The mean number of benefits reported was significantly higher among the group with community customization than those without (mean 6.57, SD 4.09 vs mean 5.60, SD 4.43; \(t_{4164}=8.02, P<.001\)) and a similar observation was made considering the median number of benefits (median 7, IQR 3-10 vs median 6, IQR 1-9; Kruskal-Wallis \(\chi^2_{7}=67.3, P<.001\)).

A log-binomial model estimated the number of benefits reported, controlling for community customization, tenure, active sessions, data donation, patient activation, and demographics (Table 6). Results indicated a significant relationship between each independent variable reviewed and the number of benefits reported with the exception of “condition groupings” (Table 6). When all independent predictors were included, the expected number of benefits was 21% higher for members with community customization compared to no community customization (RR=1.21, \(P<.001\)). The expected number of benefits was 29% higher for patients at the fourth level of activation, compared to the first level (RR=1.29, \(P<.001\)). This effect was enhanced when limiting the benefits to only those related to knowledge and understanding of one’s disease (42%, RR=1.42), but had less of an effect for those benefits associated with treatment and management of one’s condition (13%, RR=1.13). When a member had a higher level of engagement on the site, the expected number of benefits was 11% higher (RR=1.11, \(P<.001\)) than for those engaging less. It is important to note that having received benefit from the site may have encouraged respondents to return to the site for more use; however, directionality of engagement could not be directly assessed in this model.
Table 1. Demographics of respondents and nonrespondents. IQR: interquartile range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Responders (n=7434)</th>
<th>Nonresponders (n=370,191)</th>
<th>P value(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), n</td>
<td>7419</td>
<td>321,886</td>
<td>&lt;.001(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>54 (12)</td>
<td>48 (14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (IQR)</td>
<td>54 (46-62)</td>
<td>48 (38-58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>5290 (71.16)</td>
<td>232,260 (71.60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2059 (27.70)</td>
<td>92,111 (28.39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to skip</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21 (&lt;0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>6106 (86.59)</td>
<td>163,857 (80.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>302 (4.28)</td>
<td>9996 (4.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed race</td>
<td>291 (4.13)</td>
<td>7591 (3.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>99 (1.40)</td>
<td>8653 (4.26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>90 (1.28)</td>
<td>2175 (1.07)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>6 (&lt;.01)</td>
<td>514 (0.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to skip</td>
<td>158 (2.24)</td>
<td>10,397 (5.12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school grad or less</td>
<td>898 (14.90)</td>
<td>18,784 (19.51)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>2365 (39.25)</td>
<td>36,172 (37.58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate</td>
<td>1565 (25.97)</td>
<td>22,881 (23.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post graduate</td>
<td>1132 (18.79)</td>
<td>15,344 (15.94)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to skip</td>
<td>66 (1.10)</td>
<td>3080 (3.20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>1696 (28.03)</td>
<td>15,518 (16.27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>1802 (29.78)</td>
<td>31,994 (33.54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>589 (9.73)</td>
<td>8412 (8.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>574 (9.49)</td>
<td>10,691 (11.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>514 (8.49)</td>
<td>8066 (8.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs</td>
<td>153 (2.53)</td>
<td>1890 (1.98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>115 (1.90)</td>
<td>1729 (1.81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Health Service</td>
<td>2 (&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>108 (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>97 (1.60)</td>
<td>1949 (2.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>351 (5.80)</td>
<td>8580 (8.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to skip</td>
<td>158 (2.61)</td>
<td>6451 (6.76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) P values from t test for age and chi-square test for categorical variables.

\(^b\) Satterthwaite method reported due to unequal variances.
Table 2. Health utilization and clinical characteristics of survey respondents (N=7434). IQR: interquartile range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General health (SF-1), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>198 (2.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>968 (13.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>2596 (34.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>2567 (34.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>1105 (14.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician type, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A primary care physician</td>
<td>2325 (31.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An internist at a hospital</td>
<td>101 (1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A specialist in my condition</td>
<td>4456 (59.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t see a physician</td>
<td>278 (3.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know</td>
<td>183 (2.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer to skip</td>
<td>91 (1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment satisfaction, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely dissatisfied</td>
<td>433 (5.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very dissatisfied</td>
<td>527 (7.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>1013 (13.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat satisfied</td>
<td>2326 (31.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>1537 (20.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very satisfied</td>
<td>817 (10.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely satisfied</td>
<td>397 (5.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>384 (5.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health utilization past 12 months, mean (SD), median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency department visits</td>
<td>1.26 (3.52), 0 (0-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overnights in the hospital</td>
<td>2.41 (10.66), 0 (0-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate hospital stays</td>
<td>1.26 (6.97), 0 (0-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adherence (how often do you have difficulty remembering to take your medications?), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never/rarely</td>
<td>2614 (35.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once in a while</td>
<td>2211 (29.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>1608 (21.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
<td>514 (6.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the time</td>
<td>295 (3.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not apply</td>
<td>192 (2.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Patient Activation Measure (PAM) distribution among survey respondents (N=7434).a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAM level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Does not feel in charge of their own health and care. Managing health is overwhelming for them with all of life’s other challenges. Lacks confidence in their ability to manage health. Has few problem-solving skills and poor coping skills. They may not be very aware of own behavior.</td>
<td>1858 (24.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>May lack basic knowledge about their condition, treatment options, and/or self-care. Have little experience or success with behavior change. Look to their doctor to be the one in charge. Low confidence in their ability to manage health.</td>
<td>1449 (19.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Have the basic facts of their conditions and treatments. Some experience and success in making behavioral changes. Some confidence in handling limited aspects of their health</td>
<td>2639 (35.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Have made most of the necessary behavior changes, but may have difficulty maintaining behaviors over time or during times of stress</td>
<td>1312 (17.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aA total of 176 individuals are missing due to selection of the “I prefer to skip” option.

Table 4. Perceived benefits among all survey respondents (N=7434).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Respondents, n (%)</th>
<th>Without community customization (n=2045)</th>
<th>P valuea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and understanding of condition (Has PatientsLikeMe improved your understanding of...)</td>
<td></td>
<td>With community customization (n=5344)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How your condition(s) might affect you?</td>
<td>4530 (66.91)</td>
<td>2987 (71.05)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What might help you live better with your condition(s)?</td>
<td>4247 (62.92)</td>
<td>2805 (66.77)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment side effects?</td>
<td>4182 (60.59)</td>
<td>2747 (64.20)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available treatments?</td>
<td>4143 (60.06)</td>
<td>2765 (64.69)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important factors in making decisions about treatments?</td>
<td>3919 (57.52)</td>
<td>2538 (60.40)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What might help you get better?</td>
<td>3339 (50.37)</td>
<td>2159 (52.76)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to deal with other problems in your life (eg, stress, work, money)</td>
<td>3250 (47.86)</td>
<td>2102 (49.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that may be caused by your condition(s)?</td>
<td></td>
<td>679 (43.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition treatment and management (As a result of PatientsLikeMe have you...)</td>
<td></td>
<td>With community customization (n=5344)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had better conversations with your health care professionals?</td>
<td>3592 (51.62)</td>
<td>2344 (54.61)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed your symptoms better?</td>
<td>3179 (45.64)</td>
<td>2131 (49.51)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been better at taking your medication?</td>
<td>2251 (33.74)</td>
<td>1437 (34.94)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried a new way to manage side effects?</td>
<td>2089 (29.79)</td>
<td>1374 (32.73)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asked to see a specialist doctor?</td>
<td>1699 (24.79)</td>
<td>1011 (24.06)</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Started a new treatment?</td>
<td>1046 (14.71)</td>
<td>692 (15.77)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopped a treatment?</td>
<td>993 (13.91)</td>
<td>651 (14.80)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed your doctor?</td>
<td>899 (12.59)</td>
<td>546 (12.38)</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aP values adjusted using Bonferroni correction.

bPercentages calculated out of valid nonmissing data and after removal of “does not apply” responses. A range of approximately 3% to 10% were observed across benefit questions.
Table 5. Distribution of conditions most frequently represented in the survey, ordered by condition group then primary condition (N=6264).<sup>a</sup> IQR: interquartile range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition group</th>
<th>Median (IQR)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiovascular and metabolic diseases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes type 2</td>
<td>7 (3-9)</td>
<td>6.3 (3.9)</td>
<td>174 (2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia</td>
<td>668 (10.66)</td>
<td>6.5 (4.0)</td>
<td>668 (10.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crohn's disease</td>
<td>49 (0.78)</td>
<td>5.0 (4.2)</td>
<td>49 (0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>128 (2.04)</td>
<td>6.4 (4.1)</td>
<td>128 (2.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
<td>271 (4.33)</td>
<td>6.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>271 (4.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fibromyalgia (other)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>245 (3.91)</td>
<td>6.1 (4.1)</td>
<td>245 (3.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar I disorder</td>
<td>96 (1.53)</td>
<td>6.9 (4.5)</td>
<td>96 (1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar II disorder</td>
<td>130 (2.08)</td>
<td>6.2 (4.0)</td>
<td>130 (2.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex post-traumatic stress disorder</td>
<td>54 (0.86)</td>
<td>6.5 (4.4)</td>
<td>54 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>308 (4.92)</td>
<td>5.7 (3.9)</td>
<td>308 (4.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttraumatic stress disorder</td>
<td>232 (3.70)</td>
<td>6.4 (4.1)</td>
<td>232 (3.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traumatic brain injury</td>
<td>122 (1.95)</td>
<td>6.3 (4.3)</td>
<td>122 (1.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome</td>
<td>62 (0.99)</td>
<td>5.1 (4.0)</td>
<td>62 (0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy</td>
<td>281 (4.49)</td>
<td>5.8 (3.6)</td>
<td>281 (4.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>109 (1.74)</td>
<td>7.2 (4.5)</td>
<td>109 (1.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>1005 (16.04)</td>
<td>6.5 (3.9)</td>
<td>1005 (16.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson's disease</td>
<td>468 (7.47)</td>
<td>6.2 (4.1)</td>
<td>468 (7.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>98 (1.56)</td>
<td>5.8 (4.0)</td>
<td>98 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple myeloma</td>
<td>93 (1.48)</td>
<td>4.9 (3.9)</td>
<td>93 (1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis</td>
<td>150 (2.39)</td>
<td>6.2 (3.8)</td>
<td>150 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Primary condition not reported and/or profile data unavailable for n=1170 patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Univariate models</th>
<th>Multivariate models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependent variable: total number of benefits (out of 15)</td>
<td>Dependent variable: total number of benefits (out of 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)(^b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-39</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-55</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure at baseline(^c)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community customization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient activation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low engagement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod-high engagement</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition grouping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and metabolic diseases</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious disease</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation and autoimmunity</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental and behavioral health</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologic</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Relative risk (RR) greater than 1 represents a greater chance (“risk”) of an additional benefit compared to the reference category.

\(^b\)Representation of the survey population in the category 18-24 years was quite low (2%) and thus was combined with the category 25-39 years to create the 18-39 years category. As seen in Table 1, the mean age in the population was 54.

\(^c\)Tenure at baseline variable converted to years (from days) for interpretation purposes.

Discussion

Principal Results

This study confirmed that members joining PatientsLikeMe in the “generalized platform” do perceive a variety of benefits from their participation on the site. The majority of members learned more about how their condition might affect them, what might help them live better with their condition, how to manage treatment side effects, to be more aware of existing treatments, and had an improved understanding of what might help them get better. Although the average member perceived around six
of a possible 15 benefits from using the site, this increased to seven benefits in conditions that had some degree of community customization, confirming our primary hypothesis. Within members of a “customized” condition, benefits were higher for the most engaged members who logged in, socialized, or entered data the most frequently, partially confirming our secondary hypothesis (the effect was absent for those without customization).

It is worth considering whether the extra design, research, testing, and coding that goes into customizing a community is worth the increase of a single reported benefit. Of the 2700 or so communities represented on the platform, the vast majority have not received site customization and yet perceive a similar number of benefits. This may reflect some “floor effect” where the basic functionality of the site, which permits any member to record their health-related quality of life, connect with others, and optionally track their own self-selected symptoms and treatments, is already doing a reasonable job at fulfilling a patient’s needs. One advantage of additional community customization has been the addition of outcome measures of clinical relevance, such as oxygen use in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis or body surface area coverage in psoriasis. Future developments on the site aim to make it much simpler (and therefore more scalable) to permit some degree of community customization through simple changes made on an “admin dashboard” rather than requiring new code. We also plan to develop and psychometrically validate a modular patient-reported outcome system that can then be validated clinically against gold standard measures in various conditions.

Limitations

There are several limitations of this study that are important to consider. Although putting the response rates of surveys in online communities into perspective is not straightforward [27], the responses provided here represent just 2% of the whole community. However, that denominator includes patients who registered a decade ago, some of whom may be deceased, too disabled to participate, or who may even have recovered to some extent from their condition. The finding that the most active ~1% of online community membership is responsible for much of its positive impact has been observed in other online health communities [15].

Given the cross-sectional design, directionality of benefits and site use characteristics could not be discerned. Although the extent of customization for communities varies, this level of granularity was not reviewed in favor of a simpler indicator. The benefits reported were self-reported with no independent validation and no control group. Furthermore, due to the potential selection bias, social desirability bias, and given that the data represent a convenience sample, the results are not generalizable to the overall population, particularly given the skew toward a more educated, female population. Another limitation is the complexity of real-world data as it relates to comorbid conditions. To minimize complexity, condition-specific data was limited to those patients who had reported a primary condition and indicated a diagnosis of this condition on the site. However, not all patients report a primary condition, this designation may change over time, and the restriction to a primary condition does not account for the reality of complex, comorbid conditions.

Some comparisons presented in the study were not all specified a priori and are presented as exploratory results. Finally, although receiving more benefits from having participated on the site is preferable to fewer benefits, it is also possible that having received even one benefit, such as having better conversations with your health care provider or starting a new treatment, is meaningful for a patient. No weight was given to one benefit over another.

It may be interesting in future studies to evaluate combinations of benefits or to explore latent class characterizations of the latent categories or typologies of benefits.

Comparison With Prior Work

Overall, these findings align with earlier studies reported in the literature [19,20], although due to questions being asked differently it is not possible to compare benefits like-for-like. Strengths of this study include the relatively large sample size and the diversity of conditions represented, from mood disorders to infections to neurological conditions to oncology. Current literature shows that patients using other online communities benefit too, but studies have generally been limited to emotional benefits in a few communities for specific conditions or a study of one specific disease state, and often as part of an interventional education program rather than peer-to-peer communication.

A study of Reddit forums for depression found that engagement was linked to more positive emotional states and an increased use of positive words [29]. A study in the United States found that women with breast cancer who participated in a 12-week Internet-based social group reported reduced depression, stress, and cancer-related trauma [30]. Additionally, a study in Japan also focused on breast cancer patients found that online support groups provided benefits to participants, but patients who posted in the forums felt they received more benefits than the “lurkers” did [31]. This study uniquely adds to the literature in that PatientsLikeMe has been open to all patients since 2011. The main benefits reported reflect the intent of the website, which is to help patients find other patients like them, track their own personal health data over time to discover insights about their health, and to share their experiences to benefit others.

Benefits reported at lower rates, such as managing treatment side effects, asking to see a specialist doctor, or changing doctor, do not have any specific tools or functionality assigned to them on the site. Such changes in health behavior may arise from serendipitous social interactions with other members in community spaces, increased awareness of treatment options and coping methods identified on treatment reports, or increases in patient activation as members become more aware of their bodies and health state.

Findings also support PatientsLikeMe’s business model. Although imperfect, other business models such as advertising or asking members to pay a subscription fee have their own challenges. Relying entirely on grant income presents a challenge to stability and continuity for an enterprise that has been operating for over a decade. The number of benefits
reported by patients identifying with conditions for which there was community customization and patient-centric research was 18% higher than for patients reporting conditions without this additional functionality and opportunity. From 2011 to the present, the majority of investment in site customization and patient-centric research has come from PatientsLikeMe partnerships with pharmaceutical companies such as AstraZeneca [9] and research grants from funders such as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. This study therefore demonstrates that commercial partnerships may have a positive impact on members who might otherwise have found the site, while simultaneously enabling partners to learn about patient priorities for new therapies and implement patient-centric programs such as improving their clinical trials [32].

It is also important to note that although community customization was one factor associated with benefits, patient factors were important too, such as engagement and activation. Previous research on patient activation has indicated that 41% of US adults are characterized as being in the highest level of activation (level 4), with approximately 7% at level 1 and 15% at level 2 [33]. Lower activation has been found in those with low income, less education, Medicaid enrollees, and people with poor self-reported health [33]. Patient respondents in this survey were less activated than the general population, perhaps reflecting the higher burden they face as a result of their chronic conditions, or identifying the reason they might have sought the assistance of an online community in the first place.

Future Research
To further elucidate who benefits most from participation in the site, a study is currently being conducted to evaluate benefits over time (6 weeks) with a pre-post longitudinal study design to explore patterns in patient-perceived benefits as well as changes in patient activation overall and by conditions.

Conclusion
Online health communities offer an opportunity for patients to connect and share information that provides benefits in their health management. Generalized health communities offer benefits to users and partnering with stakeholders in patient health to enhance and customize these communities is one way to offer greater benefits to patients.
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Abstract

**Background:** The number of patient portals is rising, and although portals can have positive effects, their implementation has major impacts on the providing health care institutions. However, little is known about the organizational factors affecting successful implementation. Knowledge of the specific barriers to and facilitators of various stakeholders is likely to be useful for future implementations.

**Objective:** The objective of this study was to identify the barriers to and facilitators of patient portal implementation facing various stakeholders within hospital organizations in the Netherlands.

**Methods:** Purposive sampling was used to select hospitals of various types. A total of 2 university medical centers, 3 teaching hospitals, and 2 general hospitals were included. For each, 3 stakeholders were interviewed: (1) medical professionals, (2) managers, and (3) information technology employees. In total, 21 semistructured interviews were conducted using the Grol and Wensing model, which describes barriers to and facilitators of change in health care practice at 6 levels: (1) innovation; (2) individual professional; (3) patient; (4) social context; (5) organizational context; and (6) economic and political context. Two researchers independently selected and coded quotes by applying this model using a (deductive) directed content approach. Additional factors related to technical and portal characteristics were added using the model of McGinn et al, developed for implementation of electronic health records.

**Results:** In total, we identified 376 quotes, 26 barriers, and 28 facilitators. Thirteen barriers and 12 facilitators were common for all stakeholder groups. The facilitators’ *perceived usefulness* (especially less paperwork) was mentioned by all the stakeholders, followed by subjects’ *positive attitude*. The main barriers were *lack of resources* (namely, lack of staff and materials), *financial difficulties* (especially complying with high costs, lack of reimbursements), and *guaranteeing privacy and security* (eg, strict regulations). Both similarities and differences were found between stakeholder groups and hospital types. For example, managers and information technology employees mainly considered *guaranteeing privacy and security* as a predominant barrier. *Financial difficulties* were particularly mentioned by medical professionals and managers.

**Conclusions:** Patient portal implementation is a complex process and is not only a technical process but also affects the organization and its staff. Barriers and facilitators occurred at various levels and differed among hospital types (eg, *lack of accessibility*) and stakeholder groups (eg, *sufficient resources*) in terms of several factors. Our findings underscore the importance of involving multiple stakeholders in portal implementations. We identified a set of barriers and facilitators that are likely to be useful in making strategic and efficient implementation plans.

KEYWORDS
patient portals; health information technology; attitude of health personnel

Introduction

Patient-centeredness is an important element of high-quality care: effective communication between patients and their health care professionals, and information access can both contribute considerably to this [1]. According to the Institute of Medicine, “patients should have unfettered access to their own medical information” [2] to support them in taking control of their health (eg, using medical information to make informed health-related decisions) [2]. Information technology (IT) can play an important role in improving access to this information [3], and it also improves the participation of patients in their own care [4]. In health care, an increasingly popular way to facilitate this is by using patient portals [5]. Patient portals can be defined as “applications which are designed to give the patient secure access to health information and allow secure methods for communication and information sharing” [6], as well as for administrative purposes [7], and are mostly provided by a single health care institution [6,8]. These portals are often connected to the electronic health record (EHR) of an institution—defined as tethered patient portals [9]—to provide access to patients’ medical information [3,10-12]. Some institutions allow patient portals to facilitate communication between patients and health care professionals [3,6,12], view their appointments and provide patient education [11,13], share information [12], request for repeat medication prescriptions [3], and provide tailored feedback [11,13]. Patient portals may have a range of functionalities that enable information exchange (such as having access to the EHR), which in turn may facilitate and improve the communication between the patient and the health care professional [11,14]. Previous research showed that patients are especially satisfied with access to information from the EHR and the list of their appointments [11]. Portal use can also have a positive effect on self-management of conditions [15-18], communication between patients and providers, quality of care [16,17] and participation in treatment [17]. Patient empowerment can also be improved; the accessibility of information can especially contribute to “patients’ knowledge” and their “perception of autonomy and being respected” [19]. On the other hand, effects on health outcomes are reported to be mixed [6]. In summary, patient portals can be important as they provide patients with access to their own medical information, enable interaction with their health care professionals [8], and aim to involve patients in their own care processes [1].

Although patient portals can have positive effects and may develop into a standard element of care [20], their implementation has major impacts on health care institutions as it often involves a complex change in an organization [1]. This can be affected by multiple factors at the micro (eg, “individuals”), meso (eg, “resources”), and macro (eg, “sociopolitical context”) levels [21]. Several implementation models are available, such as “The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR),” which is used in many studies as a guiding framework [22-24]. CFIR consists of 5 levels at which barriers and facilitators can occur during implementation: (1) technology-related factors (eg, “adaptability,” “complexity,” and “cost”); (2) outer setting (eg, “policy and incentives”); (3) inner setting (eg, “resources”); (4) process (eg, “engagement of stakeholders”); and (5) individual health professionals (eg, “individual’s knowledge”). In this model, patients are part of the “outer setting,” suggesting that the CFIR framework is aimed primarily at institutions [24]. Another example is the “Fit between Individuals, Tasks, and Technology” (FITT) framework, which is aimed at the adoption of IT [25]. The comprehensive model of Grol and Wensing [26] summarizes the barriers to and facilitators of change in health care practice at 6 levels: (1) innovation; (2) individual professional; (3) patient; (4) social context; (5) organizational context; and (6) economic and political context. McGinn et al [21] argue that the consideration of various stakeholder opinions can contribute to successful implementations. However, previous research mainly focused on perceptions of single stakeholder groups regarding patient portal implementation, such as physicians [27] or nurses [28]. This highlights the importance of identifying the opinions of many stakeholders during patient portal implementation. Furthermore, it remains unclear which factors are important in accomplishing change in the various groups [26].

Previous research focused on patient involvement in developing patient portals [5,14], but little is yet known about organizational factors that facilitate or hinder patient portal implementation [6]. Such knowledge is essential because the number of portals is rising. In the Netherlands, in 2017, more than 25% of hospitals provided patients with access to a patient portal, whereas this was under 10% in 2015 [29]. Comprehensive information can provide a framework for upcoming patient portal implementations, or other eHealth applications, in hospitals. The objective of this study was, therefore, to identify the barriers and facilitators among the various stakeholders within hospital organizations in the Netherlands regarding the implementation of tethered patient portals.

Methods

Sampling Procedure

Purposive sampling was used to select hospitals of the 3 different types existing in the Netherlands. In total, 2 university medical centers (UMCs), 3 teaching and 2 general hospitals (including one collaborative oncology hospital comprising 3 general hospitals) were included. Hospitals were selected by means of convenience sampling using the authors’ network or by Web searching, and hospitals in various phases of implementation (contemplation, preparation, or implementation) were included. Contact persons in the hospitals were approached by phone or email. Snowball sampling was used for the selection of respondents, meaning that we informed the contact persons about the objective of the study and also asked them for contact information for 3 stakeholders, including (1) medical professionals (doctor or nurse practitioners [Advanced Practice Registered Nurses]) [30], (2) managers, and (3) IT employees.
If the contact person belonged to one of these groups, they were also asked to participate. Once the stakeholders had agreed to participate, an interview was scheduled with each person individually. In total, 8 hospitals were approached, of which 7 agreed to participate, and 21 subjects participated in the study. No ethical review is needed for this type of study. All participants were informed about the purpose of the study, and participation was voluntary. Verbal consent for audio recording the interviews was obtained for every participant. All data were analyzed and presented anonymously.

Data Collection Procedure

The interviews were conducted by the first author (LK). A few days before the interview, each participant received a confirmation email suggesting a scheduled date and time. A document was attached describing the objectives of the study and a topic list for the interview. We also added our own definition of a typical patient portal: “a personal digital environment, facilitated by a health care institution, for example a hospital. Patients need to login to the portal to get access to, for example, their medical file (with results), patient information and appointments. Patients can also fill in questionnaires and receive personalized advice regarding, for example, quality of life and physical activity.” We used a semistructured interview that was structured by applying the comprehensive model of Grol and Wensing [26] that summarizes the barriers to and facilitators of change in health care practice. This model describes 6 levels at which barriers and facilitators can occur: (1) innovation: patient portal; (2) individual professional; (3) patient; (4) social context; (5) organizational context; and (6) economic and political context. All these barriers and facilitators are described in Table 1.

All interviews were performed by telephone and lasted for, on average, 20 min. Participants were first asked for their consent to make audio recordings of the interviews. Then, the purpose of the interview was introduced, and subjects were asked if they received the introductory email. This email was then briefly discussed such that the subjects were aware of the topics to be discussed. After that, questions were asked about participants’ characteristics, such as their age and work experience. To make sure an unambiguous definition of a patient portal was used, participants were asked what their definition of a patient portal was, and if necessary, it was complemented with our definition. Then, we asked them about their perceived barriers to and facilitators of patient portal implementation at all 6 levels [26]. If necessary, for example, if the question was unclear, the interviewer provided examples (and these were also sent per email). At the end of the interview, the participants were asked to suggest additional topics or issues, if any, that had not yet been covered. The interviews were in Dutch, and the questions in Multimedia Appendix 1 are translations.

Data Analysis

The first author transcribed all interviews verbatim. Two researchers (LK and WG) independently selected text fragments that reflected a barrier to or facilitator of portal implementation and coded the transcripts in Excel according to the model of Grol and Wensing [26]. A directed content approach was used, which is mainly a deductive approach as a pre-existing model is used for coding [31]. If quotes did not fit into the Grol and Wensing model [26], we looked for categories from the McGinn model [21], which was developed for implementation of EHRs. These models have considerable overlap, but the Grol and Wensing model [26] mainly covers socio-dynamic factors, whereas the McGinn model [21] also covers technical and portal characteristics. For the remaining quotes we created new categories, which is an inductive approach. To enhance clarity and unambiguity of the categories, we renamed them to better reflect the nature of being a barrier or a facilitator. A complete overview of the categories is presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. Coding was discussed between LK and WG until consensus was reached. Saturation of the data was checked by the first author by assessing (post hoc) the percentage of new categories appearing with the analysis of every subsequent hospital.

Results

Characteristics of the Subjects

In total, we interviewed 21 stakeholders from 7 hospitals. We included 3 from each hospital including medical professionals (n=7), managers (n=7), and IT employees (n=7). The stakeholder group labeled medical professionals consisted of medical specialists (n=4) and nurse practitioners (n=3). The group of managers included a medical director (n=1), hospital division or department managers (n=5), and a project manager (n=1). IT employees were application specialists or managers (n=3), an IT manager (n=1), an IT architect and information manager (n=1), and a patient portal project manager (n=2). Mean age was 44.8 years (SD 6.7; range 25-61) and 57% (12/21) were female. We included 6 respondents (6/21, 29%) from UMCs, 9 respondents (9/21, 43%) from teaching hospitals, and 6 (6/21, 29%) from general hospitals. Participants’ work experience varied from 6 years or less (10/21, 48%) to more than 21 years.

Table 1. Barriers and facilitators at various levels of Grol and Wensing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Grol and Wensing [26]</th>
<th>Examples of barriers and facilitators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation: patient portal</td>
<td>Accessibility, attractiveness, and credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual professional</td>
<td>Knowledge, attitude, and motivation to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Knowledge, skills, and attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social context</td>
<td>Opinions of colleagues, culture of the networks, and collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational context</td>
<td>Organization of care processes, staff, and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and political context</td>
<td>Financial arrangements, regulations, and policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviews were in Dutch, and the questions in Multimedia Appendix 1 are translations.
An overview of participants’ characteristics is listed in Table 2.

**Barriers to and Facilitators of Patient Portal Implementation**

In total, we selected 376 quotes and identified 26 barriers and 28 facilitators. The results are presented according to the 6 levels of the Grol and Wensing model [26]. The full list of all barriers and facilitators—including the number of subjects for each stakeholder group—is presented in Multimedia Appendix 3. After the inclusion of 7 hospitals (using purposive sampling), we analyzed the data saturation. The data were found to be saturated, meaning that after analyzing the first 6 hospitals, no new categories emerged from the transcripts of the final hospital. We therefore did not include further hospitals.

Due to the high number of identified barriers and facilitators, only those common to all stakeholder groups (medical professionals, managers, and IT employees) are presented here. To demonstrate the similarities and differences between stakeholder groups and between hospitals types, their most mentioned barriers and facilitators are presented as well.

**Barriers and Facilitators Common to All Stakeholder Groups**

In total, 13 barriers and 12 facilitators (Table 3) were identified that were common to all stakeholder groups. The most relevant barriers and facilitators for each level are presented based on the number of subjects (and percentage of the total subjects) and are highlighted in *italics*. Quotes are used to illustrate the barriers and facilitators for each level that were mentioned by the majority of the subjects.

---

### Table 2. Participants’ characteristics (N=21).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>12 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>7 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospital</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University medical centers</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching hospital</td>
<td>9 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General hospital</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work experience in current position in organization (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤5</td>
<td>10 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥21</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Barriers to and facilitators of patient portal implementation mentioned by all stakeholder groups and ranked by number of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and facilitators</th>
<th>Stakeholders, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical professionals (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation: patient portal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteeing privacy and security</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of accessibility</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of perceived usefulness</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitators</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of end users during implementation</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual professional</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitators</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude</td>
<td>3 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to change</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having knowledge</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social context</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitators</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude or opinion of medical professionals</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational context</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time and increased workload</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation-averse culture</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of suitable specialist staff</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting organization of care processes is difficult</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure of the organization</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in task and new responsibilities</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management support</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication to promote the portal</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation-oriented culture</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic and political context</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barrier</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating laws and regulations</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Innovation: Patient Portal

Barriers

Lack of perceived usefulness, lack of accessibility, and guaranteeing privacy and security were identified as barriers for portal implementation. Important reasons related to the privacy and security were the regulations, the availability of privacy-sensitive information on the portal, and the requirements for a safe login. The login or authorization method used in the Netherlands—the so-called digital identity DigiD with additional text messaging verification—was mentioned very frequently and can therefore be considered a major barrier. This DigiD login consists of a username and password of the user’s own choice and provides citizens with access to hundreds of government websites in the Netherlands [32]:

The security is a barrier for both the organization, and the implementation of the portal, as well for patients. The moment we secure the data according to the law and regulations, we notice that the use is not what it could be. [Manager, university medical center]

Due to the privacy and security aspects, accessibility of the portal is increasingly becoming a limitation, and this was mainly because of the requirement for a DigiD login. Subjects mentioned lack of perceived usefulness because the portal implementation can lead to discord and practical difficulties. In addition, the portal only provides information for one health care institution, so patients do not have a complete overview of their health information.

Facilitators

Perceived usefulness, attractiveness, perceived ease of use, and participation of end users during implementation were seen as facilitators for implementation. All subjects (n=21) see perceived usefulness as a facilitator because the implementation of a patient portal could result in fewer consults, less paperwork, higher quality of care, and financial savings. Also for patients, multiple benefits were listed, including more involvement in their treatment, more transparency, and better accessibility of information:

...a lot of professionals are very tense about it. They are used to have the control when they get in touch with a patient or have an appointment with a patient. Now it is possible for patients to interfere with this. Doctors and other professionals are tense about that. So that is a barrier for implementation. [Manager, teaching hospital]

However, positive attitude or opinion of medical professionals was seen as a barrier and a facilitator by all stakeholder groups. They stated that this is because of doctors’ resistance regarding transparency of medical information, negative outcome expectancy because they think they will receive more questions and phone calls, and they are sometimes afraid to lose control:

...a lot of professionals are very tense about it. They are used to have the control when they get in touch with a patient or have an appointment with a patient. Now it is possible for patients to interfere with this. Doctors and other professionals are tense about that. So that is a barrier for implementation. [Manager, teaching hospital]

Social Context

Barrier and Facilitator

Negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals was seen as a barrier and a facilitator by all stakeholder groups. They stated that this is because of doctors’ resistance regarding transparency of medical information, negative outcome expectancy because they think they will receive more questions and phone calls, and they are sometimes afraid to lose control:

There is also an explicit request from the medical staff to support, what they call patient IT, so that is positive. [IT employee, general hospital]

Organizational Context

Barriers

Lack of resources, lack of time and increased workload, innovation-averse hospital culture, lack of suitable specialist staff, and increased workload were identified as barriers. Lack of resources was seen as a barrier, and although material resources—such as a lack of advanced IT materials—can be a reason, mainly the lack of human resources was mentioned by stakeholders. These
resources are not only essential for implementation but also to maintain the portal and to ensure the continuity of service to patients, once the portal has been implemented. IT employees are especially important because this process requires specific knowledge. This technical knowledge is often lacking in hospitals, and it may therefore be necessary to hire suitable specialist staff. This means that there should be enough money to attract resources, which can be a problem because the budgets of hospitals are limited:

An organization has limited resources nowadays, so yes that is a barrier. It is not that we can open a cash box and say we will hire 20 more people to finish this together. That is not how it works. [Medical professional, teaching hospital]

The innovation-averse culture in hospitals is often identified as a barrier. One reason for this is that each person wants to give his or her opinion (about the portal), and that all opinions need to be taken into account, which inevitably slows down the implementation. Health care is also seen as essentially conservative—especially by managers—meaning that health care organizations and professionals need to get used to a new medium such as a patient portal.

These new services may affect hospitals' care processes, which can be difficult to adjust. Patients usually have access to their portal 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If they experience a problem or they ask a question, it should be addressed quickly, and this may not always be possible. Adjusting the organization of care processes might be necessary, for example, concerning the transparency of medical information on the portal. Adjusting these care processes can be a barrier because they are sometimes ambiguous and usually difficult to change. This may also lead to changes in tasks and new responsibilities for the staff. New tasks or changes in existing work processes and responsibilities may result in informing patients about the portal and answering questions that arise when reading medical information on the portal. But also lack of time and increased workload was noted as a barrier, and the time investment required from medical professionals was especially seen as a problem. Furthermore, organizational structures can also hinder implementation for the reason that each division in a hospital tends to have its own management, policy agreements, and prioritizing approach.

Facilitators

Management support, communication to promote the portal, and innovation-oriented culture were seen as facilitators. The support of hospitals’ management can facilitate portal implementation, especially when there is a hospital-wide strategy on eHealth—and patient portals—available. On the other hand, if this is missing, then that can be a barrier to implementation. Management support and approval can also be a facilitator; it can help the organization to focus on the implementation instead of on the internal discussion whether or not to implement the portal:

...the decision of the board means everything, because then you are not going to discuss if we are going to do it and why but we are going to do this and how [...] that is an absolute must and facilitator for this kind of project to be implemented. [IT employee, university medical center]

Clear communication (to promote the portal) was indicated to be facilitating and relevant for staff because it can reduce professionals’ misunderstanding, for example, regarding functionalities on the portal. Sessions to inspire staff about eHealth can facilitate implementation, and hospitals can use publicity to raise awareness about the availability of the portal and thereby increase accessibility for patients.

An innovation-oriented culture can help for the reason that the implementation is supported by the organization, the staff are stimulated and feel motivated, and there is a positive mood.

Economic and Political Context

Barrier

Financial difficulties were seen as a barrier mainly because funding is often a problem, and technical adjustments are expensive. In addition, the reimbursement for certain applications, for example, e-consults, has not yet been arranged:

The barrier is that it is not directly insured care, it is a bit luxurious (to provide it to patients now). So you have to find funding for it. [Medical professional, general hospital]

Facilitator

Facilitating laws and regulations can be beneficial, and especially the support by the government in the Netherlands for portal implementation is seen as a facilitator.

Comparison of Stakeholder Groups

We found similarities between stakeholders, for example, regarding perceived usefulness, but also differences (Table 4). Overall, the findings regarding lack of resources were fairly similar among the groups, although the majority (5/7, 71%) of the IT employees also mentioned that there are sufficient resources available. Guaranteeing privacy and security was mentioned by both managers (5/7, 71%) and IT employees (5/7, 71%) as a barrier. The majority of medical professionals (4/7, 57%) and managers (5/7, 71%) mentioned lack of sufficient eHealth literacy of patients as a barrier.

However, we also found differences between stakeholder groups. The negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals was often seen as a barrier, especially by medical professionals. They were most often negative about providing patients with medical information via the patient portal because they were afraid it would lead to more work (such as more questions from patients), and they were worried about losing control. A remarkable finding is that all the managers (7/7, 100%) see their own positive attitude as a facilitator; however, this is true for only less than the half (3/7, 43%) of the other groups. All the medical professionals mentioned the perceived usefulness of the portal, but they (4/7, 57%) also indicated a lack of perceived usefulness because they think that the portal can lead to practical problems. However, the majority of this group is motivated to change (4/7, 57%) compared with only a minority in the other 2 stakeholder groups (both 2/7, 29%).
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Table 4. Top 3 barriers and facilitators for each stakeholder group and ranked by number of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and facilitators by stakeholder group</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical professionals (n=7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties (−)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of perceived usefulness (−)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to change (+)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy (−)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals (−)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time and increased workload (−)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managers (n=7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude (+)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties (−)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteeing privacy and security (−)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy (−)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IT employees (n=7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)</td>
<td>7 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteeing privacy and security (−)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient resources (+)</td>
<td>5 (71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*+*"* indicates facilitator.

*−* indicates barrier.

*IT*: information technology.

**Comparison of Hospital Types**

In Table 5, the top 3 barriers and facilitators for each hospital type are listed. A complete overview of all barriers and facilitators—including the number of subjects for each hospital type—is presented in Multimedia Appendix 4. Differences were found in the barriers mentioned by subjects from different hospital types. The majority (5/6, 80%) of subjects from UMCs mentioned lack of accessibility as a barrier, and the difficult login method was especially seen as a barrier in these hospitals. The majority (5/6, 80%) of subjects from general hospitals think that the positive attitude or opinion of medical professionals will facilitate implementation because medical professionals are enthusiastic. Lack of time and increased workload is also an important barrier in general hospitals because everybody is already always busy. Along with the differences, we also found similarities between the 3 hospital types. Perceived usefulness was mentioned by all subjects (21/21, 100%), but also lack of resources was seen in every hospital type as an important barrier. The UMCs and general hospitals see that the lack of sufficient eHealth literacy can hinder patient portal use. The most similarities were found between the 3 hospital types. Perceived usefulness, guaranteeing privacy and security, and financial difficulties were mentioned by the majority of subjects in both teaching and general hospitals. This is an important difference from the UMCs, which can perhaps be explained by differences in the financing of these hospital types.
Table 5. Barriers and facilitators—top 3 for each hospital type and ranked by number of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and facilitators by hospital type</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UMCs</strong>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (n=6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of accessibility (−)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching hospitals</strong> (n=9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)</td>
<td>9 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>7 (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties (−)</td>
<td>7 (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteeing privacy and security (−)</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude (+)</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General hospitals</strong> (n=6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness (+)</td>
<td>6 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude (+)</td>
<td>5 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteeing privacy and security (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude or opinion of medical professionals (+)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time and increased workload (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties (−)</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>UMC: university medical center.
<sup>b</sup>“+” indicates facilitator.
<sup>c</sup>“−” indicates barrier.

Comparison of Hospitals With and Without an Implemented Patient Portal

Although we did not explicitly ask the included hospitals in which phase of implementation they were, we could deduce this from the interviews. In total, we included 7 hospitals. Two of these hospitals had no patient portal but were planning implementation. Three hospitals had minimal experience with portals—small pilots with limited functionalities or a classic portal version—but were also in the implementation phase. Only 2 hospitals had an active patient portal; however, stakeholders of one hospital mentioned they were still implementing to extend their current functionalities. In Table 6, we list the barriers and facilitators that were mentioned by (at least one stakeholder) all the included hospitals both with a patient portal (n=2) and without a patient portal (n=5). A complete overview is presented in Multimedia Appendix 5. Although there were similarities (eg, financial difficulties, lack of sufficient eHealth literacy), we also found differences. All hospitals without a patient portal mentioned negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals and lack of specialist staff as barriers. These factors could negatively influence implementation. Although the hospitals with a patient portal see barriers for the implementation of their patient portals, they also mentioned multiple facilitators, for example, perceived ease of use, motivation to change, and sufficient resources. The barriers lack of a generic guideline (n=1) and participation of end users during implementation (n=1) were only mentioned by hospitals with a patient portal. Lack of a generic guideline was a barrier expressed by a manager (n=1), meaning that it could have been beneficial for implementation if there would have been coordination or a standard format. All stakeholders of one hospital that had implemented a portal noticed participation of end users during implementation. In that case, they referred back to the implementation and stated that it was useful to involve end users—both patients and health care professionals—during implementation and for each hospital division to be well represented in the project organization.
Table 6. Barriers and facilitators mentioned by all hospitals (at least one subject per hospital) with and without a patient portal and ranked by total number of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and facilitators of hospitals with and without a patient portal</th>
<th>Hospitals with a patient portal, n (%)</th>
<th>Hospitals without a patient portal, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barriers and facilitators common for hospitals with and without a patient portal (ie, unanimously reported by hospitals of both groups)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial difficulties</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient eHealth literacy</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of resources</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attitude or opinion of colleagues in general</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>6 (100)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers and facilitators only reported unanimously by hospitals with a patient portal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barriers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time and increased workload</td>
<td>4 (67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation-averse culture</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusting organization of care processes</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structures of the organization</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in task and new responsibilities</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facilitators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>3 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to change</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having knowledge</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive attitude or opinion of medical professionals</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good collaboration with colleagues</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient resources</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducive financial arrangements</td>
<td>2 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers only reported unanimously by hospitals without a patient portal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative attitude or opinion of medical professionals</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of suitable specialist staff</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*=2 hospitals; *n*=6 subjects.  
*b*=5 hospitals; *n*=15 subjects.

Discussion

Summary of Main Findings

In this study, we have presented an overview of the barriers and facilitators related to patient portal implementation among various stakeholders within the hospital organization. In total, we identified 26 barriers and 28 facilitators. Positive factors related to perceived usefulness (eg, cost savings, accessibility for patients to their information) were mentioned by all subjects. The facilitators individuals’ positive attitude and management support (eg, strategy plan for eHealth and patient portals) were also mentioned by majority of the subjects. The main barriers reported were lack of resources (especially lack of staff), financial difficulties (high costs, lack of reimbursement), and guaranteeing privacy and security (eg, strict regulations). We want to emphasize that no inferences can be drawn about the prevalence of phenomena observed beyond the current sample.

We found several similarities between stakeholders (eg, regarding perceived usefulness) but also remarkable differences that highlight the importance of involving multiple stakeholders. One interesting finding is that approximately half the medical professionals see their own positive attitude and motivation to change as facilitators. Although medical professionals’ motivation to change is the highest of all stakeholder groups, lack of time and increased workload was perceived by them as a barrier. Apparently, they are willing to change, but at the same time, they assume that they do not have enough time to achieve implementation and portal use. The barriers guaranteeing
privacy and security and lack of resources were mentioned by the majority of IT employees. This shows the challenges this group is dealing with when implementing a secure portal. Managers were the only group of which all (7/7, 100%) stated that they had a positive attitude. This is in clear contrast with the proportion of medical professionals and IT employees (both 3/7, 43%). Managers also stand out in their statements about the culture with more than the half of the managers (4/7, 57%) thinking the culture is hindering implementation, whereas only a minority of both the medical professionals (1/7, 14%) and IT employees (1/7, 14%) stated this. Managers mentioned that hospital culture is conservative and slow to change.

Comparison With Previous Research

Koivunen et al [28] identified nurses’ barriers and facilitators regarding portal implementation. Their findings were comparable with ours; for example, concerning the barriers lack of resources and lack of time. However, in their study, nurses were included and were mainly negative because they had doubts about the benefits of the portal; moreover, they were unwilling to use a new technical tool because they believed that their primary tasks are to be more important. This differs from our findings as we found positive attitudes among all included stakeholders (medical professionals, managers, and IT employees), and all our subjects mentioned perceived usefulness as a facilitator for patient portal implementation. One reason for these differences may be the selection of stakeholders, as we focused on those directly involved and did not include nurses, only medical doctors and nurse practitioners (“Advanced Practice Registered Nurses”) [30]. Keplinger et al [27] also considered physicians’ attitudes regarding patient portal implementation. Some of their findings are in line with ours, for example, the expected increase in workload and positive attitudes regarding the patient portal. However, they also found differences in attitudes both before and after implementation. For example, before implementation, more than half of the physicians assumed that their workload would increase, whereas only one-third actually experienced such an increase in workload.

McGinn et al [21] showed the relevance of including the perspectives of various stakeholders regarding EHR implementation. Their results are both similar and different from our results. They found that the main factors common to all stakeholder groups were found at various levels and included “perceived ease of use,” “costs,” “motivation to use EHR,” and “privacy and security concerns.” These findings are similar to ours because financial difficulties, guaranteeing privacy and security, and positive attitude were mentioned by the majority of our subjects. The use of the internet and other electronic applications is becoming increasingly common in health care [33], and patients’ eHealth literacy needs to be taken into account. Participation of end users during implementation was mentioned as a facilitator and can be used to focus on the eHealth literacy of the users.

McGinn et al [21] argue that the consideration of various stakeholder opinions may contribute to successful EHR implementations. Similarities with and differences from our results were found. The main factors common to all stakeholder groups were found at various levels and included “design and technical concerns,” “costs,” “lack of time and workload,” and “privacy and security.” The findings are similar to ours, and this can be the case because both EHRs as well as patient portals are complex technologies that affect multiple levels of an organization. However, we also found differences because in our study, perceived usefulness and lack of sufficient eHealth literacy (patients) were mentioned by the majority of the subjects. Lack of accessibility (because of login methods perceived as difficult) was mentioned by almost half of the subjects. This difference can be due to an EHR being primarily aimed at professionals and a patient portal being primarily intended as a service for patients. The differences found among these implementation studies highlight the importance of identifying barriers and facilitators for each technology separately taking into account the perspectives of the several stakeholder groups that are involved.

Implementation Frameworks and Models

There are many implementation models, and they have considerable overlap [34]. A combination of 2 models was used for categorization of the selected quotes, that is, the model of Grol and Wensing [26] for socio-dynamic factors and by McGinn [21] mainly for portal characteristic and technical factors. Although this combination of frameworks appeared to be a feasible approach, we also added categories and renamed existing ones, so they better match with our findings. An essential difference between our approach and, the CFIR framework is that in our study, patients are included as a separate factor, whereas in the CFIR framework, they are part of the “outer setting” [24]. In the FITT framework, separate categories such as “social context” and “organizational context” are missing, and the aspects related to social interaction, for example, are categorized under “individual” within the FITT model. We found these categories to be relevant as a separate level because many subjects reported on them [25]. In the McGinn model [21], a subcategory is “participation of end users during the design,” which does not cover all the input we received, particularly because it is not aimed at the complete implementation process. One of the added categories is participation of end users during implementation. Another new category is sufficient eHealth literacy, which encompasses the skills and knowledge necessary to use electronic applications [33]. The models we used only address patients’ skills and knowledge [26] and applicability—of EHR implementation—to patients’ characteristics [21]. Patients’ lack of eHealth literacy was identified as a barrier by the majority of the subjects.

Practical Suggestions and Insights for Portal Implementations

Our findings suggest that implementation is affected by barriers and facilitators at various levels. McGinn et al [21] describe 3 key levels: the macro, meso, and micro levels. We present some suggestions and insights for organizations that intend to implement a patient portal.

Micro Level: Individual and Social Factors

Our findings suggest that stakeholders’ positive attitudes can contribute to implementation. They greatly value their
colleagues’ opinions, so apparently this can play a crucial role in the implementation process. Clear communication with all stakeholders during the implementation process and about the patient portal functionalities can increase stakeholders’ understanding and can help to avoid misunderstandings.

**Meso Level: Organizational and Operational Developments**

The implementation can be affected by operational factors in the organization [21]; for example, lack of resources, management support, and lack of suitable specialist staff. To successfully implement a patient portal, a project team is essential that includes resources and staff with technical knowledge about patient portals and implementation processes. Management support is important; for example, by including the plan for portal implementation in their organizational strategy. Organizations should also be aware that the implementation of a patient portal is not only a technical implementation but also involves a change in the organizational socio-dynamics, including changes in employees’ tasks, new responsibilities, and a shift in control from health care professionals to patients.

**Macro Level: Sociopolitical Influences**

Governments in Western countries are increasingly promoting and supporting portal implementation and use. In the United States, financial support is generated by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and arranged by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The goal of these incentive programs is to support the implementation [35], adoption, and “meaningful use” of the EHRs [6,35,36]. This includes, for example, providing patients with access to or acquiring an electronic copy of their health data [36]. In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Health and the Dutch Hospital Association developed a funding program to support information exchange for both patients and professionals. The ultimate goal of this program is that in 2020, all Dutch people will have access to their own medical information. Therefore, all institutions must have a patient portal by the end of 2019 or a link to a Personal Health Record (PHR) to which the institution can upload medical information [37]. Government commitment thus can be beneficial for hospitals, especially in view of the opportunities for funding. Hospitals can exploit governments’ ambitions and policies and patient representatives demands, for example, to make EHR data accessible for every patient, as a motivation to facilitate implementation.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations. First, we used semistructured interviews in which we provided participants with prompts/examples for each level. Providing subjects with examples may have restricted participants in their answers about new barriers and facilitators or to “think outside the box” on these topics, so we might have missed factors. However, we used the combined models of Grol and Wensing [26] and McGinn et al [21], and many stakeholders mentioned barriers and facilitators that fell outside our scope. Although we have confidence in the richness of the current data, we already reached data saturation after 6 hospitals, limiting the total number of hospitals and subjects. There were also differences in the included hospitals with regard to the phase of patient portal implementation. Some had already provided a portal, whereas others were in the middle of the implementation process or had no portal at all. Although we found only limited differences between the hospitals with and without an implemented patient portal, this could still have introduced bias into the responses because of the recall or the imagination of information. This means that the results might have been influenced by the current state of hospitals because participants sometimes had to recall information from the time of implementation or had to imagine an implementation process (if there is no portal or no implementation).

Although we presented many different types of barriers and facilitators, we acknowledge that quantity should not be taken as a proxy for importance. We therefore added quotes to the results so as to highlight the specific nature of specific barriers and facilitators. For data analysis, we used a directed content analysis (deductive) approach. This can be a possible limitation because we started with an already existing model with defined categories. However, as the methods allows, we did not completely hold on to the categories in the models as we added additional categories ourselves and renamed the existing (generic) categories to barriers and facilitators that better fit our findings. Despite these limitations this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first qualitative study to identify barriers and facilitators for patient portal implementation involving multiple stakeholder groups.

**Future Perspectives and Research Directions**

Instead of organizing health care around professionals and institutions, some contend that it should increasingly be arranged around patients [2]. In a recent review, we found little evidence for the efficacy of IT-supported shared care [38]; however, many initiatives exist that may facilitate patient-centered or shared care. We already see movement in this direction as information systems are evolving from purely organizational to regional and even international systems [39]. For instance, a PHR is an example of an application in which patients can access their health information that has been collected from various health care institutions but is controlled by the patients [40]. In several European countries, these national systems have already been introduced. For example, in France, there is a national initiative called “Dossier Médical Personnel,” which is accessible over the internet. The information is uploaded by the involved clinicians; however, patients are in charge about what is included in the portal and who is authorized to access it. In Estonia, health professionals transfer information into a system called the “Estonian Health Information System,” providing patients with information via a patient portal [41]. These initiatives show a shift from hospital-financed, -owned, and -managed health records for which access is granted through portals, toward PHRs in which providers upload the data and ownership by patients is facilitated. The present uptake/compliance rates of portals are however still rather low (seldom above 50%), so this is an aspect that should receive attention if widespread use is foreseen.
Future research is necessary to confirm the practical utility of our proposed model when used among various stakeholder groups and to test whether it is useful to tailor implementation strategies to these various stakeholders, and organizations, taking possible development routes into account. In addition, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the association between patient portal implementation and patient portal adoption (ie, actual uptake and use by patients). One important element we identified is eHealth literacy, and this should ideally be included in the implementation and evaluation strategies for health technology tools. Moreover, the expectations before implementations and the experiences afterward can vary among health care professionals [27] and patients [11]. Further research into “satisfiers” determining the attitude of professionals toward using these technologies is recommended because evidence of the effectiveness of technology-related aspects on patient empowerment and on health outcomes is a strong facilitator.

Conclusions
Patient portal implementation is a complex process that is not just a technical process, but it also affects an organization and its staff. We found barriers and facilitators at various levels that differed depending on hospital types (eg, lack of accessibility) and stakeholder groups (eg, sufficient resources) in terms of several factors. Our findings underscore the importance of involving multiple stakeholders in portal implementation projects. We identified a set of barriers and facilitators, which are likely to be useful in making strategic and efficient portal implementation plans.
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Abstract

Background: OpenNotes, a national initiative to share clinicians’ visit notes with patients, can improve patient engagement, but effects on vulnerable populations are not known very well.

Objective: Our aim is to examine the importance of visit notes to nonwhite and less educated patients.

Methods: Patients at an urban academic medical center with an active patient portal account and ≥1 available ambulatory visit note over the prior year were surveyed during June 2016 until September 2016. The survey was designed with patients and families and assessed importance of reading notes (scale 0-10) for (1) understanding health conditions, (2) feeling informed about care, (3) understanding the provider’s thought process, (4) remembering the plan of care, and (5) making decisions about care. We compared the proportion of patients reporting 9-10 (extremely important) for each item stratified by education level, race/ethnicity, and self-reported health. Principal component analysis and correlation measures supported a summary score for the 5 items (Cronbach alpha=93). We examined factors associated with rating notes as extremely important to engage in care using logistic regression.

Results: Of 24,722 patients, 6913 (27.96%) completed the survey. The majority (6736/6913, 97.44%) read at least one note. Among note readers, 74.0% (727/982) of patients with ≤high school education, 70.7% (130/184) of black patients, and 69.9% (153/219) of Hispanic/Latino patients reported that notes are extremely important to feel informed about their care. The majority of less educated and nonwhite patients reported notes as extremely important to remember the care plan (62.4%, 613/982 ≤high school education; 62.0%, 114/184 black patients; and 61.6%, 135/219 Hispanic/Latino patients) and to make care decisions (62.3%, 612/982; 59.8%, 110/184; and 58.5%, 128/219, respectively, and P<.003 for all comparisons to more educated and white patients, respectively). Among patients with the poorest self-reported health, 65.9% (499/757) found notes extremely important to be informed and to understand the provider. On multivariable modeling, less educated patients were nearly three times as likely to report notes were extremely important to engage in care compared with the most educated patients (odds ratio [OR] 2.9, 95% CI 2.4-3.3). Nonwhite patients were twice as likely to report the same compared with white patients (OR 2.0, 95% CI 1.5-2.7 [black] and OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.6-2.9 [Hispanic/Latino and Asian], P<.001 for each comparison). Healthier patients, women, older patients, and those who read more notes were more likely to find notes extremely important to engage in care.

Conclusions: Less educated and nonwhite patients using the portal each assigned higher importance to reading notes for several health behaviors than highly educated and white patients, and may find transparent notes especially valuable for understanding their health and engaging in their care. Facilitating access to notes may improve engagement in health care for some vulnerable populations who have historically been more challenging to reach.

doi:10.2196/jmir.9196
Introduction

As patients seek access to their health information, electronic health records (EHRs) have become increasingly central to health care delivery [1]. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services meaningful use incentives have prompted a rapid rise in the number of health care organizations that have implemented EHRs and accompanying Web-based patient portals to increase patient engagement [2]. Among patients engaging with their electronic health data, portal use has been associated with clinical benefits, such as increased rates of diabetes-related medication adherence [3,4]. In addition, patients who access visit notes on the portal report better understanding of their health conditions, feeling more prepared for visits, feeling more in control of health care, better remembering the care plan, and better taking medications as prescribed [5]. Similar results have been reported among US veterans, a population that may represent older, low income, or chronically ill Americans [6,7]. However, potential benefits derived from portal use may be influenced by many factors, including education, age, race/ethnicity, health literacy, and health status [8]. Such factors may, therefore, prevent some traditionally more vulnerable patient populations from realizing the potential benefits of electronic health information transparency [9-11].

The effects of health technology on the digital divide are actively debated. Studies report that nonwhite patients and those with fewer formal years of education are less likely to register for patient portals compared with less vulnerable patient populations [12-19]. However, other studies have found that once patients are enrolled on the patient portal, actual portal use may not differ by race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status [15]. Although digital disparities exist, some data suggest that the gap is narrowing over time [20,21]. For instance, in 2016, 68% of Internet users had less than a high school education, compared with 41% in 2010 [20]. Between 2010 and 2016, the gap in Internet utilization in general among black users compared with white users nearly closed (85% vs 88%, respectively) [20]. In addition, at least some patients in safety net hospitals are interested in using electronic communication with their providers [22]. Disadvantaged patients may lack access to information needed to make informed care decisions [5], and at the same time, may be at the highest risk of negative health outcomes. Although some experts warn that patient portals and other electronic health (eHealth) innovations may widen disparities in care [12,19], others point out that with literacy-appropriate, user-centered design and better support, such health technology can play an important role to help bridge the divide [4,23].

OpenNotes, a national movement dedicated to making health care more open and transparent by encouraging health care providers to share their visit notes with patients through the patient portal, is giving patients easier access to their medical information [5,24]. As access to visit notes through the patient portal spreads across the country [24,25], we are often asked about whether OpenNotes can benefit vulnerable patients. The question is complicated because the term vulnerable has been broadly interpreted to include any patients who are at risk of health disparities, with respect to race and ethnicity, income, education level, chronic illness, disability, English as a second language, and limited health literacy, among other definitions [26,27]. Little is known about whether and how each of these patient groups may be affected by electronic access to their notes, and whether they view note access as important to their health.

We aimed to better understand how a subset of vulnerable patients engages with their health information. We asked portal-registered patients how important notes are to them for several patient engagement and health behaviors. We hypothesized that patients of different racial and ethnic backgrounds, education levels, and health status may report variable degrees of note importance, and that this information could help guide organizational strategies to engage patients through the patient portal.

Methods

Survey Development

We conducted a cross-sectional survey of an adult patient population using the patient portal at an urban US academic medical center. To design the survey, we convened a multidisciplinary team of patients and family members (members of the Patient and Family Advisory Council), health care delivery researchers, nurses, doctors, social workers, and patient engagement and safety experts. This group met regularly to design the survey for 1 year. Survey item structure was adapted from prior published OpenNotes surveys, and new items were developed to focus more specifically on patient engagement and safety [5]. This analysis focused on demographic data and on a subset of survey items assessing patient-perceived importance of notes for various patient engagement activities.

The survey introduction explained open notes and included a screenshot to remind patients where their notes are accessed on the portal. Questions focused on notes (rather than portal use more generally). We asked participants who reported reading at least one note:

How important is reading your notes for:
1. Understanding your health and medical conditions
2. Feeling informed about your care
3. Understanding how your provider(s) are thinking about your medical conditions
4. Remembering the plan for your care (what the provider(s) suggests you do next)
5. Helping you make decisions about your care.

Response options for each item ranged from 0-10, displayed horizontally after each item and anchored with the words not at all important on one end and extremely important at the other. The response scale was selected to allow for greater granularity in assessing the importance of notes to patients of varying
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demographic backgrounds, as prior data suggested that, overall, the majority of patients supported the idea of OpenNotes [5]. We used administrative data to determine age, sex, number of notes available on the portal, and number of notes accessed.

The survey was reviewed for face validity by members of the Patient and Family Advisory Council and also underwent an external review by a survey scientist with expertise in development of national validated instruments assessing patient and family experience, and it was revised based on their feedback. We then performed formal cognitive testing with 3 additional patients of varying sociodemographic backgrounds. Final survey items relevant to this analysis are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Participants

Our survey sample consisted of a simple random sample of 31,049 patients at 1 urban US academic health center with active portal accounts and at least one available out-patient visit note available during the prior year. Participants were invited to complete the questionnaire through the patient portal between June 2016 and September 2016 and received up to 2 subsequent reminders. Ten raffle prizes (iPads) were used as incentives for survey participation.

Analysis

Patient Characteristics

We compared demographics, note availability, and note reading between respondents and nonrespondents using the chi-square test for categorical data and the Wilcoxon sign rank test or t test for continuous data.

Importance of Notes: Bivariate Analysis

We compared the proportion of patients reporting notes were extremely important (designated as 9-10 on a scale of 0-10), by bivariate analysis using the chi-squared test for each of the five health behaviors across the three sociodemographic factors of interest: (1) education, (2) race/ethnicity, and (3) self-reported health.

Multivariable Modeling

We used principal component analysis to assess the psychometric properties of the 5 survey items addressing the importance of notes for patient engagement activities. The 5 items showed good internal consistency and represented 1 domain (correlation analysis revealed a Cronbach alpha of .93, see Multimedia Appendix 2). We used a logistic regression model to assess independent demographic and portal use factors associated with reporting that notes are extremely important to engage in care. As our psychometric analysis supported a summary measure, we calculated the mean score of all 5 items, and used a mean summary score of 9-10 as the outcome of interest. We also ran the model for each of the 5 study questions independently to confirm the results. All statistical analyses were performed in SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The study was approved by our Institutional Review Board.

Results

Patient Characteristics

A total of 79.62% (24,722/31,049) invited patients logged on to the portal during the study period and among these, 27.96% (6913/24,722) of patients completed the survey (Figure 1).

The mean age of respondents was 56 years, 62.82% (4343/6913) were women and 82.41% (5697/6913) were white (Table 1). Among participants, 70.40% (4867/6913) reported a bachelor’s degree and 72.21% (4992/6913) held private insurance. Respondents and nonrespondents did not differ by gender and number of hospitalizations. However, compared with nonrespondents, patients who completed the survey were slightly older (51 vs 56 years) and more likely to use Medicare as their primary insurance (17.22%, 4156/24,136 vs 23.65%, 1635/6913). Both groups had a median of 7 notes available, but respondents accessed more notes than nonrespondents (median 4 vs 2). The majority of patients invited to participate in the study were white (77.03%, 23,917/31,049) and college graduates (63.76%, 19,797/31,049), as reflective of the patient population at our academic medical center. Compared with nonrespondents, participants were somewhat more likely to be white (75.49%, 18,220/24,136 vs 82.41%, 5697/6913) and a college graduate (61.86%, 14,930/24,136 vs 70.40%, 4867/6913). Additional participant characteristics and a comparison of respondents versus nonrespondents are shown in Table 1.

Importance of Notes: Bivariate Analysis

Among all 6913 respondents, 94.68% (6545/6913) reported reading at least one visit note during the prior 12 months, and an additional 2.76% (191/6913) patients read at least one note at some point in the past (126 patients reported never reading a note in the past, and 51 patients reported Don’t Know and were excluded from the importance of note-reading analysis; Figure 1). Among patients who reported reading at least one visit note, 6391 completed all 5 important items and were included in the analysis. The majority of these respondents reported that notes were important for engaging in their care across all five items (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Education

Overall, the majority of patients assigned high importance to reading notes, but there were significant differences between patients with varying formal education levels in all 5 survey items (P<.001 for all comparisons; Multimedia Appendix 3). Nearly three-fourths of less educated patients reported that notes are extremely important to feel informed about their care (74.0%, 727/982), and to understand how their provider(s) are thinking about their medical conditions (73.3%, 720/982). Compared with respondents with masters or doctorate education, patients with a high school education or less were twice as likely to report that notes are extremely important to remember the plan of care (36.15%, 1069/2957 vs 62.4%, 613/982), and help them make decisions about their care (37.37%, 1105/2957 vs 62.3%, 612/982).
Race/Ethnicity

We found significant differences among patients of nonwhite race/ethnicity reporting on the importance of notes for all 5 items ($P \leq 0.003$ for all comparisons). For example, 64.1% (118/184) of black respondents felt notes were extremely important to understand their health and medical conditions compared with 51.15% (2607/5097) of white respondents. Similarly, 62.0% (114/184) of black patients compared with 41.83% (2132/5097) of white patients reported notes were extremely important to remember the care plan, and 70.7% (130/184) of black patients rated notes as extremely important to understand how the provider is thinking about their medical conditions compared with 59.17% (3016/5097) of white patients. Hispanic/Latino patients and Asian patients also consistently reported higher importance of notes in all categories compared with white patients (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Self-Reported Health

Compared with healthier patients, patients with poorer self-reported health were as or more likely to ascribe high importance of notes to understand health conditions, understand how the provider is thinking, remember the care plan, and make decisions about their care ($P \leq 0.02$ for all comparisons except informed about care; Multimedia Appendix 3). Across all health strata, 62.4% to 65.9% of patients reported notes were extremely important to feel informed about care. Overall, the distribution of responses was U-shaped, with patients reporting excellent health and those reporting fair or poor health being most likely to indicate that notes were extremely important to engage in care, compared with those with very good or good self-reported health. The sickest patients were as, or more, likely to find notes extremely important for engaging in care than the healthiest patients.

Multivariable Modeling

Each of the variables described in the bivariate analysis remained significant in multivariable modeling (Table 2). Controlling for other demographic characteristics, patients with a high school education or less were more likely than those with more than a college education to report that notes are extremely important to engage in care (odds ratio [OR] 2.9, CI 2.4-3.3, $P<.001$). Similarly, controlling for other characteristics, nonwhite patients were more likely than white patients to report that notes are extremely important to engage in care (OR 2.0, CI 1.5-2.7, $P<.001$ for black patients, and OR 2.2, CI 1.7-2.9, $P<.001$ for Asian patients, and OR 2.2, CI 1.6-2.9, $P<.001$ for Hispanic or Latino patients). As in bivariate analysis, patients with excellent health remained more likely than those with very good or good health to report notes were extremely important. After accounting for race, education, and the other model factors, the sickest patients were as likely to report notes were extremely important as patients with good or very good health, but less likely to do so than those with excellent health (OR 0.7, CI 0.6-0.9, $P=.001$). Females compared with males, older patients compared with younger patients (by each incremental year of age), and patients who accessed more notes compared with those who accessed fewer notes (by each additional note accessed) were also more likely to report that notes were extremely important to engage in care, albeit with smaller effect sizes. Individual models for each of the 5 engagement items and a sensitivity analysis restricting the outcome to a mean of 10 on the summary score (rather than 9-10) revealed similar results (data not shown).
Table 1. Comparison of demographics and health care use across safety survey response status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics^a and health care use</th>
<th>Total (n=31,049)</th>
<th>Nonrespondents (n=24,136)</th>
<th>Respondents (n=6913)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian, n (%)</td>
<td>1737 (5.59)</td>
<td>1440 (5.97)</td>
<td>297 (4.30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, n (%)</td>
<td>1458 (4.70)</td>
<td>1187 (4.92)</td>
<td>271 (3.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino, n (%)</td>
<td>765 (2.46)</td>
<td>653 (2.71)</td>
<td>112 (1.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, n (%)</td>
<td>23917 (77.03)</td>
<td>18220 (75.49)</td>
<td>5697 (82.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other, n (%)</td>
<td>1531 (4.93)</td>
<td>1217 (5.04)</td>
<td>314 (4.54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown, n (%)</td>
<td>1641 (5.29)</td>
<td>1419 (5.88)</td>
<td>222 (3.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age in years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (range)</td>
<td>52 (19-101)</td>
<td>51 (19-101)</td>
<td>56 (19-96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>19371 (62.39)</td>
<td>15028 (62.26)</td>
<td>4343 (62.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
<td>11678 (37.61)</td>
<td>9108 (37.74)</td>
<td>2570 (37.18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school, n (%)</td>
<td>332 (1.07)</td>
<td>300 (1.24)</td>
<td>32 (0.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate, n (%)</td>
<td>6566 (21.15)</td>
<td>5233 (21.68)</td>
<td>1333 (19.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate, n (%)</td>
<td>19797 (63.76)</td>
<td>14930 (61.86)</td>
<td>4867 (70.40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown, n (%)</td>
<td>4354 (14.02)</td>
<td>3673 (15.22)</td>
<td>681 (9.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health insurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid, n (%)</td>
<td>1663 (5.36)</td>
<td>1390 (5.76)</td>
<td>273 (3.95)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare, n (%)</td>
<td>5791 (18.65)</td>
<td>4156 (17.22)</td>
<td>1615 (23.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private, n (%)</td>
<td>23,517 (75.74)</td>
<td>18,525 (76.75)</td>
<td>4992 (72.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-pay, n (%)</td>
<td>78 (0.25)</td>
<td>65 (0.27)</td>
<td>13 (0.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospitalization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.28^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalizations over prior year (median, range)</td>
<td>0 (0-17)</td>
<td>0 (0-17)</td>
<td>0 (0-12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notes available</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of notes available (median, IQR^c)</td>
<td>7 (4-13)</td>
<td>7 (4-13)</td>
<td>7 (4-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notes read</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of notes read (median, IQR)</td>
<td>3 (1-6)</td>
<td>2 (1-5)</td>
<td>4 (2-8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aDemographic data taken from administrative sources.

^bWilcoxon sign-rank test.

^cIQR: interquartile range.
Table 2. Odds ratios estimated using logistic regression of factors associated with reporting that notes are extremely important for five health behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education (reference: masters or doctoral)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates or bachelors</td>
<td>1.4 (1.3-1.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate or less</td>
<td>2.9 (2.4-3.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/ethnicity (reference: white)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2.2 (1.7-2.9)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>2.0 (1.5-2.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>2.2 (1.6-2.9)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/multiple races</td>
<td>1.4 (1.1-2.0)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-reported health (reference: excellent)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair or poor</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6-0.9)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6-0.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6-0.9)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (reference: male)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1-1.4)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of notes read</td>
<td>1.03 (1.02-1.04)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.01)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aObservations (n=464) excluded because of missing data.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings and Comparison With Prior Work**

Our study of nearly 7000 patient portal users reveals that less educated and nonwhite patients are each independently more likely to report that reading visit notes is extremely important to engage in their care than more educated and white patients. Our study reveals several insights that can help guide future research.

First, although clinicians and health care leaders may expect OpenNotes to most benefit tech-savvy, highly educated patients, our findings suggest that even after controlling for other demographic factors, less educated patients using the portal are nearly three times as likely to report that reading visit notes is extremely important to understand and engage in their care. Nearly three-fourths of patients with a high school education or less rated reading notes as extremely important for being informed about their care and for understanding the doctor’s thought process, and two-thirds reported the same for understanding their health conditions. Our findings resonate with other studies suggesting that although health literacy and access to technology are critical issues [21,28], portal registration may be a key actionable barrier to engagement for at least some patients with fewer years of formal education [14,17]. Among portal users, those with less formal education may find shared notes particularly valuable, perhaps because patients can return to their notes and review information at their own leisure and pace or share them with family or other sources of support after the visit is complete [29,30].

Irrespective of patient’s educational backgrounds, experts estimate that 40%-80% of health visit information is forgotten or misremembered by patients [31]. Information decay is even more pronounced when it is not written or when it is complex. In our study, differences between patients of varying educational backgrounds were particularly stark with respect to the importance of OpenNotes to help patients remember the care plan and make health decisions. These results suggest that sharing notes with patients (and less educated patients in particular) can be important first steps to enhancing adherence and shared decision making; future research focused on these areas is needed.

Second, our findings demonstrate that nonwhite patients were twice as likely to assign extremely high importance to OpenNotes for engaging in their care when compared with white respondents, suggesting that patients of different races and ethnicities may find transparent notes helpful. The health care professionals caring for such patients may also make use of open notes as a way to engage patients of varying backgrounds. Research shows that black patients have more distrust of the health care system compared with white patients, and that this distrust may stem from perceived differences between health care professionals’ values and their own, rather than from their perception of the provider’s competence per se [32,33]. Other ethnic groups such as Asian and Latino populations may also experience distrust [34] or feel that health care providers do not understand their background and values [35]. In our study, over 70% of nonwhite patients reported that reading notes was extremely important to understand how the provider thinks. As greater transparency can lead to greater levels of trust, the invitation to read visit notes may itself strengthen patient-clinician relationships [11]. OpenNotes may provide an opportunity for providers to mitigate distrust by spelling out their thought process. Health care providers who also document
a clear understanding of the patient’s concerns and values may take steps toward earning more trust, although further research is needed. However, lack of solicitation or understanding of patient values or use of judgmental language in notes could potentially exacerbate distrust of clinicians and may reinforce patient concerns about divergent priorities. Effects of clinician tone, language, and literacy writing levels in notes requires further study.

Finally, the relationship between self-reported health and importance of notes was more complex. On bivariate analysis, we noted a U-shaped distribution in the data, whereby patients with the highest and lowest self-reported health were most likely to report that notes were extremely important to engage in care across each of the five health behaviors. Overall, roughly two-thirds of patients with a range of poor to excellent health rated shared visit notes as extremely important to feel informed about their care. However, although prior studies suggest that chronically ill patients are more likely to report benefits from personalized health records [21,36], in our study, patients with poorest self-reported health were as likely as those with good or very good health to find notes extremely important for engaging in care, but patients with excellent health were most likely to do so after controlling for race, education, and other demographic factors. This finding may be attributable to several possible factors. For example, our assessment of health did not designate chronically ill patients from others, but rather relied on patient self-reported health, which may not correlate directly with chronic illness. Our population was healthy overall, and we did not have a large enough sample size to distinguish between patients with fair versus poor health, potentially diluting effects by our groupings. In addition, nonwhite patients and those with lower levels of education may have been disproportionately represented among patients with fair or poor health, and race and education demonstrated larger effect sizes. Finally, sicker patients may find notes are not as important because they are too ill or frail to consistently read notes. Instead, informal family and friend caregivers may be the individuals to benefit most from reading notes of sicker patients to remain informed about the patient’s care, as suggested in other studies [37,38]. Future research with larger patient populations who have poor health may help better explore these effects.

About two-thirds (66%) of patients with poor/fair health and 62% of patients with excellent health reported notes were extremely important to understand how the provider is thinking. Better understanding the provider’s thought process may help patients across the health spectrum see the rationale for health recommendations, potentially influencing adherence to treatment plans [39]. As OpenNotes is centered on transparency, and transparency improves trust, it may also be a first step toward improving trust between clinicians and patients, which is itself associated with greater adherence [3,40]. Taken together, our findings reinforce prior studies demonstrating that among patients who use their personalized health record, those with fewer formal years of education and lower income are more likely to feel they have learned about their health care, ask their doctor a question they may not have asked before, or do something specific to improve their health [21,36].

We were intrigued to find that older female patients were more likely to view notes as extremely important, perhaps because women and the elderly may be less assertive, and may find answers to their questions in notes (rather than having to ask the doctor), although the effect was small and this hypothesis requires formal testing. Similarly, patients who read more notes were more likely to report they were extremely important, suggesting that greater use of notes is associated with greater value (perhaps not surprisingly), although the effect size was small. Further research may better differentiate the effects of reading notes for patients who have more visits (and therefore more notes), patients who read notes more frequently, and those who read notes repeatedly.

There is ongoing debate about whether technologic innovations in eHealth will increase or decrease health disparities [3]. Hospitals, health care systems, and clinicians may not prioritize portal registration or other electronic health information engagement for less educated or nonwhite or patients, operating under the assumption that these groups are less likely to benefit. Our findings add to a growing evidence base suggesting that challenging these assumptions may prove important, particularly as health care provider endorsement remains a key predictor of portal use [41,42]. Our findings highlight that at least some patients who are less educated and nonwhite are very interested in accessing their notes on the portal and are two to three times as likely to find them valuable for various patient engagement and health care activities. Better understanding their health conditions may help patients feel better prepared for their visits and more informed for making decisions about their care [5,29]. As trust has been linked with shared decision making in minority populations [43], greater transparency may support patient engagement through stronger relationships with clinicians, provided clinicians use this tool to demonstrate an understanding and appreciation for patients’ values and beliefs.

Limitations

The study has several important limitations. The survey was conducted at a single US institution, thus limiting generalizability. Although it was a large Internet survey, the majority of respondents were white and educated. However, our data from about 1000 patients with high school education or less, nonwhite race/ethnicity, and or fair or poor self-reported health can help inform future research questions for larger studies of diverse patient populations. The study also had a limited response rate, considering that incentives may drive participation. The responses are likely biased by patients who are more activated (as respondents were already registered on the portal and using OpenNotes)—a limitation that is intrinsic to the study question. Assessing how important notes are to patients for various health engagement behaviors necessitates that patients have read at least one note because responses from patients who never read notes would be hypothetical. As patients had to have an active portal account to receive a study invitation, the perspectives of patients without portal access are not necessarily represented in our data, and more research is needed to better understand and overcome barriers facing vulnerable patient populations who do not register for portals, such as rural patient populations lacking broadband access or those with Internet access who do not enroll on the portal.
Our study focused on patient perceptions of how important OpenNotes are for various health behaviors including understanding health conditions, remembering the care plan, understanding how the provider thinks, feeling informed, and making health decisions, but did not directly assess patient behaviors themselves. Whether access to health information improves adherence and empowers patients to ask questions, voice concerns, or create stronger partnerships with clinicians that enhance shared decision making needs further research. Finally, our study did not assess health literacy. Data show that patients with limited health literacy are less likely to use the portal and will require more active support, outreach, and user-centered approaches [36,44,45], and further research is needed to best engage this population. Moreover, most portals and almost all notes are in English only, although many centers are actively working on translations. Although many patient portals are largely inaccessible for direct use by patients with very limited English proficiency, they may be an important tool for friend or family care givers with whom the patient chooses to share notes (particularly if patients struggle to retain information from the visit or need more time to review and digest it), until reliable translations are routinely available through the portal. Factors affecting vulnerable populations are complex and likely do not operate in isolation. Although we modeled the relative contributions of age, sex race, education, health status, and note access in this first exploration of how some vulnerable patient groups feel about the importance of notes, more nuanced modeling to tease out the contributions of additional factors such as low health literacy, non-English preference, rural versus urban populations, and other cultural or economic influences would be helpful in studies with larger groups of vulnerable patients, including patients in other countries and those with other health insurance systems and access to health care. Such studies may help further to design most effective interventions.

Conclusions
Sharing health information with at least some vulnerable patient populations through OpenNotes may help engage them. Patients who are less educated and nonwhite are two to three times as likely to assign highest importance to reading their notes for various health behaviors including understanding their health, remembering the care plan, and making informed decisions compared with more educated and white patients. Realizing the possible benefits of OpenNotes for more vulnerable patients may require broad-scale social outreach and portal registration, patient/family and clinician education, and user-friendly portals that are designed in collaboration with diverse end users. Despite these challenges, our study suggests that at least some vulnerable patients are interested in access to their notes and perceive important benefits that may lead to improved engagement and enhanced patient-provider understanding.
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Abstract

Background: Each year, many young Australians aged between 16 and 25 years experience a mental health disorder, yet only a small proportion access services and even fewer receive timely and evidence-based treatments. Today, with ever-increasing access to the Internet and use of technology, the potential to provide all young people with access (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) to the support they require to improve their mental health and well-being is promising.

Objective: The aim of this study was to use participatory design (PD) as research methodologies with end users (young people aged between 16 and 25 years and youth health professionals) and our research team to develop the Mental Health eClinic (a Web-based mental health clinic) to improve timely access to, and better quality, mental health care for young people across Australia.

Methods: A research and development (R&D) cycle for the codesign and build of the Mental Health eClinic included several iterative PD phases: PD workshops; translation of knowledge and ideas generated during workshops to produce mockups of webpages either as hand-drawn sketches or as wireframes (simple layout of a webpage before visual design and content is added); rapid prototyping; and one-on-one consultations with end users to assess the usability of the alpha build of the Mental Health eClinic.

Results: Four PD workshops were held with 28 end users (young people n=18, youth health professionals n=10) and our research team (n=8). Each PD workshop was followed by a knowledge translation session. At the conclusion of this cycle, the alpha prototype was built, and one round of one-on-one end user consultation sessions was conducted (n=6; all new participants, young people n=4, youth health professionals n=2). The R&D cycle revealed the importance of five key components for the Mental Health eClinic: a home page with a visible triage system for those requiring urgent help; a comprehensive online physical and mental health assessment; a detailed dashboard of results; a booking and videoconferencing system to enable video visits; and the generation of a personalized well-being plan that includes links to evidence-based, and health professional–recommended, apps and etools.

Conclusions: The Mental Health eClinic provides health promotion, triage protocols, screening, assessment, a video visit system, the development of personalized well-being plans, and self-directed mental health support for young people. It presents a technologically advanced and clinically efficient system that can be adapted to suit a variety of settings in which there is an opportunity to connect with young people. This will enable all young people, and especially those currently not able or willing to connect with face-to-face services, to receive best practice clinical services by breaking down traditional barriers to care and making health care more personalized, accessible, affordable, and available.
Introduction

Background

The Internet and emerging technologies have long been identified as having the potential to significantly expand the reach of quality mental health care by addressing geographical, economical, and human resource barriers [1,2]. Over the past decade, evidence suggests that the Internet is considered not only a major source of information about health (including mental health) and well-being [3-5], but that it is also useful for mental health promotion, screening, prevention, early intervention, and referral processes [6-9]. Web-based platforms are also being used to deliver real-time stepped care services [10], providing information and low-intensity treatment for those in the early stages of help-seeking, with the capacity to increase scope and intensity of treatments as illnesses progress [11].

In Australia, new and emerging mental health technologies are urgently needed as 1 in 5 young Australians aged between 16 and 24 years experience a mental health disorder each year, yet only 1 in 4 receives professional help [12]. Of those who do receive help, only a small proportion receives timely and evidence-based treatments [13]. Access to quality care is especially difficult for disadvantaged and vulnerable populations, including children; Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young peoples; young people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds; and young people living in regional, rural, and remote areas [14,15].

Today, with ever-increasing availability and use of technology, the potential to reach young people is especially promising [7]. For example, in 2014-15, 85% of people aged 15 years and over in Australia were Internet users, and young people in the age group of 15 to 17 years had the highest proportion of use (99%) [16]. Importantly, there is also a growing body of literature supporting the use of Internet-based treatment approaches for a range of mental health problems in adults and adolescents [6,17-19]. Although there is far less research focusing on systems that integrate real-time Web-based stepped care support in mental health services [20], some research examining comprehensive Web-based support systems is starting to emerge [21,22].

Web-Based Health Information

Young people are increasingly relying on the Internet to find answers about their health concerns. For example, in Australia, a national survey in 2012-13 revealed that 53% of young people aged between 16 and 25 years with moderate and very high levels of psychological distress sought Web-based information related to a mental health and/or alcohol or other substance use problem; the majority found this information to be helpful [23]. In other surveys, young people reported feeling comfortable accessing Web-based mental health tools because they felt they were anonymous, welcoming, less stigmatizing, and, for the most part, trustworthy [24]. Similarly, in the United States, a survey in 2013 found that 59% of patients had gone online to look for health information in the previous year and 35% had gone online to self-diagnose or diagnose someone else’s condition. Of the “online diagnosticians,” 46% concluded that they needed to see a health professional, whereas 38% preferred a self-management option [25].

Similarly, a small pilot study evaluating an online triage platform also found that, for every user requiring a general practitioner response through an e-consultation, 5 users required online self-help only (WebGP, 2014) [26,27]. The Internet, therefore, offers people seeking information with a useful and easy gateway to answers and solutions that respond to their needs.

Internet-Based Screening

Individuals often show a preference for computerized screening over face-to-face interviews when the subject matter is sensitive in nature [28-32]. Importantly, Internet-based screening for common mental health problems has been shown to be reliable and effective [9,33,34]. In relation to screening for suicidal ideation, it is argued that the implementation of standardized, self-reported, computer-based assessments (with stringent suicide response protocols) may be a strategy that is both accurate and viable if followed up with health professional support [20,35]. In general, there is, however, the potential that symptom, Web-based assessment tools may increase demand on services as the tools are often risk averse (due to medico-legal concerns), recommending professional care when self-management is an appropriate alternative [36,37].

Videoconferencing

The provision of mental health services through videoconference systems have been widely used since the 1960s [38]. Videoconferencing is viewed as more advantageous than telephone support as the health professional can gauge important visual cues to inform their assessment such as appearance, facial expression, motor activity, movements, and mannerisms [39]. Supportive Web-based conversations with a health professional and referral to appropriate resources have also been found to negate risky behaviors, such as suicide and violence, in highly distressed people [40]. Importantly, videoconferencing has been found to be as reliable as face-to-face assessments, and more cost-effective [41].

In Australia, telepsychiatry (videoconferencing) has been practiced since the 1990s and its benefits have been translated into a wide range of populations including rural populations, Indigenous communities [42], the defense force [43], and children and adolescents [44]. Surprisingly, despite the reliability and benefits of videoconferencing, use of videoconference systems remains low in the different settings [45]. Embedding videoconferencing in comprehensive Web-based support systems would enable a more systematic use of this technology and a greater number of people to access mental health services.
Comprehensive Web-Based Mental Health Care
The augmentation of traditional videoconferencing with online self-reported health questionnaires or screening results has now emerged in the research literature [20,46]. In a study conducted by Williams and colleagues, participants who screened positive for major depression or suicidality were given the opportunity to schedule a videoconference via Skype with a psychiatrist within a 2-week period [46]. In a recent study conducted by our team, an initial Web-based clinical assessment (with an embedded suicidality escalation protocol) was completed as a routine part of the assessment process (either before a video or face-to-face visit with a health professional) for a subset of participants. After the assessment was completed, the severity of mental illness was determined using a clinical staging model [47], and those who were considered to be high-risk (according to the suicidality escalation protocol) were escalated to the youth health service, bringing forward their initial face-to-face appointment [20].

Mental Health Interventions for Young People
In a systematic review of Web-based mental health interventions for young people, however, limited uptake, engagement, adherence, and dropout rates have been identified as significant problems [48,49]. Some researchers, including ourselves, believe that the involvement of young people and youth health professionals in the design, development, and delivery of youth services could lead to better engagement and outcomes [50-52].

Participatory Design and Technology-Based Mental Health Interventions
Participatory design (PD) methodologies, which were developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s, emphasize the importance of involving all stakeholders (including end users, developers, and researchers) during the development of products to help ensure the end product meets everyone’s needs; improve usability; and increase engagement of users [53-55]. The process involves iterative design cycles in which end users and researchers contribute to knowledge production and the development of the end product [50,56]. Importantly, end users should participate in all stages of development [57], not as consultants or controllers of the process, but sharing equal responsibility with the research team for the outcomes [50]. Some researchers [58], including us, consider PD as key research methodologies that overtly put the end user at the center of research and here, the development of the MHeC [59].

The use of PD is expanding in the development of technology-based mental health and well-being interventions for young people. In 2015, a systematic review [50] described the development of these interventions in areas such as prevention, screening [60], and treatment programs [61]. In the majority of cases, however, end users assumed more of a consultative role. Despite the fact that uptake of PD in the development of technology-based mental health and well-being interventions has increased, evidence is still needed to assess the impact of these research methodologies in the outcomes of these interventions [50].

As consumers have the opportunity to share their preferences before the development of expensive, and potentially helpful, systems, the rationale behind the use of PD in the development of mental health technologies could mean that an active engagement of end users could reduce the 17-year gap in translational research [62].

This Study
In Australia, Web-based mental health services include health promotion, self-directed, and low intensity mental health support (eg, ReachOut! [63]; beyondblue [64,65]); national online counseling services (eg, headspace [66]); structured self-directed online therapy (eg, MoodGYM [67]); and those offering a combination of assessment and structured online therapy, including additional therapist support (eg, MindSpot Clinic [68]).

What is missing is a Web-based mental health clinic that includes access to all the components and services necessary to meet the needs of all young people (those between the ages of 16 and 25 years), regardless of where they are on the spectrum of mental health or ill-health, or where they reside in Australia.

The aim of this study was to use PD with end users (young people and youth health professionals) and our research team to codesign and build a Mental Health eClinic (MHeC) to improve timely access to, and better quality, mental health care for young people across Australia.

Methods
Participants
Participants included young people attending headspace Camperdown and headspace Campbelltown, and youth health professionals from both headspace Camperdown and headspace Campbelltown (headspace is the national youth mental health foundation dedicated to improving the well-being of young Australians; Camperdown and Campbelltown are two different sociodemographic areas of Sydney).

The University of Sydney’s Human Research Ethics Committee approved the study (Protocol No. 2014/689). For all phases, participants (young people aged between 16 and 25 years and youth health professionals) who expressed an interest to participate in the study were provided with the participant information statement and participant consent form before providing consent and participating in the study. Parental consent was also obtained for participants aged between 16 and 17 years. At the conclusion of each PD workshop and one-on-one end user consultation, each young person was provided with a gift voucher to thank them for their participation and sharing their expertise; young people were also reimbursed for any travel-related expenses to attend the workshop or session. Youth health professionals were not provided with gift vouchers as they participated in stages 1 and 3 during work time. All workshops were catered.

Recruitment Strategy
Recruitment strategies for young people included the posting of flyers at each headspace center inviting young people to be involved in the study, and informing youth health professionals and reception staff at each headspace center about the study so they too could assist with recruitment. All young people...
belonging to *headspace* Camperdown and *headspace* Campbelltown Youth Reference Group were also invited to participate in the study. Inclusion criteria for the study were as follows: young person attending either *headspace* Camperdown or *headspace* Campbelltown; aged between 16 and 25 years; and with access to the Internet through a mobile phone, tablet, desktop, or laptop.

In relation to the recruitment of youth health professionals, senior management at *headspace* Camperdown and *headspace* Campbelltown informed all staff about the study and called for expressions of interest to participate.

**Research and Development Cycle**

The research and development (R&D) cycle for the codesign and build of the MHeC included several iterative PD phases (Figure 1): PD workshops (phase 1); translation of knowledge and ideas generated during workshops (“knowledge translation”; KT) to produce mockups of webpages (either hand-drawn sketches or wireframes; phase 2); and rapid prototyping and one-on-one consultations with end users, including assessing the usability of the online alpha build of the MHeC (phase 3). The remaining phases of PD for the MHeC (rapid prototyping and user [acceptance] testing of the beta build [phase 4], and real-world study of the delta build [phase 5]) are currently underway and will be reported separately.

**Participatory Design Workshops (Phase 1)**

The PD employed in this study was informed by the research methodologies developed by the Young and Well Cooperative Research Centre for the development of evidence-based online youth mental health promotion, intervention, and treatment [58]. PD workshops were developed to accommodate a maximum of 12 participants per workshop. The same group of researchers facilitated all PD workshops. Importantly, a mental health professional was present on-site for the duration of all workshops involving young people in case anyone experienced psychological distress as a result of the subject matter. A scribe was present to take handwritten notes at each workshop.

PD workshops were held in two stages with young people and youth health professionals attending separate workshops (stage 1) or a combined workshop (stage 2; Textbox 1). Following each workshop, the knowledge and ideas generated during the workshop were translated to produce mockups of webpages, either as hand-drawn sketches or wireframes produced using Balsamiq (Balsamiq Solutions, LLC, Sacramento, California, United States: a rapid wireframing tool that reproduces the experience of sketching on a whiteboard but using a computer) [69]. The mockups were then presented at the next workshop, enabling content and broad design ideas to be discussed, critically analyzed, and further developed.

Figure 1. PD research methodologies used during the design and build of the MHeC where end users participate in all stages of development, are at the center of the R&D cycle, and share equal responsibility with the research team for the outcomes. PD: participatory design; MHeC: Mental Health eClinic; R&D: research and development.
Textbox 1. Phases 1 and 2 workflow.

- **Phase 1, stage 1 (young people only, Camperdown):** One 1-day participatory design (PD) workshop with young people attending *headspace Camperdown*; workshop held in *headspace Camperdown*.

**Knowledge translation for young people only (phase 2)**

- **Phase 1, stage 1 (young people only, Campbelltown):** One 1-day PD workshop with young people attending *headspace Campbelltown*; workshop held in *headspace Campbelltown*.

**Knowledge translation for youth health professionals only (phase 2)**

- **Phase 1, stage 1 (youth health professionals only):** One 1-day PD workshop with youth health professionals from *headspace Camperdown and headspace Campbelltown*; workshop held in *headspace Campbelltown*.

**Knowledge translation combined workshop (phase 2)**

- **Phase 1, stage 2 (young people and youth health professionals combined):** One half-day PD workshop with both young people and youth health professionals from *headspace Camperdown and headspace Campbelltown* (all participants must have previously participated in a stage 1 workshop); workshop held in *headspace Camperdown*.

Topics for stages 1 and 2 workshops included the MHeC home page; important website functions; look and feel of the website; online physical and mental health assessment; provision of assessment results online (including consideration of a dashboard of results); a video visit system (utilizing live interactive videoconferencing); and the development of personalized well-being plans based on assessment results. Importantly, technology was not used in any PD workshop; instead, several artifacts and design activities (Figure 2) were used in each workshop to facilitate discussions and the design process. The activities included:

1. The use of propositions to explore and communicate the concept of the MHeC
2. End user sketching [70] (hand-drawn sketches by young people and youth health professionals, either individually or in groups) to enhance the feedback process and generation of new ideas
3. Analysis of mockups of webpages (hand-drawn sketches and wireframes) to test designs and provide feedback about the look, feel, content, and behavior of the MHeC.

**Knowledge Translation (Phase 2)**

At the conclusion of each workshop, the transcript and all visual artifacts were independently analyzed by a KT Team (three 2nd-and 3rd-year psychology students [AI, ML, and ED], all females aged between 20 and 23 years) who were interns at the time at The University of Sydney’s Brain and Mind Centre). Observations were tallied, and those observations with three or more tallies were considered for inclusion in the next generation of wireframes for discussion and analysis at the following workshop. Information was compiled until saturation point was reached (defined as the point where no new information was attained) [71].

**One-on-One Consultations With End Users, Including Assessing the Usability of the Alpha Build of the Mental Health eClinic (Phase 3)**

Phase 3 involved in-depth one-on-one consultations with new end users (young people and youth health professionals who had not participated in Phase 1). The inclusion of new participants aimed to reduce biased responses due to habituation or familiarity with the topic as a result of prior participation in the study. In each 90-min one-on-one end user consultation, a researcher was paired with a participant (end user) and an observer took notes. Sessions involved the use of laptops where participants had access to the alpha build of the MHeC website. Employing a think-aloud protocol [72], participants were observed as they navigated the MHeC and responded to questions posed by the researcher about the main components of the MHeC; responses were recorded by the observer. The initial effectiveness of the system was then assessed by asking participants to complete 3 usability tasks: (1) create an account and login; (2) find the “need help now” button; and (3) book an appointment. Task completion time was recorded to assess the efficiency of the system. No instructions or clues were provided, and comments in relation to navigation were recorded.

**Data Analysis**

Qualitative data were interpreted using thematic analysis techniques [73] according to the following themes: general elements of the MHeC; general look and feel; privacy and data sharing; and interaction of the MHeC with social networks. Records of all tallies obtained in Phases 1-3 were then grouped and interpreted by a team of researchers (LOP, TD, and 2nd- and 3rd-year psychology students [AH and FY] who were interns at the time at The University of Sydney’s Brain and Mind Centre). Each theme and associated content was discussed by the group, and differences of opinion were discussed until consensus was reached.
Figure 2. Samples of visual artefacts. (A) Hand-drawn sketch by end users during a PD workshop; (B) Hand-drawn sketch of a webpage generated following a KT session; and (C) Wireframe generated using Balsamiq following a KT session. PD: participatory design; KT: knowledge translation.
Results

A total of 4 PD workshops, 4 knowledge translation sessions, and 1 round of one-on-one end user consultation sessions were conducted between October 2014 and June 2015 (Figure 3).

Participant Characteristics

PD workshops were held with young people attending headspace Camperdown (n=7) and headspace Campbelltown (n=11), and youth health professionals working at those services (headspace Camperdown n=5; headspace Campbelltown n=5). A total of 18 young participants participated in stage 1 (young people only) PD workshops: there was equal gender participation, and 78% (14/18) were aged between 18 and 25 years. Ten youth health professionals participated in stage 1 (youth health professionals only) PD workshop: the majority of these participants were female (70%, 7/10) and aged between 20 and 30 years (70%, 7/10). The group comprised 4 psychologists, 2 occupational therapists, 1 medical student, 1 general practitioner, 1 social worker, and 1 Aboriginal youth worker.

Nine participants participated in stage 2 (young people and youth health professionals combined): young people (n=5) and youth health professionals (n=4). The majority of the participants were male (56%, 5/9); the youth health professional’s group included 3 psychologists and 1 occupational therapist.

Six people participated in Phase 3 (consultation with end users, including usability assessment of the online alpha build). The majority of these participants were female (67%, 4/6). The group contained 1 clinical psychologist, 1 psychology student, and 4 young people.

Main Components of the Alpha Build of the Mental Health eClinic

The iterative R&D cycle revealed the importance of five main components of the MHeC. These informed the alpha build of the MHeC (Figure 4-8): a welcoming home page with a visible triage system; a comprehensive physical and mental health assessment; a detailed dashboard of results; a booking and a video visit system; and the generation of a personalized well-being plan that includes links to evidence-based, and health professional-recommended, apps and eTools. The five components will have different functionalities depending on whether the user is a young person or a health professional.

Element 1: Home Page and Triage

Young people suggested the home page should be a “welcoming space,” where young people can feel “comfortable,” without compromising the authenticity and professionalism of the site. As such they indicated a banner with the institutional logos should be visible at all times at the footer of the home page. Young people also wanted the following features to be included on the home page: testimonials from young people about their experiences with the MHeC (“a young person explaining why they are there and how to use it”); reliable mental health information (resources); information about how to help a friend; frequently asked questions; and a brief explanation about how the MHeC works. Young people also suggested that as this information would be of interest to a wide range of people, the home page needs to be available to everyone, even if they have not signed up for the MHeC. Youth health professionals and young people suggested that, before any login process, a triage system needs to be in place to ensure that young people in distress can access immediate care and a “need help now” button should be clearly visible for those in crisis.

Figure 3. Study Gantt chart. KT: knowledge translation; MHeC: Mental Health eClinic.
Figure 4. Home page with a clearly visible triage system for those requiring urgent help.

Figure 5. Comprehensive online physical and mental health assessment.
Figure 6. Dashboard of results and progress report.

Figure 7. Booking and video visit system.
Element 2: Online Physical and Mental Health Assessment

Young people said they felt comfortable about completing an online physical and mental health assessment and receiving immediate feedback of their results. The majority also initially reported that they preferred short questionnaires (approximately 15 min in duration). After an explanation was provided, however, about the number and types of questionnaires that would be included to fully assess their physical and mental health (including the range of standardized assessments that are currently being used in headspace centers and completed using paper and pencil or iPad) and that a comprehensive assessment would enable a detailed dashboard of results and well-being plan to be generated (including recommended apps and etools), young people understood the need to complete a more comprehensive assessment (up to 1-hour duration). Young people suggested that a pause and “resume later” feature would be helpful with a longer questionnaire to ensure completion. In addition, young people reported that they preferred Likert-scale questions (typically a 5-, 7-, or 9-point agreement scale), two-way close-ended question (no/yes) or multiple-choice questions rather than free-response (“enter text”) questions. The MHeC’s assessment includes medical history, physical health, mental health symptomatology, and health behaviors. For youth health professionals, the questionnaire functionality enables them to write notes or complete/add additional information for relevant questions in relation to their young person’s progress or specific clinical observations (eg, provide a score in the Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale [74] or allocate participants to a clinical stage [47]).

Element 3: Dashboard of Results and Progress

Young people reported that after completing the assessment, immediate feedback about their results was essential. They also reported that knowing this would occur would improve motivation to respond as best as possible and answer all questions. Young people said they wanted accurate feedback about their results and for this to be represented in a detailed dashboard (“visual concept”), with the option of printing or saving the file as a PDF for their records, or to share with a health professional in the future. Simple bar graphs, colored icons, and traffic light representations were seen as the most acceptable and understandable options for the presentation of results. Line graphs were the preferred option to represent changes over time and to track progress. Young people also suggested the availability of a “customize option” would be useful to enable individuals to select multiple variables of interest to explore if, and how, they influence another. Youth health professionals would have access to a young person’s results and progress as they reported that a dashboard of results would help guide care before and during video and face-to-face visits.

Element 4: Waiting Room, Booking System, and Video Visit System

Young people requested that a booking system be available to make timely appointments with youth health professionals attached to the clinic. Young people also suggested a “waiting room” be included in the MHeC where individuals wait for their video visit to begin. While on this page, young people suggested various activities could be available, for example, breathing exercises or watching selected videos until the video visit icon changes color, signaling their video visit is about to commence. In relation to the youth health professionals’ functionality of this component, they suggested that it would be important to have access to a booking system (“to add or cancel a booking as well as block timeslots”).

Acknowledging cultural preferences, and that some people do not feel comfortable seeing their image (“seeing myself distracts me, I would be looking at myself”), it was suggested by some young people that at the moment of booking an appointment the option of hiding their image should be available. It was also
suggested that in the event of communication cut-offs or a young person wanting to say something sensitive, a chat box would allow a fluid conversation. All participants agreed that the video visit system needs to be embedded in the MHeC as “it would be secure.” As it happens in regular practice, the youth health professionals are in charge of inviting a young person to come to their office; therefore, in the MHeC, the youth health professional has the possibility to start and end the video visit. Importantly, this video visit system includes a “share” functionality, where relevant information can be shared and made visible on a young person’s screen (eg, “explain their dashboard of results during the session”).

Element 5: Personalized Well-Being Plan That Includes Links to Evidence-Based, and Health Professional–Recommended, Apps and Etools

All participants reported that they would like to be provided with a personalized well-being plan (generated from their assessment results) that included tailored automatic recommendations on how to improve their health and well-being. Young people believe that apps and etools targeting their main concerns/issues would be beneficial. However, young people believe that “health professional recommended” and free apps/etools are more likely to be downloaded over apps/etools that have to be purchased or that are not recommended by health professionals. The areas of main interest to young people were apps/etools that help them with their sleep; improve their memory; assist with mood tracking; and help with tracking their progress over time. Ideally, apps and wearable devices should be integrated with the MHeC. Youth health professionals felt confident about the MHeC suggesting apps and etools to young people “only if they are from a reputable source” and had greater confidence in those that had been independently rated using the Mobile App Rating Scale [75]. In terms of functionality, all end users suggested that the MHeC should have a list of apps sorted by categories such as sleep, mood, anxiety, and physical health, among others. Participants suggested that each app should have an Apple Store and Google Play link to facilitate the download process.

User Interface

In relation to the look and feel of the MHeC, young people and youth health professionals agree that the system should be “clean and tidy,” displaying short and concise information and making good use of space. Most of the participants preferred to have icons instead of text and preferred to self-explore the system rather than having lengthy instructions. The use of stereotyped photos with “happy” or “sad people” was highly discouraged by young people. The participants wanted to see videos about how to use the system, but indicated that these should be short (no more than 30 s) and not auto-play due to data download size concerns and privacy issues (eg, a video commencing while sitting in a public space). Soothing colors were preferred for the background and brighter colors for the functionalities, suggesting combinations such as blue and orange for consideration. Young people also suggested the possibility of a “customizing” option to enable users to choose between two to three text types and background color options.

Privacy and Data Sharing

Young males were more concerned about privacy issues than young females. For example, young male participants said “sharing data is OK, but it must say it’s confidential” or “I wouldn’t share my location with the system.” On the other hand, young female participants said, for example, “I have no privacy concerns specifically if going to a clinician.” All young people, however, said they would share their data as they believe the MHeC would be a professional and trustworthy site and this would enable them “to get most help.” Young people, however, emphasized that they want to be informed about how the data will be handled before giving permission for data sharing and to have the opportunity to withdraw this permission at any time.

Integration With Social Networks

Young people believe that the MHeC should be part of social networks as they would like to be able to share the MHeC in their profile or with a friend through a private message. Moreover, they wanted to be able to like the MHeC or write a comment on it. One of the suggested preferred features of the MHeC was “tips” and for these to be displayed throughout all components of the MHeC. Young people also thought it would be valuable if they were able to share these tips via their social networks.

Usability

Information about the efficiency and effectiveness of the alpha build of the MHeC was obtained during the one-on-one consultation sessions. All participants (n=6) completed usability tasks. All participants found that “creating a MHeC account” and “login” were relatively simple processes. Half of the participants thought that giving the option of login with their social media details (single sign on) was a good idea as it would speed up this process (“super easy”). The other half were against social media login as they were concerned about the MHeC sharing information with their friends (“I don’t want my friends seeing this information”). Finding the “need help now” button was a simple task; all participants found it in less than 5 s. Booking an appointment was a straightforward task as well, and participants were able to navigate the MHeC and complete the process almost immediately.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Our study utilized an innovative approach to the development of a Web-based mental health clinic for young people (the MHeC). The PD employed ensured that end users (young people and youth health professionals) had an active and equal involvement in all phases of the design and development process. By engaging these stakeholders, we attempted to respond to end users’ expectations about the MHeC and what was achievable in terms of technology and what has been proven to be effective in the mental health field. The use of several design activities (propositions, hand-drawn sketches, and mockups) and the combination of different PD methodologies (workshops and one-on-one consultations with end users, including assessing usability of the online alpha build of the MHeC) enhanced feedback processes and the generation of new
ideas. This combination of research methodologies also accelerated the refinement of the MHeC to achieve the build of the alpha prototype.

In the past decades, the development and use of eHealth solutions in mental health care have expanded; however, these solutions have been developed to address specific problems or to replace different components of the traditional health care system. As an example, the majority of self-triage tools rely on people actively searching for these tools on the Internet; however, some health services provide self-triage tools on their websites, particularly when booking appointments online [26]. Telepsychiatry (videoconferencing), as another example, has also been a particularly effective way of providing support as it allows real-time interaction while negating barriers such as cost, geographical location, and stigma concerns associated with face-to-face support [46]. To the best of our knowledge, our MHeC is one of a kind as it integrates triage, online assessments, online provision of results with easy-to-interpret graphic representations (a dashboard), enables video visits with youth health professionals, provides a personalized well-being plan with immediate interventions, and tracks progress. We believe this is more sophisticated and technologically advanced than traditional telemedicine.

One of the strengths of our system is that it integrates new and emerging technologies with the traditional face-to-face process. Several studies emphasize that screening alone is insufficient for connecting end users with the necessary resources for effective treatment [9,76-78]. Instead, it is argued that online screening should supplement, and be integrated when necessary, with additional support and assessment, which can include face-to-face or online assessments with health professionals within mental health services [9,78]. In line with these recommendations, Internet-based clinical assessments have been implemented and trialed in various Web-based clinics as a means of rapid assessment and referral to appropriate online interventions [79,80] and integrated with face-to-face and online support [20].

Important considerations need to be made in relation to an end user’s health literacy as it is argued that Web-based health care communication demands a higher level of health literacy from end users, including the knowledge and skills that enable them to navigate the health system [81]. National datasets report that 60% of Australians have health literacy scores at the lowest two levels of proficiency (scoring 1 or 2), whereas only 6% attain the highest two levels (scoring 4 or 5) [82]. Furthermore, if an end user is experiencing active psychosis or is in crisis, for example, the ability to accurately read or reflect upon information may prove challenging [83,84].

Video visits (as provided in the MHeC with “share” functionality), and face-to-face support provided by health professionals, may provide end users with the support they need to help them navigate the online physical and mental health assessment, dashboard of results, and the health system. These noted challenges highlight the need for health professionals to remain involved in some capacity in the online assessment process, particularly to prevent the unnecessary funnelling of end users into the health system.

In 2017, it was estimated 95% of young people in Australia had access to a mobile phone [85,86], making Internet access more widely available to individuals. Mobile phones also provide individuals with higher levels of privacy (compared with shared computers) when participating in a video visit or completing assessments. Consequently, these devices could serve as great facilitators of health care provision, playing a crucial role in health reform.

Implications

In 2014, the Australian Government asked the National Mental Health Commission (NMHC) to review existing mental health services and programs and “…assess the efficiency and effectiveness of programs and services in supporting individuals experiencing mental ill health and their families and other support people to lead a contributing life and to engage productively in the community” [87]. Similar to previous reviews, the NMHC, called for an overhaul of the Australian mental health system, including an integration of e-mental health with face-to-face services. Innovations in the use of technology during the assessment process hold potential as they can go some way to addressing documented youth service capacity issues [84,88].

In alignment with the NMHC’s three key components (person-centered design principles; new system architecture; and shifting funding to more efficient and effective “upstream” of services and supports), we envisage that the MHeC will result in a usable system, with high engagement rates, and could finally improve access for all young people requiring assistance across Australia. We see the MHeC as a real-time primary care clinic integrated with current face-to-face services, offering end users at a minimum immediate online clinical assessment; immediate generation of a dashboard of results and personalized well-being plan with tailored interventions; and inbuilt triage and escalation protocols to accurately respond to severe and risky cases. The MHeC offers timely support and interventions through the development of an individual and health professional shared treatment plan. It also provides an opportunity for young people to have a video visit with a health professional despite their current geographical location. Although developed for Australian settings, the MHeC has the potential to be customized for use in developed and developing countries (and especially in those countries where Internet connectivity is high).

Information obtained from this alpha build (more specifically it’s screening and triage protocols; online physical and mental health assessment, video visit system; and self-directed mental health support features) are now informing the development and build of the Synergy Online System (Synergy). Synergy is a Web-based modular platform that links integrated and interoperable resources (eg, apps, tools, data sharing, and access to online and in-clinic health services). Synergy operates through existing health providers to promote access to high-quality and cost-effective mental health services. This system does not deliver services or compete with existing service providers; rather, it aims to complement them by linking with other services. In addition, it enables real-time health and social outcomes tracking, thus providing high-quality and personalized service recommendations to the person seeking help. Synergy
has been configured to permit the transfer of individual-level data (allowing for other ethical, consent, governance, and privacy considerations) between it and other existing record systems. The actual capacity to do this in any specific service setting depends on the ways in which existing service systems are configured and governed. Synergy aims to enable Australian mental health service transformation for better outcomes for individual users, their families and supportive others, health professionals, and service providers.

Currently, a series of collaborative research trials are planned to evaluate the use of Synergy across the lifespan. This research is funded by a 3-year agreement (2017-20) between the Australian Government Department of Health and InnoWell Pty Ltd (a joint venture between The University of Sydney and PricewaterhouseCoopers) to the value of Aus $30 M. Results from this research will be reported separately.

Limitations

Our sample size in Phase 3 (one-on-one consultation with end users) was in the lower range of the average numbers for this type of study (between 6 and 12 participants) [89]. However, our sample size still enabled us to collect sufficient information for analysis in the framework and reach a saturation point. Further research is needed to understand the acceptability and usability of the system, as well as to validate all the components in real-world settings.
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Abstract

Background: Researchers are developing methods to automatically extract clinically relevant and useful patient characteristics from raw healthcare datasets. These characteristics, often capturing essential properties of patients with common medical conditions, are called computational phenotypes. Being generated by automated or semiautomated, data-driven methods, such potential phenotypes need to be validated as clinically meaningful (or not) before they are acceptable for use in decision making.

Objective: The objective of this study was to present Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET), a framework that uses co-occurrence analysis on an online corpus of publicly available medical journal articles to build clinical relevance evidence sets for user-supplied phenotypes. PIVET adopts a conceptual framework similar to the pioneering prototype tool PheKnow-Cloud that was developed for the phenotype validation task. PIVET completely refactors each part of the PheKnow-Cloud pipeline to deliver vast improvements in speed without sacrificing the quality of the insights PheKnow-Cloud achieved.

Methods: PIVET leverages indexing in NoSQL databases to efficiently generate evidence sets. Specifically, PIVET uses a succinct representation of the phenotypes that corresponds to the index on the corpus database and an optimized co-occurrence algorithm inspired by the Aho-Corasick algorithm. We compare PIVET’s phenotype representation with PheKnow-Cloud’s by using PheKnow-Cloud’s experimental setup. In PIVET’s framework, we also introduce a statistical model trained on domain expert–verified phenotypes to automatically classify phenotypes as clinically relevant or not. Additionally, we show how the classification model can be used to examine user-supplied phenotypes in an online, rather than batch, manner.

Results: PIVET maintains the discriminative power of PheKnow-Cloud in terms of identifying clinically relevant phenotypes for the same corpus with which PheKnow-Cloud was originally developed, but PIVET’s analysis is an order of magnitude faster than that of PheKnow-Cloud. Not only is PIVET much faster, it can be scaled to a larger corpus and still retain speed. We evaluated multiple classification models on top of the PIVET framework and found ridge regression to perform best, realizing an average F1 score of 0.91 when predicting clinically relevant phenotypes.

Conclusions: Our study shows that PIVET improves on the most notable existing computational tool for phenotype validation in terms of speed and automation and is comparable in terms of accuracy.
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Introduction

Computational Phenotyping

The rapidly expanding availability of electronic health records (EHRs) offers the promise to help clinicians better understand the populations they serve. The ability to efficiently characterize large volumes of healthcare data is essential to enabling clinicians to use this information effectively. Recently, machine learning and data mining researchers have attempted to address this need in several ways. One such line of work concerns developing methods to extract computational phenotypes from raw health data in an automated, high-throughput manner. Here we define a computational phenotype as a constellation of clinically interesting characteristics that delineates a cohesive group of patients. Such phenotypes can help clinicians reason about patient populations, identify patient cohorts, and identify and describe the progression of diseases within populations.

Although being able to extract phenotypes in a high-throughput manner constitutes a potentially important step in helping clinicians reason about their patient populations on a larger scale, this potential will be realized only if the identified phenotypes are clinically meaningful. Therefore, to increase the utility of data-driven phenotypes, some measure quantifying the inferred clinical meaningfulness should be reported alongside the phenotypes to help practitioners sort signal from noise. To address this need, we present Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET), a tool that uses analysis of open access (OA) PubMed (a corpus of online medical articles) to generate evidence sets and clinical relevance scores for candidate phenotypes. These evidence sets can be used by researchers when developing and tuning new computational phenotype methods; domain experts when they are validating candidate phenotypes; and eventually, clinicians examining the phenotypes associated with their patient populations.

PIVET is an improvement on a recently introduced prototype tool called PheKnow-Cloud [1]. PheKnow-Cloud, which earned the Distinguished Paper Award at the 2017 AMIA Joint Summits, demonstrated that the medical expertise contained in PubMed articles could be harnessed to build evidence sets for the clinical validity of candidate phenotypes. PIVET is built on the same conceptual framework as PheKnow-Cloud, but in PIVET, we have optimized each piece of PheKnow-Cloud’s pipeline to deliver vast improvements in speed and interpretability without sacrificing the integrity of PheKnow-Cloud’s phenotype evaluation.

The PheKnow-Cloud pipeline consists of three major steps: (1) representing each phenotype so occurrences of it and related terms in the corpus will be recognized (phenotypic representation), (2) analyzing the corpus using the phenotype representation (corpus analysis), and (3) calculating a clinical relevance score and designation (clinical validity determination).

In the phenotype representation step, PIVET uses succinct and possibly more interpretable representations of terms contained within each phenotype. In the corpus analysis step, PIVET migrates from a brute force approach of analyzing the corpus to an approach that uses a NoSQL database to store and index the articles efficiently. PIVET then utilizes a variation of the Aho-Corasick algorithm to count appearances of the terms within each phenotype. Finally, in the clinical validity calculation step, PIVET streamlines the clinical relevance score analysis and uses a model, trained on domain expert–verified phenotypes, to classify the clinical relevance of supplied phenotypes. Through a combination of these improvements, PIVET runs an order of magnitude faster than PheKnow-Cloud without sacrificing the discriminative power of the original tool.

PheKnow-Cloud was developed to function in high-throughput phenotyping situations where a researcher has a large set of potential phenotypes to validate. Consequently, PheKnow-Cloud was built to run only in a batch setting. However, in clinical settings and some research settings, a user may only have a few new phenotypes to analyze, so we developed PIVET to run in either an online or batch environment. This improvement will allow clinicians to query PIVET even with single phenotypes, which could possibly help in decision-making processes. Additionally, it could help researchers tune their phenotype extraction algorithms. Thus, while the prototype tool demonstrated the analysis of medical articles could be used to evaluate candidate phenotypes, the improvements in speed and automation realized by PIVET make it useful in both research and clinical settings.

The paper is organized as follows. We first present research related to PIVET, including a description of the original prototype tool (PheKnow-Cloud). Next, we describe the PIVET framework, noting the important differences between PheKnow-Cloud and the new system. We then report the performance of PIVET on automatically generated phenotypes as well as domain expert–curated phenotypes and demonstrate how the framework can be used in an online setting. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the limitations of this work and thoughts on future directions.

Related Work

PubMed

PubMed Central (PMC) is an online collection comprising over 3 million biomedical and biological articles gathered from thousands of journals [2]. PMC is maintained and curated by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) at the US National Institute of Health [3].

In regard to phenotypes, researchers tend to use PubMed as an exploratory tool to discover new phenotypes rather than as a resource to validate candidate phenotypes. Boland et al orchestrated one of the few studies that used PubMed as a validation tool. They mined EHRs for patients with predefined disease codes and then compared the birth month and the disease of these patients with a group of control patients who did not have the disease codes present in their EHRs. They found a relationship between certain diseases and birth months in the case group [4]. They validated their results against papers retrieved from PubMed that mentioned disease and birth month. This study was novel in that it demonstrated PubMed could be utilized to provide feedback for and validation of results produced through automatic means.

More commonly, researchers use PubMed as tool to generate hypotheses and discover phenotypes and other biomedical issues
Publication bias is the tendency for the academic publishing ecosystem (eg, researchers, reviewers, and editors) to submit and publish articles that show positive relationships between the entities being studied. The nonrandom omission of results that is not based on the quality of the methodology but on the direction of the results is a well-studied area of research and has been shown to have a negative effect on research in many cases [19-24]. In general, publication bias introduces risks to researchers and to the general public to which research is applied (via policies and treatment decisions). However, in PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET, this bias is a strength rather than a drawback because the current focus of PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET is on the presence of relationships within the user-supplied candidate phenotypes. Furthermore, as co-occurrence analysis does not attempt to infer information about the type of relationship or any causal information, the presence of publication bias allows for the assumption that when two phrases occur together, it may imply that a relationship exists [20,25,26].

**Text Mining PubMed**

Jensen et al give a thorough overview of how PubMed can be harnessed for information extraction and entity recognition [6]. Natural language processing (NLP) techniques form one approach to mining the literature. Some researchers have used NLP techniques on PubMed to discover disease-gene associations [13], and others have used PubMed in concert with additional data sources to generate phenotypes [14]. Collier et al used NLP techniques in conjunction with association rule mining to discover phenotypes using PubMed [15]. However, none of these approaches have sought to use PubMed as a validation tool for data-driven phenotypes.

Co-occurrence analysis, which is what PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET are built on, is more widely used because it is simple to implement and interact with. Researchers have applied co-occurrence strategies to generate phenotypes. Some have performed co-occurrence analysis on PubMed to study links between diseases [16], which can be viewed as a simple type of phenotype discovery. Others have explored relationships between phenotypes and genotypes [17,18]. In contrast to this work, our approach uses phenotypes as the starting point and performs co-occurrence analysis over the PMC corpus as a means of assessing their validity. We assume these phenotypes were induced over other sources (eg, EHRs) and not from PMC. Co-occurrence analysis has the drawback of not being able to explicitly model the type of relationship that exists between two or more terms (eg, negative or positive). However, we require the terms within a phenotype be positively related to one another, which aligns with the findings of publication bias research.

Publication bias is the tendency for the academic publishing ecosystem (eg, researchers, reviewers, and editors) to submit and publish articles that show positive relationships between the entities being studied. The nonrandom omission of results that is not based on the quality of the methodology but on the direction of the results is a well-studied area of research and has been shown to have a negative effect on research in many cases [19-24]. In general, publication bias introduces risks to researchers and to the general public to which research is applied (via policies and treatment decisions). However, in PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET, this bias is a strength rather than a drawback because the current focus of PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET is on the presence of relationships within the user-supplied candidate phenotypes. Furthermore, as co-occurrence analysis does not attempt to infer information about the type of relationship or any causal information, the presence of publication bias allows for the assumption that when two phrases occur together, it may imply that a relationship exists [20,25,26].

**PheKnow-Cloud Prototype**

Phenotype evaluation via co-occurrence analysis of online articles was first introduced by Bridges et al [1]. Henderson and colleagues improved on the evaluation framework and developed a prototype tool implementing the approach called PheKnow-Cloud, which provided a Web interface for researchers and clinicians to interact with the technology [27]. We refer to the tool and framework introduced in these two works as PheKnow-Cloud. The input to the PheKnow-Cloud process is a set of potential phenotypes. Each phenotype consists of medical terms, which we refer to as phenotypic items, that are assumed to have been generated by an automatic high-throughput phenotyping process. PheKnow-Cloud builds evidence sets for batches of phenotypes based on co-occurrence analysis of the PubMed corpus (see [1,27] for details).

PheKnow-Cloud was developed as a proof-of-concept tool, and although it showed the PubMed corpus could be used to determine whether a phenotype was clinically valid, it had several drawbacks that PIVET addresses. One is the length of time the prototype method required to complete the analysis process; Table 1 compares the time that each method takes to perform each step. The computational bottlenecks for the prototype method are the co-occurrence generation and clinical relevance score analysis steps. The synonym generation step speed is determined by the number of requests that can be made to the NLM Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database, which is an off-site system that places limits on the number of requests users can make in a given window of time. Overall, PIVET speeds up this process considerably. Another drawback of PheKnow-Cloud is that the clinical relevance scores for phenotypes are calculated only relative to all other phenotypes and must be used in a batch setting. In contrast, PIVET can analyze a single phenotype at a time, which makes it more flexible than PheKnow-Cloud. Finally, designating whether a candidate phenotype is clinically relevant or not is a manual process in PheKnow-Cloud. For PIVET, we built a classifier trained on a validated set of phenotypes. This classifier can be ported to other environments and can be used to automatically classify new, individual phenotypes.
Table 1. The time in seconds and (hours: minutes: seconds) each method used to complete task in phenotype generation process. All experiments were run on a machine with 3 AMD A6-5200 APU with Radeon (TM) HD Graphics processors, 8 GB of memory, 1 TB hard drive, running Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>PheKnow-Cloud</th>
<th>PIVET&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synonym generation, seconds</td>
<td>7809 (02:10:09)</td>
<td>5948 (01:39:08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrence analysis, seconds</td>
<td>50,822 (14:07:02)</td>
<td>289 (00:04:59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift analysis, seconds</td>
<td>2092 (00:34:52)</td>
<td>2 (00:00:02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, seconds</td>
<td>60,723 (16:52:03)</td>
<td>6239 (01:43:59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PIVET: Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool.

Methods

Methods Overview

In this section, we describe how PIVET performs co-occurrence analysis on an online corpus of publicly available journal articles to build evidence sets for phenotypes. This involves five components: (1) a database of phenotypes to analyze, (2) a database of the PubMed article corpus indexed by medical terms the articles contain, (3) an algorithm to generate and rank synonyms for the phenotypic items (phenotypic item representation), (4) a co-occurrence analysis module (corpus analysis), and (5) a clinical relevance scoring system (clinical validity determination). Figure 1 captures the PIVET workflow and the different components of the system. Both MongoDB (an open-source, document-based NoSQL database system) and MySQL (an open-source, relational database management system) are used to ensure consistency, durability, and efficiency.

Phenotype Extraction and Storage

PIVET can be used to analyze phenotypes generated from a variety of methods. Every phenotype analyzed by PIVET is stored in a MongoDB using a standardized representation to ensure consistency. We also created a simple parser to ingest new phenotypes that are stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The choice of JSON will also facilitate the eventual integration with a Web platform where users can provide new phenotypes. We populate the phenotype database with phenotypes from different sources (Figure 2).

For our purposes, we collected a total of 102 phenotypes from the following sources: (1) two high-throughput phenotyping algorithms, (2) a catalog of algorithms from a collaborative database, and (3) a peer-reviewed paper. Each phenotype we extracted was either derived by domain experts or validated as clinically relevant by domain experts.

The phenotype database includes 80 domain expert–verified phenotypes generated using two unsupervised, nonnegative tensor factorization models to perform automated phenotyping [28,29]. These were subsequently annotated by a panel of domain experts, and they were the phenotypes used to validate PheKnow-Cloud. The two automatic methods, Rubik [29] and Marble [28], extracted 30 and 50 candidate phenotypes, respectively, from the diagnoses and medications of 7744 deidentified patients from Vanderbilt University Medical Center recorded over a 5-year observation period.

---

Figure 1. Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET) analysis process. Phenotypes are collected in standardized format in a MongoDB (ie, “phenotype database”). For a single phenotype, synonyms for each phenotypic item in a phenotype are generated using the National Library of Medicine (NLM) Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database and ranked based on their similarity to the phenotypic item (ie, “phenotypic item representation”). Co-occurrence analysis is performed on PubMed using the synonyms generated in the previous step (ie, “corpus analysis”). Lift analysis is performed, clinical relevance scores are calculated, and a classifier classifies the phenotype as clinically relevant or not (ie, “clinical validity determination”). The results of the analysis of the phenotype are presented to the viewer (ie, “phenotype evidence results”).

---

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e164/
Each member of the panel assigned all phenotypes one of the following three labels: (1) yes, the candidate phenotype is clinically meaningful and therefore a phenotype; (2) no, the candidate phenotype is not clinically meaningful and therefore not a phenotype, or (3) maybe, the candidate phenotype is possibly clinically meaningful. Of the 80 combined Marble and Rubik phenotypes, the domain experts labeled 11 (14%, 11/80) as clinically meaningful, 62 (78%, 62/80) as possibly significant, and 7 (8%, 7/80) as not clinically meaningful. For the handful of phenotypes where the domain experts disagreed on the clinical relevance, the label that awarded the least amount of clinical significance was assigned. These annotated phenotypes were graciously shared by the authors of Rubik.

Additionally, the phenotype database includes two groups of domain expert–derived phenotypes. The first set, which we will refer to as the “gold standard” phenotypes, are from the Phenotype KnowledgeBase, an online phenotype knowledgebase that stores researchers’ collaborations of electronic algorithms of phenotypes [30]. Gold standard phenotypes are developed by panels of domain experts across multiple sites. We manually extracted 13 phenotypes that have been reviewed and finalized by the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics phenotype working group. The second set of domain expert–derived phenotypes, which we will refer to as “silver standard” phenotypes, are the group of validated phenotype algorithms published by Ritchie et al [31]. Silver standard phenotypes are developed by a panel of domain experts at a single site. Nine phenotypes were manually extracted from the article. This peer-reviewed paper is not part of the article corpus. In summary, the full set of 102 phenotypes collected over the three different sources consists of 80 machine learning–extracted phenotypes validated by domain experts, 13 gold standard phenotypes, and 9 silver standard phenotypes.

PubMed Open Access Corpus

PIVET works by analyzing co-occurrences of phenotypic items within the PMC OA subset, an openly available online repository of medical articles, which constitutes roughly one-third of the total collection of articles in the PMC (over 1 million articles). The articles within the OA subset are copyright protected but have a flexible license concerning reuse. Trimmed down versions of the articles are stored in a MongoDB. We use the NoSQL database MongoDB because it is a document-based database without restrictive schema, ideal for storing articles that vary in content. Furthermore, MongoDB has been shown to outperform SQL-based databases in terms of read, write, and delete operations and scaling to larger datasets [32-34].

We limit the corpus in the database to those articles with attached MeSH terms; this amounts to 379,766 articles. MeSH is a hierarchical vocabulary curated by the NLM to index and catalog biomedical information [35]. There are 26,000 biomedical concepts or headings and over 200,000 supplementary concepts that form qualifiers for the headings. MeSH has two major benefits over the other existing ontologies. First, a large portion of the PubMed corpus has been manually annotated with MeSH labels. Expert indexers at the NLM assign MeSH terms to each article that best summarize the text. These terms are periodically reviewed and updated. We index the PMC database with the MeSH terms each article contains, and we represent each item in a phenotype with a set of MeSH terms, which is discussed in the next section. The index and phenotypic item representation combined with search optimization techniques described in the subsequent section speed up the co-occurrence analysis process considerably.

Phenotypic Item Representation: Constructing Medical Subject Headings Synonym Sets

Once the phenotypes are stored in the database, the next step is to build representations for the terms within each phenotype, which we refer to as “phenotypic items.” Medical terms can have various synonyms (representations) across different articles. For example, the term “heart attack” can also be referred to as “cardiovascular stroke,” “myocardial infarction,” and “cardiogenic shock.” Thus, it is important to generate a list of synonyms for each phenotypic item to achieve high recall within the PubMed corpus. PheKnow-Cloud built representations for each phenotypic item from related terms and concepts found in the following medical ontologies: MeSH, Systemized...
Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms, and International Classification of Diseases-9 or -10. Further experiments indicated this approach can introduce noise into the representation. Instead, PIVET uses only MeSH terms to generate a phenotypic item representation for each phenotypic item with the following two-step process: (1) assign the most relevant MeSH term and (2) generate a ranked list of closely related MeSH terms.

To generate a candidate set of representations for a phenotypic item, PIVET first queries the NLM MeSH database using Biopython [11] with a cleaned version of the phenotypic item. The search returns a set of MeSH tree numbers. MeSH terms are formed into a hierarchical tree, where each MeSH term is assigned a node in the tree and labeled by a number. This number designates the MeSH term’s place in the hierarchy. For example, the tree number of “hypertension” is C14.907.489, which indicates that it is a child of the node C14.907 (“vascular diseases”). Vascular diseases, in turn, is a child of node C14 (“cardiovascular diseases”). Gathering nodes with the prefix C14.907.489 gives a set of possible synonyms for the original phenotypic item “hypertension.” Generally, this hierarchy gives a relatively straightforward method for finding synonyms and relevant concepts.

As the query does not rank the results (ie, it does not designate which tree number is most relevant to the search), it is necessary to identify the MeSH term that most closely matches the phenotypic term. For example, querying the phenotypic item “hypertension” returns the tree numbers that map to the natural language headings: “hypertension, malignant”; “hypertension, portal”; “hypertension, pulmonary”; “hypertension, renal”; “hypertension”; “masked hypertension”; “prehypertension”; etc (shown in Figure 3). PIVET designates the “most relevant synonym” for the original phenotypic item by finding the natural language heading associated with each of the tree numbers that most closely matches the original phenotypic item. Specifically, for each natural language heading or synonym, PIVET forms a set where each element is a word of the synonym and then finds size of the intersection between the set and the original cleaned item, which has also been turned into a set. It also records the size difference between the two sets. For example, the phenotypic item “hypertension” and candidate synonym “hypertension, malignant” have an intersection of length one (ie, “hypertension”) and a size difference of 1. However, PIVET would assign “hypertension” as the most relevant synonym because it has an intersection of size 1 and a set size difference of 0 with the original phenotypic item. In the event of a tie, the algorithm designates the tied candidate synonyms as the most relevant synonyms and builds the synonym sets for each.

The remaining synonyms are then ranked based on the percentage overlap between each candidate synonym and the most relevant synonym in our PubMed OA corpus. The percentage overlap, calculated as the number of times the candidate synonym appears with the most relevant synonym divided by the number of times the candidate synonym appears overall, serves as the relevance score to rank each synonym. The ranked list is then used to adjust the number of synonyms. An example of a ranked synonym set can be seen in Figure 3.

Corpus Analysis

The aim of the corpus analysis step is to gauge the strength of the relationship between items in a phenotype. However, it is unlikely all items in a phenotype will appear together, so instead, PIVET searches the corpus for occurrences of subsets of the phenotypic items (represented by their phenotypic item MeSH synonym sets as described in the last section). Through experimentation, we found only a small fraction of subsets of any phenotype occur in the article corpus. This means it is inefficient as well as computationally infeasible for even moderately sized phenotypes to look for all possible subsets (ie, the power set in this case has \(2^{|S|} \times n\) elements, where \(|S|\) is the cardinality of the phenotype and is the synonym set size for phenotypic item \(i\)).

Moreover, as the size of the subset increases, the likelihood of all the terms appearing in any given article diminishes. Therefore, it is not necessary to enumerate all the possible subsets.

**Figure 3.** Synonym generation process for the term “hypertension.” First the National Library of Medicine (NLM) Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database is queried with the term “hypertension,” which returns a list of candidate MeSH terms. From this query result, the “most relevant synonym” is determined through a process of string matching between the original queried term and the candidate synonyms. In this case, the most relevant synonym is “hypertension.” The candidate synonyms are then ranked based on the percentage overlap between PubMed articles that contain the MeSH term associated with the candidate synonym and the MeSH term of the most relevant synonym.
Using this observation, we implement an algorithm inspired by the string-matching Aho-Corasick algorithm to search the space effectively [36], an approach also made popular by the a priori algorithm for finding association rules in data mining. We sketch the algorithm with a set comprised terms A, B, C, and D that we assume all occur individually in the corpus. We observe that if terms A and B, comprising a tuple (A,B), do not co-occur in any article together, then any larger subset also containing these two terms will necessarily have zero counts (eg, [A,B,C], [A,B,D], and [A,B,C,D]). As a result, only nonzero (feasible) co-occurrence subsets need to be expanded. A key insight for efficient expansion of an existing co-occurrence subset with nonzero counts is to join it with the associated tuple pairs with one overlapping term that have nonzero counts. For example, if the only nonzero tuple pairs are (A,C), (A,D), (B,C), (B,D), and (C,D), then the possible tuples with cardinality 3 are (A,C,D) and (B,C,D). As increasing the cardinality size of the tuple is equivalent to a join operation in a SQL database, PIVET uses MySQL to implement this portion of the analysis. After constructing the query tuples of MeSH terms in MySQL, PIVET then counts the number of articles where each tuple appears. Additionally, we set a few more restrictions on the subset queries to make them even more efficient. For one, each subset is constructed using “different” phenotypic items to avoid arbitrary inflation of counts. If two or more phenotypic items contain identical MeSH synonym sets, a “super” phenotypic item is formed (eg, “tuberculosis of adrenal glands” and “tuberculosis of adrenal glands, bacteriological or histological examination not done” are merged together). In addition, terms for the same phenotypic item (eg, all MeSH terms associated with “myocardial infarction”) are never paired with one other.

Given these tuple co-occurrence counts, the next step is to map the co-occurring subsets of phenotypic synonyms back to their phenotypic items. For example, if the synonym set for the phenotypic item “attention deficit disorder” contains two synonym terms “attention deficit and disruptive behavior disorders” and “attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity,” then any tuple of cardinality 1 with either of these terms is collected, and the sum of the co-occurrences is then designated as the number of times the phenotypic item “attention deficit disorder” occurred. The aggregated co-occurrence counts for all the nonzero subsets of the phenotypic items are then used to calculate the clinical relevance scores for the phenotype.

Clinical Validity Determination

PIVET uses a two-step process to calculate the clinical relevance score: (1) obtain the lift (see below) for each co-occurring subset of phenotypic items and (2) classify the relevance of the phenotype based on features derived from the previous step. As in PheKnow-Cloud, PIVET uses lift to evaluate the strength of the relationship between the items in a phenotype. Given items $I_1, I_2, ..., I_n$, lift is defined in equation 1 in Figure 4.

Lift is a widely used metric to measure the statistical independence of objects [37]. A lift of greater than 1 suggests a nonrandom relationship. Although there are many metrics (eg, support, gain, certainty, confidence, and coverage) that can help assess the plausibility of relationships between objects, lift has the benefit of being symmetric (ie, lift[A,B]=lift[B,A]), and therefore, the order of the objects does not matter [38]. Another metric called leverage also has this symmetric property. However, unlike leverage, lift is not impaired by the “rare item problem,” which refers to the property of a metric excluding objects that appear infrequently [39]. In the OA corpus, phenotypic items appear infrequently, so it is especially important to use a metric that does not suffer from the rare item problem. In PIVET, the lift calculation entails dividing the percentage of times items appear together in the corpus by the product of percentages of times each item appears individually in the corpus, which can be rewritten as equation 2 in Figure 4, where count(A) is the number of articles in the corpus that contain the set A, and D is the number of documents in the corpus.

It was observed in PheKnow-Cloud that the lift increases exponentially with the size of the co-occurrence set [1]. This is consistent with equation 2. For example, if a set of six items appears together then the fraction of counts will be multiplied by the size of the corpus to the fifth power. These lifts of larger co-occurring subsets drown out the lifts of smaller-sized subsets, which is not necessarily desirable. Thus, we must “normalize” the cardinality of co-occurrence sets. To this end, PheKnow-Cloud calculated the lift for any subset that occurred in the corpus without regard to whether the subset occurred in a phenotype, separated the lifts by the cardinality of the subsets, computed the SDs above the median within that cardinality, aggregated all the SDs above the median values back into the respective phenotypes, and averaged the SD values for each phenotype. This average served as the “clinical relevance score” for that phenotype. This implies that the relevance score will vary depending on the phenotype corpus, as phenotype scores relative to other candidate phenotypes.

PIVET mitigates this issue inherent to PheKnow-Cloud normalization by including the number of tuples with zero co-occurrences. The number of subsets that had zero occurrences in the corpus is calculated using a simple combinatorial formula as shown in equation 3 in Figure 4, where $S^j$ is the number of phenotypic items in phenotype $j$.

Including the zero occurrence counts for each cardinality pulls down the overall lift of the larger items (as it is improbable that large subsets of the phenotype will occur) and thus mitigates the impact of larger co-occurring subsets. Consequently, PIVET avoids the need to pool the phenotypic items across all the phenotypes and avoids unnecessary co-occurrence queries for tuples that do not occur in a phenotype. Perhaps more importantly, this implies that the relevance score is decoupled from the phenotype corpus and can be computed independently for a given phenotype.

The final step in the process is to classify the relevance of the phenotype. We compared four separate classification models: logistic regression, logistic regression with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso), ridge logistic regression, and k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) on the entire phenotype corpus to predict clinically significant vs not clinically significant. Gold and silver standard phenotypes are denoted as clinically significant because of their relatively small numbers.
The features we use are lift mean, lift median, and lift SD for each individual cardinality from 1, 2, 3, and 4 (12 features). We also include the overall lift mean, median, and SD (3 features) and the average cardinality of subsets of the phenotype with nonzero co-occurrences (16 features in total). Model-specific parameters (ie, K for k-NN and the regularization parameter for ridge and lasso) are chosen based on the best area under receiver operating characteristic via five-fold cross-validation.

In summary, the PIVET lift analysis differs from that performed by PheKnow-Cloud in two key ways. First, we eliminate the need to pool the lifts across the entire phenotype corpus, which means that phenotypes can be analyzed on an individual basis. Second, we introduce classification models to determine relevance based on lift-based features, removing the need to perform an exhaustive search to determine the clinical relevancy threshold.

Results

Results Overview

PIVET is evaluated using two different methods. The first compares the new framework with its predecessor, PheKnow-Cloud, on the set of phenotypes PheKnow-Cloud examined. Differences in computation time, synonym generation, and clinical relevance scores are quantitatively and qualitatively examined. This comparison shows that PIVET delivers clinical relevance determination performance comparable with that of PheKnow-Cloud in a fraction of the time. Furthermore, PIVET’s performance justifies shifting from the old to the new framework.

In the second set of experiments, we demonstrate the full PIVET framework on the combined set of machine learning–generated phenotypes, gold standard phenotypes, and silver standard phenotypes. This experiment and discussion show how PIVET’s classification method can be used to identify clinically relevant phenotypes from the pool of possibly clinically relevant phenotypes.

Phenotypic Item Representation

A subset comprising one-quarter of the PMC OA corpus is used to compare our framework’s use of MeSH terms for the phenotypic item synonym sets with PheKnow-Cloud’s phenotypic item synonym sets. This subset is identical to the one used in the original evaluation of PheKnow-Cloud (see [1] for more details regarding the construction of the dataset). We limit this subset to articles with MeSH terms, which results in a corpus of articles that comprises 7.85% of the PMC OA subset (94,673/1,206,506). We restrict the phenotypes in question to the 80 domain expert–verified, machine learning–generated phenotypes used in the original papers [1,27]. Table 2 shows the clinical validity annotations of these 80 phenotypes.

PIVET takes less than 2 hours to evaluate 80 phenotypes on the 8% PMC OA subset; PheKnow-Cloud required 17 hours for the same phenotypes. The breakdown of the computation time for the major components of the two frameworks is shown in Table 1. The phenotypic item representation process time is roughly the same for both PIVET and PheKnow-Cloud, and querying the NLM MeSH database remains the bottleneck. However, PIVET is 170 and 35 times faster for the corpus analysis and clinical relevance determination steps, respectively. Not only does PIVET provide an overall speedup of 10 times on the same article corpus, but the entire process does not need to be repeated to analyze new phenotypes.

Table 2. Counts of the 80 machine learning–generated phenotypes by clinical relevance annotation category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain expert annotation category</th>
<th>Count, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinically significant</td>
<td>11 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly clinically significant</td>
<td>62 (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not clinically significant</td>
<td>7 (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e164/
As discussed in an earlier section, the phenotypic item representation is different between the two frameworks. PIVET uses sets of MeSH terms to represent each phenotypic item, whereas PheKnow-Cloud’s representative synonym sets are built from several ontologies that include the MeSH terms. Overall, PIVET finds more descriptive, discriminative, and possibly more interpretable representations of phenotypic items, whereas PheKnow-Cloud’s synonym sets produced a sizeable number of less descriptive words in comparison. Figure 5 shows the top 50 PheKnow-Cloud-generated synonyms that were found in the corpus. Although PheKnow-Cloud excludes the first 30 most common terms from its co-occurrence analysis, the remaining 20 words are not discriminative. For example, the word “diseases” is associated with many of the phenotypic items but is too generic to be a meaningful representation of the items.

Figure 5. Most common synonyms found in corpus using PheKnow-Cloud synonym generation process.

Table 3. Comparison of representation of the phenotypic item “unspecified chest pain” generated by PheKnow-Cloud (left column) and Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET; right column).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PheKnow-Cloud (synonyms)</th>
<th>PIVET^a (MeSH^b terms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified chest pain</td>
<td>Chest pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified chest</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aPIVET: Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool.
^bMeSH: Medical Subject Headings.
In some cases, the synonym sets are reasonable representations of the item and similar for both frameworks. For example, PIVET and PheKnow-Cloud can capture the meaning of the phenotypic item “laxatives” (shown in Table 4). PheKnow-Cloud extracts synonyms that are close literal matches to the phenotypic item or specific kinds of laxatives. Similarly, PIVET finds a MeSH term that is an exact match to the phenotypic item and a specific example of the phenotypic item. When looking through the corpus for occurrences of the original term “laxatives,” both frameworks should recover mentions of the original term.

Clinical Validity Determination

Next, we examine how PIVET’s phenotype representation compares with that of PheKnow-Cloud in terms of identifying clinically relevant phenotypes. To do this, we instrumented PIVET to record co-occurrences in the same manner as PheKnow-Cloud. Table 5 summarizes the number of articles that are found under each framework. Although the PIVET MeSH representation identifies significantly fewer articles from the corpus, the articles have an 85% overlap with PheKnow-Cloud articles. In conjunction with Figure 5 and Table 2, the results suggest that not all of the PheKnow-Cloud articles are relevant or directly related to the phenotypic item. Thus, PIVET synonym sets may result in higher precision.

Finally, we compared the two frameworks’ ability to discriminate between clinically significant and not significant phenotypes using the process PheKnow-Cloud used. To do this, we first calculated the normalized lift for all the phenotypes using the synonyms sets generated by PheKnow-Cloud and PIVET. Figure 6 plots the pooled normalized lift values for the 80 phenotypes based on the annotated significance level. As we saw in the PheKnow-Cloud framework, under the PIVET representation, the distributions of normalized lift between significant and not significant phenotypes are not identical, which indicates that lift scores can be used to discriminate between significant and not significant phenotypes.

In the final step, we calculated clinical validity scores for each phenotype by taking the average of the normalized lift scores in each phenotype. An exhaustive search was performed on the clinical validity scores to determine the boundaries for PIVET and PheKnow-Cloud, which was the method used in PheKnow-Cloud that maximized the F1 score. F1 is computed as equation 4 in Figure 4.

We obtained an F1 score of 0.85 and 0.89 for PIVET and PheKnow-Cloud, respectively. Although the predictive performance of PIVET is slightly lower than that of PheKnow-Cloud, the performance loss is negligible when compared with the total run time of each framework (Table 1) on 8% of the PMC OA subset. Moreover, by mapping directly to MeSH terms, PIVET can leverage the “automatic” assignment of MeSH terms for all articles and can have a higher probability of capturing appearances of the original phenotypic item in the corpus.

Table 4. Comparison of representation of the phenotypic item “laxatives” generated by PheKnow-Cloud (left column) and Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET; right column).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PheKnow-Cloud (synonyms)</th>
<th>PIVET$^a$ (MeSH$^b$ terms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laxatives</td>
<td>Laxatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxatives pharmacological action</td>
<td>Senna extract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psyllium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senna extract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$PIVET: Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool.

$^b$MeSH: Medical Subject Headings.

Table 5. Number of articles that each framework’s synonym generation process found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synonym type</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIVET$^a$</td>
<td>28,068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PheKnow-Cloud</td>
<td>79,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIVET and PheKnow-Cloud</td>
<td>23,901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$PIVET: Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool.
Figure 6. Normalized lift comparison between Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET) and PheKnow-Cloud. Normalized lift is calculated as follows: the lift for any subset of phenotypic items that occurred in the corpus without regard to whether the subset occurred in a phenotype is calculated. Then the lifts are separated by the cardinality of the subsets, and the standard deviations above the median within that cardinality is computed (ie, this is the normalized lift). The boxplot depicts the normalized lift for the subsets that appeared in each type (ie, “maybe significant,” “not significant,” and “significant”) of phenotype.

Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool

In the first set of experiments, we demonstrated PIVET’s synonym generation process results in discriminative performance comparable with that of PheKnow-Cloud in a fraction of the time. In the second set of experiments, we use PIVET’s full framework (Figure 1) to predict which phenotypes are clinically valid and show how PIVET can be used to examine phenotypes that are possibly clinically valid.

Corpus Analysis: Classification Score Evaluation

We evaluated the ability of the PIVET classification system to identify clinically significant phenotypes. The entire phenotype corpus, including the gold and silver standard phenotypes, were analyzed using the entire PMC OA corpus. There is ambiguity regarding the “possibly significant” Marble and Rubik phenotypes, and they were therefore excluded from the training set. Thus, a total of 45 phenotypes were used to build the classifier, with 7 annotated as not significant.

The diversity of the phenotypes in our corpus yielded phenotypes that contained anywhere from 3 to 63 phenotypic items. The size of the phenotype sets impacted the cardinality of the nonzero co-occurrence tuples; thus, we limited the lift summary features to only include tuples up to 4 (the average across the phenotype corpus). Figure 7 illustrates the differences in the mean lift values between the various categories, with the gold and silver standard separated from the clinically significant group. The results show that the phenotypes that are clinically significant exhibited a higher (more positive) distribution in lift mean compared with the nonsignificant phenotypes. Moreover, for co-occurrence cardinality less than 5, gold standard phenotypes generally had a higher lift. The figure suggests it is suitable to use the mean lift of tuples of cardinalities 2, 3, and 4 as individual features to distinguish the clinical significance of a phenotype.

Next, we used logistic regression to analyze the effect of the size of the synonym set. For each synonym set size ranging from 2 to 10, we used five-fold cross-validation to examine how the size of the synonym set generalizes to an unseen dataset for different metrics. Figure 8 plots the average precision, recall, and F1 score as a function of the synonym set size. The figure shows significant increases for all three metrics at synonym size 6, at which point an F1 score of 0.89, recall rate of 0.89, and a precision score of 0.88 are achieved. On the basis of these results, we used six synonyms for each phenotypic item for the remaining analysis.

We repeated the classification process using four models (logistic regression, k-NN, logistic regression with lasso, and ridge-regularized logistic regression) with six MeSH term synonyms for each phenotypic item. The results are shown in Table 6. Of the four classification models, ridge regression achieved the highest F1 score of 0.91 and an Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve score of 0.60. On the basis of these results, we use ridge regression as our classification model for the remaining results. Incorporating a classification model into the framework is an improvement over PheKnow-Cloud, which depended on an exhaustive search to obtain a boundary between clinically relevant and not clinically relevant phenotypes.
Figure 7. Log mean lift for co-occurrences of sizes 2, 3, 4, and 5 for each type of phenotype.

Figure 8. Classification scores for different sizes of synonyms using the Phenotype Instance Verification and Evaluation Tool (PIVET) framework.

Table 6. Performance metrics for classification task to identify clinically relevant phenotypes using synonym sets of size 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Logistic regression</th>
<th>K-nearest neighbors</th>
<th>Lasso</th>
<th>Ridge regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We compared our framework with PheKnow-Cloud, its predecessor, and showed that PIVET improves the run time dramatically. In addition to scaling up to the entire PMC OA corpus, PIVET can analyze phenotypes individually and automatically assign clinical relevance scores that are independent of the other phenotypes in the corpus. Furthermore, there was anecdotal evidence that the PIVET synonym generation process was more discriminative and meaningful than its PheKnow-Cloud counterpart. In the future, one goal is to make PIVET available to researchers and clinicians. To this end, we plan to deploy a live version of the phenotype parser that users can interact with via a REST API and receive phenotype JSON files in return. We are currently investigating the best way to release PIVET for general use.

### Possible Use Cases

For researchers developing models and algorithms to automatically extract phenotypes from EHRs without supervision, all phenotypes are possibly clinically significant before they have been validated. We envision PIVET being used by researchers to gain understanding into the phenotypes they have extracted. Outside a machine learning setting, there are several potential uses for PIVET. For example, a pharmaceutical company may uncover a potentially interesting pathway analysis or phenotype, and they can use PIVET to identify all the articles that have been previously published on the subject, as well as PIVET’s clinical validity determination. Similarly, in a healthcare setting, a clinician could explore what pathways have been discovered with relation the set of patient characteristics. As in the pharmaceutical setting, PIVET’s ability to deliver a clinical validity determination, as well as generate a body of evidence in the form relevant articles, can help clinicians reason about the patterns they encounter on a daily basis.

### Limitations

One possible way to improve PIVET is to include more phenotypes when training the classifier. We continue to gather additional domain expert annotated phenotypes to include in the phenotype dataset. Using the PIVET classification ridge model, we predicted the clinical relevance scores of these ambiguous phenotypes. Table 7 shows the two extremes based on the averaged prediction score: phenotypes with the highest probability of being “clinically significant” (top two rows) and phenotypes with the lowest probability of being “clinically significant” (bottom two rows), as well as the annotator’s comment on the phenotype and the average lift calculated by PIVET. The prediction scores seem to reflect the annotator’s certainty, as the lowest prediction score is associated with a question mark, whereas the top two scoring phenotypes seem to capture a relevant concept. The results underscore the potential of PIVET system to help resolve uncertainties.

#### Discussion

### Principal Findings

Several automated, high-throughput phenotype methods have been proposed to help clinicians quickly characterize and understand vast amounts of healthcare data. However, the potential for computational phenotyping to help physicians reason about patient populations will only be realized if the phenotypes generated are clinically meaningful. To increase the utility of such data-driven phenotype discovery, some measure of inferred clinical meaningfulness should be reported to help clinicians sort the signals from the noise. We developed PIVET to meet this need. PIVET generates evidence sets and clinical relevance scores for data-driven candidate phenotypes using the literature available in PubMed, a large online repository of biomedical articles.

We compared our framework with PheKnow-Cloud, its predecessor, and showed that PIVET improves the run time dramatically. In addition to scaling up to the entire PMC OA corpus, PIVET can analyze phenotypes individually and automatically assign clinical relevance scores that are independent of the other phenotypes in the corpus. Furthermore, there was anecdotal evidence that the PIVET synonym generation process was more discriminative and meaningful than its PheKnow-Cloud counterpart. In the future, one goal is to make PIVET available to researchers and clinicians. To this end, we plan to deploy a live version of the phenotype parser that users can interact with via a REST API and receive phenotype JSON files in return. We are currently investigating the best way to release PIVET for general use.

### Possible Use Cases

For researchers developing models and algorithms to automatically extract phenotypes from EHRs without supervision, all phenotypes are possibly clinically significant before they have been validated. We envision PIVET being used by researchers to gain understanding into the phenotypes they have extracted. Outside a machine learning setting, there are several potential uses for PIVET. For example, a pharmaceutical company may uncover a potentially interesting pathway analysis or phenotype, and they can use PIVET to identify all the articles that have been previously published on the subject, as well as PIVET’s clinical validity determination to decide if the pathway is worth pursuing and how much it can be trusted. Similarly, in a healthcare setting, a clinician could encounter an interesting group of patients and use PIVET to explore what pathways have been discovered with relation the set of patient characteristics. As in the pharmaceutical setting, PIVET’s ability to deliver a clinical validity determination, as well as generate a body of evidence in the form relevant articles, can help clinicians reason about the patterns they encounter on a daily basis.

### Limitations

One possible way to improve PIVET is to include more phenotypes when training the classifier. We continue to gather additional domain expert annotated phenotypes to include in

---

**Table 7.** Diagnoses and medications for candidate phenotypes along with domain expert annotations, classification score, and lift for two possibly significant phenotypes with high (top two rows) and low (bottom two rows) classification scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnoses</th>
<th>Medications</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Lift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypotension, heart failure, cardiac dysrhythmias, unspecified chest pain</td>
<td>Statins, proton pump inhibitors, gabapentin, noncardioselective beta blockers, sodium, group v antiarrhythmics, potassium-sparing diuretics</td>
<td>The arrhythmic heart patient</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>317.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic heart disease, hypertension, cardiomyopathy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of fluid, electrolyte, and acid-base balance; other and unspecified anemias; hypertensive chronic kidney disease; hypertension; diabetes mellitus; type 2; other disorders of kidney and ureter; chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>Antiadrenergic agents, centrally acting, angiotensin receptor blockers, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, selective immunosuppressants, loop diuretics, gabapentin</td>
<td>Heading toward dialysis</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>24683.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume depletion; dehydration, nausea, or vomiting; hypopotassemia; abdominal pain</td>
<td>Heparins, antihistamines, 5HT3 receptor antagonists, minerals and electrolytes, narcotic analgesic combinations, proton pump inhibitors</td>
<td>Gastroenteritis</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorders of fluid, electrolyte, and acid-base balance; other diseases of lung; hypopension; pleurisy, atelectasis, and pulmonary collapse; unspecified chest pain; other disorders of the kidney and ureter</td>
<td>Anticholinergic bronchodilators, loop diuretics</td>
<td>Lung diseases?</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the framework. One limitation of this analysis was that all the gold and silver standard phenotypes were combined with the domain expert–labeled examples for classification purposes. As we continue to gather more gold and silver phenotypes, we plan to refine the classification process by incorporating this “annotation quality” information. We also plan to test new sets of features that incorporate interaction between the lift statistics and to examine different metrics for evaluating the clinical significance of candidate phenotypes.
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Abstract

Background: Artificial intelligence methods in combination with the latest technologies, including medical devices, mobile computing, and sensor technologies, have the potential to enable the creation and delivery of better management services to deal with chronic diseases. One of the most lethal and prevalent chronic diseases is diabetes mellitus, which is characterized by dysfunction of glucose homeostasis.

Objective: The objective of this paper is to review recent efforts to use artificial intelligence techniques to assist in the management of diabetes, along with the associated challenges.

Methods: A review of the literature was conducted using PubMed and related bibliographic resources. Analyses of the literature from 2010 to 2018 yielded 1849 pertinent articles, of which we selected 141 for detailed review.

Results: We propose a functional taxonomy for diabetes management and artificial intelligence. Additionally, a detailed analysis of each subject category was performed using related key outcomes. This approach revealed that the experiments and studies reviewed yielded encouraging results.

Conclusions: We obtained evidence of an acceleration of research activity aimed at developing artificial intelligence-powered tools for prediction and prevention of complications associated with diabetes. Our results indicate that artificial intelligence methods are being progressively established as suitable for use in clinical daily practice, as well as for the self-management of diabetes. Consequently, these methods provide powerful tools for improving patients’ quality of life.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10775) doi:10.2196/10775
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Introduction

Overview

Diabetes mellitus refers collectively to a group of diseases resulting from dysfunction of the glucoregulatory system [1]. Hyperglycemia, the hallmark of diabetes, is the primary consequence of this dysregulation. Chronic hyperglycemia in diabetes is associated with long-term complications involving tissue damage and organ failure, which can decrease life expectancy and even cause death. The International Diabetes Federation estimates that, by 2017, diabetes affected 425 million people worldwide, of whom, 4 million died in the same year. These figures are expected to increase dramatically in the coming decades, placing a rising burden on health care systems [2].

Most diabetes can be categorized into 3 subgroups: type 1 diabetes (T1D), type 2 diabetes (T2D), and gestational diabetes (GDM). Over the long term, T2D patients become resistant to the normal effects of insulin and gradually lose their capacity to produce enough of this hormone. A wide range of therapeutic
options are available for patients with T2D. At the early stages of disease, they commonly receive medications that improve insulin secretion or insulin absorption, but eventually they must receive external doses of insulin. On the other hand, T1D patients have severe impairments in insulin production, and must use external insulin exclusively to manage their blood glucose (BG). Treatment of T1D requires consistent doses of insulin through multiple daily injections (MDIs) or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) using a pump. GDM is treated similarly to T2D, but only occurs during pregnancy due to the interaction between insulin and hormones released by the placenta.

In each class of diabetes, timely diagnosis, education of patients in self-management, and continuous medical care are required to prevent acute complications (eg, ketoacidosis) and minimize the risk of long-term complications (eg, nephropathy, diabetic foot, cardiovascular disease, or stroke). In addition to medication, management of diabetes requires adherence to an array of self-care behaviors that are often very burdensome for patients: carefully scheduling meals, counting carbohydrates, exercising, monitoring BG levels, and adjusting endeavors on a daily basis. The effects of nonadherence to recommended treatment are not immediately evident and long-term complications may take years to develop. Accordingly, diabetes therapy is complex, and therapeutic decisions need to take into account diverse medical factors and lifestyle-related activities that must be optimized to improve diabetic patients’ quality of life.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a quickly growing field, and its applications to diabetes research are growing even more rapidly as shown in Figure 1, which is a gross estimate of the number of related articles in the Google Scholar database.

In the literature, intelligent algorithms are widely used in data driven methods to support advanced analysis and provide individualized medical aid. There is also evidence that an increasing number of health care companies are applying these techniques [3]. Short-term prospects indicate they are likely to have considerable success in clinical practice. The main reasons for this growth include the explosive increase in the amount of available information, along with the improved performance of intelligent methodologies capable of handling and processing this information, both of which have led to the development of tools and applications which can enhance the effective management of complicated diseases, including diabetes and cancer.

Over the last decade, the entire paradigm of diabetes management has been transformed due to the integration of new technologies such as continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) devices and the development of the artificial pancreas (AP), along with the exploitation of data acquired by applying these novel tools. AI is attracting increased attention in this field because the amount of data acquired electronically from patients suffering from diabetes has grown exponentially. By means of complex and refined methods, AI has been shown to provide useful management tools to deal with these incremental repositories of data. Thus, AI has played a key role in the recognition of these systems as routine therapeutic aids for patients with diabetes.

The literature offers ample evidence of the use of artificial intelligence methods in the field of diabetes, such as in general surveys [4,5] or in particular domains, for example early diagnosis [6]. In this manuscript, we describe the latest efforts and advances in the application of AI methodologies to diabetes management and decision support. Background information on AI methods is provided in the remainder of the Introduction section.

Figure 1. The number of published articles in Google Scholar that include the terms “diabetes” and “artificial intelligence.”
We then provide a detailed description of the methodological approach used in this review, report the results of a literature analysis, discuss studies on various sub-topics, and conclude with a brief summary and a discussion of future challenges.

**Artificial Intelligence Techniques**

Defining the concept of AI, computational intelligence, or machine intelligence is not a trivial undertaking. In this paper, we refer to AI as a branch of computer science that aims to create systems or methods that analyze information and allow the handling of complexity in a wide range of applications (in this case, diabetes management). Although the application of AI algorithms involves highly technical and specialized knowledge, this has not prevented AI from becoming an essential part of the technology industry and making contributions to major advances within the field. This section will provide a short overview of several well-known computational intelligence paradigms. For a more in-depth discussion of various intelligent algorithms, theoretical results, and applications, the reader is referred to the following book by Nilsson [7]. In this study, we categorized methodologies with respect to the objective sought: to explore and discover information, to learn using information, or to extract conclusions from information (see Figure 2).

**Learning from Knowledge**

Acquisition of knowledge is a key requirement of solutions intended to exhibit intelligent behavior. Because learning is an effective way to introduce such knowledge, most AI studies to date have employed learning techniques (see Figure 3). The primary aim of learning from knowledge is to allow computers to learn automatically without human intervention or assistance. This process could involve any method that includes some inductive component, ranging from a simple Kalman filter to a complex convolutional neural network. No method is inherently better than any other; each is more or less well-suited to different scenarios, for example, a softer learning curve, faster execution, or more flexible solutions. Furthermore, the performances of various methods are closely related to the quality and quantity of data: when more information is gathered, and less noise is present in the data, better solutions can be obtained. The most important families of techniques are artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVMs), random forest (RF), evolutionary algorithms (EAs), deep learning, Naïve Bayes, decision trees, and regression algorithms.

**Exploration and Discovery of Knowledge**

The discovery of knowledge revolves around the exploration and creation of algorithms for retrieving potential information from databases, commonly referred to as knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). The primary objective of KDD is identification of valid, potentially useful, and understandable information. KDD involves evaluation and interpretation of patterns and models for making decisions about what does and does not constitute knowledge, that is, distinguishing between data that are useful and those that are (in the context of interest) useless. Therefore, KDD requires broad and deep knowledge about the area of study.

The overall KDD process may be characterized into 6 steps in the cross industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM) model (Figure 4) [8]: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, data modeling, evaluation of the model, and deployment. The application of data mining modelling is the most technical stage of the process. Techniques for data mining have taken much of their inspiration from learning algorithms and statistics, although the two types of approaches have different objectives. The most important data mining tasks involve the detection of anomalies, identification of dependencies between variables, regression, clustering, and classification. Some examples of representative techniques for this process are k-means, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, and hierarchical clustering (HC).

![Figure 2. A taxonomy of some of the best known artificial intelligence methods.](http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e10775/)
Reasoning from Knowledge

In this discourse, the idea of reasoning from knowledge denotes the creation of precise and effective ways to generate inferences in more precise and robust ways. Thus, reasoning from knowledge involves the use of logical techniques such as deduction and induction to generate conclusions from the available knowledge. The primary objective of systems that implement reasoning mechanisms is to perform tasks at a human-expert level in a narrow, specialized manner within the domain of interest. Such systems commonly apply heuristics to guide reasoning and reduce the search space of possible solutions.

These systems are based on 3 main components. First, a knowledge acquisition system is used to gather and collect inferences that can be used for further development. In this context, such a system is used to extract new rules and gather information. Second, a knowledge base, characterized by rules and information, is used for problem solving. Important aspects here include relations, conditions, recommendations, directives, and strategies. Finally, the inference engine links the knowledge base with the gathered information. Overall, this process facilitates reasoning, whereby the system becomes able to facilitate the realization of the anticipated solution. It is possible for a system structured on this basis to transfer expert knowledge directly to the knowledge base. This, in turn, helps to build new solutions based on previous cases, or to deal with ambiguous concepts and uncertainty. Representatives of these tasks include rule-based reasoning, case-based reasoning (illustrated in Figure 5), and fuzzy logic.

Figure 5. The case-based reasoning circle.
**Methods**

A review of the literature was conducted using the PubMed database. The selection of this bibliographic system as the primary data source was motivated by the sharp increase in the number of articles in the database and the strong link between these articles and the health care sector. PubMed has been validated as a reliable tool for retrieving information on medical research and clinical applications. Only English-language documents published between 2010 and 2018 were considered. The search terms listed in Textbox 1 were used to identify terms in the abstracts, titles, and keywords of the documents.

The search terms were explored and combined, yielding 1841 “hits.” The terms “diabetes,” “management,” “artificial pancreas,” and “blood glucose” were combined with the remaining terms using a conjunctive operator, and these terms were used as keywords to create individual datasets comprising all references to the following phrases: “artificial intelligence” (186), “computational intelligence” (179), “machine learning” (88), “data mining” (111), “deep learning” (3), “k-means” (9), “fuzzy logic” (24), “heuristic” (10), “clustering analysis” (281), “Bayes” (19), “decision tree” (67), “random forest” (21), “particle swarm optimization” (7), “pattern recognition” (31), “genetic algorithm” (43), “supervised algorithm” (14), “unsupervised algorithm” (9), “knowledge-based” (14), “case-based reasoning” (11), “decision support system” (71), “self-organizing map” (4), “evolutionary computation” (2), “neural network” (72), “natural language processing” (34), “reinforcement learning” (6), clustering (510), and “support vector machine” (23). Each of these datasets was then combined to build an objective dataset of articles. A comprehensive review was performed of all references cited in the datasets. Finally, the bibliography of the reviewed articles was thoroughly explored to find titles with relevance to the main focus of this study.

The complete method is summarized in Figure 6. The resultant final collection of articles was divided into various categories, designed to assist in the grouping of studies according to their shared specific characteristics. Over the course of the systematic review, the subcategories were fused and fixed to accommodate the merging of information.

Textbox 1. The terms used in the search queries.

Artificial intelligence; Artificial neural network; Artificial pancreas; Blood glucose; Case-based reasoning; Cluster analysis; Clustering; Computational intelligence; Data mining; Decision support systems; Decision tree; Deep learning; Diabetes; Evolutionary computation; Fuzzy logic; Genetic algorithm; Heuristic; K-means; Knowledge-based; Machine learning; Management; Natural language processing; Naïve Bayes; Particle swarm; Pattern recognition; Random forest; Reinforcement learning; Self-organizing map; Supervised learning; Support vector machine; Unsupervised learning

**Figure 6.** Summary of the review process and classification of articles into a set of subdomains.
**Results**

**Main Findings**

Ultimately, 141 papers were included in the review. The potential of AI to enable diabetes solutions has been investigated in the context of multiple critical management issues. In this section, we use the following proposed diabetes management categories to summarize the latest contributions and the results described in the reviewed articles:

- Blood glucose control strategies
- Blood glucose prediction
- Detection of adverse glycemic events
- Insulin bolus calculators and advisory systems
- Risk and patient personalization
- Detection of meals, exercise and faults
- Lifestyle and daily-life support in diabetes management

As seen in Figure 7, the majority of the papers were published in the last 3 years, reflecting a clear acceleration in the application of AI techniques to diabetes management. In the following, contributions to each of the subdomains are detailed and discussed.

**Blood Glucose Control Strategies**

Development of the AP has been intensively pursued over the past decade. An AP consists of an automated system that mimics islet physiology, including a glucose sensor, a closed-loop control algorithm, and an insulin infusion device. The ultimate goal of an AP system is to improve overall diabetes management and reduce the frequency of life-threatening events associated with T1D. The algorithms used by the AP to calculate insulin dosage have been intensively investigated, either using data from diabetic patients or computer simulated patients, commonly named virtual patients (VP). The major candidate algorithms are derived from traditional control engineering theory; however, AI has become more established over the past few years and could ultimately provide better candidates to meet the challenges of an AP [9].

![Figure 7](image-url)  
*Figure 7. Number of articles reviewed according to subdomain and year of publication (BG: blood glucose).*

Although AI and control engineering have converged to some extent as the two fields incrementally exchange methods, here we will focus on studies dealing with closed-loop algorithms based on AI techniques. We direct interested readers to a recent comprehensive review on AP systems [10].

Three main AI methodologies have been established as control techniques in recent years: FL, ANNs, and reinforcement learning (RL). Most alternatives to control engineering algorithms are based on FL. Controllers apply FL theory to imitate the lines of reasoning of diabetes caregivers. Thus, the primary benefit of FL over classic control engineering is the ability to deal with nonlinearities and uncertainties. However fuzzy logic systems have not yet been proven to clearly outperform well-tuned classical approaches.

MD-Logic [11,12] was developed by authors who sought to individualize glycemic control using a fuzzy controller. Two feasibility studies were conducted in cohorts of 7 T1D patients to introduce the methodology and test the viability of the controller. Subsequently, a randomized crossover trial was conducted in 12 T1D patients [13]. The results suggested that the fuzzy method could improve nocturnal BG control without increasing the risk of hypoglycemia. Following the success of these feasibility studies, the authors performed a randomized crossover study of 56 young patients over 3 days [14]. The results confirmed a reduced rate of nocturnal hypoglycemia and superior glycemic control in comparison with insulin pump treatment. In a home-based randomized trial of 15 T1D patients [15], the authors compared the fuzzy AP and sensor-augmented pump over 4 nights; the results confirmed the feasibility, safety, and efficiency of their approach in a home setting. Later, an extended study of 24 T1D patients during 6 weeks of nocturnal control demonstrated the safety and effectiveness of long-term use of a FL-based controller. In a recent clinical trial evaluating remote patient monitoring of the FL controller, the AP was tested in 75 T1D patients for 4 consecutive nights. The results demonstrated safe and efficient glycemic control. Further studies will evaluate the MD-Logic controller implemented in MiniMed 690G [16].
Other research groups have also investigated the application of FL to BG control. For example, Mauseth et al. [17] reported a FL controller designed to personalize glycemic control. They tested it in 30 virtual patients on the UVA/Padova T1D simulator. Next, to demonstrate the feasibility of their approach, they conducted a pilot study in 12 T1D patients [18]. In a later study, they proposed stressing a fuzzy controller with high-fat meals and exercise and tested this approach in a trial with 10 T1D patients [19]. The results revealed deficits in their previous approach and ultimately led to improvements in the FL controller.

Other FL approaches have been tested using virtual patients or simulations [20-24]. For example, Miller et al. reported a fuzzy controller combined with a learning algorithm that extracted initial patient profiles using open-loop data [23]. Another example was provided by Dinani et al. [24], who suggested combining fuzzy and sliding-mode controllers, with the goal of using feedback to govern the insulin delivery rate more aggressively.

Another AI method that has been increasingly adopted in the area of control algorithms is the so-called reinforcement algorithm [25]. Daskalaki et al. presented an adaptive, patient-specific BG control strategy based on the Actor-Critic learning approach and tested their approach on 28 virtual T1D patients (adults, adolescents, and children) [26].

Another AP study based on RL was proposed by Daskalaki et al., who proposed using an Actor-Critic algorithm to optimize insulin infusion for personalized glucose regulation, and evaluated the system using virtual patients [27]. The results revealed that their novel tuning method decreased the risk of severe hypoglycemia, especially in patients with low insulin sensitivity. Other AI-related techniques used to support the development of the AP included modeling of glucose metabolism with an SVM [28].

Over this period, several groups proposed complementary AI algorithms to support AI controllers. Fereydouny et al. proposed assisting the controller with a genetic algorithm (GA) that optimizes the values for two inputs and one output membership function [22], with the goal of preventing fluctuations caused by derivatives in fuzzy design. Another GA was used in the work of Catalognà et al. to support an ANN controller [29]. In that case, the proposed GA optimizes network topology and learning features, instead of using the trial-and-error approach commonly adopted in ANN topology determination. In line with previous studies, Khooban et al. proposed a controller assisted by particle swarm optimization that optimizes the parameters of the glucose-insulin model [21]. Following the trend of combining methods to control BG with metaheuristics, Yadav et al. proposed the use of a Cuckoo search algorithm to optimize the gain of the controller [20].

Optimization of AI techniques, aside from their use in conjunction with AI controllers, have been used in other studies to determine controller parameters. For example, Tang et al. used GA to mine information from patients’ medical histories to generate multiple customized models [30], and Greenwood et al. proposed the use of particle swarm optimization to adjust the function cost of an economic predictive control model [31].

Complementary to advances in control algorithms, efforts have been made to improve models that attempt to capture glucose-insulin dynamics. Since the publication of the seminal paper in this field [32], interest has increased in applying neural networks to identification and control of nonlinear systems. Zarkogianni et al. [33,34] developed a recurrent neural network trained with a real-time recurrent learning algorithm that models the BG kinetics of T1D patients and predicts BG levels using information about meal intake, BG measurements, and infused insulin. González-Olvera et al. investigated the use of a fuzzy neural network in an attempt to combine the best properties of ANNs and fuzzy systems [35]. Specifically, they implemented a learning system that combines input signals, infused insulin, and BG measurements with a membership initialization based on the fuzzy c-means algorithm. The following year, Alanis et al. performed a more rigorous study using a recurrent neural network trained to model BG in T1D patients [36]. The approach they implemented considered glucose absorption via carbohydrates consumption and insulin infusion as inputs. These 3 neural network studies proposed a model of insulin dynamics as the first step in the design of a control scheme, and then validated the model using T1D patient data. Their results demonstrated that they were indeed able to capture BG dynamics. More recently, 2 studies presented a complete control scheme using neural networks [29,37]. Both studies sought to determine whether this technique could predict and control BG excursions in T1D using patient-specific models. The first approach was tested using the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp technique in 34 rats, and the second was tested using in silico data including BG measurements, administered insulin, exercise information, and ingested food. The results of both approaches demonstrated that ANNs are accurate methods for regulation of glucose levels.

**Blood Glucose Prediction**

The ability to anticipate BG excursions could provide early warnings regarding ineffective or poor treatments. Thus, information collected from new technologies for diabetes management, such as the CGM devices, could lead to real-time predictions of future glucose levels. Prediction of BG levels is challenging due to the number of physiological factors involved, such as delays associated with absorption of food and insulin, and the lag associated to measurements in the interstitial tissue. Errors of the CGM also increase the difficulty of predicting BG values (approximately 9% of the mean absolute relative difference for the best sensors [38]).

The results of this section are presented in Table 1, which captures the critical information from all studies in which AI methods were used to predict BG values. The table was designed to provide quick access to information about current technologies being tested. We outline the features of each study using key information, including prediction horizon (PH) in minutes, objective population criteria, number of participants in the cohort, mean number of monitored days per patient, mean number of monitored hours per day, existence of monitoring during the overnight period, type of monitoring technology, and information about physical activity.
Table 1. Summary of reviewed studies addressing blood glucose prediction: prediction horizon in minutes, objective population criteria, number of participants in the cohort, mean number of monitored days per patient, mean number of monitored hours per day, type of monitoring technology, existence of monitoring during the overnight period (O) and inclusion of exercise or physical activity information (E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction horizon (min)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15, 30, 45</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Critical Care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>5VP, 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 45</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>30VP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15, 30, 60, 120</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>20VP, 9</td>
<td>11, 7</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15, 30, 45</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>RA, ANN</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15, 30, 60, 120</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15, 30, 45, 60</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>5VP, 1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 15, 30, 45, 60</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440</td>
<td>T1D, T2D</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 60</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, 120, 150, 180</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>20VP</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 60, 90, 120</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>KNN, RF, EA</td>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>100VP</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>EA</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30, 60, 90</td>
<td>T1D &amp; T2D</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>&lt;7</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>RA and ANN</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aT1D: type 1 diabetes.
bANN: artificial neural network.
cVP: virtual patient.
dRF: random forest.
eSVM: Support Vector Machine.
fRA: regression algorithm.
gT2D: type 2 diabetes.
hEA: evolutionary algorithm.
iDT: decision tree.
jNB: Naïve Bayes.
kKNN: k-nearest neighbor.

Finally, we highlight the main AI methods applied in the studies, the bibliographic reference, and the year of publication. AI for BG prediction has been addressed in as many as 13 parallel lines of research. Most of these studies focused on T1D because of the inherent utility of AI in this condition and the availability of high-frequency data collected from patients using a CGM.
device. The results of our review reveal the range of PHs explored, from 5 to 180 minutes. Short-term predictions were the most frequently explored: 38 out of 49 studies (76%) used PHs below 60 minutes. ANN approaches were the most widely applied methodology, but other machine learning methodologies such as RF, SVM, or RAs are being adopted with increasing frequency.

**Detection of Adverse Glycemic Events**

As with BG prediction, glycemic episode detection encompasses a set of tools that deal with the complexity of effective BG control. However, in this section we will not address glucose values, but instead focus on the appearance of hyperglycemic or hypoglycemic events. These tools enable us to detect the occurrence of glycemic episodes and give us the opportunity to respond promptly to their effects. In contrast to the previous section, most of the reviewed studies on this topic focus on detecting hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia in situations when it is not possible to effectively monitor BG. Therefore, most of these studies deal with real-time approaches rather than predictions of future events. We summarize the studies dealing with detection of BG excursions in Table 2. Each scenario is represented by the following features: prediction horizon in minutes, objective population criteria, number of participants in the cohort, mean number of monitored days per patient, mean number of monitored hours per day, type of monitoring technology, existence of monitoring during the overnight period, and inclusion of exercise or physical activity information. Finally, we highlight the main AI methods applied in each study, the bibliographic reference, and the year of publication. The results revealed that nine of the 14 studies (64%) reported real-time detection systems, and 10 of these studies (93%) were specifically focused on T1D. Table 2 shows that over six of the approaches that exclusively addressed T1D (60%) gathered data from CGM sensors, whereas the remainder used an electroencephalogram (EEG) or self-monitoring blood glucose (SMBG) measurements. Studies focusing on T1D were performed with fewer than 15 patients, whereas studies of T2D included larger cohorts. Sensitivity and specificity were the most common outcomes used to assess the quality of approaches to glycemic detection. Although this section contains fewer papers than the one on BG prediction, we identified more than 10 research groups contributing to this topic. In particular, researchers at the Centre for Health Technologies (Faculty of Engineering and Information Technology, Sydney, Australia) have published five studies on this topic over the last 7 years.

**Insulin Bolus Calculators and Advisory Systems**

The most common insulin therapies for diabetics, continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) and multiple daily insulin injections (MDI), operate according to similar principles [79]. Both utilize basal insulin (injection of long-acting basal insulin and infusion at a constant basal rate, respectively) and bolus insulin (injection of quick-acting bolus insulin and meal boluses, respectively) to cover meals or snacks. The calculation of correct insulin doses and the estimation of the amount of carbohydrates is a regular task in the daily life of many insulin-dependent patients. Bolus advisors are based on previous insulin doses, BG measurements, planned carbohydrate estimates, and other patient-specific parameters, including insulin-to-carbohydrate ratio and insulin sensitivity. Manually calculating bolus doses and counting carbohydrates can be complex and challenging because individuals must consider multiple parameters to achieve satisfactory glucose control, and miscalculation of these values may result in persistent glycemic episodes.

To support carbohydrate estimation and determination of insulin doses by patients, tools for providing bolus advice and carbohydrate estimates are increasingly being adopted. These tools seek to increase the accuracy of mealtime and correction boluses. AI has been used to provide sets of tools to improve the accuracy of carbohydrate estimates and to calculate the optimal insulin bolus for the ingested meal.

We identified several studies that applied AI to systems aimed at supporting patient decisions by issuing advice regarding meals, exercise, or medication. Research groups at the Imperial College London performed an extensive study of an insulin bolus calculator based on case-based reasoning methodology [80-84]. Their approach, which manages various dynamically optimized diabetes scenarios, was proven in a clinical trial (NCT02053051) to be a safe decision support tool. Additionally, this approach was demonstrated to improve glycemic control in diabetes management when it was combined with an AP system [84]. A similar approach was presented recently by another group [85], which also proposed an insulin bolus calculator based on case-based reasoning but, in contrast to other bolus calculators, it used a novel temporal retrieval algorithm. The Center for Biomedical Engineering Research at the University of Bern performed several important and extensive studies [86-90] investigating the GoCARB system, which provides dietary advice to diabetic patients based on automatic carbohydrate counting. Their approach is based on the use of computer vision techniques, such as feature extraction and SVM, and pilot studies show it to be an excellent assistive tool. We have also found several studies that validated their approach using the UVA/Padova patient simulator. Srinivasan et al proposed the use of a set of insulin delivery profiles optimized by a PSO to find the optimal open- and closed-loop profiles for various meal compositions [91]. More recently, another study [92] presented an approach based on ANN to optimize bolus calculation by patients using CGM. The results revealed that it was better at reducing the blood glucose risk index value than other approaches. Finally, Lee et al proposed an advisory treatment system that provides insulin, meal, and exercise recommendations [93]. Their study, which compared rule-based reasoning and k-nearest neighbor algorithms, concluded that the k-nearest neighbor algorithm was best suited to this approach.

**Risk and Patient Stratification**

Most commercially available tools and protocols for managing diabetes are based on general models of the diabetic population or involve subsets of patients defined by simple clusterization features and easily identifiable characteristics. However, the daily lives of diabetic patients are determined by a wide range of management scenarios that are not represented in these general models. Insulin-dependent patients must manage a highly complex process to maintain suitable levels of BG.
Table 2. Summary of reviewed studies addressing detection of adverse glycemic events: prediction horizon (PH) in minutes, objective population criteria, number of participants in the cohort, mean number of monitored days per patient, mean number of monitored hours per day, type of monitoring technology, existence of monitoring during the overnight period (O), and inclusion of exercise or physical activity information (E),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>PH (min)</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>RF, SVM&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SMBG&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80-247 days</td>
<td>10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>4 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.5 days</td>
<td>24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.5 days</td>
<td>6 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[71]</td>
<td>DT&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.3 days</td>
<td>24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SMBG</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T2D&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[73]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>4 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[74]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>CGM, ECG</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>Pattern recognition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SMBG</td>
<td>2, 7, 30, 61-90 days</td>
<td>T1D, T2D</td>
<td>201, 323</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>10 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>NLP&lt;sup&gt;p&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>EHR&lt;sup&gt;o&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Past events</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>119695</td>
<td>&gt;12 days</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>DT, ANN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SMBG</td>
<td>0 min</td>
<td>T1D, T2D</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Ref: reference.
<sup>b</sup>T1D: type 1 diabetes.
<sup>c</sup>EEG: electroencephalogram.
<sup>d</sup>ANN: artificial neural network.
<sup>e</sup>SMBG: self-monitoring blood glucose.
<sup>f</sup>RF: random forest.
<sup>g</sup>SVM: support vector machine.
<sup>h</sup>CGM: continuous glucose monitoring.
<sup>i</sup>PSO: particle swarm optimization.
<sup>j</sup>DT: decision tree.
<sup>k</sup>T2D: type 2 diabetes.
<sup;l</sup>344 data points.
<sup>m</sup>18 data points.
<sup>n</sup>787 data points.
<sup>o</sup>EHR: electronic health record.
<sup>p</sup>NLP: natural language processing.

Treatment of diabetes is governed by diverse factors, implying high intra- and interpatient variability [94]. Exercise, nutrition disturbances, age, and cardiovascular complications are just some of the long list of factors that can dramatically impact quality of life and undermine medication adherence even when patients follow their treatment regimen strictly. Such patient variability severely limits the use of general models, which cannot capture the specific physiological behaviors of individuals. Thus, an important step toward better risk detection and intervention is personalization of the system. Over the past decade, major research efforts have been devoted to developing management tools capable of stratifying patients in different segments of the population. Risk assessment and patient stratification methods are important to improving the management of diabetes, and therefore the overall health outcomes of diabetic patients, and consequently have attracted a greater share of attention from the medical community.

This category gathers all reviewed papers that systematically identified individual patients and their risk factors to manage and coordinate their care based on specific conditions and on evidence-based guidelines. Table 3 outlines the type of stratification together with the specific challenge. Main characteristics, such as number of years, cohort, and objective population, are also included. Finally, the table defines the AI methodology applied, bibliographic reference, and year of publication.
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Table 3. Summary of studies addressing risk and patient stratification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Cohort</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complications</td>
<td>Group risks of retinopathy</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>T1Db</td>
<td>DTc, ANNd</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Group combinations of comorbid conditions</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>15480 Chronic diseases</td>
<td>Hierarchical clustering</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Group management profiles</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>Hierarchical clustering</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Group management profiles</td>
<td>3.5 months</td>
<td>T2Dc</td>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group biomechanical foot profiles</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>T1D, T2D</td>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Group by drug purchases</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>Knowledge discovery</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complications</td>
<td>Group risks of complications</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group risks of complications</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>Learning models</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group risks of complications</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>T1D, T2D</td>
<td>RAi and ANN</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group risks of retinopathy</td>
<td>&lt;1 year</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>SVMg, Reh, DT, NBi</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Groups of blood glucose profiles</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>T1D</td>
<td>Hierarchical clustering</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group personal networks types</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RA, K-means;</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease progression</td>
<td>Group risks of T2D progression</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>[107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group risks of retinopathy</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Group blood glucose profiles</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease complexity</td>
<td>Groups of HbA1c profiles</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RA, KNN</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight intervention</td>
<td>Group of BMI profiles</td>
<td>31 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>[111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinations</td>
<td>Group by retinopathy, neuropathy, or nephropathy</td>
<td>3.5,7 years</td>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>RF, RA</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aRef: reference.
bT1D: type 1 diabetes.
cDT: decision tree.
dANN: artificial neural network.
eT2D: type 2 diabetes.
fRA: regression algorithm.
gSVM: support vector machine.
hRF: random forest.
iNB: Naïve Bayes.

Detection of Meals, Exercise, and Faults

Because people with both types of diabetes need support to successfully manage their disease, solutions with higher accuracy that require less user interaction are associated with higher-quality diabetes treatments. Tools or algorithms capable of early detection of critical events affecting glycemic control, such as exercise, a meal, or an infusion set failure, are critical for systematic automation of both closed-loop and open-loop systems. Insulin-dependent patients monitoring their glucose with CGM devices use BG measurements to calculate insulin infusion rates. Consequently, failure of these devices can lead to episodes of hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia. Leal et al proposed an approach using SVM to detect correct and incorrect measurements in real-time CGM [113]. They tested their system on 23 critically ill patients and obtained promising results in patients with sepsis or septic shock. The same objective was pursued in the work performed by Turksoy et al [114], who used a k-nearest neighbor algorithm for the diagnosis of faults and the data from 51 patients to validate the performance of their approach. For the detection of inaccurate measurements by glucose meters, another study [115] developed an SVM algorithm to minimize the effect of hematocrit on glucose measurement and tested their method on 400 BG samples.

Physical activity offers multiple benefits for diabetic patients, but also complicates the management of diabetes, especially in T1D patients. Some of the factors affecting BG dynamics during exercise include the intensity, duration, and type of exercise, insulin on board, and the carbohydrate absorption rate. Tools and systems focused on automated detection of exercise could improve the accuracy of treatments. Turksoy et al also proposed the use of a k-nearest neighbor classification algorithm to automatically detect exercise type and intensity in an AP system [116]. They tested their approach in 5 T1D patients and reported a sensitivity of 98.37%. Similarly, Jacobs et al proposed a regression model to automatically detect physical exercise in patients carrying an accelerometer and a heart rate sensor [117].
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The system was assessed in 13 T1D patients, yielding a sensitivity of 97.2% and a specificity of 99.5%.

Meal detection is important in AP systems that do not permit manual meal announcements and as a safety system for patients who may forget to enter meal information manually. Turksoy et al have also investigated the development of a meal detection system based on analysis of CGM signals using an unscented Kalman filter and a fuzzy system to estimate the carbohydrates content [118-120]. Their approach was validated in silico with 30 T1D patients using the UVA/Padova simulator, which revealed a sensitivity of 91.3% and an error of 23.1% in carbohydrate estimation; and in vivo using data from 11 T1D patients, which revealed a sensitivity of 93.5% for meals and 68.0% for snacks.

Insulin pump failure may result in prolonged hyperglycemia or diabetic ketoacidosis. Early detection of failures could minimize the associated risk. Cescon et al proposed the use of a time-varying autoregressive model to develop a patient alert system [121]. Validation with data from 9 T1D patients during 18 weeks of infusion set wear revealed that the system had 50% sensitivity and 66% specificity.

**Lifestyle and Daily-Life Support in Diabetes Management**

Lifestyle management is a fundamental aspect of diabetes care. Sedentary living, stress, nonadherence to medication, lack of regular medical examinations, and bad habits can lead to discontinuation of treatment for patients with diabetes. From the time of diagnosis, patients are required to optimize their lifestyles to manage complications and other comorbid conditions, with the overall goal of enhancing their own care. Current technologies and data warehouses enable solutions that model data and make quality decisions based upon them. Decision support systems (DSSs) consist of tools focused on helping patients or doctors to manage diabetes therapies. These systems usually have monitoring features that facilitate systematic recording of information about diet, physical activity, medication, glucose measurements, etc and combine it with tools to support both patients and clinicians, with the overall goal of enhancing therapeutic outcomes.

Multiple studies aimed at developing DSS to manage diabetes have been proposed since 2010. One of the most productive approaches is the METABO project [122-127]. This project involves monitoring and advanced features including tools to prevent future excursions, dynamically optimize care pathways, extract patterns via knowledge discovery, and guide weight loss prevent future excursions, dynamically optimize care pathways, extract patterns via knowledge discovery, and guide weight loss. The authors conducted several pilot trials, including usability tests in 36 T1D patients. The MOSAIC project [100,110,112,128], another important project, is focused on the development of a DSS for T2D management, with a special focus on the risk assessment of related complications using data mining methods. Another daily-life support system has advanced tools, such as a recommender system that employs case-based reasoning and an integrated BG prediction tool based on evolutionary computation [129].

Recently, Everett et al presented a DSS using machine learning to promote adherence to physical activity and weight reduction [130]. Authors validated the system with 55 patients with prediabetes. Previously, Yom-Tov et al proposed a DSS based on a RL algorithm that automatically sends messages to patients who are following a personalized plan for physical exercise [131]. The approach was validated in 27 sedentary T2D patients. Daily-life support systems using AI tools for GDM were also investigated. A weight management proposal was presented in the MediClass system [132]. The system, which is based on the application of a natural language processing (NLP) algorithm, was validated during the postpartum visits of 600 GDM patients. Riga et al also investigated tools for GDM patients [133]. They proposed a mobile app based on an AI-augmented telemedicine DSS as a tool for helping GDM patients. Later, they presented a platform to remotely evaluate patients using a classifier based on a clustering algorithm and a decision tree learning algorithm [134]. The system was evaluated in 90 GDM patients. The results showed a reduction in the time devoted by clinicians to patients and in face-to-face visits per patient.

Six other studies have proposed alternatives to the manual creation of patient care workflows. The studies offer support for the design and deployment of diabetes management protocols, as well as ways to continuously improve patient tracking throughout the entire process. Cleveringa et al presented a system aimed at decreasing cardiovascular risk of T2D patients by optimizing patient care workflows [135,136]. The authors validated their system by administering questionnaires to 3391 T2D patients. Miller et al used a machine learning approach to extract information from drug prescriptions from electronic health record (EHR) data and identify factors associated with patient care flow deviations [23]. Another DSS with care flow tools was presented in the work of Alotaibi et al [137]. This system focuses on the management of T2D patients using advanced features, such as computerized alerts and reminders. It was tested in 20 T2D patients for 6 months and resulted in reduced HbA1c levels and improved diabetes awareness. Fernandez-Llatas et al proposed using data mining methods to enable the dynamic design of care protocols but highlighted the need for mechanisms to reduce the Spaghetti Effect and make DSSs usable by experts [138]. Contreras et al developed a diabetes management system to integrate a series of AI models and tools with an engine to manage diabetes patient care flows [139]. Finally, Suh et al proposed a dynamic care flow system that applied data clustering together with rule mining techniques to prioritize required user tasks [140].

Other tools have been proposed for improving daily-life support for diabetes therapies. Four different tools have been designed to analyze online discussion forums and social networks to extract relevant information. First, Grieves et al compared multiple machine learning techniques (decision trees, SVM, bagging, and Bayes) to analyze patients’ online comments with the aim of predicting patients’ assessment of hospital performance [141]. Second, Valdez et al proposed using a k-means clustering analysis to identify communication patterns both on and off Facebook [142]. They validated their tool in a cohort of 700 T2D patients. Third, Chen et al proposed clustering based on repeated bisecting k-means with the goal of obtaining patient experience information, including emotional and temporal aspects of diabetes management [143]. Finally,
Hamon et al proposed using NLP methods to extract information about patients' skill in managing diabetes [144].

Furthermore, tools have been developed to analyze clinical appointments, medication, and therapy adherence. For example, a machine learning approach to examine medication adherence thresholds and risk of hospitalization was implemented [145]. The system implemented in the study reported by Fioravanti et al promotes patient empowerment and adherence to therapy based on the automatic generation of feedback messages [146]. Greaves et al proposed a clinical DSS that issues medication interaction alerts based on clusters with similar management recommendations [147]. A fuzzy approach was also presented by Eghbali-Zarch et al to address the problem of medication selection in T2D patients [148]. Finally, Kurasawa et al proposed a machine learning algorithm to predict missed clinical appointments and help patients continue regular doctor visits [149].

**Discussion**

By systematically examining high-quality articles in the PubMed database, we identified a series of studies with the goal of evaluating the latest efforts of AI-enabled solutions for diabetes management. The topics we reviewed suggest that prediction and prevention are currently being revitalized and reinforced by AI applications, whereas "safety and failure detection" has been less extensively reviewed, constituting fewer than 6% of the studies we encountered. Similarly, few investigations have delved into the application of AI techniques to early detection of critical issues such as exercise, meals, infusion set failures, and so forth. Exploiting the latest AI techniques to improve the safety of both AP systems and open-loop tools has the potential to dramatically improve performance. By contrast, research on closed-loop systems, representing 31 out of 141 of the reviewed studies (22%), has been the most productive area for AI applications. Most of these efforts addressed fuzzy techniques, but the application of other methodologies has begun to attract increasing interest. In our opinion, researchers in this field should continue to take advantage of the latest improvements in AI and to combine them with development of the AP. A considerable number of the reviewed studies, 41 out of 141, investigated BG, either to develop models that enable accurate predictions of BG concentrations (27 studies) or to detect possible BG events (14 studies). Multiple studies reported accurate prediction and detection tools that promise to improve management resources for current and future therapies. These tools include bolus advisors, as well as both lifestyle and patient stratification. Our findings show the increasing importance of AI methods for diabetes management. We think these methods will encourage further research into the use of AI methods to extract knowledge from diabetic data. In general, the most striking advances in the application of AI techniques come from data-driven methods that learn from large datasets. The ability to collect information from individual diabetic patients has led to a shift in diabetes management systems; accordingly, systems that lack access to valuable data will face substantial hurdles. Diabetes management is geared toward tailored management of therapies, at the level of smaller strata of patients or even individuals. Thus, management protocols provided to diabetic patients should be tailored to address their needs at various points during their illness. Furthermore, the availability of genetic data, such as that provided by metabolomics analysis, has also empowered the application of AI methods to personalization of diabetes management. The increased availability of digitized health data from diabetic populations, along with the emerging applications of AI and research trends such as the AP and personalized medicine, suggests that we are moving toward a new paradigm for management of diabetes. This new outlook proposes to achieve custom delivery of diabetes care while tailoring professional practices, medical decisions, and treatments to individual patients. On the other hand, the inclusion of intelligent algorithms in decision making has ethical implications that should be addressed by physicians and scientists. The ethical risks associated with the release of personal data should also be investigated. For example, the increasingly frequent use of health apps and the potential use of tools based on AI by insurance companies could lead to discrimination or the exclusion (or both) of some citizens from health services.

A large number of studies have already been published on the application of AI to diabetes in a broad range of management domains. Our dive into PubMed demonstrates an acceleration in the pace of research on AI-powered tools designed to predict and prevent the complications associated with diabetes. Although the available technologies and methods for diabetes management are growing exponentially in terms of quantity and quality, the potential of AI to boost effective and accurate management of diabetes has already been demonstrated in both open- and closed-loop therapies. Research in this field should continue and should seek to discover the opportunities and advantages of applying AI methodologies in diabetes management that differentiate these strategies from other classical approaches.
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Abstract

Background: Experts worldwide agree that skin cancer is a global health issue, but only a few studies have reported on world populations’ interest in skin cancer. Internet search data can reflect the interest of a population in different topics and thereby identify what the population wants to know.

Objective: Our aim was to assess the interest of the German population in nonmelanoma skin cancer and melanoma.

Methods: Google AdWords Keyword Planner was used to identify search terms related to nonmelanoma skin cancer and melanoma in Germany from November 2013 to October 2017. The identified search terms were assessed descriptively using SPSS version 24.0. In addition, the search terms were qualitatively categorized.

Results: A total of 646 skin cancer-related search terms were identified with 19,849,230 Google searches in the period under review. The search terms with the highest search volume were “skin cancer” (n=2,388,500, 12.03%), “white skin cancer” (n=2,056,900, 10.36%), “basalioma” (n=907,000, 4.57%), and “melanoma” (n=717,800, 3.62%). The most searched localizations of nonmelanoma skin cancer were “nose” (n=93,370, 38.99%) and “face” (n=53,270, 22.24%), and the most searched of melanoma were “nails” (n=46,270, 70.61%) and “eye” (n=10,480, 15.99%). The skin cancer–related category with the highest search volume was “forms of skin cancer” (n=10,162,540, 23.28%) followed by “skin alterations” (n=4,962,020, 11.36%).

Conclusions: Our study provides insight into terms and fields of interest related to skin cancer relevant to the German population. Furthermore, temporal trends and courses are shown. This information could aid in the development and implementation of effective and sustainable awareness campaigns by developing information sources targeted to the population’s broad interest or by implementing new Internet campaigns.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10327) doi:10.2196/10327
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Introduction

The incidence of skin cancer, including nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) and melanoma, is a major public health issue [1]. In fact, NMSC is the most common cancer among Caucasians worldwide [2]. In Germany alone, approximately 180,000 new cases are reported each year [3]. The main risk factor for NMSC is exposure to solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR) [4]. Thus, sun-exposed skin areas, such as the nose, neck, head, and face, are particularly at risk [5,6]. Less commonly, NMSC can occur on skin areas that are not exposed to sunlight owing to other etiopathogenetic factors, such as alterations in lymphatic circulation [7,8]. Currently, NMSC has an enormous socioeconomic impact with a continuously increasing incidence within the last few years [9]. In Germany, the incidence is estimated to double by 2030 [3]. Not as frequent, but with a substantially higher mortality than NMSC, is melanoma, which is diagnosed in approximately 21,000 new patients each year in Germany [10]. Recently, new diagnostic and treatment
options, especially for melanoma, have had a significant impact in the global medical community [11-14]. At the same time, NMSC has been recognized as an occupational disease in some countries, and new techniques and products for UVR protection, including apps and gadgets, have been developed [15,16]. In summary, experts agree about the global problem of skin cancer, but few studies have focused on the interest of the population [17], which might help lower the global burden. One option for analyzing the interest of the population is an Internet search analysis. This is a promising approach to reflecting the population’s interest in a certain topic [18]. It is a novel tool to estimate the impact of disease in a population where traditional methods are inadequate or in the absence of data sources [19]. Analysis of the Internet search volume for different search terms provides insight into the population’s general interest. Therefore, the term “search volume” concentrates on the number of searches of a particular topic or search term. This procedure has been used by communication media for several years [20]. The Internet’s emerging role as a main source of health information for the population [21,22] has created a corresponding value as a novel and informative method in the medical field. Recently, Huang et al reported a small association between online cancer-related information searching behaviors and skin cancer incidences [23], and Wehner et al successfully demonstrated that Internet search volume positively correlated with the incidence and mortality rates of common cancers, including melanoma, in the United States [18]. This indicates that the unconventional method of Internet search analysis can provide useful data on the characteristics of a disease including incidence and mortality. Hence, the Internet search data reflecting the population’s interest can provide information about real-life skin cancer incidence as well as medical needs. For this purpose, the Google search engine is promising for Germany because of its 95% market share [24]. Moreover, the population prefers the use of search engines such as Google over specialized websites when searching for health information online [25-27]. The aim of this study was to analyze the interest of the German population in skin cancer by analyzing Google searches of terms related to NMSC and melanoma.

Methods

Study Design

In this retrospective longitudinal study, we used Google AdWords Keyword Planner to identify the search volume of terms related to NMSC and melanoma. Google AdWords Keyword Planner is usually used by advertisers to optimize Google marketing campaigns. The most important part of Google AdWords is keywords. With their help, an advertiser can specify in advance that an ad should be displayed only in the result for a search for the mentioned terms or thematically appropriate pages. Therefore, the tool can search for keyword ideas; new keywords can be included or lists of keywords can be uploaded [28]. However, because this technology indicates the monthly search volume estimated by Google, it can also be used for scientific questions. In our study, the search terms related to NMSC and melanoma were identified using a keyword cluster including the following 13 common terms for skin cancer in German: “skin cancer,” “black skin cancer,” “white skin cancer,” “light skin cancer,” “nonmelanocytic skin cancer,” “nonmelanoma skin cancer,” “NMSC,” “melanoma,” “malignant melanoma,” “basalioma,” “basal cell carcinoma,” “spinalioma,” and “squamous cell carcinoma.” On the basis of this cluster, Google AdWords Keyword Planner identified search terms to be analyzed regarding their search volume. The search volume data included only those from Google users with a German Internet protocol address and were analyzed from November 2013 to October 2017.

Figure 1. Content categorization of search terms identified by Google AdWords Keyword Planner. The search terms were manually screened and categorized into 6 skin cancer–related categories and 2 other categories. “No category” was used for search terms not fitting in any category. The figure includes absolute numbers and percentages of search volume and an example search term for each category.
Statistical Analysis

The search volume data from the identified search terms were assessed descriptively using SPSS version 24.0. Furthermore, the search terms were qualitatively categorized based on their content after having been read carefully. In the first step, the content of all search terms was analyzed, and 6 skin cancer-related categories were identified (Figure 1). A further category for “other malignant diseases” (eg, “lung cancer”) was also identified. Search terms that did not fit in any of these categories were placed in the “no category” (eg, “healing chances breast cancer”; Figure 1). Each search term was only assigned to one category. In the second step, we categorized and analyzed the search terms within the category “localization of skin cancer” according to the exact localization of NMSC and melanoma separately.

Results

In total, Google AdWords Keyword Planner identified 714 search terms related to NMSC and melanoma with a search volume of 43,659,510 in Germany from November 2013 to October 2017. Sixty-eight search terms referred to other malignant diseases or were not assignable terms, while 646 search terms directly referred to skin cancer (Figure 1). Of the skin cancer–related search terms, the most common terms were “skin cancer” (n=2,388,500, 12.03%) followed by “white skin cancer” (n=2,056,900, 10.36%), “basalioma” (n=907,000, 4.57%), “melanoma” (n=717,800, 3.62%), and “black skin cancer” (n=649,400, 3.27%; Table 1 and Multimedia Appendix 1).

Time Analyses

Figure 2 shows the Google search volume of terms related to NMSC and melanoma from November 2013 to October 2017 with annual increases. The lowest search volume was in December 2013 (n=208,400, 1.05%), while the highest volume was in June 2017 (n=398,590, 2.01%). Every year, the search volume increased in April and May, remained high over June and July, and decreased again in August. The month with the highest search volume over all consecutive years was July, except in 2017, when it was June. The largest increase was measured from April 2014 to May 2014, when the search volume increased 32.9% from 266,970 to 354,780 (Figure 2).

Table 1. Most frequently searched skin cancer–related terms in Germany from November 2013 to October 2017 (N=19,849,230).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Skin cancer–related term</th>
<th>Search volume, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>2,388,500 (12.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>White skin cancer</td>
<td>2,056,900 (10.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Basalioma</td>
<td>907,000 (4.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>717,800 (3.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Black skin cancer</td>
<td>649,400 (3.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Actinic keratosis</td>
<td>482,500 (2.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>433,300 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Skin cancer pictures</td>
<td>366,700 (1.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Malignant melanoma</td>
<td>336,900 (1.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Basal cell carcinoma</td>
<td>292,500 (1.47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer and Melanoma

In a total of 8,953,870 searches of terms related to NMSC and melanoma, NMSC-related terms (eg, “white skin cancer,” “nonmelanoma skin cancer”) had a search volume of 4,421,480 (49.39%), which was categorized as referring to basal cell carcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma or not classifiable to either. Melanoma-related terms (eg, “black skin cancer,” “malignant melanoma”) had a search volume of 2,014,130 (22.49%; Figure 3). A total of 2,518,260 (28.12%) searches referred to skin cancer overall, including search terms such as “cancer skin.”

A total of 927,090 searches referred to precursor lesions of skin cancer: 895,710 (96.62%) on NMSC precursor lesions and 7080 (0.76%) on melanoma precursor lesions. A total of 24,300 (2.62%) searches referred to precursor lesions of skin cancer overall (eg, “skin cancer precursor lesion”).

Few searches referred to skin cancer stages (n=204,510) or metastasis of skin cancer (n=58,210); however, melanoma (n=79,830, 39.03% and n=28,170, 48.39%, respectively) had a larger search volume than NMSC (n=63,000, 30.81% and n=15,880, 27.18%, respectively).

Search Term Categories

In total, 92.62% of the search volume fit into a specific category, whereas 7.38% was summarized into “no category” because of nonspecificity (eg, “cancer”) or the topic (eg, “healing chances breast cancer”).

Nearly half of the search volume (N=43,659,510) was in the category “other malignant diseases” (n=20,586,340, 47.15%) followed by the categories “forms of skin cancer” (n=10,162,540, 23.28%) and “skin alterations” (n=4,962,020, 11.36%; Table 2). Few searches referred to “treatment of skin cancer” (n=1,751,330, 4.01%), “localization of skin cancer” (n=435,770, 1.01%), or “questions on skin cancer” (n=173,940, 0.40%).

Localization

In a total of 435,770 searches of terms related to skin cancer localization, 239,530 (54.97%) referred to NMSC and 65,530 (15.04%) referred to melanoma. A total of 130,710 searches (29.99%) did not fit into either NMSC or melanoma because the search terms contained only “skin cancer”; these were included in “skin cancer overall.”

The most commonly searched localizations of NMSC were “nose” (n=93,370, 38.99%) followed by “face” (n=53,270, 22.24%) and “eye” (n=33,320, 13.9%). There were considerably less NMSC searches for “legs” (n=2730, 1.14 %) or “hands” (n=1860, 0.78%). For melanoma, interestingly, the most commonly searched localization was “nails” (n=46,270, 70.61%). With a search volume of 10,480 (15.99%), “melanoma eye,” which probably refers to uveal melanoma, was the second most searched term, followed by melanoma of the “face” (n=3420, 5.22%). Few searches were done for melanoma of the “back” (n=1640, 2.50%). For “skin cancer overall,” “face” (n=33,830, 25.88%), “head” (n=23,740, 18.16%), and “nose” (n=20,960, 16.04%) were the most frequently searched localizations (Figure 4).
Table 2. Content categorization of the identified search terms related to nonmelanoma skin cancer and melanoma in Germany from November 2013 to October 2017 (N=43,659,510).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search term category</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other malignant diseases</td>
<td>20,586,340 (47.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of skin cancer</td>
<td>10,162,540 (23.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin alterations</td>
<td>4,962,020 (11.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No category</td>
<td>3,224,040 (7.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying skin cancer</td>
<td>2,363,630 (5.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of skin cancer</td>
<td>1,751,330 (4.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization of skin cancer</td>
<td>435,770 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions on skin cancer</td>
<td>173,940 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Google search volume of localization of nonmelanoma skin cancer, melanoma, and skin cancer overall in Germany from November 2013 to October 2017. Search terms without an exact skin cancer term (eg, “skin cancer nose”) are included in “skin cancer overall.”.

Discussion

Principal Considerations

In total, approximately 19.85 million skin cancer-related Google searches were conducted in Germany between November 2013 and October 2017. The search terms with the highest search volume were “skin cancer,” “white skin cancer,” “basalioma,” “melanoma,” and “black skin cancer.” The course of time shows an overall increase in Google search volume from 2013 through 2017, with a higher search volume during each summer.

The overall increase in Google search volume of “NMSC” and “melanoma” in the course of time might be explained, in part, by the continuously increasing incidence of skin cancer [10,29] and public awareness campaigns [30]. This might have also led to an overall increase in public interest in skin cancer. Particularly, the recognition of NMSC as an occupational disease in Germany in 2015 could have led to an increased interest [15,29,31-33], which might be a reason for the higher search volume over summer 2015 compared with summer 2014.

Due to the fact that UVR is the main risk factor for NMSC and a significant risk factor for melanoma [10], it is not surprising that the summer months had the highest search volume each year. In addition, the media report on sun safety and many skin safety campaigns run during this season [34,35]. Moreover, Figure 2 demonstrates that the public interest increases in late spring, when people more frequently wear short-sleeved clothing due to rising temperatures and decreases in late summer when temperatures begin to decrease in Germany [36]. The seasonal variation may also be affected by diagnoses of NMSC and melanoma, which are reported to be significantly higher in late spring and early summer [37,38]. These seasonal differences in search volume were also reported by Bloom et al with regard to skin cancer and melanoma in the United States [17].

The incidence of NMSC is several times higher than that of melanoma [39]. The population’s interest, as measured by the Google search volume, does not reflect this; the search volume of NMSC was not even three times higher than that of melanoma (Figure 3). The small difference might be traced back to the fact that melanoma is associated with a higher mortality, leading to
a relatively higher interest. A striking finding is the search volume of precursor lesions of NMSC compared with melanoma. This is probably related to the clearer definition of precursor lesions of NMSC. Moreover, the search volume of metastasis of NMSC is appreciably lower than that of melanoma, which reflects the lower incidence of NMSC metastasis relative to melanoma metastasis [40,41].

The large share of the category “other malignant diseases” can be explained by the fact that it covered several cancers (e.g., lung cancer, cervical cancer), while the category “forms of skin cancer” referred only to skin cancer. These other malignant diseases were identified because Google AdWords Keyword Planner also shows search terms that are not primarily relevant to the topic of interest. The search volumes of localizations of NMSC and melanoma reflect the typical localizations where skin cancer is diagnosed [42-44]. The second most searched localization of melanoma, “eye,” gives rise to the question of whether the search was intended for uveal melanoma. Because uveal melanoma is rare [45], our study shows a conspicuously high overall interest, which might reflect people’s special fear or dismay regarding melanoma of the eye.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. Although Google has a market share of 95% in Germany [24], it is not used by all population groups to the same extent [46]. Younger-age groups use the Internet more frequently than older ones [46], who are more often affected by NMSC [10]. This could have led to underestimation of specific terms that would be searched by affected people. In addition, Google AdWords Keyword Planner gives only estimations regarding the monthly search volume of search terms based on a Google algorithm without any further information. Therefore, we do not know how precise the estimates are. However, it has been shown that Google data do correlate with skin cancer prevalence [18]. Moreover, the automatic completion of search terms, which is suggested by Google, may influence people’s search behavior. It is possible that often-searched terms are even more frequently searched, while less frequently searched terms are discarded. However, this should not have a great impact on our assessment of the overall interest in a particular topic, as interest was mostly assessed in categories rather than by individual search terms.

Conclusion
This analysis of Google search data reflects the German population’s interest in NMSC and melanoma. Despite the limitations, our study provides insight into terms and fields of interest related to skin cancer relevant to the German population. This information could aid in the development and implementation of effective and sustainable awareness campaigns. Therefore, future sources of information should be developed on the basis of general interest, such as the interest in melanoma of the eye. Educators should also use this technique to identify keywords to use when buying Google ads for Internet campaigns. In addition, prevention and screening programs should take advantage of the increasing role of the Internet as a source for skin cancer–related information. To facilitate better understanding of Internet search data, the authors’ future studies will focus on the correlation between search volume and real-life characteristics of skin cancer.
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Abstract

Background: Society always has limited resources to expend on health care, or anything else. What are the unmet medical needs? How do we allocate limited resources to maximize the health and welfare of the people? These challenging questions might be re-examined systematically within an infodemiological frame on a much larger scale, leveraging the latest advancement in information technology and data science.

Objective: We expanded our previous work by investigating news media data to reveal the coverage of different diseases and medical conditions, together with their sentiments and topics in news articles over three decades. We were motivated to do so since news media plays a significant role in politics and affects the public policy making.

Methods: We analyzed over 3.5 million archive news articles from Reuters media during the periods of 1996/1997, 2008 and 2016, using summary statistics, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling. Summary statistics illustrated the coverage of various diseases and medical conditions during the last 3 decades. Sentiment analysis and topic modeling helped us automatically detect the sentiments of news articles (ie, positive versus negative) and topics (ie, a series of keywords) associated with each disease over time.

Results: The percentages of news articles mentioning diseases and medical conditions were 0.44%, 0.57% and 0.81% in the three time periods, suggesting that news media or the public has gradually increased its interests in medicine since 1996. Certain diseases such as other malignant neoplasm (34%), other infectious diseases (20%), and influenza (11%) represented the most covered diseases. Two hundred and sixty-six diseases and medical conditions (97.8%) were found to have neutral or negative sentiments in the news articles. Using topic modeling, we identified meaningful topics on these diseases and medical conditions. For instance, the smoking theme appeared in the news articles on other malignant neoplasm only during 1996/1997. The topic phrases HIV and Zika virus were linked to other infectious diseases during 1996/1997 and 2016, respectively.

Conclusions: The multi-dimensional analysis of news media data allows the discovery of focus, sentiments and topics of news media in terms of diseases and medical conditions. These infodemiological discoveries could shed light on unmet medical needs and research priorities for future and provide guidance for the decision making in public policy.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10047) doi:10.2196/10047
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Introduction

Advances in biomedical research have greatly improved public health and human longevity; however, many biomedical problems remain unsolved, and many diseases still need feasible treatments or cures. Limited societal resources, such as funding and scientific research, are available for health care or anything else. Allocating resources and prioritizing scientific research to maximize health and welfare are important and challenging problems. Systematic investigations of allocation problems would help address unmet medical needs and promote public health. Appropriate understanding of resource allocation mechanisms in health care would also greatly benefit governmental and private funding agencies, biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, and scientists and clinicians.

Scientists have gradually paid more attention to the notable problems of resource allocation and research prioritization in health care and have explored different methods to better understand resource allocation mechanisms. Measurement of resource allocation typically requires determination of disease burden and its association with available resources. Measures of disease burden are often quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), or other health-related quality-of-life metrics. In 1999 and 2011, Gross et al [1] and Gillum et al [2] investigated the relationship between National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding and disease burden by studying the number of deaths, disease prevalence and incidence, and length of hospital stay for 29 common diseases and medical conditions. Both studies indicated a correlation between NIH funding and disease burden as calculated with DALYs and suggested that some diseases are overfunded (such as HIV, diabetes, and breast cancer) and some are underfunded (for example, depression and injuries). Sampat et al [3] investigated 107 diseases and medical conditions and determined a strong correlation between clinical trial funding from NIH and deaths or length of hospital stay. These studies examined the resource allocation problem by relating 1 or 2 resource factors to disease burden measured by DALYs and others. The practical calculation of DALYs or QALYs is usually expensive, since it requires surveying the preferences of the target population [4,5]. These works were hindered by data scarcity and examined up to 107 common diseases at arbitrary single time points, which limits the rigorosity and transferability of these studies.

In addition, scientists have proposed using conventional survey methods to include the opinions of citizens, patients, and experts when defining unmet medical needs and research priorities. For example, Dowsett et al [6] interviewed 420 oncologists about the most important research questions in breast oncology. Annals of Oncology launched a new section called Research Needs, which reports on 10 to 15 high-priority research topics. The list of high-priority topics is selected and discussed among biomedical experts using the Delphi method. Cardoso et al [7] published the first article in Annals of Oncology that used this strategy to report research needs in breast cancer. However, the conventional survey method is qualitative and does not efficiently or systematically detect unmet health needs.

In 2015, we introduced the research opportunity index (ROI) and public health index (PHI) for gauging resource allocation based on the assumption that the resources should be proportionally aligned with the burden of each disease [8]. ROI quantitatively measures resource allocation for a particular disease, and PHI assesses resource allocation for all medical conditions as a whole by considering public health needs (as measured by disease prevalence and financial cost), biomedical research (as calculated by the number of published articles), and clinical developments (as determined by the number of clinical trials). These quantitative indices are very flexible and can integrate many other quantifiable factors for research prioritization and resource allocation in biomedicine. Our analysis showed that resource allocation is influenced by previous research and that the current resource allocations are further greater than health needs, thereby resulting in a massive imbalance between research and development investments and US health needs.

More recently, we applied an infodemiological approach [9] to investigate if disease burden for thousands of diseases and medical conditions can be approximated by Internet usage data, including search volume on Google and page view counts on Wikipedia [10]. We found strong correlations between search volume on Google and disease burden measured by prevalence and treatment cost for 39 diseases.

In this study, we extended our previous work by investigating millions of news articles to determine the coverage of various diseases and medical conditions as well as the sentiments and topics in news articles over the last 3 decades. The derived information could reflect the health problems and concerns of news media and the public in a similar way that social media have shown us [11-15]. In addition, news media influences our daily lives [16], has a vital role in politics, and affects public policy making [17]. Thus, our study could provide useful information on unmet medical needs and research priorities for the future and aid in decision making in public policy.

Methods

Workflow

Our workflow to mine Reuters news data is illustrated in Figure 1 and consists of 2 main processing components: data collection and preprocessing, and natural language processing (NLP) and analysis. In the component of data collection and preprocessing, the 3 Reuters news corpora ( Reuters Corpus Volume 1 [RCV1], Thomson Reuters Text Research Collection [TRC2], and Reuters Corpus 2016 [RC16]) were collected and cleaned due to heterogeneities and noise in the news articles. The cleaned data were then imported into Apache Solr (The Apache Software Foundation) for information indexing and searching. Solr is a popular, open-source, enterprise search platform built on Apache Lucene. The Reuters corpora were filtered in Solr to retrieve news articles that mentioned a list of disease synonyms from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [18,19].
The UMLS assigns each disease concept a Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) and provides a disease synonym lookup table. It also provides the mapping between different controlled vocabularies, such as from the CUIs to the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM). Therefore, we were able to group various names of the same disease concept to UMLS CUIs and then convert the CUIs to ICD-9-CM codes using their mapping table [22].

In NLP and analysis, we performed summary statistics, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling for the news articles grouped by PheWAS codes. To summarize the data, we calculated the percentage of news articles mentioning each PheWAS disease concept by dividing the number of news articles mentioning each PheWAS concept by the total number of articles that mentioned all diseases and medical conditions in a year, that is 3516 in 1996/1997, 8835 in 2008, and 9633 in 2016. For sentiment analysis, articles that mentioned diseases and medical conditions were tokenized at the sentence level, and only sentences that mentioned diseases and medical conditions were selected to compute the sentiment scores. For topic modeling, all compound disease names in the news articles were replaced by their concatenated, single-word forms, in order to preserve the compound concepts as potential candidates of meaningful topics. For example, “lung cancer” was converted to “lung_cancer” before topic modeling. The news articles were then tokenized at the word level with stop words removed. A stop word is a commonly used word such as “the,” “and,” or “off” that is usually discarded in the text analysis. All words were lemmatized to reduce inflectional forms to a single base form. Finally, a n-gram (n=1-4) model was used to track meaningful short phrases in topic modeling. Sentiment analysis and topic modeling were performed using Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) in Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [23] and the Gensim library in Python [24].

Additional details about data collection, data cleaning, summary statistics, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling are discussed in the following sections.

Data Collection

In this work, 3 news corpora in English were collected from the online newswire archives of Reuters media (Reuters Group before 2008 and Thomson Reuters after 2008). Reuters media is a leading global information and news agency and the world’s largest international text and television news provider. The 3 Reuters news corpora used in this study, each in a span of a 1-year period, represent 3 decades (1990s, 2000s, and 2010s) and allow us to study the temporal trends of major topics in news media. Table 1 summarizes the dates and statistics of the 3 data sets including the numbers of all news articles, the numbers and percentages of articles that mentioned diseases and medical conditions, and the numbers of the mapped PheWAS codes [25].

RCV1 is the first official Reuters corpus [26,27] and is a large collection of over 800,000 news articles in English that were published from August 20, 1996, to August 19, 1997. In 2000, Reuters made this corpus available for free use by researchers. RCV1 has been extensively used for information retrieval and the development of NLP and machine learning tools [26].

TRC2 is another large newswire corpus of Reuters media. TRC2 includes more than 1,800,000 news articles produced by Reuters journalists from January 1, 2008, to February 28, 2009. This data set was initially provided to the participants of the 2009 blog track at the Text Retrieval Conference. In this study, we used the news articles from January 1, 2008, to December 31, 2008, which includes more than 1,500,000 news articles.

RCV1 and TRC2 are distributed free of charge by the National Institute of Standards and Technology and can be downloaded on request [28]. To analyze the latest news articles, we also created a third news article corpus from the Reuters archive websites [29-31] for 3 available English-speaking countries: United States, United Kingdom, and India.
Table 1. Summary statistics of Reuters historical news data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Article total, n</th>
<th>Articles mentioning diseases, n (%)</th>
<th>Mapped PheWASa codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCV1b</td>
<td>8/20/1996 to 8/19/1997</td>
<td>806,791</td>
<td>3516 (0.44)</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC2c</td>
<td>1/1/2008 to 12/31/2008</td>
<td>1,546,350</td>
<td>8835 (0.57)</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC16d</td>
<td>1/1/2016 to 12/31/2016</td>
<td>1,182,761</td>
<td>9633 (0.81)</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPheWAS: phenome-wide association study.

bRCV1: Reuters Corpus Volume 1.
cTRC2: Thomson Reuters Text Research Collection.
dRC16: Reuters Corpus 2016.

The new Reuters news corpus is called RC16 for the purposes of this study. RC16 includes more than 1,100,000 news articles from January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2016.

Data Cleaning

News articles we collected are mostly heterogeneous and noisy and need to be cleaned before text analysis. In practice, automatic data cleaning is relatively difficult and data cleaning needs to be performed on a case-by-case basis because heterogeneities and noises vary among raw text corpora [11]. For example, Reuters tags and editorial information exist in Reuters corpora, and some sentences are delimited by “>” or “*” in the news articles. These are different from tweet data used in our previous study on disease burden. We designed and used the following steps to clean the data retrieved from the 3 Reuters corpora.

• Removed Reuters tags such as “(Reuters)” and “(Reuters Life)”
• Removed editorial information. All sentences starting with “Editing by,” “Reporting by,” “Written by,” or “Page editor” were deleted
• Removed comments from news articles. Comments and remarks were discarded (eg, “click on the codes in brackets to see stories,” “the following statement was released by the rating agency,” and “note to subscribers: this top news page will change its name to healthcare from August 4 to better describe the sector it covers”) (e.g., “http://topnews.session.rservices.com” with the word “link”)
• Replaced special characters, for example, “http://topnews.session.rservices.com” with the word “link”
• Replaced sentence delimiters “*” and “>” using a period. Replaced all uppercase letters with lowercase letters

The above steps cleaned up irrelevant metadata and special characters and are necessary for meaningful topic modeling and sentiment analysis. For example, the tag of Reuters appears at the end of each Reuters news article. If we do not remove it, the topic modeling results would be biased. In another case, the repeating special characters and sentence delimiters such as “*” and “>” can confuse the sentence segmentation process and impact the sentiment analysis results.

Summary Statistics

We counted the total numbers of the news articles that mentioned all diseases and medical conditions in terms of a PheWAS disease concept. Due to different sizes of the 3 Reuters corpora, we adopted the coverage in percentage instead of the raw count of articles mentioning a PheWAS disease concept from 1 year to another. Therefore, we employed the normalized coverage (in percentage) to assess the coverage of different diseases and their temporal trends in the last 3 decades. In other words, we normalized the counts of disease-specific news articles by the total number of all news articles covering all diseases and medical conditions.

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis refers to the computational treatment of subjectivity in texts to evaluate opinions, sentiments, attitudes, and emotions. It quantifies the sentiment contents in the given texts in a continuum scale (eg, [-1, 1]) [14,15].

We used the VADER module in NLTK for sentiment analysis. VADER is a lexicon- and rule-based sentiment analysis tool that is specifically optimized for sentiments expressed in social media. VADER reports a normalized and weighted compound score as a unidimensional measure of sentiment for a given sentence. The compound score of a sentence is computed by summing the predefined score of each word that exists in the sentiment lexicon. The compound score is then adjusted according to the embedded rules and normalized to be between -1.0 (the most negative) and 1.0 (the most positive), with 0.0 indicating neutral. The sentiment of each PheWAS disease concept was computed by averaging all sentence sentiments related to the PheWAS disease concept.

Topic Modeling

Topic modeling automatically detects abstract topics in a collection of documents. Here, a topic refers to a repeating pattern of co-occurring terms in a text corpus. Intuitively, a set of words that appear most frequently represent the topic of a collection of documents. Topic modeling helps us to gain insights from large document collections by identifying hidden topics [11-13].

In this study, we used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a state-of-art unsupervised topic-modeling technique [32]. LDA is a probabilistic model with a hierarchical structure for its components, which include documents, topics, and words. LDA assumes that a given document is generated from a mixture of topics and these topics produce the words in the documents according to their probabilistic distributions. LDA backtracks and derives the hidden topics that create those documents on the basis of the statistics of the included words.

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e10047/
More specifically, given a corpus of documents (D) with a vocabulary (V) and a preselected number of topics (K), the LDA model tries to infer 2 types of probability distributions, the probability of a topic in a document, P(t|d), and the probability of a word w associated with a topic t, P(w|t), where d, t, and w denote a document, a topic, and a word, respectively. The prior distributions of P(t|d) and P(w|t) are estimated from the Dirichlet distribution with 2 given hyperparameters, α and β. Because of the high number of topics resulting from the Dirichlet distribution with 2 given hyperparameters, a Gibbs sample is applied to make iterative inference until these probability densities converge. In each inference iteration, P(t|d) is updated with the proportion of words currently assigned to a topic t in a document d, and P(w|t) is set to the proportion of a word linked to a topic t over all documents. Topic assignment of a word w in a document d is then updated with the topic t if the product of P(w|t) × P(t|d) achieves a maximal probability.

We used the LDA module in Gensim to identify the topics from the group of news articles that mentioned the same PheWAS disease concept. Gensim is a robust, open-source, topic modeling toolkit written in Python. Since we are mainly concerned with the specific contents of the disease-related topics and their temporal trends rather than the distribution of an arbitrary number of topics in each document, the number of topics in the LDA model is set to 1. The top 50 topic words were set to output, whereas all other parameters kept default values. Each topic model was iterated for at least 500 steps.

Results

Phenome-Wide Association Study Disease Concepts

After data preprocessing, 342 PheWAS disease concepts were found in RCV1, 311 PheWAS disease concepts in TRC2, and 375 PheWAS disease concepts in RC16, with 231 PheWAS disease concepts found in all 3 corpora. Summary statistics, sentiment analysis, and topic analysis were used to evaluate the news articles related to these 231 common PheWAS disease concepts. These results illustrate the temporal patterns that occurred in the last 3 decades.

Summary Statistics

Table 1 summarizes the numbers and percentages of articles that mentioned diseases and medical conditions and the numbers of the mapped PheWAS disease concepts in the 3 Reuters corpora. The percentages of articles that mentioned diseases and medical conditions were 0.44% (3516/806,791), 0.57% (8835/1,546,350), and 0.81% (9633/1,182,761) in the 3 study periods, suggesting an increasing reporting coverage on diseases and medical conditions by Reuters media.

We computed the coverage percentages of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts, and the results of coverage percentages can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1. Of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts, 53 have mean coverage percentages greater than 1% in the past 3 decades (1996/1997, 2008, and 2016), as shown in descending order in Figure 2. In total, 53 PheWAS disease concepts account for 90.27% (3174/3516) of the disease-mentioning news articles in RCV1, 94.76% (8372/8835) of the disease-mentioning news articles in RCV1, 94.76% (8372/8835) of the disease-mentioning news articles in TRC2, and 87.72% (8450/9633) of the disease-mentioning news articles in RC16, suggesting that these diseases were the major disease subjects reported by Reuters media. Some diseases, such as other malignant neoplasm, other infectious diseases, and influenza have dominating mean coverage percentages of 34%, 20%, and 11%, respectively, in the past 3 decades.

In addition, we analyzed the temporal trends of coverages of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts in the past 3 decades, and 4 major temporal trends were observed:

1. Some diseases maintained steady coverage percentages with small standard deviations in the last 3 decades. Examples include other malignant neoplasm (34.0% [SD 7.1%]), pain (10.3% [SD 1.8%]), neoplasm of uncertain behavior (7.1% [SD 0.6%]), asthma (3.2% [SD 0.5%]), convulsion (2.6% [SD 0.3%]), and multiple sclerosis (1.8% [SD 0.1%]).

2. Some diseases showed large fluctuations (ie, upward or downward swings) in their coverage percentages during the 3 decades. For instance, other infectious diseases, unknown original fever, other headache syndromes, other paralytic syndromes, and nausea and vomiting showed much lower coverage percentages in 2008 than in 1996/1997 and 2016. Some diseases such as arthropathy not otherwise specified, other anemias, leukemia, osteoporosis, epilepsy, and schizophrenia had very high coverage percentages in 2008 compared with 1996/1997 and 2016.

3. Steady increase refers to the overall growing of coverage percentages in the 3 study periods. For example, the coverage percentages of diabetes mellitus, obesity, heart failure, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and rheumatoid arthritis continually increased in the last 30 years. Influenza showed a much larger coverage percentage since 2008. The coverage percentages of depression, hypertension, and rash and skin eruption considerably increased in 2016.

4. Some diseases showed steady decreases: the coverage percentage of meningitis showed a continual decrease, for instance. The coverage percentage of other brain disease largely decreased since 2008. Cystic fibrosis showed a much lower coverage percentage in 2016 compared with 1996/1997 and 2008.

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis was performed for all 231 PheWAS disease concepts, and the results were summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1. The sentiment scores of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts ranged from –0.94 to 0.73, with 226 of them having neutral or negative sentiments in news articles.

Figure 2 illustrates the sentiments of the 53 PheWAS disease concepts. While 43 diseases had neutral sentiments, the other 10 diseases, other malignant neoplasm, depression, heart attack, breast cancer, prostate cancer, heart failure, other skin cancer, ovarian cancer, renal failure not otherwise specified, and joint pain, had moderate negative sentiments with mean scores of approximately –0.59.
Figure 2. Coverage percentages and sentiments of the top 53 phenome-wide association study disease concepts. Blue, white, and red in a diverging color map denote the most negative (−1.0), right neutral (0.0), and the most positive (1.0) sentiments, respectively. The 53 phenome-wide association study disease concepts are put into 3 buckets based on coverage percentages for better resolution and comparison. From top to bottom, there are 10, 17, and 26 phenome-wide association study disease concepts in each budget with mean coverage range of 34% to 5%, 5% to 2%, and 2% to 1%, respectively. ADHD: attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; ASCVD: atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; dx: disease; mal neo: malignant neoplasm; NOS: not otherwise specified; other nerv sys d/o: other and unspecified disorders of the nervous system; uncs behave: uncertain behaviour; unkn orig: unknown origin; unspl: unspecified; syn: syndrome.
Interestingly, some diseases maintained steady sentiments from 1996 to 2016 (eg, other infectious diseases, pain, heart attack, prostate cancer, and ovarian cancer). A few diseases such as diabetes mellitus, depression, and hypertension showed fluctuations in sentiment. The sentiments of other malignant neoplasm and breast cancer gradually increased. Influenza had...

**Topic Modeling**

Topic modeling results of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1. On the whole, the top 10 topic words occurring in the news articles about the 231 PheWAS disease concepts were drug, patient, health, study, risk, disease, treatment, researcher, trial, and FDA (US Food and Drug Administration). Figure 3 illustrates the topic contents of the 6 representative PheWAS disease concepts (other malignant neoplasm, other infectious diseases, influenza, diabetes mellitus, depression, and heart attack) in the 3 different study periods. The disease name for each PheWAS disease concept is shown in the center of the circle. The 30 most common topic words or phrases for each PheWAS disease concept are placed along small circles whose sizes represent the permille of each topic word or phrase in the topic content.

Two typical temporal patterns were found among the topics of the 231 PheWAS disease concepts in the past 3 decades.

1. There was no major change in the topic contents of some diseases over time or the permilles of key topic terms remained steady. Examples are diabetes mellitus, obesity, heart attack, breast cancer, and hypertension.

2. Some diseases showed considerable variation. Here considerable variation denotes that different or special terms arose in the topic contents of a certain disease in 1 or 2 study periods or the permilles of key topic words or phrases exhibited large variation. For example, the word smoking occurred in the topic contents of other malignant neoplasm only during 1996/1997. In the topic content of other infectious diseases, the permille of the word HIV has decreased by more than 50% since 2008.

**Discussion**

**Combined Analysis**

The top PheWAS disease concept was other malignant neoplasm. Its coverage remained steady at 34.0% in the last 3 decades (Figure 2). There are 4 other cancer-related diseases, breast cancer, prostate cancer, other skin cancer, and ovarian cancer, among the top 53 PheWAS disease concepts. Reuters media had a negative attitude toward all of these cancers. The large coverage percentages and negative sentiments indicate that Reuters media was strongly concerned with cancer, possibly because cancer is a primary global public health problem and is the second leading cause of death worldwide [33,34]. But Figure 2 shows that the overall sentiment scores have slightly increased since 1996. A 2017 report on cancer statistics noted that the overall cancer death rate declined by 25% from 1991 to 2014 in the United States as a result of a series of regulations and actions taken by the US government, such as tobacco control initiatives since the 1960s and cancer screenings [33]. Tobacco use is the most important risk factor for cancer and linked to about 80% to 90% of lung cancers [35]. Other malignant neoplasm was associated with the topic words tobacco, smoking, and cigarette in 1996/1997 but not in 2008 and 2016, which possibly reflects the progress in tobacco control in the United States (Table 2). Overall smoking prevalence decreased from 42.4% in 1965 to 16.8% in 2016, and the mortality rate due to lung cancer declined by 43% in men from 1990 to 2014 and by 17% in women from 2002 to 2014 [33]. In addition, breast cancer and prostate cancer are the top 2 and 3 cancers shown in Figure 2, which is consistent with a recent study that reported prostate cancer as the leading cancer in men and breast cancer as the leading cancer in women [33].

Other infectious diseases were the second most common PheWAS disease concept reported by Reuters media. Its coverage was 22.2% in 1996/1997, 7.6% in 2008, and 31.5% in 2016, which showed a large fluctuation in the last 30 years. Reuters media has neutral sentiment toward it, probably because infectious disease is no longer a major cause of death [36]. The topics associated with other infectious diseases varied with time. Two interesting terms that stand out in its topic content are HIV in 1996/1997 and Zika in 2016, suggesting that HIV and Zika virus probably attributed to the large fluctuation in news media coverage in the past 3 decades. The decrease in attention to HIV corresponded to a decline in the HIV/AIDS mortality rate after the introduction of antiretroviral therapy in 1995 [37]. Topics in 2016 included Zika-related words such as outbreak, microcephaly, Brazil, mosquito, and CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). The appearance of these topic words coincided with 2 events: the Zika virus outbreak in Brazil in 2015 (transmitted primarily by mosquitoes) and an association found at the same time between Zika virus infection and microcephaly [38,39].

The third most reported PheWAS disease concept was influenza. The coverage percentage of influenza dramatically increased from 1996 (1.3%) to 2008 (23.7%) and moderately decreased in 2016 (7.5%). The sentiment scores also largely declined from −0.11 (1996/1997) to −0.40 (2008) and slightly decreased to −0.48 (2016). In 2008 and 2016, the topic of influenza consisted of many terms related to avian influenza (eg, poultry, chicken, strain, H5N1, H5N8, outbreak, farm, China, India, and CDC). The outbreaks of avian influenza in 2008 and 2016 contributed to the high coverage percentages of influenza and received a large amount of attention from Reuters media [40-43]. The high mortality rate most likely resulted in the negative sentiment toward this disease [41].

**Table 2.** The permille of tobacco-related topic terms associated with other malignant neoplasm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to these top 3 covered PheWAS disease concepts, depression demonstrated some interesting findings. Its coverage percentage showed a 2-fold increase in 2016 compared with 1996/1997 and 2008, which is in accordance with a 2017 report published by the CDC [44]. The sentiment toward depression was negative in all 3 study periods, possibly because depression is the leading cause of disability worldwide and a major contributor to the overall global burden of disease [45]. Topics in news articles related to depression contained the words women, children, and suicide in 2016. The recent depression incidences have grown among adolescents and young adults, in particular among girls and young women [46], and suicide is often led by depression at its worst [47].

Here we discussed interesting observations and associations for 4 PheWAS disease concepts. However, further studies are needed to carefully and rigorously investigate the underlying causal events.

Limitations

The study has some limitations. First, the data source from Reuters media in this study is limited to 3 sparse time periods: 1996/1997 (RCV1), 2008 (TRC2), and 2016 (RC16). These datasets do not include all the news articles from 1996 to 2016 and might create biases in the temporal trend analysis for the last 3 decades. However, fundamental biomedical changes do not occur in a day, a month, or a year for most diseases and medical conditions due to the slow development of the health care industry. The exception is infectious diseases, which come and go quickly.

Second, although Reuters media is a leading information and news agency and the largest international text and television news provider in the world, the news data used in this study might not be representative of all English-language news articles in the world. Reuters could have biases in their news report that were not taken into account in our analysis.

Third, we identified disease-mentioning news articles based on a disease synonym lookup table generated from UMLS. Although the table contains more than 20,000 disease synonyms for about 1800 PheWAS disease concepts, the disease synonym list may not guarantee all the mentions of disease and medical conditions in the Reuters news articles. Disease names may have a lot of morphologic variations and abbreviations. In addition, we converted disease synonyms to the PheWAS codes via a chain of mapping. In this process, the percentage of definitive mappings (one-to-one and multiple-to-one) from disease synonyms to PheWAS codes is 94%, which indicates that the upper bound of errors caused by ambiguous mappings (one-to-multiple or multiple-to-multiple mappings) might be 6%.

Fourth, the sentiment analysis and topic modeling step may also introduce bias. We used VADER for sentiment analysis in this study. It is a lexicon- and rule-based model. Although VADER has been used to analyze New York Times articles with a performance close to trained human raters, it has not been evaluated or tuned for Reuters news articles. On the other hand, LDA for topic modeling requires manual tuning parameters, including the number of topics, which can be more art than science. The perplexity plot shows the relationship between the perplexity and the topic numbers and thus provides limited hints on determining the optimal number of topics [48]. However, it still requires further topic visualization and input from domain experts to determine the optimal number of topics, which is not practical to do for 231 PheWAS disease concepts. We kept the number of topics to 1 in this study for all 231 PheWAS disease concepts, and other parameters were set to default values for practicability.

Finally, it would be valuable to perform correlation analysis between funding data and focuses in news articles to understand resource allocation. However, there is no comprehensive funding data for the large number of diseases and medical conditions.

Conclusions

News media not only affects our daily lives but also plays a significant role in politics by influencing public policy making. In our study, we applied statistical analysis, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling techniques to over 3.5 million news articles from Reuters media in the past 3 decades in order to discover statistical and temporal patterns of coverage, sentiments, and topics for a large number of diseases and medical conditions. Our results show that Reuters media has gradually increased its coverage on diseases and medical conditions since 1996. Diseases and medical conditions like other malignant neoplasm, other infectious diseases, and influenza were the main focus of Reuters media with large coverage percentages, and 97.8% of diseases and medical conditions showed neutral or negative sentiments. Meaningful topics were identified in the news articles mentioning diseases and medical conditions. Combined analysis indicates statistical and temporal patterns of diseases and medical conditions that correspond to relevant policies and published research.

The infodemiological study expands our previous work on health resource allocation and disease burden estimation using online data. The multidimensional analysis of news media data enables the discoveries of disease-related focus, sentiments, and topics of news media. These discoveries could provide valuable information on unmet medical needs and research priorities and offer guidance for future decision making in public policy.
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Abstract

Background: Frequent expression of negative emotion words on social media has been linked to depression. However, metrics have relied on average values, not dynamic measures of emotional volatility.

Objective: The aim of this study was to report on the associations between depression severity and the variability (time-unstructured) and instability (time-structured) in emotion word expression on Facebook and Twitter across status updates.

Methods: Status updates and depression severity ratings of 29 Facebook users and 49 Twitter users were collected through the app MoodPrism. The average proportion of positive and negative emotion words used, within-person variability, and instability were computed.

Results: Negative emotion word instability was a significant predictor of greater depression severity on Facebook ($r_s(29)=.44$, $P=.02$, 95% CI 0.09-0.69), even after controlling for the average proportion of negative emotion words used (partial $r_s(26)=.51$, $P=.006$) and within-person variability (partial $r_s(26)=.49$, $P=.009$). A different pattern emerged on Twitter where greater negative emotion word variability indicated lower depression severity ($r_s(49)=−.34$, $P=.01$, 95% CI −0.58 to 0.09). Differences between Facebook and Twitter users in their emotion word patterns and psychological characteristics were also explored.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that negative emotion word instability may be a simple yet sensitive measure of time-structured variability, useful when screening for depression through social media, though its usefulness may depend on the social media platform.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e168) doi:10.2196/jmir.9267
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Introduction

Extending How Social Media Language Predicts Depression

“With as much as we have learned about emotions, it is as if we have been taking still photos of a dance” [1].

Social media is used in different ways by different people, but for many individuals, status updates provide snapshots of their lived experience. Studies to date have primarily considered how the relative frequency of words indicating positive and negative emotion relate to other characteristics such as mental health status, or which words (or set of words) best predict different outcomes. Such studies indicate that the frequent expression of negative emotion words in status updates can accurately identify individuals experiencing symptoms of depression [2-6]. However, an individual’s mental health is reflected by more than just the average frequency or the type of words used; variability in emotional expression over time might also provide significant insights. In the current research, fluctuations in...
emotional expression over time is explored as another window of insight into the psychological health of social media users.

**Depression in Status Updates on Social Media**

Depression, including major depressive disorder (MDD) and dysphoria, are characterized by persistent low mood (including sadness or emptiness) or anhedonia (inability to experience pleasure from activities that are usually enjoyable) [7]. At a broad level, the frequent expression of negative affect within social media status updates has been associated with higher levels of depression symptoms [2,3,5,8-11]. Frequently expressing positive affect, on the other hand, tends to be associated with lower levels of depression and greater levels of well-being [9,12,13]. The link between expressed emotion in status updates and mental health is unsurprising considering that expressing current emotion and venting frustration have been reported to be a primary purpose for many users posting on Facebook [14]. Indeed, negative and positive emotional language has been observed to occur in approximately 34% and 55% of status updates on Facebook, respectively [15]. Adding to this, depressed individuals have also been shown to post content more frequently than nondepressed persons [16], and changes in depression severity may be signaled by increases in posting behavior on social media [17]. Combined, the time-structured features and emotional features of status updates may provide insights into the depression status of social media users.

Several studies have sought to code the content of social media posts for depression disclosures [6]. For instance, Moreno et al [3] demonstrated that status updates on Facebook with references to depression symptoms such as hopelessness were positively correlated with self-reported depression symptoms. Others extended this by describing the linguistic characteristics of depression in posts and developing coding schemes to identify depression-indicative tweets or status updates [2,4,8,18]. Although specific topics, keywords, and linguistic features (especially negative emotions) are able to identify depression-indicative posts with high accuracy, many of these features may also be present in posts that are nonindicative of depression (low specificity). For example, Mowery et al [18] found considerable signal discrepancies—over 70% of tweets identified in their sample containing words related to depression were not actually indicative of depression. Thus, although negative emotion words correlate with the presence of depressive symptoms, it is a noisy and imprecise metric.

This highlights the need to move beyond the frequency of emotional language alone toward other online behavioral indices that may better differentiate depressed and nondepressed individuals. Due to the time-sensitive nature of social media data, examining the dynamic movement of emotion across status updates may provide an additional avenue to tap into the nuanced cognitive-emotional processes underlying depression and may provide a more specific index of maladaptive emotional functioning.

**The Emotion Dynamics of Depression**

A major change in functioning associated with the onset of depression is the ability to effectively regulate emotion. Although the capacity for emotion to vary over time is adaptive and may contribute to psychological well-being, higher levels of emotion variability, especially of negative emotions, have been linked to depression [1,19]. For example, individuals who experience intense negative affect reactivity in response to daily stressors are at greater risk of developing depression [20-22]. This experience is supported by young people’s qualitative accounts of depression, where depression is reported to “take over during times of vulnerability such as stress or fatigue” [23]. Negative cognitive biases also contribute to emotion variability in depression. Excessive focus on personal distress (rumination) may lead to persistent experiences of severe negative affect and difficulty regulating mood away from negative states [24,25]. The combination of cognitive-emotional processes results in emergent emotion patterns that can manifest at inappropriate times and in inappropriate ways in response to internal and external events. Maladaptive patterns of emotion build over time to place the individual at an increased risk for depression onset and maintenance [19,26-28].

The emotion variability in depression described above has predominantly been operationalized in two ways. First, variability may be operationalized as within-individual variability as iSD, an individual’s SD of emotion expression. Like the mean, variability may best be viewed as a *trait-like* measure of emotion expression, as it provides a single number that summarizes the overall variability in affect for an individual across their recording period but ignores time-structured information [29].

A second operationalization of variability describes emotional instability and uses the mean squared successive difference (MSSD) statistic [30] that quantifies differences between consecutive observations of emotion [1]. This time-structured measure of variability uses the temporal ordering of measurements to quantify the magnitude of incremental changes in emotion [30-32]. Crucially, unlike iSD, where the same result would be obtained if the same set of emotion expression observations are shuffled through time, the MSSD is sensitive to the time-ordering of observations. For example, for the same distribution of negative emotion values (and thus the same iSD), negative emotion increasing in small incremental steps from mild to severe would result in a small MSSD value, whereas negative emotion alternating (or swinging) between mild to severe would result in a large MSSD value. In this way, MSSD captures the temporal instability of positive or negative affect.

Negative affect instability, as measured by the MSSD, has been linked to more severe depression symptoms across several studies and has been identified as a concomitant and early indicator of depression [25,31,33-36]. It has been shown to be a significant risk factor for more frequent and severe suicidal ideation [35] and may be a unique underlying emotion pattern in depression. Negative affect instability has been shown to continue to predict depression when average negative affect and the frequency of negative event exposure are held constant [25,36]. In addition, reductions in negative affect have been shown to be greater for depressed individuals in response to positive events when compared with those who are not depressed, further contributing to potential moment-to-moment variability [37].
Table 1. Definitions and conceptual overlap of variability, instability, and inertia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
<th>Conceptual overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>The amplitude of an individual’s emotion. This is time-unstructured, referring to the “general dispersion” of scores.</td>
<td>Within-person SD (iSD)</td>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instability</td>
<td>The amplitude of moment-to-moment changes in emotion. This is time-structured, where higher scores indicate greater variance and less positively correlated between observations.</td>
<td>Mean squared successive difference</td>
<td>Variance, time-dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>How well a previous emotional state predicts the next emotional state. This is time-structured, where greater correlation coefficient indicates increased temporal dependency between observations.</td>
<td>Autocorrelation coefficient</td>
<td>Time-dependency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bowen et al [33] recently aggregated 4 studies to examine the differences in mood instability between depressed and nondepressed individuals. Participants completed daily mood diary ratings of negative and positive mood upon awakening and before bedtime for 1 week. Depressed individuals experienced greater negative mood instability over the course of the week compared with nondepressed individuals. Depressed individuals also reported greater severity in negative mood than the nondepressed group, suggesting depression is characterized by both persistent low mood and more extreme daily variation in its severity.

Although depression has also been associated with a blunted emotional response to stimuli and smoother emotional experiences from day to day (inertia) [32,38,39], variability and instability span major categories of emotion dynamics as they relate to depression and are the focus of this study. Table 1 outlines the definitions of variability, instability, and inertia and describes their conceptual overlap. To best examine the unique associations that emotion dynamic patterns have with mental health, it has been recommended that the conceptual overlap between these measures be taken into account and controlled for in analyses [32], as is done in this study.

Social Media and Emotion Dynamics

Emotion dynamics may provide important insights into the “building blocks” of depression [28], but it is also challenging and time-intensive to collect adequate longitudinal emotion data. Current approaches rely on experience sampling methods (ESMs), where an individual inputs emotion information throughout the day [1,28,40]. Although the potential burden and invasiveness of real-time data collection has been significantly reduced by incorporating new and familiar technologies into ESM design (eg, smartphones) [41,42], the need to respond to automated prompts creates a context that is different than normal daily activities. Furthermore, these methodologies may not be practical for large-scale monitoring of public mental health.

Social media may be a powerful complementary tool. Considering the frequent use of emotion language in status updates that relate to current experiences [14,15], for a large proportion of the population, social media can provide unobtrusive access to time-sensitive and ecologically valid samples of expressed emotion [2,43-45]. Diurnal and seasonal variation in depression severity have been observed at a population [2] and individual level [4] on social media. In these studies, an increase in the linguistic features predictive of depression risk was observed from day to night and from summer to winter months. Using the social media platform Reddit, De Choudhury et al [46] considered transitions from mental health subreddits only to also using a suicide support subreddit. Findings suggested that a shift from commonly expressed sentiment (ie, the average) may represent a change toward better or poorer mental health, particularly where the magnitude of the change is more pronounced. Although observations of emotion variability and instability are yet to be applied to social media as a means of automatically screening for individuals at risk of depression, it is likely that in addition to the ability to track macro-level changes in depression on social media, microlevel changes in emotion (emotion variability) relevant to mental health may also be observable.

This Study

Evidence is mounting to suggest that emotion patterns, including variability and instability, are early indicators for depression risk [19], and there is a need to utilize scalable and unobtrusive means of collecting emotion data to effectively apply these insights to monitoring public mental health. Targeting emotion variability and instability as indicators of maladaptive emotional functioning in depression is a clear area in need of further research on social media. To date, most studies examining emotion language on social media and depression have provided a static view of emotion by compressing the variation of social media language over time into an overall average, stripping the data of what could be meaningful patterns in temporal variation of emotion expression. Although the average emotion that individuals express on platforms such as Facebook and Twitter can provide accurate and sensitive insights into the presence of depression, the variability in emotion across posts has yet to be examined as a legitimate individual difference (rather than measurement error) that may be indicative of depression severity.

Taking advantage of the time-sensitive and naturally occurring data available from status updates on Facebook and Twitter, the major aim of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility of using status update emotion variability and instability as an indicator of depression severity (measured by the Patient Health Questionnaire-9, PHQ-9) [47]. It also aimed to examine if emotion instability was related to emotion when controlling for its conceptual overlap with variability.

It was hypothesized that (1) Self-reported depression severity would be positively related to negative emotion word variability and instability across status updates, (2) Self-reported depression...
severity would be positively related to the average proportion of negative emotion words used and negatively related to the average proportion of positive emotion words used in status updates on Facebook and Twitter, (3) Negative emotion word instability would remain positively associated with depression severity when controlling for negative emotion word variability, (4) The emotion word patterns and their association with depression would be consistent across Facebook and Twitter, and (5) Depression severity would be positively associated with the average number of status updates per day and negatively associated with the time interval between consecutive status updates (ie, shorter periods of time between posts).

Methods

Participants

This study used a subset of users from the MoodPrism project. MoodPrism is a mood-tracking app that collects data and provides engaging feedback to its users on their mood, mental health, and well-being [42]. MoodPrism is available for download on the iPhone operating system (iOS, Apple Inc) and Android stores for smartphone. All procedures were approved by the Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee.

Participants were recruited by convenience sampling, community engagement, and targeted online advertising (smartphone owner, interested in mental health, lives in Australia). To be included in this study, participants had to download the MoodPrism smartphone app, complete the depression severity index available in the app, and opt in to contribute their Facebook or Twitter data, which were automatically collected by the MoodPrism app. A minimum of 10 status updates over a minimum period of 7 days was required for the inclusion of a participant, to allow robust calculation of emotion word variability and instability over time. Additionally, status updates were only included if they occurred within the 12 months before the administration of the PHQ-9. For the Twitter data, only original tweets (not retweets) were used. Although retweets may reflect values or interests of a user and include topics similar to self-authored tweets [48], they also introduce ambiguity about the author's sentiments [49,50]. Furthermore, the Facebook data did not have a similar repost function, such that self-authored tweets provide a more direct behavioral comparison.

Of the 1518 users who downloaded the MoodPrism app from April 2016 to May 2017, 223 (14.70%) provided permission to contribute Facebook or Twitter data. If consent was provided, the MoodPrism app then automatically extracted the participant’s previous status updates on Facebook or Twitter and repeated this extraction for all new status updates posted while MoodPrism was installed on the participant’s smartphone. Status updates were processed locally on the participant’s smartphone through the app, pulling out the time, total word count, and number of positive and negative emotion words, and then these summaries were uploaded to a secure server every 24 hours, at which point the status update content was permanently deleted from MoodPrism’s memory. Thus, the app provided summaries of how often emotion words were expressed, but the actual status updates were unavailable for analysis.

Participants additionally completed several blocks of questionnaires on MoodPrism. These blocks included demographic items collecting gender and age information and measures assessing mental health, personality, and other psychological characteristics (see [40] for the full list of measures). Blocks could be completed in any order at a time of the participants’ convenience and collectively took an average of 37 min 14 s (SD 11 min 33 s) to complete.

Measures

All data for this study was collected via the MoodPrism app. Depression symptom severity was measured by the PHQ-9 [47], a 9-item self-report measure for depression that indicates the severity of symptoms experienced over the previous 2 weeks. Each item on the PHQ-9 (eg, “Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless”) is rated from 0 (“Not at all”) to 3 (“Nearly every day.”). These ratings are summed to create a total score ranging from 0 to 27, where higher scores indicate greater severity of depression symptoms. The PHQ-9 has been validated for use in the general population (Cronbach alpha=0.87) [51] and in primary care settings (Cronbach alpha=0.89) [47]. The internal reliability of the PHQ-9 was good for both the Facebook (Cronbach alpha=0.87) and Twitter (Cronbach alpha=0.90) samples.

Language samples from Facebook and Twitter were obtained by MoodPrism via the Facebook and Twitter application programming interfaces, as detailed in Rickard et al [40]. The period of posts sampled per participant between their first status update and the administration of the PHQ-9 ranged from 9 to 365 days (Facebook mean 170.69, SD 116.05; Twitter mean 145.61, SD 124.97).

MoodPrism’s automated scripts identified the total number of words and positive and negative emotion words in the status samples and those who had opted in to contribute social media data but did not meet the inclusion criteria. Independent samples t tests revealed no significant differences between groups in age. There were also no significant differences between the included Facebook (n=29) and Twitter (n=49) samples in age, gender, or education.

Procedure

After downloading and opening MoodPrism, participants read an explanatory statement and provided their consent to participate. They then provided an additional opt-in consent to share their Facebook or Twitter data. If consent was provided, the MoodPrism app then automatically extracted the participant’s previous status updates on Facebook or Twitter and repeated this extraction for all new status updates posted while MoodPrism was installed on the participant’s smartphone. Status updates were processed locally on the participant’s smartphone through the app, pulling out the time, total word count, and number of positive and negative emotion words, and then these summaries were uploaded to a secure server every 24 hours, at which point the status update content was permanently deleted from MoodPrism’s memory. Thus, the app provided summaries of how often emotion words were expressed, but the actual status updates were unavailable for analysis.

Participants additionally completed several blocks of questionnaires on MoodPrism. These blocks included demographic items collecting gender and age information and measures assessing mental health, personality, and other psychological characteristics (see [40] for the full list of measures). Blocks could be completed in any order at a time of the participants’ convenience and collectively took an average of 37 min 14 s (SD 11 min 33 s) to complete.

Measures

All data for this study was collected via the MoodPrism app. Depression symptom severity was measured by the PHQ-9 [47], a 9-item self-report measure for depression that indicates the severity of symptoms experienced over the previous 2 weeks. Each item on the PHQ-9 (eg, “Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless”) is rated from 0 (“Not at all”) to 3 (“Nearly every day.”). These ratings are summed to create a total score ranging from 0 to 27, where higher scores indicate greater severity of depression symptoms. The PHQ-9 has been validated for use in the general population (Cronbach alpha=0.87) [51] and in primary care settings (Cronbach alpha=0.89) [47]. The internal reliability of the PHQ-9 was good for both the Facebook (Cronbach alpha=0.87) and Twitter (Cronbach alpha=0.90) samples.

Language samples from Facebook and Twitter were obtained by MoodPrism via the Facebook and Twitter application programming interfaces, as detailed in Rickard et al [40]. The period of posts sampled per participant between their first status update and the administration of the PHQ-9 ranged from 9 to 365 days (Facebook mean 170.69, SD 116.05; Twitter mean 145.61, SD 124.97).

MoodPrism’s automated scripts identified the total number of words and positive and negative emotion words in the status samples and those who had opted in to contribute social media data but did not meet the inclusion criteria. Independent samples t tests revealed no significant differences between groups in age. There were also no significant differences between the included Facebook (n=29) and Twitter (n=49) samples in age, gender, or education.
updates. Words on social media include both normal words and variants (e.g., misspellings, emoticons, and abbreviations) that are common on social media [43]. The scripts incorporated the positive and negative emotion dictionaries of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 2007 (LIWC 2007) [52], a widely used corpus of dictionaries commonly used for language analysis. The LIWC 2007 dictionaries were supplemented by common emoji’s and internet slang that indicated positive or negative emotion (see Multimedia Appendix 1). Although not definitive, these inclusions were made to better reflect the language used on social media (for further discussion, see [43]).

MoodPrism also collected data on the psychological characteristics of participants, which included personality, self-esteem, and social desirability. Multimedia Appendix 2 presents additional analyses, complementary to the findings presented here, exploring Facebook and Twitter user differences across these characteristics that may inform the patterns of emotion expressed over time.

Data Analysis

Within person variability, instability, and the average proportion of positive and negative emotion words in status updates on Facebook and Twitter were calculated for each participant. All equations are presented in Figure 1 and are defined below. Correlations with PHQ-9 scores were calculated. The distributions of all Facebook and Twitter variables were non-normal; consequently Spearman rho was selected for computing correlations. Exploratory post hoc comparison between the Twitter and Facebook samples on their psychological characteristics were also performed using Mann-Whitney U tests because of non-normal distributions. All analyses were performed in SPSS statistics, version 24 (IBM Corp) [53].

Average Proportion

Equation 1 in Figure 1 shows the relative proportion of positive and negative emotion words, which was calculated for each status update collected to adjust for the total number of words expressed, as described in Kern et al [43]. An average of these proportions was taken for each participant, resulting in the average proportion of positive emotion words and average proportion of negative emotion words across all status updates (range: 0-1), where count(word) refers to the total number of positive emotion words (or negative emotion words; the LIWC 2007 category) contained in a status update, and N_words is the total number of words in that status update.

Variability

The within person variability (iSD) was computed for each participant across their status updates as shown in equation 2 in Figure 1, where the sum is taken over posts, i, s, indicates deviations from the mean in an individual’s proportion of positive (or negative) words used in status updates, and n refers to the number of status updates for that individual. This resulted in the positive emotion word variability and negative emotion word variability across status updates for each participant.

Instability

The MSSD is defined for an individual in equation 3 in Figure 1, where x indicates the observation at index i, x_{i+1} refers to the next consecutive observation, and n refers to the total number of observations for that individual. A major challenge in applying measures of time-structured variability to social media data is managing the irregularly spaced time intervals between posts. As observations on Facebook and Twitter occur in a natural setting, they often occur at irregular intervals spanning, for example, between hours and months. Thus, in addition to considering time order, the time elapsed between successive observations also needs to be considered. Emotion instability, when operationalized as MSSD, assumes even sampling of observations to be computed meaningfully [30,31]. Where this is not possible, adjustments can be applied to the data to provide a weighted estimate of time-structured variability [31]. As in the study by Jahng et al [31], a time-adjusted MSSD, which accounts for an uneven sampling of observations through time, was applied. This is shown in equation 4 in Figure 1, where median(Δt) is the median of incremental time differences across the whole recording period.

**Figure 1.** Equations for average proportion, within-person variability, and instability.

\[ p(\text{category}) = \sum_{\text{word} \in \text{category}} p(\text{word}) = \frac{\sum \text{count(word)}}{N_{\text{words}}} \]  

\[ iSD = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_i s_i^2}{n-1}} \]  

\[ MSSD = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (x_{i+1}-x_i)^2}{n-1} \]  

\[ \text{time-adjusted MSSD} = \frac{\text{median}(\Delta t)}{(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (x_{i+1}-x_i)^2 \]
Figure 2. A simulated time series showing the proportion of negative emotion words used in status updates over 14 days. This irregularity of status updates (i.e., missing observations on days 4-8 above) can be accounted for by reweighting pairs of observations by the time elapsed between them, resulting in a lower weight for the pair of points (points C and D). The observations within the box show similar levels of negative emotion word expression but occur 6 days apart and may appear to be temporally correlated if their relative temporal distance is not accounted for. The red points show the hypothetical unobserved fluctuations in negative affect that may have occurred during the intermediate 6 days.

This effectively makes observations closer together in time more important and those further apart less important to the reweighted MSSD statistic, relative to a participant’s median time increment between posts. Importantly, the time-adjusted MSSD, equation 4, reduces to the standard MSSD, equation 3, in the case that samples are spaced equally through time. The benefit of this adjustment in relation to social media data is the ability to utilize every observation without imposing strict inclusion criteria on the data (e.g., a status update each day). As illustrated in Figure 2, this means that the overall variability contributed by all points can be included, and the potential contribution from points that may appear temporally correlated, if assumed to have occurred near in time (points C and D), is reduced when observations are in fact distant.

Applied to the Facebook and Twitter data for each participant, incremental time differences \( t_{i+1} - t_i \) between each status update were computed. The median of these time differences was then taken for each participant and applied to each incremental time difference and successive difference \( x_{i+1} - x_i \) in the proportion of positive or negative emotion words in a status update, as shown in equation 4. The average of the squared reweighted successive differences was then computed, resulting in the time-adjusted MSSD or the positive emotion word instability or negative emotion word instability across status updates. Here, greater values of time-adjusted MSSD indicate a greater magnitude of change in the proportion of emotion words expressed between all consecutive pairs of status updates relative to their median temporal separation.

Results

Sample Description

In total, 1856 status updates were collected (Facebook=538; Twitter=1,318) with 29,809 words expressed (Facebook=10,373; Twitter=19,436). In the Facebook sample, participants posted an average 18.55 (SD 10.01) status updates across the recording period; 55.8% (300/538) of the collected status updates contained positive emotion words, and 29.2% (157/538) contained negative emotion words. In the Twitter sample participants posted an average 26.90 (SD 11.71) status updates across the recording period; 63.6% (838/1318) of the collected tweets contained positive emotion words, and 56.2% (741/1318) contained negative emotion words.

Table 2 report the means, SDs, median, and interquartile range of the PHQ-9 scores and all Facebook and Twitter variables. It also presents descriptive statistics for the temporal aspects of posting status updates in the sample. Mann-Whitney \( U \) tests revealed no significant differences between Facebook and Twitter groups in the length of recording period sampled \( (U=590.50, P=.22) \), though there were differences in the median time difference \( (U=344.00, P<.001) \) and average number of status updates per day \( (U=509, P=.04) \), where Twitter users posted status updates more frequently and, based on their individual median, had smaller intervals in minutes between status updates.

Tables 3 and 4, respectively, report the two-tailed Spearman correlations (alpha level=.05) between the PHQ-9 and the positive emotion variables and the negative emotion variables from Facebook (above the diagonal) and Twitter (below the diagonal).
Facebook Emotion Variability and Depression

Facebook users reported an average depression rating of 11.48 (SD 6.38) on the PHQ-9 and expressed 9.5% positive emotion words and 3.5% negative emotion words on average across their status updates. Depression severity was not significantly related to the average proportion of positive or negative emotion words expressed, positive or negative emotion word variability (iSD), or positive emotion word instability (time-adjusted MSSD). Negative emotion word instability did, however, show a significant positive association with depression severity ratings, sharing 19% of the variability. This indicates that successive status updates differed more in their proportion of negative emotion words used for individuals with higher self-reported depression symptoms.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), status update frequency, and the emotion features expressed in status updates on Facebook (n=29) and Twitter (n=49).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression severity (PHQ-9)b</td>
<td>1-22</td>
<td>11.48 (6.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status update frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording period (days)c</td>
<td>22-356</td>
<td>170.69 (116.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status updates per day</td>
<td>0.03-1.72</td>
<td>0.03 (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval difference (min) between status updatesd</td>
<td>661-34827</td>
<td>8446.65 (8724.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotion words</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average proportion</td>
<td>0.02-0.57</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variability (iSD)d</td>
<td>0.04-0.47</td>
<td>0.13 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instability (time-adjusted MSSD)f</td>
<td>0.003-11.54</td>
<td>1.14 (2.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotion words</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average proportion</td>
<td>0.00-0.17</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variability (iSD)d</td>
<td>0.00-0.31</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instability (time-adjusted MSSD)f</td>
<td>0.00-1.23</td>
<td>0.11 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aIQR: interquartile range.
bPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
cRecording period refers to the range of days between the first status update collected and the administration of the PHQ-9.
dThe median interval differences between status updates.
eiSD refers to within-person variability.
fMSSD: mean squared successive difference.

Table 3. Spearman rho correlation analyses between depression severity (as rated by the Patient Health Questionnaire-9, PHQ-9) and the positive emotion features expressed in status updates on Facebook (n=29) and Twitter (n=49). Twitter correlations are shown below the diagonal; Facebook correlations are shown above the diagonal. CIs are reported at 95% and shown in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PHQ-9b</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>.04 (.03 to 0.40)</td>
<td>.17 (.21 to 0.51)</td>
<td>−.04 (.40 to 0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Average proportion</td>
<td>.02 (.26 to 0.30)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>.79 (.60 to 0.90)</td>
<td>.48 (.14 to 0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Variability (iSD)d</td>
<td>−.09 (.36 to 0.20)</td>
<td>.49 (.24 to 0.68)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>.61 (.31 to 0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Instability (time-adjusted MSSD)e</td>
<td>−.20 (.46 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.31 (.03 to 0.54)</td>
<td>.48 (.23 to 0.67)</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
bP<.001.
cP<.05.
diSD refers to within-person variability.
eMSSD: mean squared successive difference.
When controlling for the average proportion of negative emotion words expressed in status updates, negative emotion word instability remained strongly associated with depression severity (partial Spearman correlation: \( r_s(26) = .51, P < .006 \)). Similarly, when controlling for negative emotion word variability, negative emotion word instability remained strongly associated with depression severity (\( r_s(26) = .49, P < .009 \)). To illustrate this effect, Figure 3 shows samples of the pattern of negative emotion word instability from 2 participants; one with low and one with high self-reported depression symptoms. As can be seen in Figure 3, the individual with low depression severity shows small magnitude changes in their use of negative emotion words across status updates. In contrast, the individual with high depression severity exhibits greater magnitude spikes in negative emotion word expression. Here, instability is independent of variability (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for consideration of instability under fixed variability conditions).

### Twitter Emotion Variability and Depression

Twitter users reported an average depression rating of 9.80 (SD 6.81) on the PHQ-9 and expressed 7.4% positive emotion words and 9.2% negative emotion words on average across their status updates. Depression severity was not significantly related to the average proportion of positive or negative emotion words expressed, positive emotion word variability (iSD), or positive or negative emotion word instability (time-adjusted MSSD). Negative emotion word variability, however, was significantly negatively associated with depression severity ratings, sharing 13% of the variability. That is, a greater general dispersion of negative emotion across status updates on Twitter was associated with lower depression severity. When controlling for the average proportion of negative emotion words expressed in status updates, negative emotion word variability retained its association with depression severity in a partial Spearman correlation \( r_s(46) = -.35, P = .01 \).

To illustrate this effect, Figure 4 shows samples of the pattern of negative emotion word variability from 2 participants; one with low and one with high self-reported depression symptoms. As can be seen in Figure 4, the individual with low depression severity shows larger overall variability in their use of negative emotion words across status updates. In contrast, the individual with high depression severity exhibits more restricted variability in negative emotion word expression. It is important to note that in Figure 4, tweets often occurred on the same day, which accounts for the clustering in the figure.

### Facebook and Twitter Status Update Frequency and Depression

Descriptive statistics for the average number of status updates per day and the median time interval between status updates are presented in Table 2. Spearman correlations revealed a significant positive association between the average number of status updates per day and depression severity for Facebook users, \( r_s(29) = .48, P = .008 \). There was also a significant negative association between the median time interval between status updates and depression severity for Facebook users, \( r_s(29) = -.61, P < .001 \). Depression severity was not significantly related to the average number of status updates per day or the median interval between status updates for Twitter users.

### Differences in Emotion Language Patterns

As indicated in Tables 3 and 4, the pattern of relationships between depression and emotion language use varied between Facebook and Twitter users. To explore this further, comparisons of the social media emotion language variables between the samples were conducted. As all variables were nonnormally distributed, Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare the mean rank differences between Facebook and Twitter users in their emotion language patterns. The Twitter sample expressed more negative language (\( U = 256.00, P < .001 \)) that was more variable (\( U = 400.00, P = .001 \)) and unstable (\( U = 379.00, P = .001 \)) than did the Facebook group across the recording period. Twitter users also expressed greater variability in their positive emotion compared with Facebook users (\( U = 413.00, P = .002 \)).

### Table 4. Spearman rho correlation analyses between depression severity (as rated by the Patient Health Questionnaire-9, PHQ-9) and the negative emotion features expressed in status updates on Facebook (n=29) and Twitter (n=49). Twitter correlations are shown below the diagonal; Facebook correlations are shown above the diagonal. CIs are reported at 95% and shown in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PHQ-9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.12 (.26 to 0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Average proportion</td>
<td>-.14 (-.41 to 0.15)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Variability (iSD(b))</td>
<td>- .36 (.58 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.57 (0.34 to 0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Instability (time-adjusted MSSD(c))</td>
<td>- .20 (-.46 to 0.09)</td>
<td>.28 (-.001 to 0.52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.

\(b\)\(P\) < .05.

\(c\)\(P\) < .001.

\(d\)iSD refers to within-person variability.

\(e\)MSSD: mean squared successive difference.
Figure 3. Graphs showing the proportion of negative emotion words used in individual status updates on Facebook across 35 days. (a) Shows an individual with low self-reported depression severity (Patient Health Questionnaire-9, PHQ-9 score=9) who demonstrated little post-to-post variation in the proportion of negative emotion words used, with the maximum difference of .03. The horizontal trend line shows the median proportion of negative emotion words used (.022) and interpolation lines link consecutive status updates. (b) Shows an individual with high self-reported depression severity (PHQ-9 score=22), who demonstrates large post-to-post changes in the proportion of negative emotion words used in status updates with the largest difference being .21. The horizontal trend line shows the median proportion of negative emotion words used (.01) and interpolation lines link consecutive status updates.
Figure 4. Graphs showing the proportion of negative emotion words used in individual status updates across (a) 160 and (b) 182 days. (a) Shows an individual with low self-reported depression severity (Patient Health Questionnaire-9, PHQ-9 score=8) and high variability in the proportion of negative emotion words used across their recording period. The horizontal trend line shows the median proportion of negative emotion words (.17) and interpolation line links status updates. (b) Shows an individual with high self-reported depression severity (PHQ-9 score=16) and low variability in the proportion of negative emotion words used across their recording period. The median proportion of negative words used was .00 and is therefore not shown. The interpolation line links status updates.

Discussion
Principal Findings

This study aimed to determine whether emotion variability and instability across status updates on Facebook and Twitter are useful indicators of depression. Differences between the social media platforms were also explored. The findings suggest that instability in the negative emotion content across Facebook status updates may indeed be a useful indicator for depression and that the time-adjusted MSSD is an effective index of instability that accounts for the uneven temporal sampling of social media posts. As hypothesized, negative emotion word instability retained its association with depression severity when the average proportion of negative emotion word use and negative emotion word variability were controlled. This index may provide additional sensitivity over basic frequency indices that are typically used in social media and depression studies. However, negative emotion word instability did not emerge as a predictor of depression on Twitter. Rather, in contrast to expectations, negative emotion word variability was negatively associated with depression severity. Furthermore, the average proportions of negative and positive emotion word use were not significantly associated with depression severity on either Facebook or Twitter. Other temporal features, the average
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number of status updates per day, and the median time interval between status updates were also associated with depression severity, but only for Facebook users.

**Negative Affect Instability on Facebook**

Greater negative emotion word instability on Facebook was associated with individuals experiencing greater depression severity. The time-adjusted MSSD scores were driven by the pattern of frequent, high magnitude changes in negative emotion word use between status updates, not variability alone. This finding is consistent with previous studies measuring negative affect through self-report over time that have demonstrated negative affect instability to be predictive of depression [25,31,33-36].

Many users post on Facebook to broadcast emotion [14], and emotion words are often present in posts [15]. Individuals with depression are more likely to produce more content on social media when experiencing more severe symptoms [16,17], and this often relates to the disclosure of symptoms, negative experiences, or posting to seek social support [3,8,10,11]. Indeed, this was reflected in the current sample where Facebook users with greater depression severity ratings posted more status updates per day, more frequently (i.e., there was a smaller median time interval between consecutive status updates). Large changes in the proportion of negative emotion words used between consecutive status updates could reflect patterns of Facebook use that mirror the inherent variation in the severity of depression symptoms over time. In this way, the negative emotion word instability in the status updates on Facebook may reveal the ebb and flow of depression symptoms and emotion dysregulation in daily life [36].

Negative emotion word instability on Facebook may also be tied to specific events, capturing momentary responses to internal and external stressors. Individuals exposed to an emotional event generally post status updates in a mood congruent way (e.g., happy or sad) [54]. The proportion of negative emotion words used in a status update may reflect the extremity with which an event is perceived as negative or positive. In this light, status updates could provide insight into emotional reactivity to events. A depression-specific pattern of instability in status update expression on Facebook may exist that reflects the amplification of negative emotion in response to ambiguous or negative events [55] and a mood brightening effect in response to positive stimuli, where there is a large reduction in expressed negative affect [36,56].

The unique fluctuating pattern of negative emotion expression in individuals with more severe depression symptoms was further supported by negative emotion word instability, which remained associated with greater depression symptoms when controlling for the average proportion of negative emotion words used in status updates. This suggests that the time-structured patterns of emotion expressed on Facebook may provide better differentiation between individuals with and without depression where they express similar levels of negative emotion words. This study suggests that the poor hit rate in some keyword approaches to classifying depression in status updates, as described by Mowery et al [18], may be enhanced by including measures of moment-to-moment variability in emotion word use.

**Within-Person Variability in Emotional Expression on Twitter**

Contrary to expectations, Twitter users who had lower variability in their use of negative emotion words across the recording period were more likely to have greater self-reported depression severity. This sits in contrast with a recent meta-analysis that showed negative emotion variability shares a positive association with depression [1].

It could be that the greater variability in emotion expressed by individuals lower in depression on Twitter reflects adaptive emotional functioning. In addition to personal disclosures and using Twitter to talk about daily events [57], people turn to Twitter to post content about politics, world events, and to share information [58]. Expressing a wide range of negative emotion in response to these diverse personal and community-related events may be appropriate to the context or be a part of effective emotion regulation strategies. Indeed, expressive emotional writing has been linked to better psychological and physical outcomes in offline and online settings [59-62].

On the other hand, Twitter users with higher levels of depression expressed a more clustered spread of negative emotion. Emotion appraisals of internal and external events and their subsequent expression in status updates may be more restricted or blunted for Twitter users with higher levels of depression. This is consistent with studies indicating that MDD is associated with reduced emotion reactivity [63].

**Variability Differences Between Facebook and Twitter**

Two divergent emotion patterns relating to depression emerged from the Facebook and Twitter samples. This highlights the importance of collecting data from multiple social media platforms, as differences in the communication mechanisms and population demographics across social media sites greatly impacts on the generalizability of findings [49]. In terms of emotion expression, Twitter users expressed more negative emotion that was more variable across the recording period than Facebook users. This may be because of the 140-character restriction placed on tweets (recently increased to 280 characters) [64] compared with the 6,206-character limit on Facebook [65], which may impact on the total proportion of emotion words expressed and the magnitude of change observed between posts. On Twitter, when an emotion word is used, it is likely to occur in the context of fewer total words and will result in a greater proportion emotion expressed per Tweet. In contrast, when a Facebook user expresses emotion, it may occur in the context of more total words, potentially reducing the overall proportion of emotion words expressed.

Other confounding variables may also create differences between negative emotion expression on Facebook and Twitter. For example, Twitter allows users to generate anonymous accounts, whereas Facebook accounts are likely to be linked to a real name. The anonymity may release the user from social norms and increase expression of negative emotion [66,67]. Twitter also is less symmetrical, with weaker relational ties, and less dense network structures, which impacts on the emotion
people express to their networks [68,69]. These different social contexts and related norms are a fruitful area for future research.

**Averages of Negative and Positive Emotion Word Use Are Not Associated With Depression**

Inconsistent with many previous findings [2,3,5,9], the average proportion of positive and negative emotion words used across status updates on both Facebook and Twitter were not significantly associated with depression. Other approaches using the LIWC 2007 positive and negative dictionaries have found that as negative emotion expression increases, so does the ratings of self-reported depression severity (eg, [3]). This could be due in part to the small sample used here; language is noisy [43], and with only 29 and 49 participants in the Facebook and Twitter samples, respectively, the signal may not be enough to counteract that noise (see Kern et al [43] for further consideration of language and sample size considerations). Among this noise, it is notable with the small number of participants that a robust association between negative affect instability and depression on Facebook was found, suggesting a strong relationship between these two quantities. Although this result needs to be replicated in other samples, this suggests that when a smaller number of participants are available, instability may be a more sensitive measure than frequency in detecting depression severity.

The null findings between depression and the average proportion of words in status updates may also reflect the lack of precision that frequency measures provide. As shown by Mowery et al [18], using a keyword approach to identifying depression in social media posts results in a large proportion of false-positives, reducing the specificity with which depression can be identified through the average emotion expressed over time. Context matters [43], such that the use of a word may not directly link to an experienced emotion (eg, “I went to visit Happy Valley” does not indicate positive emotion). It is important to acknowledge also that negative emotion expression is not the exclusive domain of individuals with higher levels of depressive symptoms. It is also possible that in this study, the amended negative emotion word dictionary of the LIWC 2007 alone was not sufficient in identifying the words most indicative of depression. Indeed, the dictionaries were recently updated [70], and future studies should examine whether the updated LIWC 2015 dictionaries offer a better indication of depression. Personality, gender, and age have all previously been shown to impact on the number of negative emotion words people use online (cf [71]), and this complexity might also be considered in future research.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

There are several limitations to this study. First, although emotion scores were calculated, the actual posts were not available (because of privacy considerations), such that the context of their content could not be considered. It is therefore possible that some posts may have obtained a negative emotion word count where a positive message was conveyed. Future research should seek to apply more sophisticated open vocabulary approaches or postprocessing of status updates [18,43] to provide greater detail and accuracy of the language use context.

Second, the sample analyzed was small, and this may have impacted on the power to detect significant associations between variables. This may have obscured potential associations between the expression of negative emotion words and depression severity. It is also likely that, because of sample size, the findings obtained here may not be generalizable to the Facebook and Twitter populations. Replication is required in larger samples.

Third, only original posts were used, with retweets or shared posts excluded. Although retweets may be an indirect indication of a person’s emotions, beliefs, values, and behaviors, the intentions underlying reposting are unclear. Furthermore, at the time of data collection, reposting updates was less common in Facebook, so excluding retweets provided a clearer comparison. Future studies might explore the extent to which reposts (retweets and the sharing of posts) reflect a user’s values and emotions and indicate depression status.

It is also important to note that it was unknown if the emotion words expressed on Facebook or Twitter accurately reflected same-day subjective changes in mood. Further research should seek to link consecutively measured mood ratings with social media data to strengthen the assumption that interpretation of social media content reflects real-world emotion experience.

Finally, studies should seek to explicitly consider inertia in the emotion expressed in status updates as a predictor of depression and consider how the sensitivity and accuracy of frequency and instability metrics changes across different sample sizes. Such analyses will, however, require adjustments be made to calculations to account the sparseness and irregularity of social media data.

**Conclusions**

This study suggests that instability in the negative emotion expressed on Facebook provides insight into the presence of depression symptoms for social media users, and greater variability of negative emotion expression on Twitter may be protective for mental health. If replicated in other samples, emotion dynamics might be applied to big data approaches for depression screening at a population level, providing insight into the emotion processes underlying depression and improving the specificity of depression identification above using language averages alone. The time-adjusted MSSD appropriately accounts for the uneven temporal sampling of real-world social media data, providing a sensitive measure of emotion instability that may be used as an early indicator of (or identified as a risk factor for) depression. Variability is often seen as a nuisance factor that creates noise and obscures other associations. Treating emotion variability as a legitimate individual difference may be an important step in better describing the microprocesses that lead to psychopathology. The findings also point to possible differences across the online culture created by a particular social media platform, such that different platforms may provide different insights into mental health.

The widespread and frequent use of social media has generated considerable concern around its impact on mental health. Yet, social media is also revealing itself to be a valuable avenue for the ongoing monitoring of depression. This study contributes
to understanding the best approaches for using the technology to help users suffering from depression.
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Abstract

Background: The contents of traditional communication media and new internet social media reflect the interests of society. However, certain barriers and a lack of attention towards mental disorders have been previously observed.

Objective: The objective of this study is to measure the relevance of influential American mainstream media outlets for the distribution of psychiatric information and the interest generated in these topics among their Twitter followers.

Methods: We investigated tweets generated about mental health conditions and diseases among 15 mainstream general communication media outlets in the United States of America between January 2007 and December 2016. Our study strategy focused on identifying several psychiatric terms of primary interest. The number of retweets generated from the selected tweets was also investigated. As a control, we examined tweets generated about the main causes of death in the United States of America, the main chronic neurological degenerative diseases, and HIV.

Results: In total, 13,119 tweets about mental health disorders sent by the American mainstream media outlets were analyzed. The results showed a heterogeneous distribution but preferential accumulation for a select number of conditions. Suicide and gender dysphoria accounted for half of the number of tweets sent. Variability in the number of tweets related to each control disease was also found (5998). The number of tweets sent regarding each different psychiatric or organic disease analyzed was significantly correlated with the number of retweets generated by followers (1,030,974 and 424,813 responses to mental health disorders and organic diseases, respectively). However, the probability of a tweet being retweeted differed significantly among the conditions and diseases analyzed. Furthermore, the retweeted to tweet ratio was significantly higher for psychiatric diseases than for the control diseases (odds ratio 1.11, CI 1.07-1.14; P<.001).

Conclusions: American mainstream media outlets and the general public demonstrate a preferential interest for psychiatric diseases on Twitter. The heterogeneous weights given by the media outlets analyzed to the different mental health disorders and conditions are reflected in the responses of Twitter followers.
Introduction

Mental health disorders occur frequently in the general population. In 2015, approximately 44 million Americans suffered from some type of mental illness, with depression and anxiety representing the most prevalent forms [1]. Mental health disorders lead to a poor quality of life and patient disability [2,3]. Furthermore, mortality is significantly higher among people with mental health disorders than it is among comparable populations, with a 10-year median of potential life lost [4,5]. Additionally, mental health diseases commonly provoke self-stigma, societal stigma, or both, which negatively affect patients’ disclosure of these psychiatric disorders [6,7]. Social regard for mental health disorders appears to be a key factor for the adequate consideration of these diseases, for the understanding and support received by psychiatric patients, and for the funding provided for medical investment and research of these disorders [8]. Thus, measurement of the social relevance of mental disorders is a fundamental objective for progressing the field of psychiatry [9].

Access to, and the diffusion of news information, has dramatically changed in recent years. In addition to traditional media, the internet and social media have become pivotal instruments for sharing knowledge [10-12]. Accordingly, the internet has radically modified how most people find, communicate, and share information regarding health and medical conditions, and its use and popularity have increased considerably [13]. Its relevance is further exemplified by the growing reliance on the internet as a source of information and health advice [14]. Social media is a relatively new health communication channel that enables interactions among large groups of people suffering from the same afflictions and promotes the ability to find and share information about health and medical conditions and receive health messages [15].

For example, Twitter is a social networking site that is one of the most popular and widely used forms of social media [16,17] in which users (“tweeters”) post status updates (ie, “tweets”) that are distributed to “followers.” These tweets are also made available to the public. This form of largely public conversation in which “short bursts” of inconsequential information are relayed in 140-character “tweets” seems an unlikely source for lifelong learning [18,19].

Mainstream media outlets, such as television, radio, newspapers, and online journals are considered to be sensors and drivers of society [20-22]. These media outlets use Twitter as a tool for news distribution and thus subsequently influence large groups of people in real time [23]. The analysis of distributed tweets could represent an effective indicator of “real-world performance” [24-26]. Furthermore, because Twitter has become more popular, different players in health and medicine have begun to realize its potential for acquiring and distributing medical information [27]. Moreover, the qualitative and quantitative relevance of tweets has been shown in various investigations, including analyses of the interests and feelings of the general population with respect to health and disease, the interactions between patients and doctors or health care providers, and the promotion of the scientific impact of medical research in the news media. However, the validity of Twitter as a reflection of public opinion has been challenged [28-32]. Furthermore, patient attitudes toward various medical topics, including vaccines, illnesses, pain, drug use, and oncological and cardiovascular disease have been analyzed [33-41]. Consequently, the analysis of distributed tweets about mental health disease by primary media channels and the frequency of retweets they generate may be an effective tool for assessing social and individual interest toward psychiatric diseases.

In this paper, we investigated the distribution of tweets about mental health diseases from highly recognized and relevant American communication media sources. More specifically, the study cites periodicals and various television and radio channels, which are used as sensors of societal attitudes towards psychiatric disease throughout the first decade of Twitter’s networking activity. Furthermore, we analyzed the interest generated among followers through the quantification of subsequent retweets. As a control, we simultaneously studied the number of tweets distributed by our selected social media platforms about diseases considered to be the main causes of death within the United States of America (USA) as well as tweets about HIV because of its recognized social relevance.

Methods

Communication Media Analyzed

In this study, we focused on tweets sent among a representative sample of primary American communications media outlets. We selected 15 general media outlets among those with the highest number of followers on Twitter, as estimated by their individual accounts, and ranked among those with highest social influence during the study duration [42-46]. Furthermore, we selected representative samples from different categories of media outlets to avoid potential bias. We included 6 newspapers (New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, USA Today, Chicago Tribune, and New York Post), 5 TV or radio channels (NBC, CBS, Fox, CNN, and ABC), 1 general magazine (Time), 1 news agency (AP), and 2 online news outlets (BuzzFeed and Huffington Post).

Search Strategy

Our research strategy focused on searching for tweets that referred to common psychiatric terms of interest. We investigated all tweets sent from Twitter accounts, filtering them according to specific criteria using the following list of keywords: anxiety, phobias, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), depressive disorder, suicide, bipolar disorder, insomnia, schizophrenia, attention...
deficit hyperactivity disorder or hyperactivity (ADHD), alcoholism, drug addiction, gambling disorder, anorexia nervosa, bulimia, dysthymia, addictions, addictive, Asperger syndrome, autism, personality disorder, and gender dysphoria. Additionally, as controls, we used tweets focused on the main causes of death in the USA (prostate, lung, colorectal, and breast cancer, stroke, diabetes mellitus, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD]), the main causes of chronic neurologic degenerative disease (Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases) [47,48], and HIV infection.

**Search Tool Utilized**

In this study, we used the Twitter Firehose data stream, which is managed by Gnip and allows access to 100% of all public tweets that match a set of “search” criteria (query) [49]. In our study, the search criteria were the previously indicated keywords, and the following is an example of a query: “depression -economic -great -tropical from:nytimes OR from:washingtonpost OR from:nypost OR from:latimes OR from:USATODAY OR from:chicagotribune OR from:CNN OR from:ABC OR from:NBCNews OR from:CBSNews OR from:FoxNews OR from:AP OR from:TIME OR from:HuffingtonPost OR from:BuzzFeed until:2017-01-01.

Tweet Binder, the search engine we employed, uses automatic machine learning text analysis algorithms, and it also uses node.js and the PHP language, which enables an analysis of tweets in the json format (used by Gnip).

Next, all the collected tweets were individually inspected by 3 members of the research team to identify tweets deemed irrelevant for the purpose of this study. Tweets that included keywords not related to psychiatric content were excluded, such as those referring to suicide attacks, economic depression, etc. The content of the tweets was then specifically analyzed by 3 separate blinded members of the research team, and those with at least 2 coincidences were excluded. This process led to the creation of a more concise database that we could easily reference. Moreover, the number of tweets generated was stratified by month and year beginning in January 2007 and terminating in December 2016. We also analyzed the number of retweets that each tweet generated, which yielded a total database of 19,117 tweets and 1,455,787 retweets.

**Statistical Analysis**

A descriptive analysis of the number of tweets and retweets was performed for both the mental health and control conditions. The correlations among the observation time units (months) were evaluated using the Spearman rank test. To analyze the retweets generated by the disease-related tweets, odds ratios (ORs) were calculated for each of the studied diseases. The odds of the sum of all conditions (retweet to tweet ratio) was used as the baseline and confidence intervals were calculated using a Bonferroni-adjusted significance level (alpha) of .001. To evaluate the annual changes within and differences between the two groups, a multivariable generalized linear model (negative binomial regression) was performed for both tweets and retweets. Finally, seasonality was studied through the Seasonal Decomposition procedure of a multiplicative time series model.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v22 and STATA v14.

**Results**

**Media Outlets Showed a Marked Interest in Mental Health Diseases and Tweet Patterns Generated Responses From Followers**

We first analyzed the number of tweets generated by 15 mainstream American media outlets related to mental health disorders beginning in 2007 (soon after the launch of Twitter) through December 2016. As a control, we also included a parallel analysis of tweets related to the primary causes of death in the USA (prostate, lung, colorectal, and breast cancer; stroke, diabetes mellitus, and COPD), the two most relevant chronic neurologic degenerative diseases (Alzheimer and Parkinson disease), and HIV infection.

As shown in Table 1, 13,119 tweets were generated by the media about mental health disorders. The number of tweets about each of the analyzed diseases follows a heterogeneous pattern of distribution, with a preferential accumulation for a select number of conditions. Suicide and gender dysphoria accounted for half of the total number of tweets. The tweets related to highly prevalent anxiety and its different clinical forms only accounted for 11.39% (1494/13119) of the total number, and it was followed by depression, which accounted for 10.66% (1399/13119) of tweets. Mental health diseases characterized by child and adolescent incidence, such as autism, Asperger syndrome, ADHD, anorexia, and bulimia, accounted for 13.87% (1819/13119) of the total tweets generated. Additionally, 9.39% (1232/13119) of all tweets were related to addictive disorders, specifically alcoholism, drug abuse, and gambling disorders. Less than 8% of the analyzed tweets referred to the eight other diseases included in the study. Of note, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, both of which are highly prevalent and disabling, only accounted for 0.63% (82/13119) and 1.33% (174/13119) of all generated tweets, respectively.

In the parallel control study, we measured the tweets distributed by American media on the diseases that are considered to be the main causes of death in the USA and paradigmatic examples of diseases with a demonstrated level of social interest (Table 2). In total, only 5998 tweets were generated by social media on this group of prevalent and severe diseases. The number of tweets focused on each individual disease analyzed also followed a heterogeneous pattern of distribution. A predominance of tweets was observed for a select number of conditions. In total, 31.06% (1863/5998) of the tweets referred to the four most lethal forms of cancer, although they mainly focused on breast cancer (1321/5998, 22.02%). HIV infection and Alzheimer disease received 22.79% (1367/5998) and 17.56% (1053/5998) of the tweets about organic disease generated by social media, respectively. Additionally, 28.59% (1715/5998) of the tweets were related to diabetes mellitus, stroke, Parkinson disease, and COPD. However, despite its prevalence, COPD only accounted for 0.08% (5/5998) of the tweets.
Table 1. Number of tweets about mental health diseases distributed by American media and the retweets they generated. Percentages (%) were calculated with respect to the total number of tweets distributed about the mental diseases group and the retweets generated. Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rho) between the tweets and retweets are shown for each condition or disease along with the level of statistical significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental health condition or disease</th>
<th>Tweet, n (%)</th>
<th>Retweet, n (%)</th>
<th>Spearman rho</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>4124 (31.44)</td>
<td>268,395 (26.03)</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender dysphoria</td>
<td>2555 (19.48)</td>
<td>238,298 (23.11)</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total for anxiety disorders</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>1494 (11.39)</td>
<td>134,726 (13.07)</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSDa</td>
<td>984 (7.50)</td>
<td>92,042 (8.93)</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GADb</td>
<td>453 (3.45)</td>
<td>39,243 (3.81)</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder</td>
<td>34 (0.26)</td>
<td>1018 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>1399 (10.66)</td>
<td>11,067 (11.26)</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autism spectrum disorders</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>1337 (10.19)</td>
<td>129,066 (12.52)</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asperger syndrome</td>
<td>1253 (9.55)</td>
<td>117,955 (11.44)</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addictive disorders</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addictions</td>
<td>1232 (9.39)</td>
<td>83,809 (8.13)</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism</td>
<td>933 (7.11)</td>
<td>67,114 (6.51)</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug addiction</td>
<td>146 (1.11)</td>
<td>7392 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambling disorder</td>
<td>143 (1.09)</td>
<td>8997 (0.87)</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anorexia and bulimia</td>
<td>10 (0.08)</td>
<td>306 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHDc</td>
<td>84 (0.64)</td>
<td>11,111 (1.08)</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>128 (0.98)</td>
<td>10,014 (0.97)</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>82 (0.63)</td>
<td>6946 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O celebration disorder</td>
<td>81 (0.62)</td>
<td>3564 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorder</td>
<td>31 (0.24)</td>
<td>962 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysthymia</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>N/Ae</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total for mental health disorders</strong></td>
<td>13,119 (100)</td>
<td>1,030,974 (100)</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder.  
bGAD: generalized anxiety disorder.  
cADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.  
dOCD: obsessive-compulsive disorder.  
eN/A: not applicable.

Next, we investigated the impact of tweets about mental health and disease control among social media followers by analyzing the responses based on the number of retweets. In total, 1,030,974 retweets were related to the studied mental health diseases and 424,813 were related to the control organic diseases (Tables 1 and 2). We observed a significant correlation between the number of tweets referring to each individual mental health disorder and the number of subsequent retweets generated. The statistical significance of the correlations was similar for the control organic diseases. The percentages of tweets and retweets generated for each of the control diseases, mental health conditions, and psychiatric diseases are shown in a figure in Multimedia Appendix 1. A scatterplot of the tweets about mental health conditions, psychiatric diseases and control diseases as well as the number of retweets that they subsequently generated is also shown in the Multimedia Appendix 2.

We also investigated the retweets of disease-related tweets by analyzing the retweet to tweet ratio and absolute numbers for the mental health disorders and control diseases. We found that the retweet to tweet ratio for the psychiatric diseases was significantly higher than that found for the control diseases (OR 1.11, CI 1.07-1.14, P<.001). The analysis of the probabilities of retweeting a tweet related to a specific disease showed a marked heterogeneity between mental health and organic conditions.
disorders (Figure 1). Among the mental health conditions and diseases, the tweets about suicide, addictive disorders, anorexia and bulimia, and ADHD had a statistically significantly lower probability of being retweeted. In contrast, the probability of being retweeted was significantly higher for tweets related to gender dysphoria, anxiety, and autism spectrum disorders. For the control diseases, we also found a heterogeneous pattern of retweet responses, with the highest statistically significant probability of being retweeted found for Parkinson disease. In contrast, the tweets about cancer, diabetes, and stroke had significantly lower probabilities of being retweeted.

Table 2. Number of tweets about control diseases distributed by American media and the retweets they generated. Percentages (%) were calculated with respect to the total number of tweets or retweets distributed in the control group of diseases. Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the tweets and retweets are shown for each condition or disease along with the level of statistical significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control disease</th>
<th>Tweet, n (%)</th>
<th>Retweet, n (%)</th>
<th>Spearman rho</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total for cancers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>1321 (22.02)</td>
<td>79,152 (18.63)</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
<td>326 (5.44)</td>
<td>16,425 (3.87)</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>196 (3.27)</td>
<td>445 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>20 (0.33)</td>
<td>445 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>1367 (22.79)</td>
<td>110,919 (26.11)</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer disease</td>
<td>1053 (17.56)</td>
<td>82,334 (19.38)</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>760 (12.67)</td>
<td>47,354 (11.15)</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>701 (11.69)</td>
<td>44,328 (10.43)</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson disease</td>
<td>249 (4.15)</td>
<td>30,160 (7.10)</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>5 (0.08)</td>
<td>21 (&lt;0.01)</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for control diseases</td>
<td>5998 (100)</td>
<td>424,813 (100)</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Figure 1. Different probabilities of retweets generated for tweets posted on mental health conditions and diseases (blue dots) and organic diseases (red dots). The odds ratios (ORs) are shown for the retweet to tweet ratios found for each individual disease with more than 100 tweets. Circles represent the calculated OR, and the vertical lines represent the CI. ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
Figure 2. Kinetic study of the number of tweets (left panel, continuous line) distributed by American mass media outlets on mental health conditions and diseases (blue) and control diseases (red) and retweets (right panel, dotted line) generated by their followers; Y-axis: total number of tweets or retweets.

Figure 3. Left panel: monthly distribution of the tweets sent by American mass media outlets about mental health conditions and diseases (blue solid line) and control diseases (red solid line); Y-axis: percentages were calculated with respect to the total number of tweets. Top right panel: specific analyses of breast cancer and HIV infection; Y-axis: number of tweets. Bottom right panel: specific analyses of depression and gender dysphoria; Y-axis: number of tweets or retweets.

Number of Mass Media Tweets and Follower Retweets Is Continuously Increasing

We analyzed the evolution of the number of tweets about mental health conditions and control diseases that were distributed by the mainstream American media outlets along the analyzed decade. We also studied the kinetics of the retweets that these tweets generated (Figure 2); and observed a steady and progressive increase in the number of tweets generated for mental health conditions and diseases by communication media across the analyzed years. Furthermore, there was an associated increase in the number of retweets sent by followers. Interestingly, a large increase in retweet responses was observed beginning in 2014. For the control diseases, an increase in the number of communication media generated tweets was observed between 2007 and 2012, and a steady level was reached by 2016. However, the number of generated retweets among nonpsychiatric control diseases also showed a continuous increase. To determine the effects of the year and type of disease,
we ran generalized linear models for both tweets and retweets. In both models, these variables were statistically significant ($P<.001$). The output of the negative binomial regression parameters is included in the Multimedia Appendix 3.

We also investigated the number of tweets generated over continuous months about the mental health and control diseases. Temporal variability was observed in the frequency of tweets about psychiatric disease, with a significant increase in April and August and a decrease in February (Figure 3). Monthly variability in the tweets generated about organic control diseases was also observed, with a statistically significant increase in months July and October and a decrease in January. This monthly variability was also observed in the analysis of individual mental health conditions and diseases. The results obtained for gender dysphoria, depression, breast cancer, and HIV are shown as representative cases for both the mental health conditions and control diseases.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this paper, we showed that American outlets show preferential interest in psychiatric disorders compared with prevalent and severe organic diseases. The elevated number of tweets sent by the analyzed media outlets about mental health conditions and diseases was heterogeneously distributed between the different clinical entities studied. The relative attention of media outlets for the different mental health disorders conditioned the retweet response of followers.

The important role of communication media outlets in generating popular opinion and emotions via information distribution has been clearly established in our society [50]. In addition to traditional forms of communication media, both the internet and social media have become particularly pivotal instruments for sharing knowledge and news. Along with this change in the pattern of access to and sharing of information, communicative mass media includes the use of social media for connecting to the public. Currently, the use of social media websites, such as Facebook and Twitter, is commonplace, with approximately 65% of American adults and 66% of British adults reporting ownership of at least one active social media account [51]. Likewise, Twitter is currently considered an equally effective channel for communication [52].

**Communication Media and Psychiatry**

Our work demonstrates that American classic communication media outlets show a relevant interest in psychiatric diseases, as measured by the number of tweets about mental health conditions and disorders with respect to those about a group of severe and prevalent nonpsychiatric diseases, including the main causes of death in the USA. In recent decades, the stigma associated with mental health-related disorders has been widespread as evidenced by our social behaviors [53,54]. This social attitude has had major adverse effects on the lives of people with mental health problems, conditions, and diseases [55]. Therefore, the interest of traditional communication media outlets in psychiatric diseases should decrease over time. However, our findings contradict this hypothesis. The number of tweets sent about the analyzed mental conditions and diseases was higher than that of the control group throughout the decade examined, and a continuously increasing trend was observed in recent years. Interestingly, the control diseases included the main causes of mortality in the USA, such as the most predominant malignant tumor causes of death (cancer), stroke, diabetes mellitus, chronic degenerative neurological diseases, and COPD [47,48]. The control group of diseases also included HIV infection, a disease that has maintained a high level of general interest in our society in recent decades [56,57]. In addition to the demonstrated interest in mental health conditions and diseases by mass media, we found that this interest is more focused on certain clinical entities.

Interestingly, the relative weight given to each disease as defined by the percentage of tweets received was not related to the actual prevalence of the disease (the prevalence of mental health conditions, psychiatric diseases, and control diseases are included in the Multimedia Appendix 4). Despite the low incidence of suicide and gender dysphoria, these topics accounted for half of the tweets generated by communication media. In contrast, anxiety and depression are highly prevalent in society but only accounted for a quarter of the total number of tweets. Furthermore, psychiatric diseases with a marked prevalence and associated morbidity, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, only accounted for a marginal percentage of the tweets. This lack of correlation between the prevalence and the morbidity or mortality (or both) of a disease and its relative presence in the number tweets generated by communication media outlets was also observed in the control group. These results are aligned with previous results demonstrating that certain chronic diseases, such as hypertension, are “undertweeted” relative to their prevalence, whereas other chronic diseases, such as diabetes and heart failure, are “over-tweeted” relative to their prevalence [58].

**Interest in Psychiatry on Twitter**

The interest provoked by mental health disease-associated tweets sent by mass media organizations to the general public, as measured by the number of retweets generated by followers, is clearly relevant. The retweet frequency is a parameter that indicates the user interest in the topic of each tweet [59,60]. Our data demonstrate that the retweet to tweet ratio generated by mental health disease-related tweets was significantly higher than that of the control diseases. Thus, in addition to a correlation between the number of tweets sent about a specific disease and the retweet response provoked, the characteristics of the health disorder also modulate the interest and quantitative retweet response of the followers. This finding is clearly supported by the significantly higher possibility of retweeting a tweet on gender dysphoria, anxiety, and autism spectrum disorders and the decreased possibility of retweeting a tweet related to suicide, addictive disorders, anorexia and bulimia, and ADHD. Several reasons that are not mutually exclusive may explain this public behavior. First, the potential anonymity of Twitter might favor its use by people who present feelings of potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma. For example, tweeting about mental health conveys the notion of a “Twitter community” that allows potential self-stigma.
Twitter use allows for anonymity; thus, it is preferred by people with real or perceived personal and/or social restrictions [61]. The reported use of Twitter by transgender individuals and allies to discuss health and social needs supports this statement [62]. Second, Twitter is becoming more popular in our society, and the average user profile is distributed across different age groups. However, Twitter is predominantly used by younger and middle-aged demographics [63,64]. Thus, the social media pattern of Twitter might indicate a modification in attitudes toward mental health diseases among these two generations. Furthermore, the age of the person affects their general interest in health-related matters [65]. Third, high rates of social media use are observed among individuals who experience mental health problems [66,67]. Fourth, health care professionals and provider communities may also show a greater interest in mental diseases and contribute to the dissemination of this information. However, the attitudes of professionals, such as general practitioners, towards these diseases cannot be considered optimal at the present time [68]. Additionally, certain mental health conditions, such as gender dysphoria and suicide, are topics that often appear in breaking social news and may easily go viral on Twitter. The information transmitted by mass media may be selected using different criteria, including content generally considered to be of public interest [69]. According to cultural selection theory, any selection of messages from communication media outlets will have a profound effect on society at large and can contribute to the modulation of individual and societal attitudes and knowledge [70]. Based on the frequency of tweets generated about mental health disorders found in this work, we conclude that mass media outlets do not support a quantitative stigmatic exclusion of psychiatric patients. However, the results observed for suicide should be further discussed. Suicide was one of the most frequently mentioned topics on Twitter by communication media outlets. Interestingly, the Werther effect of suicide reports in social media networks, such as Twitter, has been established [71]. Thus, the criteria applied for generating this increased frequency of suicide-related tweets by communication media outlets may require revision. Fortunately, a suicide-related tweet has a significantly reduced possibility of being retweeted by followers.

**Limitations**

This study has some limitations. The relevance of Twitter as a marker of social interest is a matter of controversy [24-26,28-32]. Furthermore, news media outlets do not necessarily reflect the interests of society [72]. Large media outlets can also have a different set of priorities than news media in general. The newsworthiness of health science articles has previously been reported [73-75].

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, our findings show a marked correlation between the number of tweets generated about a psychiatric or control disease and the number of retweets that are subsequently generated. These results could represent a coincidence between the interest of communication media outlets and the general population and/or merely the quantitative reactive response of followers to the tweets they receive. Interestingly, the frequency of retweeting a tweet related to suicide was less than expected, whereas that of gender dysphoria was greater. Moreover, there are contradictory results with respect to the association between mental health problems and social media, which indicates either the potential for harm or a significant improvement in social media engagement as previously described [71,76-78].
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**Multimedia Appendix 1**

The percentages of tweets and retweets generated for each of the control diseases, mental health conditions, and psychiatric diseases.
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**Multimedia Appendix 2**

A scatterplot of the tweets about mental health conditions, psychiatric diseases and control diseases as well as the number of retweets that they subsequently generated.
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**Multimedia Appendix 3**

Output table for the negative binomial regression parameters. Estimated coefficients from IRR reports transformed into incidence-rate ratios. The standard errors (SEs) reported in the table were calculated using the robust or sandwich estimator of variance.
Multimedia Appendix 4
Prevalence of mental health conditions, psychiatric diseases, and control diseases.
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Abstract

Background: Multimorbidity is becoming increasingly common and is a leading challenge currently faced by societies with aging populations. The presence of multimorbidity requires patients to coordinate, understand, and use the information obtained from different health care professionals, while simultaneously striving to distinguish the symptoms of different diseases and self-manage their sometimes conflicting health problems. Electronic health (eHealth) tools provide a means to disseminate health information and education for both patients and health professionals and hold promise for more efficient and cost-effective care processes.

Objective: The aim of this study was to analyze the use of eHealth tools, taking into account the citizens’ sociodemographic and clinical characteristics, and above all, the presence of multimorbidity.

Methods: Cross-sectional and exploratory research was conducted using online survey data from July 2011 to August 2011. Participants included a total of 14,000 citizens from 14 European countries aged 16 to 74 years, who had used an eHealth tool in the past 3 months. The variables studied were sociodemographic variables of the participants, the questionnaire items assessing the frequency of using eHealth tools, the degree of morbidity, and the eHealth adoption gradient. Chi-square tests were conducted to examine the relationship between the sociodemographic and clinical variables of participants and the group the participants were assigned to according to their frequency of eHealth use (eHealth user group). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) allowed for assessing the differences in the eHealth adoption gradient average between different groups of individuals according to their morbidity level. A two-way between-groups ANOVA was performed to explore the effects of multimorbidity and age group on the eHealth adoption gradient.

Results: According to the eHealth adoption gradient, most participants (68.15%, 9541/14,000) were labeled as rare users, with the majority of them (55.1%, 508/921) being in the age range of 25 to 54 years, with upper secondary education (50.3%, 464/921), currently employed (49.3%, 454/921), and living in medium-sized cities (40.7%, 375/921). Results of the one-way ANOVA showed that the number of health problems significantly affected the use of eHealth tools ($F_{2,13996}=11.584; P<.001$). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated that there was a statistically significant interaction between the effects of age and number of health problems on the eHealth adoption gradient ($F_{4,11991}=7.936; P<.001$).

Conclusions: The eHealth adoption gradient has proven to be a reliable way to measure different aspects of eHealth use. Multimorbidity is associated with a more intense use of eHealth, with younger Internet users using new technologies for health
Introduction

Multimorbidity

Multimorbidity is a growing phenomenon in ageing societies that is especially prevalent among older age groups [1-3]. Although no definition has been uniformly applied across studies, there seems to be a clear association between multimorbidity and lower quality of life (QoL), functional decline, worse health care outcomes (including adverse drug effects, rehospitalization, and mortality), increased use of health care resources, and higher health care costs [3-5]. From a clinical perspective, multimorbidity compounds the complexity of managing chronic diseases. Clinicians, in particular, are faced with a lack of a common theoretical background and guidance on the best care pathways for patients with multimorbidity [6]. In fact, clinical guidelines rarely address comorbidities, and clinical trials often exclude older patients with comorbidities [7,8]. Patients with multimorbidity struggle to make sense of and use the information obtained from different health care professionals and to distinguish between the symptoms of different diseases [9]. Both in terms of service quality and the economic impact, the increasing prevalence of multimorbidity among ageing population represents one of the key health care challenges European countries are currently facing [9-12].

Electronic Health Tools for Patients With Multimorbidity

Multimorbidity requires, among other things, that both patients and professionals effectively coordinate, synthesize, and reconcile health information from multiple providers and about different conditions [9]. In this respect, electronic health (eHealth) tools have been recommended worldwide to support this type of patient [11,12], as they can improve patient engagement and health outcomes [13,14]. For example, at the European Union level, the European Commission launched a partnership initiative in 2012 (European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing) that aims to join forces between European partners in the development of solutions for active and healthy ageing. International chronic care models of reference also recommend the exploitation of the potential benefits of eHealth tools for the self-management of chronic conditions, emphasizing the need to link informed and actively engaged patients with proactive and prepared health care teams; while also shifting from disease-centered models to patient-centered ones [9,15-17]. In fact, the systematic review by Jong and colleagues [18] revealed improvements in both adherence and health outcomes among chronically ill patients who were using Internet-based self-care techniques, although in other studies the benefits of implementing these applications are still to be proven [19].

To fully understand the potential of eHealth tools for patients with multimorbidity, it is useful to explore how their current usage may or may not differ between Internet users with and without chronic conditions. Results from our scoping review of studies, which aimed to estimate the effect of multimorbidity on the use of eHealth tools, seemed to point to an increasing use of them among people with comorbidities. Patients with a higher comorbidity score were more likely to use the eHealth tools available to them for ordering prescription refills, scheduling appointments, and asking medical or prescription drug related questions [20], as well as for searching, gathering, and sharing online health information with their doctor [21,22]. After controlling for education, sex, and age, Wagner and colleagues [16] found that people with depression, or three or more chronic conditions, were more likely than other chronically ill individuals to use the Internet to search for health information. In addition, qualitative research by Zulman and colleagues [9] revealed the challenges faced by people with comorbidities, including the need to manage a high volume of information from multiple providers, coordinate and synthesize this information and sometimes serve as experts, activities that were found to be associated with emotional distress. Similarly, in a study on the adoption of a personal health record (PHR) [23], patients with multiple chronic conditions were found to have a higher likelihood (25% more likely) of adopting the PHR to track their health condition, compared with those without the selected comorbidities. They were also found to make more intensive use of it, in that they were more likely to use the secure messaging functionality than other patients. Finally, the recent policy brief by Barbabella and colleagues (2016) [11] synthesized the available evidence related to the implementation, benefits, and policies regarding the adoption of eHealth tools for people with multimorbidity in Europe. Authors concluded that eHealth tools for this specific population can significantly improve their health status and QoL through increased integration, personalization, quality, and accessibility of care.

Although the use of eHealth tools may represent an avenue for improving QoL and the capacity to manage the diseases among people with multiple chronic conditions, the concern of health inequality arises in relation to the “digital divide.” If socioeconomic inequalities across different demographic groups (eg, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, age, and gender) determine access to the Internet and the skills to use it effectively, then these may compound health inequality [24]. With respect to this specific dimension, the available empirical evidence is limited and inconclusive. Contradictory findings were reported in studies with samples of veterans [25,26], in which poor health status and some sociodemographic variables, but not comorbidities, were associated with greater eHealth use. The “Pew Research Center” [27,28] reported that people with chronic conditions were significantly less likely than other adults to...
have Internet access. However, once online, they may more regularly take advantage of the benefits of the health information offered.

**Objective**

Within the context of an online survey previously developed and administered in the framework of the Joint Research Centre/Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (JRC/ IPTS) “Strategic Intelligence Monitor on Personal Health Systems” (SIMPHS) project in 14 European countries [29], a secondary analysis of the information collected in the study was conducted to assess the use of eHealth tools among the Internet users, with a specific focus on individuals that self-reported multimorbidity conditions. In light of previous research, our first hypothesis was that multimorbidity would lead to greater usage of eHealth tools as a result of more complicated health care needs, a higher likelihood of suffering from adverse events related to their conditions, and greater uncertainty about the effects of treatments on people with multiple conditions. As chronic diseases are often associated with sociodemographic characteristics (ie, advanced age, lower education, and income) and with lower Internet access [30,31], the second hypothesis tested was that when controlling for participants’ age, the opposite trend would be expected: the presence of multiple conditions would be associated with lower usage of eHealth tools. We also expected a gender impact on use of new technologies for health purposes, with men more likely to utilize these tools than women.

**Methods**

**Recruitment**

This study was cross-sectional and exploratory and used internationally representative survey data from the JRC/SIMPHS project [29]. The target population was composed of citizens aged 16 to 74 years, who had used the Internet in the past 3 months. The survey was carried out from July 2011 to August 2011 and consisted of a total panel of 14,000 interviews from 14 European countries. The participating countries were as follows: Austria, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain, and the United Kingdom. It is important to note that as the surveyed population comprised individuals who were already using the Internet, they may be more advanced users than individuals in the general population.

**Survey Instruments and Definition of Variables**

First, information concerning the participants’ sociodemographic and health characteristics was collected. Second, the study also collected information regarding eHealth tools use by focusing on the responses that interviewees provided to the question beginning with, “Regarding health, wellness and the Internet, how often have you...?” Individuals were asked about 23 activities that were carried out using eHealth tools. Items were answered on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “never” to “every day or almost every day.” A previous pilot study based on 231 interviews demonstrated the high internal consistency of the 23 items, which had a Cronbach alpha value of .96 [29].

It is important to note that the word “Internet” was used instead of “eHealth tools” to facilitate better understanding of the questionnaire by the respondents. However, each one of the 23 items of the questionnaire reflected different eHealth tools, delivered or enhanced through the Internet (eg, “...Looked for information about a physical illness or condition that you or someone you know has”) and other related technologies such as mobile apps or wearable devices (eg, “...Used a health or wellness app on your mobile phone” and “...Used devices to transmit clinical information, received alarms, follow-up about your health anytime, anywhere”); online platforms (eg, “...Made, canceled, or changed an appointment with your family doctor, specialist or other health professionals online”); email (eg, “...Used email to communicate with a doctor’s office”); or videoconference (eg, “...Made an online consultation through videoconference with your doctor or nurse”).

Next, two variables were constructed for the purpose of this study; the first one represents the individual’s degree of morbidity (and multimorbidity), and the second one is an eHealth adoption gradient that has been constructed as a composite indicator of the frequency of use of the 23 activities carried out via eHealth tools.

The measure of multimorbidity was based on self-reported data and defined according to the number of health problems reported by the individual. To explore the effect of multimorbidity on eHealth use, two cut-off points were established: having two of these health problems and having three or more health problems. Although definitions of multimorbidity used in the literature vary widely, disease counting is a very common strategy. Furthermore, the cut-off points followed in this study are commonly used and accepted in the literature. That is, the cut-off of two or more chronic conditions appears to be the norm in multimorbidity prevalence studies in the general population [3], whereas a cut-off point of three or more chronic conditions may also be used in primary care settings [1,32]. Regarding the number of chronic conditions in the list of reference, 13 conditions were included, which fulfils the recommendation for a minimum of 12 conditions proposed by Fortin and colleagues [1]. The number and type of conditions considered when using a disease-counting approach were the factors found to be more critical when comparing prevalence studies on multimorbidity, and the specific list of conditions was taken from a question on reasons for long-term treatment included in a Eurobarometer survey [33]. The specific conditions were as follows: (1) chronic anxiety or depression; (2) peptic ulcer (gastric or duodenal ulcer); (3) stroke, cerebral hemorrhage; (4) osteoporosis; (5) chronic bronchitis, emphysema; (6) migraine or frequent headaches; (7) cataract; (8) cancer; (9) long-standing troubles with your muscles, bones, and joints (rheumatism, arthritis); (10) hypertension (high blood pressure); (11) asthma; (12) an allergy; and (13) diabetes.

To measure the degree of adoption of eHealth tools by the Internet users, we created a composite indicator. As defined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development/JRC handbook (2008) [34], “a composite indicator is formed when individual indicators are compiled into a single index on the basis of an underlying model. The composite indicator should ideally measure multidimensional concepts...”

These indicators were: usage of eHealth tools as a result of more complicated health care needs (eg, “...Used email to communicate with a doctor’s office”); usage of eHealth tools as a result of the presence of multiple conditions (eg, “...Made, canceled, or changed an appointment with your family doctor, specialist or other health professionals online”); or usage of eHealth tools as a result of more complicated health care needs combined with lower Internet access [30,31],..."
which cannot be captured by a single indicator.” Therefore, the construction of this composite indicator aimed to encompass a wide range of eHealth tools following the eHealth global definition suggested by Eysenbach (2001) [35] and supported by Pagliari and colleagues (2005) [36]. We have titled this composite indicator an “eHealth adoption gradient” designed to capture the degree of adoption (ie, usage) of eHealth tools by Internet users and conceptualized as a continuous variable ranging from 0 “no adoption” (no usage) to 1 “frequent usage.”

Statistical Analysis

The statistical software package SPSS 15.0 (IBM Corp) for Windows was used [37]. To identify the level of multimorbidity, two cut-off points were established: having two of these health problems and having three or more health problems.

For the construction of the composite indicator called “eHealth adoption gradient,” we followed the subsequent steps: first, an analysis was performed on the frequencies of the 23 activities carried out using eHealth tools. Second, to confirm the overlapping content of these activities, the means and their significant correlations were checked. Then, a factor analysis was carried out for data reduction purposes, so as to summarize the information related to the 23 activities reported in the questionnaire asking how often they used the Internet for a list of health-related purposes into a smaller number of unobservable factors (latent variables or constructs). The parameters of these linear functions are referred to as factor loadings. An analysis of the correlation matrix (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett’s test of sphericity) was carried out to check that the correlation matrixes were factorable. Data reduction was carried out by principal components analysis using the varimax option to identify possible underlying dimensions. Third, a careful and transparent definition of weights was performed, squaring and normalizing the estimated factor loadings from the factor analysis. The squared factor loadings represent the proportion of the total unit variance of a base variable that is explained by a factor. The resulting score by subdimension can be aggregated into the summary indicator of the dimension according to its relative contribution to the explanation of the overall variance of all factors.

The eHealth adoption gradient (composite indicator) was then compared between different groups of individuals according to their level of morbidity (no health problem, one health problem, or two or more health problems) using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). In addition, a two-way between-groups ANOVA was performed to explore the effects of multimorbidity group and age group (16-24, 25-54, and 55-74 years) on the eHealth adoption gradient, followed by post hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) tests. Gender was also included as a covariate in an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) of comparisons between age group and morbidity levels. Finally, a two-way between-groups ANOVA was performed to explore the effects of age group and the receipt (or not) long-term medical treatment group on the eHealth adoption gradient, followed by post hoc Tukey’s HSD tests. All statistical tests were conducted with a criterion for significance at $P<.05$. All bivariate and multivariate analyses were weighted.

Results

Frequency and Type of Electronic Health Use

The list of items and the frequency of each response are shown in Table 1. With regard to the activities carried out using eHealth tools, 81.60% of the surveyed individuals (11,424/14,000) used the Internet at least once a month to look for information about a physical illness or condition, and 75.30% (10,542/14,000) of the individuals used eHealth tools for wellness or lifestyle. Nevertheless, in other eHealth tools such as mobile apps or wearable devices (eg, “...Used a health or wellness app on your mobile phone” and “...Used devices to transmit clinical information, received alarms, followed-up about your health anytime, anywhere”), online platforms (eg, “...Made, canceled, or changed an appointment with your family doctor, specialist or other health professionals online”), or emails (eg, “...Used email to communicate with a doctor’s office”), we observed less frequent use, with the percentage of the surveyed individuals who had never engaged in the other 21 possible uses varying between 15.82% (2215/14,000) and 87.43% (12,240/14,000). See Table 1 for frequency rates of responses.

Further Examination of the Electronic Health Adoption Construct

The factor analysis performed helped us to summarize the 23 activities in two distinctive components, which together explained 73% of the variance: (1) a factor composed of 13 items assessing the engagement in common activities related to “information and communication” (explaining 49% of the variance), which represented a basic usage of eHealth tools and (2) a factor formed by 10 items, which evaluated the use of eHealth tools related to “services and devices” (explaining 31% of the variance), which represented a more advanced type of usage. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 2.

These two factors were then used to construct a composite indicator as reported in the statistical analysis section, the “eHealth adoption gradient,” which was used as a continuous variable for further comparisons performed in this study.

Then, after applying cluster analysis to the eHealth adoption index, a three-cluster solution emerged (two recommended cut-off points at 0.38 and 0.81), allowing us to divide participants into three groups (rare users, normal users, and super users) depending on how frequently they used eHealth tools [38].

According to the cut-off points recommended for the eHealth adoption gradient, 9,541 of the 14,000 participants (68.15%) were considered as rare users. Participants who sometimes used the Internet for health purposes during the week or month were classified as normal users (3538/14,000; 25.27%), and those who engaged in health-related behaviors online even more frequently were considered super users (921/14,000; 6.57%).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Never, n (%)</th>
<th>Less than once a month, n (%)</th>
<th>At least once a month (but not every week), n (%)</th>
<th>At least once a week (but not every day), n (%)</th>
<th>Every day or almost every day, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about a physical illness or condition that you or someone you know has</td>
<td>2147 (15.82)</td>
<td>5641 (41.57)</td>
<td>3505 (25.83)</td>
<td>1757 (12.95)</td>
<td>519 (3.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about wellness or lifestyle</td>
<td>2930 (21.75)</td>
<td>4614 (34.26)</td>
<td>3419 (25.38)</td>
<td>1913 (14.20)</td>
<td>593 (4.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in an online support group for people who are concerned about the same health or medical issue</td>
<td>8445 (68.50)</td>
<td>1758 (14.26)</td>
<td>1114 (9.04)</td>
<td>728 (5.90)</td>
<td>284 (2.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in social networking sites (SNSs) talking about health and wellness</td>
<td>8121 (65.13)</td>
<td>1987 (15.94)</td>
<td>1197 (9.60)</td>
<td>817 (6.55)</td>
<td>347 (2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used email or went to a website to communicate with a doctor’s office</td>
<td>8045 66.43)</td>
<td>2015 (16.64)</td>
<td>1112 (9.18)</td>
<td>632 (5.22)</td>
<td>306 (2.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicked on a health or medical website’s privacy policy to read about how the site uses personal information</td>
<td>7291 (59.47)</td>
<td>2421 (19.75)</td>
<td>1323 (10.79)</td>
<td>864 (7.05)</td>
<td>361 (2.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described a medical condition or problem online to get advice from an online doctor</td>
<td>8538 (69.91)</td>
<td>1796 (14.71)</td>
<td>966 (7.91)</td>
<td>614 (5.03)</td>
<td>299 (2.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described a medical condition or problem online in order to get advice from other online users</td>
<td>8133 (64.81)</td>
<td>2199 (17.52)</td>
<td>1198 (9.55)</td>
<td>730 (5.82)</td>
<td>289 (2.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kept a health website “bookmarked” or saved as a “favorite place,” so you can go back to it regularly</td>
<td>6235 (48.72)</td>
<td>2763 (21.59)</td>
<td>1878 (14.68)</td>
<td>1327 (10.37)</td>
<td>594 (4.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked to see what company or organization is providing the advice or information that appears on a health website</td>
<td>6196 (48.53)</td>
<td>3293 (25.79)</td>
<td>1930 (15.12)</td>
<td>981 (7.68)</td>
<td>367 (2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about a mental health issue such as depression or anxiety</td>
<td>6482 (50.76)</td>
<td>3185 (24.94)</td>
<td>1691 (13.24)</td>
<td>980 (7.67)</td>
<td>433 (3.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosed medical information on SNSs</td>
<td>9189 (75.64)</td>
<td>1175 (9.67)</td>
<td>899 (7.40)</td>
<td>596 (4.91)</td>
<td>290 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosed medical information on websites to share pictures, videos, movies, etc.</td>
<td>9325 (77.46)</td>
<td>1023 (8.50)</td>
<td>801 (6.65)</td>
<td>626 (5.20)</td>
<td>264 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Never, n (%)</td>
<td>Less than once a month, n (%)</td>
<td>At least once a month (but not every week), n (%)</td>
<td>At least once a week (but not every day), n (%)</td>
<td>Every day or almost every day, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made, canceled, or changed an appointment with your family doctor, specialist, or other health professionals online</td>
<td>9203 (70.00)</td>
<td>2236 (17.01)</td>
<td>904 (6.88)</td>
<td>520 (3.95)</td>
<td>285 (2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent or received an email from your doctor, nurse, or health care organization</td>
<td>9554 (72.89)</td>
<td>2049 (15.63)</td>
<td>772 (5.89)</td>
<td>521 (3.97)</td>
<td>211 (1.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made an online consultation through video-conference with your doctor or nurse</td>
<td>11,044 (87.43)</td>
<td>492 (3.89)</td>
<td>528 (4.18)</td>
<td>368 (2.91)</td>
<td>200 (1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received the results of your clinical or medical test online</td>
<td>10,476 (81.23)</td>
<td>1160 (8.99)</td>
<td>612 (4.75)</td>
<td>457 (3.54)</td>
<td>192 (1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessed or uploaded your medical information or health record through an Internet protocol</td>
<td>10,801 (85.21)</td>
<td>661 (5.21)</td>
<td>589 (4.65)</td>
<td>438 (3.46)</td>
<td>187 (1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessed or uploaded your medical information or health record through an Internet application provided by your health care organization</td>
<td>10,703 (84.31)</td>
<td>756 (5.96)</td>
<td>596 (4.69)</td>
<td>446 (3.51)</td>
<td>194 (1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used a game console to play games related with your health or your wellness</td>
<td>10,054 (77.90)</td>
<td>1191 (9.23)</td>
<td>855 (6.62)</td>
<td>569 (4.41)</td>
<td>237 (1.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used a health or wellness app on your mobile phone</td>
<td>10,728 (82.25)</td>
<td>891 (6.83)</td>
<td>686 (5.26)</td>
<td>537 (4.12)</td>
<td>201 (1.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used devices to transmit clinical information, received alarms, followed-up about your health anytime, anywhere</td>
<td>10,299 (79.28)</td>
<td>1069 (8.23)</td>
<td>785 (6.04)</td>
<td>560 (4.31)</td>
<td>278 (2.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received any message about health promotion or health prevention</td>
<td>8575 (64.57)</td>
<td>2312 (17.41)</td>
<td>1292 (9.73)</td>
<td>765 (5.76)</td>
<td>337 (2.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Results of factor analyses of electronic health (eHealth) uses. Rotated components matrix; sampling method: factor analysis by main components; rotation method: varimax with Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 0.984; Bartlett’s test of sphericity $P<.001$; convergence in three iteration; minimum eigenvalue 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronic health uses</th>
<th>Factor 1: services and devices</th>
<th>Factor 2: information and communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weight of variables in factor</td>
<td>Weight of variables in factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made an online consultation through videoconference with your doctor or nurse</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessed or uploaded your medical information or health record through an Internet protocol</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessed or uploaded your medical information or health record through an Internet application provided by your health care organization</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received online the results of your clinical or medical test</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used a health or wellness app on your mobile phone</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent or received an email from your doctor, nurse, or health care organization</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used devices to transmit clinical information, received alarms, follow-up about your health anytime, anywhere</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made, canceled, or changed an appointment with your family doctor, specialist, or other health professionals online</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used a game console to play games related with your health or your wellness</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received any message about health promotion and/or health prevention</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about a physical illness or condition that you or someone you know has</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked to see what company or organization is providing the advice or information that appears on a health website</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about wellness or lifestyle</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in social networking sites (SNSs) talking about health and wellness</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described a medical condition or problem online to get advice from other online users</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kept a health web site “bookmarked” or saved as a “favorite place,” so you can go back to it regularly</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic health uses</td>
<td>Factor 1: services and devices</td>
<td>Factor 2: information and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factor loadings&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Weights of variables in factor&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looked for information about a mental health issue such as depression or anxiety</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in an online support group for people who are concerned about the same health or medical issue</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicked on a health or medical website’s privacy policy to read about how the site uses personal information</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described a medical condition or problem online to get advice from an online doctor</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosed medical information on SNs</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosed medical information on websites to share pictures, videos, movies, etc.</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used email or gone to a website to communicate with a doctor's office</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of variance explained (%)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Based on rotated component matrix.  
<sup>b</sup>Normalized squared factor loadings.

**Sociodemographic and Clinical Data of Participants by User Group**

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the sociodemographic and clinical variables by eHealth user groups (rare users, normal users, and super users). Among the super users, 55.1% (508/921) were aged 25 to 54 years, 50.3% (464/921) had upper secondary education, 49.3% (454/921) were employed, and 40.7% (375/921) lived in medium-sized cities. Furthermore, 61.3% (565/921) also reported no health problem, a significantly higher percentage than the 47.76% registered among the normal users (1690/3538) and 55.73% (5317/9540) among the rare users ($\chi^2_2=156.8; P<.001$). When examining the most frequently reported health problems, 3221 of the 9541 rare users (1422 of the 3538 normal users, 40.19%), and 257 of the 921 of super users (27.9%) reported allergy problems ($\chi^2_1=68.9; P<.001$). In turn, 2728 of the 9541 rare users (28.59%), 1287 of the 3538 normal users (36.37%), and 227 of the 921 super users (24.6%) reported migraine or frequent headaches ($\chi^2_1=88.9; P<.001$). In addition, 2110 of the 9541 rare users (22.11%), 990 of the 3538 normal users (27.98%), and 213 of the 921 super users (23.1%) reported strong, long-standing troubles with muscles and bones. Finally, 1765 of the 9541 rare users (18.49%), 908 of the 3538 normal users (25.66%), and 123 of the 921 super users (13.3%) reported chronic anxiety or depression ($\chi^2_1=110.0; P<.001$).

**Information and Communication Technology for Health by Morbidity Levels**

Results of the one-way ANOVA showed that the number of health problems had a significant effect on the use of eHealth use ($F_{2,13996}=11.584; P<.001$). Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that participants with two or more health problems used new technologies for health significantly more (mean= 0.36; SD=0.23) compared with participants with no health problem (mean=0.33, SD=0.27) and participants with one health problem (mean=0.34, SD=0.25). However, there were no significant differences between participants with no health problem and those with one health problem on their use of eHealth.

A similar pattern was observed in the frequency of eHealth use with the series of one-way ANOVAs that were carried out to examine effect of health status group (no health problem, one health problem, and two or more health problems) on the mean scores of the 23 items on the questionnaire (Table 1). For example, in the question “How often have you looked for information about a physical illness or condition that you or someone you know has,” participants with two or more health problems used eHealth significantly more to access health-related information (mean=1.59, SD=1.06) than participants with no health problem (mean=1.22, SD=1.04) and participants with one health problem (mean=1.36, SD=0.98; $F_{2,13996}=164.127; P<.001$).
Table 3. Sociodemographic and clinical data of participants by group of electronic health (eHealth) user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sociodemographic and clinical data</th>
<th>Rare users (N=9541), n (%)</th>
<th>Normal users (N=3538), n (%)</th>
<th>Super users (N=921), n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square (degrees of freedom); ( P ) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age groups (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>1645 (17.24)</td>
<td>932 (26.35)</td>
<td>200 (21.6)</td>
<td>209.1 (4); &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>6031 (63.21)</td>
<td>2169 (61.32)</td>
<td>508 (55.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-74</td>
<td>1861 (19.54)</td>
<td>436 (12.32)</td>
<td>214 (23.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4896 (51.31)</td>
<td>1859 (52.54)</td>
<td>456 (49.4)</td>
<td>3213 (2); .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4645 (48.68)</td>
<td>1679 (47.45)</td>
<td>466 (50.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary or lower secondary education (international standard classification of education, ISCED 3 or 4)</td>
<td>1415 (14.83)</td>
<td>529 (14.83)</td>
<td>184 (19.9)</td>
<td>45.2 (2); &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary education (ISCED 3 or 4)</td>
<td>4306 (45.13)</td>
<td>1670 (47.18)</td>
<td>464 (50.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education (ISCED 5 or 6)</td>
<td>3819 (40.03)</td>
<td>1340 (37.86)</td>
<td>274 (29.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed or self-employed (including family workers)</td>
<td>5644 (59.16)</td>
<td>2091 (59.10)</td>
<td>454 (49.3)</td>
<td>131.2 (6); &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>892 (9.35)</td>
<td>315 (8.90)</td>
<td>128 (13.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (not in the workforce)</td>
<td>1239 (12.98)</td>
<td>642 (18.14)</td>
<td>126 (13.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other not in the workforce (eg, retired or inactive)</td>
<td>1765 (18.50)</td>
<td>490 (13.84)</td>
<td>213 (23.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of locality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Densely populated area (cities and large towns)</td>
<td>3660 (38.36)</td>
<td>1469 (41.52)</td>
<td>338 (36.7)</td>
<td>48.6 (2); &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate area (towns)</td>
<td>3609 (37.82)</td>
<td>1423 (40.22)</td>
<td>375 (40.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinly populated area (village and rural)</td>
<td>2272 (23.81)</td>
<td>646 (18.25)</td>
<td>208 (22.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence of long-standing illness or health problem</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3819 (40.02)</td>
<td>1473 (41.63)</td>
<td>364 (39.5)</td>
<td>4566 (2); .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5422 (56.82)</td>
<td>1918 (54.21)</td>
<td>510 (55.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-term medical treatment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3197 (33.50)</td>
<td>1228 (34.71)</td>
<td>307 (33.3)</td>
<td>2146 (2); .34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>6269 (65.70)</td>
<td>2266 (64.05)</td>
<td>596 (64.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comorbidities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No health problem</td>
<td>5317 (55.72)</td>
<td>1690 (47.76)</td>
<td>565 (61.3)</td>
<td>156.8 (4); .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One health problem</td>
<td>2122 (22.24)</td>
<td>722 (20.4)</td>
<td>167 (18.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more health problems</td>
<td>2101 (22.02)</td>
<td>1126 (31.82)</td>
<td>189 (20.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In regards to the use of eHealth to participate in online support groups, in response to the question “How often have you participated in an online support group for people who are concerned about the same health or medical issue,” participants with two or more health problems participated in online support groups significantly more frequently (mean=0.62, SD=1.04) than participants with no health problem (mean=0.42, SD=0.92) and participants with one health problem (mean=0.46, SD=0.93; $F_{2,13996}=61.328; P<.001$). The post hoc comparisons between individuals who did not report any health problem and those with one health problem were not significant for either of the two items described above.

The Electronic Health Adoption Gradient by Morbidity Level and Age Group

A two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the effect of age and morbidity level on the eHealth adoption gradient (Table 4). There was a statistically significant interaction between the effects of age and number of health problems on the eHealth adoption gradient ($F_{4,11991}=7.936; P<.001$). Simple main effects analysis showed that people aged 16 to 24 years used new technologies for health purposes significantly more than people aged 25 to 54 years ($P<.001$) and people aged 55 to 74 years ($P<.001$) with no health problem, and also that people aged 25 to 54 years with no health problem used eHealth tools significantly more than people who reported long-term medical treatment using eHealth tools significantly more than people who reported no treatment ($P<.001$) on the use of eHealth adoption gradient, but there was not a significant interaction between the aforementioned variables ($F_{4,11587}=1.729; P=.14$). Simple main effects analysed showed that the frequency of use of eHealth was greater for younger participants (16-24 > 25-54 > 55-74 years), with $P<.001$ for the three comparisons. In addition, people undergoing long-term medical treatment used eHealth tools significantly more than people without treatment ($P<.001$). The results follow a different pattern from the one described previously, with those individuals who reported long-term medical treatment using eHealth tools more frequently, independent of the age group to which they belonged.

Gender as a Covariate

When gender was included as a covariate in an ANCOVA of comparisons between age group and morbidity levels, results showed that gender had no significant effect on the eHealth adoption gradient ($F_{1,11990}=0.748; P=.39$).

Discussion

Principal Findings

The aim of this study was to explore the frequency of use of eHealth tools among a representative sample of European Internet users, taking into account their sociodemographic and clinical characteristics. We also examined the effect of multimorbidity on eHealth use. There was a positive and significant association between the number of health problems and the use of eHealth. An age-based digital divide was also observed, with individuals in younger age groups reporting a higher use of eHealth than older groups with the same level of morbidity. These findings add support to previous research, which has suggested that people with multiple conditions may demonstrate increased use of the available eHealth solutions. However, the full potential of eHealth tools for this population in particular has not yet been fully explored. There are only a limited number of studies and policies that have addressed people with multiple chronic conditions because of the fact that the disease-oriented approach still influences clinical research and health care organizations [11]. Therefore, it is important to move from a disease-centered to a patient-centered model [9] and increase our understanding of the experiences, specific needs, and challenges that may be faced by this population to improve the efficiency and quality of the existing eHealth services and encourage the implementation of new ones [10,11].

### Table 4. Two-way between-groups analysis of variance of electronic health (eHealth) adoption gradient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>F value (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Partial eta squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eHealth adoption gradient (age range, years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No health problem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>0.41 (0.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>0.40 (0.27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-74</td>
<td>0.39 (0.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One health problem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>0.40 (0.27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>0.33 (0.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-74</td>
<td>0.37 (0.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more health problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>0.33 (0.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>0.33 (0.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-74</td>
<td>0.33 (0.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table, the eHealth adoption gradient shows the difference in the use of eHealth tools among different age groups and health problem levels. The results indicate that people aged 16 to 24 years used new technologies for health purposes significantly more than people aged 25 to 54 years and 55 to 74 years, with no health problem, and also that people aged 25 to 54 years with no health problem used eHealth tools significantly more than people who reported long-term medical treatment using eHealth tools significantly more than people who reported no treatment. There was a statistically significant interaction between the aforementioned variables, with a simple main effects analysis showing that the frequency of use of eHealth was greater for younger participants (16-24 > 25-54 > 55-74 years), with $P<.001$ for the three comparisons. In addition, people undergoing long-term medical treatment used eHealth tools significantly more than people without treatment ($P<.001$). The results follow a different pattern from the one described previously, with those individuals who reported long-term medical treatment using eHealth tools more frequently, independent of the age group to which they belonged.
Main Findings

The eHealth adoption gradient proved to be a reliable way to measure different aspects of eHealth use [29]. A striking finding was that although most of the users went online to look for health information at least once a month, the majority of participants were classified as rare users, and only 921 out of the 14,000 total participants (6.57%) were super users. A closer exploration of the sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the most frequent eHealth users reveals that the majority of them were aged 25 to 54 years and reported having zero health problems. This would suggest that those individuals who most frequently use eHealth do so for prevention, rather than as a reaction to a health concern. In addition, there were not gender differences in the use of the eHealth purposes, which is contrary to previous findings which concluded that females were more likely to look for health information online than males [27,39].

This study shows that multimorbidity, defined as the reporting of two coexisting health problems, is associated with more intense use of eHealth, both for information and communication purposes (eg, information about a physical illness or lifestyle and participation in online support groups), as well as for health-related services and devices (eg, videoconferences, Internet or mHealth apps, games, and mails to or from the general practitioner), a finding that is consistent with previous research [20-22]. It is interesting to note that the use of new technologies for health purposes was greater in questions related to seeking health information on the Internet, compared with other uses of eHealth, such as participation in support groups, exchange of personal information online, or communication online with medical staff. These findings are similar to the ones reported by Zulman and colleagues (2015) [9]. Issues related to security and confidentiality of online personal information may explain the lower use of eHealth for the aforementioned specific purposes, as they are considered barriers for Internet use [27,28].

The existence of an age-based digital divide was observed when we included the age group of eHealth users in a two-way ANOVA. Our results showed that individuals in younger age groups reported greater use of eHealth solutions than older groups with the same level of morbidity. For example, individuals with two or more health problems aged 16 to 24 years used eHealth more frequently than those in the older age groups of 24 to 54 years and 55 to 74 years. Furthermore, healthy people aged 16 to 24 years were more likely to engage in eHealth activities than those aged 25 to 54 years and 55 to 74 years. It is also worth noting that the post hoc comparison between individuals who did not report any health problem and those with one health problem was not significant, but this may be because of the limited number of health problems considered (13), which does not preclude the presence of other conditions among those who reported no health problem. In any case, the interest of this exploratory study focuses on the effect of multimorbidity, for which the number of conditions considered should be sufficient, according to Fortin et al (2012) [40]. As expected, in line with the results of previous studies [29,31], the use of eHealth decreased with age in all morbidity groups.

Limitations

The principal limitation of this study concerns possible selection bias. That is, the surveyed population was already Internet users, and those with chronic illness may also have been less inclined to participate in an online survey or were unable to participate because of fatigue or disability. It would be interesting for future studies to test whether the relationship observed in this study between multimorbidity and eHealth use remains valid in a representative sample of multimorbid patients from the general population. Another limitation of this study is that the population studied only included citizens up to 74 years of age, whereas the prevalence of multimorbidity is particularly high in the oldest age groups, among which use of the eHealth is expected to be lower [30]. In addition, given the absence of a severity scale for the assessment of multimorbidity, it might also be worth exploring different and more complex ways of assessing it in future research. For example, some authors have criticized the simple counting of chronic diseases as oversimplistic, as it does not allow for discriminating between groups, particularly at older ages. Instead, they propose a more holistic approach that considers additional factors such as “emotional and psychological distress, and even existential or spiritual distress, all of which are socially patterned” [41]. Furthermore, self-reporting of chronic diseases may also represent a limitation for our study, as many people need further information and explanation to better understand if they have a specific chronic disease or not. In addition, the large proportion of rare users found in this study poses questions in terms of generalizability of our findings. Finally, the level of motivation and perception of barriers of the participants with multiple conditions were not evaluated in this study. Future research would benefit from identifying potential barriers (eg, low level of digital skills, lack of personalization of eHealth devices, or high perceived costs [6,11]) and assessing variables related to motivation (eg, how can eHealth be used to increase users’ motivation to engage with sustainable lifestyle changes and how people can be motivated to use eHealth solutions? [6]) in this specific population.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it seems plausible that people with multimorbidity would benefit from new technologies for health-related activities as an additional means of communication. However, multimorbidity affects mostly older people who, in turn, are less likely to ask for support online. Therefore, complementary studies should test and implement new ways of making the already available eHealth solutions more accessible, attractive, and sensitive to the needs of older people to reduce the digital disadvantage which the majority of older adults may experience. For example, comprehensive training and educational campaigns addressing low digital literacy for health purposes for older people affected by multiple conditions and their informal caregivers can be offered. In addition, exploring the association between multimorbidity and eHealth use in a sample of individuals that are more representative of the general population with multimorbidity, including not only Internet users but also nonusers and persons in age groups older than 74 years, would be an interesting area for future research.
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Abstract

Background: Youth experiencing homelessness are at a risk for a variety of adverse outcomes. Given the widespread use of the internet and social media, these new technologies may be used to address their needs and for outreach purposes. However, little is known about how this group uses these resources.

Objective: This study investigated how homeless adolescents use these technologies for general and health-related purposes, whether the scope of their use changes with housing status, and their interest in a website dedicated to youth experiencing homelessness.

Methods: A convenience sample of youth aged 18 to 21 years was recruited from a youth-specific homeless shelter. All participants completed a 47-item survey, with 10 individuals completing a semistructured interview. Descriptive statistics, exact testing, logistic regression, and generalized estimating equation modeling was performed for quantitative data analysis. Interviews were transcribed verbatim, and NVivo 10 (QSR International) was employed to facilitate double coding and thematic analysis.

Results: A total of 87 participants completed the survey with a mean age of 19.4 (SD 1.1) years. While experiencing homelessness, 56% (49/87) accessed the internet at least once a day, with 86% (75/87) accessing once a week. Access to a smartphone was associated with a 3.03 greater odds of accessing the internet and was the most frequently used device (66% of participants, 57/87). While experiencing homelessness, subjects reported a 68% decreased odds in internet access frequency (odds ratio [OR] 0.32, \(P<.001\)), 75% decreased odds in spending greater amounts of time on the internet (OR 0.25, \(P<.001\)), and an 87% decreased odds of social media use (OR 0.13, \(P=.01\)). Ten participants completed the semistructured interview. Several themes were identified, including (1) changes in internet behaviors while experiencing homelessness, (2) health status as a major concern and reason for Internet use, and (3) interest in a website dedicated to youth experiencing homelessness. While experiencing homelessness, participants indicated their behaviors were more goal-oriented and less focused on leisure or entertainment activities.

Conclusions: While homeless youth experience changes in the frequency, amount of time, and specific uses of the internet and social media, study participants were able to access the internet regularly. The internet was used to search health-related topics. Given the importance of smartphones in accessing the internet, mobile-optimized websites may be an effective method for reaching this group.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e184) doi:10.2196/jmir.9306
Introduction

An estimated 1.6 to 2 million youth in the United States experience homelessness yearly and often suffer adverse outcomes [1, 2]. Youth experiencing homelessness (YEH) have a higher prevalence of mental health conditions such as depression, conduct disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, and suicide attempts and ideation [3-7]. They are often the victims of physical and sexual abuse, engage in risky sexual behaviors, and are frequently diagnosed with sexually transmitted diseases including HIV [8, 9]. Finally, YEH have higher rates of both substance use and dependence than their housed counterparts [10-12].

Numerous interventions have been designed to improve health and well-being of YEH including housing programs, substance use, mental health issues, and basic daily needs [13-16]. Although YEH often express interest in engaging in such programs and interventions, and often initiate participation, they meet challenges when trying to identify services, and once enrolled in programs, these youth have trouble staying engaged with service providers [17, 18]. It is also difficult to establish a stable mode of contact as they often move frequently between different service organizations, shelters, and cities [2]. Additionally, transient living situations complicate service provision and make it difficult to engage youth in longitudinal research and evaluation of interventions in this population [19].

Given the ubiquity of internet and social media use among adolescents in the United States, mHealth technologies represent a unique opportunity for interventions to improve health outcomes among YEH [20-23]. The utilization of these technologies as a novel approach to intervention demonstrates promise as preliminary work in the field suggests that YEH are able to access the internet with relative frequency [24, 25]. A recent study indicated that approximately 80% of YEH used the internet at least once per week, with nearly 25% using the internet for at least an hour daily [25]. With regard to health-seeking behaviors, recent reports demonstrated that YEH use the internet to find information regarding HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) as well as looking for STI testing services [25].

Although these studies provide support for the use of the internet and various forms of social media as a viable method of connecting with YEH, several questions remain. More information is needed to determine if there are differences in youths’ rates of access to the internet and social media before a homeless episode as compared with when they are in the midst of an episode. It is possible that those who face homelessness may have already been disenfranchised regarding access to these technologies. Additionally, understanding differential access methods between the 2 time periods (prehomelessness and during homelessness) may provide insight on how to best reach these youth during episodes of homelessness as well as help determine preferred contact and outreach methods. Furthermore, understanding what information this group is seeking and how they seek it can inform interventions to improve health outcomes. Therefore, this study utilized a mixed-methods approach to examine rates of internet access, duration of internet use, devices used to access the internet, and characterize specific internet behaviors among a sample of youth before and during an episode of homelessness. We hypothesized that participants would have less access and less frequent use of the aforementioned technologies while experiencing homelessness. We also sought to identify health-related behaviors YEH engage in on the internet. Finally, using qualitative semistructured interviews, we explored how technology could be utilized to reach YEH to accurately and efficiently provide resources appropriate for YEH.

Methods

Setting and Sample

We engaged participants living at a nonprofit, youth homeless shelter in Philadelphia that annually serves approximately 350 youth aged 18 to 21 years. The facility provides services such as education and vocational advisement, an on-site medical clinic, and case management to the youth residing in the shelter. Study participants were 18-21 years old, housed at the shelter at the time of the study, and English speaking. Individuals were excluded if they were visibly intoxicated or unable to participate due to medical or psychosocial distress at the time of the interview. Only 1 subject was excluded for intoxication. Enrollment occurred between July 14 and September 12, 2014, Monday-Friday, 9 AM-5 PM. The team employed a convenience sampling strategy, and residents of the shelter were invited to participate in the study at on-site meal-time gatherings. All surveys and interviews were conducted in a private room in the shelter. This study was approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board.

Data Collection

All participants were considered homeless during this study by the investigators. Throughout the survey and interview, participants were asked to compare their internet, social media, and mobile health app usage during this period of homelessness to a time they did not consider themselves homeless and had stable housing.

This study employed a complementary qualitative and quantitative data collection approach, wherein quantitative and qualitative data were collected over the same period [26].

Quantitative Data Collection

A 47-item survey was administered to all study participants. Questions and answer choices were read aloud to minimize literacy concerns. Study data were collected and managed using a secure electronic database [27]. The survey took 10-15 min to complete and included topics such as age, gender, race, and sexual orientation. Internet and social media use and Web-based health-seeking behaviors during and before the participant’s current homeless episode were assessed. Respondents were asked to indicate their interest in a website or app that focused
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on the needs of YEH (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for full survey). Participants were given a US $10 gift card for participation and only completed a single survey.

**Qualitative Data Collection**

Following quantitative data collection, approximately every fifth participant (n=10) was invited to complete a semistructured, approximately 45-min interview in a private office at the shelter with a member of the research team (LV). We employed a constant comparison approach, that is, we reviewed and analyzed the transcripts as data were collected, to determine if new information was emerging [26]. After 10 participants were interviewed, analysis revealed that theme saturation had been reached, and no further participants were recruited. The most common reason for declining to participate was the length of the interview. The interview guide was informed by the literature and expert consultation [25,28,29]. All interviews were audio recorded and began with questions regarding the participant’s current and historical access to the internet. Questions were designed to explore frequency of internet use during this episode of homelessness, specific access methods (ie, library computer, smartphone), time spent using the internet, and compare their current experience to that when they were housed. Respondents were also asked to comment on how and for what purposes they used the internet and social media, and whether they felt there were any differences between their current usage patterns and their patterns of use before this shelter stay. Other questions addressed health concerns and behaviors, the frequency of health-related thoughts, and health-related internet searches. Participants were asked whether they would use an app or website with content specifically designed to support YEH. They were asked to suggest content and resources, comment on format preference (app or website), and share any other suggestions that would make this type of resource useful to them. Participants were given a US $20 gift card for their participation in the interview.

**Analyses**

**Survey Analysis**

Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the sample. Means and standard deviations were used to describe continuous variables, and frequencies and percentages were used to describe categorical variables. Fisher exact tests were used to examine differences in demographics between participants who completed the survey and follow-up interview versus those who only completed the survey; two-sample t tests were used to compare continuous variables across the 2 groups. Generalized estimating equation (GEE) regression was used to model categorical internet use variables (internet access frequency, time spent using the internet, use of social media, access to a smartphone) at 2 time points, specifically before and while experiencing homelessness. Although surveys were conducted only once, study participants were asked to answer the same questions about access before and while experiencing homelessness. GEE methodology allows for modeling of the marginal distribution of each categorical outcome variable as a function of homelessness, while adjusting for covariates, and accounts for the likely correlations of the repeated outcome measures for each participant. Finally, 2 separate logistic regression models were used to examine the association between having access to a smartphone on the odds of internet access at least once a day in participants before and while experiencing homelessness. All models were adjusted by age, male gender, and sexual orientation. Statistical significance was taken at P<.05. All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS Version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

**Interview Analysis**

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and entered in NVivo 10 software (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia) to facilitate thematic coding and systematic analysis [30]. A coding dictionary was developed inductively following careful reading of a set of representative transcripts by 3 members of the study team (LV, JG, and RF) [31]. See Multimedia Appendix 2 for coding tree and codebook. Specific codes identified in this study include internet access, cost, employment, housing, commercial resources, social media, emotions related to access, mobile phone app s, health activities, and suggestions for a YEH-specific website. Each subsequent interview was double-coded by 2 members of the study team (LV and JG). Evaluation of intercoder reliability was supported by NVivo 10 software employing the kappa coefficient. The software compares agreement and disagreement between coders in the assignment of specific codes to segments of the interview transcript. Complete agreement in coding correlates with a mean kappa of 1; near perfect agreement, a mean kappa of .81-.99; substantial agreement, a mean kappa of .61-.80; and moderate agreement, a mean kappa of .41-.60. Analysis of intercoder reliability for this study revealed substantial to almost perfect agreement (mean κ=.94; range, .76-1.00). This result was supported by percentage of agreement analysis, which yielded a mean of 99% (range, 92-100%) agreement of all codes examined in this study. After coding was complete, the study team organized the codes into thematic categories described later in the paper.

**Results**

**Quantitative Results**

**Participant Demographics**

Participant demographics for the sample have been summarized in Table 1. A total of 87 youth completed the survey. Respondents were 18-21 years old, with a mean age of 19.4 years (SD 1.1). The sample consisted of 56% (52/87) males, with 14% (12/87) identifying as a sexual minority. No statistically significant differences in demographics were observed between participants who completed the survey and a follow-up interview and those who only completed the survey (Table 1).

**Internet Use, Social Media Use, and Health-Seeking Behavior While in Shelter**

While experiencing homelessness, 86% (75/87) participants were able to access the internet at least once a week (49/87) of youth were able to access the internet at least once a day. The majority of youth surveyed spent less than an hour using the internet each day, with smartphones (66%, 57/87) and
public computers (59%, 51/87) being the most commonly used devices for access. Participants also used the internet for job searching (86%, 75/87), checking email (83%, 72/87), searching for housing (60%, 52/87), and browsing school websites (51%, 44/87). The majority of youth utilized social media (85%, 74/87). Significant differences in internet access frequency ($P<.001$), amount of time spent using the internet each day ($P<.001$), access to a smartphone ($P<.001$), and use of social media ($P=.01$) were observed before and while experiencing homelessness (Table 2).

### Comparison of Internet Use Characteristics Before and During Current Shelter Stay

Adjusted GEE model results demonstrated that current homelessness was significantly associated with a lower odds of regular internet access frequency, more time spent using the internet, and access to a smartphone (see Multimedia Appendix 3). Specifically, participants reported a 68% decreased odds in internet access frequency of at least once a day during their current episode of homelessness as compared with before experiencing homelessness, adjusting for age, male gender, and sexual orientation (odds ratio [OR] 0.32, 95% CI 0.18-0.57, $P<.001$). Compared with before experiencing homelessness, participants reported a 75% decreased odds in greater amounts of time spent using the internet during their current episode of homelessness, adjusting for age, male gender, and sexual orientation (OR 0.25, 95% CI 0.16-0.41, $P<.001$). Participants reported an 87% decreased odds in use of social media while experiencing homelessness compared with before experiencing homelessness, adjusting for age, male gender, and sexual orientation (OR 0.13, 95% CI 0.03-0.55, $P=.01$). Finally, participants reported a 67% decreased odds in access to a smartphone during their current episode of homelessness compared with before experiencing homelessness, adjusting for age, male gender, and sexual orientation (OR 0.33, 95% CI 0.18-0.60, $P<.001$).

Furthermore, adjusted logistic regression models demonstrated that although smartphone access was significantly associated with greater odds of regular internet access while experiencing homelessness ($P=.02$), it had no influence on a participant’s ability to use the internet before experiencing homelessness (data not shown; $P=.38$). Specifically, the odds of internet access at least once a day among participants with access to a smartphone while experiencing homelessness was 3.03 times that of someone without a smartphone, adjusting for age, gender, and sexual orientation (OR 3.03, 95% CI 1.17-7.84).

### Table 1. Participant demographics: youth living in a young adult homeless shelter in Philadelphia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>All participants (N=87)</th>
<th>Survey and follow-up interview participants (n=10)</th>
<th>Survey-only participants (n=77)</th>
<th>$P$ value$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>19.4 (1.1)</td>
<td>19.3 (1.2)</td>
<td>19.4 (1.1)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>52 (60)</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>47 (61)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>34 (39)</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
<td>30 (39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American or black</td>
<td>65 (75)</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
<td>58 (75)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10 (12)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>9 (12)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>5 (6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (7)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>19 (22)</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
<td>16 (21)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23 (26)</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
<td>19 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>64 (74)</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
<td>58 (75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>74 (85)</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
<td>66 (86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbian</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>8 (9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>8 (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^aP$ values based on Fisher exact tests for categorical variables, and two-sample t tests for continuous variables.
Table 2. Internet use characteristics of youth living in a Philadelphia youth homeless shelter comparing before experiencing homelessness to while experiencing homelessness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Before experiencing homelessness (N=87)</th>
<th>While experiencing homelessness (N=87)</th>
<th>P valuea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet access frequency, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥once/day</td>
<td>69 (79)</td>
<td>49 (56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;once/day</td>
<td>18 (21)</td>
<td>38 (44)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of time spent using the internet daily, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20 min</td>
<td>8 (9)</td>
<td>23 (26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 min-1 h</td>
<td>20 (23)</td>
<td>32 (37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 h</td>
<td>10 (12)</td>
<td>11 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2 h</td>
<td>49 (56)</td>
<td>21 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to smartphone, n (%)</td>
<td>74 (85)</td>
<td>57 (66)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job searching, n (%)</td>
<td>81 (93)</td>
<td>75 (86)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram), n (%)</td>
<td>85 (98)</td>
<td>74 (85)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of email, n (%)</td>
<td>79 (91)</td>
<td>72 (83)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing searches, n (%)</td>
<td>55 (63)</td>
<td>52 (60)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School website searches, n (%)</td>
<td>55 (63)</td>
<td>44 (51)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aP values based on unadjusted GEE regression models to account for the likely correlations of repeated measures for each participant.

**Interest in a Website or App Focused on Youth Experiencing Homelessness**

Survey respondents were asked if they would use a website or app if one were designed to focus specifically on issues facing YEH. A total of 91% (79/87) of the participants indicated that they would use a website or app specifically designed to support YEH.

**Qualitative Results**

We conducted semistructured interviews with 10 study participants that were representative of the larger sample (Table 1). Coding of interview transcripts revealed several important themes (which capture and organize constructs and experiences). The study team then met and organized the codes into the following thematic categories: (1) impact of homelessness on internet activities, (2) focus on health status, and (3) interest in a youth homelessness website. The following paragraphs summarize the findings for each of these categories followed by illustrative quotes.

**Impact of Homelessness on Internet Activities**

The majority of interviewed youth noted that there were striking differences in how they currently use the internet and social media compared with before experiencing homelessness. Consistent with survey findings, participants reported less frequent access of the internet and less time spent using the internet. However, the interviews revealed that the decrease in internet activity was nuanced. Specifically, participants experienced more substantial decreases in entertainment or leisure activities. internet activities became more goal oriented with participants using most of their time on the internet to look for basic needs such as housing, food, and employment. Finally, the youth indicated that time restrictions on public computers impacted their internet activities by making them more purpose driven:

> It's not so much for leisure or entertainment anymore. It's like I'm going to there with a purpose now. I'm really looking for; or waiting for certain information to help me get where it is I'm trying to go. [Male, 21 years]

Several participants spent time discussing how their perception of their housing security affected how they used the internet. When they considered their living situation to be more tenuous and unstable, the internet was regarded as an essential resource. Participants indicated they would use the internet to contact people who might help them with housing/or to find food resources. When their living situation became more secure, the internet could then be used more for entertainment purposes. Conversely, one participant indicated that now that she had found stable housing through the shelter, she rarely used the internet. For this youth, the internet was exclusively used as a resource during times of crisis:

> It's [the internet] really more important when you're struggling, because you need it. It's like you need it, because you need to keep in contact and you need to make sure you write. You need it for a lot, than when you're not struggling [with housing]. [Female, 19 years]

**Focus on Health Status**

Participants indicated they thought about their health frequently, with most (9/10) indicating they thought about their health daily. For many participants, health was a source of preoccupation and worry. The participants discussed being stressed about developing various acute illnesses or other diseases, worrying about current health conditions such as asthma and HIV,
focusing on their physical fitness, and finding ways to stay healthy.

Participants used the internet as a resource to find information about acute illnesses, child development, alternative medicine and remedies, cancer, exercise, nutrition and calories, provider and hospital contact information, and STIs. Although the youth were able to easily find information on the internet about these various topics, many reported having trouble interpreting the results of their searches. Often, they found the information was presented using complicated terminology that was meant for health care professionals. Some described working around this limitation by looking up synonyms for the words they did not understand. Others expressed frustration at the sheer volume of information that was available and the difficulty they experienced when trying sorting through the results of an internet search on a topic:

Like I'll be thinking like if I do certain things, how it's going to affect me on the inside, or like I'll be wondering if I'm sick or if I'm about to take a pill or something, I'll hurry up and Google it, to see what it's going to do to my insides. I do it all day. [Male, 20 years]

The youth were asked about using social media as a means to connect with health care providers or clinics. The group had mixed views; some opposed the idea, whereas others thought it would be a convenient way to reach their physicians. Email and phone conversations were mentioned as preferred methods of contact:

I don't know. I don't feel like it's professional for me to talk to a doctor on Facebook. It's not really my way of looking at things. I feel like they should be a business or somebody I should call, not on Facebook. [Male, 18 years]

**Interest in a Youth Homelessness Website**

All participants expressed interest in the development of a website or app that would aggregate resources and address topics to help YEH. They also indicated they would use this resource and recommend it to friends. The youth suggested many topics, including information about reliable housing, job opportunities, and women’s and men’s health issues. They also recommended that youth living at the shelter be involved in website development. A full list of potential website topics that were suggested by participants can be found in **Textbox 1**.

Participants also suggested using social media, YouTube, and word of mouth as ways to ensure the website or app reached the people who would be most in need of the resources:

I think it's [the website] cool, because, honestly, we can use all the help we can get. [Female, 18 years]

**Textbox 1.** Suggested topics for youth homelessness website obtained from youth who completed an interview while living in a Philadelphia youth homeless shelter.

- Housing
  - Shelters and emergency housing
  - Legitimate housing and reliable landlords

- Food pantries and kitchens

- Classifieds and job opportunities

- Health
  - Women’s and men’s health sections
  - Clinic information, planned parenthood locations
  - Sexually transmitted infection information
  - Substance use information

- General Equivalency Diploma and education resources

- Important phone numbers

- Services

- Serve as a Web-based repository for important information (eg, immunization records, school transcripts)
**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The results of this study contribute to a small volume but growing body of literature that investigate how to best reach and engage YEH. Consistent with previous research, this study indicated that YEH are able to access the internet and social media with relative frequency, though less often than when they were housed [32]. Smartphones and public computers were heavily utilized for internet access during episodes of homelessness and shelter stays. Smartphone ownership had a strong impact on internet activities, as youth in the shelter with access to a smartphone were able to use the internet and social media more consistently than their peers who did not have smartphone access.

A significant body of research in this area has emerged from the work of Rice and colleagues in Los Angeles, CA [25,28,29]. Our study provides a perspective from a very different geographic location and captures the experience of a predominantly minority demographic. Despite the differences in study populations, several similar themes emerged. YEH are utilizing internet access for a multitude of activities including connecting with family and friends on social media, entertainment, job searching, and health-related searches. A trend among this study’s population of shelter-housed youth was the use of the internet in a more goal-directed fashion. The internet was more frequently used as a tool to seek out resources related to housing and employment rather than as a source of entertainment during periods of housing insecurity. This highlights how these various technologies are vital tools for homeless youth as they work to obtain a more secure financial footing during times of housing strife. These goal-directed behaviors deserve recognition by policy makers when they are considering legislation that affects public internet access and the importance of reliable and regular internet access among this vulnerable group of young people.

The results of this study also highlight the importance of personal health among study participants. However, many homeless youth lack access to the health care system due to a lack of health insurance. Additionally, many do not utilize available services because they are addressing more pressing needs such as finding food and housing or due to perceived and actual barriers to accessing medical care [33]. As many youth are already turning to the internet for health concerns, there exists an opportunity to create a resource for homeless youth. Previous researchers created a Web-based personal health information system for YEH that allowed participating individuals a safe space to store confidential health information and direct access to public health nurses [34]. The interface was well received by study participants and created a safe environment for addressing many of the complex health needs the adolescents face. This study, like ours, identified an interest in reliable resources regarding health and a need among YEH. In our study, both the survey and qualitative data revealed the majority of participants used the internet as a primary source of information for health-related matters, and that health was very important to those interviewed. Future work in this area can focus on dependable information about common adolescent health issues and about available local resources in a central location.

In addition to a resource that focuses on the health needs of YEH, this study identifies the need and interest in an internet-based platform that addresses the multitude of challenges faced by homeless youth. The results from the qualitative portion of the study further elucidated that limited phone data plans and computer time limits at public libraries had a strong influence on their internet behaviors. As the prevalence of smartphone use is high in this population, any internet outreach efforts must be specifically designed to be compatible with mobile devices. Websites that do not work well on mobile devices may discourage use and reduce their desired outreach effect.

This research stresses the importance of digital inclusion, especially with regard to this vulnerable population. Digital inclusion refers to the ability of groups and individuals to gain access to the internet, identify appropriate material and resources, as well as have opportunities for training to obtain the necessary skills to effectively use available material [35]. This study draws attention to significant opportunities to enhance digital inclusion among YEH. Specific opportunities include website content that is relevant to the acute needs of YEH, creating websites that reflect access patterns, and increasing access points to expand the reach of resources and services. Public policy efforts, libraries, and research have sought to understand and increase digital inclusion; however, there remains significant opportunity for improvement among YEH [36].

**Limitations**

There are several limitations to this exploratory study. Given that participants currently in shelter were asked to recall behavior before experiencing homelessness, responses may have been subject to recall bias. Additionally, because participants were all recruited from the same youth shelter in one city, results may have limited transferability and generalizability. Our sample size was relatively small with only 87 subjects, which led to wide confidence intervals throughout analysis. Future work can seek to examine internet use among larger samples and more diverse demographics of YEH to better establish specific types of interventions that would be the most useful. Despite these sample size limitations, among similar studies recruiting YEH, this study has a comparable sample size. Additionally, it is among one of the first and largest mixed methods studies to describe access to the internet and social media among a sample of YEH in a major Northeastern US city.

**Conclusions**

Although the overall time spent using the internet and utilizing social media sites was decreased compared with the time in which they were not struggling with homelessness, the young people in our sample were able to use these resources with relative frequency. Smartphones and public libraries were instrumental in providing access. Moving forward, mobile device friendly, adolescent-centered Web platforms, may serve

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e184/
as an important resource to providing services to and connecting with young people struggling with homelessness.
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Abstract

Background: The use of the internet for health information among older people is receiving increasing attention, but how it is associated with chronic health conditions and health service use at concurrent and subsequent time points using nationally representative data is less known.

Objective: This study aimed to determine whether the use of the internet for health information is associated with health service utilization and whether the association is affected by specific health conditions.

Methods: The study used data collected in a technology module from a nationally representative sample of community-dwelling older Americans aged 52 years and above from the 2012 Health and Retirement Study (HRS; N=991). Negative binomial regressions were used to examine the association between use of Web-based health information and the reported health service uses in 2012 and 2014. Analyses included additional covariates adjusting for predisposing, enabling, and need factors. Interactions between the use of the internet for health information and chronic health conditions were also tested.

Results: A total of 48.0% (476/991) of Americans aged 52 years and above reported using Web-based health information. The use of Web-based health information was positively associated with the concurrent reports of doctor visits, but not over 2 years. However, an interaction of using Web-based health information with diabetes showed that users had significantly fewer doctor visits compared with nonusers with diabetes at both times.

Conclusions: The use of the internet for health information was associated with higher health service use at the concurrent time, but not at the subsequent time. The interaction between the use of the internet for health information and diabetes was significant at both time points, which suggests that health-related internet use may be associated with fewer doctor visits for certain chronic health conditions. Results provide some insight into how Web-based health information may provide an alternative health care resource for managing chronic conditions.
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Introduction

Background

Using the internet for health information has the potential to be a tool for health management [1]. Substantial evidence supports the idea that people improve their knowledge and ability to manage their own health by using Web-based health information [2-4]. Some studies find that more than half of patients using online tools report that they believed health information on the Web was as good as information from their primary physicians [5].
However, empirical tests of the association between the use of the Web-based health information and the use of medical care from a physician among older adults in the United States have been limited to mostly cross-sectional analyses. Previous literature suggests that the use of the internet for health information is associated with more visits to a doctor among older adults in the United States [6,7]. Research has also shown that health-related internet users are younger, more highly educated, have better cognitive functioning, better health literacy, and are sicker [7,8-11]. However, because most of these studies among older persons have been largely descriptive with a cross-sectional design, whether the effect of using the internet for health information on health service use is independent or correlated with other concurrent factors in the model remains unclear. In addition, the interactions between health-related internet use and different disease conditions on health care utilization have not been tested despite its implications for self-care management.

Due to these limitations, the evidence on the effect of using the internet for health information remains mixed. Some studies have reported that searching for health information on the Web may offer older adults an opportunity to engage in more patient-centered interactions with physicians and promote self-health management [12], such as through the use of online discussion boards or searching for information on diseases and conditions. Other researchers, however, have found that the use of the internet for health purposes may not be influential on individuals’ offline interactions with their physicians and treatment decision-making [13], and have raised concerns that such activity may exacerbate health-related anxiety among some individuals [14].

Theoretical Framework

Andersen’s Behavioral Model of Health Services Use is one of the most widely used models that identifies constructs related to the use of health care services [15-20]. This model has been refined and expanded over the years and remains the most highly adopted approach to modeling health service usage [21,22]. The model posits that health care use is influenced by individuals’ predisposing factors, enabling factors, and need factors. Our model is derived from the Andersen model of general health service usage [16,21,22], as described in Figure 1. Predisposing factors describe factors that incline people to use health care services (eg, age, gender), which include personality traits in this study. Recent studies have suggested that psychological characteristics are important to include among predisposing factors [23]. Enabling factors facilitate health service use (eg, health insurance, regular source of care, use of Web-based health information). For instance, the availability of health-related information has recently emerged as an important enabling characteristic among members of ethnic minority groups [24]. However, applying this model to older people and including the use of health-related information on the Web specifically as an independent factor remains unexplored. Therefore, we include the use of Web-based health information as one of the enabling factors that predispose people to health service use. Sense of control is also included as a psychosocial characteristic that may be enabling, as sense of control has been shown to be a key factor influencing both optimism and discomfort in individuals’ readiness to use technology [25], and those with high sense of control were found to be more likely to seek Web-based health information [26-28]. Need factors include both self-perceived and evaluated health needs (eg, comorbid conditions, self-reported health). This study examines reports of 5 doctor-diagnosed health conditions (ie, hypertension, diabetes, cancer, heart disease, and stroke) as an indicator of need.
Objective
The primary purpose of this study was to examine whether the health-related internet use is linked to health service usage at 2 time points in a nationally representative survey. Examining the use at multiple time points helps to clarify whether using the internet for health information is associated with subsequent use in health care utilization or whether the association is only concurrent. Additionally, we also explore whether having a chronic health condition and the use of Web-based health information are synergistic by testing their interactions, which have not been examined in prior studies. Examination of the synergistic effect of different diseases and the use of the internet for health information on physician visits may have important implications for developing future tools for self-care management. The findings of this study provide the first evidence on the association between the use of the internet for health information and health service use at multiple time points and add to our understanding on how different diseases are related to this association. Using nationally representative data from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), we aim to (1) test whether the use of Web-based health information and health service use are associated at concurrent and subsequent times (2) and examine whether the association is different among individuals with different chronic conditions.

Methods

Data
We used data from the HRS, a nationally representative sample of more than 20,000 older Americans aged 50 years and above. In 2012, the HRS included a technology module including a question on the use of Web-based health information that was administered to a random subsample of 1740 participants from the core participants. Health service use is indicated by responses to a question on the number of visits to a doctor in the past 2 years. We assessed the effect of Web-based health information use on health care utilization both in the period (2012) concurrent with the reported internet use and in the period (2014) after the use, to see whether associations are present subsequent to the reported use of Web-based health information.

We also used psychosocial measures collected in a self-administered leave-behind questionnaire (SAQ) that is also administered to a random subsample of core participants on a biennial basis. The first random half-sample of households received the SAQ in 2010 and the second half in 2012. The combined 2010 and 2012 sample had an overall response rate of 71% [29]. Therefore, we limited the sample to 1737 respondents who responded to the question on the use of Web-based health information. For 2012, 73 cases were missing on visits to a doctor; 265 participants who did not have complete information in 2014 were also excluded. We also removed 251 respondents who did not meet age eligibility (under age 52 years), 34 participants who were missing on covariates, and 123 participants who revealed missing data on 5 psychosocial measures in the SAQ. The final analytic sample comprised 991 persons aged 52 years and above who were followed up and had complete information in 2014.

Measures

Health Service Use
Health service use is measured by the number of times participants saw or talked to a medical doctor about their health in the last 2 years, reported in 2012 and 2014. Respondents were asked, “Aside from any hospital stays or outpatient surgery, how many times have you seen or talked to a medical doctor about your health, including emergency room or clinic visits in the last two years?” This question has regularly been used in the literature based on the HRS to assess health care utilization [30].

We categorized the independent variables affecting health service use according to conceptual framework in Figure 1, as predisposing, enabling, and need factors.

Predisposing Factors

Demographic Variables
Demographic variables included age and gender (male or female). Personality traits include neuroticism, conscientiousness, and openness because these 3 personality traits were found to be significant predictors of health-related internet use and health service use in prior studies [7,31]. These traits were derived from participants’ rating of how well a list of words described them (1=a lot, 2=some, 3=a little, and 4=not at all). Response options were reverse coded to indicate higher agreement with each personality construct. Neuroticism was measured by moody, worrying, nervous, and calm (reversed; alpha=.71); conscientiousness with organized, responsible, hardworking, self-disciplined, careless (reversed), reckless (reversed), impulsive (reversed), cautious, thorough, and thrifty (alpha=.71); and openness to experience with creative, imaginative, intelligent, curious, broad-minded, sophisticated, and adventurous (alpha=.78). The composite scores for each trait ranged from 1 to 4, with higher scores indicating more of a given personality trait (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The scores of all items were then averaged within subdimensions of each personality trait. These personality items have been validated for comparability of each adjective item and tested for measurement invariance for assessing personality across different age groups [32,33].

Enabling Factors

Use of Web-Based Health Information
For assessing the use of Web-based health information, respondents were asked, “Do you use websites for finding medical and health information?” in the 2012 Technology Module. The response was binary (1=yes, 0=no) and coded as a dichotomous variable.

Sense of Control
We included sense of control indicated by perceived constraints and mastery (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Perceived constraints indicate one’s assessment of external problems or barriers and were measured by participants’ reports of agreement or
disagreement with the 5 statements on how they perceive barriers or obstacles in life. Perceived mastery indicates one’s assessment of sense of competence over life circumstances and was measured by agreement or disagreement with the 5 statements. The answers for both questions used a 6-level Likert scale and the composite scores ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree), with higher values indicating greater agreement. The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients were high for both constraints (alpha=.86) and mastery (alpha=.89). The scores of all items were then averaged within each of the 2 scales. All the psychosocial measures were coded following the instructions from the HRS psychosocial questionnaire guidelines [34].

Other Covariates
We included sociodemographic and other characteristics that facilitate health service uses. Educational attainment is measured with years of completed education, ranging from 0 to 17. Marital status (1=married, 0=not married) and employment (1=working, 0=not working) are dichotomized. Insurance was also a binary variable indicating whether the respondent reported having any type of public or private insurance (0=none, 1=has insurance). Having a regular source of care was assessed with the question that asked “Is there a place that you usually go to when you are sick or need advice about your health?” with a dichotomous answer (1=yes, 0=no). Cognitive functioning is measured by a summary score based on a series of tests including immediate and delayed recall tests (0-20), backward counting (0-2), and a serial 7s subtraction (0-5), with a score ranging from 0 to 27 [35]. This score assessing working memory and attention has been used in many studies as a composite score indicating cognitive functioning [36,37].

Need Factors
Health Covariates
Health measures include self-reports of whether a doctor ever told the respondent that he or she had a set of chronic conditions: hypertension, diabetes, cancer, heart disease, or stroke. Responses were coded into binary variables indicating the presence or absence of each condition in 2012 and 2014.

Statistical Analyses
We first examined bivariate associations using \( \chi^2 \) tests and \( F \) ratios to examine differences between users and nonusers of Web-based health information on predisposing, enabling, and need characteristics. We then turned to testing the predictive value of the use of Web-based health information for the number of visits to a doctor for both 2012 and 2014. We first estimated the effect of using Web-based health information on doctor visits controlling for predisposing, enabling, and need factors using negative binomial regressions. The examination of doctor visits data showed that the variances were higher than the means within each level of the use of Web-based health information, suggesting overdispersion of count data. Therefore, negative binomial regression models were used to address skewed distribution and overdispersion of the count data [38]. The likelihood ratio test also showed that the negative binomial model fitted better than a Poisson model. This method has been used in prior HRS studies that examined doctor visits as an outcome of interest [30,39]. In addition, interaction terms for the use of Web-based health information and 5 doctor-diagnosed health conditions were included to examine whether the use differentially affects these health conditions to have synergistic effects on doctor visits.

Finally, to test the validity of the overall results and detect any potential type I error of interaction terms, we performed the False Discovery Rate (FDR)-controlling procedure tests. The FDR-controlling procedure test detects the expected proportion of false positives through dividing the number of true null hypotheses rejected by the total number of hypotheses rejected, which can also be regarded as the probability of making even one error if all null hypotheses are true [40]. We applied the Benjamini-Yekutieli method to test whether the significant results were spurious or not, using Stata’s multproc command [41]. Stata 13 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX) is used to estimate all models. Analytic results were weighted using Stata’s survey prefix commands (SVV) to account for complex survey design in terms of differential sampling probabilities, nonresponse, population stratification, and sample weights.

Results
Sample Characteristics
Table 1 describes the sociodemographic, health, health care utilization characteristics of the internet users for health information compared with nonusers. Women were more likely to be users of Web-based health information (58.3% of users). The users were also significantly more likely to be younger, married, and in the labor force. Users were more conscientious (3.32 [SD 0.38] vs 3.22 [SD 0.43], \( P=.001 \)) and open to experience (3.04 [SD 0.49] vs 2.87 [SD 0.51], \( P<.001 \)). Users also had better cognitive functioning (17.25 [SD 3.48] vs 15.12 [SD 4.24], \( P<.001 \)), but differences between users and nonusers on disease-related characteristics were mixed. The presence of hypertension and heart disease differed significantly between users and nonusers: 17.8% of users compared with 25.3% of nonusers. However, there was no significant difference in the prevalence of diabetes, cancer, and stroke between users and nonusers (Table 1).

The 2-Time Point Analysis and the Interaction of the Use of Web-Based Health Information
Table 2 presents the results from the negative binomial regression models predicting the number of visits to a doctor in 2012 and 2014. Model 1 and Model 3 present the adjusted regression models predicting the number of visits to a doctor in 2012 and 2014. Model 2 and Model 4 add interaction terms with predisposing factors, being female was associated with higher \( \chi^2 \)-tests and \( F \) tests among those who report the use of Web-based health information and 5 doctor-diagnosed health conditions were included to examine whether the use differentially affects these health conditions to have synergistic effects on doctor visits. Finally, to test the validity of the overall results and detect any potential type I error of interaction terms, we performed the False Discovery Rate (FDR)-controlling procedure tests. The FDR-controlling procedure test detects the expected proportion of false positives through dividing the number of true null hypotheses rejected by the total number of hypotheses rejected, which can also be regarded as the probability of making even one error if all null hypotheses are true [40]. We applied the Benjamini-Yekutieli method to test whether the significant results were spurious or not, using Stata’s multproc command [41]. Stata 13 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX) is used to estimate all models. Analytic results were weighted using Stata’s survey prefix commands (SVV) to account for complex survey design in terms of differential sampling probabilities, nonresponse, population stratification, and sample weights.

Results
Sample Characteristics
Table 1 describes the sociodemographic, health, health care utilization characteristics of the internet users for health information compared with nonusers. Women were more likely to be users of Web-based health information (58.3% of users). The users were also significantly more likely to be younger, married, and in the labor force. Users were more conscientious (3.32 [SD 0.38] vs 3.22 [SD 0.43], \( P=.001 \)) and open to experience (3.04 [SD 0.49] vs 2.87 [SD 0.51], \( P<.001 \)). Users also had better cognitive functioning (17.25 [SD 3.48] vs 15.12 [SD 4.24], \( P<.001 \)), but differences between users and nonusers on disease-related characteristics were mixed. The presence of hypertension and heart disease differed significantly between users and nonusers: 17.8% of users compared with 25.3% of nonusers. However, there was no significant difference in the prevalence of diabetes, cancer, and stroke between users and nonusers (Table 1).

The 2-Time Point Analysis and the Interaction of the Use of Web-Based Health Information
Table 2 presents the results from the negative binomial regression models predicting the number of visits to a doctor in 2012 and 2014. Model 1 and Model 3 present the adjusted models with all predisposing, enabling, and need factors. Among predisposing factors, being female was associated with higher visits to doctors in both 2012 and 2014. The use of Web-based health information was associated with significantly more doctor visits in 2012 (\( b=0.189, SE=0.095, P=.048 \)), but the association was not significant in 2014 (\( b=0.047, SE=0.091, P=.60 \)), indicating that the number of visits to a doctor in the last 2 years reported concurrently is higher among those who report the use of Web-based health information, but the effect on use in the next 2 years is not significant. Model 2 and Model 4 add interaction terms with different disease conditions and the use of Web-based health
information. The inclusion of interaction terms in Model 2 and Model 4 showed the synergistic effect of the use of Web-based health information and diabetes at both time points. Having diabetes \( (b=-0.561, \ SE=0.140, P<.001) \) was associated with a higher number of visits to a doctor, but when the respondents used Web-based health information, the predicted number of visits was lower \( (b=-0.575, \ SE=0.204, P=.005) \). The results were similar in the 2014 models for the main effect \( (b=0.493, \ SE=0.130, P<.001) \) and the interaction term \( (b=-0.409, \ SE=0.179, P=.022) \). The interaction between the use of Web-based health information and diabetes on doctor visits is plotted in Figures 2 and 3.

Among predisposing factors, being female was associated with higher visits to doctors across all models. Conscientiousness was significantly associated with fewer visits to doctors in 2012 \( (b=-0.255, \ SE=0.127, P=.04) \), but not in 2014. Similarly, openness to experience was significantly associated with more doctor visits in 2012 \( (b=0.290, \ SE=0.100, P=.004) \) only. Among enabling characteristics, being able to work was associated with less number of doctor visits across all models.

To test the validity and robustness of these findings, all estimates were tested for multiplicity using the Benjamini-Yekutieli method with the corrected overall critical \( P \) value of .002. For the significant results in 2012, having the usual source of care and the main effect of diabetes were rejected with the overall corrected \( P \) values. For 2014, the main effect of having diabetes and constant were rejected. However, the interaction effect for diabetes remained significant.

Table 1. Sample characteristics: Health and Retirement Study (2012). Weighted percentages and weighted means with standard deviation in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Total (N=991)</th>
<th>Users (N=476)</th>
<th>Nonusers (N=515)</th>
<th>( P ) value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>557 (52.9)</td>
<td>290 (58.3)</td>
<td>267 (46.3)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, n (%)</td>
<td>603 (64.0)</td>
<td>315 (68.1)</td>
<td>288 (59.0)</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working, n (%)</td>
<td>333 (39.8)</td>
<td>197 (46.3)</td>
<td>136 (31.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor-diagnosed health conditions, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>613 (55.5)</td>
<td>277 (49.7)</td>
<td>336 (62.7)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>213 (18.6)</td>
<td>98 (17.1)</td>
<td>115 (20.4)</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>145 (14.8)</td>
<td>77 (15.9)</td>
<td>68 (13.6)</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease</td>
<td>230 (21.1)</td>
<td>95 (17.8)</td>
<td>135 (25.3)</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>62 (6.0)</td>
<td>26 (4.5)</td>
<td>36 (7.7)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any insurance, n (%)</td>
<td>822 (80.6)</td>
<td>388 (78.3)</td>
<td>434 (83.4)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usual source care, n (%)</td>
<td>862 (87.6)</td>
<td>420 (88.0)</td>
<td>442 (87.2)</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>65.31 (9.47)</td>
<td>62.79 (7.78)</td>
<td>68.37 (10.40)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education, mean (SD)</td>
<td>13.64 (2.58)</td>
<td>14.25 (2.35)</td>
<td>12.90 (2.66)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive functioning&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>16.29 (3.98)</td>
<td>17.25 (3.48)</td>
<td>15.12 (4.24)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial factors&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism (1-4)</td>
<td>2.02 (0.60)</td>
<td>2.04 (0.62)</td>
<td>2.00 (0.59)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness (1-4)</td>
<td>3.27 (0.41)</td>
<td>3.32 (0.38)</td>
<td>3.22 (0.43)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness (1-4)</td>
<td>2.96 (0.50)</td>
<td>3.04 (0.49)</td>
<td>2.87 (0.51)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived constraint (1-6)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.04)</td>
<td>1.93 (1.09)</td>
<td>2.07 (0.97)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived mastery (1-6)</td>
<td>4.83 (1.06)</td>
<td>4.88 (1.07)</td>
<td>4.78 (1.04)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visits to a doctor, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>8.53 (13.49)</td>
<td>9.40 (15.76)</td>
<td>7.46 (10.02)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8.06 (10.15)</td>
<td>8.35 (10.08)</td>
<td>7.71 (10.23)</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> \( P \) value indicates significant difference between users and nonusers.

<sup>b</sup>Cognitive functioning indicates average summary score based on a series of tests including immediate and delayed recall tests (0-20), backward counting (0-2), and a serial 7s subtraction (0-5), with a score ranging from 0 to 27.

<sup>c</sup>Psychosocial factors indicate average scores on a scale.
Table 2. Negative binomial regression analysis of association between the use of Web-based health information and visits to a doctor (N=991).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>2012 Model 1</th>
<th>2012 Model 2</th>
<th>2014 Model 3</th>
<th>2014 Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Predisposing factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personality traits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>−0.255</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
<td>−0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enabling factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Web-based health information</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working</td>
<td>−0.265</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
<td>−0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>−0.094</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>(0.111)</td>
<td>−0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>(0.137)</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular source of care</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>(0.158)</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense of control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived constraint</td>
<td>−0.049</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
<td>−0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived mastery</td>
<td>−0.028</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td>−0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diabetes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heart Disease</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>(0.146)</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroke</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>(0.139)</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>(0.236)</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Use Health Information</td>
<td>−0.050</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>(0.491)</td>
<td>−0.181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Predicted mean number of visits to doctors and the interaction of the use of Web-based health information and diabetes in 2012.
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Figure 3. Predicted mean number of visits to doctors and the interaction of the use of Web-based health information and diabetes in 2014.
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Discussion

Principal Findings

Almost half (48.0%) of the adults in this national sample of the US population aged 52 years and above used the internet for health information. This estimate is comparable to the national estimates of Web-based health information users reported in other studies, which range from 48.2% [42] to 58.0% [43] for older Americans. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the effect of the use of the internet for health information on the health service use among older adults at multiple time points and test the interaction effects with different diseases.

Among the predisposing factors, being female was consistently associated with a higher number of physician visits. This result is consistent with prior evidences on gender differences in the use of the internet for health information and health service use [6,7]. Prior studies found that women had higher health literacy than men, even when adjusting for sociodemographic and health factors [44,45]. Further studies will need to examine more detailed understanding of what motivates women to use health service more. Although the results on conscientiousness are counterintuitive, it is important to note that the significant association between conscientiousness and doctor visits was reported only among older men and not older women [46]. The relationship between personality and health service use remains unclear. There are more studies on diseases and personality, which found conscientious people are significantly less likely to have onset of diseases [47]. Because association between conscientiousness and doctor visits per se has received relatively little attention, further studies may focus on this relationship to clarify this association.

Regarding enabling factors, the use of Web-based health information was associated with more doctor visits at the same period, which is consistent with prior findings [6,7]. However, the association was not significant 2 years later. As most studies focused on examinations of using Web-based health information and doctor visits at one time point, using multiple time points in our study helps to understand how persistent the finding is over time. The lack of a relationship in 2014 indicates that the association is strongest when the use of the internet for health care information and health service use is coterminous, raising the possibility that the initial association was due to either reverse causation or causation by a third factor, such as need.

On the other hand, with regard to need factors, the interaction between the use of Web-based health information and chronic conditions on doctor visits was consistent for all models at both time points. Although the main effect of having diabetes was associated with more doctor visits, the association was negative when the use of the internet for health information was interacted with diabetes, suggesting a reduced number of visits to a doctor associated with being a user of Web-based health information with diabetic conditions. This result remained robust through the multiplicity tests and adds a novel finding to the existing literature.

Implications and Future Directions

Our study indicates that there may be an opportunity to further promote the development of resources for self-care and health management. Diabetes is a chronic condition that requires self-care as an essential component of management [48]. Due to this, there are many mobile phone apps and devices targeting diabetic patients [49-51], which may offer sources of health management that substitute visits to doctors. For practical reasons, some diabetic patients may prefer using Web-based health information to going to physicians.

Using the internet for health information may enable people with fewer economic resources to manage their conditions in a cost-efficient way. The national evaluation of health care costs for managing diabetes in the United States in 2012 stood at US $245 billion, out of which 9.0% was associated with physician office visits [52]. Therefore, the use of Web-based health information might be used to offset some of the burden. Additionally, online support could provide an opportunity for people with physical disabilities, who otherwise may find it difficult to visit physicians on a regular basis, to utilize health care resources. A recent meta-analysis estimating the risk of physical disability associated with diabetes reported that diabetes nearly doubles the risks of mobility disability [53]. Being able to use Web-based health information may enable older adults to manage their conditions despite physical disability. Finally, using Web-based health information could also be an enabling resource for older people who face linguistic barriers in utilizing health care services. One study found that the health-related internet use enabled Korean immigrant women in the United States to assist with self-care management, ranging from diagnosis and treatment to the recommendation of hospitals by allowing communications free of concerns about language barriers, indicating the potential empowerment by the use of the internet for health information among immigrant populations [54]. As the number of people who cannot speak fluent English is high among older immigrants, this finding has important implications for the use of Web-based health information in relation to health service use.

However, evaluating the effectiveness of the use of Web-based health information for chronic disease management remains to be addressed in future studies. One prior study reported that users of Web-based health information checked their blood glucose more regularly and practiced health behaviors better than nonusers among 344 patients with type 2 diabetes [55]. Yet, another qualitative study of 46 diabetic patients found that most participants passively received information, and although some diabetic patients collected information from Web sources, they sought medical professionals’ confirmation on the reliability and applicability of information [56]. Therefore, it is not clear whether and how using Web-based health information is an alternative or a supplement to conventional health care resources.

There is also a concern regarding the quality of Web-based health information. Some prior studies reported that community-dwelling older adults aged 50 years and above showed general concerns regarding the credibility of Web-based health information and how time-consuming the Web-based...
health information search can be [57]. These concerns were echoed by a study conducted on caregivers and their older care recipients, which raised questions on the reliability and effectiveness of Web-based health information [58]. Future studies should attempt to address concerns related to the reliability of Web-based health information and its implications for self-care management of chronic conditions for both older adults and their family caregivers. Additionally, the potential for the use of Web-based health information to enable socioeconomically and physically marginalized population to utilize the health care system merits further research attention.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the questions on doctor visits at the first time point did not indicate a clear timing of the doctor visits relative to the use of Web-based health information. Although we examined doctor visits in both 2012 and 2014 to partly address this issue, this does not completely eliminate concerns in interpreting the findings. There is also a possibility that people may not have accurately responded to the question on visits to the doctor due to memorability reasons with regard to a 24-month time horizon. Second, the relatively simple question on the use of Web-based health information in the HRS also limited the scope of analysis. Detailed information on the purpose for seeking Web-based health information (e.g., communicating with physicians, searching for information, taking care of their spouses) would have advanced our understanding on why some older adults seek health information on the internet and why women use Web-based health information more. Despite these limitations in the questions, however, this study has a unique contribution to expand our understanding on the association between the use of the internet for health information and health service utilization by using a nationally representative sample. Finally, the study relies on self-reports of doctor-diagnosed medical conditions which may have some reporting errors. However, previous research has shown relatively high agreement between self-reports of health conditions and medical record reports [59,60].

Conclusions
This study provides the first evidence on how the use of the internet for health information and chronic health conditions are synergistically associated with doctor visits at 2 different time points. The findings indicate that, although the use of Web-based health information is independently associated with doctor visits concurrently, this effect does not remain significant 2 years later. However, for those with a certain chronic health conditions, using Web-based health information is significantly associated with fewer doctor visits at both time points, suggesting a potential avenue for future research in exploring the implications of the use of Web-based health information among older people. Examination of predisposing, enabling, and need factors, as well as their interactions, adds to our understanding of the relative importance of association between the use of Web-based health information and health service use.

Using the internet for health information may help older adults with a barrier to access conventional health care system—including those with lower socioeconomic resources, physical limitations, and linguistic barriers—to manage their conditions. However, caution needs to be exercised in extrapolating these study findings. Although accessing the health information on the Web may provide an alternative source of health care services, further research will need to evaluate quality and reliability of Web-based health information to elucidate the potential role of using this technology for health management among older people.
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Abstract

Background: To achieve full potential in user-oriented eHealth projects, we need to ensure a match between the eHealth technology and the user’s eHealth literacy, described as knowledge and skills. However, there is a lack of multifaceted eHealth literacy assessment tools suitable for screening purposes.

Objective: The objective of our study was to develop and validate an eHealth literacy assessment toolkit (eHLA) that assesses individuals’ health literacy and digital literacy using a mix of existing and newly developed scales.

Methods: From 2011 to 2015, scales were continuously tested and developed in an iterative process, which led to 7 tools being included in the validation study. The eHLA validation version consisted of 4 health-related tools (tool 1: “functional health literacy,” tool 2: “health literacy self-assessment,” tool 3: “familiarity with health and health care,” and tool 4: “knowledge of health and disease”) and 3 digitally-related tools (tool 5: “technology familiarity,” tool 6: “technology confidence,” and tool 7: “incentives for engaging with technology”) that were tested in 475 respondents from a general population sample and an outpatient clinic. Statistical analyses examined floor and ceiling effects, interitem correlations, item-total correlations, and Cronbach coefficient alpha (CCA). Rasch models (RM) examined the fit of data. Tools were reduced in items to secure robust tools fit for screening purposes. Reductions were made based on psychometrics, face validity, and content validity.

Results: Tool 1 was not reduced in items; it consequently consists of 10 items. The overall fit to the RM was acceptable (Anderson conditional likelihood ratio, CLR=10.8, df=9, P=.29), and CCA was .67. Tool 2 was reduced from 20 to 9 items. The overall fit to a log-linear RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=78.4, df=45, P=.002), and CCA was .85. Tool 3 was reduced from 23 to 5 items. The final version showed excellent fit to a log-linear RM (Anderson CLR=47.7, df=40, P=.19), and CCA was .90. Tool 4 was reduced from 12 to 6 items. The fit to a log-linear RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=42.1, df=18, P=.001), and CCA was .59. Tool 5 was reduced from 20 to 6 items. The fit to the RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=30.3, df=17, P=.02), and CCA was .94. Tool 6 was reduced from 5 to 4 items. The fit to a log-linear RM taking local dependency (LD) into account was acceptable (Anderson CLR=26.1, df=21, P=.20), and CCA was .91. Tool 7 was reduced from 6 to 4 items. The fit to a log-linear RM taking LD and differential item functioning into account was acceptable (Anderson CLR=23.0, df=29, P=.78), and CCA was .90.

Conclusions: The eHLA consists of 7 short, robust scales that assess individual’s knowledge and skills related to digital literacy and health literacy.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e178) doi:10.2196/jmir.8347
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health literacy; computer literacy; questionnaires; telemedicine; consumer health informatics

Introduction
Health care is transforming toward increased patient involvement with the ultimate goal of patients being able to take better care of their own health. This requires that we understand the health-related competencies that patients need to be able to handle information and actively engage in their health condition. Health literacy is one of the key concepts to achieve this. A definition from 1998 states: “Health literacy represents the cognitive and social skills which determine the motivation and ability of individuals to gain access to, understand, and use information in ways which promote and maintain good health” [1].

In accordance with this definition, early measurements of health literacy focused on the patient’s ability to read and understand health information [2,3]. This rather narrow understanding has been widened in later multidimensional definitions of health literacy that include, for example, taxonomic levels, navigation in health systems, and social interaction [4-6]. Examples of multidimensional instruments for measuring health literacy include European Health Literacy Survey (HLS-EU) and Health Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) [4,5].

Simultaneously with the development of health literacy, increased technology use led to the definition of computer literacy or digital literacy as the understanding of necessary skills in technology use and problem-solving [7]. Digital literacy soon became relevant in the health care setting with the emergence of patient-involving digital health care services, for example, email correspondence with general practitioners and looking up health information online.

In 2006, Norman and Skinner addressed this new need to understand the users’ digital competencies in a health context. They defined electronic health (eHealth) literacy as “the ability to seek, find, understand, and appraise health information from electronic sources and apply the knowledge gained to addressing or solving a health problem” [8] and introduced the 8-item eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) instrument for measuring eHealth literacy [9]. In their understanding, a user’s eHealth literacy consists of 3 contextual literacies (health literacy, computer literacy, and science literacy) and 3 analytical literacies (traditional literacy, information literacy, and media literacy) [8]. This model is referred to as the lily model, and it represents our initial understanding of the eHealth literacy concept. The model was expanded in 2009 by Chan and Kaufman, who suggested the addition of taxonomic levels for each of the 6 subliteracies, whereas another expansion by Gilstad in 2014 added contextual, cultural, and social dimensions [10-12]. Furthermore, Gilstad introduced a new definition: “eHealth literacy is the ability to identify and define a health problem, to communicate, seek, understand, appraise and apply eHealth information and welfare technologies in the cultural, social and situational frame and to use the knowledge critically in order to solve the health problem” [12].

Both Chan and Kaufman, and Gilstad elaborated on the existing concept of eHealth literacy by expanding the lily model. However, in 2015, 2 new conceptual understandings of eHealth literacy emerged.

Inspired by the HLS-EU, Bautista performed a systematic keyword clustering on definitions of health literacy, digital literacy, and eHealth literacy [5,13]. This led to a new proposal of a definition of eHealth literacy: “eHealth literacy involves the interplay of individual and social factors in the use of digital technologies to search, acquire, comprehend, appraise, communicate and apply health information in all contexts of health care with the goal of maintaining or improving the quality of life throughout the lifespan” [13]. In the same year, the authors of this study, together with a research group from Deakin University, introduced the eHealth Literacy Framework (eHLF) [14].

eHLF consists of the following 7 dimensions derived from a structured concept mapping process involving both professionals and patients: “ability to process information,” “engagement in own health,” “ability to actively engage with digital services,” “feel safe and in control,” “motivated to engage with digital services,” “access to digital services that work,” and “digital services that suit individual needs,” together presenting a multifaceted understanding of eHealth literacy [14]. Subsequently, the eHealth Literacy Questionnaire (eHLQ) was developed as an instrument for measuring eHealth literacy based on the 7 dimensions [15,16].

In this paper, we present the eHealth Literacy Assessment toolkit (eHLA) with a different approach to understand and assess eHealth literacy, compared with the conceptual development. The approach was to combine health literacy, computer and digital literacy, and information literacy in the eHLA. These 3 elements are central subliteracies in the lily model’s understanding of eHealth literacy, as well as included in the eHLF’s dimensions that describe the individual and the system interaction [8,14]. The combination allows for a deeper understanding of the competencies, knowledge, and skills that a person needs to use and adopt eHealth solutions.

This process was initiated before the development of eHLF and eHLQ, and eHLA has since continued its development in parallel with eHLQ. With eHLA, it has been a goal to develop a toolkit with the combination of test and self-assessment elements and a toolkit suitable for screening purposes in projects involving eHealth solutions.

A similar approach combining skill and self-assessment is seen in the development of the Digital Health Literacy Instrument (DHLI) introduced in January 2017 [17]. DHLI consists of 21 self-assessed items supplemented with 7 performance tasks that focus on handling digital information, mainly related to navigating the Internet and messaging health professionals [17]. Our approach to the development of eHLA was to combine tools from the more well-established fields of digital/computer literacy and health literacy in a toolkit. This meant to evaluate
existing tools and identify those that could be used to improve the understanding of a person’s level of eHealth literacy in a screening situation, by being easily administered, automatically evaluated, and independent of reviewer [18].

From 2011 to 2016, the tools went through continuous development and adjustments. Tools were developed to reflect the concept of eHealth literacy, first from the understanding represented in Norman and Skinner’s work and later from the understanding represented in the eHLF. Item adjustments were made to ensure that items were robust to changes in technology and different population settings, and that tools could be used together or on their own.

The eHLA was constructed with the purpose to screen and assess the eligibility of an individual’s participation in projects involving eHealth solutions. It consists of 7 tools, 4 tools evaluate competencies related to health and 3 tools for evaluating digital aspects. The final toolkit is based on a mixture of an existing scale [19], adapted scales [2,20,21], and scales developed specifically for eHLA in a combination of self-assessment and skill-based methods.

In this study, we describe the development and the validation of the eHLA.

Methods

Development of the Toolkit

The eHLA was developed during the period 2011 to 2016 through continuous testing and adjustments in several iterations with the aim of having a robust and adequate toolkit. Table 1 provides an overview of the 10 tools that were included or developed and tested in the process. The initial tool candidates for eHLA were identified in 2011. A total of 5 tools were evaluated by author ON in a population of 24 diabetes patients. On the basis of these initial results, the second iteration with 4 tools was made in 2012.

Table 1. Development of eHealth literacy assessment toolkit (eHLA). This table illustrates how 10 different tools were adapted or developed through 5 development phases. Seven of the 10 tools were included in the final version of the eHLA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool name</th>
<th>Part of eHLA</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Development phases</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Autumn 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>3 items (Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional health literacy</td>
<td>Tool 1</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>12 items (Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eHEALSb</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Health/digi-</td>
<td>8 items (Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tal</td>
<td>8 items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology familiarity</td>
<td>Tool 5</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>30 items (Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 6</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>13 items (Transl)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPDc tool</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Health/digi-</td>
<td>1 item (Dev)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tal</td>
<td>1 item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 2</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 3</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 4</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 5</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 6</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 7</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 8</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 9</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 10</td>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-rated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Power [19]                       | Self-rated    |               |
| Functional health literacy       | Tool 1       | Health      | 12 items           |        | Performance   |
|                                  |              |             | 12 items           |        |               |
| eHEALSb                           | –            | Health/digi-| 8 items            |        | Self-rated    |
|                                  |              | tal         | 8 items            |        |               |
| Technology familiarity            | Tool 5       | Digital     | 30 items           |        | Self-rated    |
|                                  |              |             | 30 items           |        |               |
|                                 | Tool 6       | Digital     | 13 items           |        | Self-rated    |
|                                  |              |             | 13 items           |        |               |
| COPDc tool                       | –            | Health/digi-| 1 item             |        | Self-rated    |
|                                  |              | tal         | 1 item             |        |               |
|                                 | Tool 2       | Health      | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                  |              |             | –                  |        |               |
|                                 | Tool 3       | Health      | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 4       | Health      | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 5       | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 6       | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 7       | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 8       | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 9       | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |
|                                 | Tool 10      | Digital     | –                  |        | Self-rated    |

a Transl: translation from English to Danish.

b eHEALS: eHealth Literacy Scale.

c Adj: adjustments and changes to items.

d Red: reduction in items.

e COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

f HLS: Health Literacy Survey.

g Add: items from original scale added.

h Dev: development of new items.
This iteration was pilot tested in a population of 7 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD; Table 1) [22]. The number of items was reduced for all tools during this evaluation [22].

In 2014, 2 new scales and an existing questionnaire were added to eHLA. This third iteration was evaluated by author DF in cognitive tests (n=4) and a pilot study (n=7) [18,19].

In spring 2015, the fourth iteration with minor adjustments was tested in 8 cognitive interviews and validated in a convenience sample with 187 respondents who completed a digital version of the toolkit [23]. In autumn 2015, 5 cognitive interviews led to minor adjustments of the health-related tools and the addition of a tool exploring familiarity with health and health care.

Cognitive Interviews

Iterations of eHLA were continuously tested using cognitive interviews to make sure that the items in each tool were understood as intended [22,24]. In each cognitive interview, the respondent was provided with a paper version of eHLA. The respondent was then asked to fill out the questionnaire while the interviewer carefully observed and noted items that caused problems or hesitation in the respondent. After the questionnaire had been completed, the interviewer and the respondent would go through the questionnaire and focus on items difficult to the respondent. The interviewer would ask “What were you thinking about when you were answering that question?” This process elicited the cognitive process behind the answers. A prompt was used if needed: “Why did you select that response option?” The aim of this process was to eliminate items with ambiguity, items with strong relation to prior experience, and items favoring larger population groups such as females or people with heart conditions.

The 7 Tools of eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit

A total of 7 tools, 4 health-related and 3 digitally-related, comprise the validation version of eHLA (compare to Table 1). The 4 health-related tools are functional health literacy (tool 1), self-assessed health literacy (tool 2), familiarity with health and health care (tool 3), and knowledge of health and disease (tool 4). The 3 digitally-related tools are familiarity with technology (tool 5), technology confidence (tool 6), and incentives for engaging with technology (tool 7). eHLA is presented in Danish in Multimedia Appendix 1 and with an English excerpt of items in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Health-Related Tools

Tool 1—Functional Health Literacy

Tool 1 is inspired by Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults [2]. This tool is a performance test that tests a respondent’s ability to read, write, understand, and perform a simple calculation in a health context. The tool is structured as a performance test in which respondents are given a text excerpt from a paracetamol leaflet. In each of the 10 items, a word (8 items) or a number (2 items) has been replaced with a blank. The respondent fills out the blank by underlining 1 of the 4 different response options. One option is correct and 3 are incorrect.

Tool 1 was included in eHLA from first iteration in 2011. Cognitive interviews and pilot tests showed that the items were too easy with almost no incorrect answers. In 2012, as a result, response options for all items were adjusted to increase difficulty levels. In the initial validation in 2015, 2 items yielded no incorrect answers from respondents and contributed to a severe tool ceiling effect. Consequently, these 2 items were removed. The validation version of tool 1 consisted of 10 items. Results for each participant were calculated as the sum of correct answers, with a minimum score of 0 and a maximum of 10 points.

Tool 2—Health Literacy Self-Assessment

Tool 1 is a shortened version of the HLS-EU-Q47 questionnaire measuring self-reported health literacy [19]. All items were used directly and with no change of wording. Tool 2 aims to give a rough measure of health literacy as defined by the HLS-EU framework matrix, which consists of 3 areas—health care, disease prevention, and health promotion—under which 4 taxonomic levels are defined: find, understand, appraise, and apply. All items can be mapped into one of the cells in the matrix and are formulated as a question of how easy a task is to perform with responses given on a scale from 1 to 4, ranging from very difficult to very easy.

This tool was initially added to eHLA in 2014. To cover the increasing difficulty of the taxonomic levels, items handling the same situation were chosen, covering an emergency situation and a situation of handling information from the media. In total, 7 items out of the 47 from HLS-EU-Q47 were included in the tool.

In 2015, an additional 13 items were added to ensure that the validation version comprised both the items selected by us as well as all items from the 16-item short version of HLS-EU-Q47, the HLS-Q16 [19].

The validation version of eHLA tool 2 consisted of 20 items with a scoring range of 20 to 80 points in the validation version.

Tool 3—Familiarity With Health and Health Care

Tool 3 was created specifically for eHLA by 3 of the authors (DF, LK, and AK). The scale is inspired by the work of Hargittai et al who used the familiarity scale in a digital context [21]. The aim of the self-reported tool is to assess familiarity with the health care system and typical terminology used in the health care. Respondents are asked to rate a number of health care–related terms and concepts on a scale from 1 to 4, ranging from “not at all familiar” to “completely familiar.”

Familiarity with health and health care was added to eHLA in autumn 2015 and consequently did not go through prevalence. In cognitive interviews, the respondents provided positive feedback on the format, which they found easy and accessible.

The validation version consisted of 23 items; thus, scores range from 23 to 92.

Tool 4—Knowledge of Health and Health Care

Tool 4 was developed specifically for eHLA in spring 2014. We wished to include a performance test that tested knowledge of health and health care. The tool was designed as a
multiple-choice quiz with questions. For each question, there are 4 response options: 1 correct answer (2 points), 2 incorrect answers (0 points), and one “I would consult with someone else” option (1 point). Thus, partial credit is given to respondents choosing the latter option.

After 2 rounds of cognitive interviews in 2015, thorough changes were made to the items to avoid favoring specific patient groups and to better distinguish lower levels of knowledge from higher levels.

The validation version of tool 4 consisted of 12 items with a possible sum score ranging from 0 to 24 points.

**Introduction to the Digitally-Related Tools in eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit**

The digitally-related tools are meant to cover a range of technologies, but when the word “technology” was used in cognitive interviews, respondents found it difficult to relate to the items. Several tests showed that the best solution was to use the word “computer” in all 3 tools and then add a short introduction that explains that the word computer is used as a term that covers all technologies used in everyday life.

**Tool 5—Familiarity With Technology**

Tool 5 assesses familiarity with technology based on the work of Hargittai et al, who showed this method to be a valid proxy for digital skills [21]. The concept of the original scale remains, but the items have been changed and adapted to the context of eHLA. New items were selected from the following criteria: (1) they should work in both Danish and English, (2) they should not only relate to a single type of technology, and (3) they should be robust over time. The aim of tool 5 is to estimate familiarity and the respondent’s knowledge level.

In 2012, the tool was reduced to 13 items to better reflect technology as a wider term than computers only. In 2014 and 2015, it was adjusted to include a broader difficulty spectrum.

The validation version of tool 5 contained 20 items with varying difficulty. Each item was rated from 1 to 4—1 being “not at all familiar” and 4 being “completely familiar,” with a potential range of sum scores from 20 to 80.

**Tool 6—Technology Confidence**

Tool 6 was inspired by Cho et al [20]. This tool is used to investigate how confident a respondent feels when using technology in general. The tool is based on a self-reported approach in which respondents are asked to rate how confident they feel performing the task stated in the item.

In 2012, the tool was adjusted to better include technology as a wider term than computers only.

The validation version of tool 6 in eHLA consisted of 5 items. The response options were on a scale from 1 to 4, with 1 being very unconfident and 4 being very confident. Sum score ranged from 5 to 20.

**Tool 7—Incentives for Engaging With Technology**

In 2014, tool 7 was developed specifically for eHLA as a tool to investigate motivation for engaging with technology. The tool was constructed after the introduction of the eHLF to include perspectives on motivation to engage with digital services. The tool is a self-reported questionnaire with items based on statements from the concept mapping process that formed dimension 5 of the eHLF [14].

The validation version of this tool contained 6 items with response options from 1 to 4, with 1 being “completely disagree” and 4 being “completely agree.”

**Other Tools**

A total of 3 other tools were tested but later removed from the eHLA before the validation.

eHEALS [9] was included in the initial development phase as this, at the time, was the only available tool for measuring eHealth literacy. However, it was removed because of limited applicability to the Danish context, primarily because the term “health resources on the Internet” is used in several items. In particular, the word “resources” cannot be translated to a simple concept related to a person’s use of the health care system in Denmark.

A tool consisting of 3 questions for identifying patients with limited functional health literacy suggested by Powers et al [25] showed limited ability to discriminate the participants’ literacy levels and was subsequently omitted.

A COPD tool was developed and added to the second iteration of eHLA to assess patients’ critical health and literacy levels, but it was later removed to avoid disease-specific tools. Furthermore, replies were given as free text, which complicated the analyses [22].

**Intertool Correlations**

A total of 4 tools are used to assess health-related literacy, and 3 tools assess digitally-related literacy. Intertool correlations were calculated to improve the understanding of how the tools supplement and possibly overlap each other. The expectation was that the 7 tools measured different aspects of eHealth literacy, but with higher correlations within each of the fields for health and digital literacy.

**Final Construction of eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit**

**Data Collection for Validation of the eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit**

Data collection for the validation was conducted from October to December 2015. The eHLA was distributed together with a validation version of the eHLQ [16], and a sociodemographic questionnaire included age, gender, education, self-rated health, other chronic diseases, and nationality. The complete questionnaire consisted of 96 items in eHLA, 58 items in eHLQ, and 6 sociodemographic questions.

Respondents were recruited from an outpatient clinic at Gentofte Hospital, north of Copenhagen, Denmark, and from a general population sample (recruited during visits at, eg, libraries, work places, and sports events). All questionnaires in the outpatient clinic were distributed in paper versions, and respondents who did not have time to finish the questionnaire onsite were given a prepaid envelope they could return the questionnaire in. One
of the authors (AK) and 4 student assistants from Institute of Sociology at University of Copenhagen recruited respondents by visiting workplaces, sport events, libraries, and nursing homes. Data collection was carried out as in the outpatient clinic, but with an additional option of filling it out digitally. The recruitment method does not allow for an analysis of those who chose not to respond.

Statistics

Initial data analysis evaluated floor and ceiling effects, interitem correlations, item-total correlations, and calculation of Cronbach coefficient alpha (CCA) [26]. After a potential reduction in the number of items, further analyses examined fit of the data to the Rasch model (RM) [27,28] and evaluated differential item functioning (DIF) with regard to age and gender [29]. We evaluated the overall fit of a subscale to the RM using the Anderson conditional likelihood ratio (CLR) test [30], tested the fit of individual items using comparison of observed and expected item-rest score correlation [31], and evaluated DIF and local dependency (LD; [32]) using the Q3 index [33] log-linear RM tests [34]. In additional analyses, we evaluated the overall fit and the item fit in a log-linear RM where LD was added.

Pearson correlation coefficients were used to estimate correlations between the 7 tools.

Reductions and adjustments to items in this final validation round were done in group session with the authors, and all decisions were made based on statistical results, item content, and information from cognitive interviews.

Ethics

According to Danish law, when survey-based studies are undertaken in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration, specific approval by an ethics committee and written informed consent is not required. Potential respondents were provided with information about the survey and its purpose, including that participation was voluntary. The completion of the survey by participants was then considered to be implied consent.

Results

Data Collection for Validation of the eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit

A total of 100 questionnaires were collected from outpatients (paper and pen) and 375 were collected from the community (328 paper and pen and 47 digitally). The final validation sample consisted of 475 questionnaires. See sociodemographics in Table 2.

The final version of eHLA is presented in its original Danish version in Multimedia Appendix 1, and a translated English excerpt is presented in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Results of the validation are summarized in Table 3.

Table 2. Sociodemographics for the respondents (N=475).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sociodemographics</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-35</td>
<td>147 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-60</td>
<td>174 (36.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+</td>
<td>133 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>213 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>245 (51.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No education</td>
<td>38 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short education</td>
<td>179 (37.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long education</td>
<td>224 (47.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>196 (41.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>186 (39.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>78 (16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>189 (39.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>269 (56.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Summary of the validation of the 7 eHealth literacy assessment tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool and item</th>
<th>Item-rest score correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional health literacy</strong> (tool 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-assessed health literacy</strong> (tool 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Familiarity with health and health care</strong> (tool 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge of health care</strong> (tool 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-4</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Familiarity with technology</strong> (tool 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool and item</td>
<td>Item-rest score correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology confidence (tool 6)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incentives for engaging with technology (tool 7)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-3</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-4</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tool 1—Functional Health Literacy**

Tool 1 was completed by 404 participants in the validation. The distribution of the score was very skewed. A total of 273 respondents (67.6%) had a maximum score of 10 points, 93 (23.0%) respondents got 9 points, and 28 (9.5%) respondents got 8 points or less.

Interitem correlations ranged from .03 to .39, with item-total correlations being generally low ranging from .40 to .55. No evidence of LD or DIF was disclosed. The overall fit to the RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=10.8, df=9, $P=.29$) and CCA was .67.

No reduction in items was performed, and consequently, the final version of eHLA tool 1 consists of 10 items.

**Tool 2—Health Literacy Self-Assessment**

In the first reduction, 4 of the 20 items were removed, 2 because of evidence of DIF. In the second round of reduction, Rasch analyses and considerations about the HLS matrix with the aim of coverage of the framework informed further removal of 7 items. This yielded a 9-item subscale with construct and content validity. The overall fit to a log-linear RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=78.4, df=45, $P=.002$) and CCA was .85.

**Tool 3—Familiarity With Health and Health Care**

In the initial analysis, item-total correlations ranged from .54 to .79. In the first round of reductions, 5 items were removed based on a combination of content and data analysis.

In the second round of reductions, a total of 13 items were removed based on evaluation of Rasch item fit statistics, evidence of DIF, and content validity considerations. As an example, the item “emergency room” was found to have the lowest item-total correlation, and several authors expressed concerns that the item and concept of an emergency room will change and that there is a risk that the item may not be meaningful in few years because of organizational changes. Furthermore, the items “myocardial infarction” and “gastroenteritis” were removed as they fitted the RM poorly. Evidence of LD for the item pairs (1,2), (3,4), and (4,5) was disclosed.

The final version of tool 3 consisted of 5 items and showed excellent fit to a log-linear RM (Anderson CLR=47.7, df=40, $P=.19$) and CCA was .90.

**Tool 4—Knowledge of Health and Disease**

Five items were removed in the first round of reduction. Reductions were based on a combination of content, item-total correlations, tests of DIF, and Rasch analysis. Interitem correlations ranged from .08 to .45, and item-total correlations ranged from .48 to .70.

In the second round of reductions, one more item was removed. The item “meningitis” showed significant DIF with regard to age and gender and had the lowest item-total correlation. This might indicate that knowledge about meningitis is more extensive among people with children and especially mothers. The Rasch analysis disclosed evidence of LD for the item pairs (2,3) and (2,5).

The final, validated version of tool 4 consists of 6 items. The fit to a log-linear RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=42.1, df=18, $P=.001$) and CCA was .59.

**Tool 5—Familiarity With Technology**

The cognitive interviews underlined the importance of displaying the words in each item in both Danish and English, as respondents would sometimes recognize only one of the languages.

In the validation data for tool 5, item-total correlations ranged from .59 to .89. Reductions were performed based on DIF, content, and Rasch analysis. For example, the item “macro” was removed as it contained an ambiguity content-wise, which authors had not been aware of earlier.
### Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eHLA* tools</th>
<th>Pearson correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health-related tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-related tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 2</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 3</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 4</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 5</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 6</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool 7</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a eHLA: eHealth Literacy Assessment toolkit.

This was also reflected in Rasch analysis. The item “turn on the computer” was removed because of a severe ceiling effect, where 387 (87%) respondents replied “completely familiar.”

The final version of tool 5 contains 6 items. The fit to the RM was acceptable (Anderson CLR=30.3, df=17, \( P=.02 \)) and CCA was .94.

**Tool 6—Technology Confidence**

Validation data showed that 211 (47%) respondents had a sum score of 19 or 20 points, reporting a maximum score. Interitem correlations ranged from .63 to .79. Item-total correlations ranged from .87 to .91. After Rasch analysis and tests for DIF, the item “to open and save a file” was removed.

The Rasch analysis indicated LD between items 6a and 6b in this tool.

The final tool 6 consists of 4 items. The fit to a log-linear RM taking LD into account was acceptable (Anderson CLR=26.1, df=21, \( P=.20 \)) and CCA was .91.

**Tool 7—Incentives for Engaging With Technology**

Validation data showed right-skewed data. Interitem correlations were in the range of .39 to .83, and item-total correlations were in the range of .67 to .86. DIF on age and gender showed significant, but not very strong, correlations to 3 of the items.

A total of 2 items were excluded from the tool based on Rasch analyses and content evaluation. The item “computers bring us closer together” performed poorly in item-total correlations, and the content was assessed to be opinion-based and not necessarily an indicator of motivation. The items are intended to explore motivation related to the respondent’s own experience. Consequently, the item “computers can be useful in everyday life” was excluded mainly for its ambiguity and lack of relatedness to the respondent’s own situation. The Rasch analysis disclosed evidence of LD for the item pairs (1,2) and (3,4) and DIF for item 2 with regard to gender.

The final version of tool 7 consists of 4 items. The fit to a log-linear RM taking LD and DIF into account was acceptable (Anderson CLR=23.0, df=29, \( P=.78 \)) and CCA was .90.

The validation is summarized in Table 3.

**Intertool Correlations**

Correlations between all 7 tools were estimated using Pearson correlation coefficients (see Table 4). The health-related tools have correlations ranging from .18 (tools 1 and 2) to .41 (tools 2 and 3). Results from the Pearson correlation coefficients show that the 3 digitally-related tools (tools 5, 6, and 7) are strongly correlated with scores ranging from .70 (tools 5 and 7) to .83 (tools 5 and 6).

Familiarity with health and health care (tool 3) and technology familiarity (tool 5) have the highest intertool correlation (.40) across digitally- and health-related tools.

**Discussion**

The eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit

The eHLA provides the means for gaining insight into people’s health-related literacy as well as their confidence, familiarity, and motivation related to digital solutions. This toolkit consists of 7 tools that validly measure constructs with a satisfactory fit to log-linear RMs, thus displaying essential validity and objectivity [35].

**Reflection on Method**

The development of the eHLA was initiated to be able to swiftly and robustly evaluate a person’s eHealth literacy level. The screening format influenced the design and development process in terms of (1) restrictions of total item number and (2) tools should be compatible as self-administration.

Initially, existing tools were used. However, the tested tools conflicted with the screening format, and it instigated the development of new tools. This development process has led to deeper understanding of the aspects of eHealth literacy. However, the development of new tools is an extensive task,
which is not to be recommended where valid and useful tools preexist.

**The 7 Tools of eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit**

Results of the performance-based functional health literacy tool (tool 1) were affected by a low number of respondents with low scores. This may be due to our population sample in the validation, as a study has shown that a Danish validated version of the Test of Functional Health literacy in Adults identified 26% with inadequate levels of functional health literacy in a population of COPD patients (mean age 68.7 years) [36]. This may suggest that eHLA’s tool 1 is more relevant to be included in studies among older people with chronic health conditions.

Furthermore, tool 1 (functional health literacy) shows higher correlations to the digitally-related tools than to 2 of the health-related tools (tools 2 and 3). Tool 1 tests the ability to read, write, understand, and calculate in a health context, and these skills may be more similar to information literacy and basic literacy as it is used in relation to technology.

With eHLA’s tool 2, comes the introduction of a 9-item short version of the HLS-EU-Q47 questionnaire [19]. The self-rated health literacy tool performed well in statistical tests. The initial validation version consisted of a selection of 20 items from the HLS-EU. In general, of these 20 items, the items in the higher taxonomic levels (appraise and apply) performed worse in statistical tests than the ones in lower levels (find and understand). A study by Neter and Brainin suggests that appraise and apply should be merged into one category [37]. These findings are supported by the results of our analysis, where the final 9 items of tool 2 cover all taxonomic levels in the HLS-EU matrix, when the appraise and apply categories are merged. Consequently, we estimate the 9-item version to be a reliable and validated short version of the HLS-EU-Q47.

Tool 3 and tool 4 were developed for eHLA, and the items in both tools address specific health elements, with tool 3 being self-assessed and tool 4 being a performance test. Tools 1 and 2 assess health competencies related to information processing and navigation in the health services, whereas tools 3 and 4 focus on an individual’s familiarity and knowledge of health and health care. The validated versions of tools 3 and 4 are robust measures of health and health care familiarity and knowledge, without items favoring specific patient populations.

It is worth noting that between the health-related tools, the 2 performance tests have higher correlations to each other (tools 1 and 4), and the 2 self-assessment tools have higher correlations to each other. This might indicate a difference between the self-assessment and the performance approach.

The Pearson correlation coefficient test across the 7 tools showed very high correlations between the digitally-related tools (tools 5, 6, and 7) compared with the correlations between the health-related tools. This might indicate that the 3 tools cover some of the same constructs. Consequently, an eHealth project might only need to administer 1 of the 3 digitally-related tools, which can be chosen depending on whether there is a greater need for investigating motivation, the feeling of security, or technology familiarity.

**Limitations**

Like eHEALS, eHLA does not include the external factors suggested by Gilstad [12], such as social and contextual literacies.

It is a limitation of the toolkit that it does not include a tool to assess the communicative and social aspects of digital literacy in a Web 2.0 context. Existing tools in the area are scarce, and it is still very diffuse what to measure.

Recruitment was conducted in a general population sample as well as in an outpatient clinic. The recruitment was efficient; however, it is a limitation of the study that dropout analyses could not be carried out because of data collection design.

**eHealth Literacy Assessment Toolkit Versus eHealth Literacy Scale, Digital Health Literacy Instrument, and eHealth Literacy Questionnaire**

Norman and Skinner’s eHEALS is based on the lily model with its 6 subliteracies [8,9]. However, eHEALS results are calculated as a sum score, and although there might be 2 or more constructs in the items [37,38], the sum score does not reflect eHealth literacy as a multidimensional construct. eHLA contains elements from all 6 subliteracies in the lily model, and it distinguishes between health and digital literacy. Validation showed that eHLA’s tools measure different aspects of digital health. If digital literacy and health literacy are considered the core elements of the lily model, it is possible that tools from eHLA elaborate on key element from the lily model [39,40].

A study by van der Vaart et al. showed that eHEALS scores were poorly correlated with actual Internet use [39]. Similar to eHEALS, the eHLA is mainly based on self-assessment with only tools 1 and 4 being health-related tests (yet self-reported tests), and it is to be considered a limitation that no performance tools were identified as a fit for the screening format used in the eHLA. However, with eHLA being a toolkit for screening participants in eHealth projects, we argue that the self-assessed skill will be of importance to the actual use of the technology. A study showed computer use to have a positive effect on computer self-confidence and computer-related attitudes. Furthermore, these 2 factors had a positive effect on computer knowledge [41].

Future studies will have to investigate the correlation between eHLA scores and actual use of eHealth technology by participants in eHealth projects.

DHLI primarily measures digital skills in a health context [17], whereas eHLA assesses digitally- and health-related measures separately. Although there are overlaps between, for example, eHLA’s technology familiarity scale and DHLI’s operational skills construct, it is possible that tools from eHLA and subscales from DHLI can be combined to suit the need of specific eHealth projects. Further studies would have to be conducted to explore possible combinations.

eHLA and the eHLQ were developed simultaneously. The eHLQ items are based on the eHLF’s 7 dimensions, and its 7 scales provide detailed insight on an individual’s or a population’s eHealth literacy levels. The eHLA tools have more easy-to-understand and content-specific items that make the
toolkit useful in practice settings. The tools in eHLA assess health literacy and digital literacy, and although eHLQ also contain elements of these, eHLA’s tools are comprehensive with a combination of self-assessment and test of skills. These advantages make eHLA suitable for use in screening purposes.

eHLA’s 7 tools all performed adequately in the statistical validation tests. The construction and validation of eHLA allow future eHealth projects to use the toolkit both as a whole or with a selection of the 7 tools.

Future research should look into validation of eHLA as a tool for screening and preferably test the toolkit in a set of eHealth projects to determine how the tools work as predictors of actual skills and benefit—together, on their own, or in combination with, for example, DHLI. Furthermore, we currently investigate how eHLA correlates to classic sociodemographic factors, as well as how eHealth literacy can supplement assessments of health literacy and empowerment.

Conclusions

eHLA is a validated, robust toolkit consisting of 7 tools that each highlight a specific component of the competencies and resources in eHealth literacy that are necessary for a person to achieve the optimal outcome in projects involving eHealth solutions.

eHLA is suitable for studies that need tools for screening participants’ knowledge and skills related to eHealth literacy.
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Abstract

Background: Infertility patients frequently use the internet to find fertility-related information and support from people in similar circumstances. YouTube is increasingly used as a source of health-related information and may influence health decision making. There have been no studies examining the content of infertility-related videos on YouTube.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to (1) describe the content of highly viewed videos on YouTube related to infertility and (2) identify video characteristics that relate to viewer preference.

Methods: Using the search term “infertility,” the 80 top-viewed YouTube videos and their viewing statistics (eg, views, likes, and comments) were collected. Videos that were non-English, unrelated to infertility, or had age restrictions were excluded. Content analysis was used to examine videos, employing a coding rubric that measured the presence or absence of video codes related to purpose, tone, and demographic and fertility characteristics (eg, sex, parity, stage of fertility treatment).

Results: A total of 59 videos, with a median of 156,103 views, met the inclusion criteria and were categorized into 35 personal videos (35/59, 59%) and 24 informational-educational videos (24/59, 41%). Personal videos did not differ significantly from informational-educational videos on number of views, dislikes, subscriptions driven, or shares. However, personal videos had significantly more likes \((P<.001)\) and comments \((P<.001)\) than informational-educational videos. The purposes of the videos were treatment outcomes (33/59, 56%), sharing information (30/59, 51%), emotional aspects of infertility (20/59, 34%), and advice to others (6/59, 10%). The tones of the videos were positive (26/59, 44%), neutral (25/59, 42%), and mixed (8/59, 14%); there were no videos with negative tone. No videos contained only male posters. Videos with a positive tone did not differ from neutral videos in number of views, dislikes, subscriptions driven, or shares; however, positive videos had significantly more likes \((P<.001)\) and comments \((P<.001)\) than neutral videos. A majority (21/35, 60%) of posters of personal videos shared a pregnancy announcement.

Conclusions: YouTube is a source of both technical and personal experience-based information about infertility. However, videos that include personal experiences may elicit greater viewer engagement. Positive videos and stories of treatment success may provide hope to viewers but could also create and perpetuate unrealistic expectations about the success rates of fertility treatment.

\( (J\ Med\ Internet\ Res\ 2018;20(5):e10199) \) doi:10.2196/10199
KEYWORDS
infertility; internet; YouTube; social media; online health information

Introduction

Up to 1 in 6 Canadian couples may experience infertility [1], defined as the failure to achieve conception following at least 12 months of unprotected intercourse [2]. Prevalence rates are similar or higher in the United States and European countries, with estimates ranging from 10% to 28% [3-7]. The diagnosis and treatment of infertility may have adverse effects on psychological well-being and quality of life [8-10].

More than 85% of infertility patients search for Web-based infertility-related content [11-13]. They report using the Web to find experience-based information; to learn about others going through similar treatment [14]; and to gain emotional support, reduce isolation, and seek normalcy [15]. The internet is an increasingly common source of health-related information, with 72% of internet users using the Web for health information [16].

Social media allows internet users to connect with others online, facilitating communication and social support regarding health conditions [17]. YouTube is one such social media website that allows users to share video content and engage in discussion. YouTube is the most popular website for video sharing and the second most accessed website with over 1 billion users, reaching a global and diverse audience [18,19]. YouTube is a source of experience-based information on health topics [20,21] and the use of YouTube for social support relating to health topics has been found to relate to higher levels of health care–related empowerment and information engagement [22]. Therefore, examining the content of popular health-related videos on YouTube is of interest. Several studies have examined how YouTube videos characterize chronic health conditions, such as epilepsy [23], Alzheimer’s disease [24], and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [25]. These studies have evaluated level of viewership, discussion, and reliability of information presented in videos on YouTube [23,25,26]. There has not yet been an examination of infertility content on YouTube. As such, this is the first study to assess highly viewed infertility videos on YouTube to document their tone, purpose, and characteristics of posters and fertility-related variables, using content analysis. The coding scheme was based on other studies examining health-related content on YouTube [23,25-28]. The study aimed to (1) describe the video content of the most highly viewed videos and (2) identify video characteristics that relate to viewer favorability (eg, video likes, shares). Doing so may provide a richer understanding of people’s infertility experiences and purpose for posting infertility information on the internet. Indications of viewers’ responses to videos, such as likes and dislikes, may give an indication of viewer preference.

Methods

Ethical Considerations

YouTube meets the criteria for a public online database as it is free, publicly accessible without requiring registration, and has a large membership size [18,29]. Consistent with past research [29,30], our institutional ethics board deemed ethics approval unnecessary as content relevant to this study was in the public domain. YouTube was accessed without a registered account to ensure accessed videos were publicly available and had no age restrictions.

Coding Rubric Development

The coding rubric for the video analysis was initially developed through a deductive approach. Specifically, we reviewed studies that used content analysis to examine health-related YouTube topics [23,25-28]. Videos were coded as either personal, where the primary focus is on sharing experiences, or informational-educational, where the focus is to provide information. Other variables included (1) tone (positive, negative, neutral, or mixed), (2) purpose(s) of video (sharing information, emotional aspects of infertility, treatment outcomes, and advice to others), (3) whether the video has live people present (character video) or absent (noncharacter video), and (4) source of video, which indicates the type of YouTube channel that posted the video (personal account, organization’s channel, news channel, or other type of channel). Before viewing videos, the coding team generated categories hypothesized to be relevant to infertility-related videos, such as the stage of fertility treatment of the poster(s) and parity of the poster(s). Two coders tested the rubric using 7 sets of 3 to 5 videos with low view counts. Over the course of this testing period, the codebook was modified until variables were refined and explicitly defined. Through an inductive process, new variables such as the code “pregnancy announcement” were added if agreed upon by both coders during the training process. Training videos were not included in the final dataset. The training period ended when the 2 coders reached agreement for all codes and code definitions (see Table 1 for codebook). Certain variables (purpose of video, type of informational video, and subtones in videos) were not mutually exclusive, and therefore codes could sum to more than 100%. Video statistics were collected for all videos in the sample. These included number of views, likes, dislikes, comments, date video was posted, transcript (generated by YouTube), subscriptions driven (number of people who subscribed to the channel following viewing of video), number of shares, length of video, number of subscribers to channel, account creation date, and total channel views (sum of views for all videos posted by user). YouTube channels are profiles for users to post their videos and share information about themselves and their videos.
Table 1. Codebook variable definitions and inter-rater reliability for 2 coders assessed by Cohen kappa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable definitions</th>
<th>Kappa^a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables coded for all video types</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal: Primary focus on sharing experiences, stories, or emotions</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational-educational: Primary focus is to provide information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Character and noncharacter videos</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character: Contains 1 or more live people</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncharacter: Contains no live people in video (e.g., animation or slideshow of photos)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose for posting</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing information: Information, facts, details and descriptions of infertility conditions, causes, and treatments. May include information that poster finds online, in books, or by reading scientific papers</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional aspects of infertility: Discussion of the emotional aspects of infertility process, diagnosis and/or treatment (i.e., how individual or couple feels, processing of emotions)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment outcomes: Discussion of treatment outcome(s). May include infertility treatment experiences (i.e., reporting positive or negative treatment results)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice to others: Individual or couple in video is giving advice to others; advocating for a treatment, decision, or action</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal account: An individual’s (or couple’s) channel</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization’s channel: An institute, organized group, or company’s channel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News channel: A news source’s channel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: Type of channel is unclear or does not fit other categories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source: Type of organization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug company: Channel belongs to a drug or pharmaceutical company</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor or clinic: Channel belongs to a medical clinic or a doctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic institution: Channel belongs to a university, medical school, or other education-promoting channel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: Channel belongs to organization, but does not fit into another category</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tone of video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive: More than 50% of video tone is positive, indicated by the dominance of 1 or more of the positive subtones (see below)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative: More than 50% of the video tone is negative, indicated by the dominance of 1 or more of the negative subtones (see below)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral: Absence of overarching positive or negative tones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed: The video tone is approximately 50% positive and 50% negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive subtones in video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope: Overall sentiment that their future holds improvements or success, even in the face of current adversities</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging: Reassurance and hope toward viewers/others; offers statements of inspiration, comfort, and/or hope</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humorous: Humor or jokes when talking about their treatment or throughout the video</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyful: Laughing, excited comments, and joyous exclamations</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grateful: Thankfulness, gratitude, or feeling blessed for life/situation</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative subtones in video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger or frustration: Anger or frustration toward self, others, or situation</td>
<td>—b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness: Sorrow evidenced by verbal statements and/or frowning, crying, downcast expression</td>
<td>—b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopelessness: An overall sentiment that things will not get better</td>
<td>—b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thanking viewers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanking viewers for providing support or participation on YouTube (i.e., subscriptions, comments)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable definitions</td>
<td>Kappa&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables coded for informational-educational videos only</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of informational-educational video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infertility causes or detection: Causes, signs, or detection of infertility</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical procedures: How a medical procedure works (eg, in vitro fertilization) or how a lab technique works (eg, measuring sperm motility)</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle: Lifestyle choices (ie, diet, exercise, sleep)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological: Mental health factors relating to infertility                                                                utzualaira: lzvberf</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables coded for personal videos only</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship of individual(s) in video</strong></td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romantic or unspecified: Explicitly states being in a relationship, but marital status not specified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged: States being engaged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married: States being married</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single: States being single</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing: Does not explicitly state relationship or unclear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship type</strong></td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male and female, female and female, male and male, male only (ie, single male), female only (ie, single female), or unclear from video if individuals in video are partnered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex of people in video</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going through treatment together and in video: Male and female, female and female, male and male, male only (ie, single), female only (ie, single), or unclear from video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parity</strong></td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children explicated stated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage of fertility treatment</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretreatment: Have not started any fertility drugs or treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergoing treatment: Currently undergoing treatment, procedures, or taking medications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy: Currently pregnant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy failure: Failed round of treatment and no pregnancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postchildbirth: Child has been born</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttreatment: Treatment completed and waiting on results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round of treatment</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First round of treatment: Started or undergone first round</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple rounds of treatment: Started or undergone more than 1 round</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Live pregnancy results</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy results disclosed to spouse, friends, or family in video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>2 coders, n=14 training videos.

<sup>b</sup>Codes for at least 1 coder were a constant; therefore, we were unable to calculate the kappa statistic.

**Sample**

In January 2017, the most-viewed infertility YouTube videos were identified using the search term “infertility” on YouTube on Google Chrome browser with the search history and cookies cleared [31]. We chose the term “infertility” to capture the most common, basic query a patient would be likely to search, as people generally use keywords and condition names when searching for health information online [32]. This search produced approximately 314,000 results. Videos were sorted by view count and the 80 most-viewed videos were selected for analysis. Previous research suggests over 90% of users click on results in the first 3 pages of a search [33]; therefore, we elected to include the first 4 pages of results to ensure selection of popular infertility videos most likely to be encountered (20 results per page). Data for each video were collected and stored in Microsoft Excel. When variable information was not provided for a video (eg, number of shares), it was coded as missing. The URL and title of video were saved as a reference during data analysis.
Videos were excluded from the sample if they were non-English (n = 16), unrelated to infertility (n = 3), or had age-restricted access (n = 2). This produced a final dataset of 59 videos. Refer to Figure 1 for an inclusion flowchart.

Approximately 20% of the final dataset (14/59, 24%) was independently coded by 2 coders (MKH and FB) to examine inter-rater reliability. Cohen kappa was used to evaluate inter-rater reliability (see Table 1 for kappa coefficients). Kappa coefficients ranged from .638 (substantial agreement) to 1.00 (near perfect agreement), reflecting satisfactory or excellent inter-rater reliability for health-related research [34]. All analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics 23 software (IBM Analytics). Median value and inter-quartile range were used for most video statistics to provide a measure of central tendency, which tends to be less influenced by skewed data. A similar approach has been used in previous research of health-related topics on YouTube [35-37].

### Results

#### Classification of Videos

The total sample of 59 videos ranged from 50 seconds to 40 min in length (mean 6.6 min, SD 7.10 min). Videos were collectively viewed almost 23 million times (median=156,103 views). Videos received more likes (median=525 likes) than dislikes (median=25.5 dislikes), with a median of 55 comments per video. Only 35 videos indicated number of shares, with a median of 105 shares per video (see Table 2 for video popularity statistics).

Videos were classified into 4 channel categories—personal accounts (23/59, 39%), organizations’ channels (20/59, 34%), news channels (2/59, 3%), and accounts that could not be classified (eg, due to lack of information on channel; 14/59, 24%). The channels had a median of almost 6000 subscribers.

#### Table 2. Median and interquartile range of video popularity measures in total video sample (n=59).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Statistic</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Interquartile range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Views</td>
<td>156103.0</td>
<td>230000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>525.0</td>
<td>1892.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislikes</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>354.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>201.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscribers</td>
<td>5992.0</td>
<td>189273.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*n varies as video statistics were not available for all videos.
The majority of videos had people in them (character videos, 48/59, 81%), whereas 19% had animation or photos (noncharacter videos, 11/59). More than half of the videos discussed treatment outcomes (33/59, 56%) and half shared information (30/59, 51%). About one-third of videos discussed emotional aspects of infertility (20/59, 34%) and 10% offered advice to others (6/59). The sample contained more personal (35/59, 59%) than informational-educational (24/59, 41%) videos. The characteristics of these 2 categories of videos are discussed below and are summarized in Table 3 (personal videos) and Table 4 (informational-educational videos).

Table 3. Frequency and proportion of codes for personal videos (n=35).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose for postinga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment outcomes</td>
<td>33 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional aspects</td>
<td>18 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing information</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice to others</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall tone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>26 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>8 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal account</td>
<td>23 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News source</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of Poster(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>12 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-female couple</td>
<td>12 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 2 individuals in video</td>
<td>10 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship unclear</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>34 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>18 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>16 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No children</td>
<td>9 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One child</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 1 child</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children not stated</td>
<td>17 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round of treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>21 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple rounds</td>
<td>13 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First round</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aVideos could be coded for more than 1 purpose.
Table 4. Frequency and proportion of codes for informational-educational videos (n=24).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose for posting</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing information</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional aspects</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice to others</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of informational video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infertility causes or detection</td>
<td>16 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical procedures</td>
<td>14 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
<td>7 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>6 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall tone</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of video</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor/clinic</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other organization</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic institute</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9 (47)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Videos could be coded for more than 1 purpose for posting and more than 1 type of informational video.*

**Personal Videos**

**Characteristics of Posters**

More than two-thirds of personal videos contained a female (12/35, 34%) or male-female couple (12/35, 34%); none of the videos contained only a male. In all but 1 video, the individual or couple was coded as being in a heterosexual relationship (34/35, 97%). Approximately half of all personal videos included couples who were married (18/35, 51%) and nearly half did not specify their relationship status (16/35, 46%). Similarly, parity was stated in about half of the videos—9 videos (9/35, 26%) reported no children, 6 videos (6/35, 17%) reported 1 child, and 3 videos (3/35, 9%) reported more than 1 child.

Only one-fifth of personal videos mentioned a specific infertility diagnosis, which included polycystic ovary syndrome and low sperm motility (7/35, 20%). Type of infertility treatment was mentioned in about half of personal videos (18/35, 51%), and included both medical (eg, ovulation medication, intrauterine insemination, in vitro fertilization, surgery) and nonmedical treatments (eg, diet, supplements, exercise, psychological treatment, alternative medicine). In almost two-thirds of personal videos (22/35, 63%), the poster was at the pregnancy stage of treatment and the remainder were in pretreatment (1/35, 3%), undergoing treatment (3/35, 9%), posttreatment (2/35, 6%), postchildbirth (6/35, 17%), or not specified (2/35, 6%). One-third of posters disclosed they had undergone multiple rounds of treatment (13/35, 37%), whereas only 1 mentioned it was their first round (1/35, 3%).

**Purpose**

A total of 33 of the personal videos (33/35, 94%) coded as “treatment outcomes” disclosed the outcome of a diagnosis, test, or treatment. For example, 1 woman filmed herself watching her pregnancy test turn positive and exclaimed:

*My heart is racing, okay, let’s see. [looks at stick] Oh my god. Oh my god. It’s positive...so it’s positive.*

Of these 33 videos, 21 (21/33, 64%) were pregnancy announcements that included live results of tests or sharing the results with their spouse, friends, or family.

Videos discussing how the poster felt during treatment were coded as “emotional aspects of infertility” (18/35, 51%). One woman detailed her emotional responses to the successes and failures of treatment:

*I was on ovulation medication for several months and each month was an emotional rollercoaster of hoping we’d get pregnant and not being pregnant. Until finally, one month, we were pregnant...we were just so happy...unfortunately, two weeks after...I miscarried the baby. And it was such a sadness, my heart was broken. I remember crying and the pain and the fear and the emptiness and heartache.*

In some cases, videos discussing emotional aspects of infertility mentioned interactions with those not struggling with infertility. One couple, reflecting on their past infertility experiences, shared:

*http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e10199/*
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Whatever the situation, it is okay to be sad, but it's also important to be happy for others. And that was sometimes very...hard for me.

Similarly, some videos discussed the anxiety related to waiting for test results or preparing for treatment. One woman made a video the day she was preparing to undergo a hysterosalpingogram test and stated:

I have been having extreme bouts of anxiety and I'm...really nervous...I'm like freaking out...the anticipation kills you, you know.

Videos were coded as “sharing information” if they included information provided by doctors or from online research (6/35, 17%). One individual discussed raising awareness about infertility:

I want to be the person to tell you guys, that from a young age, we’re taught how to prevent pregnancy and how to not get pregnant for a very long time until we're successful and have a job and have graduated college...what our parents and teachers and doctors aren’t telling us, is when you get to a certain age, it is close to impossible to have a baby without fertility treatments and IVF.

Finally, 4 personal videos (4/35, 11%) were coded as ‘advice to others,’ reflecting recommendations or advice to viewers about concrete actions or decisions they should make regarding infertility. This advice was often based on personal experience. For example, 1 woman talking about her journey to get pregnant at age 40, suggested lifestyle changes to her viewers:

I really recommend that you do the basal body temperature chart...by eating vegetables and fruits and drinking plenty of water and eliminating caffeine and alcohol, you’re putting yourself into a more pH balanced state.

**Tone**

Of the 35 personal videos, the dominant tones were: positive (26/35, 74%), mixed (8/35, 23%), and neutral (1/35, 3%). No videos were coded as having a negative tone.

Videos with a positive tone were coded for the presence of 5 positive subtones—joy (25/26, 96%), hope (5/26, 19%), encouragement (5/26, 19%), humor (5/26, 19%), and gratitude (3/26, 12%). The majority of positive videos included joy, often indicated by facial expression, joyful crying, and exclamations such as feeling “on cloud nine.” Videos with the subtype hope included statements such as:

Such build up...we just hope that we’ve got something to show for it...we hope they’re positive [the results] but it’s totally out of our control so fingers crossed for it.

Similarly, another poster discussed the decision to undergo a second round of intrauterine insemination (IUI):

I got inside my own head and I pictured everything being a success...I said, 'no I want to do it [IUI]. I feel really confident.

When those posting conveyed hope or support to the viewer, the video was coded as encouraging, exemplified by the following statement:

I think it's totally okay to be sad, but never lose hope. Don't ever get yourself down. I mean, we all have moments where we feel vulnerable and sad and upset and everything but let that just be a small moment of your time. Let happiness fill you.

Videos that incorporated humor included jokes and laughter. A man in 1 video bantered with a relative when disclosing a pregnancy announcement, “this time I’m not joking.” Finally, a small number of videos contained statements of gratitude. In 1 video, a couple discussing their child and their second child soon to come, stated:

We say family prayers together and we talk about what we’re grateful for...we really don’t let a day pass us that we don’t...remind ourselves...I cannot believe we have [a child]...I’m grateful to be pregnant.

A total of 11 videos (11/59, 19%) included messages thanking viewers or subscribers for watching, commenting on, liking, subscribing, or otherwise showing support to the poster.

When posters discussed both positive and negative experiences, the tone was coded as mixed. For example, 1 woman describing her infertility journey expressed frustration (ie, negative tone) with the doctors she initially encountered:

He [the doctor] was literally dismissing me because I was not old enough in his eyes to deserve treatment...that was something that was one of the hardest things that I dealt with, with my infertility. It was people not taking us seriously...Whose business was it to tell us we couldn’t [have kids yet]? And it wasn’t fair and it was frustrating and I was angry because...I felt like my right as a human being, as a woman was taken from me. It was the most frustrating, emotional, devastating thing to go through.

After switching fertility doctors and undergoing treatment, the woman was able to achieve pregnancy, making the positive statement:

I finally saw those two lines [on the pregnancy stick]...It was the greatest moment...It's the greatest thing to achieve getting pregnant when you haven’t been able to...I will never take it for granted.

The 1 neutral video included an acupuncturist who shared her personal story on natural pregnancy, explaining the steps she took to conceive.

**Informational-Educational Videos**

The purpose of all 24 informational-educational videos was coded as sharing information and each was neutral in tone. Emotional aspects of infertility treatment and advice to viewers were each present in 2 videos. Over half of the videos contained information relating to infertility causes or detection (16/24, 67%) and/or medical procedures (14/24, 58%), whereas less than one-third discussed lifestyle factors (7/24, 29%) and/or psychological factors related to infertility (6/24, 25%).
**Characteristics Relating to Video Popularity**

Personal videos (mean 2507.66, SD 2663.87) had significantly more likes than informational-educational videos (mean 241.22, SD 338.38; $t_{55}=4.04$; $P<.001$). Personal and informational-educational videos did not differ on number of views, dislikes, subscriptions driven, or shares. Similarly, personal videos (mean 347.32, SD 405.63) had significantly more comments than informational-educational videos (mean 33.48, SD 36.48; $t_{55}=3.69$; $P<.001$).

Positive (n=26) and neutral (n=25) videos were further analyzed for features relating to video popularity. Personal videos with mixed tone (n=8) were not analyzed due to small sample size. Positive and neutral videos did not differ on number of views, dislikes, subscriptions driven, or shares. Positive videos had significantly more likes (mean 2059.56, SD 2355.67) than neutral videos (mean 254.29, SD 337.08; $t_{55}=3.79$; $P<.001$).

Positive videos also had significantly more comments (mean 267.32, SD 321.34) than neutral videos (mean 34.38, SD 35.95; $t_{55}=3.63$; $P<.001$). As all positive videos (n=26) were personal videos, it was not possible to determine whether greater engagement was due to videos being positive or personal.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study was the first to examine infertility-related videos on YouTube using a content analysis method. These videos had high numbers of comments, likes, shares, and subscriptions, indicating that many individuals seek out and engage with infertility-related information on YouTube. The videos were categorized into informational-educational videos and personal videos. Personal and informational-educational videos did not differ in number of views, supporting claims that people use YouTube for both health-related information [38] and social interaction and discussion [38,39]. However, personal videos did elicit more engagement as evidenced by more likes and comments. This suggests that, compared with informational-educational videos, personal videos may resonate more strongly with viewers. One reason may be that personal videos allow people to observe others undergoing similar experiences to seek reassurance, normalization, and niche support [14,15,40]. In addition, these videos may provide a platform for the posters to share and possibly validate their own infertility experiences.

Viewers also showed greater engagement with positive videos, which garnered more likes and comments than neutral videos. This may indicate viewer preference for videos that convey a positive outlook related to fertility. Video messages showing positive fertility outcomes may increase hope and optimism in the viewer, but they may also give a false impression of the success rates of fertility treatment. In actuality, less than half of embryo transfers for in vitro fertilization result in a live birth.

In line with research suggesting that men are less likely to share YouTube videos [39], there was an absence of videos containing men only. When men were present, they were always accompanied by their female partner or other people (e.g., friends or family). This finding is consistent with research showing that online activity and communication about infertility is more common among women [44-46]. Although we found a lack of male characters in videos, it remains possible that men seek out infertility content through other online avenues, such as websites and discussion forums. Research is needed to determine whether men use YouTube to search for information related to infertility or if they prefer other online platforms.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

There are several limitations to the study and future directions to consider. As we only examined the content of high-rated videos, the results may not be generalizable to all infertility videos on YouTube. It is possible that less viewed and favored videos may also contain stories of negative experiences and treatment failures, which were mostly absent from highly viewed videos. YouTube videos with negative tones, such as sadness and anger, may be less viewed and preferred by viewers. Our study was a cross-sectional examination of videos and did not explore how video popularity changed over time. Due to the low number of videos where advice was offered to viewers, we were not able to assess quality of the information posted. Further research is needed to undertake such an assessment, as some studies have found health information on YouTube to be false or misleading [28,47,48]. Finally, as we analyzed publicly available content, we were only able to assess metrics available from YouTube and did not ask viewers their motivations for watching videos or the impact of these videos on their attitudes and beliefs. Future research should explore how infertile men and women search for videos, their reasons for doing so, and their reactions to the content of the videos.

**Conclusion**

This analysis establishes highly viewed YouTube videos as a source of both technical and experience-based information related to infertility. Viewers appeared to prefer and engage more with videos containing personal experiences and positive tones. Although these videos may provide hope to viewers by frequently sharing positive treatment outcomes such as pregnancy announcements, they may also create and perpetuate unrealistic expectations about the success rates of fertility treatments.
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Abstract

Background: Physicians often find significant challenges in assessing automobile driving in persons with mild cognitive impairment and mild dementia and deciding when to report to transportation administrators. Care must be taken to balance the safety of patients and other road users with potential negative effects of issuing such reports.

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess whether a computer-based Driving in Dementia Decision Tool (DD-DT) increased appropriate reporting of patients with mild dementia or mild cognitive impairment to transportation administrators.
Methods: The study used a parallel-group cluster nonblinded randomized controlled trial design to test a multifaceted knowledge translation intervention. The intervention included a computer-based decision support system activated by the physician-user, which provides a recommendation about whether to report patients with mild dementia or mild cognitive impairment to transportation administrators, based on an algorithm derived from earlier work. The intervention also included a mailed educational package and Web-based specialized reporting forms. Specialists and family physicians with expertise in dementia or care of the elderly were stratified by sex and randomized to either use the DD-DT or a control version of the tool that required identical data input as the intervention group, but instead generated a generic reminder about the reporting legislation in Ontario, Canada. The trial ran from September 9, 2014 to January 29, 2016, and the primary outcome was the number of reports made to the transportation administrators concordant with the algorithm.

Results: A total of 69 participating physicians were randomized, and 36 of these used the DD-DT; 20 of the 35 randomized to the intervention group used DD-DT with 114 patients, and 16 of the 34 randomized to the control group used it with 103 patients. The proportion of all assessed patients reported to the transportation administrators concordant with recommendation did not differ between the intervention and the control groups (50% vs 49%; Z=-0.19, P=.85). Two variables predicted algorithm-based reporting—caregiver concern (odds ratio [OR]=5.8, 95% CI 2.5-13.6, P<.001) and abnormal clock drawing (OR 6.1, 95% CI 3.1-11.8, P<.001).

Conclusions: On the basis of this quantitative analysis, in-office abnormal clock drawing and expressions of concern about driving from caregivers substantially influenced physicians to report patients with mild dementia or mild cognitive impairment to transportation administrators, but the DD-DT tool itself did not increase such reports among these expert physicians.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02036099; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02036099 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6zGMGF1ky8)

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e194) doi:10.2196/jmir.9126
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Introduction

Motor Vehicle Collisions

In 2010, there were 1.24 million fatalities from motor vehicle collisions (MVCs) internationally, representing the eighth leading cause of death, and this is predicted to rise to fifth place by 2030 [1]. It has also been estimated that at least 20 people sustain nonfatal injuries for every MVC fatality [2]. The crash rate per mile driven begins to increase at 65 years [3], and older drivers have the highest fatality rate per mile driven among drivers over the age of 25 years [3]. Although most of the older drivers are safe drivers, various medical conditions may impact their driving ability [3]. The risk of collisions increases with age, and although this increased risk may be largely attributable to those with low mileage, collisions in older adults are more likely to be lethal than in younger adults [4]. In clinical practice, predicting driving safety in this population is very challenging [5].

Dementia

Dementia refers to a syndrome of chronic and usually progressive cognitive decline caused by changes in the structure and function of the brain. Alzheimer disease (AD) is implicated, either alone or in combination with other causes in more than two-thirds of the cases of dementia in epidemiological and autopsy samples [6,7]. Patients with AD show an inevitable decline in cognition, which ultimately will affect driving abilities over time [8]. Age is the biggest risk factor for AD, with individuals between the ages of 80 to 89 years being 7 times as likely to have AD, and those aged 90 years and older being 38 times as likely to have AD, relative to those between the ages of 70 to 79 years in a community study [9]. It is estimated that there will be 6.7 million older adults with dementia in the United States by 2031 [10] and 1.1 million in Canada by 2038 [11].

Driving Safety and Dementia

Data from the Canadian province of Ontario also indicate that in 2000, an estimated 34,105 people with AD and related dementias were driving, with the number projected to climb to 98,032 in 2028 [12]. Many patients with mild AD may be safe to drive for some time [8,13,14], and driving cessation in dementia is associated with depression and social isolation as well as mortality [15]. On the other hand, there are significant safety concerns associated with driving in this population. Crash rates may be increased by 2 to 8 times [16,17] in dementia, although several studies have been negative with a failure to control for driving exposure [18], and our most recent systematic review update yielded inconclusive results about this increased crash risk [19]. Patients with dementia have more consistently been demonstrated to have a significantly increased rate of failure when given on-road tests of driving abilities [20-24], with a risk ratio (RR) of 10.77 (95% CI 3.00-38.62) for on-road failure rates among patients with very mild and mild dementia in our recent meta-analysis [19]. Other types of dementia, beyond AD, for example, dementia from cerebrovascular disease, Parkinson disease dementia, Lewy body dementia, and frontotemporal dementia have less predictable impacts on driving ability [8,25-28]. In-office tests have limited ability to predict crashes and on-road test failures in dementia [29-31]. Composite measures of attention, visuospatial skills, global cognition, and especially executive dysfunction are associated with crashes and on-road test failures in part [29,31], but misclassification rates are high and cutoff scores are lacking, limiting their clinical utility [30]. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a condition in which there is concern about a change
of cognition, with objective evidence of cognitive impairment, but with preserved independent functioning [32]. MCI is felt to be a risk factor for dementia, but few studies have explored its association with driving safety, and different classification systems for MCI make this a particularly challenging area for physicians [33].

Medical Reporting on Driving Safety and Dementia

Seven US states and most Canadian provinces have legislation mandating the reporting of medically impaired drivers to transportation administrators [34], and clinical guidelines issued by the Canadian [35] and American Medical Associations [36] emphasize individualized assessments of drivers with dementia. However, these guidelines do not provide concrete suggestions about issues pertaining to reporting in cases of either mild dementia or MCI. Many physicians avoid discussing driving concerns, do not report their patients to transportation administrators, nor advise them on the issue of driving cessation [37-39], at least in part because of concerns over negative impacts on the doctor-patient relationship [37,38].

We conducted an earlier modified Delphi study, Driving and Dementia in Ontario (DADIO) [40,41], in which physician experts in dementia were asked whether or not they would report a patient with mild dementia or MCI to transportation administrators based on 26 hypothetical case scenarios. After 5 iterations, consensus was ultimately obtained for the majority of scenarios, and an algorithm was created to reflect the case scenarios and corresponding expert-derived reporting decisions. In that study, caregiver concern and abnormal performance on the clock drawing test (CDT) [42] accounted for 62% of the variance in reporting such patients. We also found that male physicians were 14% more likely to report than their female counterparts [41].

A multifaceted computer-based knowledge translation intervention was developed using the algorithm developed from the DADIO study as well as qualitative interviews with physicians, caregivers of former drivers with dementia, and transportation administrators. The interviews focused on facilitators and barriers to mandatory reporting and on the algorithm. The intervention, called the Driving in Dementia Decision Tool (DD-DT), also incorporated an updated review of the literature and international guidelines. The DD-DT aims to increase consistency in physician decision-making related to reporting drivers with mild dementia or MCI to transportation administrators [43].

The objective of this study was to evaluate the effects of DD-DT on physicians’ reporting of patients with mild dementia and MCI to transportation administrators, to evaluate its effect on physician recommendations to patients to undergo specialized on-road testing, and to examine its effect on the physicians’ perceptions of the doctor-patient and doctor-caregiver relationship.

Methods

Design

We conducted a cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT), in which physicians (the clusters) were randomized to either the DD-DT intervention or a control group. The trial ran from September 9, 2014 to January 29, 2016.

Intervention

DD-DT and its development are described elsewhere in detail [43]. Briefly, a computer-based clinical decision support system (CCDSS) was created to guide decisions for reporting patients with mild dementia or MCI to transportation administrators (see Multimedia Appendix 1). A training video was embedded in the DD-DT website. When using DD-DT, physicians were asked to input the following variables—patient’s cognitive diagnosis (MCI or mild dementia), history of MVCs in the last 2 years (“driving history”), caregiver or informant concern about the patient’s driving, behavioral or neuropsychiatric disturbances in the patient, level of independence in the performance of activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living, and results of in-office cognitive assessment, including the speed of performance on these tests, the patient’s performance on CDT [42], the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) [44] score, or the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) [45] score. Input of findings on the Trail Making Test (versions A and B) [46] was considered optional.

Depending on the data input, participants received a recommendation of “Report” to transportation administrators (see Multimedia Appendix 2), “Don’t Report” (see Multimedia Appendix 3), or “No Consensus” (see Multimedia Appendix 4), with the latter recommendation indicating that the data input does not lead to a definitive recommendation, as determined by the DADIO study and algorithm [40]. Additionally, if physicians chose to report the patient, they were directed to prepopulated Ministry of Transportation of Ontario reporting forms within the computer-based DD-DT intervention (see Multimedia Appendix 5) to facilitate the reporting process. If they chose not to issue a report despite an algorithmic recommendation to do so, physicians were asked to document their rationale. Information packages for patients and caregivers were also mailed to participants, so physicians had them available to give to the patients regardless of the decision to report to transportation administrators. The package included a copy of the driving and dementia toolkit for patients and caregivers [47], which includes information on coping with grief, how to contact the local branch of the Alzheimer society, suggestions about how to initiate conversations regarding driving safety with persons with dementia, a list of local Ministry-approved specialized driving assessment centers, and a list of alternative sources of transportation in the participant’s region. Thus, the DD-DT intervention encompassed the computer-based decision support system, a specialized reporting form, and a mailed information package.

Control

Physicians in the control group were instructed to input the same data onto the website as the DD-DT intervention group. However, the control group version of the DD-DT did not generate an algorithm-based reporting decision. Neither a patient/caregiver information package nor a Ministry of Transportation reporting form was provided for the control group. Instead, the physician received a generic prompt
reminding them of the mandatory reporting legislation for patients in Ontario with conditions that may affect driving.

Participants (Physicians)
Information about the study was distributed by email using national physician organizations that represent Geriatric Medicine and Geriatric Psychiatry, as well as groups of family physicians specializing in Care of the Elderly or dementia care. The investigators also contacted members of their respective disciplines to further facilitate recruitment. We also advertised in 3 continuing medical education journals and at a primary care conference on May 7 to May 9, 2015. To be included, physicians had to have access to a computer and printer in the clinical area where they saw patients. They also needed to confirm they saw at least 12 new patients per year with mild dementia or MCI. Participants in the DADIO project were eligible to participate, provided that they did not attend a June 2012 study meeting with investigators, where they would have been exposed to the algorithm, which informed the DD-DT tool. All participants were in Ontario, Canada, a jurisdiction with mandatory requirements on medical practitioners to report individuals suffering from any conditions that may make it dangerous to operate a motor vehicle [48].

Assessments (Patients)
Physicians were instructed to use the tool only with patients aged 60 years and over, who had mild dementia or MCI, and who continued to drive. Participating physicians were instructed not to use the tool for patients with moderate or severe dementia or those for whom the most responsible cause of the cognitive impairment was a primary psychiatric disorder, delirium, or alcohol or substance use.

Outcomes
After using the tool, physicians in both the intervention and control groups indicated whether or not they decided to report the patient to the Registrar of the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (referred to as transportation administrators in this manuscript). They also indicated if a specialized road test was recommended for the patient in question. As the main goal of the tool was to enhance the physicians’ reporting of patients deemed to be at significant risk of unsafe driving, the primary outcome of this study was the number of reports made to the local transportation administrators concordant with recommendations of the DD-DT algorithm (true positives). The primary outcome was the proportion of all assessments in which participants made an algorithm-concordant report (true positives/all assessments). Secondary outcomes included “any reports” filed to the transportation administrators, whether or not concordant with the DD-DT algorithm (true positives/false positives/all assessments), and recommendations for a specialized on-road test. Finally, we explored the participants’ perception of the doctor-patient relationship and the doctor-caregiver relationship after each assessment. A 5-point Likert scale was used with scores ranging from −2 (“Extremely negative”) to +2 (“Extremely positive”), with 0 representing “Neither negative nor positive.” We also asked about their perception of how any pressure they felt from family members played into their decision, with scores ranging from 0 to +4 and 0 representing “Not at all” and 4 representing “A great deal.”

Mediators
We also measured physician-related factors that may have predicted reporting, including physician years in practice, the sex of the physician, the type of practice (family physician or specialist), whether the physician practiced in an urban community (based on their postal code), and whether their practice was hospital-based or community-based. Participants also completed the Risk-Taking Scale (RTS) that assessed their level of comfort with risk-taking versus risk-aversion, along with the Stress from Medical Uncertainty Scale (SUS), both of which are described by Pines [49] as potential physician-related mediating factors.

Patient-related mediating factors that were analyzed included the patient’s age, whether the caregiver was concerned about the patient’s driving (coded as yes, no, or uncertain), and whether the CDT was abnormal, based on the Mini-Cog scoring system [50]. Other potential mediators, including patient diagnosis and scores on other cognitive tests, were measured but not included in the multivariable analysis because of the limitations posed by the sample size.

Randomization
We used a cluster RCT design, in which each physician participant was considered as a “cluster.” A statistician-generated randomization sequence was used to ensure equal probability of each physician participant being assigned to the intervention or control group, in a 1:1 ratio. Randomization was stratified based on sex in permuted blocks of 4 and 8 to ensure equal numbers of males and females in the intervention and control groups. Physicians who agreed to participate and provided informed consent were provided with a link to access the Web-based decision tool. Given the nature of the intervention, participants were aware of group assignment and, as such, blinding was impossible.

Analysis
Univariate analysis of variance, chi-square, and Fisher exact tests were used to compare physician and patient demographic and clinical variables between the intervention and control groups, and between those randomized who used the tool versus those who did not use the tool. We also used these univariate tests to compare the same variables between patients reported in concordance with the DD-DT algorithm (true positives) and those for whom a per-algorithm report was not issued (true negatives and false negatives). For these analyses, a tool recommendation of “No Consensus” led to a classification of concordance with the algorithm, regardless of the physician’s subsequent decision and action. Then, a 2-sample, 2-sided test of proportions compared the primary outcome, reporting percentage of those deemed to be of concern (ie, “reporting concordant with algorithm”), between groups. A generalized estimating equation model with a logit link function was run to compare reporting between groups as well as physician and patient mediating factors, which were adjusted for the clustered nature of the data, assuming an exchangeable correlation structure. Before analysis, multicollinearity among the predictor
variables was assessed using tolerance statistics, with a value of less than 0.4 as the cut point. If multicollinearity was found, then only 1 member of a correlated set of variables was retained for the final model. Bivariate analyses were carried out on the remaining set of mediators in relation to the outcome. The final model included those with $P$ values < .20 on these analyses. A similar analysis was conducted for the secondary outcomes of “any reports to transportation administrators” and “any road-test recommendations” (ie, regardless of whether these were concordant with the DD-DT algorithm). Ordinal regression models were run to examine doctor-patient relationship and doctor-caregiver relationship in relation to the predictors of interest.

**Sample Size Calculation**

We anticipated a base rate of reporting to transportation administrators of 13.0% (13/100) in the control group based on data from academic family practice [39]. We conducted an informal poll with 6 of the knowledge-users involved in the design of this study, enquiring about what they would view as the “minimal clinically important difference” as a trade-off for the main cost of time spent on assessment. This yielded a mean absolute difference of 12.2% (SD 3). We based the sample size on a more conservative absolute difference of 10% (ie, 13% vs 23%), in line with a recent comprehensive review of multifaceted knowledge translation interventions [51]. We planned for a sample of 36 clusters (ie, physicians) in both the intervention and control groups, and assumed an average of 7 patient assessments per physician. Using an unpooled 2-sided $Z$ test, an alpha of .05, and an intracluster correlation coefficient of .02, a sample size of 252 assessments in each group would yield 80% power to detect an absolute difference of 10% between groups. We anticipated a 33.0% (33/100) attrition rate and, as such, planned to recruit 54 participants per arm. A maximum of 12 assessments were allowed per participant, and data were censored after that number had been reached.

**Changes to the Study Protocol**

We initially included physicians who indicated they typically saw at least 12 new patients per year with mild dementia or MCI; however, we quickly realized that many potential participants did not have this volume of patients with MCI or mild dementia who were still driving. We, therefore, subsequently removed this minimum volume requirement.

Several steps were taken to keep study participants engaged and to encourage them to remember to use the online tool when seeing patients with mild dementia or MCI. We sent participants in both groups up to 4 newsletters via email over the course of the study (with later recruited participants receiving fewer than 4 letters), which provided updates on research about driving and dementia, but deemed to be unlikely to influence the participants’ decisions regarding whether or not to report their patients to driving administrators, or to recommend a road test (see Multimedia Appendix 6). We also invited participants to implement a chart flag system, which provided a visual reminder to use the online tool when seeing patients with mild dementia or MCI. In addition, we increased the honorarium to participants from Can $20 to $40 per use midway through the course of the study in an effort to encourage use of the tool. Finally, we gave control group participants an opportunity to use the intervention version of the tool following the conclusion of the study.

**Ethics**

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Office of Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, #269-2013, and written informed consent was obtained for all participants.

**Results**

**Participants and Evaluations**

A total of 191 physicians expressed an interest in participating in this study. Of these, 77 did not reply to follow-up emails after initial contact, 22 were ineligible because they did not meet patient population eligibility criteria, 17 were not interested, and 6 were ineligible for other reasons (3 had been exposed to the algorithm that formed the basis of the decision tool at the DADIO study meeting, 2 did not have a printer in the area where they saw patients, and 1 was a resident physician still in training). A total of 69 physicians were enrolled in the study and 35 were randomized to the intervention group and 34 to the control group. Of the 35 physicians in the intervention group, only 20 used DD-DT at least once, with a total of 114 eligible individual patient assessments in this group. Of the 34 physicians in the control group, only 16 used the control tool at least once, with a total of 103 eligible patient assessments in that group (see Figure 1).

Participants who were randomized but did not use the tool were no different from those who did use the tool in terms of group assignment, gender, type or location of practice, or years in practice. However, those who were randomized but did not use the tool scored higher on RTS than those who did use the tool, indicating a higher tolerance of risk ($F_{1,60}=4.702, P=.03$, and a nonsignificant tendency to score lower on SUS ($F_{1,60}=3.765, P=.057$), indicating less stress from uncertainty (see Multimedia Appendix 7).

There were no significant differences in the intervention and control groups in the physician sex, years in practice, type of practice or location of practice, or on the RTS or SUS scales (Table 1). The patients assessed by the physicians in each group were similar in age, sex, history of collisions, and other measured clinical features (Table 2). Overall, 117 out of 217 patients assessed had MCI and 100 had dementia; in 16 of the latter cases, the physician was uncertain if the patient had moderate dementia. Table 3 shows etiology of MCI or dementia for patients assessed.

**Reporting to Transportation Administrators Concordant With the Tool Recommendation**

In the univariate analysis, the proportion of patients reported to transportation administrators concordant with the tool recommendation did not differ statistically between the intervention and the control groups, with a report issued in 50.0% (57/114) of the assessments in the intervention group and 48.5% (50/103) of the assessments in the control group. Raw data on the concordance between tool recommendation and participant action are provided in Multimedia Appendix 8. There were no differences in the measured physician-related
variables between patients reported concordant with the recommendation versus other assessments in which a recommendation-concordant report was not issued (Tables 4 and 5); however, all of the measured patient clinical variables, except patient age and rural or urban status, were associated with reports issued concordant with the recommendation (Tables 6 and 7). Overall, there was concordance between the tool recommendation and subsequent physician decision in 199 out of the 217 cases, including 59 intervention group cases and 37 control group cases in which the concordance was due to a tool recommendation of “No Consensus.”

Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) diagram of recruitment, randomization, allocation, follow-up, and analysis.
Table 1. Between-group comparisons for the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Control group (n=16)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=20)</th>
<th>Statistic (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>F test (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician sex (male), n (%)</td>
<td>8 (50)</td>
<td>5 (25)</td>
<td>2.4 (1)</td>
<td>0.118 (1,35)</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician years in practice, mean (SD)</td>
<td>13.44 (10.33)</td>
<td>14.58 (9.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of practice (family medicine rather than specialty), n (%)</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic location of practice (rural rather than urban), n (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital-based practice (hospital-based rather than community-based practice), n (%)</td>
<td>11 (69)</td>
<td>12 (60)</td>
<td>0.3 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk taking scale, mean (SD)</td>
<td>17.56 (4.15)</td>
<td>16.50 (5.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress from medical uncertainty scale, mean (SD)</td>
<td>42.13 (9.86)</td>
<td>42.15 (11.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFisher exact test.

Table 2. Between-group comparisons for the patients assessed by the participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Control group (n=34)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=34)</th>
<th>Statistic (degrees of freedom)</th>
<th>Z value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient age in yearsa, mean (SD)</td>
<td>78.12 (7.62)</td>
<td>77.73 (7.16)</td>
<td>0.24 (34)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient sexa (male), n (%)</td>
<td>62 (60.2)</td>
<td>62 (54.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient locationa (rural), n (%)</td>
<td>15 (14.6)</td>
<td>30 (26.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild cognitive impairmentb (ie, not mild dementia), n (%)</td>
<td>54 (52.4)</td>
<td>63 (55.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver concernb, n (%)</td>
<td>37 (35.9)</td>
<td>36 (31.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle collisionsb, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (10.7)</td>
<td>14 (12.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal clock drawing testb,c, n (%)</td>
<td>62 (60.2)</td>
<td>61 (53.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSEd, mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.07 (3.70)</td>
<td>25.74 (3.56)</td>
<td>-1.67 (18)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCAe, mean (SD)</td>
<td>20.77 (3.84)</td>
<td>20.42 (3.87)</td>
<td>0.44 (32)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral or neuropsychiatric disturbancesb, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (24.3)</td>
<td>21 (18.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive slowingb, n (%)</td>
<td>32 (31.1)</td>
<td>33 (29.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Trails B resultf, n (%)</td>
<td>33 (62.3)</td>
<td>51 (76.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aBased on 217 observations.
bFor caregiver concern, motor vehicle collisions, and behavioral or neuropsychiatric disturbances, a response of “unknown” was treated as “no” and combined with “no” for analyses.
cWe used the Mini-Cog algorithm for scoring abnormal performance on the CDT. Specifically, “The CDT is considered normal if all the numbers are present in the correct sequence and position, and the hands readable display the requested time.” [52].
dMMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam. Based on 75 observations.
eMoCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment. Based on 182 observations.
fAbnormal Trails B result defined as completion time of ≥3 min or ≥3 errors [53].

Based on 120 observations.
Table 3. Etiology of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia for patients assessed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of disorder</th>
<th>Patients(^{a,b}), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCI(^{a})</td>
<td>86 (39.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular cognitive impairment</td>
<td>22 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other MCI</td>
<td>9 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer disease</td>
<td>47 (21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular dementia</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed dementia</td>
<td>39 (18.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewy body dementia</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontotemporal dementia</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia due to brain injury</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia type not yet diagnosed</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other dementia</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)Based on 217 observations.  
\(^{b}\)MCI: mild cognitive impairment.

Table 4. Physician predictors of reports concordant with the tool recommendation (dichotomous variables).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Number of reports concordant with the tool recommendation, n (%)</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention group</td>
<td>57 (50.0)</td>
<td>Chi-square (degrees of freedom)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>50 (48.5)</td>
<td>0.05 (1)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male physicians</td>
<td>37 (52)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female physicians</td>
<td>70 (47.9)</td>
<td>0.35 (1)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural physicians</td>
<td>5 (38)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban physicians</td>
<td>102 (50.0)</td>
<td>0.7 (1)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital-based practice</td>
<td>83 (49.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based practice</td>
<td>24 (48)</td>
<td>0.05 (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family physicians</td>
<td>35 (45)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialists</td>
<td>72/140 (51.4)</td>
<td>0.7 (1)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Physician predictors of reports concordant with the tool recommendation (continuous variables).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Reported concordant with algorithm (n=107), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Other assessments(^{a}) (n=110), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician years in practice</td>
<td>13.813 (9.31)</td>
<td>13.368 (8.49)</td>
<td>0.135 (1,216)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk taking scale</td>
<td>16.75 (6.06)</td>
<td>16.77 (4.57)</td>
<td>0.001 (1,216)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress from medical uncertainty scale</td>
<td>41.78 (11.04)</td>
<td>41.06 (11.16)</td>
<td>0.223 (1,216)</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)For this category, in 110 assessments, there were 92 cases in which physicians followed the algorithm recommendation not to report to transportation administrators, 2 cases in which physicians reported when the tool recommended not to do so, and 16 cases in which physicians did not report when the tool recommended a report.
**Table 6.** Patient predictors of reports concordant with the tool recommendation (dichotomous variables).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Number of reports concordant with the tool recommendation, n (%)</th>
<th>Statistic&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male patients</td>
<td>54 (43.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female patients</td>
<td>53 (57)</td>
<td>3.8 (1)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural patients</td>
<td>20 (44)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban patients</td>
<td>87 (50.6)</td>
<td>0.6 (1)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild dementia</td>
<td>74 (74.0)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild cognitive impairment</td>
<td>33 (28.2)</td>
<td>45.2 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver concern</td>
<td>56 (77)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No caregiver concern</td>
<td>51 (35.4)</td>
<td>33.1 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of collisions</td>
<td>21 (84)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No history of collisions</td>
<td>86 (44.79)</td>
<td>13.6 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal clock drawing test&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>82 (66.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal clock drawing test</td>
<td>25 (27)</td>
<td>34.2 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral or neuropsychiatric disturbances</td>
<td>37 (80)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No behavioral or neuropsychiatric disturbances</td>
<td>70 (40.9)</td>
<td>22.6 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive slowing</td>
<td>49 (75)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No cognitive slowing</td>
<td>58 (38.1)</td>
<td>25.2 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Trails B result&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>58 (69)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Trails B result</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
<td>40.6 (1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>We used the Mini-Cog algorithm for scoring abnormal performance on clock drawing test (CDT). Specifically, “The CDT is considered normal if all the numbers are present in the correct sequence and position, and the hands readably display the requested time.” [52].

<sup>b</sup>Abnormal Trails B result defined as completion time of >3 min or ≥3 errors [53]. n=120 cases included the Trails B data.

**Table 7.** Patient predictors of reports concordant with the tool recommendation (continuous variables). MMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam; MoCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Reported per algorithm (n=107), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Other assessments&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (n=110), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Statistic&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient age in years</td>
<td>78.60 (6.98)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>77.25 (7.70)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.835 (1,126)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24.14 (4.05)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25.97 (3.10)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.901 (1,74)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19.03 (3.67)&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>22.17 (3.36)&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36.015 (1,181)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>For other assessments, there were 92 cases in which physicians followed the algorithm recommendation not to report to transportation administrators, 2 cases in which physicians reported when the tool recommended not to do so, and 16 cases in which physicians did not report when the tool recommended a report.

<sup>b</sup>n=107 observations.

<sup>c</sup>n=110 observations.

<sup>d</sup>MMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam.

<sup>e</sup>n=36 observations.

<sup>f</sup>n=39 observations.

<sup>g</sup>MoCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

<sup>h</sup>n=92 observations.

<sup>i</sup>n=90 observations.

There were 8 intervention group cases in which the tool recommended reporting to transportation administrators, but the physician did not issue a report. The rationales for disregarding the tool recommendation included a perceived need for further assessment before reporting educational or medical factors playing a role in low cognitive scores, among others (see Multimedia Appendix 9).
As all tolerance values for the multicollinearity assessment were greater than 0.4, we did not exclude any variables. In the multivariable analysis, the effect of group was not significant (odds ratio [OR]=1.1, 95% CI 0.4-3.0, \( P=85 \)). Controlling for the effects of group, patient age, participant sex, participant rural or urban status, participant type of practice, participant years in practice, participant RTS scores, participant SUS scores, and clock-drawing abnormalities, the presence of caregiver concern about driving safety was associated with an increase of physician reporting in accordance with the DD-DT algorithm (OR 5.8, 95% CI 2.5-13.6, \( P<.001 \)). Similarly, the presence of clock-drawing abnormalities, controlling for caregiver concern and the variables mentioned in the immediately preceding analysis, was associated with an increased likelihood of such reports (OR 6.1, 95% CI 3.1-11.8, \( P<.001 \)). In the same model, SUS fell just short of statistical significance such that for each 1 unit increase, the odds of issuing such reports were increased (OR 1.04, 95% CI 1.00-1.09, \( P=.06 \)).

### Any Reports to the Transportation Administrators

Similar results were found for the analysis of “any reports” issued to transportation administrators, regardless of whether or not these were concordant with the tool recommendation. Physicians in the intervention group reported 50.9% (58/114) patients assessed, compared with those in the control group who reported 49.5% (51/103) patients. Although group was not significant (OR 1.1, 95% CI 0.4-2.8, \( P=.90 \)), a multivariable analysis controlling for the same variables described for the primary analysis, filing “any report” was significantly associated with the presence of caregiver concern about driving (OR 5.2, 95% CI 2.3-12.0, \( P<.001 \)) and clock-drawing abnormalities (OR 5.4, 95% CI 3.0-9.9, \( P<.001 \)).

### Recommendations for Specialized On-Road Testing

Recommendations for specialized on-road testing were issued by physicians in the intervention group for 32.4% (37/114) patients assessed compared with 33.0% (34/103) patients assessed by physicians in the control group (Z=0.70, \( P=.48 \)). In this case, recommendations for testing were associated with the presence of caregiver concern about driving (OR 2.24, 95% CI 1.17-4.28, \( P=.01 \)) and clock-drawing abnormalities (OR 2.26, 95% CI 1.12-4.53, \( P=.02 \)) using the same model as the prior analyses.

### Impact on the Physician’s Relationship With the Patient and Caregiver

After using the tool, the physicians indicated negative relationships (ie, scores of \(-2\) or \(-1\)) with patients in 21.0% (45/215) of assessments, and with caregivers in only 7.0% (15/216) of assessments. There was no significant difference between the intervention or control groups in the physicians’ perceptions of their relationship with the patient or caregiver, controlling for the decision to report, the presence of caregiver concern about driving, or the presence of clock-drawing abnormalities. However, the filing of a report (controlling for group, caregiver concern, and clock-drawing abnormalities) was significantly associated with a lower likelihood of a perceived good relationship with the caregiver (OR 0.34, 95% CI 0.19-0.62, \( P=.01 \)) and with the patient (OR 0.23, 95% CI 0.12-0.43, \( P<.001 \)).

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

We found that use of a multifaceted DD-DT in a Canadian province with mandatory reporting legislation did not increase the likelihood of physician reporting of patients with MCI or mild dementia to transportation administrators, as compared with a legislation reminder of the legislation. Other researchers have assembled algorithms, pathways, or educational approaches to guide clinicians in assessing and reporting to authority drivers with dementia [54-56]. Such approaches have been found to improve physician knowledge and confidence [54,56], and a decision aid geared at patients with dementia, rather than their physicians, reduced decisional conflict in an uncontrolled pilot study [57]. However, this is the first study to assess the impact of these interventions on actual reporting of patients to transportation administrators. Our between-group differences were not clinically meaningful, and a post-hoc sample size calculation indicates that 39,240 assessments in each group would be required to find the difference that we observed with 80% power and a 2-sided alpha of .05.

It is unclear why DD-DT did not increase reporting rates to transportation administrators, but there are several possibilities. We found a much higher reporting rate in the control group than we had anticipated based on earlier work in academic family practice [39] or in our prior study with hypothetical cases in which there was consensus to report just over one-quarter of patients with MCI or mild dementia [40]. It is likely that the effect of being observed in a research study (ie, the “Hawthorne” effect) increased the reporting rate substantially beyond what we had anticipated.

We initially planned to recruit more family physicians than specialists. Specialists, and indeed highly specialized family physicians such as those who participated in this study, may intuitively and implicitly use reporting-related heuristics by virtue of their training and extensive experience with such patients [58], and thereby be less likely to incrementally benefit from DD-DT. Indeed, there is some RCT evidence that more robust clinical outcomes are seen when CCDSSs are used by generalists [59-61], and observational evidence that generalists may be more likely to use best-practice algorithms than specialists [62]. Physician behavior is difficult to change, and to some extent, fears of malpractice suits may drive behavior [63]. Malpractice-related concerns may be particularly salient with regard to not reporting potentially medically-impaired drivers to transportation administrators, and specialists may feel that it is important for them to make such reports to preserve patients’ relationship with their primary care providers [34,37,64]. Previously documented physician concerns about the impact of reporting on the doctor-patient relationship [34,37,64] were confirmed empirically in this study. We did not, however, confirm earlier findings pertaining to physician-related predictors of reporting, such as years in practice [65], physician sex, or self-rated perceived stress from medical uncertainty [41].
Clinical predictors were robustly associated with reporting to transportation administrators. Specifically, concern by caregivers and abnormality on a CDT were found to sway physician behavior, above and beyond the effect of randomized group assignment in our multivariable analysis. A lower MMSE was predictive of reporting to the licensing authority in a large-scale Swedish registry study in which only 9% of 5113 patients with dementia were reported [66]. In our earlier Delphi study [40] in which we presented hypothetical cases, and in this study with real patients, physician reporting was highly tied to cognitive findings and caregiver concerns. Although studies have documented low agreement between physicians’ predictions and on-road results [67,68], when faced with uncertainty about patients with mild dementia in jurisdictions with mandatory reporting, physicians appear to use their judgment about the clinical picture in deciding whether to file these reports. Caregiver concern about driving ability, in particular, is a challenging area for clinicians. When present, it has been recommended as an important consideration and marker for the need for driving assessment, but the absence of caregiver concern is considered less predictive or helpful [69]. Caregiver concerns were associated with road-test outcomes in 2 recent studies of cognitively impaired drivers [70,71]. However, in one of those studies, the caregiver concerns were only correlated with on-road and naturalistic driving outcomes when the caregiver was an adult child (mostly female in that study), but when the caregiver was a spouse (mostly male), better ratings of driving ability were counter-intuitively associated with worse driving performance [70]. Although our univariate analysis showed that abnormal performance on the CDT led physicians to issue a report to transportation administrators, a prior study showed that various scoring systems of the CDT had limited predictive ability of impairment of on-road test performance among those with mild AD and healthy controls [72]. Similarly, Trails B, which was associated with reporting in the univariate analysis, has been shown in a number of studies to be associated with on-road driving performance in dementia, but with limited predictive ability [73], and limitations in the evidence base.

**Strengths of This Study**

A review of RCTs of CCDSSs and Knowledge Management systems in 2012 found that less than 20% of 148 studies assessed clinical outcomes [74]. Our study had some important strengths when considering the evaluation of CCDSSs, building in features that have been found to be associated with more successful outcomes in RCTs of CCDSSs [75]. We used a cluster randomization design of physicians to the intervention and control conditions. Physicians in both of these groups were required to enter clinical data about the patients assessed, equalizing the Hawthorne effect by adding a control. We also circumvented the known effects of using checklists [76,77] on physician behavior by requiring clinical data entry in both groups. We randomized the physician rather than the patient to circumvent contamination bias, in which the physician learns the tool with an intervention patient and applies it via “contamination” to a control patient [76]. We stratified our randomization by physician sex, which was found to be an important predictor in our earlier study. We required physicians to provide a reason for their decision if it was discordant with the recommendation of the DD-DT.

**Limitations of This Study**

There are some limitations to our work that should be considered. First, there were high levels of nonuse or low use of the tool by the participants enrolled in our study, similar to a naturalistic observation study of CCDSS in primary care for heart failure [78]. We may have found more use of the tool and more between-group differences had we embedded the DD-DT into the physicians’ existing electronic medical records and work-flow procedures of each clinic [74,79], and explicitly provided the justification of the decision support with research evidence. Although there were few differences between those physicians who did and did not use the tool, those who did not use the tool tended to have a higher tolerance of risk and lower stress from medical uncertainty. Second, because we had a large number of cases in which the DD-DT produced a No Consensus recommendation, the number of cases counted as discordant with the algorithm was higher than expected. Third, our results may not be representative of doctors and patients in rural settings, as we included very few of these. Fourth, the patients assessed were heterogeneous with respect to etiology of MCI or dementia, and in a minority of cases, physicians were not completely sure that the dementia was of mild severity. Fifth, we did not incorporate the Trail Making B test into the multivariable analysis, even though it was predictive in the univariate analysis. The rationale was that the Trail Making B test was optional for participants, and only 56% of participants used this as part of their assessment. Furthermore, the sample size precluded adding more than our a priori variables to the multivariable model. Sixth, the results may not generalize to jurisdictions in which there is discretionary rather than mandatory reporting legislation for medically impaired drivers, or to jurisdictions with mandatory reporting legislation that specifically requires reporting of individuals with dementia. Finally, the study results may not apply to physicians who see small numbers of patients with MCI and mild dementia, and have limited expertise in assessing driving risk in patients with cognitive impairment. The tool may be more useful to such physicians than it was in our sample with more expert physicians.

We confirmed that in a jurisdiction with mandatory reporting of medically impaired drivers, physicians base their decision to report concerns about the driving of patients with mild dementia or mild cognitive impairment on caregiver concerns and abnormal clock drawing. However, we did not find that DD-DT increased these reports beyond a simple reminder about the legislation. We also confirmed a negative impact of reporting on the doctor-patient relationship, as perceived by the physician. A preliminary analysis of the qualitative data shows that in general, family physicians had more positive views of the tool than specialist physicians, and some highlighted barriers were identified, including the lack of integration with electronic medical records and the fact that the DD-DT could not incorporate certain contextual nuances. It will be important to understand further the barriers and facilitators of using DD-DT, and a more extensive qualitative analysis of interviews conducted with those physicians who participated in the
intervention group, as well as a group of other health care professionals, is under way.
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Abstract

Background: Online tests enable efficient self-administered assessments and consequently facilitate large-scale data collection for many fields of research. The Amsterdam Cognition Scan is a new online neuropsychological test battery that measures a broad variety of cognitive functions.

Objective: The aims of this study were to evaluate the psychometric properties of the Amsterdam Cognition Scan and to establish regression-based normative data.

Methods: The Amsterdam Cognition Scan was self-administrated twice from home—with an interval of 6 weeks—by 248 healthy Dutch-speaking adults aged 18 to 81 years.

Results: Test-retest reliability was moderate to high and comparable with that of equivalent traditional tests (intraclass correlation coefficients: .45 to .80, .83 for the Amsterdam Cognition Scan total score). Multiple regression analyses indicated that (1) participants’ age negatively influenced all (12) cognitive measures, (2) gender was associated with performance on six measures, and (3) education level was positively associated with performance on four measures. In addition, we observed influences of tested computer skills and of self-reported amount of computer use on cognitive performance. Demographic characteristics that proved to influence Amsterdam Cognition Scan test performance were included in regression-based predictive formulas to establish demographically adjusted normative data.

Conclusions: Initial results from a healthy adult sample indicate that the Amsterdam Cognition Scan has high usability and can give reliable measures of various generic cognitive ability areas. For future use, the influence of computer skills and experience should be further studied, and for repeated measurements, computer configuration should be consistent. The reported normative data allow for initial interpretation of Amsterdam Cognition Scan performances.

(Keywords: cognition; neuropsychological tests; self-assessment; internet; reproducibility of results; reference standards)

Introduction

Online Cognitive Assessments

Following the rise of computerized cognitive testing over the past decades [1,2], online cognitive testing is now also increasingly applied in both research and clinical practice [3]. Online testing shares its main advantages with computerized testing: standardization and precise (multiple) response measurements [4-6] but adds to that the advantages associated with self-administered testing: flexibility (in time and location) and cost-efficiency [1,7-11]. Importantly, this allows online
assessments to take place from home. Furthermore, central management of online test platforms allows for continuous software updates and opens ways for gathering normative data during testing. In sum, online testing may greatly facilitate large-scale cognitive data collection, which is needed in many fields of research [12–19]. One of these fields is oncology. Many cancer patients develop cognitive problems during the course of their disease [20]. With the growing community of cancer survivors and the increasingly chronic nature of many common cancers, the management of symptoms related to the disease and its treatments has become an important part of long-term survivorship care [21].

Development of the Amsterdam Cognition Scan
To advance our understanding of cognitive decline in cancer patients, we developed a self-administered online neuropsychological test battery: the Amsterdam Cognition Scan (ACS). The goal of the ACS is to measure broad cognitive functioning for research purposes. Although this new test battery was designed for the oncology setting, it measures various cognitive abilities and is therefore equally suitable for cognitive studies in other settings. The ACS measures attention, information processing, learning and memory, executive functioning, and psychomotor speed. Psychometric properties have been studied in Dutch adult noncentral nervous system cancer patients. Overall, adequate test-retest reliability was observed (n=96; 59% [57/96] female; mean age 51.8 years, SD 11.9; 57% [54/96] high education level), with correlations comparable with those of equivalent traditional tests ($r_\rho=.29-.79$) [22]. A second study (n=201; 55.7% [112/201] female; mean age 53.5 years, SD 12.3; 61.2% [123/201] high education level) showed concurrent validity, i.e., consistency with scores from equivalent traditional tests, to be medium to large ($r_\rho=.42-.70$; total score $r_\rho=.78$), except for a visuospatial memory test ($r_\rho=.36$) [22]. Correlations were affected—as expected—by design differences between online tests and their offline counterparts. Furthermore, usability proved to be high as almost all participants could successfully complete the test battery from home—unsupervised and without technical problems. Most of these participants (90%) indicated to prefer online home assessments over online or traditional assessments from the hospital.

Objectives
To further facilitate use of the ACS, we collected reference data in a sample of 248 healthy adults. This enables indicating sensitivity to demographic characteristics, which is relevant as age, education, and—to a lesser extent—gender are often found to be associated with (various types of) cognitive performance [23,24]. Even though every new test requires representative normative data [25,26], online neuropsychological tests that are currently available often lack normative data or use data from offline assessments [1,27].

In sum, the aims of this study were to evaluate the psychometric properties of the ACS in a healthy sample and to establish regression-based demographically corrected normative data.

Methods
Participants
Reference data were collected from 248 healthy Dutch-speaking adults. All participants were recruited (October 2013–November 2014) via cancer patients of the Netherlands Cancer Institute who were participating in the ACS validation study [22]. First, patients of the validation study provided contact details of friends or family members suitable for participation in the study. Subsequently, the research team sent out invitation letters and contacted invitees by telephone 2 weeks later. Those who were interested in participation were asked several questions to verify eligibility. All participants were required to have sufficient proficiency of the Dutch language, basic computer skills (i.e., being able to operate the mouse and send emails independently), and access to a computer with an Internet connection. Exclusion criteria were history of cancer and self-reported neurological or psychiatric conditions that could influence cognitive functioning (e.g., schizophrenia, psychosis, clinical depression, substance dependence, or brain pathology). Because one of the seven neuropsychological tests—Place the Beads—was still under development during data collection, data for this test were obtained later in a different sample of 421 healthy Dutch adults that were recruited through an online respondent panel using similar inclusion and exclusion criteria as for the main reference sample.

Procedure
The study was approved by the review board of the Netherlands Cancer Institute conform ethical guidelines for human experimentation stated in the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the start of the assessments, informed consent was obtained from all participants. Assessments were completed in an unmonitored setting, either from home or from other private locations. Participants were instructed to find a quiet environment without distractions and to complete the test in one sitting. First, the ACS was administered: seven neuropsychological tests and two questionnaires—the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) [28] on symptoms of depression and anxiety and the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory-20 (MFI-20) [29] on fatigue—were presented. The complete battery—including two fixed, standardized breaks of 2 min each—took about 1 hour (on average 56 min for the first assessment) to complete. The ACS was followed by an online debriefing on test conditions during the assessment (e.g., disruptions and technical issues). Around 6 weeks later (median=45 days; SD=13.8), the ACS was repeated using the same order and versions of neuropsychological tests.

For the Place the Beads reference sample, subscribers to an online respondent panel were stratified to match demographic characteristics of the main reference sample and subsequently invited by email. Participants from this sample received similar instructions but were presented with the Place the Beads test only. Both participants and nonparticipants received a second invitation, either as a reminder or as an invitation to repeat the test after 6 to 8 weeks (median=79 days; SD=29.5).
Computer Skills and Neuropsychological Assessment

Before the start of the first neuropsychological test, computer skills were assessed via tests of keyboard type skills (Type Skills), mouse click skills (Click Skills), and mouse drag skills (Drag Skills) that were newly developed by the research team (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for a description of these tests and Figure 1 for screenshots of these tests). To create a compound score that reflects overall computer skills, standardized scores for these three tests were averaged, such that higher scores indicate better overall computer skills [22].

The neuropsychological assessment consisted of seven tests that provide 12 measurements on generic cognitive ability areas, including a composite score. All tests were based on conventional traditional neuropsychological tests and developed to measure similar cognitive measurement constructs. An overview of these neuropsychological tests, their measurement constructs, and the traditional test versions are shown in Table 1; a more detailed description of these tests is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1; and Figure 2 and Multimedia Appendix 2 provide screenshots of the different elements of the ACS. In chronological order, the following tests were assessed: Connect the Dots I and II, Wordlist Learning, Reaction Speed, Place the Beads (analyses on this test are based on the Place the Beads reference sample), Box Tapping, Fill the Grid, Wordlist Delayed Recall and Recognition, and Digit Sequences I and II. Tests were developed for online self-administration. For participants, all that was required was a computer with sound and an Internet connection. One could use a mouse or touchpad to respond, as preferred. The ACS was programmed to run on all major Internet browsers and on all common variations in operating systems, which means that no downloads were required to access or complete the battery. Every neuropsychological test started with an instruction video in which screen captures of the test, combined with voiceover instructions, were presented. Subsequent practice with feedback ensured that participants understood the instructions and were ready to take the actual test. The ACS was presented in Dutch but is available in English as well. A German, French, and Spanish version is currently being developed.

Figure 1. Computer skill test from the Amsterdam Cognition Scan.

Table 1. Tests of the Amsterdam Cognition Scan and their equivalent traditional tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online testsa</th>
<th>Test domains</th>
<th>Main outcome measure</th>
<th>Traditional equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Connect the Dots I; Connect the Dots II</td>
<td>Visuomotor tracking, planning, cognitive flexibility, divided attention</td>
<td>Completion time (I and II)</td>
<td>Trail Making Test A; Trail Making Test B [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.a. Wordlist Learning</td>
<td>Verbal learning</td>
<td>Total number of correct words (trial 1 to 5)</td>
<td>15 Words test (Dutch version of Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test) [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Reaction Speed</td>
<td>Information processing speed and attention</td>
<td>Mean reaction time</td>
<td>Visual Reaction Time (subtest FePsy) [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Place the Beads</td>
<td>Planning, response inhibition, visuospatial memory</td>
<td>Total number of extra moves</td>
<td>Tower of London, Drexel University (TOL-dx) [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Box Tapping</td>
<td>Visuospatial short-term memory</td>
<td>Total number of correctly repeated sequences</td>
<td>Corsi Block-tapping Test [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Fill the Grid</td>
<td>Fine motor skills</td>
<td>Completion time</td>
<td>Grooved Pegboard [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.b. Wordlist Delayed Recall &amp; Recognition</td>
<td>Retention of information: free recall and recognition</td>
<td>Total number of correct words; free recall and recognition</td>
<td>15 Words test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Digit Sequences I; Digit Sequences II</td>
<td>I: attention II: working memory</td>
<td>Total number of correctly repeated sequences (I and II)</td>
<td>WAIS III Digit Span (forward and backward) [36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aOnline tests displayed in chronological order.
Data Analysis

Outliers on the neuropsychological test scores were identified and excluded from data analyses to limit the influence of extreme scores, possibly reflecting periods of participant distraction or technical glitches. For reaction time outcomes (Connect the Dots, Reaction Speed, and Fill the Grid), we used the median absolute deviation (MAD) method [37] to detect outliers. MADs were calculated and applied times 3.5 separately per age group: ≤40 years, 41-59 years, and ≥60 years to indicate upper and lower data limits. For tests that rely on the number of correct responses and for which zero scores are more likely to reflect usability issues than true (floor) performance (Wordlist Learning, Box Tapping, and Digit Sequences), zero scores were considered outliers and excluded from analyses.

A composite score for the total online neuropsychological test battery (total score) was calculated by averaging the standardized scores of the main outcome measures Connect the Dots I and II, Wordlist Learning, Reaction Speed, Box Tapping, Fill the Grid, Wordlist Delayed Recall, and Digit Sequences I and II. Standardized scores of Connect the Dots, Reaction Speed, and Fill the Grid were reversed scored (z-score times −1) first. The Place the Beads test was not included in the composite score because this test was completed by a different group of participants. Wordlist Recognition was not included in the composite score as there was very little variance in the data.

To assess practice effects, paired sample t-tests on the differences between performance on the first and the second assessments were performed. A significant (P<.05) improvement over time was interpreted as indicating practice effects [38].

Test-retest reliability was assessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC): two-way mixed effects model with measures of absolute agreement (95% CI). Similar to other correlation measures, higher ICC values indicate less error variance and better test-retest reliability, but unlike other measures, ICCs take both random and systemic error (eg, practice effects) into account when calculating reliability [39,40]. Generally, as a criterion for acceptable test-retest reliability, ICC values of .60 or .70 and higher are recommended.
In agreement with these recommendations, we used a criterion of .60 to indicate which tests have acceptable reliability results and which do not. To enable interpretation of reliability results and comparisons with reported test-retest reliabilities in the literature, Pearson \( r \) and Spearman rho (depending on the distribution of scores on the particular measurements) were also calculated.

An absolute measure (in the unit of the measurement instrument) of reliability was calculated by the SE of measurement (SEM), using the mean squared error (MS; residual) term from the ICC formula as shown in equation (1):

\[
(1) \quad {\text{SEM}} = \sqrt{\text{MS}_{\text{residual}}}
\]

In addition, the smallest detectible change (SDC), indicating—similar to the reliable change index—an interval for change beyond measurement error, was calculated as shown in equation (2) [39]:

\[
(2) \quad \text{SDC} = 1.96 \times \sqrt{2} \times \text{SEM}
\]

When applying the SDC to group scores (eg, for research purposes), averaged scores make the measurement error smaller. Therefore, to indicate real change of group mean scores, SDC was divided by the square-root of the sample size, as shown in equation (3) [44]:

\[
(3) \quad \text{SDC}_{\text{group}} = \frac{\text{SDC}}{\sqrt{n}}
\]

Multiple regression analyses (MRA) were performed on Connect the Dots I and II, Wordlist Learning and Delayed Recall, Reaction Speed, Place the Beads, Box Tapping, Fill the Grid, Digit Sequences I and II, and the ACS total score to explore sensitivity to demographic variables. To do so, first, reference group raw scores were converted into normalized and standardized scores (mean 0, SD 1). Reverse scoring was applied for Connect the Dots, Reaction Speed, and Fill the Grid. For Connect the Dots I, Reaction Speed, and Fill the Grid, inverse transformations were applied (1 / [reversed] test score), whereas for Connect the Dots II a log10 transformation and for Place the Beads, a squared root transformation was applied. Next, for all measures, we regressed standardized scores on the predictive variables age, age-squared, gender (0=female, 1=male), and education (Verhage education scores [45]) entered blockwise. These variables were selected based on literature [25,26,46] and on previous findings of influencing factors on ACS performance in a sample of cancer patients [22]. Age was centered (age – mean group age) to avoid multicollinearity with the quadratic age term [47], which was added to model nonlinear relationships between age and test performance [26,48]. The Verhage education score, which ranges from 1 to 7, was transformed to a high-low score: 0=high (Verhage 6 and 7) and 1=low or medium (Verhage 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). Low and medium levels were merged to one level because the lowest level was represented by only one participant with Verhage 3. In addition, for explorative analyses on the influence of computer skills and experience, we ran all models with tested computer skills as supplementary predictor and performed correlational analyses on self-reported mean number of hours of computer use per week (computer use indicated as [1] 0-5, [2] 5-15, [3] 15-35, or [4] >35 hours a week). Model parameters—consisting of standardized and unstandardized beta weights for each predictor and a predictive constant—and the SD of residuals of the participant’s observed scores were estimated for each outcome measure.

Next, nonsignificant predictors (\( P>.05 \)) were excluded from the models, and MRA were rerun. The resulting model parameters provided the basis for regression-based formulas that can be used to calculate demographically adjusted scores.

To check assumptions for MRA, multicollinearity was assessed by calculating the variance inflation factors (VIFs) and checking whether any values were >10 [49]. In addition, for potential future interpretation of CIs and statistical significance, homoscedasticity was evaluated by visual inspection of residual-predicted values scatter plots, and normal distribution of the residuals was evaluated by visual inspection of residual histograms and p-p plots.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 22.0 (IBM Corp). For reliability analyses, probabilities of \( P<.01 \) (two-tailed) were considered statistically significant to reduce chance of type one error. For multiple regressions and analyses on practice effects, probabilities of \( P<.05 \) (two-tailed) were considered statistically significant to be more conservative.

**Results**

**Main Findings**

For the main reference sample, letters were sent to 353 people (friends and family of patients from the ACS validation study), of whom 294 (83.3%) agreed to participate. Of these 294 participants, a total of 250 (70.8% of all 353 invitees) completed both assessments. A total of 11 participants dropped out before the start of the study and 33 during the study. The data of 2 participants were excluded from analyses because of missing demographic information (age and level of education). Therefore, analyses are based on 248 participants. In addition, 6 participants were excluded from analyses on the Worldlist Learning test, as they indicated to have used a notepad during one or both assessments. One participant was excluded from analyses on Digit Sequences II, as this participant used the entry field to memorize the digits before entering them in reverse order. Table 2 shows demographic and medical characteristics (history of brain pathology and medication use) of the dropout group and of the reference sample (n=248). All participants of the main reference sample were in the age range of 19 to 81 years (mean 49.1, SD 12.9), and 63.3% (157/248) were female. Seventy-one percent of the participants had high education levels (Verhage scale 6 or 7). For the Place the Beads reference sample, about 600 people (subscribers to an online respondent panel) were invited by email, of which 541 (90.2%) opened the link to the online test. Of these 541 participants, 433 (72.2% from all 600 invitees) completed the first assessment. A total of 12 participants were excluded from analyses as there was no information available on their gender. The 421 participants of the final Place the Beads sample were in the age range of 18 to 78 years (mean 47.9, SD 13.8), and 251 59.6% (251/421) were female. A subgroup of 143 Place the Beads participants also completed a second assessment for test-retest analyses.
Table 2 for an overview of demographic characteristics of these subgroups of the Place the Beads samples. Figure 3 illustrates participation and completion rates of the main reference sample and the Place the Beads reference sample.

Conditions During the Self-Administered Assessments

The vast majority (75.4%, 187/248) of the participants used a standard mouse, 19% (47/248) used a trackpad, and 5.6% (14/248) used something else (e.g., joystick or pen mouse) at the first assessment. Furthermore, most participants used the same device type at the second assessment (92.7%, 230/248). The results of the online debriefing on the first assessment with the ACS (n=235) are displayed in Table 3. Main findings are that 13.6% (32/235) participants were disrupted, and 11.5% (27/235) participants experienced some type of technical problem during the assessment; mostly problems with the Internet connection (23/235, 9.8%) and a few cases of problems with hardware (sound system or failed attempts having tried to use a tablet; 1.7%, 4/235). Technical problems were in all cases resolvable and did not prevent participants from completing the assessment. By far, most participants preferred online assessments from home over online or traditional assessments from the hospital (97.3% out of n=225 answering this question).

Test-Retest Reliability and Practice Effects

Test-retest reliability results indicated statistically significant correlations between the first and the second assessment for all 12 outcome measures (all P<.001; see Table 4). HADS and MFI-20 questionnaire results are presented separately (see Multimedia Appendix 3). The ICCs of the individual tests ranged from .45 (Place the Beads) to .80 (Fill the Grid). The total score had an ICC of .83. The majority of measures had ICCs above our .60 criterion (Connect the Dots I and II, Wordlist Recognition, Reaction Speed, Fill the Grid, Digit Sequences II, and the total score), except for Wordlist Learning and Delayed Recall, Place the Beads, Box Tapping, and Digit Sequences I.

Table 2. Demographics and clinical characteristics of the main reference sample and the Place the Beads reference sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Dropoutsa (n=44)</th>
<th>Main reference sample (n=248)</th>
<th>Place the Beads reference sample (n=421)</th>
<th>Place the Beads test-retest subsample (n=143)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25 (57)</td>
<td>157 (63.3)</td>
<td>251 (59.6)</td>
<td>65 (45.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19 (43)</td>
<td>91 (36.7)</td>
<td>170 (40.4)</td>
<td>78 (54.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.4 (14.1)</td>
<td>49.2 (13)</td>
<td>47.9 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education levelb, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 (1.9)</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>11 (25)</td>
<td>73 (29.4)</td>
<td>196 (46.6)</td>
<td>64 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>33 (75)</td>
<td>175 (70.6)</td>
<td>217 (51.5)</td>
<td>77 (53.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer experience (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.9 (7.2)</td>
<td>19.5 (6.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical characteristics, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslexic</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>4 (1.6)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concussion (history)</td>
<td>11 (25)</td>
<td>59 (23.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiplash (history)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>10 (4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke (history)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient ischemic attacks (history)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease (current treatment)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure (current treatment)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28 (11.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus (current treatment)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>6 (2.4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep medication</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
<td>8 (3.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painkillers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aDropouts from the group of 296 people who agreed to participate as part of the main reference sample: 11 dropped out before starting the assessments, 15 dropped out after starting—but not completing—the first assessment, and 18 dropped out after completing the first assessment. Of other nonparticipants (n=59), no characteristics were available because of the recruitment procedure.

bEducation is based on Verhage education scores 1 to 7 [45], corresponding with the following US years of education: 1: 1 to 5 years, 2: 6 years, 3: 7 to 8 years, 4: 7 to 9 years, 5: 7 to 10 years, 6: 7 to 16 years, and 7: 17 to 20 years. Low=Verhage 1 or 2; medium=Verhage 3, 4, or 5; and high=Verhage 6 or 7.
In addition, we found Pearson and Spearman (depending on score distributions) correlations highly comparable with the highest test-retest correlations of the traditional tests reported in literature on studies with similar retest intervals (2 weeks-6 months). For Wordlist Delayed Recall, we found the reliability coefficient to be somewhat lower than in the literature but still relatively high (ρ=.64 vs \(r=.80\)) [50].

On the basis of the SEM, the SDC was calculated for use with mean group results for all neuropsychological outcome measures (see Table 4). Paired samples \(t\) tests showed significant practice effects for the following tests: Connect the Dots I and II (both \(P<.001\), Wordlist Learning and Delayed Recall (both \(P<.001\), Place the Beads (\(P=.002\), Box tapping (\(P<.001\), and Fill the Grid (\(P<.001\)). A ceiling effect was observed for the Wordlist Recognition measure, indicated by small SDs and no improvement over time. For the seven measures that showed significant performance change over time, the difference scores (mean 1 – mean 2) were added to the group SDC to account for practice effects.
Table 4. Test-retest reliability and practice effects (significant \( t \) values in italics) for the Amsterdam Cognition Scale (Total participants \([N]=248\)). ICC: intraclass correlation coefficient; N/A: not applicable; SDC: smallest detectable change; SEM: standard error of measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>( n ) (%)</th>
<th>Mean 1 (SD)</th>
<th>Mean 2 (SD)</th>
<th>( t ) value (degrees of freedom), ( P ) value</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>SDC group(^{a,b})</th>
<th>ICC(^{c})</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient(^{c})</th>
<th>Literature(^d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connect the Dots I</td>
<td>240 (96.8)</td>
<td>34.83 (9.39)</td>
<td>32.48 (7.79)</td>
<td>5.43 (239), &lt;.001</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.75(^e)</td>
<td>.55-.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect the Dots II</td>
<td>246 (99.2)</td>
<td>58.05 (18.45)</td>
<td>54.95 (17.62)</td>
<td>3.6 (245), &lt;.001</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.74(^e)</td>
<td>.56-.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlist Learning</td>
<td>241 (97.2)</td>
<td>52.02 (10.13)</td>
<td>58.11 (9.80)</td>
<td>-12.31 (240), &lt;.001</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.75(^e)</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlist Delayed recall</td>
<td>241 (97.2)</td>
<td>11.15 (2.71)</td>
<td>12.09 (2.88)</td>
<td>-5.34 (240), &lt;.001</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.64(^e)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlist Recognition</td>
<td>242 (97.6)</td>
<td>44.17 (1.57)</td>
<td>44.31 (1.72)</td>
<td>-1.76 (241), .08</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.54(^e)</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Speed</td>
<td>241 (97.2)</td>
<td>308.88 (44.57)</td>
<td>310.49 (44.85)</td>
<td>-0.69 (240), .49</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.74(^e)</td>
<td>.20-.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place the Beads(^f)</td>
<td>143 (100)</td>
<td>25.63 (14.03)</td>
<td>21.54 (15.81)</td>
<td>5.17 (142), .002</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50(^e)</td>
<td>.38-.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Tapping</td>
<td>232 (93.5)</td>
<td>9.17 (2.26)</td>
<td>9.70 (1.91)</td>
<td>3.91 (231), &lt;.001</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.46(^e)</td>
<td>.42-.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill the Grid</td>
<td>241 (97.2)</td>
<td>62.59 (12.69)</td>
<td>60.73 (11.42)</td>
<td>3.85 (240), &lt;.001</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.81(^e)</td>
<td>.72-.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Sequences I</td>
<td>245 (98.8)</td>
<td>10.40 (2.22)</td>
<td>10.61 (2.17)</td>
<td>-1.52 (244), .13</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.54(^f)</td>
<td>.61-.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Sequences II</td>
<td>242 (97.6)</td>
<td>8.50 (2.72)</td>
<td>8.78 (2.87)</td>
<td>-1.81 (241), .07</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.64(^f)</td>
<td>.46-.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score(^b)</td>
<td>206 (83.1)</td>
<td>0.06 (.53)</td>
<td>0.07 (.55)</td>
<td>-0.23 (205), .82</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.83(^f)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)SDC group: SDC / \( \sqrt{n} \).

\(^{b}\)For measures with a significant practice effect (\( t \) value in italics), Mean 1 – Mean 2 difference scores were added.

\(^{c}\)All correlation coefficients were significant at \( P<.001 \).

\(^{d}\)Range of Pearson \( r \) correlation coefficients as found in the literature on studies with retest intervals between 2 weeks and 6 months on adults without progressive disease is presented: Trail Making Test A [51-54]; Trail Making Test B [23,53,54]; 15 Word Test Learning and Delayed Recall [50]; 15 Word Test Recognition [55]; Visual Reaction Time FePsy [55,56]; Tower of London [23,56-58]; Corsi Block-tapping [52,57,59,60]; Grooved Pegboard [61,62]; WAIS Digit Span [56,63].

\(^{e}\)Spearman \( \rho \).

\(^{f}\)Analyses performed on data from the Place the Beads sample; participants that completed both assessments only (\( n=143 \)).

\(^{g}\)Pearson \( r \).

\(^{h}\)Total score is based on mean standardized scores from Connect the Dots I and II, Wordlist Learning and Delayed Recall, Reaction Speed, Box Tapping, Fill the grid, and Digit Sequences I and II.

Influence of Age, Gender, Education, and Computer Skills on Neuropsychological Test Scores

The multiple regression models—all including the factors age, age-squared, gender, and/or education if significant (\( P<.05 \))—are presented in Table 5. MRA, first, showed that higher age significantly deteriorated scores on all neuropsychological tests, as well as on the total score (see betas in Table 5). In addition to this linear age effect, a negative quadratic age effect was found for Connect the Dots II and the total score, indicating that age deteriorated scores on these measures increasingly with older age. Second, men outperformed women on Connect the Dots I, Reaction Speed, Box Tapping, Fill the grid, and the total score. Women outperformed men on Wordlist Delayed Recall. Finally, participants with low or medium education showed lower test scores than participants with high education on Place the Beads, Digit Sequences I and II, and the total score. Mean scores and SDs for all outcome measures stratified by gender and age are provided in Table 6. MRA performed only on participants who used a standard mouse (thus excluding participants who used a trackpad or “other” device) yielded highly similar results; the effect of demographic characteristics were similar, except for age no longer being significant for performance on Digits I and gender no longer being significant for performance on Wordlist Learning and Reaction Speed.
Table 5. Multiple linear regression models including the factors age, age-squared, gender, and/or education if significant (\(P<.05\)) for Amsterdam Cognition Scan outcome measures. All multiple regression analyses (MRA) are performed with normalized and standardized (mean 0, SD 1) scores. Education: 0=high, 1=low or medium; Gender: 0=female, 1=male.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SE beta</th>
<th>Standard beta</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>(P) value</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>SD (residual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connect the Dots I&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.149</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.549</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.401</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>-.193</td>
<td>-3.68</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect the Dots II&lt;sup&gt;a,c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>-.580</td>
<td>-11.06</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age-squared</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-.126</td>
<td>-2.40</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlist Learning</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.272</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.346</td>
<td>-5.78</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordlist Delayed Recall</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.234</td>
<td>-3.79</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Speed&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.248</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place the Beads&lt;sup&gt;a,d,e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>-.195</td>
<td>-3.96</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>-.113</td>
<td>-2.30</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Tapping</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.145</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.298</td>
<td>-4.86</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.372</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td>.179</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill the Grid&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>-.505</td>
<td>-9.18</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Sequences I</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.130</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-3.50</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>-.160</td>
<td>-2.56</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Sequences II</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.196</td>
<td>-3.15</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-3.57</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>-.163</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-.597</td>
<td>-11.04</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age-squared</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-.117</td>
<td>-2.16</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>-.112</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Reverse scoring was applied before MRA.
<sup>b</sup>Inverse transformations were applied (eg, 1/Connect the Dots I).
<sup>c</sup>Log10 transformation was applied.
<sup>d</sup>Squared root transformation was applied.
<sup>e</sup>Analyses performed on data from the Place the Beads sample.
<sup>f</sup>Note that education levels were more balanced in the Place the Beads sample by including more participants with middle or lower education than in the main sample.
To further investigate the widespread association between cognitive performance and gender, explorative analyses were performed. These analyses showed no general age difference between women and men ($t_{246}=-0.79, P=.43$). Level of education was distributed somewhat differently, with more very highly educated (Verhage 7) men than women ($\chi^2_{[n=248]}=9.62$).
Moreover, on average, men had more years of self-reported computer experience ($t_{246}=-3.07, P=.002$) and higher scores on the computer skills compound score ($t_{232.1}=-2.07, P=.04$). Concerning tested computer skills, when looking into gender differences between young ($\leq 40$ years), middle aged (41-59 years), and older aged ($\geq 60$ years) participants separately, only in the younger age group, men significantly outperformed women ($t_{57}=-2.07, P=.04$). We entered both self-reported computer experience and tested computer skill scores as additional predictors in the MRA but removed self-reported computer experience as it was not associated with any of the neuropsychological outcome measures. Tested computer skills, on the other hand, proved to be associated with performance on all time-based measures (Connect the Dots I and II, Reaction Speed, and Fill the Grid) and the total score (see Multimedia Appendix 4). For most of these measures (Connect the Dots I, Reaction Speed, Fill the Grid, and the total score), a beneficial effect of being male was found in the main MRA. After entering computer skills as a predictor, gender was no longer significantly associated with Connect the Dots II, Reaction speed, and the total score, but it remained significantly associated—albeit less so—with Connect the Dots I and Fill the Grid. Additionally, a second self-reported measure of computer experience—“mean number of hours computer use per week”—was positively correlated with several ACS measures: Connect the Dots I ($p=.37, P<.001$), Connect the Dots II ($p=.27, P<.001$), Wordlist Learning ($p=.27, P<.001$), Reaction Speed ($p=.16, P=.02$), Box Tapping ($p=.33, P<.001$), Fill the Grid ($p=.36, P<.001$), and the total score ($p=.33, P<.001$), as well as with tested computer skills ($p=.4; P<.001$).

There was no proof of multicollinearity (the highest VIF value was 1.06), indicating statistical independence of the proposed predictor variables. Evaluation of the p-p normality plots of the final models showed that standardized residuals were not normally distributed for Wordlist Delayed Recall and Box Tapping, and evaluation of residual-predicted values scatter plots indicated heteroscedasticity for Connect the Dots II. For the current analyses—focusing on estimation of model parameters—lack of normality and homoscedasticity does not invalidate results [64].

Regression-Based Normative Data

The regression models, as presented in Table 5, provide regression-based normative data. First, for each measure, demographically based predicted scores can be calculated using the constant value and the unstandardized beta weights. Age is centered by calculating the difference between the age of the patient and the mean age of the reference sample (49.19 years). For example, on Connect the Dots I, a woman aged 55 years would have a predicted score of $-1.149 + (55-49.19)(-.042) + 0(.401)=-.39$. As we used normalized and standardized scores for the initial multiple regression analyses, actual scores need to be normalized and standardized using the same transformations as well. Subsequently, by calculating the standardized difference between actual and predicted score, a demographically corrected norm score is established. If the woman of our example has an actual score of 60 seconds, this corresponds to a normalized (in the case of Connect the Dots I reverse transformations were applied) and standardized score of $((1/60) .0304).00793=-1.73$, resulting in a difference score of $-39(-1.73)=-1.34$ and a norm score of $-1.34/.819=-1.64$.

Discussion

On the basis of assessments from 248 healthy Dutch adults, we studied psychometric properties and established regression-based, demographically corrected, normative data for the ACS.

Test-Retest Reliability and Practice Effects

Test-retest reliability was found to be adequate for most tests. ICCs ($>0.60$) indicated sufficient consistency over time for 7 out of 12 outcome measures. Consistency between overall ACS performance (total score) was especially high. This could be expected as averaged scores generally generate higher correlations than single measurements [38,39]. Test-retest correlations were highly comparable with the highest test-retest correlations for equivalent traditional tests as reported in the literature. Current reliability results were also comparable with the test-retest results on the ACS as observed in a sample of cancer patients (6 week interval; n=96) [22], although we currently find higher reliability for Reaction Speed, Box tapping, and Fill the Grid. An important difference between this study with healthy subjects and our previous study with cancer patients was the degree of variability in computer hardware. In the patient study, repeated testing was performed from two different settings (home and hospital, in a counterbalanced design) and thus, on two different computers; in this study, the majority of participants performed both assessments on the same computer. As Reaction Speed, Box tapping, and Fill the Grid are highly dependent on mouse input, it is likely that consistent hardware over assessments has improved test-retest reliability. Therefore, in future applications with repeated testing, it will be important to pursue consistency of computer configuration; preferably using one computer and one browser type.

We found significant differences between the first and the second assessment on most of our tests (all measures except for Digit Sequences I and II, Reaction Speed, and Wordlist Recognition). For this last test, a ceiling effect was found, as is commonly found in the literature for its traditional equivalent [38,65]. Practice effects are commonly observed with repeated cognitive testing, especially for infrequently practiced modes of response and for memory tests [64]. Therefore, in case of repeated testing (eg, before and after treatment), it is important to take such practice effects into account. Our future research will focus on establishing parallel versions of tests that are most susceptible to practice effects to limit overall occurrence of practice effects. This means that after developing parallel versions, psychometric properties will be reevaluated. In this study, we took practice effects into account by adjusting the group SDCs for observed practice effects and by using ICC measures that take systematic error into account for our test-retest correlational analyses.
Influence of Age, Gender, Education, and Computer Skills on Neuropsychological Test Scores

Considering sensitivity to demographic characteristics, multiple regression-based parameters indicated distinct associations of age, gender, and education with test performance. Age was, as expected, the strongest predictor of cognitive performance [66]. In addition to linear age effects, we found quadratic age effects for two outcome measures (Connect the Dots II and the total score), indicating acceleration of age-related decline with advancing age. Previously, these effects were reported for functions such as verbal memory [25], spatial visualization, processing speed, and reasoning [66,67]. However, in these previous studies and in this study, quadratic age effects are found to be small compared with linear age effects.

A high level of education was predictive for better test performance on only a few outcome measures (Place the Beads, Digit Sequences I and II, and the total score). This suggests that there is limited influence of education level on ACS performance. Note that our main reference sample did not include participants with a low education level, which hampers the assessment of the influence of level of education on cognitive performance. Therefore, MRA should be repeated after collecting reference data from a more heterogeneous reference sample, and information on level of education should preferably be collected in future studies using the ACS.

Gender appeared to be a generic predictor of cognitive performance on the ACS, with men outperforming women on 5 out of 12 measures and women outperforming men on one of the measures. Previous studies have shown more specific effects of gender on cognitive performance; it is commonly found that women outperform men on verbal learning and memory tests, whereas for many other cognitive functions, gender differences are less common [64,68]. To better understand our generic finding of men outperforming women, additional analyses were performed, indicating that computer skills, rather than gender, predicted performance on several gender-sensitive outcome measures. Sensitivity to computer skills may also be influenced by age, as young men in particular were found to outperform women of similar age on computer skills.

We have not yet included our measure of computer skills in the MRA and regression models, as we first want to learn more about its measurement construct and its relation with both online tests and traditional tests. Preliminary data on correlations between tested computer skills and the traditional equivalents of our online neuropsychological tests in a different sample of healthy adults (n=40; 72.5% [29/40] female; mean age 40 years, SD 15.4; 80% [32/40] high education level) indicated associations between our computer skills measure and several traditional neuropsychological tests, mainly in the domains of processing speed and motor coordination. Positive correlations were found for the Trail Making Test (TMT) A (ρ=.5; P<.001), 15 Words test (Dutch version of Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test), Learning (ρ=.74; P<.001) and Delayed Recall (ρ=.58; P=.004), Reaction Speed (ρ=.47; P=.002), Grooved Pegboard (ρ=.5; P=.001), and the battery total score (ρ=.77; P<.001). Moreover, self-reported average number of hours of computer use a week was not associated with performance on traditional neuropsychological tests (except for TMT B: ρ=.34; P<.03), whereas in analyses on the online ACS data, this measure was associated with tests on the domains of processing speed and motor coordination (tests that require relatively demanding use of computer input devices). These additional analyses indicate that number of hours computer use is potentially a more valid measure of computer skills than our tests of computer skills, as it did not correlate with offline measures or online measures for which influence of computer skills was not to be expected. Further research on these measures should result in determining an optimal measure of computer skills, which subsequently can be included in the regression-based norms.

Regression-Based Normative Data

Normative data are established by providing MRA parameters on sensitivity for age, gender, and/or education for all main neuropsychological measures. The MRA parameters constitute formulas that allow for calculating regression-based, demographically corrected norm scores. In addition, to illustrate the influence of the main demographic predictors on cognitive performance, we presented mean test scores stratified by age and gender. Normative data, as presented, are suitable for interpreting ACS results from future studies with Dutch adult populations. American normative data for the English version of the ACS will be available in the near future as well. Concerning future use of the ACS, note that the Wordlist Recognition measure tends to result in a ceiling performance and that the reference data on this test had insufficient variance to enable interpretation of performance. Therefore, currently, Wordlist Learning and Wordlist Delayed Recall are advised to be used as the main measures of verbal learning and memory. Furthermore, as in general response time latencies can differ substantially depending on input device type [69], norm data should ideally be device specific. However, since most people used a standard mouse, we were at present not able to differentiate between devices. In future studies, after collection of additional reference data with a variety of device types, MRA should be repeated.

Usability

In addition to psychometric properties and normative data, this study showed that the ACS has high usability for cognitive testing with healthy Dutch adults, as was previously found in application with Dutch cancer patients. Virtually all participants completed the test battery from home without additional help. Temporary Internet disconnection occasionally occurred, but this did not prevent participants from completing the ACS successfully. On the basis of the debriefing, we suggest explicitly mentioning in pretest instructions to have a functional sound system, not to use paper-and-pencil, and to strive not to be disrupted during the assessment. This was done in our own instructions but could have been emphasized even more.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this study with a healthy adult sample shows that the ACS can give reliable measures of various generic cognitive ability areas. For repeated measurements, computer configuration should be consistent. Combined with our normative data that describe which demographic characteristics
influence performance, these results allow for initial interpretation of ACS performances. However, to improve the interpretation of the test scores, we will continue to collect reference data, including in a lower educational group and repeat multiple regression analyses after acquiring a more heterogeneous reference sample. We also aim to improve our MRA parameters by performing input device specific calculations and by studying the influence of computer skills and experience and related factors more in depth. The Dutch version of the ACS is estimated to be available for research purposes by the end of 2018. By that time, scoring software based on our normative data will be available as well.
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Abstract

Background: Geosocial networking apps have made sexual partner-seeking easier for men who have sex with men, raising both challenges and opportunities for human immunodeficiency virus and sexually transmitted infection prevention and research. Most studies on men who have sex with men geosocial networking app use have been conducted in large urban areas, despite research indicating similar patterns of online- and app-based sex-seeking among men who have sex with men in rural and midsize cities.

Objective: The goal of our research was to examine the spatial distribution of geosocial networking app usage and characterize areas with increasing numbers of partner-seeking men who have sex with men in a midsize city in the South.

Methods: Data collection points (n=62) were spaced in 2-mile increments along 9 routes (112 miles) covering the county encompassing the city. At each point, staff logged into 3 different geosocial networking apps to record the number of geosocial networking app users within a 1-mile radius. Data were collected separately during weekday daytime (9:00 AM to 4:00 PM) and weekend nighttime (8:00 PM to 12:00 AM) hours. Empirical Bayesian kriging was used to create a raster estimating the number of app users throughout the county. Raster values were summarized for each of the county's 208 Census block groups and used as the outcome measure (ie, geosocial networking app usage). Negative binomial regression and Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests were used to examine Census block group variables (eg, median income, median age) associated with geosocial networking app usage and temporal differences in app usage, respectively.

Results: The number of geosocial networking app users within a 1-mile radius of the data collection points ranged from 0 to 36 during weekday daytime hours and 0 to 39 during weekend nighttime hours. In adjusted analyses, Census block group median income and percent Hispanic ethnicity were negatively associated with geosocial networking app usage for all 3 geosocial networking apps during weekend nighttime hours. Population density and the presence of businesses were positively associated with geosocial networking app usage for all 3 geosocial networking apps during both times.

Conclusions: In this midsize city, geosocial networking app usage was highest in areas that were more population-dense, were lower income, and had more businesses. This research is an example of how geosocial networking apps’ geospatial capabilities can be used to better understand patterns of virtual partner-seeking among men who have sex with men.
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Introduction

HIV in the United States continues to disproportionately affect men who have sex with men (MSM) despite ongoing prevention measures taken by public health officials [1]. In 2016, MSM accounted for 67% of all new HIV infections [2]. HIV and sexually transmitted infection research and intervention among MSM increasingly has focused on the social environment where risk behavior occurs [3-5], particularly as more MSM are using Web-based tools or mobile phone geosocial networking (GSN) apps (eg, Grindr, Hornet, Adam4Adam, Scruff, etc) to meet sex partners [6].

GSN apps provide information on geographic proximity between users making sexual partner seeking quick and convenient [7-10]. Research among MSM who use GSN apps to find sex partners has shown mixed results regarding the relationship between GSN app use and risky sexual practices. While some studies found no association between GSN app use for partner seeking and sexual risk behavior [11,12], some research suggests that partner seeking on GSN apps is associated with increased condomless anal intercourse [9,13,14], drug use (ie, methamphetamine, Viagra, poppers, painkillers) [10,13,15], number of partners [10,13,16,17], and history of sexually transmitted infection diagnosis [15,16,18-21].

Though many studies have surveyed MSM to examine the use of GSN apps to find sex partners [10-16,18-22], relatively few studies have used the GSN apps’ geospatial capabilities to better understand geographical patterns of partner seeking among MSM. Previous research in Atlanta, Georgia, described a methodology for using the geolocation features of a GSN app as a novel approach to calculating the estimated spatial density of GSN app-using MSM. The study collected information on the closest 50 users or, when the total was less than 50, all users within a 2-mile radius of each data collection point. The data were then used to create race-stratified maps that highlighted areas of high spatial densities of MSM [23]. Research projects like the aforementioned show promise in informing geotargeted HIV prevention, treatment, and recruitment strategies. For example, geofencing, a practice widely used in mobile advertising, relies on mobile phone Global Positioning System and radio-frequency identification technology to trigger strategic HIV prevention and treatment messaging when a user enters or exits a specified area [24].

Much of the research on GSN app usage among MSM has been conducted in large urban areas [10,15,22,23,25,26]; yet similar patterns of online sex seeking are reported among MSM residing in rural and midsize cities [27,28]. Smaller cities often differ from larger cities in terms of stigma [29,30] and availability of visible gay spaces [31-33]. As others have noted, research on sexual health and app-facilitated sexual behavior among MSM in midsize cities is limited [34-36]. Some research has shown that, compared with online-recruited MSM in larger cities, those in small towns were more likely to report using apps to meet long-term partners and men for sex [37]. Other studies have indicated that rural MSM experiencing hostility, stigma, and social and sexual isolation often use the internet to find sex partners [38,39]. It is important to also acknowledge that these online forums and apps can be central in facilitating positive social connectedness and friendship among MSM [40,41,42]. Taken together, these findings indicate a changing landscape of social connection and risk behavior among MSM in which technology is increasingly relevant yet not well understood, especially in settings outside of major urban centers.

This study is among the first of its kind to use the geospatial capabilities of GSN apps to provide insights on the use of 3 different GSN apps by MSM in a midsize city during weekday daytime and weekend nighttime hours, thus building upon previous research in a large urban area that focused only on 1 app and lacked detail on weekday daytime versus weekend nighttime differences [23]. The purpose of this study was to describe the spatial distribution of GSN app-using MSM in a midsize city in the South and identify geographic and demographic factors associated with areas of high numbers of GSN app users.

Methods

Setting

We collected information on the use of 3 different MSM GSN apps using a geographically systematic sample of points in Fayette County, Kentucky [43]. Fayette County encompasses the city of Lexington, Kentucky, and has a land area of 284 square miles and a population of 295,805 people who are predominately white (75.7%) and non-Hispanic (93.1%), with 30.7% between the ages of 18 and 34 years [43].

Data Collection

The road network in the county resembles a spoke pattern in which the city is bisected by a series of main roads that extend to the county’s perimeter. The bisecting routes that offered the best county coverage were selected using Google Maps [44]. Data collection points (n=62) were spaced in 2-mile increments along 9 routes with a total driving distance of 112 miles (Figure 1).

We visited each point twice: once during weekday daytime (Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 3:02 pm) and once during weekend nighttime (Friday or Saturday, 8:02 pm to 11:50 pm) hours. While stopped at each point (approximately 5 minutes per stop), we logged into a blank profile created for study purposes on each of the 3 GSN apps. Once we were logged into the profile, the app displayed the number of users within varying distances from the collection point. We recorded the number of users within 1 mile on each app, the time of collection, and the latitude and longitude at that collection point on a paper form and via the Fulcrum data collection app [45]. All apps used in this study have been self-described as providing a space for gay men to look for dates, friends, fun, relationships, and hookups. Apps 1 and 3 are nongroup/niche specific apps that have been described in previous research [46-49], with the latter attracting gay, bisexual, and curious men [50]. App 2 targets a subgroup identified as “bears” [47,48], who have a more traditional masculine style and acceptance of diverse body shapes [49].
Figure 1. Data collection points with 1-mile coverage buffers.

According to preliminary data from interviewer-administered surveys from 57 MSM aged 18 to 35 years from Lexington (data collection ongoing), apps 1, 2, and 3 were in the top 5 most frequently named MSM GSN apps used by respondents to “meet people for sex.”

**Measures**

Variables included in the regression model were derived from the 2011-2015 American Community Survey 5-year estimates [51], the 2010 Census data from the US Census Bureau [43], and the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government Open Data Web Portal [52]. Independent variables in the model included block group population density (population count per square mile; range 3.3-15,737.5), median age (range 7.5-64.5 years), median annual household income (range $7,905-$201,429), percent white (range 10.8%-100.0%), percent Hispanic (range 0.0%-64.2%), and business zoning amounting to greater (or equal) versus less than 1% of the area of the block group (binary: 40.4% had greater or equal to 1% of the area business zoned). These variables were included in the analyses because past research on GSN app use has found that demographic variables such as age [10,15], race/ethnicity [10,15], and income [22] were associated with app use. Business zoning, the areas specified for business use by the local government, was included to capture the presence of gathering spaces (eg, restaurants, bars, shopping venues, employers).

**Analysis**

**Spatial Analyses**

Of the 62 data collection locations, 61 had cell service (ie, LTE, 3G, 4G) to access apps for data collection. The point with no service was excluded from kriging analysis. We conducted spatial analyses using ArcMap version 10.3.1 (Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc) and negative binomial regression and Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc).

We constructed maps to illustrate differences in the spatial distribution and number of app-using MSM across apps at different time periods. The Fayette County shapefile used in the depictions was procured from the Census Bureau [53]. We used empirical Bayesian kriging (EBK) for spatial interpolation as it predicts values for areas where data has not been collected based upon the specific values at each collected observation point and their relative proximity to other points. Past research has employed similar techniques, such as kernel smoothing, and found that kriging offered similar results [23]. The ArcMap EBK tool predicted the average number of app-using MSM for each raster grid (pixel), as shown in Figure 2.

We next converted the EBK raster grid cell values to points at their centroids so these values could be assigned to the Census block groups; there were from 8 to 4302 of these points in each block group, depending on area, with a median of 46. This further enabled estimation of the average number of GSN app users within each Census block group. We used this average, rounded to the nearest whole number, in each block group as the dependent variable in a negative binomial regression analysis and to calculate weekday daytime/weekend nighttime differences in the number of GSN app-using MSM by app (Figure 3).

**Statistical Analyses**

Our dependent variable was the number of app users for a particular app at a particular time period in each Census block group. Given that we examined 3 different apps, each at 2 different times, with possible duplication of users across apps and times (ie, people using more than 1 app at a time and people using the same app at different time windows), we ran 6 independent models. We used Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests to examine differences in the number of people using the app between the 3 apps and between weekday daytime and weekend nighttime data collection periods for the same app because the outcome variables were paired and nonparametric. Negative binomial regression was used to examine geographic and demographic factors associated with areas with increasing numbers of GSN app-using MSM at the Census block group level. Negative binomial regression was used because the counts were overdispersed and therefore not appropriate for a typical Poisson model. We also ran the models with the independent variables median age, median income, and population density.
log-transformed to try to force more linear relationships with the outcome. To test for collinearity, we ran the PROC REG collinearity diagnostic collinoint [54] to determine how related each variable was to each other in the presence of all other variables. The analysis for collinearity showed that none of the independent variables was collinear and all could be included in the same final model.

Figure 2. Empirical Bayesian kriging analysis of the estimated spatial distribution of geosocial networking app users by time and app.
Results

Descriptive

The number of GSN app users within a 1-mile radius of the data collection points ranged from 0 to 36 during weekday daytime hours and 0 to 39 during weekend nighttime hours. The median number of estimated GSN app users in each Census block group in Fayette County during weekday daytime and weekend nighttime varied by app (10.0, 2.0, 10.5, and 10.0, 1.0, 9.0, respectively), but within-app comparisons revealed no significant temporal differences for any of the 3 apps ($P=.95$, .39, and .65; see Table 1).
We created choropleth maps to display differences in the spatial distribution and number of GSN app-using MSM by time of day (Figure 3). From weekday daytime to weekend nighttime, the spatial distribution of app-using MSM varied for 2 of the 3 apps. The use of app 1 was concentrated in downtown Lexington (ie, the center of the county) during weekday daytime and weekend nighttime; however, at weekend nighttime, a second area south of the city emerged as an area of high app usage. For app 3, use was concentrated in the downtown area both during weekday daytime and weekend nighttime but use was more intensely concentrated in the downtown area at weekend nighttime.

**Block Group Regression Analysis**

Fayette County comprises 208 Census block groups. Based on the dependent variable of estimated number of GSN app users in each Census block group, unadjusted negative binomial regression with each app stratified by time of collection was used to estimate crude risk ratios (Table 2). In all combinations of apps and collection times, the number of GSN app-using MSM was positively associated with population density \((P<.001)\) and presence of business zoning of the block group area \((P<.001)\), and negatively associated with age \((P<.001\) to \(P= .03)\) and median income \((P<.001)\). For every 100 persons per square mile increase in population density, the number of GSN app users increased by 1.1% to 1.5%. In the presence of business zoning, the number of GSN app users increased by 106% to 188%. For every year increase in median age, the number of GSN app users decreased by 1.1% to 1.5%. For every $5,000 increase in median income, the number of GSN app users decreased by 5.7% to 8.9%.

Percent Hispanic ethnicity was not significantly associated with the number of GSN app-using MSM in any app or time combinations \((P=.20\) to \(P=.99)\). The statistical significance of the association between percent white and number of GSN app-using MSM varied between app and collection time \((P<.001\) to \(P=.13)\); percent white was negatively associated with the number of GSN app users for app 1 and app 3 during the daytime and app 1 and app 2 during the weekend nighttime, but not for app 2 during the weekday daytime or app 3 during weekend nighttime.

The multivariable models are shown in Table 3. In all combinations of app and collection times, number of GSN app-using MSM was positively associated with population density \((P<.001)\) and business zoning \((P<.001)\) and negatively associated with median income \((P<.001)\) and percent Hispanic \((P<.001\) to \(P=.045)\), adjusting for all other variables. The statistical significance of the association of median age \((P<.001\) to \(P=.46)\) and percent white \((P=.02\) to \(P=.77)\) with the outcome of interest varied between app and collection time in the final model; median age was positively associated with the number of GSN app users for app 1 during the weekday daytime but not for any other time or app. Percent white was negatively associated with the number of GSN app users for app 1 during the weekday daytime and app 2 during the weekend nighttime but not for any other time or app. In multivariable models with income, age, and population density log-transformed (data not shown in table), the results were similar except that in both of the models for app 2 and app 3, median age became statistically significant and in app 1 day and app 2 night, percent white lost statistical significance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Crude incidence rate ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 1: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97-1.00)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.03)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.91-0.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.24 (1.82-2.75)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 1: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.97 (0.96-0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-1.00)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.02)</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.92-0.95)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.02 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.06 (1.64-2.58)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 2: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.99)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.01)</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.91-0.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.28 (1.89-2.73)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 2: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.97 (0.95-0.99)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-1.00)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.97-1.08)</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.89-0.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.02 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.88 (2.13-3.91)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 3: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-1.00)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.02)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.93-0.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.12 (1.67-2.68)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 3: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.99)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.02)</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.93-0.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Crude incidence rate ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi^2)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.26 (1.85-2.76)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Multivariable analysis of the association between Census block level characteristics and number of geosocial networking app–using men who have sex with men.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Adjusted incidence rate (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 1: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01-1.04)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-1.00)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.91-0.95)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>1.69 (1.43-2.00)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 1: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.01 (0.99-1.02)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99-1.00)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.92-0.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>1.56 (1.28-1.92)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 2: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.03)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.99)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.91-0.96)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>1.77 (1.47-2.13)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 2: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.01 (0.99-1.03)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-1.00)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.95-0.98)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.90-0.97)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>2.22 (1.67-2.93)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 3: weekday day</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.03)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99-1.01)</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.97-1.00)</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.93-1.00)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (100 per mi²)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business zoning</td>
<td>1.77 (1.41-2.21)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App 3: weekend night</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, year, median</td>
<td>1.01 (0.99-1.02)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (%)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.01)</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (%)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-1.00)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (per $5,000)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.93-1.00)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

This study revealed that the presence of business zoning and population density were positively associated with the number of GSN app-using MSM during both weekday daytime and weekend nighttime for all GSN apps. We also found that median income and percent of the population who were Hispanic were negatively associated with the number of GSN app-using MSM during both weekday daytime and weekend nighttime for all GSN apps, adjusting for other variables in the model. Increased app use in areas with the presence of business zoning could imply that app users may be using these apps in areas of economic activity (eg, bars, restaurants, stores) including areas that cater to a predominantly gay clientele. This could highlight an important overlap between virtual and in-person partner-seeking spaces.

By using Wilcoxon signed rank sum tests and comparing choropleth maps of the differences in the spatial density of GSN app-using MSM, we determined that the total number of users between weekday daytime and weekend nighttime was not significantly different but that specific areas within the county could be experiencing changes in the number of partner-seeking MSM between these 2 time periods. This could imply either that the same users are migrating to different areas over time, different users at different locations are logging in at different times, or a combination of these. Previous research with GSN app-using MSM indicates that more than 50% log on 5 or more times per day with significantly greater percentages logging on during evening hours [55]; however, no studies to our knowledge have tracked use by time and geographic position. This information could be informative to local health departments because instead of using mobile HIV testing units only during weekend nighttime hours at nightlife venues, these units could also be used at specified hotspots during weekday daytime hours. These data may also be able to inform more cost-efficient geotargeted and temporally targeted recruitment strategies for research. However, more research is needed to explore attitudes about the presence of HIV outreach activities such as mobile HIV testing units or research recruitment efforts near daytime hotspots such as neighborhoods and places of business.

The novel methods of data collection used in this study addressed some of the limitations of past GSN app research. For example, prior research using GSN apps for data collection largely relied on a single app [12,14,23,26,41,42,56]. Our study used 3 apps, and the variance in spatial distribution of use and number of users across apps highlights the importance of using multiple apps in future research. Popularity of GSN apps shifts over time, and some apps are more popular among specific subgroups of MSM [57]. Previous research has also aggregated geographic data across time points rather than examining daytime and nighttime use separately [23]. Our study, which examined weekday daytime and weekend nighttime use separately, revealed that spatial patterns of use may vary by time of day.

Finally, data on the use of GSN apps is also novel in the context of midsize cities as most studies to date have focused solely on larger cities [13,15-17,20,22-24,26]. Collecting data on GSN apps for MSM in midsize cities could be of increased importance due to differences in social context [29-33,38,39] and the way in which users interact with the app in contrast with urban GSN app users [37]. This is especially important given the disparities in resources for sexual and gender minority people in rural areas compared to large urban centers. Prior research has demonstrated the importance of technology in the lives of rural sexual and gender minority people in combating social isolation and homophobia in public social spaces [37-41]. In general, more research on the role of technology in fostering resilience among MSM in rural areas is needed. However, given the literature linking GSN app use and sexual risk behavior, a closer examination of how these dynamics play out in rural settings is crucial to developing targeted HIV prevention efforts for rural MSM.

Limitations

Although the maps demonstrated substantial differences in estimated GSN app usage throughout the study area, more data collection points could have improved the accuracy of the EBK estimation. Also, our study compared differences between weekday daytime and weekend nighttime but did not include weekday nighttime hours as a sampling window. The sampling time window was large, more so for weekday daytime hours (6-hour window) than weekend nighttime hours (4-hour window); future studies may benefit from narrowing the time window of data collection; although this may require data collection occurring over more calendar time depending on personnel. Additionally, this study used a multiapp approach for data collection, but there were other GSN apps that were not used for this study. At the outset of the study, we contacted 6 app companies to notify them of our intent to do the study and dropped 3 apps due to the fact that it violated their user agreements.

In respect of app users’ privacy, we did not record any identifying information about GSN app users, making it impossible to compare demographic characteristics of users with ecological variables based on census data. This also prevented us from determining the extent to which GSN app-using MSM were using more than 1 app and whether the differences in spatial distribution were due to the temporal migration of the same users to different locations or if other app users in different locations were logging on at different times. Although the choice not to collect identifying data resulted in analytic limitations, we believe that this was an important tradeoff to make in respect of user privacy and app company policies. Ethical issues surrounding the collection and use of
GSN profile data for research are complex, rapidly evolving, and warrant increased attention. In the interim, we believe it is important for researchers to communicate with GSN app companies and take steps to prevent violation of user privacy.

**Conclusion**
The number of GSN app users within a 1-mile radius of the data collection points ranged from 0 to 36 during weekday daytime hours to 0 to 39 during weekend nighttime hours. In the multivariate analysis, the number of GSN app-using MSM was positively associated with business zoning and population density and negatively associated with median income and percent Hispanic residents. Methodology using geospatial data and area demographic data can lead to insights for tailored and targeted interventions to support better health outcomes in underserved populations.
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Abstract

Background: Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common class of birth defects, which encompasses a broad spectrum of severity ranging from relatively minor to extremely complex. Improvements in surgery and intensive care have resulted in an increasing number of infants with the most complex lesions surviving after surgery until the time of discharge from the hospital, but there remain concerns about out-of-hospital mortality, variability in how services are provided at the time of discharge and beyond, and difficulties experienced by some families in accessing care.

Objective: As part of a mixed-methods program of research, this study aimed to elicit parental experiences of caring for a child with CHD after hospital discharge following a cardiac surgery and collect information to inform interviews for a subsequent stage of the project.

Methods: A closed online discussion group was set up via the main Facebook page of the Children’s Heart Federation (CHF), a national charity offering support to children with heart disease and their families. The discussion group was advertised through the charity’s webpage, and interested participants were directed to the charity’s Facebook page from where they could access the closed Facebook group and respond to questions posted. The CHF moderated the forum, and the research team provided questions to be posted on the forum. Responses were collated into a single transcript and subjected to thematic analysis.

Results: The forum was open for 4 months, and 91 participants (mean age 35 years, range 23-58 years, 89 females, 89 parents, and 2 grandparents) submitted demographic information and were given access to the closed forum group. A common experience of isolation emerged from the data, with descriptions of how that isolation was experienced (physical, social, knowledge) and its psychological impact, together with the factors that made it worse or better. Woven through this theme was the notion that parents developed expertise over time.

Conclusions: The use of an online forum provided a means for eliciting data from a large number of parents regarding their experiences of caring for their child after hospital discharge following cardiac surgery. Parents engaged with the forum and were able to articulate what went well and what went less well, together with sharing their stories and supporting each other through doing so. Some parents clearly found participating in the forum a positive experience in itself, demonstrating the potential of social media as a mechanism for providing support and reducing isolation. Information gained from the forum was used to shape questions for interviews with parents in a subsequent phase of the study. Furthermore, the themes identified in the online forum...
have contributed to identifying ways of improving the provision of care and support for parents of high-risk babies following discharge after cardiac surgery.
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**Introduction**

Congenital heart disease (CHD) affects approximately 8 in every 1000 live births, and every year in the United Kingdom, approximately 2800 infants undergo heart surgery, with those at the more severe end of the disease spectrum often leaving hospital requiring ongoing care, such as tube feeding, multiple medications, and daily monitoring of oxygen saturations [1,2]. Improvements in surgery and intensive care have resulted in increasing numbers of infants with the most complex lesions surviving after surgery until the time of discharge from hospital but this has been accompanied by concerns about out-of-hospital mortality, variability in how services are provided at the time of discharge and beyond, and difficulties experienced by some families in accessing care. To understand and address these concerns, a multidisciplinary mixed-methods program of research was undertaken (Figure 1), including a systematic review [3], quantitative analyses of national audit data [4,5], and interviews with key stakeholders (parents, health professionals, and charity helpline staff) [6-8]. The overall aim was to synthesize the information gathered from each of the data sources to identify ways in which care could be improved for high-risk infants with complex cardiac conditions at the time of discharge and during the postdischarge period [9].

The focus of this paper is to present a discrete element of the study that centered on an online forum method used to address the following 2 aims:

1. **Elicit parental experiences of caring for a child with CHD after discharge following cardiac surgery**
2. **Collect information from parents of children with CHD to inform the in-depth interviews** (Figure 1)

A further aim emerged, which was to comment on the use of an online forum in the context of this study.

In this online forum part of our study, we particularly sought to explore the parents’ experiences of taking a baby home after congenital heart surgery. Elevated levels of distress, anxiety, and depression have been reported in parents of children who have undergone cardiac surgery, particularly those for whom their baby’s surgery was recent and those with more complex heart conditions [10,11]. Parents are often discharged with suboptimal levels of information about their child’s condition [12] and their children, particularly the most fragile infants, need skilled care once home after discharge [13], all of which can result in significant parental burden. A process of “safeguarding survival” has been described in parents of infants at highest risk of dying after discharge, whereby parents safeguard their child’s survival through taking charge of their infant’s care at home, protecting them from infection, and drawing on the support of others (extended family) to help with the care and monitoring of their child [14]. This has been developed further into a theory of “parenting under pressure,” which highlights the specific challenges parents face but also focuses on parental ability, resourcefulness, and resilience [15]. However, although such research provides important and valuable insights into parenting fragile, high-risk infants, the reliance on face-to-face interviews as the mechanism for data collection has excluded many parents from participating and also prevented us from accessing the insights from parents sharing experiences and opening up to each other. Parents of children with significant health conditions can find it challenging to participate in face-to-face research for a variety of practical reasons; however, those who are difficult to reach via traditional data collection methods, such as fathers, those who are more geographically remote, and those from ethnically and culturally diverse cultural backgrounds often have important and salient contributions to make. Recent years have seen a significant increase in the use of online social networks, with evidence suggesting that approximately two-thirds of adults in the United States and Europe now use social media [16,17]. Social networks provide a quick and easy means of sharing ideas, information, and opinions; have a broad population reach; and are widely used in every sphere of life [16,18]. Facebook is the dominant social network worldwide and many health-related groups have arisen on Facebook that are predominantly used for raising awareness, social support, and fundraising. Developments in technology have also resulted in an increasing use of electronic methods to collect data for research, and there is evidence to support their feasibility, the prompt responses of participants, the richness of data collected by these means, and fewer human errors [19-21]. One method of electronic data collection is the online forum, which allows asynchronous interactions, whereby participants are able to join discussions at their own convenience, in contrast to methods that require synchronous interactions, such as chat groups. They have been reported to be relatively easy to use, safe, accessible, and observable, and it has also been suggested that they offer a more comfortable mechanism for the discussion of sensitive or personal health issues and are a feasible alternative to more traditional research tools, such as face-to-face focus groups [22-24]. They also provide participants with a “free rein” to express their views, such that responses may include valuable detail beyond that which was originally asked. Furthermore, they offer flexibility to researchers and participants alike, thus reducing participant burden and pressures of time.

http://www.jmir.org/2018/5/e155/
Methods

We used an Internet forum to elicit views on the information and support that parents were given at the time of discharge after their baby’s surgery and during the postdischarge period and their experiences of caring for their baby and interacting with health professionals in primary, secondary, and tertiary services.

Data Collection

The online forum was facilitated via the Children’s Heart Federation (CHF) through its Facebook page. CHF is a national charity and is an umbrella organization representing approximately 12,000 children with heart disease and their families. They have an active presence and following on Facebook and Twitter, and at the time of setting up the online forum, the CHF Facebook page had around 3120 members. CHF has experience of running online forums, and as they are a national charity, their forums are accessed by parents of children treated at each of the specialist pediatric cardiac centers in the UK, thus providing us with the potential to include a more representative population of parents than we could achieve otherwise.

CHF entered into a contractual arrangement with us, and a fixed fee was agreed upon for their role in facilitating and managing the forum. A closed online discussion group was set up via their main Facebook page. The discussion group was advertised through the charity’s webpage, and interested participants were then directed to the charity Facebook page, where they could access more detailed information about the larger study and the online forum in particular. Information was provided about the rationale for the study, the role of the forum, how information from the forum would be used, and issues relating to confidentiality and anonymization of forum posts. The potential for touching on sensitive topics and that some bereaved families may contribute to the forum were acknowledged, and contact details for the CHF helpline were provided should participants want to talk to someone further about any issues that were raised on the forum. If people wanted to participate, they were required to provide some basic demographic information (their age, gender, ethnicity, and geographical region). Once this information was received by CHF, they were given access to a private or “closed” Facebook group and were able to begin responding to questions posted there. CHF was responsible for all day-to-day running and moderation of the forum in line with a standard operating procedure developed in collaboration with the research team, which included processes for managing inappropriate or offensive messaging and distressed users as well as procedures for running the forum. The research team provided questions to be posted on the forum at the start of the process, and CHF decided when new questions should be posted based on participant responses and the rate of responding. CHF was specifically asked to probe further if they noticed any of the following issues in participant responses:

1. Social and practical issues, for example, financial, educational, and transport issues
2. Issues to do with language or cultural differences
3. Difficulties accessing support in the community
4. Understanding information from health care providers

Forum responses were pseudonymized by CHF before being sent to the research team in a weekly update. CHF assigned participant numbers to individual respondents, but did not undertake any editing of responses before sending them to the research team.

Ethical approval was granted by the local National Research Ethics Service Committee London-Central (Reference: 12/LO/1398).

Data Analysis
Responses were collated into a single transcript (78 pages), and thematic analysis was used to analyze forum responses according to recommendations made by Coffey and Atkinson [25]. A conceptual model was built with discussed with all members of the research team, showing clearly the relationships between the themes. The analysis proceeded as follows:

1. The transcript was analyzed as a whole. It was read, and notes were made in the margins on interesting or significant points said (JT, FG, and JW).
2. Codes were attached to segments of data. These segments could be one word, a phrase, or a sentence. The codes were a summary of what a parent seemed to be referring to or describing.
3. After the transcript had been coded, segments of data with similar codes were brought together to create categories containing data that shared a common element.
4. The categories were discussed, refined, and used to generate themes (JT, FG, and JW). As meanings can change when phrases are isolated, the original contexts of the phrases within the themes were checked.
5. Each theme was given a name that aimed to capture all the elements within that theme.
6. Agreement and understanding were gauged during discussions until consensus was reached; there were in fact few discrepancies. Working in this manner, we safeguarded against an interpretation representing the subjectivity of the observer more than the object of study.

Results

Study Participants and Overview of Responses
The forum ran for 4 months, during which time a total of 91 participants (mean age 35 years, range 23-58 years, 89 females, 89 parents, and 2 grandparents) submitted demographic information and were given access to the closed forum group. Participants came from all over the United Kingdom and were predominantly of white British ethnicity (85 of 91 participants). Of these, 73 parents participated in the forum discussion and most responded to between 1 and 5 questions. Neither of the 2 grandparents contributed to the forum discussion. Although data were not collected about the children themselves, it was evident from the responses that they had a wide range of cardiac diagnoses, including as part of genetic syndromes, and that they spanned a wide age range (infant to teenager), although most were of preschool age. A total of 19 questions were posted, although there was an overlap between some of the questions to probe for further detail and encourage other participants to respond. The first question had 43 responses and the final question had 39 responses, with the number of responses to individual questions ranging from 14 to 43. The questions with the most responses were those about information provided about caring for their baby at home (symptoms and how prepared they felt), community support (particularly experiences with general practitioners and health visitors [HVs]), and support from cardiac liaison nurses. Parents also responded to others’ posts, offering support and sharing experiences, and toward the end of the forum, parents became more open in identifying with other parents’ experiences.

Emerging from the data was an experience of isolation, as one parent said:

It’s a pretty lonely place.

This was described in terms of the way in which that isolation was experienced (physical, social, knowledge) and the resulting psychological impact, together with the factors that made that worse or better (challenging and mitigating factors).Threaded through this theme was the notion of time, revealing parents developing expertise, where parents moved from feeling overwhelmed and lacking in knowledge and skills to becoming “expert parents” with a corresponding increase in their knowledge and skills (Figure 2). We present here these themes drawing on salient quotes that best illustrate our findings.

Physical Isolation
A number of parents described being physically isolated as a result of having a baby with CHD:

[I] didn’t see a soul…from leaving hospital to returning for review.

The physical isolation was sometimes due to parents’ own anxieties and concerns, particularly about the risk of infection. Some parents felt that they could not go out to places where they would be in contact with other parents and babies:

I felt it too risky to go to clinic, with infections.

There were other parents who not only feared taking their baby out but also worried about visitors bringing infection into their home:

It was all such a huge shock, on discharge we were told she was like any other baby, but obviously there were differences. I was very scared about taking her out and catching a cold or something, or visitors bringing in germs.

In other situations, parents identified that professionals—particularly HVs—were anxious about mothers taking their babies to a busy clinic, preferring instead to make home visits, but this in turn could compound the challenges of isolation that the families were facing:

[My health visitor] was nervous about me going to baby clinics etc for weekly weights but I needed to get out.
Even when the visits themselves were perceived positively, there was still an isolating element to them:

...home visits were lovely but made me feel more isolated.

Social Isolation

Parents described their feelings of social isolation in terms of interactions with other parents and about the support parents of a child with CHD received from support groups. Being unable to participate in “normal” mother and baby activities resulted in mothers feeling isolated from other new mothers, with the impact sometimes having consequences beyond the first weeks and months:

Loads of mum formed their friendships at that time. I was left behind and still am because of his additional needs.

Mothers described how they wanted to be like others, but in several instances, the particular needs of their baby singled them out from other parents, with a resulting isolating impact:

Went to mother and baby group once to get him weighed and never went again as was so upset by HV and other mums looking at your child’s scar and not talking.

A number of parents were quite specific in their descriptions of what they considered to be failings in the support they were given and the isolating effect this had:

Absolutely no support groups...or help...feel quite isolated sometimes.

In contrast, other parents reported feeling well supported by their local community team:

Health visitor was good and did the best she could for us despite not having all the answers about concerns regarding baby’s heart defect. She came almost every week to weigh him ...she contacted other professionals to seek advice or support for us. She was a welcome face at an isolated time and I looked forward to our chats.

Knowledge

Some parents described their own and others’ knowledge, or lack of knowledge, as both challenging and isolating. Many commented that professionals in both secondary and primary care did not have sufficient information about CHD or their child’s specific heart condition:

There has been no one in the community or local hospital that had the answers.

And that they often knew more about their child than the local health professionals:

I found that we know lots more than they [community health professionals] did about her condition, which was both understandable...and terrifying in equal measures.
Parents also described their own stress associated with knowledge, in terms of either feeling that they did not know enough about their child’s condition or, conversely, the responsibility and burden of needing to communicate knowledge to local health professionals:

[I am]...just sick of explaining to everyone. I wish someone could tell me about him not the other way around.

In contrast, others talked about the efforts made by health professionals in the community to become more knowledgeable about CHD or to get advice from other professionals. Some parents described the information they were given by the specialist center, highlighting the degree to which tertiary centers varied in the information they gave families about local services and support networks, both in terms of what they provided and how they provided it.

Psychological and Emotional Impact

Caring for a child after cardiac surgery can have a significant psychological and emotional impact, and parents described their anxiety, which, for some, developed into symptoms of post-traumatic stress or served to heighten their feelings of isolation. One parent talked about feeling unprepared for how life had changed and the tension between feeling grateful that her child had come through the surgery and was back home and not feeling able to tell the team how anxious she felt:

Your whole life changes and no one tells you that...I think I had a bit of posttraumatic stress but I was so grateful my baby was home I didn’t want to say how terrified I was constantly and how much I relived every moment.

It was evident that some parents felt disorientated and unsettled on returning home, with a number of parents describing that they felt in a “fog” when they got home after their baby’s surgery:

I was having panic attacks and quite “fog-like” for months, felt quite isolated but there seemed to be nobody really asking about the parents.

Many parents shared how lonely and scared they felt during those early weeks:

Felt out of my depth and very scared.

Some had clearly been traumatized by their experiences, and described feeling unsupported:

The child is discharged and the parents are left walking around in an often traumatised state with no suitable support.

And unable to share their experiences:

It has been the most traumatic year of my life and yet I feel I can’t really talk to anyone else about it.

Some parents also talked about their difficulty in perceiving themselves as a parent rather than just as someone providing medical care for their child because of the demands of the treatment regimen:

For a long time I struggled to feel like his mummy and not a nurse because that was all I seemed to be doing...medications, meds and more meds.

Challenges

Parents provided insight into a number of challenges that they faced once home after their child’s surgery, which contributed to and compounded the overall feeling of isolation. Some of these challenges were related to practical issues, such as information, with parents describing a “roller-coaster of information and procedures” and how they received a lot of information in the hospital but nothing about being at home after discharge:

We got bombarded with info in hospital but once home there’s no information as to what to look out for.

Other parents described a number of practical difficulties associated with aspects of the treatment regimen, such as getting prescriptions:

At one point we were left without heart meds for one week. Doctor refused to prescribe...They told me they would phone the cardiologist to check. They didn’t. Needless to say my baby was getting sicker and sicker. I ended up crying down the phone pleading for a prescription.

Parents conveyed a sense of these difficulties undermining local health services and reducing parents’ trust and confidence in them.

Feeding was identified as a significant challenge by a number of the parents, which was related to the difficulties the baby had in feeding:

I had...this baby that struggled to feed, cried if I touched her and lost weight constantly. All I got was “just persevere and top her up with her NG.”

Challenges were also related to the time feeding took place and some of the practicalities for those children who were tube fed:

The first few days were a nightmare...I ended up syringing milk into her mouth as she wouldn’t take a bottle at all.

Some mothers also talked about breastfeeding, for example, one mother described feeling “lost and helpless” as she tried to feed her baby “without hurting her,” whereas others discussed the lack of support they experienced around feeding issues:

We had a horrendous 6 months and it was me that sought out support [for feeding issues] it wasn’t just there for us.

Taking home a vulnerable baby after surgery was a further source of stress for a number of parents, related to the risk of complications, infections, or the fear of something going wrong, and parents conveyed a sense of waiting and watching for something to happen “...we feared an emergency could happen at any time” using words such as “horrendous,” “scared to death,” and “lost.” Several parents also identified that a lack of training had contributed to their anxiety:
We weren’t offered anything. I researched myself and paid to go on a babies/children first aid course. Think it would’ve been massively useful (if only to instil some confidence in us as parents that we could cope if a situation had arisen) to have had some basic training or advice.

Finally, parents described the challenge of dealing with the reactions of others, particularly professionals, to them and their baby. For example, one parent talked about how she felt that her GP thought she was an “over-reactive mum,” whereas another parent felt that it was her baby whom her GP had issues with:

I found my doctor very “stand-offish” as if scared of him [baby].

Mitigating Factors

Although some parents described the challenges of caring for a baby with a heart condition after cardiac surgery, many of them also talked about the things that helped and those factors which lessened the feelings of isolation. A number of the mitigating factors were related to the same topics which were challenges for other parents. For example, in a number of cases parents were provided with, or had access to, training and information before they left the specialist center:

We were asked in the hospital to give her meds under the nurse’s supervision so she could check we were administering them correctly. We were given all doses and medicines written down and plenty of syringes to take home. We were given a lot of info on care of her wound, what to do if she went blue etc and numbers for the CLN [cardiac liaison nurse], the ward and were told any queries just to call the ward direct which we did on a couple of occasions and got great and prompt advice.

Several parents were also given specific information about signs and symptoms to look for in their baby:

...told to look for blue lips. Fingers. If she got breathless tired sweaty while feeding also if oxygen levels go low.

A number of parents had open-access arrangements with their local hospital, which were clearly highly valued and helped to reassure parents:

We have open access at local hospitals and have [been] made to feel very welcome and nothing ever too big or small to come and see them.

Others described the accessibility of advice and the importance of that to them:

She was always on hand via phone or in person to answer questions and help explain stuff to us in layman’s terms. I honestly believe she made a world of difference to our ability to cope.

Although some parents had experienced negative reactions from health professionals, others had a very positive experience of care and support after hospital discharge from professionals in primary care, for example:

No problem was too small for the GP, she would phone the hospital if she needed to while I was waiting and send me straight away if she was worried about her.

A number of parents also described how their experience of secondary care had been excellent:

Our community nurse was brilliant, she even gave me her home number just in case I needed her. The health visitor was great, ENT [ear, nose and throat] feeding specialist was really helpful and still helps if I need her.

In some cases, babies were admitted to their local hospital in a step-down arrangement after treatment at the tertiary center, which parents valued:

...our local hospital would never let us go straight home after discharge from [specialist center], they would have [baby] in for 1-2 nights so THEY knew what to expect and how to treat, they were nervous of his heart but did a great job in ensuring they knew everything about him.

Parents also valued ongoing support from the cardiac liaison nurses in the specialist centers. As one mother said:

She [cardiac liaison nurse] was a familiar face in a whirlwind of unknowns...a friend in the know.

Support from people other than health professionals was also identified as an important factor for reducing isolation and facilitating coping. Parents described 3 main sources of nonmedical support as being other “heart families,” “online and charity support,” and the “support of family and friends.” One mother talked about wishing that she had had support:

...contact with someone who had “been there done that.”

Another mother saw parents in similar situations to hers as her first port of call for support:

I will ask the other heart mums and dads first as they usually know what’s what.

Although it was also evident that parents had to be ready to speak to other parents and that this was not the right approach for everyone, as one mother explained:

I’m still not at a point where seeking out other parents yet as I don’t think I could share our story.

Online and charity contact were described as important and helpful sources of support, primarily as a means of having contact with other parents:

My lifeline throughout the whole experience was the “Heartline” charity forum (online) I got a tremendous amount of support and got in contact with 2 mums (both with heart children) who have supported me through the whole process.

The support from family and friends was mentioned less frequently than other sources of support, but those parents who did describe it saw it as an important facilitator of coping with the experience: “…it is the emotional support of friends and family that pulls you through,” which was also attributed to
helping parents find some normality outside of their child’s heart condition and care:

We used to go to our local to see friends just to try and get some normal life and conversation.

Discussion

Study Findings

As far as we are aware, using a charity online forum as a systematic means of eliciting views from parents about their experiences of having a child with a health condition has not been undertaken previously within a research project. Collection of data using this method enabled us to reach a large number of potential participants, including those difficult-to-reach families who may find it more difficult or not wish to participate in projects that use more common methods of data collection such as focus groups, interviews, or questionnaires. Specifically, those families who were more isolated were able to participate, and this method offered a means of contributing to the project for those who were unable to participate in other strands of it. Furthermore, the ability to see other participants’ posts may have had a positive impact on the reluctant responder and encouraged and empowered them to engage.

The 2 aims of this element of the project were to elicit parents’ experiences of caring for a child with CHD and to collect information to inform the interviews with parents of high-risk infants. Both of these aims were achieved and, importantly, provided us with different information than that collected from other elements of the study. The population who participated in the online forum was broader than just parents of high-risk infants—rather, participants’ responses were reflective of a wider spectrum of both diagnoses and age of the child—increasing the likely generalizability of our results to the wider population of parents of children with CHD.

In terms of eliciting parents’ experiences of caring for a child with CHD, the main theme emerging from the forum was one of isolation, which parents described in terms of social and physical isolation and isolation related to knowledge. This finding was not as clearly articulated through the other methods of data collection in the wider project and provided unique insights not captured elsewhere. Physical and social isolation are common themes expressed by parents of children with health needs, including parents of children with other chronic illnesses [26], autism [27], and mothers of extremely preterm babies [28]. Parents also talked about the stress associated with knowledge about their child’s condition, in terms of feeling that they did not have enough knowledge, particularly in the early stages after hospital discharge, but also the burden of responsibility as the “keeper” of the knowledge about their child’s condition and the need to inform less knowledgeable professionals in primary care in particular. Over time, parents became “expert parents” in relation to the specifics of their child’s condition and treatment, a phenomenon seen in parents of children with other chronic conditions [29,30], but parents also expressed some ambivalence about this role associated with the need to assume responsibility for informing health professionals outside the tertiary center about their child’s condition.

The psychological and emotional impact of CHD on parents is well documented [31-34], and parents’ descriptions of their anxiety and symptoms of post-traumatic stress on the online forum corroborate findings in the literature [35,36]. What we were able to additionally elicit, however, was parents’ views about the specific challenges they faced following discharge after their child’s surgery and their perceptions about what helped mitigate their feelings of isolation and psychological distress. Key themes that emerged were related to information, training, practical issues, and support, and examples for each of these themes were provided of things which went well and things which went badly. Our recommendations from this and other elements of the study have been reported elsewhere [7-9].

Our third aim was to comment on the usefulness of the online forum. We were confident at the outset that there was a fit with the method and the research purpose. We chose the online forum because we needed a national approach: to explore with a range of parents from different parts of the country what it was like taking a baby home after congenital heart surgery. The lack of geographical boundaries was an advantage, as without this approach, the researchers would have needed to make long-distance trips to generate the qualitative data. Reduction in costs was a further advantage, in terms of travel costs and labor; generation of an automatic transcript was initially considered a further asset. On reflection, 3 challenges emerged. The first challenge was the natural selection of specific participants, resulting in our not reaching parents from ethnically diverse populations, discussed further as a limitation in our study. The second challenge was the theoretical saturation, limited when using asynchronous interaction, where exchanges take place over time, not in real time, and this limited the opportunities for researchers to continue to sample and code until new instances of variation for existing themes have ceased to emerge. The third challenge was the creation of an automatic transcript, which meant that some important aspects of qualitative research methodology were missing from our study, such as the nonverbal cues reported in verbatim transcripts. Despite these challenges, creating commitment online was achieved. Participants remained engaged with the forum, and although some participants only responded to 1 or 2 questions, a group of approximately 30 parents responded to questions throughout (although not necessarily every question).

Limitations

There were a number of limitations with this element of the study, which related to the method of collecting the data. The sample was predominantly white British respondents, most of whom were mothers, corroborating research which has identified that there are more female than male users of social media—particularly Facebook—and participants in online interactions tend to be predominantly white, younger, and highly educated [17,37]. One of the drivers for including this method of data collection was to enable parents who might otherwise not participate in research to have an opportunity to share their experiences. In particular, we were hoping that fathers and parents from ethnically diverse populations and those living in geographically difficult-to-reach areas would participate. Although parents came from a wide geographical area (all over the United Kingdom), we did not achieve our aim of capturing...
the views of fathers or parents whose ethnicity was not white British. To participate, parents required access to the CHF website and familiarity with Facebook, which meant that parents who did not speak English and were not able or willing to use social media could not participate. Furthermore, participants required a certain level of computer skills because of the requirement to register and login to the site. It is probable that parents from a more ethnically diverse population face challenges and have different experiences, which this method of data collection prevented us from capturing. In particular, participants who have received poorer education and do not have English as their native language are more likely to find it challenging to access hospital or community support, they receive less information, and find it more difficult to understand the information given, all of which may have a negative impact on their experience of caring for their child after hospital discharge. The selection bias in our study may therefore mean that our findings are an under-representation of the difficulties that these parents face when they take their baby home after heart surgery. Furthermore, families who are in contact with charities offering support may be more likely to engage with this type of research, thus limiting the representativeness of the sample. Finally, we did not have any “entry criteria” to the forum, other than the requirement to provide some demographic details, which did not include information about the child’s diagnosis. Although questions posted on the forum were related to discharge after infant cardiac surgery, some of the parents provided information and views about other stages of their journey (eg, after surgery in later childhood). Although we did not include these posts in our analysis where this was made explicit, it is possible that some posts were included where the time that parents were referring to was not identified as being other than following cardiac surgery in infancy.

We also had some challenges during the facilitation of the online forum, which was related to CHF staff leaving the organization during the time that the forum was running, which in turn meant that fewer probing questions were asked than intended. It was important that a neutral organization facilitated the forum rather than anyone from one of the specialist pediatric centers, particularly as at the time there was a national review taking place about the provision of pediatric cardiac services in the United Kingdom and whether services should be rationalized. It was also necessary that the forum was facilitated by an organization that had country-wide coverage and access to our specific target group (parents of children with CHD). CHF was clearly well placed to meet the requirements, and their staff turnover at a critical time for the project was unavoidable.

Online forums also have some inherent limitations compared with more traditional face-to-face methods of data collection. For example, nonverbal and contextual cues cannot be picked up on and specific participant comments cannot be probed, resulting in the potential loss of some richness of the data. Moreover, responses were generally much shorter than would be elicited in an interview. The automatically generated transcript, although being a benefit of this research method, was also not perfect, as has been identified previously in online forum research [38]. We did not collect information about the time spent on the site or number of visits participants made while the forum was running, and we also did not know if any participants had technical problems accessing the site at any time or whether potential participants failed to join the forum at all. However, it is also important to consider the aims of this part of the study and the fact that we were not conducting a qualitative study requiring data saturation but wanted to elicit information about parental experiences to inform the development of a topic guide for the in-depth interview in the next phase of the study.

Despite the limitations identified above, the online forum was a valuable component in our mixed-methods project. We have subsequently run another online forum for a different project, following a similar approach, in which we were able to address some of the challenges identified in this study related to the facilitation of the forum. However, reaching fathers and ethnically diverse families requires a different approach. We are aware of 1 support group in the United States that has designated part of its website specifically for fathers of children with complex heart disease, and 1 option would be to run a forum with this group, but we are not aware of anything similar for ethnically diverse families. Further work needs to be undertaken to identify more appropriate ways of engaging ethnic minorities in research, with specific attention given to the issues of culture and language.

Conclusions

Use of an online forum provided a means of eliciting the experiences of a large number of parents in caring for their child after discharge from hospital following cardiac surgery. Parents engaged with the forum and were able to articulate what went well and what went less well, as well as sharing their stories and supporting each other through doing so. At an individual level, some parents clearly found participating in the forum a positive experience in itself, as one parent said:

Thank you for this forum, it has helped reading other people’s experiences and knowing I’m not alone.

Although this was not one of the specific aims of the project, it demonstrates the potential of social media as a mechanism for providing support and reducing isolation. Information gained from the forum was used to shape the questions for the parent interviews in a subsequent phase of the study, particularly in terms of the barriers and facilitators parents experienced for accessing care after discharge. Furthermore, the themes identified in the online forum have contributed—in conjunction with other findings from the study—to identifying ways of improving the provision of care and support for parents of high-risk babies following discharge after cardiac surgery. Both the methods and results of the study have, we believe, wider generalizability and offer the potential of shared learning for other populations of parents with children with lifelong health conditions, particularly those with complex conditions who are receiving care in multiple settings, as well as the health professionals delivering that care. CHD can be an isolating experience for parents, particularly when their children are infants or have been discharged after surgery, and this has implications for the care and support of these children and families in primary, secondary, and tertiary care.
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Objective: This study aimed to assess whether alcohol consumption changes are associated with participation in Hello Sunday Morning’s blog platform, an online forum discussing experiences in abstaining from alcohol.

Methods: The study reports on Hello Sunday Morning participants who signed up for a 3-month period of abstinence from November 2009 to November 2016. The sample comprised 1917 participants (female: 1227/1917, 64.01%; male: 690/1917, 35.99%). Main outcome measures were Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores, mood, program engagement metrics, and slip-ups.

Results: Individuals who reported hazardous (preprogram AUDIT mean 11.92, SD 2.25) and harmful consumption levels (preprogram AUDIT mean 17.52, SD 1.08) and who engaged in the Hello Sunday Morning program reported a significant decrease in alcohol consumption, moving to lower risk consumption levels (hazardous, mean 7.59, SD 5.70 and harmful, mean 10.38, SD 7.43), 4 months following program commencement ($P$<.001). Those who reported high-risk or dependent consumption levels experienced the biggest reduction (preprogram mean 25.38, SD 4.20), moving to risky consumption (mean 15.83, SD 11.11), 4 months following program commencement ($P$<.001). These reductions in risk were maintained by participants in each group, 7 months following program commencement. Furthermore, those who engaged in the program more (as defined by more sign-ins, blogs posted, check-ins completed, and engagement with the community through likes and following) had lower alcohol consumption. Finally, those who experienced more slip-ups had lower alcohol consumption.

Conclusions: Participation in an online forum can support long-term behavior change in individuals wishing to change their drinking behavior. Importantly, reductions in AUDIT scores appeared larger for those drinking at high-risk and hazardous levels before program commencement. This has promising implications for future models of alcohol reduction treatment, as online forums are an anonymous, accessible, and cost-effective alternative or adjunct to treatment-as-usual. Further research is needed into the specific mechanisms of change within a Web-based supportive community, as well as the role of specific mood states in predicting risky drinking behavior.
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Abstract
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Conclusions: Participation in an online forum can support long-term behavior change in individuals wishing to change their drinking behavior. Importantly, reductions in AUDIT scores appeared larger for those drinking at high-risk and hazardous levels before program commencement. This has promising implications for future models of alcohol reduction treatment, as online forums are an anonymous, accessible, and cost-effective alternative or adjunct to treatment-as-usual. Further research is needed into the specific mechanisms of change within a Web-based supportive community, as well as the role of specific mood states in predicting risky drinking behavior.
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Introduction

Background

Alcohol misuse is a major social and public health issue in Australia, with an estimated cost to the community of Aus $30 billion per annum [1,2]. In Australia, alcohol consumption is estimated to cause 3.2% of the total burden of disease, contributing approximately 188,000 disability adjusted life years, causing 5550 deaths per annum [1,2]. In high-income and middle-income countries, the costs associated with alcohol misuse amount to more than 1% of the gross national product, represented largely in social harm and health costs [3]. Government policies targeted at reducing alcohol consumption have focused on education about the risks and harms of alcohol consumption and reducing the accessibility and affordability of alcohol.

Although alcohol misuse and alcohol use disorder (AUD) can be seen as distinct from each other, it can be argued that they are on the same trajectory. Most theories of alcohol dependency describe high-risk drinkers experiencing nervous system adaptations from repeated alcohol exposure—a process which underlies the development of an alcohol addiction [4,5].

Until recently, a major barrier in addressing this significant public health issue is the fact that the majority of individuals with both high-risk drinking and AUDs are not receiving treatment [6]. For this population, a significant treatment gap exists whereby a hidden population of individuals with problematic alcohol use is dissuaded from seeking help due to a lack of accessibility of services, stigmatization, low motivation, or cost of treatment [7]. Furthermore, substantial evidence exists to show that those with less severe alcohol abuse are not offered interventions, and those who are gainfully employed are even less likely to receive any type of treatment [8]. What is notable though is that most alcohol-related harm arises from those who consume in an “at-risk” manner rather than those with an AUD [9].

This hidden population of individuals with problematic alcohol use is a prime candidate for internet-based interventions, as a first step toward seeking help [10]. It is this population who are difficult to engage in traditional treatment services but from whom internet-based interventions are ideal due to their low cost and relative convenience. Internet-based interventions have promising applications in the treatments of addiction, with advantages including anonymity, convenience, accessibility, cost-effectiveness, and privacy [11,12]. Internet therapies can also target clients in different stages of change [13], allowing potential clients to investigate treatment options without the shame and guilt associated with face-to-face interactions. Additionally, these therapies have the potential to be more consistent than face-to-face therapy delivery, with structured programs that are delivered with clinical fidelity [14].

Internet-based interventions can also provide the context for screening and brief intervention (SBI) for those drinking to “at-risk” levels. SBI has a growing evidence base for its effectiveness [15-18]; however, there is an absence of evidence for those experiencing more severe alcohol use problems [15,17,19]. Reviews of previous studies of electronic SBIs have also found inconsistent evidence as to their effectiveness with high-risk drinkers, with an acknowledgment that, although Web-based interventions appear to be well received, further controlled trials examining engagement and efficacy are needed within this population [20].

It is important to acknowledge that, in this emerging field, there are many terminologies to describe interventions delivered over the internet. Common terms include e-mental health, Web-based-therapy, mHealth, cybertherapy, and telemental health. eHealth describes the range of modalities that deliver therapeutic services—such as telephone, internet, email, and videoconferencing [21]. This differs from telerehab, which is rehabilitation-focused rather than a psychological or psychosocial intervention. For ease of reference, in this paper, the term eHealth will be used to describe services delivered online.

In terms of treatment, the existing evidence for eHealth shows promising results across multiple populations and demographics [22-26]. Again, the populations targeted in most of the research have been for problematic drinking rather than those with diagnosed AUDs, making it difficult to ascertain whether these interventions are useful for those with a serious drinking problem. More recent research that has focused on individuals with a specifically diagnosed AUD has found evidence for the efficacy of a stand-alone mobile phone alcohol reduction app, as well as internet-based interventions with bibliotherapy [27]. For both of these conditions, greater utilization of the system provided greater results over the course of the study, and participants had control over how quickly they progressed through their treatment—and were able to access the material when needed, in contrast to more traditional treatment services.

The research into eHealth explores benefits such as cost-effectiveness, flexibility of design, replicability, interactivity, and ease of use, as well as the question of whether these interventions are as effective as face-to-face programs, and as adjuncts to treatment in primary care settings [28].

In terms of less structured or formalized Web-based interventions, the internet also provides individuals the opportunity to connect with others and participate in activities such as blogging. Blogging has gained popularity over the past 10 years, with most blogs fitting the description of regular, date stamped articles that represent a timeline, and are used by the author for personally oriented communication [29]. They differ from traditional print and digital media in terms of their flexibility, interactivity, informal structure, and engagement with readers, with users having the opportunity to express their
opinions on posts and in a public forum. Research into internet users has identified convenience, a sense of community, and information seeking as the major reasons for visiting blogs [30]. The impacts of blogging can also be behaviorally empowering and tie in with intrinsic motivations [31], as well as providing a cathartic space to process difficult emotions [32].

Research has also established that a person’s social network can either increase or decrease their alcohol use [33]. Today, that includes an individual’s online social network. These social networks can allow a user to post a blog with text and images or engage in group discussions [34]. Although the impacts of social networks and blogging on behavior change are inconsistent in relation to diet and exercise [35], their impact on reducing alcohol consumption has not been determined [34,35].

**Hello Sunday Morning**

Hello Sunday Morning (HSM) is an Australian social media health promotion “movement” that asks participants to publicly set a personal goal to stop drinking or reduce their consumption, for a set period of time, and to record their reflections and progress on blogs and social networks (see Figures 1 and 2). The action of setting a goal both motivates members and holds them accountable, while also creating a message about healthy relationships with alcohol within their peer group. Created in 2010, HSM has developed a Web-based platform that combines blogging, social media, and gamification (structured games that facilitate participation and engagement with the Web-based community). HSM is unique in that the program participants produce all of the content based on their individual experiences, using the vernacular of their peer group.

HSM has effectively built a strong culture that governs the norms and values of the community. Carah et al [36] suggested that HSM—like fitness apps, quit smoking initiatives, and mindfulness programs—is worth studying to understand how social media health promotion and treatment can overlap.

Preliminary research has been conducted on the HSM platform, exploring blog content and qualitative reports of change. First, text analytics of the blog posts on the platform show that participants typically begin with descriptions of their drinking practices and change over time to reflect their efforts at change, and their aspirations [37]. Early evaluations have also revealed that 84% of Australian HSM users reported completing the program time without a “slip-up” (defined as a drink before finishing the program), reduced their alcohol use, reported improved mental health, and experienced a change in their perceptions of alcohol over time [38]. Specifically, participants reported increased understanding of the negative effects of alcohol, a decrease in the desire to drink alcohol for fun, and a decrease in the likelihood to drink alcohol to relieve tension. Further evaluations have demonstrated members shift from being self-focused to reflecting on the role of alcohol in society and developing a desire to support others [38]. A study of high-risk Victorian HSM participants also found that the majority of participants reported low-risk drinking at 1 month and reported improved physical health, feeling positive about themselves, greater productivity, engagement in new activities, improved mental health, new or improved relationships, and financial savings [39].

More recent research on the HSM platform and its participants has revealed that 64% of participants were under the age of 40 years, were more likely to be female (which is the opposite of the Australian alcohol treatment population), and are riskier drinkers than other treatment-seeking populations [36]. These participants most commonly selected “fitness” and “mind and body” as their goal, whereas “soberity” was the third most significant goal. Those drinking at high-risk levels were twice as likely to elect “alcohol”-related goals, compared with those drinking at lower risk levels. Carah et al [36] concluded that through qualitative analysis, they believe heavier drinking participants may use HSM as a treatment program. As such, it was suggested that further research is required to examine whether participants self-reported alcohol consumption changes after participation [36].
This Study

This study, therefore, aimed to address outstanding questions on whether alcohol consumption changes are associated with participation on the HSM platform and explore the reasons why this may be the case or what factors are driving the change. The primary outcome will be change in Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores. The AUDIT was developed by the World Health Organization and has been validated for use in Australia [40]. The AUDIT has been used as an outcome measure in previous evaluations of the HSM platform [38,39] as well as other clinical populations [41-44]. Although the gold standard for evaluating service efficacy is a randomized controlled trial design, such a design would be impractical when offering this service for the first time to the previously described hidden population who are not traditional treatment seekers.
allow for a preliminary trial of the technology, the Web-based program was openly offered to all eligible participants. This study is the first in a series examining the service, its reach, and its therapeutic components, including a randomized controlled trial currently under way.

In this study, the following was hypothesized: (1) that participants’ AUDIT score will significantly decrease from preprogram to 1-month follow-up (4 months after program commencement), and this will be maintained at 3-month follow-up (7 months after program commencement), and further, that this change will occur in participants across all 3 AUDIT risk zones; (2) that 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores will be negatively correlated with program engagement metrics including the number of sign-ins, posts, comments received, comments given, followers, and people following; (3) that 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores will be negatively correlated with mood and positively correlated with slip-ups.

**Methods**

**Participants**

This study reports data on HSM participants who have signed up for a 3-month period of abstinence from November 2009 to November 2016. Although some participants complete multiple HSM periods of abstinence, data reported in this study reflect participants’ first engagement with the program. Participants classified as low-risk consumption (as measured by Zone 1 on the AUDIT) were excluded from the sample used in analyses, as they were not identified as having unhealthy drinking levels. The resulting sample consisted of program participants who signed up to complete one 3-month HSM experience, screened as Zones II, III, or IV on the AUDIT at program commencement, signed in at least once, and completed at least 1 follow-up survey (ie, 1- or 3-month).

**Materials**

**Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test**

The AUDIT is a 10-item measure assessing alcohol consumption [40]. Participants are required to respond to items (eg, “How often do you have 6 or more drinks on one occasion?”) on a 5-point Likert scale, with each question receiving a score with a range of 0–4 points, with a potential maximum total score of 40 points. In Australian usage of the AUDIT, a score between 0 and 7 indicates low-risk consumption, a score between 8 and 15 indicates risky or hazardous consumption, a score between 16 and 19 indicates harmful consumption, and a score of more than 20 indicates high-risk or dependent consumption [45].

**Mood**

Mood was measured by a single item (“How did you feel this week?”) asked at each weekly check-in, with members responding with either “I’m still going strong,” indicating they did not drink, or “I slipped up,” indicating they did drink.

**Slip-Ups**

Slip-ups were measured by a single item (“How did you go this week?”) asked at each weekly check-in, with members responding on a 4-point visual scale of faces ranging from very happy to very sad.

**Program Engagement**

Program engagement is measured by a number of factors that were automatically logged within the website. This includes a count of the total number of sign-ins, posts made on the platform, comments received, comments given, followers, and people following the member. The ability to capture these metrics was intentionally created by the website developers, rather than relying on other metrics such as Google analytics.

**Procedure**

When participants register on the HSM Web platform, they accept the terms and conditions which state that information about their participation and alcohol use is used in research evaluations. Participants, therefore, provided informed consent for their deidentified data to be used for research purposes. Three months following the completion of their 3-month abstinence period, they are sent an email prompting them to check in to see how their relationship with alcohol has changed since signing up. They are offered a 25% discount on any HSM store purchase if they complete the follow-up survey within 48 hours.

**Data Analysis**

Results are presented for 2 different sets of data analyses. Data were cleaned and checked for appropriate assumptions of normality, sphericity, and outliers in line with the analyses conducted. First, a set of repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to explore reductions in AUDIT score following program completion. Then, separate bivariate Pearson correlations were conducted to determine associations with 1- and 3-month follow-up AUDIT change scores, with various program engagement metrics, and with mood and slip-ups. AUDIT change scores were computed by subtracting program commencement AUDIT score from 1- and 3-month follow-up AUDIT score, with the resulting variable indicating negative scores for AUDIT reduction and positive scores for AUDIT increase. All ANOVAs were conducted, with an overall alpha of .01 to provide a more conservative control of type-I error, with all correlational analyses conducted at an alpha of .05 as they were observational in nature.

**Results**

**Demographic Information**

Participants were 1917 adults with an average age of 46 years (SD 11.71). Overall, 64.80% (1227/1917) of participants were female and 35.20% (690/1917) were male, with the highest proportion reporting they reside in Australia (709/1917, 36.99%), participants followed by the United States (498/1917, 25.98%), the United Kingdom (249/1917, 12.99%), and Canada (153/1917, 7.98%). In total, 25.98% (498/1917) of participants screened as Zone II on the AUDIT, 20.41% (402/1917) screened as Zone III, and the remaining 54% of participants screened as Zone IV (1029/1917). Participants also spent, on average, 41 hours.
Audit Score and Time in Program

To test hypothesis 1, a set of repeated measures ANOVAs was conducted to investigate any reductions in AUDIT score from program commencement to 1- and 3-month follow-up. Three separate ANOVAs were conducted to determine reduction in AUDIT score for participants who screened Zones II, III, or IV, respectively, at program commencement. Intention to treat data is reported, in that participants who failed to complete a follow-up survey at 1- or 3-month follow-up had their sign-up AUDIT score imputed at the follow-up points. Across all participants at program commencement, mean AUDIT score was 20.32 (SD 6.66), placing them on average in Zone IV of the AUDIT. At 1-month follow-up, the mean score was 12.60 (SD 9.95), and at 3-month follow-up, it was 8.90 (SD 8.86).

The assumption of sphericity was violated for all 3 ANOVAs; therefore, Greenhouse-Geisser F values and degrees of freedom are reported. For participants who screened Zone II at program commencement, there was a significant main effect of time, $F_{1.98,916.53} = 401.28, P < .001, \eta^2_p = .45$, with pairwise comparisons indicating AUDIT scores reduced significantly from program commencement to 1-month follow-up and then reduced significantly again at 3-month follow-up (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics). The result showed that participants who screened Zone II at program commencement had reduced to Zone I (low-risk drinking) at 3-month follow-up.

For participants who screened Zone III at program commencement, there was a significant main effect of time, $F_{1.92,771.14} = 437.16, P < .001, \eta^2_p = .52$, with pairwise comparisons indicating AUDIT scores reduced significantly from program commencement to 1-month follow-up and then reduced significantly again at 3-month follow-up (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics). The result showed that participants who screened Zone III at program commencement had reduced to borderline Zone I (low-risk drinking) at 3-month follow-up ($M=7.67$).

For participants who screened Zone IV at program commencement, there was a significant main effect of time, $F_{1.92,1975.28} = 1067.23, P < .001, \eta^2_p = .51$, with pairwise comparisons indicating AUDIT scores reduced significantly from program commencement to 1-month follow-up and then reduced significantly again at 3-month follow-up (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics). The result showed that participants who screened Zone IV (high-risk or dependent drinking) at program commencement had reduced to Zone II (risky or hazardous drinking) at 3-month follow-up. Overall, 58.3% of the sample had a reduction at 1-month follow-up and 89.3% had a reduction at 3-month follow-up.

### Table 1. Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) score change across time by pre-AUDIT screening level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumption</th>
<th>Pre, mean (SD)</th>
<th>1 month, mean (SD)</th>
<th>3 months, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone II(^a) (n=485)</td>
<td>11.92 (2.25)</td>
<td>7.59 (5.70)</td>
<td>5.39 (5.32)&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone III(^b) (n=402)</td>
<td>17.52 (1.08)</td>
<td>10.38 (7.43)</td>
<td>7.67 (6.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone IV(^c) (n=1029)</td>
<td>25.38 (4.20)</td>
<td>15.83 (11.11)</td>
<td>11.04 (10.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Zone II: risky or hazardous consumption.

\(^b\)Zone III: harmful consumption.

\(^c\)Zone IV: high-risk or dependent consumption.
Table 2. Pearson correlations between Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores and engagement variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1-month AUDIT score change</th>
<th>3-month AUDIT score change</th>
<th>Sign-in count</th>
<th># of posts</th>
<th>Likes received</th>
<th>Comments received</th>
<th>Comments given</th>
<th>Following</th>
<th>Followed</th>
<th>Check-ins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-month AUDIT score change</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>−.66d</td>
<td>−.12d</td>
<td>−.10c</td>
<td>−.13d</td>
<td>−.05</td>
<td>−.03</td>
<td>−.14d</td>
<td>−.11c</td>
<td>−.22d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-month AUDIT score change</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>−.09d</td>
<td>−.07b</td>
<td>−.12d</td>
<td>−.04</td>
<td>−.03</td>
<td>−.09b</td>
<td>−.09b</td>
<td>−.23d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-in count</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.66d</td>
<td>.84d</td>
<td>.57d</td>
<td>.68d</td>
<td>.67d</td>
<td>.43d</td>
<td>.66d</td>
<td>.29d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of posts</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.83d</td>
<td>.73d</td>
<td>.40d</td>
<td>.76d</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes received</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.84d</td>
<td>.72d</td>
<td>.54d</td>
<td>.81d</td>
<td>.23d</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments received</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.93d</td>
<td>.44d</td>
<td>.81d</td>
<td>.16d</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments given</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.37d</td>
<td>.78d</td>
<td>.12c</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.75d</td>
<td>.14d</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.26d</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check-ins</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test.
b P<.05.
c P<.01.
d P<.001.

Audit Score and Program Engagement

To test hypothesis 2, separate bivariate Pearson correlations were conducted to determine associations with 1- and 3-month follow-up AUDIT change scores, with various program engagement metrics. It was hypothesized that an increase in program engagement via following, sign-ins, posts, and comments would result in greater 1- and 3-month change scores.

Results indicate that, as expected, 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores were negatively associated with more sign-ins, posts, received likes, following, followers, and check-ins (see Table 2), indicating the greater the reduction in AUDIT scores, the more of each of these engagement metrics participants had.

Table 3. Pearson correlations between Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores, mood, and check-in ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1-month AUDIT score change</th>
<th>3-month AUDIT score change</th>
<th>Good check</th>
<th>Bad check</th>
<th>Positive check</th>
<th>Negative check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-month AUDIT score change</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.66d</td>
<td>.09c</td>
<td>−.25d</td>
<td>−.23d</td>
<td>−.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-month AUDIT score change</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.07b</td>
<td>−.26d</td>
<td>−.24d</td>
<td>−.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good check</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>−.01</td>
<td>.08b</td>
<td>.68d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad check</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.96d</td>
<td>.21d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive check</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.17d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative check</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a AUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test.
b P<.05.
c P<.01.
d P<.001.

The number of received comments or comments given did not correlate with 1- or 3-month AUDIT change.

AUD Identification Test Score and Mood

To test hypothesis 3, that 1-month and 3-month AUDIT change would be negatively correlated with mood (ie, worse mood would result in higher AUDIT scores), and positively correlated with slip-ups (ie, more slip-ups would result in higher AUDIT scores), separate bivariate Pearson correlations were conducted. To run the analysis, the good and bad check rate was calculated, with good check indicating the proportion of check-ins where the participant indicated they had not had a drink that week, and bad check indicating the proportion of check-ins where the participant indicated they did have a drink that week.
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Moreover, positive and negative check-in was calculated, with positive check-in representing the proportion of check-ins where the participant indicated they had a positive mood that week, and negative check-in representing the proportion of check-ins where the participant indicated they had a negative mood that week.

Results indicated that the good check rate was positively correlated with 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores, and bad check was negatively correlated with 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores (see Table 3). Contrary to expectations, this indicated that more slip-ups were correlated with lower 1-and 3-month AUDIT change scores, and less slip-ups were associated with higher 1- and 3-month AUDIT change scores. This indicated those who had reduced their AUDIT scores had more slip-ups during the program, than those whose AUDIT scores had increased. However, as expected, positive check-in was negatively correlated with AUDIT change scores, indicating that more check-ins where mood for the week was positive were associated with greater reduction in AUDIT scores. Interestingly, negative check-in (ie, the proportion of check-ins where mood that week was low) was not correlated with either 1- or 3-month AUDIT change scores.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Alcohol use is a major social and public health issue in Australia and around the world, with the major barriers for accessing treatment including accessibility of services, stigmatization, low motivation, and cost of treatment [7]. Alarming, there is a significant gap between those who exhibit problematic alcohol use and those that receive some form of treatment [6]. Furthermore, those with less severe alcohol abuse are not offered any form of intervention [8]. It is clear that emerging technologies may offer a low-cost, accessible alternative that may be able to support this hidden population; however, limited research exists in regard to the efficacy of blogging and social media engagement on alcohol consumption.

This study aimed to explore whether participation in the HSM platform is associated with changes in alcohol consumption. The HSM program asks participants to set a goal to stop or reduce their drinking for a set time, and to record their reflections and progress through blogs, while being connected with others within the community working toward similar goals.

As with previous research on the platform, participants were predominately female, and were beginning the program with predominately harmful or high-risk consumption levels [36]. Results revealed that individuals who reported hazardous and harmful consumption levels and who engaged in the HSM program reported a significant decrease in alcohol consumption, moving to low-risk consumption levels 4 months following program commencement. Those who reported high-risk or dependent consumption levels before program engagement experienced the biggest reduction, moving to risky consumption 4 months following program commencement. These reductions in risk were maintained by participants in each AUDIT screening zone, 7 months following program commencement. Given the cost and wait times for traditional treatment programs, this is a significant finding, suggesting long-term behavior change can occur through the use of an easily accessible Web-based program. Furthermore, it is important to note that this program was more effective for those drinking to high-risk and hazardous levels.

As expected, those who engaged in the program more had significantly lower levels of alcohol consumption at 1- and 3-month follow up. In particular, significant improvements were seen for those who signed-in more, posted more blogs, received more “likes” from other community members, followed more community members, had more followers, and completed more check-ins.

It appears the engagement with the community and peer support was a key ingredient in the successful behavior change of HSM participants, with such peer-to-peer communities being described as one of the most transformational features of the internet [46]. Through this model, individuals with multiple barriers have the opportunity to connect and create supportive communities, with narrative expression having demonstrated psychological benefits for people experiencing chronic illness—allowing reflection, connection, and meaning-making [47-49].

The benefits of such expressive writing may include acknowledging and validating experiences, communicating the experience of recovery and relapse, and allowing for reflection of the current reality. The reflective nature of narrating personal experiences encourages self-disclosure and sharing of thoughts and emotions, as well as encouraging the participant to disclose facts about themselves and reduce inhibition [49], as well as providing an opportunity to externalize their inner experiences [50]. When this content is shared within a trusted and supportive community, it appears that participants feel validated, and in turn offer support and validation to other members of the community, thus creating a network of participants working toward the same goal of long-term behavior change [46,51,52].

The last hypothesis was that 1- and 3-month AUDIT scores would be negatively correlated with mood and positively correlated with slip-ups. However, results showed that negative mood was not related to alcohol consumption, but positive mood was significantly related to lower alcohol consumption. This is an interesting finding and warrants further investigation, particularly around what specific mood states predict drinking to excess, rather than simply positive versus negative emotions. Finally, results also show that more slip-ups were associated with lower alcohol consumption. This suggests that slip-ups provided more opportunities to learn about triggers, responses, and strategies to persist with rather than just focusing solely on staying sober. When supporting individuals experiencing a slip-up or lapse, it is therefore important to take advantage of the learning opportunity and facilitate processing, reframing, and learning rather than focusing on or trying to resolve feelings of weakness, guilt, and hopelessness.

Limitations

Despite the findings in this study, a number of limitations should be recognized. As noted, this study did not include a control group or benchmark group to compare to, and did not control
for variables such as additional treatment (psychological or pharmacological) and support. Although this limits the conclusions that can be drawn from the analyses, it has provided preliminary data to support the currently underway research projects utilizing best practice research designs. Additionally, although results showed participants were spending an average of 41 min per visit on the HSM site, the exact nature of how they spent their time on the site is unknown. They may have been predominately reading blog posts, writing their own blog posts, or commenting on other members’ posts. Future research exploring the different functions of the program must address this limitation.

Finally, mood was measured by a single visual scale simply describing positive and negative mood through the use of a happy or sad face dichotomy. It is recommended that a more descriptive and validated measure is used in the future, to allow more reliable evaluation of mood and mood states. Although more comprehensive measures are recommended for assessment of mood, it can also be argued that traditional questionnaires assessing mood can present issues such as cognitive load, overall burden, and longer completion times [53,54]. Previous well-validated pictorial measures of mood include the Self-Assessment Manikin, a set of 3 pictorial assessment scales measuring pleasure, arousal, and dominance [55], as well as the Smileyometer [56], the AffectButton [57], and EmoCards [58]. Each of these measures aims for respondents to report their affective state quickly and accurately. An additional benefit to these scales is that they can be used reliably across cultures [59], as well as being time-efficient ways for respondents to convey their affective state.

Future measures may include both multidimensional tools to assess mood state, as well as brief, unidimensional pictorial measures. As mood disorders have a long-established link to alcohol use [60-62], it will be useful in future research to also utilize measures such as the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale and the K10, which are more able to assess the multidimensional nature of mood disorders and co-occurring depression, anxiety, and stress.

**Conclusions**

The findings of this study highlight a number of future directions for program development and future investigation into the elements involved in the HSM program. These findings suggest that it is possible to bring about significant change in alcohol consumption through the use of an online platform and Web-based community. The large number of participants drinking to high-risk or dependency levels has, however, highlighted the need for further accessible targeted clinical support.

The results of this study indicate that being part of a supportive Web-based community, as well as having the opportunity to reflect on past experiences, may provide participants with the resources needed to create lasting behavior change. This is a crucial service for the hidden population of individuals with problematic alcohol use who do not seek out traditional services, or are not identified as being in-need of tailored support based on assessments or lack of, by their primary health providers. An added benefit to this is that the Web-based community is highly accessible, in that members are able to use it from their mobile phones or laptops, as well as utilizing the well-validated model of a supportive “sober” network. This can be compared with the traditional model of alcohol treatment, which is quite rigid in its service delivery and approaches—a shortcoming that is reflected in its poor engagement and outcomes [63]. It is hoped that with the introduction of new technologies, the social support model will continue to be utilized and the hidden population of high-risk drinkers will be able to access ongoing and effective support.
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Abstract

Background: Abortion is a common medical procedure, yet its availability has become more limited across the United States over the past decade. Women who do not know where to go for abortion care may use the internet to find abortion facility information, and there appears to be more online searches for abortion in states with more restrictive abortion laws. While previous studies have examined the distances women must travel to reach an abortion provider, to our knowledge no studies have used a systematic online search to document the geographic locations and services of abortion facilities.

Objective: The objective of our study was to describe abortion facilities and services available in the United States from the perspective of a potential patient searching online and to identify US cities where people must travel the farthest to obtain abortion care.

Methods: In early 2017, we conducted a systematic online search for abortion facilities in every state and the largest cities in each state. We recorded facility locations, types of abortion services available, and facility gestational limits. We then summarized the frequencies by region and state. If the online information was incomplete or unclear, we called the facility using a mystery shopper method, which simulates the perspective of patients calling for services. We also calculated distance to the closest abortion facility from all US cities with populations of 50,000 or more.

Results: We identified 780 facilities through our online search, with the fewest in the Midwest and South. Over 30% (236/780, 30.3%) of all facilities advertised the provision of medication abortion services only; this proportion was close to 40% in the Northeast (89/233, 38.2%) and West (104/262, 39.7%). The lowest gestational limit at which services were provided was 12 weeks in Wyoming; the highest was 28 weeks in New Mexico. People in 27 US cities must travel over 100 miles (160 km) to reach an abortion facility; the state with the largest number of such cities is Texas (n=10).

Conclusions: Online searches can provide detailed information about the location of abortion facilities and the types of services they provide. However, these facilities are not evenly distributed geographically, and many large US cities do not have an abortion facility. Long distances can push women to seek abortion in later gestations when care is even more limited.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e186) doi:10.2196/jmir.9717
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abortion seekers; reproductive health; internet; access to information; information seeking; abortion patients; reproductive health services; information seeking behavior
Introduction

Women’s ability to determine if and when they get pregnant and continue that pregnancy is key to their overall well-being. Women who are denied wanted abortions experience some negative outcomes compared with women who were able to obtain abortions, including increased economic insecurity [1] and continued exposure to violence from the man involved in the pregnancy [2]. While abortion rates have declined slightly in recent years, over 926,000 abortions were performed in the United States in 2014 [3]. This rate is equivalent to 1 in 4 women of reproductive age having an abortion within her lifetime [3], which underscores that abortion is common.

The explanations for the decline in abortion rates are varied, but part of this drop can likely be attributed to the decrease in facilities at which women can obtain abortion care across the United States over the past decade. Most abortions (95%) are performed in specialized abortion clinics (rather than private physicians’ offices or hospitals), and the number of these clinics declined in half of US states from 2011 to 2014, with some regions experiencing up to a 22% decrease [3]. Because 90% of US counties do not have an abortion provider [3], many women seeking abortion must travel outside their home counties to obtain care. Other geographic disparities have been documented: women living in rural areas, the South and Midwest regions of the United States, and those seeking second-trimester or later abortions are more likely to travel farther for services, often 50 miles (80 km) or more one way [4-7]. These shifts in the availability of abortion-providing facilities indicate that women in underserved areas must travel increasingly far for abortion care.

Somedecline in the number of abortion facilities may be due to the more than 400 state laws regulating abortion that have been adopted between 2011 and 2017 [8], which, among other requirements, mandate that physicians have local hospital admitting privileges, facilities have formal transfer agreements with local hospitals, and facilities become ambulatory surgical centers. These laws have likely led to the closure of facilities that could not meet the financial or administrative requirements imposed by these laws. For example, after these types of laws were passed in Texas in 2013, the number of abortion facilities decreased by 54% over 15 months, requiring women whose nearest clinic had closed to travel 85 miles (137 km) one way to a facility [9]. Additional analyses of trends in abortion rates in Texas from 2012 to 2014 found a relationship between increases in distance to the nearest abortion facility and decreases in the county abortion rate [10]. Another analysis from Louisiana estimated that, if admitting privileges laws were to go into effect, 67% of women of reproductive age would live more than 150 miles (241 km) from the nearest abortion facility, thereby tripling the distance women have to travel to reach the nearest facility for care [11,12]. With distance come increased travel time, increased costs for transportation and childcare, lost wages, the need to take time off of work or school, the need to disclose the abortion to more people than desired, and overall delays in care [13-15]. Ultimately, delays in reaching and obtaining care can push women later into their pregnancies, even up to the point that they might not be able to obtain a wanted abortion, depending on the gestational limits on abortion in their state [16].

To obtain abortion care in their communities, women who do not know where to go may use the internet to find abortion facility information [15]. Almost half (45%) of women seeking abortion services at clinics in Nebraska located the abortion clinic through an online search [17], and a recent study documented an interest in information on self-abortion among people searching online using the search engine Google [18]. Online searching for abortion information appears to be more prevalent in states with restrictive abortion laws and where abortion availability is limited, suggesting that women with reduced access to abortion are more likely to seek out information on abortion online [19,20].

We were interested in examining the question “What does the current landscape of abortion facilities look like to women searching online for abortion services?” There are no publicly available systematically documented and comprehensive lists of US abortion facilities, which makes it difficult to determine how far women must travel to obtain these services. Considering the trends in increased restrictions and decreasing numbers of abortion-providing facilities, it is important to generate accurate estimates of the distances women must travel to obtain abortion services in order to demonstrate potential impacts of closures. This study aimed to address this question by documenting the location of and abortion services available at abortion facilities identified through a systematic online search in all 50 US states (and the District of Columbia) and then calculating travel distances to these facilities from metropolitan areas with populations of 50,000 or more.

Methods

Data Collection

We conducted a systematic online search for abortion facilities using the Google (Google LLC), Bing (Microsoft Corporation), and Yahoo (Oath Inc) search engines between February 22, 2017 and May 22, 2017. Although Google alone accounts for a substantial portion of the market share in the United States (87.5%), together the 3 search engines comprised 99.1% of the total search engine market share as of February 2017 [21]. We conducted a search with the keywords “Abortion clinic in [state]” (no quotes) for all 50 states and the District of Columbia in each of the 3 search engines. In addition, we searched all cities (n=302) with populations over 100,000 based on 2015 US Census population estimates [22] using the keywords “Abortion clinic in [city]” (no quotes). For states that had fewer than 3 cities with populations over 100,000, we used the 3 most populous cities from the same US Census source. We conducted the keyword searches in Google’s Chrome browser on Incognito mode and cleared the complete browsing history, including cookies and other site data and cached images and files, prior to each search. The researcher was logged into a Google account created specifically for this study during the searches. We chose keyword searches to reflect the natural language that women would use to search for local abortion services.
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We assessed the first 20 results for each city for information on abortion-providing facilities, similar to previous analyses of search engine content [23,24], resulting in a review of a total of 18,120 city results across all 3 search engines. To capture the larger number of facilities expected in statewide searches, we reviewed the first 30 results for each state (for a total review of 4590 state results). For each result, we examined the website for relevant information. If the website belonged to an abortion facility, we included the result in our count of facilities and recorded whether they provided medication abortion, or aspiration or surgical abortion, as well as the facility gestational limit. Some facilities noted on their websites that they offered services beyond the gestational limit on a case-by-case basis; however, we recorded the limit that each facility offered to all patients seeking services. We included hospitals and clinics associated with universities and medical schools through the Ryan Residency Training Program in Abortion and Family Planning [25] in the analysis if they provided information about availability of abortion services on their website, even if they did not come up in our systematic Web searches. If a website did not provide information about a facility where abortion care could be obtained or explicitly stated that they did not provide abortion care, we excluded the facility. If the online information was incomplete or unclear, we called the facility using a mystery shopper method, which simulates the perspective of patients calling for services [26]. With these calls, we verified that it was not a crisis pregnancy center, confirmed that the facility was open and providing abortion services, and obtained additional information on its address, including state and zip code, types of abortion services provided, and gestational limits. Finally, because Planned Parenthood is the health care provider most widely known to provide abortion services in the United States, we reviewed all facilities listed by state on the Planned Parenthood Federation of America website as a validity check against the results from our systematic search. We confirmed that all Planned Parenthood facilities providing abortion had been captured by our searches. The study was approved by the institutional review board of the University of California, San Francisco.

Data Analysis

We described the number of facilities and the proportion of facilities that offered medication abortion only, aspiration or surgical abortion only, and both medication and aspiration or surgical abortion in each state and region. We grouped states by region and subregion based on US Census categories. The latest gestational limit at which facilities offered aspiration or surgical abortions was documented for each state. Using 2015 population estimates taken from 2010 US Census data [22], we determined the number of women of reproductive age (15-49 years) per abortion facility in each state.

To calculate the cities farthest from an abortion-providing facility, we defined cities based on the US Census’s data on incorporated places of 50,000 or more [22], which amounted to 758 cities. After removing those cities that had at least one abortion provider, we calculated the distance from each city to all the abortion facilities within the state and in any neighboring or nearby states. For each city, we then took the minimum of these distances to determine the closest provider. We calculated distances in Stata 14 (StataCorp LLC) using the traveltime3 command, which uses a Google Maps application programming interface to calculate driving distances in miles and time. Mapping was performed in Redivis, a Stanford University-based online visualization platform. Rather than using Euclidean (straight-line) distance, Redivis uses road network information, including road type and corresponding average speed, sourced from OpenStreetMap [27] to implement a cost-distance algorithm to predict distance-access to abortion facilities.

Results

Distribution and Characteristics of Abortion Facilities in the United States

We identified 780 abortion facilities in the United States. The distribution of abortion facilities was not uniform across states. The largest numbers of facilities were in the Northeast and the West. California had the highest number of facilities (n=152), while Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, and West Virginia had 1 facility each. The geographic region with the highest ratio of women of reproductive age to facility was the Midwest, with 165,886 women per abortion facility (Table 1). The Northeast had the lowest ratio (55,662:1). While population density is not distributed evenly across all regions, the subregions with the highest ratios were the West South Central and East South Central subregions, with 298,733 and 288,463 women per facility, respectively. The state with the highest ratio of women to facility was Missouri, with 1,365,575 women per facility, and the lowest was in Maine, with 13,905 women per facility.

Most facilities reported providing both medication and aspiration or surgical abortion, although the proportion of facilities that provided different types of abortion care also varied by region and state. Over 30% (236/780, 30.3%) of all the facilities reported on their websites that they only provided medication abortion (Table 2), while 65.4% (510/780) provided both medication and aspiration or surgical abortion. Very few offered just aspiration or surgical abortion.

The South region had the highest proportion of facilities offering both medication abortion and aspiration or surgical abortion (169/193, 87.6%). While the Northeast and West had many more facilities overall, almost 40% of facilities in each of these regions offered medication abortion only (89/233, 38.2%; and 104/262, 39.7%, respectively). When looking at subregion, New England (34/74, 45.9%) and Pacific (87/207, 42.0%) had even greater proportions of facilities offering medication abortion only.

The highest gestational limit advertised by facilities also varied by state, subregion, and region (Table 2). The states with the lowest advertised gestation for abortions were Wyoming (12 weeks) and Indiana and South Dakota (both 13 weeks and 6 days), and the lowest subregions were West North Central in the Midwest and East South Central in the South, with limits of 22 weeks. Among all facilities, 50.9% (397/780) provided abortion services at 14 weeks or later and 26.5% (207/780) provided services at 20 weeks or later.
Table 1. Number of US abortion facilities by region and state, May 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region and state</th>
<th>Number of facilities</th>
<th>Population of women of reproductive age (ages 15-49 years) per facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>95,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>55,662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>45,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>84,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>48,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>60,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>40,927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>51,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensylvania</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>166,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>165,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East North Central</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>155,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>250,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>120,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>96,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>235,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>423,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West North Central</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>195,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75,629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>161,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>245,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,365,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>140,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>167,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>181,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>145,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Atlantic</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>98,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>67,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>145,646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>56,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>155,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>370,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>131,439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>392,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East South Central</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>288,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>223,458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region and state</td>
<td>Number of facilities</td>
<td>Population of women of reproductive age (ages 15-49 years) per facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>996,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>694,045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>189,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West South Central</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>222,577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>363,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>220,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>315,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>West</strong></td>
<td>262</td>
<td>67,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mountain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>190,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>60,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>91,376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>83,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>91,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>363,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pacific</strong></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>60,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>61,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>103,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>48,391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Types of services offered by abortion care facilities (N=780) by US region and state, May 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region and state</th>
<th>Facilities offering only aspiration or surgical abortion, n (%)</th>
<th>Facilities offering only medication abortion, n (%)</th>
<th>Facilities offering both aspiration or surgical abortion and medication abortion, n (%)</th>
<th>Latest gestational limit (weeks since LMP) as listed on website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>34 (4.4)</td>
<td>236 (30.3)</td>
<td>510 (65.4)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>18 (7.7)</td>
<td>89 (38.2)</td>
<td>126 (54.1)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>4 (5.4)</td>
<td>34 (45.9)</td>
<td>36 (48.6)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>13 (65.0)</td>
<td>7 (35.0)</td>
<td>&lt;24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>17 (85.0)</td>
<td>3 (15.0)</td>
<td>&lt;19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>4 (21.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>15 (78.9)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (16.7)</td>
<td>5 (83.3)</td>
<td>&lt;16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (50.0)</td>
<td>3 (50.0)</td>
<td>&lt;19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic</td>
<td>14 (8.8)</td>
<td>55 (34.6)</td>
<td>90 (56.6)</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>6 (12.0)</td>
<td>22 (44.0)</td>
<td>22 (44.0)</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>8 (8.7)</td>
<td>29 (31.5)</td>
<td>55 (59.8)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (23.5)</td>
<td>13 (76.5)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>2 (2.2)</td>
<td>23 (25.0)</td>
<td>67 (72.8)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East North Central</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
<td>16 (23.5)</td>
<td>51 (75.0)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (16.7)</td>
<td>5 (83.3)</td>
<td>&lt;14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>9 (36.0)</td>
<td>16 (64.0)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (21.7)</td>
<td>18 (78.3)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1 (9.1)</td>
<td>1 (9.1)</td>
<td>9 (81.8)</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West North Central</td>
<td>1 (4.2)</td>
<td>7 (29.2)</td>
<td>16 (66.7)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>6 (66.7)</td>
<td>3 (33.3)</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (25.0)</td>
<td>3 (75.0)</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1 (20.0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (80.0)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;22b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>4 (2.1)</td>
<td>20 (10.4)</td>
<td>169 (87.6)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Atlantic</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
<td>15 (10.2)</td>
<td>130 (88.4)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (33.3)</td>
<td>2 (66.7)</td>
<td>&lt;16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>1 (33.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (66.7)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1 (1.5)</td>
<td>5 (7.7)</td>
<td>59 (90.8)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (23.5)</td>
<td>13 (76.5)</td>
<td>24c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (16.0)</td>
<td>21 (84.0)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td>&lt;21b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (6.7)</td>
<td>14 (93.3)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abortion Deserts

We identified 27 “abortion deserts,” cities from which people would have to travel over 100 miles (160 km) to reach an abortion facility (Table 3). People living in Rapid City, SD had to travel the farthest, 318 miles (512 km), to reach an abortion facility. Although the most cities in any one state (n=10) were located in Texas, there was a wide geographic diversity, with 15 unique states represented. These states were overwhelmingly in the South and Midwest. Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of these distances, where large areas of the Midwest and Southwest had no abortion facility.
### Table 3. Abortion deserts (cities >100 miles/160 km to closest facility) in the United States, May 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City and state</th>
<th>2015 population, n</th>
<th>Distance to closest facility, miles (km)</th>
<th>Location of closest facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid City, SD</td>
<td>73,569</td>
<td>318 (512)</td>
<td>Billings, MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubbock, TX</td>
<td>249,042</td>
<td>308 (496)</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midland, TX</td>
<td>132,950</td>
<td>293 (472)</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odessa, TX</td>
<td>118,968</td>
<td>282 (454)</td>
<td>El Paso, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarillo, TX</td>
<td>198,645</td>
<td>258 (415)</td>
<td>Warr Acres, OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casper, WY</td>
<td>60,285</td>
<td>223 (359)</td>
<td>Fort Collins, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Angelo, TX</td>
<td>100,450</td>
<td>204 (328)</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bismarck, ND</td>
<td>71,167</td>
<td>196 (315)</td>
<td>Fargo, ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laredo, TX</td>
<td>255,473</td>
<td>160 (257)</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Havasu City, AZ</td>
<td>53,553</td>
<td>144 (232)</td>
<td>Henderson, NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abilene, TX</td>
<td>121,721</td>
<td>144 (232)</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Christi, TX</td>
<td>324,074</td>
<td>139 (224)</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Crosse, WI</td>
<td>52,306</td>
<td>137 (220)</td>
<td>Madison, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, MO</td>
<td>166,810</td>
<td>136 (219)</td>
<td>Fayetteville, AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Charles, LA</td>
<td>76,070</td>
<td>132 (212)</td>
<td>Baton Rouge, LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita Falls, TX</td>
<td>104,710</td>
<td>123 (198)</td>
<td>Fort Worth, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia, MO</td>
<td>119,108</td>
<td>122 (196)</td>
<td>St Louis, MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evansville, IN</td>
<td>119,943</td>
<td>122 (196)</td>
<td>Bloomington, IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St George, UT</td>
<td>80,202</td>
<td>121 (195)</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan, KS</td>
<td>56,308</td>
<td>120 (193)</td>
<td>Overland Park, KS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay, WI</td>
<td>105,207</td>
<td>119 (192)</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocatello, ID</td>
<td>54,441</td>
<td>114 (183)</td>
<td>Twin Falls, ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria, TX</td>
<td>67,574</td>
<td>107 (172)</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne, IN</td>
<td>260,326</td>
<td>106 (171)</td>
<td>Toledo, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owensboro, KY</td>
<td>59,042</td>
<td>105 (169)</td>
<td>Louisville, KY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dothan, AL</td>
<td>68,567</td>
<td>103 (166)</td>
<td>Montgomery, AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chattanooga, TN</td>
<td>176,588</td>
<td>101 (163)</td>
<td>Marietta, GA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Results

Using an online search method, we identified almost 800 abortion facilities in the United States, which is consistent with other estimates of abortion clinics and nonspecialized clinics providing abortion [3]. These facilities were not distributed proportionately by state population. Through our analysis, we also found that 27 US cities, largely in the Midwest and the South, could be characterized as abortion deserts, as they did not have a publicly advertised abortion facility within 100 miles (160 km). These findings are consistent with those published by Bearak and colleagues [6], who found that the US counties where women would have to travel the farthest to reach the nearest abortion clinic were concentrated in the middle of the country, as well as several metropolitan areas in Texas. The lack of access to a common reproductive health service such as abortion is a public health concern in that more women in these cities could be forced to carry unwanted pregnancies to term if they are unable to travel long distances to obtain abortion care.

As states continue to pass, implement, and defend restrictions on abortion [8], it is possible that the number of abortion facilities will continue to decrease in those states with the most restrictions. The 6 states that have only 1 abortion facility have combined populations of almost 4 million women of reproductive age who will be forced to travel out of their home state to access abortion care if those facilities close.

For people seeking abortion services in the cities characterized as abortion deserts and in states with few facilities, reaching a facility for care could be incredibly challenging. Access to transportation is a barrier for people seeking all types of health care, in both urban and rural settings [28]. Lower-income women who are unable to access a car or money for gas may have to travel by bus, train, or other forms of transportation, which also becomes more difficult the farther they have to travel. Delays in care due to distance or transportation can push women seeking abortion to later gestations [16,29,30] and are likely to disproportionately affect low-income women, who may struggle to cover the cost of transport [11,14]. Delays to abortion care may be particularly crucial to women in Wyoming, Alaska, Indiana, South Dakota, and South Carolina, where the abortion facilities had the lowest gestational limits. We found that 26.5% of identified facilities performed abortions at 20 weeks or later, which is lower than estimates from 2011-2012 [31], perhaps due to an increased number of state restrictions on abortion after 20 weeks since those estimates were published.

It seems likely that the larger number of facilities in the Northeast and West can be attributed to the fact that 40% to 50% of identified facilities in those regions are offering medication abortion only. The high proportion of facilities offering only medication abortion reflects the opportunities provided by medication abortion: the skills required for clinicians to provide it are minimal (compared with aspiration or surgical abortion) and the large majority of abortions in the United States (80.5%) occur at or before 10 weeks’ gestation (the current accepted limit by which medication abortion can be provided) [32]. While the proportion of women choosing this method of abortion now accounts for 31% of nonhospital abortions (compared with 6% in 2001) [3], it is difficult to determine what the true demand would be if both medication and aspiration abortion were equally available. However, in states such as California, where fewer barriers to access exist for both types of abortion, medication abortion is now up to 46% of abortions in some populations, such as Medicaid recipients [33]. Additionally, states in the Northeast and West are less likely to have laws that limit the provision of medication abortion to physicians [34] and more likely to have policies that allow nurse practitioners, certified nurse midwives, and physicians assistants to offer medication abortion as part of their scope of practice.
These findings underscore the opportunities to pursue geographic expansion and other innovative models to achieve more equitable access to abortion care [35]. Some states have already managed this through an expansion of medication abortion-only services and increased use of telemedicine, which has been demonstrated to be safe and acceptable to women and to decrease travel for patients [36]. Indeed, in this analysis, Maine had the lowest ratio of women of reproductive age per facility, which was likely the result of an expansion of medication abortion through telemedicine programs offered from the existing Maine facilities [37]. While 19 states (almost exclusively in the South and Midwest) effectively prohibit telemedicine medication abortion [34], a recent Iowa Supreme Court decision could have implications for other states challenging similar restrictions that would allow expansion of medication abortion provision [38]. Given that it is less resource intensive, existing health care providers in the Midwest and the South, particularly in states where there is only 1 abortion provider or those states that contain cities classified as abortion deserts, could consider filling gaps in access by offering medication abortion alone as an entry point into abortion care, especially for primary care providers. Expanding the types of providers who can offer aspiration and medication abortion, such as nurse practitioners, would also increase the number of providers in smaller urban areas, thus expanding access to care [39]. However, it is important to note that in some states in which half or more facilities are only providing medication abortion, such as Idaho and Wyoming, the other facilities in the state offer abortion care up to 16 weeks and 12 weeks, respectively. Simply increasing the availability of medication abortion would not meet the needs of all women seeking abortion, some of whom may prefer aspiration abortion or need later abortion.

Supportive policy related to transportation for reproductive health services could also help reduce the burden on women in abortion deserts who have to travel extended distances to access services. California has recently introduced a Medicaid benefit to provide transportation for reproductive health care services (including abortion) to enrollees [40]. Further research is needed to determine what other policies can be enacted to reduce burdens of transportation and distance.

The internet will likely continue to be a key place for people to obtain the locations of abortion-providing facilities. However, both reduced geographic access and a desire to have more privacy and autonomy around the abortion process may lead women to seek out information on self-abortion [18] and obtain medication abortion pills through online sources, many of which have recently shown to be selling effective medications with delivery to US-based mailing addresses [41]. There are no accurate estimates of how many women are obtaining abortion pills online, but the existence of online marketplaces and the documented feasibility of ordering from them implies online purchasing is occurring at volume.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This study is unique in that it systematically documented what people searching for abortion services online would find in search engine listings in early 2017 from a patient-centered perspective. A strength of this study is that it used up-to-date information on facilities of any volume to calculate distances, while other recent studies have been limited to a 2014 iteration of a proprietary database of only high-volume abortion-providing facilities (>400 abortions per year) that the Guttmacher Institute maintains [3,6]. An additional strength of the study is that it did not include abortion providers that offer abortion only to their existing patients or those that do not advertise their services, which would distort an accurate portrayal of the visibility of abortion availability. In addition, this analysis included the maximum gestations at which abortions were provided in each state, regardless of the state laws.

However, this study also has limitations. We used search terms that would enable us to locate abortion facilities in specific cities and states, but someone seeking abortion care might search “abortion clinic near me” and their results could vary from ours based on the location they are searching from. We attempted to eliminate geolocation bias by searching in Incognito mode and clearing both cache and cookies after each search. The information provided here is limited to what women seeking services would encounter—information that facilities chose to make available on their websites and provided through mystery shopper calls. Website information may be inaccurate or updated infrequently. It is possible that, if a woman called a facility to describe her unique situation, the staff could provide her with information about additional services that they do not wish to list on their website.

Distance is not the only barrier that people may face in trying to access abortion services—they may also face abortion stigma, waiting periods [13], and state gestational limits [16,42] as a result of state-level restrictions. In addition, the abortion facility that is closest to where a woman lives may not meet all her needs, particularly if it only provides medication abortion, has low limits on the gestation at which it provides abortion care, or cannot serve women with health conditions who may have higher risks.

**Conclusions**

Online searches provide information about abortion facilities and their services. The locations of these providers are not distributed equitably geographically across the United States. Having to travel long distances for abortion care can disproportionately affect low-income women and potentially push women to seek abortion at later gestations when care is even less available. Travel burdens may exist in addition to other restrictions on abortion in the state, including waiting periods and gestational limits, which can exacerbate inequities in the ability to access abortion care as part of the full range of reproductive health services.
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Abstract

Background: Consulting the Internet for health-related information is a common and widespread phenomenon, and Wikipedia is arguably one of the most important resources for health-related information. Therefore, it is relevant to identify factors that have an impact on the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles.

Objective: In our study we have hypothesized a positive effect of contributor experience on the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles.

Methods: We mined the edit history of all (as of February 2017) 18,805 articles that were listed in the categories on the portal health & fitness in the English language version of Wikipedia. We identified tags within the articles’ edit histories, which indicated potential issues with regard to the respective article’s quality or neutrality. Of all of the sampled articles, 99 (99/18,805, 0.53%) articles had at some point received at least one such tag. In our analysis we only considered those articles with a minimum of 10 edits (10,265 articles in total; 96 tagged articles, 0.94%). Additionally, to test our hypothesis, we constructed contributor profiles, where a profile consisted of all the articles edited by a contributor and the corresponding number of edits contributed. We did not differentiate between rollbacks and edits with novel content.

Results: Nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-tests indicated a higher number of previously edited articles for editors of the nontagged articles (mean rank tagged 2348.23, mean rank nontagged 5159.29; U=9.25, P<.001). However, we did not find a significant difference for the contributors’ total number of edits (mean rank tagged 4872.85, mean rank nontagged 5135.48; U=0.87, P=.39). Using logistic regression analysis with the respective article’s number of edits and number of editors as covariates, only the number of edited articles yielded a significant effect on the article’s status as tagged versus nontagged (dummy-coded; Nagelkerke R² for the full model=.17; B [SE B]=-0.001 [0.00]; Wald χ² [1]=19.70; P<.001), whereas we again found no significant effect for the mere number of edits (Nagelkerke R² for the full model=.15; B [SE B]=0.000 [0.01]; Wald χ² [1]=0.01; P=.94).

Conclusions: Our findings indicate an effect of contributor experience on the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles. However, only the number of previously edited articles was a predictor of the articles’ quality but not the mere volume of edits. More research is needed to disentangle the different aspects of contributor experience. We have discussed the implications of our findings with respect to ensuring the quality of health-related information in collaborative knowledge-building platforms.
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Introduction

Health Information Online

Discussions regarding the quality of health-related information on the internet go back as far as the late 1990s [1,2] and have continued recently [3-5]. Consulting the internet for health-related information has undoubtedly become a common and widespread phenomenon [6,7]. Over the last several years, Wikipedia has emerged as one of the most important knowledge resources for health-related information on the Web [4,8,9]. In this paper we (1) describe potential quality issues as indicated by community-applied tags in health-related Wikipedia articles, and (2) analyze the importance of contributor experience for the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles.

Wikipedia as a Resource

Wikipedia relies heavily on peer review to ensure the quality of its collaboratively constructed knowledge corpus, and Wikipedia contributors are expected and invited to correct other contributors’ mistakes [9]. Controversial and conflictual issues are to be debated by the contributors until consensus is reached [10,11]. One way of instigating such a discussion is to apply one of several Wikipedia template messages (or tags) to an article, which indicate quality-related problems, such as articles being biased, misleading, or factually wrong. In our study, we used the occurrence of at least one quality-issue tag in an article’s edit history as a proxy for potential quality problems.

Although Wikipedia is not governed by a body of experts, the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles is not necessarily worse than that of expert-generated internet content [12]. There have been repeated calls for experienced medical professionals to get more actively involved in improving the accuracy of health-related Wikipedia articles [13,14]. Nevertheless, there is empirical evidence that, in spite of all efforts to ensure knowledge quality, Wikipedia articles can be biased; for example, as a consequence of predominantly male Wikipedia authors underreporting or belittling notable achievements of women (gender bias) [15]. Another form of bias is the presentation of information regarding Wikipedia authors’ own national group appearing in a more positive way than information about other groups (ingroup bias) [16]. In line with previous research [17,18], we hypothesize that a certain proportion of such distortions is attributable to a lack of experience on the side of the respective article’s contributors.

Methods

In this study we mined the complete edit history (as of February 2017) of the 18,805 articles that were listed within the categories of the Wikipedia portal health & fitness [19] in the English language version of Wikipedia. We developed our own publicly available code to mine the data [20]. We first identified the occurrence of tags or template messages within the articles’ edit histories that indicated quality issues. These tags were neutral point of view policy violation and unbalanced content refer to violations of Wikipedia’s standards of objectivity, which may be caused by social biases such as an ingroup bias or a gender bias, while the other tags are related to quality issues in general. Of all the sampled articles, 99 (99/18,805, 0.53%) articles had at some point received at least one of the aforementioned tags. For the comparison of tagged versus nontagged articles, we only used articles that were comprised of at least 10 edits, although it is imaginable that some elaborated Wikipedia articles result from relatively few comparatively substantial edits. This limitation reduced the total number of articles to 10,265, whereas the total number of occurrences of tagged articles was reduced from 99 to 96 (96/10,265, 0.94%).

For every contributor that authored at least one edit within the sampled articles, we constructed the contributor’s profile, consisting of the total number of edits in all Wikipedia articles and the total number of articles that the contributor had edited up to that point. We did not make any distinction with respect to the quality of edits; hence, we treated rollbacks and edits with novel content in the same way. For all statistical analyses, we used the SPSS 22 software package. All reported significance tests are two-sided and we set the significance level at P<.01.

Results

The Content of the Tagged Articles

The 99 tagged articles were manually assigned to one of four different content categories that had emerged in the analysis: legislation & politics (41 articles; examples included “abortion in Iran,” “free market healthcare,” and “smoking ban”), medicine-related topics (21 articles; examples included “antimicrobial resistance,” “obesity,” and “zidovudine”), alternative medicine-related topics (19 articles; examples included “astrology and health,” “chiropractic,” and “siddha medicine”), and places, people, and events (18 articles; examples included “2009 flu pandemic in Mexico,” “Bethlem Royal Hospital,” and “Arnold Schwarzenegger”). For details see Multimedia Appendix 1.

The average number of total edits for these 99 articles was 940.60 (SD 1458.67), and the articles were authored by an average of 186.27 (SD 251.97) individual contributors. In comparison to the 18,706 nontagged articles (mean edits 49.67, SD 194.56; mean editors 16.16, SD 38.26), the tagged articles were comprised of a significantly higher number of edits \((t_{98.02}=6.10; P<.001; d=1.08)\), and they were authored by a significantly higher number of contributors \((t_{98.02}=6.72; P<.001; d=1.17)\). Part of these differences can be explained by the fact that a substantial number of the nontagged articles were “stubs” which featured nothing more than a mere article title. Such stubs (fewer than ten edits) were omitted from all further analyses. As a consequence, the differences between the tagged (mean edits 969.75, SD 1472.23; mean editors 191.96, SD 253.81) and the nontagged articles (mean edits 88.13, SD 257.66; mean editors 27.30, SD 49.16) comprising 10 or more edits with regard to the average total numbers of edits \((t_{98.02}=5.87; P<.001, d=1.07)\) and editors \((t_{95.07}=6.36, P<.001, d=1.09)\) could be
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The 10,265 remaining articles had an average of 100.12 edits (SD 311.00) and were authored by an average of 29.79 (SD 57.97) editors. According to their user profiles, the editors of these articles had made on average 32,031.05 (SD 27,513.01) edits in 1,033.42 (SD 648.71) Wikipedia articles. The number of the editors’ total edits, as well as the number of edited articles, were positively skewed and were not normally distributed according to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (P values <.001). Hence, we used Mann-Whitney U-tests to analyze differences between the authors of the 96 articles that were comprised of at least 10 edits, and that received at least one of the tags indicating quality issues, and those of the nontagged articles with regard to the editors’ previous editing activities. We found a significant difference with regard to the total number of edited articles (mean rank tagged 2348.23, mean rank nontagged 5159.29; U=9.25, P<.001) whereas the difference in terms of the total number of edits did not reach statistical significance (mean rank tagged 4872.85, mean rank nontagged 5135.48; U=0.87, P=.39).

To account for the significant differences between the tagged and the nontagged articles comprising 10 or more edits with regard to the average total numbers of edits and editors (see above), we further tested our initial findings using logistic regression analyses (stepwise) with the tagged versus nontagged status (dummy coded) of the articles as the dependent variable, the respective article’s numbers of total editors and total edits as control variables, and the contributor’s total number of edits and edited articles (respectively) as independent predictors. This approach controlled for a possible obfuscating linear effect of the number of an article’s edits or editors. Again we found that the total number of articles that were edited by the contributors significantly predicted the articles’ statuses (Nagelkerke R² for the full model=.17; B [SE B]=–0.001 [0.00]; Wald c²[1]=19.70; P<.001), whereas the total number of the contributors’ edits did not yield a significant effect (Nagelkerke R² for the full model=.15; B [SE B]=0.000 [0.01]; Wald c²[1]=0.01; P=.94).

Discussion

Principal Results

The largest category of health-related Wikipedia articles that had at one point in their edit history received a user-applied tag indicating quality issues focused on topics about political and legislative issues. The other articles were related to alternative medicine, general medical topics, and specific events and people.

The authors of the tagged articles had (on average) edited less Wikipedia articles than the authors of the nontagged articles. However, we did not find a significant difference for the mere number of the contributor’s previous edits. Assuming that there is a relationship between the authors’ competence and the probability that a Wikipedia article receives a tag indicating quality issues, this could indicate that the mere volume of activity is not indicative of a Wikipedia author’s competence, but rather a certain breadth of experience. This finding, if corroborated, could have implications for Wikipedia’s (and other platforms’) editing system as well as for the quality management of collaborative knowledge construction platforms. For example, articles that were authored by editors with a comparatively narrow range of previously edited articles could be automatically identified and marked for further quality checks as a means of ensuring and improving the quality of health-related articles. However, more research is needed to disentangle the effects of the different facets of Wikipedia contributor activities on the quality of Wikipedia articles.

Limitations

A major limiting factor for our study was that relatively few articles received at least one of the tags indicating quality issues. One way of addressing this issue in future studies, to replicate our findings, would be to use quality metrics that are based on article features such as length, the number of paragraphs, and the number of pictures [21]. It should also be noted that the authors of both the tagged and the nontagged articles had (on average) made several thousand edits in several hundred articles, and hence were relatively experienced Wikipedia contributors. Further research is needed to analyze the effects of different levels of editor experience (or inexperience) on the quality of Wikipedia articles. The articles that were sampled for this study only constitute a part of the medical content that is available at Wikipedia [22]. Future studies are needed to replicate our findings for a wider range of health-related Wikipedia articles and articles in languages other than English.

Conclusion

Consistent with previous studies [4,13,21], our findings highlight the potential of Wikipedia as a valuable resource for health-related information. However, the quality of Wikipedia articles relies on the willingness of experienced and knowledgeable contributors to take on the unpaid labor of editing and improving Wikipedia articles. One way of encouraging experienced professionals to further engage with Wikipedia content would be to provide incentives for such activities (eg, in the form of continuing medical education credits) [22].
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This letter is regarding the recent publication of “An Online Intervention Comparing a Very Low-Carbohydrate Ketogenic Diet and Lifestyle Recommendations Versus a Plate Method Diet in Overweight Individuals With Type 2 Diabetes: A Randomized Controlled Trial” [1]. The authors have been innovative in their use of an online platform, and present findings that are both interesting and relevant. The effect size of the intervention is considerable, highlighting the potential of lifestyle interventions delivered in this manner. However, the interpretation of the trial results requires further discussion.

The authors attribute the improvements in body weight and glycaemic control to a very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and lifestyle recommendations. To single out the very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet recommendation above the other lifestyle recommendations made in the intervention is unsupported. The paper states that the self-reported dietary assessment method “should not be considered validated.” Furthermore, data to demonstrate dietary change due to the intervention, such as the measured urinary acetoacetate, has not been provided.

The observed effect of the intervention is at least as likely due to the other lifestyle recommendations, or recommendations acting in concert. Advice to increase physical activity [2] and sleep [3] as well as the provision of psychological support [4], such as mindfulness training and goal setting, were included in the intervention and have been shown in meta analyses to independently improve the primary outcomes of the current paper. By contrast, a recent meta analysis of trials with type 2 participants randomised to lower or higher carbohydrate diets showed no difference in body mass index and blood glucose control (HbA₁c) at 12 months, although there was a transient effect on HbA₁c at 3 and 6 months [5]. To further demonstrate the potentially unwarranted focus on the very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet, the intervention of the current paper also included training on: awareness of hunger, fullness, craving, taste satisfaction and triggers for overeating, scheduling, noticing and savouring positive events, developing self-compassion, practicing positive reappraisal, gratitude, acts of kindness, and being aware of personal strengths. In contrast, the control group only received dietary advice. Given these disparities and the lack of supporting data it is unfeasible of the authors to attribute a change due to their recommendation to follow a very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet.

Differences in outcomes between the intervention and control groups may further be attributed to the dissimilar level of participant support. Participants in the intervention group were
contacted once a week for 16 weeks, and then once a fortnight for a further 16 weeks (24 times). The control group were contacted once a week for four weeks, and then once every four weeks (11 times). This disparity in the level of support and engagement is a probable driver for the participant drop out rate in the control (6 of 13) and intervention (1 of 12).

That the sample size is grossly inadequate is evident by differences in the baseline attributes of participants who, although randomised, were on average 18.8kg heavier and 5.2 years younger in the intervention group than those in the control group. An estimate for an adequate sample size would provide greater context to the results of this pilot study with the author’s previous work in this area providing them with the necessary data to do so. Finally, that change in body weight is the sole measure of body fatness is a further concern, with additional markers not confounded by baseline body weight required.

The findings of this study are undoubtedly interesting. The authors should be acknowledged for their work highlighting the potential of online interventions to deliver multiple lifestyle recommendations. The findings also suggest at the level of support required to enable behavioural change towards healthier behaviours. What the findings do not support is the promotion of very-low carbohydrate ketogenic diets.
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This letter is in response to the letter from Dr Andrew Reynolds [1] about our publication, “An Online Intervention Comparing a Very Low-Carbohydrate Ketogenic Diet and Lifestyle Recommendations Versus a Plate Method Diet in Overweight Individuals With Type 2 Diabetes: A Randomized Controlled Trial” [2].

As Dr Reynolds notes, our study had several differences between the two groups including different diets, psychological tools, sleep education, and number of lessons. Given the combination of intervention components, we did not attribute all of the differences in outcomes to the nutritional composition of the diet, but to the diet “and lifestyle recommendations.” It was our goal, if this preliminary trial showed promise, to follow up with factorial screening experiments to better assess each component of our multicomponent very low-carbohydrate diet intervention.

We are currently testing our very low-carbohydrate diet intervention in this way, and we hope to vary the dietary component in future research. We agree that a randomized trial that varies only diet is an ideal way to ascertain to what extent the nutritional composition of the diet, specifically, contributes to the outcomes.

However, important information can be learned about the overall effects of diet and lifestyle interventions without such screening experiments and intervention optimization. For example, the landmark Diabetes Prevention Program trial, with more than 3000 patients with prediabetes, compared a multicomponent low-fat, calorie-reduced diet and lifestyle intervention to metformin or medicine placebo groups [3]. The intact, multicomponent program is now used nationally, but to our knowledge, no research has carefully varied the dietary...
component to examine if the low-fat dietary recommendations are optimal. Despite this, this multicomponent program is supported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and will be soon reimbursed by Medicare. Even so, we believe that the field needs to do more screening experiments and intervention optimization.

We acknowledge the baseline differences on some of our outcome measures. This can happen even with classic randomized controlled trials. Nevertheless, our statistical evaluations emphasize interaction effects and, as such, they emphasize relative changes and fully incorporate baseline information. Therefore, we disagree that the interaction effects are due primarily to these baseline differences. With respect to a post-hoc power analysis, a power analysis reveals the likelihood of observing a significant effect. We disagree that once a study has been completed there is any value to a post-hoc power analysis. After study completion, we know for certain whether effects are significant (“power” = 100% for significant effects, and 0% for non-significant effects), and these results utilize observed variability rather than estimates of variability that would have informed a pre-study analysis.

We agree that meta-analyses are ideal for judging the effects of different diets, however, we have a different interpretation of the meta-analysis to which he refers [4]. This meta-analysis of carbohydrate-restricted trials in type 2 diabetes itself notes that the “effect on glycemic control increased with the reported degree of carbohydrate restriction,” and that “recent trials suggest that LCD [low-carbohydrate diets] may be superior to HCD [high-carbohydrate diets] with respect to glucose level and postprandial excursions, but only as long as the subject adheres to the diet.” This suggests that when individuals can maintain adherence to long-term carbohydrate restriction they experience improved glycemic control. Moreover, only two of the seven studies in this meta-analysis followed participants beyond 12 months. We view this meta-analysis as support for the short-term benefits of low-carbohydrate diets in the treatment of type 2 diabetes, and that it highlights a need to conduct longer trials of low-carbohydrate diets that focus on long-term dietary adherence.

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to Dr Reynolds’ letter.
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A Mental Health Storytelling Intervention Using Transmedia to Engage Latinas: Grounded Theory Analysis of Participants’ Perceptions of the Story’s Main Character
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Abstract

Background: Transmedia storytelling was used to attract English-speaking Latina women with elevated symptoms of depression and anxiety to engage in an intervention that included videos and a webpage with links to symptom management resources. However, a main character for the storyline who was considered dynamic, compelling, and relatable by the target group was needed.

Objective: We conducted interviews with 28 English-speaking Latinas (target group) with elevated symptoms of depression or anxiety who participated in an Internet-accessible transmedia storytelling intervention. The objective of this study was to examine participants’ perceptions of the lead character of the story. Development of this character was informed by deidentified data from previous studies with members of the target group. Critique of the character from a panel of therapists informed editing, as did input from women of the target group.

Methods: All interviews were conducted via telephone, audio-recorded, and transcribed. Data analysis was guided by grounded theory methodology.

Results: Participants embraced the main character, Catalina, related to her as a person with an emotional life and a temporal reality, reported that they learned from her and wanted more episodes that featured her and her life. Grounded theory analysis led to the development of one category (She “just felt so real”: relating to Catalina as a real person with a past, present, and future) with 4 properties. Properties included (1) relating emotionally to Catalina’s vulnerability, (2) recognizing shared experiences, (3) needing to support others while simultaneously lacking self-support, and (4) using Catalina as a springboard for imagining alternative futures. Participants found Catalina’s efforts to pursue mental health treatment to be meaningful and led them to compare themselves to her and consider how they might pursue treatment themselves.

Conclusions: When creating a story-based mental health intervention to be delivered through an app, regardless of type, careful development of the main character is valuable. Theoretical guidance, previous deidentified data from the target group, critique from key stakeholders and members of the target group, and preliminary testing are likely to enhance the main character’s relatability and appropriateness, which can increase sustained engagement.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10028) doi:10.2196/10028
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Introduction

Background

Innovative ideas that harness the use of digital storytelling to engage users in mental health interventions involving smartphones, computers, tablets, or other devices merit exploration. Technological apps aimed at early detection, resource use, or Web-based mental health treatment that feature a human character [1,2], embodied conversational agent [3], virtual agent or coach [4,5], avatar, or fantasy character [6] can benefit from attention as to how characters affect user engagement. From Mexico [7] to the United States, photorealistic [8,9], webnovelas [10], and telenovelas to engage Latinos have been used in story-based research on a variety of physical health–related topics [11-16]. The expanding accessibility of the Internet and the growing popularity of smartphones worldwide support the use of story-based media to attract and reach previously unreached populations in terms of mental health or well-being. Many psychiatric outpatients own smartphones; Torous et al [17] found that 200 of the 320 psychiatric outpatients in their study owned a smartphone, and most (70.6%, 141/200) were willing to use their smartphones to run apps to monitor their mental health. Because smartphone use is higher for US Latino adults (aged 18-49 years) than it is for adults of other ethnicities [18], there is great promise for mental health engagement using smartphones with this population. Many US Latinos obtain important health information online. According to an American Trends Panel Survey, Latino adults used smartphones more often than non-Latino whites in 2014 to access online health information; that is, nearly three-fourths (72.94%, 755.5/1035) of Latino adults reported using their smartphones in the last year to access information about a health condition compared with 58.00% (1244.68/2146) of non-Latino whites [19]. Usage of smartphones is also high for individuals living with financial difficulties in the United States; for example, those with a household income of less than US $30,000 per year are more reliant on smartphones to access the Internet (13.00%, 195/1500) compared with individuals earning US $75,000 per year (1.00%, 15/1500) [19].

Recreational use of the Internet is high among US Latinos who speak English (94.0%, 771.7/821) and those who speak Spanish (86.0%, 583.9/679) [20]. Digital and electronic media are important potential avenues for reaching Latinos who may be struggling with untreated mental health issues because of their widespread use. For example, 51.00% (765/1500) of Latino adults sampled by the Pew Research Center reported they played video games on a cell phone or other device [21]. Many video games depict specific characters, but critics complain that few desirable Latino characters are featured in games [22]. When Latina characters are portrayed, they are often depicted stereotypically as maids with heavy accents in provocative clothing [23]. Although electronic games can provide effective, appealing mental health interventions, they must be designed with attention to characteristics of the clients they target, including culture and gender [24]. Attention to problematic depictions of leading characters in electronic games and other media technology apps is crucial to engagement. Historically, entertainment-education media strategies in radio and television broadcast series have involved the use of characters whom audiences could identify with, which led to high viewer ratings and robust social discourse. This has been linked to viewers’ engagement in health promotion activities and positive lifestyle choices, which were influenced by the behavior modeled by characters of the show [25].

Theoretical Guidance for Development of Characters in Story-Based Media

Theorists have explained that a key element of story-based approaches is how much an audience can relate to the main character. Albert Bandura’s social cognitive theory (SCT) holds that characters who are perceived as interesting or relatable [26,15] are key to engagement with media. A viewer who feels a sense of connection with the main character will have a deeper engagement, which may be enduring over time, leading the viewer to come back for more. For example, in their research with an interactive video drama series aimed at helping men quit smoking, Bottoroff et al [1] found that men who related more strongly to the main character experienced higher levels of support from the series.

SCT [27] purports that communication involves psychosocial mechanisms that influence the thoughts, feelings, and actions of individuals. When communication takes the form of stories dramatized in media, viewers learn vicariously by observing characters as they deal with expected rewards, social consequences, and the influence of values. The story and characters inform viewers in terms of their thoughts and judgments. Due to the power of the story, SCT holds that direct engagement with story-based media can lead to behavior change by informing, motivating, or guiding viewers [26]. Viewers can be further influenced to change their behavior through personal discussions with other people who found the story worth talking about [28]. SCT can be used to guide the development of characters that are featured in any app to enhance the engagement of users. However, creation of a compelling and relatable main character requires thoughtful strategic development with input from the target group of users.

Transmedia: Storytelling Across Multiple Digital Platforms

Transmedia [29] is a dynamic, Internet-accessible media approach that features compelling characters and uses dramatic storytelling that extends across various digital platforms, including computers, tablets, and smartphones. When designed to engage, entertain, and educate, transmedia productions can be leveraged to attract and sustain the attention of audiences for the purposes of health [30]. Transmedia storytelling attracts users through compelling content and offers users decision-making power to choose when and how they will engage which parts of a story and for how long. This encourages the participant to be dynamically engaged rather than passively entertained. Participants might choose to expand their engagement via story extension videos, bonus videos (featuring a particular character speaking outside of the storyline about related topics), or by using other interactive components of the transmedia package. The participant decides which links to click and which content to explore and does so in a discreet way if
they are using their own personal device. The confidentiality of this feature is particularly attractive for smartphone users [31] who might be reluctant, afraid, or unwilling to share anything about their mental health symptoms, their distress, or their interest in mental health treatment resources.

A successful transmedia production to enhance sexual health among teens that has been very popular with Latinos is the Emmy-nominated webisode series, East Los High, created by Wise Entertainment, Inc. [32]. Having just completed its fourth season on Hulu, this English-language series featured an all-Latino cast of teen characters attending a fictitious high school in a fictitious community with plots involving romance, humor, sex, friendship, betrayal, success, and loss. The story extended beyond episodes to the show’s companion webpage which had, during its first season alone, 123,728 unique visitors with 870,684 page views from all 50 US states and 163 countries [32]. Although not a prime focus of the show, a trio of story extender videos in the third season explored how one teen character sought support from a therapist as she dealt with past experiences of sexual abuse.

Objectives

Although the specific focus of how Latina adults deal with mental health symptoms has not been central to any transmedia production to date, US Latino audiences have a high interest in story-based media. According to Nielsen’s Total Audience Report [33], 96% of US Latinos watched television in the second quarter of 2017, 92% engaged apps on a smartphone (including Web-based), and 78% accessed videos on a smartphone. Latinos continue to be over-represented in movie audiences in the US and Canada according to the Motion Picture Association of America [34]; although Latinos are only 18.00% (62,366,197.1/346,478,873) of the population, they accounted for 23.00% (79,690,140.8/346,478,873) of frequent moviegoers in 2016. However, characters depicted in story-based media such as streaming or network television shows or films include relatively few Latinos characters; in 2016, 5.80% (605,7/10,444) of characters with speaking roles were Latinos, and of them, only 37.9% (229.7/605.7) were female characters [35].

Due to the growing population of English-speaking Latinos in the United States and the expansive reach of transmedia via the Internet, our research team created a dramatic story-based transmedia intervention featuring a Latina main character with the aim of attracting and engaging untreated symptomatic Latinas. Informed by SCT, the goal of our overall mixed methods study was to engage viewers to increase their awareness of mental health symptoms, enhance early detection of symptoms, provide an interactive experience to help women contemplate their own situation, inform them of available resources for symptom management, and ultimately increase their behavioral intentions or actions taken to get help. The purpose of this qualitative analysis was to explore, describe, and interpret participants’ perceptions of the main character (Catalina) and to discuss our findings in relation to implications for future development of characters for various technological apps aimed at enhancing mental health or well-being.

Prior Work

Mindful of SCT [26-28], we invested in a rigorous process for creating our transmedia including the main character, Catalina, which balanced believability with interest, so participants would find it compelling, acceptable, and relevant to their own lives. Under the guidance of the University of California, Los Angeles Institutional Review Board (IRB), a composite sketch for Catalina was developed by the researcher informed by deidentified data from previous community-based, qualitative, or mixed methods studies with English-speaking Latinas of Mexican or Central American descent struggling with depression. From the array of attributes compiled from previous data, the researcher proposed a sketch of the main character, Catalina, including her backstory, life circumstances, concerns, motives, and goals. Catalina was proposed as a 28-year-old Latina who was a single mother of a 4-year-old daughter, living with her parents. The sketch and a basic storyline were presented to a Latino scriptwriter with extensive Hollywood experience who also served as our director and cinematographer; he created the settings, the script, and the trajectory of the drama. A community advisory board, comprising 4 therapists who had significant experience with Latinas in outpatient mental health settings (2 of whom identified as Latinas) read and critiqued the script in 2 waves, paying special attention to the main character. After each wave, the script was revised, and nuanced tailoring was done of the main character to enhance content validity in terms of believability, accuracy, and sociocultural appropriateness. Auditions were held in Hollywood, and Latino actors were hired; filming was done over a 5-day period. After the video scenes were filmed, editing was done. A composer provided a soundtrack. Subsequently, a total of 19 Latina adults from community settings participated in theater testing; feedback was collected via 1:1 interviews and focus groups. This feedback, including input about the portrayal of Catalina, informed the next phase of editing and the final version of the media plus the title, “Catalina: Confronting My Emotions.” Finally, a 3-min introduction video was created. For this, the researcher created the script, one of the character actors did the voice over, and an editor wove together clips from the story to fit the script (see Figure 1).

The story of Catalina is told through events of her everyday life, but a tension develops as the drama unfolds. Over the course of 3 videos, Catalina is portrayed in her own home, on the street in her neighborhood, in a social situation at a party at the home of her best friend, and finally, in a city scene as she leaves a clinic and walks to a bus stop. In each scene, she is either interacting with others or dealing with her thoughts and feelings alone. Through this, Catalina becomes aware that she is experiencing mental health symptoms and grapples with what she should do about it.
The researcher also collaborated with a computer programmer to create a user-friendly project webpage, as was described elsewhere [2]. The goal was to create an interface that had ease of navigation [31], the same aesthetic quality of the videos, plus an attractive, organized display of links on a black background with photos and clear, simple captions so features could be accessed in a sequence. This included links to 3 different videos through which the story of Catalina unfolded (14-, 4-, and 4-min long). The videos were designed to attract the attention of users and enhance their motivation to click the link to watch the next video when the previous one concluded. The 3 videos completed 1 arc in Catalina’s story (1 episode), so there was some resolution at the end. However, to continue with the transmedia intervention, the story-based videos were followed by another set of video logs and an interactive feature involving a character who portrayed Catalina’s nurse therapist, whom we named Veronica Sanchez, RN described elsewhere [2]. The final link on the website led to a blog written from Veronica’s point of view that provided links and contact information for local and online mental health resources including hotlines. An interview was held with participants after engagement with the transmedia. At that time, an additional access code was provided to participants so that they could share the videos, blog, and links with friends and family members of their choice. Results showed that women rated their ability to relate to Catalina at 6.95 on a 10-point scale; approximately 6 weeks after first engaging with Catalina in the media, 75% (21/28) of participants reported they were still thinking about the story-based media, and 79% (22/28) were still talking about it with others [2].

Our in-depth analysis of participants’ perceptions of Catalina was catalyzed, in part, by requests made by participants during

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Review of de-identified data from previous studies</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Development of composite character of “Catalina”</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Script written for an episode in Catalina’s life</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Theater testing with members of target group</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Final version loaded onto webpage for pilot testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Development of Catalina and her story.
postmedia engagement interviews for additional episodes that featured her and her life beyond what was available in the intervention. Some participants expressed hope that there would be future episodes to further elucidate the role played by Catalina’s mother; others wanted to know how Catalina’s romantic life would unfold, what would happen if she pursued higher education, or how her engagement in therapy turned out. Overall, many participants wanted more opportunities to engage future episodes that depicted what might happen to Catalina in the future. In making a direct request for more from the research team, one woman summed up how the story-based videos featuring Catalina made an impact, provided an opportunity for reflection, and motivated her. She said:

...I think it would be great as the study goes if you guys could put more videos out there; more pamphlets, more information on how she [Catalina] actually got out of her situation, because for girls like me that are truly impacted by the videos and it’s a reflection of how you’re feeling, it’s going to be a motivation to see [her] move on with her life. I don’t know if you guys are going to have seminars. I don’t know what the next step is with your studies, but it will be great to...have a video to see that she moved on.

In response to such direct requests from participants themselves, we designed this grounded theory (GT) analysis and opened ourselves to gain insight into what made Catalina so compelling to users.

Methods

Study Design

Our mixed methods design led to quantitative findings on the feasibility, acceptability, and limited efficacy of the transmedia intervention that have been reported elsewhere [2]. This qualitative analysis was guided by GT methodology to explore, analyze, describe, and interpret interview data on participants’ perceptions of the main character of the transmedia storyline.

Recruitment and Sampling

After securing IRB approval, purposeful sampling was used to recruit a sample of 28 English-speaking Latina adults with elevated symptoms of depression or anxiety located in a Southern California metropolitan area, described elsewhere [2]. Latinas were eligible if they could read and speak English, were within the age range of 21 to 55 years, had access to the Internet, and met criteria for moderate to severe symptoms of depression (score of 10 or more on the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [36]) or anxiety (score of 10 or more on the general anxiety disorder-7 [37]). After eligible women provided online consent, completed an online survey (described elsewhere [2]), engaged the media, and were interviewed, they received a US $60.00 gift card via US mail, text message, or email.

Data Collection

Within 72 hours of viewing the media, individual 1:1 interviews were conducted with participants over the telephone by the third author who is a psychiatric mental health nurse practitioner. Each interview was audiotaped with the participants’ permission and lasted an average of 45 min (range: 29-75 min). Since there was no attrition in this study, all women who participated in the transmedia intervention were interviewed (N=28). By design, each participant was interviewed only once. An interview guide was developed during the planning stages of the study to address a variety of topics; however, participant-initiated divergence from any topic was honored to encourage free sharing about any aspect of their experience with the transmedia or any related topic they found relevant during the interview. After the first participant was interviewed, subsequent interviews with other participants were influenced by earlier interviews, so some questions were added to enhance clarity as the interviewing process progressed. However, the focus of this analysis is limited to women’s perceptions of the main character, Catalina, including what participants thought and felt about Catalina, what they found memorable about her, as well as how and why they did or did not relate to her. After verbatim transcription, all interview transcripts were checked for accuracy and loaded onto Atlas.ti (Qualitative Data Analysis by Scientific Software Development GmbH) [38] to help with data management.

Analysis Plan

Using the methodology of GT [39,40], initial coding was done using gerunds to focus on the action of the participant. To begin, each line of 10 transcripts was carefully considered and coded. The codes that occurred most frequently or were of particular significance were identified and aggregated into what Charmaz termed focused codes [40]. The focused codes were then used to guide analysis with the rest of the 18 interviews. For this analysis, all coded quotations that invoked women’s perceptions of Catalina were identified, scrutinized, and discussed at length among the 3 researchers. The constant comparison of data with data across all 28 interviews was useful in sorting and analyzing quotations. Simultaneously, coding was done and analytic memos were written so each researcher could ask deeper questions of the data and check for patterns and connections across cases. Reflexive memos helped identify biases that might have been at play because of assumptions of the researchers. All 3 researchers had experience in mental health research and clinical care with Latinas; the second author self-identifies as a Latina. To enhance sensitivity in relation to the processes of coding, dialog among the researchers facilitated recognition of situational and contextual factors for each woman. The sharing of coding processes and memos among the researchers was facilitated by Atlas.ti [38]. Charts were created to organize data and allow us to more effectively compare codes from all 28 women to develop and test properties within the category. Interactive sessions involving all 3 researchers provided opportunities for debate and discussion of our analytic products (the category and its properties). Moving deeper into analysis, diagrams and drawings were created to clarify dynamics within data.

Results

Sample

A detailed report of sampling, demographies, and media viewing habits of the final sample was reported elsewhere [2]. A total of 28 eligible Latinas between the ages of 21 and 48 years were included in the study. Each participant was interviewed only once. An interview guide was developed during the planning stages of the study to address a variety of topics; however, participant-initiated divergence from any topic was honored to encourage free sharing about any aspect of their experience with the transmedia or any related topic they found relevant during the interview. After the first participant was interviewed, subsequent interviews with other participants were influenced by earlier interviews, so some questions were added to enhance clarity as the interviewing process progressed. However, the focus of this analysis is limited to women’s perceptions of the main character, Catalina, including what participants thought and felt about Catalina, what they found memorable about her, as well as how and why they did or did not relate to her. After verbatim transcription, all interview transcripts were checked for accuracy and loaded onto Atlas.ti (Qualitative Data Analysis by Scientific Software Development GmbH) [38] to help with data management.
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Using the methodology of GT [39,40], initial coding was done using gerunds to focus on the action of the participant. To begin, each line of 10 transcripts was carefully considered and coded. The codes that occurred most frequently or were of particular significance were identified and aggregated into what Charmaz termed focused codes [40]. The focused codes were then used to guide analysis with the rest of the 18 interviews. For this analysis, all coded quotations that invoked women’s perceptions of Catalina were identified, scrutinized, and discussed at length among the 3 researchers. The constant comparison of data with data across all 28 interviews was useful in sorting and analyzing quotations. Simultaneously, coding was done and analytic memos were written so each researcher could ask deeper questions of the data and check for patterns and connections across cases. Reflexive memos helped identify biases that might have been at play because of assumptions of the researchers. All 3 researchers had experience in mental health research and clinical care with Latinas; the second author self-identifies as a Latina. To enhance sensitivity in relation to the processes of coding, dialog among the researchers facilitated recognition of situational and contextual factors for each woman. The sharing of coding processes and memos among the researchers was facilitated by Atlas.ti [38]. Charts were created to organize data and allow us to more effectively compare codes from all 28 women to develop and test properties within the category. Interactive sessions involving all 3 researchers provided opportunities for debate and discussion of our analytic products (the category and its properties). Moving deeper into analysis, diagrams and drawings were created to clarify dynamics within data.
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provided informed consent, accessed the transmedia website, and completed the entire study.

**Qualitative Analysis**

**One Overarching Category Depicted the Sample’s Perception of Catalina as a Real Person**

Knowing that participants expressed a desire for more episodes of Catalina’s life, we moved forward to analyze participants’ perceptions of this character, Catalina, and why they wanted a more prolonged engagement with her and her story. Analyses revealed that participants invoked the character of Catalina as a real person who had a past, present, and future. This led us to use temporality as a heuristic device which allowed a deeper analysis of the data and generated more questions, which is congruent with GT methodology [39]. We explored why participants related to the character of Catalina, how Catalina’s timeline influenced their perceptions of her, and what utility their temporal view of Catalina served as they examined their own life histories, timelines, and circumstances.

Our use of the heuristic device of temporality led to the development of the category: She “just felt so real”: Relating to Catalina as a real person with a past, present, and future. We found that while participants were reflecting on a scene about Catalina’s life, it was not uncommon for them to share that it sparked a past memory in a way that brought greater awareness or meaningful insight into their present reality. For some, these memories expanded into thoughts about an imagined future for themselves (see Figure 2).

The women seemed to move easily forward and backward on Catalina’s timeline as they talked about their own. Although the specific details were different for each woman, participants mixed comments about Catalina with comments about themselves as they shared thoughts about their own histories.

**Four Properties of the Category Revealed How Women Related to Catalina**

We identified 4 properties of this category, which showed how women related to Catalina. These included (1) relating emotionally to Catalina’s vulnerability, (2) recognizing shared experiences, (3) needing to support others while lacking self-support, and (4) using Catalina as a springboard for imagining alternatives. Each of these properties hinged on the reciprocal assumptions made by the women that, just as they had a past, a present, and an imagined future, so too did Catalina (see Figure 3).

Figure 2. Diagram showcasing one example of how a participant would compare an event on Catalina’s timeline with her own past, present, or future.
Relating Emotionally to Catalina’s Vulnerability: “All Those Feelings That She Felt, I Felt”

When participants started talking about their perceptions of Catalina, their comments easily shifted to a focus on themselves and their own feelings. The women said they related to Catalina and used self-referential phrases, including, “That’s me!” or “I remember that feeling.” Women described how, watching Catalina, they found themselves able to reflect on their emotions although it made them feel vulnerable. One woman admitted:

I know what it feels to be depressed, confused, lost, when you ask yourself, self-doubting, who you really are.

Another connected to Catalina and a feeling of being lost. She explained that she related to a feeling of having “no sense of direction.” Others related to Catalina’s good intentions as someone who was just “trying to survive.”

Several participants had similar emotional reactions to scenes in the drama, but this was not always the case. The same scene did not always stir the exact same emotions in every woman. Nonetheless, the emotional reactions of women connected them to the character. Reflecting on the drama, women seemed to juxtapose Catalina’s emotional reality on their own in the past or the present. One woman stated:

I related to the frustration that [Catalina] felt, to the loneliness, to overwhelmed feelings, a feeling where it's many things at once. So, overall, a lot of the emotions and feelings that she was feeling in the video, it's pretty much how I feel right now.

This woman, like many others, used comparisons of herself and Catalina to further articulate details of her current emotional state. Another woman said:

I do feel at times, I feel like I'm going to like, blow up. And, that's one thing that she did mention about how sometimes she feels like her head is about to explode, and like, I feel the same way sometimes too. Like, sometimes I feel like it's too much to handle.

Some women related to how Catalina expressed herself emotionally, such as when she cried in one particular scene. After interpreting Catalina’s feelings in that scene, one woman said:

It's almost like if you sit there and have a pity party for yourself, and that's not the solution. I mean, I understand what the issue is, I just, the frustration of not knowing how to get out of that.

Speaking about that same scene, another woman extended Catalina’s feelings of vulnerability and helplessness at that moment by expressing her own, exclaiming:

...it's almost as if there's nobody out there that can actually help you.

Other emotions spurred by Catalina were linked to feeling “down,” “worthless,” or lacking “confidence.” Women related to what they interpreted as Catalina’s feeling of “low self-esteem.”

Recognizing Shared Experiences: “I’m Not the Only One Going Through This”

In addition to feelings, women related to the situational predicaments of Catalina’s life. Specific aspects of Catalina’s struggles at various time points throughout her story resonated with participants’ struggles. This enhanced their ability to connect. Women said they realized that if Catalina was experiencing this, then they were not alone. One woman said:

I’m not the only one going through this.
Another woman summed it up saying she related not only to the demographic and emotional situation of Catalina but also the way she engaged in negative self-talk:

\[\text{I related to a lot of the parts—like the child, the going out part, the being sad part about a guy—what else?...And then, she was just putting herself down.}\]

Women recalled particular instances when they had grappled with specific problems and how their struggle felt similar to Catalina’s struggle. For example, one woman related to Catalina’s disappointment with a romantic partner saying:

\[\text{It just made me feel sad, because I know how that feels when you get ditched by somebody. I just felt bad for her, even while she was just like a character in the movie, [she] just felt so real. Like, I can relate to her.}\]

Women spoke about how their past impacted their present situations. For some, this included memories of a past event or situation that was troubling them now. Some women compared themselves and pointed out that they had made better decisions than Catalina did, for example, in romantic relationships. Others felt their experiences were worse than Catalina’s. For example, thinking about the story, one participant identified with Catalina’s decision to accept a ride home from a man whom she just met at a party. She shared a memory when something similar but “worse” had happened to her at a young age, a traumatic incident from her past. However, rather than discouraging her from continuing to engage the media, the scene encouraged a deeper connection with Catalina. She found the scene to be “really, really scary,” but it led her to relate and then confide how this negative past experience “made” her “extra cautious” from that point on in her life, shaping the way she looked at the dangers of social encounters.

Various women related to Catalina’s demographic situation as a single, working mother who was going to school. One woman emphasized how, like Catalina, she was “still” living with her parents. She likened her experience to Catalina’s saying:

\[\text{I feel like I’m stuck as well.}\]

Other participants described a connection with Catalina despite demographic differences. One woman who self-identified as a lesbian said she identified with Catalina although, unlike her, the character was involved romantically with a man and had a child. She said:

\[\text{It would be nice to feel like I would identify with her if she were gay or anything, but that’s okay. I can still identify or relate to her on another note, in another, you know, whatever another aspect of her life...I did feel as though I’ve been in her shoes before. I’ve never been a mother and I’m not a heterosexual woman. Actually, I identify as lesbian [but] I do have a working class family and I did reside at home with my family before moving in with my partner.}\]

Although married, another woman who said that she had a supportive husband related to Catalina’s sense of being alone. She said:

\[\text{[He] just doesn’t understand me, like how Catalina would want people to understand her.}\]

Many women found a connection because Catalina seemed to be asking herself deeper questions about which direction she should take in life. One woman related to Catalina’s experience of not knowing what to do, saying:

\[\text{It doesn’t have to be that I’m a single parent or whatever. Just whatever life throws at you, at times, we don’t really know how to deal with it.}\]

**Needing to Support Others While Lacking Self-Support: Having to “Handle It and Keep Going”**

Participants related to Catalina as a mother, daughter, or a partner who needed to support others even if she did not have much support for herself. Several women felt close to a breaking point which they also saw in Catalina. Women recounted how “stressed” and “overwhelmed” they felt in their present situation, how they lacked sufficient support to carry the load, and how it seemed that there was no end in sight for their struggle. To them, their troubles seemed to be ongoing into the future without a viable resolution. Women disclosed how they felt responsible in their role as a parent and tended to ignore their own needs by deciding to “handle it and keep going.” Recalling a scene when Catalina was talking about her role as a mom, one woman said:

\[\text{[Catalina] saw her baby kind of lying there as she slept, and she’s kind of like freaking out inside. I can relate to that. Even though I’m the adult, I don’t know the answer to everything, but I have to keep it together because someone else depends on me.}\]

Women related to how diligently Catalina “struggled” to hold things together for herself and her family. One woman said:

\[\text{She’s just trying to succeed and do better for her kids.}\]

Another woman confided how she felt compelled to work weekends so she could “pay all the bills” so she related to how “hard” it was for Catalina to be a single mother; she too lacked time to spend with her children or to “do stuff for yourself.”

Women explained that, just like Catalina, the pressure to stay solvent financially brought stress that eroded confidence in themselves and their parenting abilities. One woman who lived with her spouse disclosed that she felt:

\[\text{...overwhelmed with money situations and trying to survive and knowing if I’m a good Mom.}\]

Another contrasted herself with Catalina and explained her belief that she had to make sacrifices when she became a parent, for better or worse, which eliminated options and reduced her freedom. She explained that as a single mother, she had not gone out “for fun” since her daughter was born 3 years ago, but she reasoned:

\[\text{...that’s just the things that you give up, in my opinion, [for] kids.}\]

After watching Catalina interact with her family in the story, some women admitted how their efforts to support their family had negatively impacted their lives. They acknowledged that, like Catalina, they wanted to have more support. They found...
themselves wishing they “could talk to someone” about their problems or that they could meet a romantic partner who would be supportive. But, many women felt that there was no way to actually meet their needs. They expected themselves to be able to handle all the responsibilities of motherhood on their own.

A participant who was a single, working mother and student reluctantly admitted just how difficult her day-to-day life had become and how she was trying her best to hold herself together. She felt disillusionment in her struggle to persevere in her situation but still tried to be optimistic. Echoing the words that Catalina spoke in the story, she said:

I mean, everything’s going good, but I do feel at times, like I’m going to like, blow up.

Just how long participants would be able to carry on without sufficient support was left as an open question for many women.

**Imagining Alternatives Through Catalina: If She Could, “Why Wouldn’t Anyone?”**

Participants related to Catalina and used comparison to imagine a future situation for themselves. When they perceived Catalina as navigating an experience they had not yet encountered, they contemplated this as a future possibility in their own lives. This led them to reflect on their past and, in tandem, to project into their future. Positive aspects of Catalina’s story motivated some women, whereas others were catalyzed by negative aspects. For example, scenes that depicted Catalina before she got help for her emotions led some women to realize how much they did not want to live like that in the future. One woman said:

> Seeing how the video shows that since her baby was an infant, I think she was just a newborn when [Catalina] split with her partner, and me seeing that years had gone by [in a subsequent scene], because the little girl was bigger and [Catalina’s] still trying to get out of her situation and she’s still depending on that father to provide for her financially, it made me see that this is not how I want to be. I don’t want years to go by in the same situation. I don’t want that. Yeah, I don’t want that.

Another woman used the video instrumentally. She thought about what she saw happening to Catalina, and this “pushed” her toward taking action. She said:

> I was planning on getting [help] anyways, but once I saw the video it pushed me to not wait on it. I used the video to kind of help me on like okay, you can’t wait on therapy because if you do, it can prolong. And as time goes on, and like Catalina seemed so much down, I think it’s not healthy emotionally, physically, and mentally. So, the video did give me a little bit of a push to do it now instead of waiting and see where I can go, you know?

Other women focused on what they perceived as positive in that Catalina acted on her own behalf to get help. Women talked about the scene in the story when Catalina was coming out of a neighborhood clinic where she had engaged in therapy sessions with Veronica, another Latina character who was a nurse therapist. They compared this situation with their own and reflected on choices they could have made in the past or might make in the future to get help for themselves. Several women perceived Catalina to have greater self-awareness and more positive feelings at this point in the story. They saw her as having more self-esteem, as carrying herself with more confidence. They proceeded to imagine how, like Catalina, they could adjust their own paths moving forward. One woman said she learned helpful lessons from Catalina:

> Catalina was teaching me how to start getting help and how to go get help and understand myself. Then after, it seems like, after the first session she was feeling much better about herself, and she enjoyed it [therapy].

Through the scenes of Catalina’s life, whether focusing on the negative or the positive, participants started envisioning a future strategy for themselves. One woman focused on Catalina’s courage to get help and surmised:

> Just seeing that, like, you know, the kind of life that she had, if she was able to find time and make it possible then, like, why wouldn’t anyone?

Others imagined seeking help but recognized personal fears about seeing a therapist. They related but looked past the fear to see the bigger picture. One woman said:

> Like, towards the end of the video, you can tell her personality was changed. She seemed happy. And she was scared to see a therapist, like myself, and that was actually a positive outcome.

Seeing Catalina as a Latina who overcame barriers to get help, one participant articulated her perspective about cultural expectations in her community, feelings of shame about needing mental health care, and the pressure to hide emotional issues. She said:

> It’s very difficult, [in] the Hispanic culture, to get help, because Hispanic women keep it to themselves for a very long time. And they feel ashamed. But on the video, it makes you just want to go get help because of the situation Catalina was having. Because, you know, sometimes you say to yourself, “No, this cannot happen to me. No, this will never happen to me.” But, in reality, it is happening to you.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Having received requests from Latinas in our sample for more videos featuring the main character of our story-based transmedia intervention, we did a GT analysis of participants’ perceptions of the main character (Catalina) and found that they related to her socially and emotionally. Participants found Catalina’s life and story to be familiar and realistic to the contexts and situations of their own lives and those of their friends or family. As discussed by Bandura [26], Catalina was relatable, compelling, and likable as a Latina who dealt with her situation by getting help. Our participants related to Catalina’s emotional experiences and variously defended her, critiqued her, or supported her actions as reasonable in her situation. Although we did not ask how entertained women were
by the story, none of the women dropped out of the 6-week study after watching the introduction video, and all women chose to click to watch all 3 story-based videos of Catalina’s story [2]. This implies that women were engaged in the transmedia intervention based on Calvo and Peters’ [41] definition of engagement as a “combination of motivated commitment and sustained attention.” During interviews, women spoke openly about Catalina, often relating to her emotional vulnerability and the ways she supported others even when she did not have the support she needed. An indication of the impact Catalina had on participants is that most (75%, 21/28) of the sample were still thinking and talking (79%, 22/28) about Catalina’s story and the transmedia 6 weeks after first engaging with it [2].

The sample’s engagement with the intervention seems to have been enhanced not only by their ability to relate to Catalina but by a dynamic of comparison that the production spawned. The women actively compared themselves with Catalina through a process that involved reflection and imagination, and they accomplished this with the help of temporality. Because they perceived Catalina to be like a real person with a past, present, and future, they used temporality in a fluid way to traverse her timeline and then reflect on or imagine themselves at various points in their own lives. Because of Catalina, they transported themselves to different time points in their own lives, remembering some of their own life events, reviewing their emotions, and comparing their own experiences with hers. Participants tracked the events of their lives and made sense of them while using the Catalina character as a benchmark. This allowed them to move beyond her story to focus on their own. They engaged in a dynamic reconsideration of the past, a focus on the present, or a sizing up of future possibilities.

In addition to relating to and comparing themselves to Catalina, participants seemed to take the next step described by Bandura [26] and learned from her. It is likely that various aspects of the character contributed to this phenomenon such as who she was from their point of view, how she acted and reacted in situations, and what she shared about herself and her feelings throughout the story. Just as Botoroff et al [1] found with their smoking cessation-oriented video drama series, it was the challenges of the main character that participants seemed to find the most compelling. The portrayal of both successes and failures in Catalina’s life may have deepened women’s ability to relate to her and to learn vicariously as they imagined themselves for their own lives, as proposed with SCT [27,26]. The person women perceived Catalina to be in the past, present, or future and how she reacted at different time points, all seemed to serve as grist for learning about themselves as they compared and contrasted her life with their own. Through multiple connections and comparison points, participants could consider possible outcomes they desired, hoped for, feared, or wished to avoid.

By watching Catalina, some women voiced a newfound acceptance of their own experiences as normal. Some identified with Catalina’s feelings of being overwhelmed to the point of exasperation, and others related to her disappointment in not being successful at navigating a romantic relationship. Ultimately, the women in our study found Catalina to be relatable as a person who, just like them, sometimes failed to make good decisions, and at other times took courageous steps.

When focusing on the future, Catalina served as a catalyst for women to think about possibilities for seeking help to enhance their emotional health. Engagement with Catalina and her story supported their ability to consider alternate decisional pathways they had not used before. They were able to contemplate certain actions they could take in the future by considering actions they saw Catalina take in the videos. They wondered if these could be a possible direction for them. For many, using Catalina as a springboard added a dynamic of hope or inspiration.

In the present, women across our sample identified specifically with how Catalina reasoned and responded to life experiences and how she conveyed emotions. By embracing her as an actual person, Catalina’s ongoing timeline seemed to become a vehicle for a deeper connection to an inner life they recognized and valued in the present moment.

With a focus on Catalina’s past decisions and predicaments, some women simultaneously projected themselves into the role and were able to identify patterns, make connections, or learn from past events in their own histories. This gave some insight they previously had not appreciated and brought a different way of thinking about their own life course and past circumstances. Observing Catalina’s life history and past behaviors had the effect of allowing the women to contextualize the factors that set up their own situations and recall how they had reacted emotionally as a result. This identification with Catalina’s past allowed some of the women to be more accepting of their past feelings and emotional reactions.

Some women saw Catalina as stronger and more insightful after she sought therapy, as depicted in the last story scene. Some expressed positive thoughts about this ending scene, reported feeling inspired, and linked this to a pivot in their willingness to pursue the option of therapy for themselves. This highlights the importance of what Calvo and Peters identified as the peak-end rule [41]—that is, of all aspects of their experience with our transmedia intervention, participants may have remembered most vividly both the peak of their experience with Catalina and also their feelings at the end of the media experience. Thus, as app designers, we were wise to pay careful attention to how we presented Catalina within the most exciting or gripping parts of story and also how we showcased her in the last scene of the story when she was talking about her feelings after having gone to therapy, a scene that many women found memorable. It is possible that participants’ ability to relate to Catalina and desire for her storyline to continue beyond the intervention’s bounds, was in part due to the women’s perceptions at these key moments and what they ultimately remembered about her.

Overall, the character of Catalina seemed not only to represent who the women were but potentially who they might become. Connection to the character via the intervention seemed to represent a viable and important mechanism for them to continue to think and talk about her and potentially to learn more about themselves and their options.
Implications
A rigorous and layered understanding of how and why women related to Catalina provides guidance for researchers planning to create characters for story-based technology apps and interventions. The time we devoted to a solid methodological approach to developing Catalina was crucial for maximizing the power of the character; this included creating a composite based on previously collected, deidentified data from Latinas from the target group, allowing multiple phases of script critique from key stakeholders such as community-based therapists who were very familiar with the target group, theater testing with members of the target group to identify Latinas’ reactions to her, and editing before pilot testing. As Singhal emphasized, relatable characters are more entertaining and can serve as valuable role models by positively influencing viewers’ lifestyle choices and health promotion activities [25].

Commitment to the ethical protection of study participants who provide data to be used for character development is of high importance when creating media for interventions. The goal is to create characters, settings, storylines, plots, and scripts that participants will find relatable, culturally appropriate, and compelling but not offensive or demeaning. Thus, it best for the research team to include members of the target group and their advocates, so their input is inherent in the development of the narrative. Active consultation with the IRB will help maximize appropriateness of characters and storylines.

Future research can build on this work. A randomized controlled trial is needed to test the effectiveness of our story-based videos compared with videos that are psychoeducational only, without characters. Another valuable study would be to share the transmedia program featuring the character of Catalina with women of other ethnic groups and investigate how relatable the character was to them and if it had an impact on confidence, help-seeking intentions, or action taken. In addition, the transmedia could be shared with men who are struggling with mental health symptoms themselves to determine the impact on help seeking or the impact on their actions to help other women in their lives who are struggling with untreated depression or anxiety symptoms.

Limitations
This transmedia intervention involved multiple videos but was limited to one story arc. Also, access to the transmedia webpage was tracked only for 6 weeks with this feasibility study. Since we used purposive sampling with a flier that described the study as involving the use of a smartphone, tablet, or computer, self-selection of participants may have occurred. Women who were already interested in and felt competent with technology may have been especially attracted to the study. Their past experience could have made their use of the technology more comfortable and may have positively impacted their experience with the transmedia overall or the characters in particular.

Conclusions
Stories with a compelling, desirable, relatable, and culturally appropriate main character offers a powerful strategy for sustaining user adherence and engagement in a variety of technology apps that aim to enhance the mental health and well-being of various populations. Theory-based designs, data-informed characters, and culturally appropriate stories that are compelling to the target group are possible if collaborations include not only technology and mental health experts but also stakeholders and members of the target group. More creative experimentation holds abundant promise for deepening and extending user engagement in technology apps to enhance mental health.
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Abstract

Background: Motivational interviewing is an effective intervention for supporting behavior change but traditionally depends on face-to-face dialogue with a human counselor. This study addressed a key challenge for the goal of developing social robotic motivational interviewers: creating an interview protocol, within the constraints of current artificial intelligence, which participants will find engaging and helpful.

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore participants’ qualitative experiences of a motivational interview delivered by a social robot, including their evaluation of usability of the robot during the interaction and its impact on their motivation.

Methods: NAO robots are humanoid, child-sized social robots. We programmed a NAO robot with Choregraphe software to deliver a scripted motivational interview focused on increasing physical activity. The interview was designed to be comprehensible even without an empathetic response from the robot. Robot breathing and face-tracking functions were used to give an impression of attentiveness. A total of 20 participants took part in the robot-delivered motivational interview and evaluated it after 1 week by responding to a series of written open-ended questions. Each participant was left alone to speak aloud with the robot, advancing through a series of questions by tapping the robot’s head sensor. Evaluations were content-analyzed utilizing Boyatzis’ steps: (1) sampling and design, (2) developing themes and codes, and (3) validating and applying the codes.

Results: Themes focused on interaction with the robot, motivation, change in physical activity, and overall evaluation of the intervention. Participants found the instructions clear and the navigation easy to use. Most enjoyed the interaction but also found it was restricted by the lack of individualized response from the robot. Robot breathing and face-tracking functions were used to give an impression of attentiveness. A total of 20 participants took part in the robot-delivered motivational interview and evaluated it after 1 week by responding to a series of written open-ended questions. Each participant was left alone to speak aloud with the robot, advancing through a series of questions by tapping the robot’s head sensor. Evaluations were content-analyzed utilizing Boyatzis’ steps: (1) sampling and design, (2) developing themes and codes, and (3) validating and applying the codes.

Conclusions: Social robots can achieve a fundamental objective of motivational interviewing, encouraging participants to articulate their goals and dilemmas aloud. Because they are perceived as nonjudgmental, robots may have advantages over more humanoid avatars for delivering virtual support for behavioral change.
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**Introduction**

**Background**
Lifestyle factors such as physical inactivity impose a considerable burden on society’s health care resources and individuals’ well-being [1]. Participants in qualitative studies focusing on weight management say they want motivational support to make lifestyle changes [2,3], but public health budgets constrain society’s ability to offer face-to-face counseling [4]. Social robots that can deliver effective motivational support could offer a way to increase access and encourage behavior change. This paper reports a study of participants’ experiences of a robot-delivered motivational interview to support their goal of becoming more physically active.

**Motivational Interviewing**
Motivational interviewing (MI) [5] is one of the most effective psychological interventions for supporting behavior change [6,7], including for increasing physical activity (PA) [8,9]. The MI practitioner uses a person-centered counseling style to engage the client in discussion of their current problem and to elicit their own ideas for solutions. This collaborative stance is considered important, because people are likely to react to directive, advice-giving, (doctor-patient) counseling styles by trying to justify their current behavior [10,11]. The aim of MI is to encourage the client to voice their own arguments for change, as hearing oneself arguing for change increases belief that change is important and will happen [12]. Given the focus on personalized dialogue, MI delivered by a robot might seem a distant dream.

**Social Robots**
Although people may have preconceptions about robots from science fiction films, few have had opportunities to interact with one. Two streams of development dominated early robotics: remote navigation for observing hard-to-reach environments and manipulation for replacing human manual work in industries. Recently, there has been a new focus on humanoid robots as personal assistants or carers in daily life [13,14].

These social robots have been used to provide educational support for children [15] and assistance to elderly individuals [16]. They have proven acceptable and effective for helping children with type 1 diabetes to learn about their condition and how to manage it [17] and are being trialed as therapeutic aids for children with autism spectrum disorders, with results showing therapeutic outcomes similar to those of one-to-one therapy [18,19]. Robots have also become personal trainers, instructing and motivating the completion of exercises such as spinning, rowing, and bodyweights [20] or engaging elderly users in physical exercises [21]. They have served as weight loss coaches, stimulating tracking of calorie consumption and exercise, and being twice as effective as a stand-alone computer or paper log [22]. However, naturalistic dialogue between robots and humans is currently limited by robots’ speech processing capabilities and the capacity of artificial intelligence to cope with unconstrained input [23]. The use of robots for therapy has therefore been limited to education and engagement rather than delivery of interventions where dialogue is critical.

**Using Technology to Deliver Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing**
There have been attempts at mechanizing delivery of MI using text, audio, video, and animations, with some success [24]. For example, Jackson and colleagues used branching logic and a prerecorded Video Doctor to guide pregnant women through a motivational interview. Their trial showed improvements in diet and PA [25] and reductions in smoking [26], although no clear effects on smoking abstinence and weight were observed. There was also evidence that the Video Doctor led to more women discussing partner violence with their health care practitioner [27]. Interfaces have generally relied on participants entering text or selecting preprogrammed options, making the intervention less person-centered than is ideal and removing the benefits central to MI of hearing oneself argue for change.

**Social Robots as Motivational Interviewers**
Social robots have the potential to engage participants in a motivational interview so that they hear themselves argue for a change. To our knowledge, only one other group has tested robots in this way. Kanaoka and Mutlu [28] used a NAO robot to deliver a motivational interview. They found no benefit of MI compared with a traditional advice condition. They attributed the lack of benefit of MI to a lack of fluency in the dialogue between the robot and the participant, with errors in speech recognition and incongruent nonverbal behaviors destroying the illusion of a meaningful two-way conversation. A complete motivational interview, with personally tailored questions and reflections upon the client’s answers, still poses substantial challenges to robot speech recognition and artificial intelligence.

This paper reports the development and assessment of a simpler solution, using a social robot to elicit change talk with a preprogrammed set of questions. In contrast to previous attempts to automate MI, apart from Kanaoka and Mutlu’s study, the focus of the interview was on encouraging participants to talk to the robot about their motivation for change, using open questions designed to draw attention to the discrepancy between the participant’s current behaviors and core values. Apodaca and Loganbaugh [29] found that change talk and experience of discrepancy are the main mechanisms of change in MI. A preprogrammed set of questions falls short of the person-centered counseling style that is at the heart of MI. However, if this approach succeeds in encouraging participants to talk freely about their concerns and their plans, we contend that it would present a substantial step forward in the use of technology to deliver motivational support.

The aim of the study was to explore participants’ experiences of talking to the robot in a dialogue based on MI but constrained by current technology. We specifically wanted to know how people felt about discussing their issues with the robot and whether they felt that the interview affected their motivation.

**Methods**

**Motivational Interview Script**
We created an intervention script using manuals developed for face-to-face motivational interviews in clinical trials [30,31] and Miller and Rollnick’s book *Motivational Interviewing*.
Preparing People for Change [32] for guidance. Each question needed to make sense, regardless of how the participant answered the question before. To anticipate potential glitches in the flow of the dialogue, we iteratively role-played potential responses to the questions and adjusted the script where necessary.

We shaped participants’ expectations by advising them, at the start of the interview, that, “During this interview, sometimes I may ask you questions that you think you’ve already answered. If that happens, I suggest you use it as an opportunity to think about the issue a bit more.” The questions covered MI elements such as advantages and disadvantages of the status quo, optimism about change, intention to change, evocation of ideas about change, hypothetical change, setting goals, and arriving at a plan [32]. As in MI, the interview moved from a general discussion of the pros and cons of change to development of specific plans for change. The questions were designed to encourage participants to articulate their ideas about change and to consider the discrepancy between their current behaviors and core values. In a real motivational interview, the interviewer uses reflection as a tool for amplifying emotions associated with the pros and cons of change; repeating, paraphrasing, or elaborating salient statements made by the participant. Because this personalized reflection is not possible in a prescribed interview, we sought to amplify emotion using open questions to encourage the participant to think deeply about their incentives. For example, the robot asked, “What may happen in the future if you don’t change anything?” followed by “Does that worry or concern you?” The script did not refer to any specific goals or behaviors, so that it could be generalized to many situations, but participants knew that the study was about increasing PA. The full script is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. The full script is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To help readers understand the strengths and weaknesses of the robot’s script, two of the authors trained in MI characterized it using Shingleton and Palffai’s [24] schema for rating technology-delivered adaptations of MI, which was published after we developed the robot interview. Shingleton and Palffai scored features of MI as present or absent. To give a more nuanced picture, we rated the degree to which each quality of MI was present, from 0 (absent) to 3 (fully present; see Table 1). We note that the standard tool for evaluating the quality of MI, the Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity manual [33], is not applicable here because it is used for rating the interviewer’s interaction with the client.

### Programming the NAO Robot

We used a NAO robot (Figure 1) to deliver this intervention. NAO is developed by SoftBank Robotics with speech and movement capabilities. It is brightly colored, 58 cm tall, with large eyes and humanoid appearance. NAO was chosen for this intervention because of its user-friendly software package Choregraphe and because it has been well received by participants in previous research [34]. The robot was programmed with Choregraphe software, which is used to create behaviors, monitor, and control the NAO robot. The instructions were sent wirelessly to NAO so that the experimenters were able to run the programmed script from a computer in a different room. The experimenters could monitor the progress of the interview visually via a live camera in NAO’s head.

Much of the programming effort was devoted to determining the intonation and speed of each sentence so that the questions were easy to hear. The robot’s voice pitch was kept at the default from the manufacturer. A simpler approach would be to record a human asking the questions and have the robot replay the recording. We felt this option was not viable because it would destroy the illusion that the robot was asking the questions itself. In addition to programming the robot’s speech, we incorporated some ready-programmed modules that come with the Choregraphe software package, to give the robot a life-like, animated appearance. These modules included breathing, in which the robot sways gently to emulate breathing and slight fidgeting, and eye color. The robot’s eye color changed from blue (question) to green (answer) to indicate whether the participant should listen or answer at each point in the interview.

### Table 1. Characterization of the robot-delivered motivational interview using Shingleton and Palffai’s criteria for assessing technology-delivered adaptations of motivational interviewing (MI). Examples from the robot script are quoted in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Components of motivational interviewing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0. Absent                       | • Roll with resistance  
|                                 | • Structure adapted to readiness to change or interest or self-efficacy  
|                                 | • Express empathy  |
| 1. Present but superficial or inadequate | • Promote autonomy, ask permission: is it okay if we talk about this now?  
|                                 | • Collaboration: let's focus on...  
|                                 | • Other MI adherent behaviors: how does that make you feel? (amplifying emotion) |
| 2. Present but not optimal      | • Develop discrepancy or explore ambivalence: what may happen in the future if you don’t change anything?  
|                                 | • Reflections or summary: summary was used—I suggest you summarize what you are going to do... —but reflection is not possible in a pre-scripted interview. |
| 3. Fully present               | • Evocation: why is that important to you now?  
|                                 | • Promote self-efficacy: what could you do, to make sure you follow your plan over the next week?  
|                                 | • Strengthen commitment to change: try summarizing the things that are likely to get better if you change your behavior  
|                                 | • Open-ended questions: what would be the first step? |
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The face-tracking mode enabled the robot to follow the participant’s face, regardless of his or her movements during the interview, to give a sense that NAO was paying attention.

**Setting**

For the interview with the robot, we utilized a laboratory (Figure 1), styled as a living room, to create a relaxed atmosphere. The participant was left alone with the robot in this room.

**Evaluative Questionnaire**

A questionnaire was developed to explore participants’ experiences of their interview with the robot and their impressions of its impact on their motivation. We used an anonymous, computerized questionnaire rather than a semistructured interview because we wanted participants to feel as free as possible to give an honest account of their experiences and not feel socially pressured into praising the robot.

The questionnaire included 24 open questions. The questions were designed to address the primary aim of the study: to explore participants’ experiences of a motivational interview delivered by a social robot. To ensure that participants considered different aspects of the interview, questions asked about how they felt during the interview (e.g., “How was your interaction with the robot?” and “How engaging did you find the interview with the robot?”), how easy they found the robot to use and understand (e.g., “How was your understanding of each question? Was the content clear?” and “How did you find the robot’s interface? Was it easy or difficult to use?”), how they felt about listening to themselves discussing their goals aloud (because this is a core component of MI), and whether they perceived an impact of the interview on their motivation (“Did this interview with the robot affect your motivation? How?”) and “Did you improve your physical activity after the robot interview? How?”). To encourage a balanced appraisal, two questions asked specifically what participants found the best, and worst, aspects of the intervention. The full questionnaire is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

**Participants**

A total of 20 participants (17 female, 3 male) was recruited from the School of Psychology’s pool of research volunteers. Participants were required to be aged 18 years or above and received £8 per hour to participate. Eleven participants were aged 18 to 25 years, 4 participants 26 to 33 years, 1 participant 34 to 42 years, 2 participants 43 to 60 years, and 2 participants above 61 years.

The study advertisement asked for volunteers wishing to increase their PA. Participants were informed that they would take part in a PA intervention over two sessions, which included an interview with a robot. The study was approved by the University of Plymouth Faculty of Health and Human Sciences Research Ethics Committee, and informed consent was signed by participants, who were assured of anonymity and told they could withdraw at any point of the study as per British Psychological Society guidelines. They were told that the interview would take approximately 15 min and would not be recorded. Participants were advised not to take part in the study and to seek medical assessment if they had any concerns about their health or ability to exercise.

**Procedure**

The robotic intervention was comprised of two phases: lab session I and lab session II. There was a 1-week interval between them to allow time for participants to reflect on any impact of the interview while minimizing forgetting and intervening variables.
In session I, participants answered the robot’s questions out loud in a simulated conversation with the robot, with the participants touching the robot’s head sensor to advance to the next question. As previously stated, NAO’s eye color changed from question to listening mode when it was the participant’s turn to speak. Participants were not alerted to this feature, as we intended it as a subtle turn-taking cue. Interviews were not recorded because participants in pilot work anticipated that they would feel uncomfortable talking to the robot as it was a novel experience and would prefer not to be recorded. We return to this issue in the Discussion.

One week later, in lab session II, participants returned to the lab and evaluated the intervention through a computerized evaluative questionnaire with open-ended questions and typed answers.

**Thematic Content Analysis**

Participants’ answers to the evaluative questionnaire were content-analyzed utilizing a three step methodology recommended by Boyatzis [35]: (1) sampling and design, (2) developing themes and codes, and (3) validating and applying the codes. The first step of the content analysis was to define the set of units of analysis to be investigated further. The full set of responses to the qualitative questionnaire from each participant was delineated as each unit of analysis. There was a total of 20 units of analysis, one set per participant. The coding scheme originated from the text itself, with the main and subthemes being developed based on Boyatzis’ [35] steps: (1) generating a code, (2) reviewing and revising the code, and (3) determining the reliability of the code.

Immersive readings of the units of analysis led to the development of a series of potential codes. The text was further analyzed and generated a set of themes and subthemes based on common recurrent topics. Analysis continued until no new themes emerged.

In validating the code, it is important to check that the coding scheme can be applied consistently. Boyatzis recommends having two independent coders rate a subsample separately and computing the interrater reliability (IRR). We did this in two stages. First, two coders directly involved in the study (JGGdS and JA) rated two units of analysis independently. Differences in applying the code were discussed, and the coding scheme was adjusted accordingly. Then, two new raters, with no involvement in the study, applied the adjusted coding scheme to five further randomly selected units of analysis by deciding if each item in the code was mentioned or not. IRR was computed as the percentage of items agreed upon for each unit of analysis.

**Results**

**Thematic Content Analysis**

The coding scheme distinguished between experiences of interacting with the robot, participants’ own strategies for and barriers to motivation, PA in the week following the intervention, and overall evaluation of the intervention, which included suggestions for improvements. There was some similarity between the themes interview evaluation and overall evaluation. The interview evaluation theme incorporated answers to most of the questions and covered specific feelings experienced during the interview (for example, feeling relaxed, engaged, or self-conscious) and usability of the interface. The overall evaluation theme covered impressions of the intervention as a whole and suggestions for improvements, particularly but not solely covering responses to the questions about the best and worst aspects of the intervention. The theme on motivation covered ideas that participants used spontaneously, whereas the PA theme covered impressions of whether the interview affected motivation and activity in the week after the interview. The full coding scheme is shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Two experienced raters applied the coding scheme to two sample units of analysis. The IRRs for these units (P2 and P9) were 90% (52/58) and 97% (56/58), respectively. After slight adjustment of the coding scheme, two new raters, who were naïve to the purposes of the study, applied the adjusted coding scheme to five more units of analysis. Their mean IRR was 85.9% (249/290), ranging from 83% (48/58) to 91% (53/58). The coding scheme was assumed reliable.

**Participants’ Evaluation of the Intervention**

**Theme 1: Interview Evaluation**

Participants’ evaluations of the interview clustered around four subthemes: how they felt about the interaction with the robot, their evaluation of the script, usability of the interface, and their experiences of hearing themselves speaking aloud to the robot.

**Interaction or Connection With the Robot (1.1)**

Most participants found the interaction smooth, felt relaxed or comfortable around the robot, and enjoyed the experience. Others found the experience interesting, unusual, or surreal. Most of the participants had an initial moment of tension followed by a period of relaxation after they became used to the robot. Although the novelty of being in proximity to a robot contributed to the initial awkwardness, it also added to the enjoyment of the experience, as illustrated below:

> [My experience with the robot was] fine, if not a little awkward. The more time spent with the robot, the more relaxed I felt. [It was] easier to talk to than an actual person. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

> It was a very novel experience as I had never been in such close proximity to a robot before and I certainly found it engaging. [P3, age range: above 61, female]

> I enjoyed interacting with the robot. It was like guided self-reflection. I was slightly nervous initially, but this soon passed and it became enjoyable. [P13, age range: 26-33, male]

> [It was] fun [talking to the robot]. It made me laugh to see its eyes change colour plus its squeaky voice was a giggle. After a while I forgot about the novelty of it all and just started to answer normally. Occasionally, though, it spouted out too much verbiage and I lost the plot. Over all, a good experience and one which will remain in my mind...It just felt like talking to a fun medical person—without
the disinterested look of your average GP. [P15, age range: 43-60, female]

For some participants, the lack of a personal response prevented them feeling connected with the robot:

I don’t think I interacted as I would have done [with] a human (I tend to look people in the eyes as I talk) as I didn’t feel a need to connect with it. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

However, this participant [P2] later identified advantages of the robot over a human interviewer:

Was easier to talk to than a human so suppose that made the conversation more engaging in that way as I felt able to open up more but really I didn’t feel as if the robot was interested in what I had to say, obviously.

Others also drew comparisons with talking to a human, and some preferred it because they felt they could talk without being judged:

Strange, felt like I was talking to a human. I have never experienced an interview with a robot before so it was an unusual experience. [P4, age range: 26-33, female]

Possibly better than talking to a human as I wasn’t being judged eg with bored looks, bored body language, cutting words. [P15, age range: 43-60, female]

...allowed you to be more honest as it’s not a human so no judgement. [P14, age range: 18-25, female]

### Script (1.2)

Most participants found the questions clear and easy to understand. Some had problems with some questions being too vague or ambiguous and having doubts about how to address them, although often they were not able to remember which questions had been problematic. Even though the robot warned at the beginning that it might sometimes ask questions that the participant had already answered, participants sometimes found it disconcerting or frustrating when this happened. This repetition could also be experienced as a positive feature. Some of the participants stated:

Quite engaging, particularly when a question came up that I felt I had already answered, as I would have to think about the topic a bit more in order to add something to my previous answer. [P13, age range: 26-33, male]

At times I was confused as to how deeply the robot wanted me to answer the questions given, and so tended [I think] to delve too deeply as I was asked a few times to repeat what I had just said in another question. Did have one occasion where the automated voice sounded funny and wasn’t sure exactly what it had said! [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

The content was clear, each question was clearly spoken...I found it frustrating that a question I may have already answered could be asked. [P5, age range: 18-25, male]

The content was clear. Although I felt should have been more specific to the question. Questions sounded like they could relate to another subject generally so they were too generic and therefore less personal. [P6, age range: 26-33, female]

### Interface (1.3)

The instructions were clear and the navigation easy to use, and participants generally found it uncomplicated to touch the robot’s head sensor to advance to the next questions. However, some felt that this spoiled the illusion of a natural dialogue:

I felt a little concerned I might press something I should not and muddle up the process but it was fine. [P3, age range: above 61, female]

Once I had stopped giggling at the eye colour change, everything was straightforward. Tapping on the head of the robot for the next question was simple. [P15, age range: 43-60, female]

[The worst aspect of the interview was] not having the immediate response, having to push a button on his head made it feel fake. [P4, age range: 26-33, female]

...It was extremely life like but having to tap it on the head to confirm you had completed your answer broke the rapport slightly. [The interface was] easy to use, it spoke clearly. It was good how his head followed your movement. [P6, age range: 26-33, female]

### Listening to Oneself (1.4)

Most of the participants found listening to themselves important. It helped them appreciate the importance of their goals and face the reality of their current behavior and plans for change. Some did not feel comfortable in speaking out loud and found the situation awkward. Some of the participants stated:

[Listening to myself was] very important. It’s easy to rationalise unhealthy behaviour in your head but the second you realise how stupid you sound rationalising or how reasonable your reasons are for wanting to do it, your attitude changes. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

[Listening to myself was] very important. Makes the thoughts hold more weight and actually think about them more than if they are simply passing thoughts. [P9, age range: 18-25, female]

I regularly discuss behaviour with a team mate, so it is something that I consider is generally important. Usually when we discuss our behaviour, we critique errors and try to improve by correcting them. However, the robot also made me talk about times where my behaviour had been positive and this is something I think is very important. [P13, age range: 26-33, male]

Actually, [listening to myself was] really rather important, as I could hear myself suggesting things, then getting a bit doubtful, then more confident as time went on. Hearing myself talking out loud made me feel as if I was chatting to myself and truly sorting
Theme 2: Motivation

Participants’ spontaneous strategies (2.1) for supporting motivation included commitment or doing activities with friends or family; flexibility, routine, or planning; focusing on the goals; visualization techniques, mindfulness, or will power; and motivational books:

Using notifications on my phone to remind me when I have to do whatever it is I have to do [helps me staying motivated]. Also using diaries or planners to tick off when I’ve done it. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

[What helps me the most in staying motivated] is being mindful of the situation. [P3, age range: above 61, female]

...visualising my goals and setting out steps I can achieve in the short term in order to achieve the long term goal. [P5, age range: 18-25, male]

...Friends making supportive comments. [P15, age range: 43-60, female]

Participants wrote about challenges (2.2) that make it hard to keep themselves motivated, including health problems, bad weather, winter, laziness or being tired, and social distractions:

[The hardest part in keeping myself motivated is] being distracted by something I shouldn’t be (like playing a video game for too long or watching another episode of something on Netflix). [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

...tiredness, lack of time due to work. Winter when the days feel shorter. [P6, age range: 26-33, female]

...erratic work shift patterns. Also, not seeing results within a certain timeframe can be demotivating. [P13, age range: 26-33, male]

Theme 3: Engagement in Physical Activity After the Program

There was mixed success in terms of whether participants achieved their goal for the week after the robot interview. Some felt disappointed that they had not done so:

I didn’t improve my physical activity. It has been more or less the same as the past weeks. [P12, age range: 18-25, female]

I did go for a run with a friend, as I said I would in the interview, however, this only happened once and so I feel it had not worked as well as maybe I had hoped. [P18, age range: 18-25, female]

Others achieved their goals and occasionally expressed surprise in the way they communicated their success:

I actually carried out my plan... [P9, age range: 18-25, female]

I stretched 3 out of 7 days and practised burlesque on 1, which is way more than I’d done regularly before. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

I completed at least 20 minutes of additional physical activity every day. [P4, age range: 26-33, female]

Theme 4: Overall Evaluation

Participants’ positive appraisal of the intervention focused strongly on their perception that the robot was not judging them, whereas a human might have done. They liked being able to talk without being interrupted and appreciated how the interview gave them space to think about things and voice their goals.

One participant described this as a kind of liberation [P12, age range: 18-25, female]. Some of the participants stated the following:

[The best aspect of this robotic interview was] being able to talk freely and for as long as I wanted about every aspect of physical activity that concerned me without being judged. [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

...the time to talk without being interrupted. [P4, age range: 26-33, female]

...he didn’t interrupt and was not judgemental...I felt more motivated because I talked through my goals without interruption or other people’s advice. [P10, age range: 34-42, female]

The robot interview allowed me to reflect on my behaviour in a guided manner. It also encouraged me to focus on positive behaviour from the past and specific changes that I need to make for the future. I felt that this was the best aspect. When reflecting on my behaviour alone, there is a tendency to dwell on things done wrong and this does not always provide a solution. The robot demonstrated that I can reflect on my behaviour without focusing on negative aspects. [P13, age range: 26-33, male]

The best part was the whole idea that I was able to interact with a robot. I think it feels nice to talk and not feel embarrassed by potential judgement. [P18, age range: 18-25, female]

I felt I can talk freely without any judgement which was quite nice. Talking to “a human” is quite daunting as we naturally judge things and people especially people’s behaviour. [P19, age range: 18-25, female]

The novelty of the robot was a positive feature for some. One participant explained how the fact that the interview was fun and memorable led her to share her goals with others. The robot may thus have contributed to that participant gaining “support from others,” which she cited as something that helps her stay motivated. Participants stated:

The use of a robot made it fun and less pressurised which stayed in my mind longer...it played on my mind during the past week and I told others about the robot which made them ask about the goals set during the interview. [P1, age range: 18-25, female]
It was engaging, different and fun...the fact I have thought about it over the past week has been motivational. [P3, age range: above 61, female]

Participants offered insights into how the robotic interview could be improved. Common themes were the problem of not being able to replay a question that had not been understood, needing some time to get used to the robot, and wanting a more natural way of progressing to the next question:

I feel that the interview could be improved by having more off topic questions to begin with allowing the person to get used to the robot. [P5, age range: 18-25, male]

[The robotic interview could be improved by] not having the robot to close, although that is essential to a certain extent, just felt awkward sitting so close—maybe it could be placed more to the side? [P2, age range: 18-25, female]

Having to repeatedly touch the head for the next question was a little off-putting. [P9, age range: 18-25, female]

Maybe it would be useful to have the robot repeating the question. [P12, age range: 18-25, female]

[The worst aspect of this robotic interview was] having no feedback on my responses so I didn’t know if I was answering the question correctly. [P14, age range: 18-25, female]

Perhaps a clearer voice. Sometimes, I felt I felt that I might have misunderstood a question due to not understanding the robot as well as I had wanted. [P18, age range: 18-25, female]

Discussion

Principal Findings

We developed a technology-delivered adaptation of MI using a humanoid robot. When MI is translated into technology as a medium, this person-centered counseling technique inevitably loses its full capacity; however, we have developed a script with strong elements of MI, including evocation, promoting self-efficacy, strengthening commitment to change, and asking open questions. Key findings from participants’ evaluation of the intervention were that they found it motivating to hear themselves discussing their behavior with the robot; they enjoyed the interaction and found the robot easy to use but wanted longer to get used to it; and they liked the neutrality of the robot. The main drawback was that the robot could not tailor its questions according to the answers already given.

Previous research with technological delivery of MI has typically used text-based responses, for example, Gerbert’s work with the Video Doctor [25-27]. In a more ambitious project than ours, Kanaoka and Mutlu [28] used a NAO robot to deliver a motivational interview with personalized responses to the participant’s speech. In contrast to their predictions, participants were less motivated after the MI dialogue than after a monologue in which the robot gave advice. Kanaoka and Mutlu attributed this finding to inadequacy of the speech recognition software. They noted that the robot sometimes interrupted participants and that, when the robot “misheard” them, participants spoke to the microphone rather than to the robot, suggesting a breakdown in the fluency of the interaction. We tried to avoid these problems by using the robot to deliver a series of open questions and requiring the participant to press the robot’s head sensor when they had finished talking and were ready to advance to the next question. Participants evaluated this aspect of the interaction positively and negatively. They liked the space to talk freely about themselves, without interruption, and reported that the robot’s questions prompted them to think deeply and realistically about their goals and obstacles to achieving them. However, pressing the head sensor broke the flow of the conversation for some. The lack of personalization was frustrating, particularly when the robot asked a question that participants felt they had already answered. We had tried to preempt this problem by having the robot warn participants at the start that it might repeat a question. The interview deliberately asked several questions on one topic before moving to the next, to encourage the participant to think deeply about the issue and why it matters to them. This outcome would normally be achieved in MI through the interviewer reflecting the meaning of the participant’s answer back to them. Although participants typically disliked the repetition, one participant found that it helped him feel engaged in the dialogue by encouraging him to add more information to his previous answer.

An important aim of MI is to elicit change talk, where the individual articulates their desire or need to change. The extent to which a motivational interview elicits such talk is positively associated with outcomes [29]. In this study, participants found it motivating to hear themselves argue aloud for change, reporting that it helped them consolidate and take ownership of their plans. Many but not all participants felt that the interview had a positive effect on their behavior in the week that followed.

As most people do not have access to humanoid robots, the interaction with a NAO robot acting as a counselor was a unique experience. Due to the singularity of the situation, participants remembered the interaction and talked about it with other people, reiterating their commitment to change and making a social contract [36,37]. Further research is needed to test whether the effect of the interview fades away once the novelty wears off.

Although participants criticized the interaction for not being as fluent as a conversation with a human interviewer, some benefits of the robot interviewer featured very strongly in participants’ evaluations. They felt unhurried because the robot did not interrupt them, and many felt more comfortable discussing issues with the robot than with a human counselor because it would not judge them. A central tenet of MI is that interactions should be collaborative and not judgmental. These findings are an important reminder that, however skilled the interviewer, participants bring their own assumptions and anxieties to the interview, including a fear that the interviewer will judge them. In line with these findings, there is evidence that people will more willingly reveal sensitive information to computers than to humans [27,38,39]. In the drive to develop increasingly naturalistic computer-human interactions, developers must keep sight of the advantages of being perceived as a robot.
Participants spontaneously used a range of strategies to motivate themselves, including setting reminders, engaging peer support, having a routine, and visualizing their goals. As challenges to achieving their goals, they cited competing distractions, tiredness, and lack of time. There is scope for developing the robot interaction further to encourage successful behavior change strategies and reduce counterproductive behaviors. Previous work has shown that people can develop social relationships with robots [34]. Future research could explore the value of the robot for providing social support, which is known to facilitate behavior change, at challenging moments such as those mentioned by participants. This social support could include the ideas suggested by participants, such as reminding them of their plan, providing encouragement, or using imagery to strengthen motivation, for example, by guiding visualization of the goal and how good it will feel to succeed [40].

Participants wanted some time to get used to the robot before starting the interview. Providing a longer introduction before beginning the motivational interview could help address some of the drawbacks identified by participants, including discomfort at being close to the robot and having to touch it, and difficulty understanding its speech.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

Limitations of this approach include the impossibility of using all MI skills in a prescribed interview. Without more sophisticated speech recognition and branching logic, the robot is unable to reflect the participant’s meaning, affirm their choices and autonomy, or summarize what they have said (although we included suggestions, by the robot, that the participant summarize their plan). Even with perfect speech recognition, sophisticated MI skills, such as rolling with resistance and identifying change talk and sustain talk, present a considerable challenge. However, even without these skills, there is evidence that technological adaptations of MI can be beneficial [24]. There is potentially an issue of safety in terms of how a robot might respond to a participant who proposes a dangerous course of action. However, a skilled MI practitioner would elicit the participant’s appraisal of their plan, rather than directly advising against it, and this approach could be reproduced in the robot, as we did in this intervention through asking questions that probed an issue deeply before moving to the next. One solution to the problem of participants not knowing a safe solution to their dilemma could be for the robot to ask permission to offer advice or information. The NAO robot’s head, hands, and feet sensors also provide opportunities to follow different paths through the prescribed interview—for example, participants could choose information about diet by pressing a hand sensor or about exercise by pressing a foot sensor. Adding limited choice in this way may help to focus the interview on issues that matter most to participants and provide an experience that feels more personal.

The study has several limitations. It focused on participants’ experiences of the interaction and impressions of its impact on their behavior. Participants responded to an advertisement for volunteers who wanted to increase their PA, but we did not assess their motivation, baseline activity levels, or changes in behavior after the interview. Further research should test the robot interview with different populations, including those who wish to start being physically active and those who wish to increase their activity, and measure their pre- and postintervention motivation and behavior. Another limitation is that the people who volunteered for this study were members of a research panel and fairly used to strange experiences in psychology laboratories. They may have been more accepting of the robot, despite meeting it for the first time, than other members of the general population. Having established the acceptability of the intervention using qualitative methods, an important next step is to test its efficacy for changing behavior in a broader sample. Randomized controlled trials are needed to assess quantitative changes in motivation and PA associated with the robot intervention and compare them, in the first instance, against simple information and advice. To maximize the potential for observing benefits over meaningful timescales, we suggest that a series of interactions be designed to incorporate reminders and follow-up sessions so that the robot provides ongoing support for behavior change.

Much could be learned from observing the participant-robot interaction, but interviews were not recorded because participants who helped with the initial development thought they would feel uncomfortable being watched or filmed while talking to the robot. Having completed this study, we are less concerned that this would be an issue. A familiarization phase, with some general conversation between the participant and robot before starting the motivational interview, could help reduce the strangeness of the experience. In a related study evaluating a motivational interview delivered by a human video counselor, analysis of participants’ speech showed that the interview successfully elicited change talk (unpublished data, 2017 [41]). Combining analyses of change and sustain talk with quantitative data on behavior change could reveal whether a robot-led motivational interview affected motivation and behavior via the same mechanisms as human-led MI.

A robot-delivered motivational interview may lack elements of an interview with a human counselor, but our findings suggest it could have wide application. Because participants enjoyed the interaction and liked the novelty, a robot-delivered interview may help engage people to discuss sensitive issues and to get a feel for what counseling would be like, encouraging self-help or help-seeking earlier in the time course of a problem. A robot interview could be designed that encouraged people who are not yet contemplating change to consider its pros and cons. The novelty of interacting with a robot could encourage people to engage who might not feel ready to talk to a human counselor. Given that our adult participants were concerned about being judged by another adult, the robot could be particularly important for encouraging children and adolescents to discuss mental health issues, as they may be more susceptible to fears of being judged or misunderstood by an adult. As well as fostering engagement with health care, a robot interviewer could also provide motivational aftercare, ensuring that benefits from a human-led intervention are sustained when the intervention ends. The generic nature of the interview means it can easily be modified for a wide variety of target behaviors, potentially providing motivational support for the very large number of
people who struggle with conditions such as addiction or obesity but do not meet the criteria for accessing professional support.

Conclusions

We have shown, for the first time, that a motivational interview delivered by a social robot can elicit out-loud discussion from participants in an interaction that they perceive as enjoyable, interesting, and helpful. Participants especially found it useful to hear themselves talking about their behavior aloud, giving this new intervention a potential advantage over other technology-delivered adaptations of MI. Concern about being judged by a human interviewer came across strongly in praise for the nonjudgmental nature of the robot, suggesting that robots may be particularly helpful for eliciting talk about sensitive issues.
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Abstract

Background: Cybersecurity incidents are a growing threat to the health care industry in general and hospitals in particular. The health care industry has lagged behind other industries in protecting its main stakeholder (ie, patients), and now hospitals must invest considerable capital and effort in protecting their systems. However, this is easier said than done because hospitals are extraordinarily technology-saturated, complex organizations with high end point complexity, internal politics, and regulatory pressures.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to develop a systematic and organizational perspective for studying (1) the dynamics of cybersecurity capability development at hospitals and (2) how these internal organizational dynamics interact to form a system of hospital cybersecurity in the United States.

Methods: We conducted interviews with hospital chief information officers, chief information security officers, and health care cybersecurity experts; analyzed the interview data; and developed a system dynamics model that unravels the mechanisms by which hospitals build cybersecurity capabilities. We then use simulation analysis to examine how changes to variables within the model affect the likelihood of cyberattacks across both individual hospitals and a system of hospitals.

Results: We discuss several key mechanisms that hospitals use to reduce the likelihood of cybercriminal activity. The variable that most influences the risk of cyberattack in a hospital is end point complexity, followed by internal stakeholder alignment. Although resource availability is important in fueling efforts to close cybersecurity capability gaps, low levels of resources could be compensated for by setting a high target level of cybersecurity.

Conclusions: To enhance cybersecurity capabilities at hospitals, the main focus of chief information officers and chief information security officers should be on reducing end point complexity and improving internal stakeholder alignment. These strategies can solve cybersecurity problems more effectively than blindly pursuing more resources. On a macro level, the cyber vulnerability of a country’s hospital infrastructure is affected by the vulnerabilities of all individual hospitals. In this large system, reducing variation in resource availability makes the whole system less vulnerable—a few hospitals with low resources for cybersecurity threaten the entire infrastructure of health care. In other words, hospitals need to move forward together to make the industry less attractive to cybercriminals. Moreover, although compliance is essential, it does not equal security. Hospitals should set their target level of cybersecurity beyond the requirements of current regulations and policies. As of today, policies mostly address data privacy, not data security. Thus, policy makers need to introduce policies that not only raise the target level of cybersecurity capabilities but also reduce the variability in resource availability across the entire health care system.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(5):e10059) doi:10.2196/10059
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Introduction

Health care data breaches are a growing threat to the health care industry, causing not only data loss and monetary theft but also attacks on medical devices and infrastructure [1]. Hospital data security breaches in particular have the potential to cost a single hospital as much as US $7 million, including fines, litigation, and damaged reputation [2]. A data breach has a combined estimated effect on the health care industry of about US $6 billion [3]. Meanwhile, the health care industry lags behind other industries in securing its data, and in response, health care organizations must invest considerable capital and effort in protecting their systems [4].

However, this is easier said than done, given the complexity of health care organizations. Hospitals are extraordinarily complex organizations with many typical organizational characteristics dialed up or down to extremes [5] such as

- Technology saturated environment: similar to other organizations, they struggle to manage an array of devices ranging from legacy information technology (IT) to connected medical devices; unlike other organizations, they have orders of magnitude more of them, procured not by a single IT department but purchased ad hoc by clinicians, or given for free by medical device companies [6].
- Internal politics: they deal with the same internal politics that other large organizations do but complicated by the complexity of functions contained within the organization: finance, IT, and human resources, just like other organizations; unlike other organizations, they also must support radiology, cardiology, and pediatrics among others [5]. The degree of specialization is high. Each department requires totally different equipment, caters to different patient needs, has different workflows, and employs a highly specialized labor force that requires years to train.
- Regulatory pressures: similar to other organizations, they must abide by the regulations imposed on them by state and federal government; but in the United States, health care data is considered to be particularly sensitive, and thus, is protected under additional specific data protection laws [7].
- Patient-centered care: like all organizations in the United States, hospitals care about their ability to generate positive net revenue for survival, but unlike other organizations, their first mission is to care for their patients, even when they are for-profit [8].

It is interesting to consider what the systemic effect of these characteristics might be on a single hospital’s ability to remain robust to cyber breaches. But now consider the range of possible differences among these entities, eg, a rural community hospital has dramatically different priorities than a large, urban research hospital. Specific to IT, outsourcing services is more common in smaller or more rural hospitals, with transcription services having dramatic differences among these entities, eg, a rural community hospital with lower cyber capabilities leaves all patients vulnerable?

To answer these questions, we interviewed chief information officers (CIOs), chief information security officers (CISOs), and health care cybersecurity experts at hospitals and developed a system dynamics model to study the dynamics of implementation and maintenance of cybersecurity capabilities in hospitals.

This study helps health care leaders reduce hospital vulnerabilities by detailing the outcomes resulting from strategic decisions of cybersecurity development. It also aids cybersecurity professionals in understanding the complexities of cybersecurity capability development in hospitals.

Methods

To develop our model, we conducted semistructured interviews with 19 cybersecurity professionals, primarily in the United States. Interview subjects were contacted by email and volunteered to participate in a 45-min interview on cybersecurity capabilities at their hospitals, noting that all interviews would be stripped of identifying details. Given previous research showing significant differences in capability development driven by size, orientation, and urbanicity, we strove to obtain diverse candidates that represented dimensions previously shown to matter in capability development. To minimize biases (eg, interviewer bias and confirmation bias), we followed standards for semistructured interviews [19], specifically, we ensured that (1) Interviewers were educated to maintain a neutral attitude and avoid suggesting answers or making judgments and (2) The predefined questions had a neutral language and did not include suggestive words. Interviewees included (1) C-level executives who actively participated in the strategies of hospitals, (2) Operationally focused information security professionals, who typically had titles such as information security specialist in hospitals, and (3) Software vendors and consultants with a privacy and security focus, who specialized in the health care industry (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for more information).
Following standards for inductive and generative coding [20], the interview data were coded to extract variables and common themes related to cybersecurity capability development in health care organizations. Coding of the interviews was conducted by the authors—any disagreements or concerns about the extracted data were discussed among the authors until consensus was reached. Coding helped in learning the mechanisms of capability development through identifying key variables and relationships among the variables. For example, “efforts for filling out gaps” (between the actual and desired level of cybersecurity) and “internal stakeholder alignment and resource availability” are two variables extracted from the interviews, and the relationship between these two variables was that “internal stakeholder alignment and resource availability” had a positive causality effect on “efforts for filling out gaps.”

Following best practices for analyzing qualitative data to build system dynamics models [21], the emerging relationships among the extracted variables were then integrated into an evolving causal loop diagram, which embedded the key relevant mechanisms important for understanding how the capabilities were built and then eroded—see the next section for the description of the model. We used system dynamics modeling, which is a potential tool to understand the complexity of a sociotechnical system [22-25]; in this case, the system of cybersecurity capabilities in hospitals.

Results

Main Findings

Cybersecurity capabilities include a variety of programs, behaviors, and technologies that a hospital employs to improve cyber resiliency. Not all of these capabilities are self-sustaining, and they may erode over time. If properly adopted, implemented, and maintained, however, they will have a positive impact on the hospital’s ability to be resilient to cyberattacks. Stock and flow variables are key tools in system dynamics to present this mechanism.

Figure 1 shows the simple core of our model, including stock and flow variables. A stock variable (eg, “cybersecurity capabilities at hospital”) in Figure 1 presents accumulations such as the number of implemented programs, behaviors, and technologies, which represent a hospital’s cybersecurity capabilities. A flow presents the rate at which the stock changes (see the inflow and outflow variables in Figure 1). The inflow is the capability development rate or the rate at which capabilities are added to the existing stock. The outflow is the capability erosion rate or the rate at which capabilities are removed from the existing stock.

Our interviews uncovered five major themes that described the dynamics of the cyber capability development in hospitals: uncertainty in resource availability, external pressures, end point complexity, internal stakeholder alignment, and cybercriminal activity. In this section, we expand on each theme by constructing our model and using quotes from interview data to show how our subjects described each mechanism behaving.

Uncertainty in Resource Availability

Current business trends in health care were a factor in our interview subject’s minds and produced the most uncertainty with regards to how they affected cybersecurity capability development through resources available to the information security team. Two subjects stated the following:

With all the financial pressures on hospitals right now, [cybersecurity] is not their big concern. The biggest driver is available funding.

A larger organization can hire more security admins and come up with more purchases, or different products, or come up with more protocols, or create more tools that they need to monitor the network more closely. For an organization that either has fewer resources or chooses not to invest in that, they are more likely to look at hosted solutions.

The two main issues affecting resource availability were net revenues and talent availability. For most interviewees, net revenues were perceived to be declining, driven by flat revenues and increasing operating expenses. For organizations with declining net revenues, outsourcing IT to an organization with more expertise was an effort to increase resource availability to undertake more efforts to close cybersecurity gaps. Some of our interview subjects worked at organizations that were financially healthy enough to fund the development of purely internal solutions; however, the majority did not. Two subjects stated the following:

We do not develop solutions, because we are too small...So we need to focus on existing solutions.

I am increasingly looking at technology as a solution for process problems, or issues that I see in my center...I can’t justify every dollar that I’m going to spend on it if it’s going to give me more in return or value. But what I do know is that to make the same kind of changes in one big swoop, would require incredible patience, diplomacy, personal political capital. I can pay $20k for it and potentially other problems get solved. Or, I can pull up my sleeves and make the same changes on my own, but I would almost certainly have a Xanax dependency at the end of it.

For those who worked at organizations healthy enough to fund internal development, subjects were split as to whether self-hosting and internal development increased resource availability. On one hand, some felt that owning IT policies themselves gave them finer control over how to allocate resources in their efforts to close cybersecurity gaps. On the other hand, some felt that outsourcing security operations to a firm such as Microsoft via purchases of their cloud products simultaneously allowed them to do more with fewer resources and also tacitly allowed them to pay less attention to cybersecurity, thereby introducing an entirely new set of risks.
Three subjects stated the following:

I do think there are areas where we can do a little more, because it’s easy to outsource those responsibilities in a sense. So it’s easy to point the finger and say we depend on these people for that. There’s a real imperative to go to cloud-hosted services and procure those services. There’s a different stack of security issues to think about if you’re purchasing subscription services if you’re doing it yourself.

For an organization that either has fewer resources or chooses not to invest in [cybersecurity], they are more likely to look at hosted solutions...The push to get more things in someone else’s cloud will help those organizations standardize those security practices.

For the stand-alone organizations who were not part of a larger organization or part of an urban environment, urbanization among the US population had affected their ability to hire security professionals, who mostly live in urban centers. Furthermore, because the populations of these urban centers are growing, the patient populations that those hospitals serve have grown as well. This trend had a strong impact to resource availability for hospitals outside of larger urban areas. Two subjects stated the following:

How many trained security professionals are there in South Dakota?
Healthcare doesn’t get paid very much, so revenue doesn’t go towards cybersecurity. When in banking, I would have had 25 employees at an organization of this size.

Our interviews suggested that a hospital with declining net revenues would also typically have troubles attracting talent as well. Thus, we described these two concerns in the model through the single variable “resource availability.” Whether those resources were “admins, purchases, products, protocols, or tools”—as described by the interview subject above—these were the essential building blocks that allowed a hospital to make efforts to increase the capability development rate, thereby increasing the stock of capabilities at the hospital. This, in turn, would increase the cybersecurity level at the hospital, which would decrease the gaps between the actual and desired level of cybersecurity. If the gaps decreased, then so would efforts to fill out those gaps. Figure 2 presents the efforts to develop cybersecurity capabilities as driven by the variable of resource availability. Feedback loop B1 presents a balancing feedback loop that stabilizes the system (ie, filling out cybersecurity gaps) by moving it toward the desired goal.

**External Pressures**

In the previous section, we describe the cybersecurity level at the hospital, as influenced by the stock of cybersecurity capabilities. This cybersecurity level also drives the vulnerabilities that cybercriminals can exploit, and, if successfully exploited, the hacks and breaches which then affect hospitals. Subjects spoke of the many ways that these successful breaches translated into pressures to develop stronger capabilities.

Our interview subjects often used a successful cybercriminal exploit at another hospital to stoke higher pressure for cybersecurity capabilities by bringing the consequences of that exploit to the attention of their board or managers. They were typically speaking of the pressures imposed by the public and the media and those imposed by Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and related regulation and, more recently, from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the arena of medical devices.

A major pressure to have stronger capabilities was the threat of a loss of public reputation. This fear is in part by design of existing regulation, which includes reporting requirements should a cyber breach occur. But the threat of a public or media backlash was real and weighed on our interview subject’s minds as a “sniff test” for whether they should be doing more to develop cybersecurity capabilities. It also speaks to the importance of the media in generating awareness around cyber threats, particularly for health care organizations. Two subjects stated the following:

Our culture wasn’t this way seven years ago...It also took bad things happening sometimes. Nothing affects change like someone making a mistake.
What Rahm [Emanuel] told us is let no emergency or crisis go unused...If you say [to the board], look Home Depot has just had this breach and this expense...Don’t you think we want to avoid being in the Boston Globe in a bad way?

There were also significant pressures to have stronger cybersecurity capabilities resulting from regulation. Typically, regulation was aimed at protecting privacy, not necessarily security; nonetheless, there was some overlap. Subjects at hospitals with more resources worked with both an internal and an external audit team to assess compliance; however, all hospitals worked with an external audit team as a regulatory requirement.
Subjects expressed a variety of views with regards to how helpful regulations were in producing good cyber hygiene, as illustrated in the following quotes:

_I think the larger part of the regulatory requirements is absent of any alignment with cybersecurity. They’re largely focused purely on patient health and the patient experience of care, and...they’re largely divorced from cybersecurity._

_You have to [follow regulation] because you need some common grounding and things to measure against and things to work to. It serves a good purpose._

Some felt that HIPAA created a floor of cyber capabilities that was helpful for small organizations, but not larger ones, as illustrated in the following quotes:

_I think all kind of clichés about it, which is that it’s a floor, not a ceiling, and that you can be compliant but not secure. I think those are mainly right._

_So we’re a small center, nobody expects me to have one FTE manager whose sole job is to walk around all day looking specifically for HIPAA violations. So that wouldn’t be a reasonable standard. What is reasonable is do we train people, do I as a leader emphasize it routinely. I don’t like the words minimum necessary, but it is kind of the minimum necessary needed to meet the intent [of eliminating data breaches]._ Compliance is a low bar. I guarantee that little healthcare organizations and hospitals would do nothing [without regulation]. They would have a piece of paper on a shelf called their security policy. It's needed as a backstop to get companies at least thinking about it. But being compliant does not solve the greater risk management problem.

Some felt that the pressures produced by HIPAA interacted with the target level of cybersecurity capabilities in such a way that the resultant desired level of cybersecurity capabilities encouraged hospitals to focus on the wrong things. One subject stated the following:

_Clearly, HIPAA distorted the cybersecurity programs of large organizations a little bit. I treat compliance as a separate issue from security. Let's make sure that we’re plausibly compliant and let’s build a program over actual security._

In particular, there was a belief that the focus on end-to-end messaging encryption was not as important for hospitals to focus on, as illustrated in the following quotes:

_Say you have an electronic medical record that sits in the same lab, but the data gets transferred between the two systems. You can say this is very safe, because in order for the bad guy to find it, they’d have to go through so many layers that they’d have to be in the hospital anyway. Some auditors say it has to be encrypted anyway, which might increase complexity, time performance, and even data availability. The more complex your systems get, the slower they run, which affects availability._

_A lot of healthcare organizations have been built around encrypted e-mail which to my mind don’t have real security benefits...You want to reduce the emails people send with private info, but people don’t spend a lot of time thinking about that._

Others mentioned other “best practice” security practices that are not mentioned in regulations but would help prevent data breaches, as illustrated in the following quote:

_It’s impossible to have a good security without pentesting, without a very active threat hunting_
program. Those are the kind of things that we really emphasize. But they’re not generally contemplated in the general HIPAA regulatory regime.

And some felt that recent regulations, such as the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH), were quite forward-looking and pushed their organization forward, whereas others did not, as illustrated in the following quotes:

It’s really HITECH rather than HIPAA [that we focus on compliance]. That was the whole Obama-era program that resulted in audits and compliance.

I think HITECH does go above and beyond. It puts out their technical controls. And it gives you a great starting base for talking to the business owner.

HITECH is just establishing subcontractors have to abide by HIPAA. It just means there’s more you have to follow. I’ve never heard HITECH being called out separately from HIPAA.

What is clear is that the process of external audit at least compels hospitals to adopt some cybersecurity standard (examples given were National Institute of Standards and Technology [NIST] 800-66, Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies, and Information Technology Infrastructure Library) and try to follow it. On subject stated the following:

You need to set yourself around a common cybersecurity framework. It doesn’t have to be ISO or NIST, it could be a combo. It fits the general corporate culture as it is here and now.

Interview subjects stated that external auditors varied in the degree to which they demanded rigorous compliance to that standard but that the standard gave them a helpful tool in socializing good cybersecurity practices throughout the organization. Two subjects stated the following:

It’s a little confusing to be having been an auditor. You assess an organization against a set of known criteria. I see auditors doing less of that, and more taking freedoms and liberties.

We use NIST 800-66 or other NIST artifacts to decide what is the rubric for our risks and our risk mitigations. You kind of have to pick a rubric—whether it’s HITRUST [the Health Information Trust Alliance]…or COBIT [Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies] or ITIL [Information Technology Infrastructure Library]. It is not sufficient for three people to sit at a table with a bunch of beer and decide the risks. Our boards and our auditors have asked us to adopt a standard framework, whether it’s Deloitte or PwC, so they can judge us against an objective framework of goodness. That’s truly essential for an org.

These pressures (either internal or external), combined with the target level of cybersecurity capabilities, produce the hospital’s target level of capabilities. The target level and the desired level may be different (see Figure 3 which adds the feedback loop “need for stronger capabilities”). Loop B2 is a balancing loop, with delays in how quickly vulnerabilities and cybercriminal activities ultimately affect the pressures to have stronger capabilities.

Figure 3. Balancing feedback loop of need for stronger capabilities.
End Point Complexity

The theme explored by most interview subjects was that end point complexity made hospital cybersecurity capabilities unique. Like many organizations with a large employee base and a physical footprint, hospitals must manage the numerous devices used by both administrators, medical staff, patients, and their visitors to transact business, provide care, and pass time. One subject stated the following:

*I have 8000 iPhones, 2000 Androids, 2000 iPads, and some Blackberries. What are the security implications of doctors and patients doing more transactions on BYOD [bring your own device] devices?*

Unlike many organizations, the bring your own device (BYOD) challenge is compounded by a bevy of instrumentation and diagnostic equipment that may also present security risks. One subject stated the following:

*In our environment, we have about 800 families of medical devices. Most organizations have two or three dozen SCADA systems...That's an astonishingly high number. There's no counterpart to that in education or finance.*

In a competitive market, some medical device manufacturers also provide “free samples,” bypassing risk assessment and management processes. Although IT and information security (IS) teams have methods of determining unauthorized connections to their networks by unexpected devices, it adds another several points of vulnerability to their organization to contend with these devices. One subject stated the following:

*In hospitals, the interesting stuff is there's a whole underground procurement process whereby medical device vendors approach clinicians and give them lots of stuff for free that eventually makes its way on to our floors, and then a year later we get a bill for it. That's a unique quality of working in a hospital.*

Additionally, medical device manufacturers have historically not designed their products with security in mind. Interview subjects were optimistic that this might be shifting, as the FDA has waded into the regulation of the medical device market. However, they felt the process would be slow, as the FDA is slow to certify devices, creating a gap between regulation and practice that exposes patients to more risk. Three subjects stated the following:

*We're doing infusion pump management and we're using a compromised Linux kernel. I can deliver a lethal dose and then back right out of it. We don't even have checksums in those OS's to do forensics. The cybersecurity of your pump that sits next to the patient that programmatically determines when to pump medications into an IV [intravenous], the security of that device now needs to be a primary design decision. It needs to be a motivating factor in when you create that device. So the regulation that the FDA—the guidance—feels a little behind the times. But they're catching up with the need to put out guidelines on these things.*

*It's a highly regulated industry [by the] FDA. When you make a change to those systems, you have to go back and recertify...They end up not doing that and you end up with machines that can [be] breach[ed].*

Thus, we add end point complexity to the model. As the end point complexity increases, it increases the vulnerabilities at the hospital. Also, with the increases of end point complexity, the ability of the organization to manage the security of each end point degrades. The result is that an increase in end point complexity subsequently increases the speed at which cybersecurity capabilities erode (see Figure 4 which adds end point complexity to the system).

Internal Stakeholder Alignment

A major mechanism that our interview subjects described was of the complexity of internal stakeholder alignment—*There's no single point of decision making.* Typically, the main stakeholders described were the CIO or CISO, the IS team (if one existed), the IT team, other C-level executives, the board of directors, and finally, the medical staff. Even in a small hospital with 100 beds, employee count will easily number in the hundreds.

First, the CIO and, if relevant, the CISO, had to develop alignment on strategic IT initiatives to bring those initiatives to the strategic planning process. All of our interview subjects described some level of friction if the IT and the IS resources were separated, as illustrated in the following quote:

*Balancing how much should come from security and from general IT is one of the perennial problems that we deal with...That friction is always at the forefront when we do operational security.*

Typically, IT advocated for the benefits of the technology, and the IS team had difficulty looking past the risks. They would come together to work out a compromise that adequately captured both of their viewpoints. Then, they would bring these perspectives to executive management during the planning process, using their organization’s preferred risk or value metrics to measure the impact of new or continued investments. One subject stated the following:

*I make the decision[s on deploying new technologies] with the help of higher management. I present [options] to the board and get their approvals and address their concerns. The metrics that we use [to evaluate] are security values.*
Our interview subjects who felt that top management was respective to their requests felt there were two overlapping reasons behind it: (1) there is clear evidence that underdevelopment of cybersecurity capabilities would result in a crisis for the hospital and (2) their board of directors also understood this and put pressure on the top level board to include cybersecurity as part of the hospital’s core strategy, as illustrated in the following quotes:

Boards and other fiduciary individuals have said, we need to buy down the risk. This isn’t some techie thing, this is risk to your business. What happens if doctors can’t do dictation? Am I going to remember everything I put down two days later? If we can’t code, we can’t bill, if you can’t bill, you don’t have revenue. If you’re not for profit, you run out of resources. It’s a long stretch but they’re starting to get it.

I get calls at my desk about this from board members...they are very engaged and very nervous. I have a decent level of traction despite that I’m many tiers down.

The board contains people whose companies have had material harm done to them because of cybersecurity breaches. So when the board comes to the senior executive team, or else you’ll be looking for a new job. That’s probably the most significant motivator—it’s some higher force than the senior management raising the issue.

It seemed that the threat of regulatory fines served to produce stakeholder alignment, to some extent, with IT, top management, and the board of directors more easily, as illustrated in the following quote:

It’s a board level issue because of the reputational issue and fines that occur in a breach. The average cost of a breach is $300 per patient breached. When you look at the legal fees, forensics, media management, fines from Office of Civil Rights—the board says this is an existential issue. There are only a couple of ways we can fire the CEO and loss of reputation is a good way for a CEO to get fired.

For the interview subjects who did not feel that their hospital was developing cybersecurity capabilities, it was mostly because of high turnover at the C-suite level. That high turnover, in turn, led to constant shifts in strategy that became difficult to navigate as an IS specialist, leaving the organizations more reactive than proactive in developing cybersecurity capabilities. One subject stated the following:

They understand the importance of it, but they don’t understand the amount of finetuning that takes place...We do have support from the C-level. But...there’s a revolving door with the C-level management, so it’s hard to get someone’s ear and hook on to that support.

In general, subjects felt that although the health care industry potentially lagged behind other industries, there was a growing awareness of cyber risk at both board and C-suite levels. This, in turn, gave their teams sufficient institutional power to affect the necessary changes to build cybersecurity capabilities at the administration level of the hospital. However, a hospital has
many more employees than just its administrators. Gaining stakeholder alignment with operational staff—doctors and nurses—is much more difficult. This manifested in two ways: (1) open to or at least indirect flaunting of IT policies and (2) an underground “procurement” process of medical devices. The latter is discussed in the theme of end point complexity. An example of skirting IT policies was provided by one interviewee:

Say I want to use an ultrasound machine. We have regulatory requirements that require authentication to all of our IT devices. Then your password has to change every 90 days. They just want to use the ultrasound machine. It’s not holding a lot of patient data, they have to memorize their passwords. Then they can’t use their common username and password [because it’s a different device]. They say we’re putting a lot of burden on us, it’s making it difficult to provide seamless patient care. So they create a shared login so that they can provide patient care.

Working against the IT and IS teams was a strong culture of “patient care first.” Many of the medical professionals see cybersecurity standards as a barrier to patient data portability, which increases the paperwork that staff must prepare, increases the likelihood of error rates when patients are new or transferred, decreases the time that they can spend with patients, and, potentially, decreases the ease of collaboration among staff. Gaining buy-in from these staff was more difficult than gaining buy-in from the administration because the medical staff saw less direct impacts to their ability to perform from the consequences of cyber breaches, such as reputational loss or fines. Two interviewees stated the following:

Doctors, that’s a different story...The nature of their work—they have to get patients in and out. They’re probably the least understanding.

When Amazon is asked to open this port, or relax this firewall, the answer is NO, for no one ever. As opposed to some Nobel Laureate who wants us to relax port 1531.

Interview subjects who had gained success with medical staff had done so via three mechanisms:

(1) Direct experience with cyber crisis. One interviewee stated the following:

Millennials and Gen Z—they’ve never had to deal with the old school stuff of... paper to write down information...So, when the technology turns off younger people don’t know what to do...Ransomware [attacks] are wake up calls for them.

Ability to articulate patient harm. Two interviewees stated the following:

You can solve a corporate argument about what is best for the patient. There’s a consistent ability for me to push cybersecurity by focusing it on the patients.

The one common thing is that clinicians will be more accommodating towards taking on security measures that benefit their patients.

And, designing systems such that medical staff never became aware of a way to loosen IT security policy. Two interviewees stated the following:

My hope is that they pay very little attention to it. They shouldn’t have to. Cybersecurity is my job and not theirs.

We have a lot of ransomware attempts, but it’s not a problem. We are unusual in healthcare because no one has local admin rights, so no one saves docs on a computer...and everything is fully recoverable.

Additionally, the complexity of hospitals as organizations can lead to conflicting views about what the primary mission of the hospital is, and as a result, can lead to conflicts over the purpose and acceptable impacts of security policy. The most commonly noted examples were the differences in designing security for research hospitals, teaching hospitals, and safety net hospitals. Teaching hospitals had to ensure that patient data was protected and that residents, attending physicians, and students had sufficient access to patient data to fulfill the hospital’s teaching mission as well. In an example provided by a CIO working at a research hospital, a content filtering service intended to block adult content also impacted the work of a research team studying the effects of pornography on mental health:

I personally believe that hardcore pornography has no purpose on hospital supported devices. What did I do five years ago, I put up internet content filters that prevented people from navigating to pornography. Within five minutes, the director of psychiatry calls to tell me that we have a grant to study pornography in a medical context. It’s really hard in an academic medical center with a 1000 different CEOS—because every academic chair is a CEO.

Many interview subjects referred to their own work as primarily cultural rather than technical, by which they meant working with internal stakeholders to shift the perception of cybersecurity practices as a “nice-to-have,” as illustrated in the following quote:

To me, what that means is that the culture of the organization has to change. Processes are a very strong way of changing the security posture of the organization. It’s not just changing the technology. It’s about the vendors, the workflow you use for onboarding employees, for moving data around the organization. That’s all awareness and training. It’s a real cultural thing that your org has to see security through.

With regards to cybersecurity, this manifests as an increase in end point complexity. While IT attempts to manage hospital’s BYOD policies and network security, they must also contend with an underground procurement process by which clinicians, who have some self-sufficiency with their own department’s budget, can purchase the medical devices that they think best provide patient care. One interviewee stated the following:

Someone has already been working with a vendor, they decide to bring the vendor on site, and decide to...
work with the vendor. And then, they realize they need the technology, so they call the IT staff. So [IT does] an assessment after the fact, and works with the vendor to implement their solution. It’s a backward process, it’d be nice to look at the vendor before, and go through some references, and have some sort of risk analysis and scoring, where we can say the vendor seems legitimate, and like they have the right solution in place...but that’s not the current state.

As a result of all these dynamics, internal stakeholder alignment becomes a highly interconnected variable that influences many other variables and forms two reinforcing loops (R1 and R2) and two balancing loops (B3 and B4; Figure 5). As cybersecurity capabilities decrease and medical staff becomes less aware of the threats they are introducing through new devices or unsafe cyber practices, end point complexity grows. This leads to a reinforcing feedback loop that could result in an explosion of end point complexities. Additionally, if stakeholders do not align with the importance of cybersecurity, they are also more likely to undermine efforts to fill out cybersecurity gaps, reducing cybersecurity capability development, and thus decreasing capabilities. This forms another reinforcing feedback loop, captured by the attitude “We are going to get hacked anyway?” Finally, the pressure to have stronger capabilities manifests within the variable of internal stakeholder alignment and influences how they see efforts to close cybersecurity gaps and end point complexity. This pressure forms two balancing loops, described as the pressure to maintain reputation (see Figure 5 for the addition of this variable and the corresponding feedback loops).

Cybercriminal Activity

Finally, the dynamics of cybercriminal activity itself is a major driver in this system. Cybercriminals have been highly active in targeting health care organizations, although subjects were split as to whether that was because of an overall increase in cyber activity, or an increase in cyber activity specifically targeted at health care. One subject stated the following:

To be clear, WannaCry was an untargeted attack, whereas Petya and BadRabbit—those appeared to be targeting, although the jury is out, no one has done attribution on that. I think the ransomware risk is real, I think organizations need to take it seriously.

For those who did feel health care was specifically targeted, subjects described three reasons for why there has been increased cybercriminal activity in health care.

Figure 5. Introduction of internal stakeholder alignment variable.
If the cybercriminal’s goal is financial, the value of medical data is relatively high compared with other types of data, as illustrated in the following quotes:

If I remember my data correctly, a hospital record costs 20x more than the $10 that you get for someone’s social security number. So hackers aren’t looking for credit cards and bank accounts anymore, they’re looking for medical records which contain a lot more information.

The number, amount, and variety are probably only comparable to a bank that deals with all those transaction volumes. And that this information is required for us to do the most basic activities that we are engaged in.

If the cybercriminal’s goal is ideological or terrorism-related, disrupting the feeling of safety that health care might otherwise inspire is an attractive target to induce fear, as illustrated in the following quote:

I think they do it because it’s scary. Because...when you hit the place the space cares for you when you’re sick, it’s scary...It might have a stronger impact. It makes it to the news faster...If a private organization gets shut down for the day, no one might even know. But if you have to turn away patients from your emergency room because you can’t get your IT up, that’s scary.

And, the health care industry lags other industries in cyber resilience, making them an easy target irrespective of any other qualities, as illustrated in the following quote:

I would aim at a hospital. Healthcare is typically five years behind the power curve. Why not go for soft targets?

In any case, it is clear that health care organizations have been an attractive target recently. Even with an increase in cybersecurity capabilities, the first two reasons for their attractiveness to criminals will remain in place. This overall increasing trend in cybercriminal activities can be incorporated in our model, next to successful cybercriminal activity.

Not specifically included in our model but present nonetheless with our subjects was the feeling, whether substantiated or not, that the motivations of hackers had shifted from being “kids in pajamas” to more malicious organizations: either organized crime or nation-state backed activities. Two subjects stated the following:

The nature of attacks is increasingly sophisticated. It used to be my biggest threat was MIT students. Today, it’s state-sponsored attacks, terrorism, and organized crime. It’s more threats than ever before of a more serious nature.

It’s either economic espionage or geopolitical espionage. Corporate espionage. Basically hacker organizations. It’s gone away from script kiddies, and now it’s nationally sponsored hackers that are actually getting paid to do this.

**Figure 6.** Impact of intravulnerabilities on intervulnerabilities and attractiveness of hospitals system to cybercriminals.
A Large “System” of Hospital Systems

The mechanisms discussed above manifest themselves not just over a single hospital but over the entire hospital system. The cyber vulnerability of a country’s hospital infrastructure is the result of not just one hospital but rather many hospitals. To represent this in our model, we include 1000 hypothetical hospitals, each with different levels of resource availability and target level of cybersecurity capabilities, and show how the vulnerability of the hospital system, combined with the attractiveness of hospital data would become attractive to cybercriminals (see Figure 6 for this final addition to the modeled system).

Discussion

Overview

In the previous section, we used interview data to develop our model. Here, we use simulation analysis to illustrate how the mechanisms in the model might influence each other and can distinguish more resilient hospitals from less resilient ones. We use this to derive potential levers for IT and information security professionals in hospitals to improve cyber resiliency and to identify questions for future potential research.

To study the impact of one parameter in our simulation analyses, we change only that parameter of interest and keep the rest of the model parameters at a hypothetical baseline. The baseline is hypothesized based on resource availability=0.2, initial end point complexity=0.8, initial stakeholder alignment=0.2, and desired target level for capabilities=0.5. These parameters are fractions (ie, changing between zero and one representing lowest and highest possible level, respectively). We analyze the effects of a variable at three levels: low (set to 0.1), medium (0.5), and high (0.9). Furthermore, successful cybercriminals’ activities (ie, “vulnerabilities at hospital” × “attraction of the hospital system to cybercriminals”) is assumed to be zero at the beginning of the simulation (Time=0). All simulations are conducted for 60 months.

Sensitivity of Internal Stakeholder Alignment to Pressures to Improve Capabilities

Given that there are several causal links between internal stakeholder alignment and the eventual pressure to have stronger capabilities (see Figure 5), we wanted to show how sensitive pressures to improve capabilities is to internal stakeholder alignment. We looked at the behavior of pressure to improve capabilities in a single hospital over time in three scenarios: low, medium, and high; as discussed above (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Effects of stakeholder alignment on pressures to improve capabilities over time (a); trends of successful cybercriminals’ activity given the variability in internal stakeholder alignment (b); the variability in end point complexity (c); and the variability in resource availability (d). All y-axes are fractions, changing between zero and one representing lowest and highest possible level, respectively.
Figure 7 presents that what might seem to be an initially counterintuitive behavior: Medium to high stakeholder alignment results in low pressure to have stronger capabilities. However, consider that hospitals with medium to high stakeholder alignment likely already have a higher target and desired level of cybersecurity capabilities, the result being that they are less likely to become the victim of a cyberattack. Hospitals with a low stakeholder alignment, however, would be more likely to become the victim of a cyber incident, thus creating pressure to have stronger capabilities. The result of a low stakeholder alignment environment, therefore, would be a high pressure one.

This emphasizes the importance of a CIO’s or CISO’s job in producing stakeholder alignment across the hospital organization.

**Impact of Internal Stakeholder Alignment on Cyberattacks**

We also wanted to investigate the direct impact that internal stakeholder alignment has on cyberattacks (“successful cybercriminals’ activity” in the model). We looked at the behavior of successful cybercriminal activity in a single hospital over time in three variations of stakeholder alignment (low, medium, and high; as discussed above; Figure 7).

All three scenarios eventually reach an equilibrium in which the likelihood of a cybercriminal activity is positive. However, both medium and high stakeholder alignment reach this equilibrium without experiencing a period of time during which the likelihood of cybercriminal activity is greatly heightened.

In practical terms, this variability speaks to the importance of the board’s role in cybersecurity governance. If, through governance, the board can create strong stakeholder alignment on the importance of cybersecurity to the organization, this will help minimize the likelihood of cyberattacks.

**Impact of Variability in End Point Complexity on Cyberattacks**

Most of our interview subjects suggested that end point complexity was the characteristic that most strongly defined the hospital environment. As a result, we wanted to review to what extent it influenced cyberattacks (“successful cybercriminals’ activity” in the model; see Figure 7). High end point complexity (set to 0.9) had the strongest impact on successful cybercriminal activity relative to moderate (set to 0.5) and low (set to 0.1) end point complexity. With low end point complexity, however, successful cybercriminal activity dropped almost to 0. Although the high-innovative nature of medical environments is associated with the introduction of new technologies that is usually increasing the end point complexity, our results show that minimizing and managing end point complexity across a hospital is an important lever to decrease successful cybercriminal activity. Therefore, cybersecurity professionals should seek for effective interventions to control end point complexity that do not hurt innovation.

**Impact of Variability in Resource Availability on Cyberattacks**

Interview subjects were split as to how variability in resource availability affected the hospital system. Some interview subjects felt that a reason that the WannaCry attacks were so harmful to the UK’s National Health Service was that the interconnected nature of their systems raised the resource needs for the maintenance of that large system, and thus lowered the resource availability for cybersecurity initiatives. Others felt that even one hospital among many with fewer available resources for cybersecurity was a threat to the entire infrastructure of health care. Anecdotally, subjects who worked at small outposts of consolidated health care organizations felt protected and safe by their parent organization’s IT and security teams. One subject stated the following:

> I think healthcare because of its relatively decentralized nature is particularly vulnerable...There’s consolidation going on in healthcare, there are literally thousands of different organizations across the country.

We investigated the impact of variability in resource availability on cybercriminal activity over time (see Figure 7). Again, we see that higher resource availability decreases the likelihood of successful attack. Interestingly, however, the spread between outcomes for cybercriminal activity is not as wide as it is for variability in internal stakeholder alignment or end point complexity. Additionally, all three scenarios have a ramp-up period before settling into equilibrium. This suggests that given the levers available to them, it is a better use of energy to pursue increasing internal stakeholder alignment and decreasing end point complexity than blindly pursuing higher resource availability.

**Relative Importance of Target Level of Cybersecurity Capabilities and Resource Availability**

Most of our interview subjects acknowledged that they operated in a context in which they did not have sufficient resources or were not in full control of the resources at their team's disposal. This might be for a variety of reasons, including a lack of priority during the hospital’s budgeting process or declining hospital revenues. We use our model to show how the interaction between resource availability and target level of cybersecurity capabilities impacts successful cyber incidents.

In Figure 8, we see that at low levels of resource availability on the x-axis (eg. <0.5), even a high target level of cybersecurity capabilities (on the y-axis) does not offer protection from cyber incidents. At high levels of resource availability though, the bigger driver in minimizing successful cyber incidents is the target level of cybersecurity capabilities.

In practice, a hospital that does not have sufficient resources will struggle to develop cybersecurity capabilities and meet a target level of cybersecurity capabilities. They will almost certainly be the victim of a cyberattack, and following the attack, will likely increase resources for cybersecurity (ie, a reactive mode). In our interviews, many of the interviewees felt that their hospital had been at this point a few years ago.
Figure 8 shows that, at high levels of resource availability (eg, >0.5), even at the same target level for cybersecurity capabilities, the likelihood of a successful attack only slightly decreases when more resources are available. However, a CIO or CISO could more significantly decrease the likelihood of a successful attack by simultaneously raising the target level of cybersecurity capabilities for their organization—eg, by designing a prevention plan. Most CIOs or CISOs did attempt to raise their target security levels, typically by publicizing the impacts of cyberattacks on hospital operations at many different levels (board members, C-suite, and staff).

In Multimedia Appendix 1, we provide further analyses on the effects of heterogeneity in resource availability and end point complexity on cybercriminal activities. We also discuss limitations in this study and present suggestions for future research.

Conclusions

We used interview data to study the complexities of cybersecurity capability development at hospitals. On the basis of the interview data, we developed a system dynamics model and used it to understand how individual hospitals could improve cybersecurity capabilities most effectively. Developing the model demonstrated the existence of three primary levers to improve cybersecurity capabilities available to CIO or CISOs:

- Reducing end point complexity: the end point complexity of the hospitals' environment is rich with exploitation opportunities for cybercriminals. The tension between decreasing the complexity of this environment and providing excellent patient care is a challenging trade-off. If, however, CIOs and CISOs can decrease the end point complexity of their hospitals, it will have a dramatic impact on decreasing the likelihood of cyberattack. Some of the ways, among many others, that our interviewees achieved the outcome of reducing end point complexity were:
  - Moving to cloud-hosted services when resource availability was a constraint
  - Using technology to detect unauthorized devices on networks
  - Maintaining firewalled networks for patients, staff, and medical devices
  - Stricter policies on technology procurement

It should also be noted that the end points and what they are connected to are both critical; hence, in addition to the focus on end points, the base architecture needs to be optimized to control the complexity.

Improving internal stakeholder alignment: improving internal stakeholder alignment also reduces the likelihood of cyberattacks. We showed that low internal stakeholder alignment decreases the effectiveness of capability development and increases the erosion of capabilities (by not maintaining them). Our experience shows that soft variables such as stakeholder alignments are often forgotten in cybersecurity management.

Resource availability: finally, while we showed that variability in resource availability did not have the strongest impact on successful cybercriminal activities, we also showed a moderate level of resources is required to have any success in fending off attacks at all. Securing more resources is required to achieve the lowest likelihood of cyberattack, but without internal stakeholder alignment, capabilities are not built and maintained effectively. Furthermore, in the absence of sufficient resources for cybersecurity, setting a high target level of cybersecurity capabilities (beyond those required by policies and regulations) can relatively offset the lack of resources.

Additionally, we used the model to understand what the impact of variability in resource availability within the US health care
system has on cybercriminal activity. Our analysis suggests that efforts to homogenize resource availability across hospitals reduce the likelihood of cybercriminal attacks. This effort could be achieved in a few ways. There have already been some efforts to centralize and unify health record data. Using policy as a way to set target levels of cybersecurity capabilities around this health record data could raise the required “floor.” As of today, policy does not specifically address data security, but rather data privacy. Another way would be to work within a single system that assigns resources and set policies to control end point complexity across different hospitals. Although the United States is unlikely to move to the most extreme application of this system (eg, a single player health care), market consolidations have already merged some single hospitals together into a larger system.

Our interview data presents some of the main challenges of cybersecurity capability development at hospitals. Our model also provides an explanatory platform to analyze the complexities development of cybersecurity capabilities in hospitals. For instance, cybersecurity experts believe that resource utilization correlates strongly with infrastructure age: with the increasing arrival of security patches to a hospital IT department, the number of patches increases with the age of systems. These patches need to be tested for their impacts on internal systems, which is a losing endless loop of resource burden. This mechanism can be explained by the general feedback loop B1 in the model, where with the aging systems at a hospital, the cybersecurity level decreases, which in turn requires resources to build capabilities to fill out the cybersecurity gaps.

The potential consequences of cybersecurity risks promoted the Congress to establish the health care industry cybersecurity task force (see [26] for more information), and our study helps complement the work of the task force. It also opens up additional questions for future research, most notably the quantification of the variables introduced in our model. Using this systemic perspective, however, researchers and practitioners can seek to activate or minimize reinforcing processes as their health organization seeks to develop cybersecurity capabilities, thereby improving their resiliency to cyberattacks.
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